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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Part 300 

[FAL-3730-81 

AIN 2050 A873 

Hazard Ranking System 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
ACTION: Final rule. · 

IUMMAIIIY: The Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) rs adopting revisions to 
the Hazard Ranking System (HRS), the 
principal mechanism for.plaqng sites on 
the National Priorities List (NPL). The 
revisions change the way EPA evaluates 
potential threats to human health and 
the environment from hazardous waste 
sites and make the HRS more accurate 
in assessing relative potential risk. 
These revisions comply with other 
statutory requirements in the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
of 1986 (SARA). 
DATES: Effective date March 14. 1991. As 
discussed in Section III H of this 
preamble, commentS are invited on the 
addition of specific benchmarks in the 
air and soil exposure pathways until 
January 14, 1991. 
ADDRESSES: Documents related to this 
rulemaking are available at and · 
comments on the specific benchmarks in 

. the air and soil exposure pathways may 
be mailed to the CERCLA Docket Office, 
0&--245, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Waterside Mall401 MStreet. 
SW, Washington, DC 20480, phone 202-
382-3046. Please send four copiew of 
comments. The docket is available for 
viewing by appointment only from 9:00 
am to 4:00 pm, Monday through Friday, 
excluding Federal holidays. The docket 
number is 105NCP-HRS. 
FOR FURTHER .. FORMATION CONTACT: 
Steve Caldwell or Agnes Ortiz, 
Hazardous Site Evaluation Division. 
Office of Emergency and Remedial 
Response, 0&--230. U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW. 
Washington, DC 20460, or the Superfund 
Hotline at 800-424-9346 (in the 
Washington, DC area, 202-382-3000). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
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L Background 
In 1980, Congress enacted the 

Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.), 
commonly called the Superfund, in 
response to the dangers posed by 
uncontrolled releases of· hazardous 
substances, contaminants, and 
pollutants. To implement section 
105(8)(A) of CERCLA and Executive 
Order 12316 (46 FR 42237, August 20, 
1981), the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) revised the National Oil 
and Hazardous Substances Pollution 
Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 CFR part 
300, on July 16, 1982 (47 FR 31180), with 
later revisions on September 16, 1985 (SO 
FR 37624), November 20, 1985 (SO FR 
47912), and March 8. 1990 (55 FR·.8666). 
The NCP sets forth guidelines and 
procedures for responding to .releases or 
potential release of hazardous 
substances. pollutants, or contaminants. 

Section 105(8)(A) of CERCLA (now 
section 105(a)(8)(A)) requires EPA to 
establish: 

Criteria for determining priorities among 
releuea or threatened releases (of hazardous 
a_ubatances] throughout the United States for 
the purpose of taking remedial action and. to 
the extent practicable taking into account the 
potential urgency of such action. for the 
purpose of taking removal action. Criteria 
and priorities • • • •hall be based upon the 
relative risk or danger to public health or 
welfare or the environment ~ • • taking into 
account to the extent possibie the population 
at riak, the hazard potential of the ha%ardou1 
aub1tancet at 1uch facilities. the potential for 
contamination of drinking water supplies, the 
potential for direct human contact. (and] the 
potential for destruction of sensitive 
ecosystems • • •. 

To meet this requirement and help set 
priorities, EPA adopted the Hazard 
Ranking System (HRS) as appendix A to 
the NCP (47 FR 31180, July 16. 1982). The 
HRS is a scoring system used to assess 
the relative threat associated with -
actual or potential releases of hazardous 

substances at sites. The HRS is the 
primary way of determining whether a 
site is to be included on the National 
Priorities List (NPL), the Agency's list of 
sites that are priorities for long-term 
evaluation and remedial response, and 
is a crucial part of the Agency's program 
to address the identification of actual 
and potential releas~s. (Each State can 
nominate one site to the NPL as a State 
top priority regardless of its HRS score; 
sites may also be added in response to a 
health advisory from the Agency for 
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
(see NCP, 40 CFR 300.425(c)(3)).) Under 
the original HRS. a score was 
determined for a site by evaluating three 
migration pathways-ground water, 
surface water, and air. Direct contact 
and fire and explosion threats were also 
evaluated to determine the need for 
emergency actions, but did not enter 
into the decision on whether to place a 
site on the NPL. 

In 1986, Coiigress enacted the 
Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) 
(Pub. L. 99-499), which added section 
105(c)(1) to CERCLA. requiring EPA to 
amend the HRS to assure "to the 
maximum extent feasible •. that the 
hazard ranking system accurately 
assesses the relative degree of risk to 
human health and the environment 
posed by sites and facilities subject to 
review." Congress, in its Conference 
Report on SARA. stated the substantive 
standard against which HRS revisions 
could be assessed: 

Thia standard Ia to be applied within the 
context of the purpose for the National 
Priorities Liat. I.e., ldentifyiq for the States 
and the public those facilities and lites which 
appear to warrant remedial actions. • • • 
This etandard does not. however, require the 
Hazard Ranking Syatem to be equivalent to 
detailed rlak auesamentt. quantitative or 
qualitative, auch aa might be performed as 
part or remedial actions. The standard 
requirea th'e Hazard Ranking System to rank 
sites as accurately 81 the Agency believes is 
feaaible using Information from preliminary 
assessment• and tite lnapections • • • 
Meeting this standard does not require long
term monitoring or an accurate determination 
of the full nature and extent of contamination 
at 1itea or the projected levels of exposure 
such aa might be done during remedial 
investigations and feasibility studies. This 
provialon is intended to ensure th~t the 
Hazard Rankfn8 System performs with a 
degree of accuracy appropriate to its role in 
expeditiously identifying candidates for 
reaponee actions. (H.R. Rep. No. 962. 99th 
Cong., 2nd Sess. at 199-200 [198611 

Section 10S(c)(2) further specifies that 
the HRS appropriately assess the·human 
health risks associated with actual or 
potential contamination of surface 
waters used for recreation or drinking 
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water and· that this assessment should 
take into account the potential migration 
of any hazardous substance through · 
surface water to downstream sources of 
drinking water. 

SARA added two criteria for 
evaluating sites wider section 
105(a){8)(A): Actual or potential 
contamination of the ambient air and 
threats through the human food chain: In 
addition; CERCLA section 118, added by 
SARA, requires EPA to give a high 
priority to facilities where the release of 
hazardous substances has resulted in 
the closing of drinking water wells or 
has contaminated a principal drinking 
water supply. Finally, CERCLA section 
125, added by SARA. requires revisions 
to the HRS to address facilities that 
contain substantial volumes of wastes 
specified in section 3001(h)(3}(A}(i) of 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 
commonly referred to as the Resource 
ConserVation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA). These wastes include fly ash 
wastes, bottom ash wastes, slag wastes. 
and flue gas emission control wastes 
generated primarily from the 
combustion of coal or other fossil fuels. 
Specifically, section 125 requires EPA to 
revise the HR.S to assure the appropriate 
consideration of each of the following 
site-specific characte:-istics of such 
facilities: _ 

• The quantity, toxicity, and 
concentrations of hazardous 
constituents that are present in such 
waste and a comparison with other 
wastes; · 

• The extent of, and potential for. 
release of such hazardous constituents 
into the environment; and 

• The degree of risk to human health 
and the environment posed by such 
constituents. 

.EPA published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) on April 
9, 1987 {52 FR 11513), announcing its 
intention to revise the HRS and -
requesting comments on a number of 
issues. After a comprehensive review of 

. the original HRS, including 
consideration cf alternative models and 
~fence Advisory Board review. EPA 
published a notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPRM) fer HRS revisions 
on December 23. 1988 (53 FR 51962). The 
:NPRM contains a detailed preamble, 
which should be consulted for a more 
extensive discussion of CERCLA. SARA, 
the HRS. aQd the proposed changes to · 
the HRS. 

Today, EPA is publishing the revised 
HRS. which will supersede the HRS 
previously in effect as appendix A to the 
NCP.CERCLA section 105(c)(l) states 
that the revised HRS shall. be apP,Iied to 
any site newly listed on the.NPL after its 

. P.ffective da!e; as specified in section 

105(c)(3), sites scored with the original 
HRS prior to that effective date need not 
be reevaluated. 

The HRS is a scoring system based on 
factors grouped into three factor 
categories. The factor categories are 
multiplied and then normalized to 100 
points to obtain a pathway score {e.g .• 
the ground water migration pathway 
score). The final HRS score is obtained 
by combining the pathway scores using 
a root·mean·square method. The 
proposed HRS revised every factor to 
some extent. A few factors were 
replaced. and several new factors were 
added. The major proposed changes 
included: 
· (1) Consideration of potential as well 

as actual releases to air; 
(2) Addition of mobility factors; 
(3) Addition of dilution and distance 

weightings for the water migration 
pathways and modification of distance 
weighting in the air migration pathway; 

(4) Revisions to the toxicity factor; 
(5) Additions to the list of coyered 

sensitive environments; 
(6) Addition of human food chain and 

recreation threats to the surface water 
migration pathway; 

(7) Revision of th~ hazardous waste 
quantity factor to allow a tiered 
approach; 

(8) Addition of health-based 
benchmarks for evaluating population 
factors end ecological-based 
benchmarks for evaluating sensitive 
em;ronment&<-

(9) Addition of factors for evaluating 
the maximally exposed individual; and 

(10) Inclusion of a new onsite 
exposure pathway. 

EPA conducted a field test of the 
proposed HRS to assess the feasibility 
of implementing the proposed HRS 
factors, to determine resources required 
for specific tasks. to assess the 
availability of information needed for 
evaluation of sites. and to identify 
difficulties with the use of the proposed 

. re:visions. To meet the objectives, site 
inspections were performed at 29 sites 
nationwide. The sites were selected 
either because work was already 
planned at the site or because the sites 
had specific features EPA wanted to test 
using the proposed revisions to the HR.S. 
The major results of the field test were 
summarized on September 14. 1989 (54 
FR 37949), when the field test report was 
made available for public review· and 
comment. 

II. Overview of the Ymal Rule 
The rule being promulgated today 

incorporates substantial c;hanges to 
revisions proposed in December 1988. 
F..PA has changed the rule for three 
reasons: (1) To respond to the general 

comment submitted by many 
commenters that the factor categories 
and pathways need to be consistent 
with each other; (2} to respond to 

· specific recommendations made by · 
commenters; and (3) to respond to 
problems identified during the field test 
and discussed in the field test report. 
Major changes affecting multiple 
pathways include: 

• Multiplication ofhazart:Wus waste 
quantity factor. toxicity, and other 
waste characteristics factors; 

• Uncapping of population factors 
(i.e .• no limit is placed on maximum 
value); 

• Revised criteria for establishing an 
observed release; 

• Capping of potential tQ release at a 
va!ue"less than observed release; · 

• Revision of the toxicity evaluation 
to select carcinogenic and non-cancer 
chronic values in preference to acute 
toxicity values; 

• Elimination of Level III 
concentrations and extension of 
weighting based on levels of exposure to 
nearest individual (well/intake; fonnerly 
maximally exposed individual) factors; 

• ~edification of llte weights 
assigned to Levell and Level U 
concentrations; 

• Revisions to the benchmarks used 
and methods for determining 
exceedance of benchmarks; 

• Use of ranges to assign values for 
potentially exposed populations; 

• Inclusion of factors assessing 
exposures of the nearest individual in 

·all pathways; · 
• Revisions to distance and dilution 

weights-in all pathways except ground 
water migration; · . 

• Replacement of the use factors with 
less heavily weighted resources factors; 

• Evaluation of wetlands based on 
size or surface water frontage; and 

• Specific instructions for the 
evaluation of radionuclides at 
radioactive wa·ste sites and sites with 
radioactive and other hazardous 
substances wastes. 

The major changes in the gx·ound 
water migration pathway include: 

• Replacement of depth to aquifer/ 
hydraulic conductivity and sorptive 
capacity factors with travel time and 

. depth to aquifer factors; and 
• ReVision of the mobility factor, 

including consideration of distribution 
coefficients. 

In the surface water migration 
pathways. the major changes inClude: 

• Elimination of the separate 
recreational use·threat; 

• .Addition of a ground water to 
surface water component: 

http://shaU.be
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• Incorporation o.f bioacci.unulation 
into the waste characteristiCs factor 
category rather than the targets factor 
category for the human food chain · 
threat: 

·• Revision to allow use of additional 
tissue samples in establishing Levell 
concentrations for the human food chain 
threat; and 

• Addition of ecosystem 
-bioaccumulation potential factor for 
sensitive environments. 

· The major changes in the soil 
exposure-pathway (formerly the onsite 
exposure pathway) include: 

• Elimination of separate 
consideration of the high risk_ 
population:. 

• Inclusion of hazardous waste 
quantity in the waste characteristics 
factor category: 

• Consideration of workers in the 
resident threat's targets factor category; 
and · 

• Revisions to scoring of terrestrial 
sensitive environments. 

The major changes in the air 
migration pathway include: · 

· • Separate evaluation of gas and 
particulate potential to release: and 

• Consideration of actual 
contamination in evaluating sensitive 
environments. 

Figures 1 to 4 show the differences 
between the pathways in the original 
HRS and in the final rule. 
IIWHG COOliHO-SHI 
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·, ·. · .·Figure t 
. . . . .. . 

G~ound Water Migr~tion Pathway 

ORIGINALHRS ~ 

Likelihood of Release · · X .. Waste CharacteristiCs. · · X Targets 
·' .. · . 

· · Observed Release 
~· .or 

· Route Characteristics 
Depth to. Aquifer of . 

Concern · 
Net Precipitation 
Permeability of 
· Unsaturated Zone 
Physical Stat~ 
Containment 

FINAL.HRS · 

. Toxicity/PersistenCe ·· · . Gro~d Water U,se 

. Hazam~us Waste QuantitY · . ·· Distance to Nearest WelV · 
• ·· · · · ·· . : Population· Served 

Likelihood of Release X Waste Characteristics · X TargetS 

Observed Release 
or 

Potential to ReleaSe 
Containment 
Net Precipitation 
Depth to Aquifer 
TravelTime 

Toxicity/Mobility · 
Hazardous Waste Quantity. :· 

Nearest Well 
Population 

· Resources 
Wellhead Protection.Area 



Figure 2 

·Surface Water Migration Pathway 

ORJGINALHRS 
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Figure 2 

Sttrface Water Migration Pathway (continued) 
FINALHRS 
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1 Mobility is only applicable to the Ground Water to Surface Water 
Component. 
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Figure 3 

Soil Exposure Pathway 1. 
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. Figure4 .. 

Air Migration Pathway 
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Section ill of this preamble 
summarizes and responds to major 
issues raised by commenters. These 
issues are organized so that issues that 
affect multiple pathways are covered 
first. followed by discussions of 
individual pathway issues. Section IV 
provides a section-by-section discussion 
of the final rule. All substantive changes 
not discussed in section III are identified 
in section IV. Because the rule has been 
substantially rewritten to clarify the 
requirements, editorial changes are not 
generally noted. 

m. Discus.sion of Comments 
About 100 groups and individuals 

submitted comments on the ANPRM and 
NPRM. Nineteen of these also submitted 
comments on the field test report; two 
other groups submitted comments only 
. on the field test report. The commenters 
inchided.more than 20 State agencies, 
several Federal agencies, companies, 
trade associations, Indian tribes, 
environmental groups, techiUcal 
consultants, and individuals. This 
section summarizes and responds to the 
major issues raised by commenters·. A 
description of the comments and EPA's 
response to each issue raised in the 
comments are available in Responses to 
Comments on Revisions to the Hazard 
Ranking System {HRS) in the EPA 
CERCLA docket (see ADDRESSES section 
above). 

A. Simplification 

In response to SARA. EPA proposed 
revisions to the HRS so that. to the 
maximum extent feasible, it accurately 
assesses the relative risks posed by 
hazardous waste sites to human health 
and the environment. Consequently, the 
proposed rule required more data than 
did the original HRS. 

A number of commenters stated that 
the data collection requirements of the 
proposed rule were excessive given its 
purpose as a screening tool. These 
commenters expressed concern that the 
data requirements were too extensive 
for a screening process; specifically, that 
the data requirements would lengthen 
the time needed to score sites with the 
HRS, increase t.'te cost of listing sites, 
and, therefore. limit the money available 
for remedial actions. Most 
commenters-even those who 
considered that the revisions increased 
the accuracy of the model-stated that 
the resources required to evaluate sites 
under the proposed I-IRS were 
excessive. 

One commenter suggested the 
proposed HRS would be so expensive to 
implement that EPA would need to 
develop a new screening tool to 
determine whether a site should und~rgo 

an HRS evaluation. Another commenter 
suggested that because.of the 
complexity of the proposed reyisions, 
preliminary scoring of a site during the 
site assessment process would be 
impractical because sites would 
advance too far in the site assessment 
process before they were determined 
not to be NPL candidates. Several 
commenters stated that, with the 
additional requirements. the proposed 
I-IRS is more of a quantitative risk
assessment tool than the screening tool 
it is supposed to be. Another suggested 
that the increased accuracy of the 
proposed rule over the original HRS is of 
marginal value relative to the amount of . 
time and money involved, and that the 
HRS is no longer a quick and 
inexpensive method.of assessing · 
relative risks associated with sites. 

Several commenters expressed 
concern that the increased data 
requirements of the proposed HRS 
would affect the schedule of the entire 
site ·assessment process. They suggested 
that these requirements would create a 
backlog of sites to be evaluated, slow 
the process of listing sites, and delay 
cleanup. Some noted that this would be 
contrary to the goal of identifying and 
evaluating sites expeditiously. 

In response, the Agency believes the 
requirements of the fmal rule are within 
the scope of the site assessment process 
and that a new screening tool to 
determine whether a site should undergo 
an HRS evaluation will not be needed. 
To assist in screening sites, the site 
assessment process is divided into tWo 
stages: 

• A preli~I;~inary assessment (PA), 
which focuses on a visual inspection. 
collection of available local, State, and 
Federal pennitting data, site-s"pecific 
information (e.g., topography, 
population), and historical industrial 
activity; and 

• A site inspection (Sij. where PA 
data are augmented by additional data 
col1ection. including sampling of 
appropriate environmental media and 
wastes, to determine the likelihood of a 
site receiving a high enough I-IRS score 
to be considered for the NPL 

The field test identified a best · 
estimate of the average and range of 
costs incun'ed. to support the data 
requirements of the proposed I-IRS. 
These cost estimates represented the 
entire site assessment process from PA 
to SI. and comprehensive evaluatiop.s 
for all pathways at most sites. As such, 
the Agency believes these cost 
estimates overstate the costs associated 
with slte assessments occurring on the 
greater universe of CERCLA sites. The 
amount of data collected during anSI 
varies from site to site depending on the 

complexity of the site and the number.of 
environmental media believed to be 
contaminated. Some Sis may be limited 
in scope if data are easy to obtain, while 
others require more substantial resource 
commitments. The most important 
factors in determining costliness of an Sl 
are (1) the presence or absence of 
ground water monitorinl! wells in 
situations where ground water is 
affected, and (2) the number of affected 
media, which determines the number of 
samples taken and analyzed. The 
Agency believes the greater universe of 
CERCLA sites will not require the more 
substantial resource commitments. 

Finally, EPA does not agree that the 
requirements of the final rule will delay 
the listing of sites. The site assessment 
process screens sites. at each stage, 
thereby limiting the number of sites that 
require evaluation for scoring. The 
Agency believes that it will be possible 
to score sites expeditiously with the 
revised HRS. · 

The Agency believes the additional 
data requirements of the final rule will 
make it more accurately reflect the 
relative risks posed by sites, but also 
that the HRS should be as simple as 
possible to make it easier to implement 
and to retain its usefulness as a 
screening qevice. This approach 
responds to the majority of commenters 
who recommended that EPA simplify 
the proposed I-IRS to make it easier and 
less expensive to implement. In 
response to these comments. the rule 
adopted today includes a number of 
changes from the proposed rule that 
simplify the HRS. These simplifying 
changes were based largely on EPA's 
field test of the proposed rule, 
sensitivity studies, and issue analyses 
undertaken by EPA in response to 
comments. 

• In the surface water migration 
pathway, the proposed recreation threat 
has been eliminated as a separate 
threat Instead of requiring a separate 
set of detailed calculations and data, the 
final rule accounts for recreational use 
exposures through resour~s factors, 
where points may be added for 
recreation use. 

• In the ground water migration 
pathway, the proposed potential to 
release has been simplified by dropping 
"sorptive capacity," by revising "depth 
to aquifer" and making it a separate 
faCtor, and by eliminating the · 
.-equirement to consider all geological 
layers between the hazardous substance 
and the aquifer in evaluating travel time 
to the aquifer. The "travel time" factor 
{the depth to aquifer/hydraulic 
conductivity factor in the proposed rule) 
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is n~w based on the ·Jaye~ with the 
lowest hydraulic condu'Ctivity. 

• In the three migration-pathways 

additionally,' data on the. quantity of 
hazardous wastestream.s, source 
volume, and source area can be used, 

(i.e .• ground water, smface·water, and 
air), the use factors in the proposed 
n.!le-'•Jand use .. in tbe air migration 
pathway, "drinking water use" and 
"other water. use .. in the ground water 
migration pathway. and "dririking water 
use" and "other water use" in the · 
surface water migration pathway-have · 
been replaced by "resources" factors. 

' depending on the completeness of data 
within the hierarchy. The hierarchy 
allows a site to be scored at the most 
precise level for which data are 
reasonably available, but does not 
reqUire extensive data collection where 
available data are less pre¢se. 

· · The "fishery use" factor has been 
· dropped &om thi! surface water 

migration pathway~ A resources factor 
has been added to the soil exposure 
pathway. 

In response to comments on the 
complexity of the rule language, the 
presentation of the HRS has been 
reorganized and clarified. Factors that 
are evaluated in more then one pathway 
are explained in a ieparate section of 
the final rule (§ 2) to eliminate the 
repe~ition of instructions. The proposed 
HRS included descriptive background 
material that, while useful, made the 
HRS difficnlt to read. Much of this 

• In the soil exposure pathway, the 
requirement that children under seven 
oe counted as a separate population has 
been dropped. The "accessibility I 
frequency of use" factor bas been 
replaced by a simpler "attractiveness/ 
accessibility" factor. . 

· descriptive material has been removed 
from the rule. 

• In the surface water migration 
pathway, the "runoff curve number." 
which required determining the 
predominant land O$e within the 
drainage area, bas been repJaced by a 
simpler facto~. "soil group," which only 
requires classifying the predominant soil 
group in the drainage area into one of 
four categories. 

• In the air migration pathway. the 
mapa used to assign val~s of 
particulate migration potential (formerly 
particulate mobility under potential to 
'release) have been simplified. 

• In all pathways, potentially exposed 
populations are assigned values based 
on ranges rather than exact COWlts, 
reducing documentation requirements. 

• In the surface water and ground 
water migration pathways, Level m 
benchmarks have been dropped. 

• In all pathways. hazardous waste 
quantity values are based o:t ranges, 
which will reduce documentation 
requirements. The methodology and 
explanation for 'evaluating 'the 
hazardous waste quantity factor have 
been simplified. .. . 

• Containment tables have been 
simplified in the air, g:v:md water, and 
surface water migration pathways. 

A number of the simplifications. ·such 
as the changes to the travel time and 
hazardous waste quantity factors, better 
reflect the uncertainty of the underlying 
site data and. therefore. do not generally 
affect the accuracy of the HRS. In 
addition. EPA notes that some revisions 
that may appear to make the·HRS more . 
complex actually make it more flexible. 
For· example, the hierarchy for · 
detenninir.g haurdous waste quantits 
allows using data on l.lte quantity of 
hazardous constituents if they are 
available or can be determined; 

B. HRS Structure Issues 
Although the proposed rule retained 

the basic structure of the original HRS. a 
number of comroenters felt that the HRS 
should provide results consistent with 
the l"!sul~s of a quantitative risk 
assessment. Several commenters 
identified this issue explicitly, while 
others identified speQfic aspects of the 
proposed rule that they believed to be 
inconsistent 11\ith basic risk assessment 
principles. The commenters m·aintained 
that if the HRS is to reflect relative risks 
to the e)ltent feasible. as required by the 
statute. its structure shonld be modified 
to better reflect the methods employed 
in quantitative risk a$Sessments. 
Commenters stressed tbe need for EPA 
to follow the advice of the EPA Science 
Advisory Board (SAB) as expressed in 
the SAB review ofthe HRS: · 

Revision.s to 1he HRS should be~ with the 
development of a chain or logic. without 
regard for the ea&f! or diffiCUlty of collectlng 
data, that would lead to a halt aAel8nwmt for 
each site. This framework, but DOt the 
underlying logic. would be simplified to 
account for the very real di!flc~lties o£ data 
collectioo. 

This chain oflogic • • • should !ea;] to a 
s ituation in which ac increased acore reflects 
an increased risk presented by a site. 

In response to the structural issues 
raised by commenters and to the 
statutory mandate to reflect relative risk 
to the extent feasible, EPA made a 
number of changes to the'final rule. 
These structural changes affect how 
various factors are scored and'how 
scores are combined. but do not involve 
changes in the types or amount of data 
required to score a site with th.e HRS. 
The Agency stresses that the limited 
data generated at the SI stage are 
designed to support site screening. and 

are not intended to provide Sl1pport for 8 

quantitative risk assess~ent. 
General strucwrol chanses. While the 

final rule retains the ~sic structure of 
the proposed rule in that three factor 
categories (likelihOod of release. waste 
characteristics, and targets) continue to 
be multiplied together to obtain pathway 
scores. the structure bas been changed 
in certain respects to make the 
underlying Jogic of the HRS more 
consistent with risk assessment 
principles. 

The key structural changes to the 
waste characteristics factor category 
were to. make use of consistent scales 
ar.d to multiply the hazardous waste 
quantity a'nd toxicity (or, depending on 
the pathway and threat. toxicity I 
mobility, toxicity/persistence, or 
toxicity i persistence/bioaccumulation} 
factors. Within the waste characteristics 
factor category. factors have been 
modified so they are on linear scales. 
These modilicatioll$ make the functional 
relationships between the HRS factors 
more consistent with the toxicity and 
exposure parameters evaluated in risk 
assessments. 

Where possible, the final rul4: assigns 
similar maximum point values to factor 
categories across pathways. The 
likelihood of release (likelihood of 
exposure) factor category is assigned a 
maximum value of 550; the waste 
characteristics factor category is 
assigned a maXimum value of 100 
(except for the human food chain and 
environmental threats of the surface 
water migration pathway); the targets 
factor category is not assigned a 
maximwn. EPA determined that in 
general targets should be a key 
deterrilinant of site threat because the 
data on which the targets factors are 
based are relatively more reliable than 
most other data available at the Sl 
stage. 

Liktilihood of release. Except in the 
air migration pathway, the proposed rule 
assigned the same m~um value to 
ob;;erved release and potential to 
release. In the final rule. an observed 
release is U$igned a value of S50 points 
and potential to release ha·s a maximum 
value of 500 in all pailiways. This · 
relative weigbtiDg of values reflects the 
greater confidence (the associ~tion of 
risks with targets) when reporting.an. 
observed release as opposed to a 
potential release. & a result of this 
change in point values at the factor 
category level. as well as.the new 
maximums for most pathways, the 
values assigned to individual potential 
to release factors have been adjusted. 

Waste chO.iacteristics. The proposed 
rule assigned a maximum point value to 
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hazardous substance quantities of 1,000 
pounds. Because some sites have· 
hazardous substance quantities far in 
excess of that amount and because it is 
reasonable to assume that these sites 
present some additional ris.k, all 'else 
being equal, the final rule elevates the 
maximum value to quantities in excess 
of 1,000.000 pounds. Even when 
hazardous waste quantity is 
documented with precision, EPA 
concluded that there are diminishing 
returns in considering quantities above 
this amount. 

Although the HRS does not employ 
the same type and quality of information 
that would be used to support a rfsk 

· assessment (e.g;, pounds of waste and 
mobility are combined in the· ground · 
water pathway as a surrogate for long
term magnitude of releases), as waste 
characteristics values rise, 
conta~ation resulting from conditions 
at the sites in general shoUld be worse. 
M a result of using linear scales and 
incorpora6on of a multiplicative 

· relationship between hazardous waste 
quantity, toxicity, and other waste 
characteristics factors, the influence of. 
the waste characteristics factor category 
could be disproportionately Jarge 
relative to the likelihood of release and 
targets .factor categories in determining 
overall pathway scores. Therefore, EPA 
is limiting-through use of a scale 
transformation-the values assigned to 
the waste characteristics factor 
category. shown in Table 2-7 of the final 
HRS, to limit the effect of waste · 
characteristics on the pathway scores. 

While the waste characteristics factor 
values are limited to values of 0 to 100 in 
most cases. the waste characteristics 
factor category may reach values of up 
to 1,000 for both the human food chain 
and environmental threats in the surface 
water migration pathway. These 
exceptions have been made to 
accommodate the bioaccumulation 
factor (or ecosystem bioaccumulation 
factor). applied in·these threats but not 
in other pathways or threats, which can 
add up to four orders of magnitude to 
the waste characteristics factor values 
before reduction to the scale values of 0 
to 1,000. 

Turgets. The final rule includes two 
major structural changes to the targets 
faCtor category. Population factor values 
are not capped as they were in the 
proposed rule. This change allows a site 
with a large population but a low waste 
characteristics value to receive scores 
similar to a site with a smaller 
population but larger waste 
characteristic$ value (as would be done 
in a risk assessment). A second change 
in the targets factors involves the 

nearest individual (or intake or well) 
factors (i.e., the maximally exposed 
individual factors in the proposed rule). 
These factors are now as1!igne~ values 
based on exposure to Level I and Level 
ll contamination (so· and 45 points, 
respectively). Potentially exposed 

· nearest individuals are assigned a 
maximum of 20 points in all pathways. 
EPA changed the assigned values for 
these factors to give more relative. 
weight to individuals that are exposed 
to documented contamination. 

C. Hazardous Waste Quantity 

. In the NPRM. EPA proposed to change 
the hazardous waste quantity factor to · 
allow the use of fourJevels of data . 
depending on what data are available 
and how· complete they are. Hazardous 
waste quantity for a source could be 
based on (a) hazardous constituent 
quantity, (b) the total quantity of 
hazardous wastes in the source, (c) the 
volume of the source, or (d) the area of 
the source. Each source at the site would 
be evaluated separately. based on data 
available for the source. 

EPA received numerous comments 
relating to changes in the hazardous 
waste quantity factor. Several . 
commenters agreed that allowing use of 
waste constituent data, when available, 
was an improvement over the original 
HRS. Several also supported the tiered 
appro,ch to scoring hazardous waste 
quantity when constituent data were 
incomplete or unavailable. 

Two commenters stated that the 
emphasis on hazardous constituent data 

· will require more extensive and 
expensive site investigations. These 
commenters have misunderstood the 
revisions. The rule'does not require the 
scorer to determine hazardous 
constituent quantities in all instances, 
but simply enceurages use of those data 
when they are available. This approach 
allows a scorer the flexibility to use 
different types of available data for 
scoring bazardou~ waste quantity. At a 
minimum. the scorer need only 
determine the area of a source (or the 
area of observed contamination), which 
is routinely done in site inspections. 
Where better data are available, they 
may be used in scoring the factor. This 
approach is in keeping with the intent of 
Congress that the HRS should act as a . 
screening tool for identifying sites 
warranting further investigation. 

Several commenters stated that the 
methodology for determining hazardous 
waste quantity was too complex and 
time consuming, and that its . 
administrative costs outweighed its 
benefits. Others found the proposed rule 
instructions and tables confusing and 
hard to follow. 

EPA strOngly disagrees with the claim 
that the costs of the revised approach to 
scoring waste quantity outweigh its 
benefits. The amount of hazardous 
substances present at a site is an 
important indicator 'of the potential 
threat the site poses. At the same time, 
EPA recognizes that cost is an important 
consideration. In revising the hazardous 
waste quantity factor, however, the 
Agency believes it bas established an 
appropriate balance between time and 
cost required for scoring this factor and 
the degree of accuracy needed to 
evaluate the relative risk of the site 
properly. 

In response to comments, EPA has 
modified the hazardous waste quantity 
scoring methodology to make it easier to 
understand and to use. The changes 
include elimination of proposed rule 
Table 2-13, Hazardous Waste Quantity 
Factor Evaluation Methodology and 
Worksheet. In addition, the scale for the 
hazardous waste quantity factor has 
been divided into ranges that span two 
orders of magnitude (100x.) to reflect the 
uncertainty inherent in estimates of 
hazardous waste quantities at typical 
sites. The practical effect of this scale 
change is to reduce the data collection 
and documentation requirements. See 
§ § 2.4.2-2.4.2.2. The fmal rule also 
clarifies the treatment of wastes 
classified as hazardous under RCRA. 
Under CERCLA. any RCRA hazardous 
waste stream is considered a hazardous 
substance. If this definition were strictly 

· applied in evaluating hazardous waste 
quantity of RCRA hazardous 
wastestreams, hazardous constituent 
quantity and hazardous wastestream 
quantity would be the same because the 
entire wastestream wouJd be considered 
a hazardous substance. The final rule 
makes clear that only the constituents in 

· a RCRA wastestrearn that are CERCLA 
hazardous substances should be 
evaluated for determining hazardous 
constituent quantity;.for the other three 
tiers, however, the entire RCRA 
wastestieam is considered as is any 
other wastestream. 

As discussed in section m Q. EPA will 
consider removal actions when 
calculating waste quantities. EPA 
believes consideration of removal 
actions is likely to increase incentives 
for rapid actions. If there bas been a 
removal at a site. and the baz.ardous 
constituent quantity for all sources and 
associated releases is adequately 
determined, the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value will be based only 
on the amount remaining after the 
removal. This will result in lowering 
some hazardous waste quantity factor 
values. 
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Where .an adequate determination of 
the hazardous constitUent quantity 
remaining after the removal cannot be 
made, EPA has established minimum 
hazardous waste quantity factor values 
in order to ensure thatthe HRS score 
reflect9 any continuing risks at the sites. 
In this case, the assigned hazardous · 
waste quantity factor value will be ihe 
CUITJ!nt hazardous waste .quantity factor 
value (as derived in Table~). or the 
minimum value, whichever is. greater .. 

· The proposed rule assigned a 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor value.~ 10 wb~n data on . · 
ha~_rdo~s constituent quantity was not 
complete. In the final rule, for migration 
pathways (i.e.~ n~t the "soilex'posure ' 
pathway~ if the haz~o~s cqnstituent 
quantity is not adequately determined. 
and if any target is subject to Levell or 
n contamination. the minimum 
hazardous waste quantity factor value 
will be 100. · · 
· U the hazardous ·cons~tuent quantity 

for all sources is not adequately 
determined, arid none of the targets are 
subject to Levell or n cOntamination. 
the minimum factor value assigned for 

. ~aZ&rdous waste quantity depends on 
· whether there has been a removal 

action. and what the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value would have been 

· without consideration of the removal 
action. U there has not been a removal 
action. the minimum hazardous wast"e 
quantity factor value will be 10. If there 
has been a removal."action and if a 
factor value of 100 oi greater would 
have been assigned without 
consideration of the removal action, a 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor value .of 100 will be assigned. If 
the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value was less than 100 prior to 
consideration of the removal action, a 
minimum hazaidous waste quantity· . . 
factor value of 10 will be assigned. This 
will ensure that the Agency provides an 
incentive for removal actions and that in 
no case will consideration of removal 
actions result in an jncreased hazardous 
waste quantity factor value score. 

D. Toxicity 
The proposed HRS substantially. 

changed the basis for evaluating 
toxicity. The major change was that 
hazardous substance toxicity would be 
based on carcinogenicity, chronic non
cancer toxicity, and acute toxicity-. For 
each migration pathway and each 
surface water threat except human food 
chain and recreation, toxicity was 
combined with mobility or persistence 
factors to select the hazardous 
substance with the highest combined 
value for toxicity and the applicable 
mobinty or persistence factor. For the 

human food chain threat. only 
substanCes with tlie highest · · 
bioaccumulation vitlues were evaluated 
for toxicity /persistence. For the 
recreation threat. only subs1ances with 
the highest dose adjusting factor valBes 
were evaluated for toxicity/per.sist~ce. 
In additi~n. ecosystem toxicity rather 
than human toxicity was evaluated lor 
the environmental threat of the surface 
water migration pathway~ 

Several commenters expressed 
concern about or opposition to using the 
single most hazardous substance at a 
site to score toxicity, stating ~at the · 
approach seems overly· Conservative 
and unlikely to distingui!lh sites on the 
basis of hazard. Some commenters 
·suggested that EPA allow flexibility in 
weighting the toxicity values of multiple . 
substances ei.ther by concentration, 
waste quantity, or proportion . 
information. whenever such information 
is available . . One com.rnenter suggested 
basing tc;>xicity on a fixed percentage of 
the hazardous substances known to be 
present at a site. 

The Agency agrees that, for purposes 
of accurately assessing the risk to 
human health and the environment 
posed by a site, it would be preferable 
to evaluate the overall t9xicity by 
considering all hazardous substances 
present. based on some type of dose- [or 
concentration-) weighted toxicity 
approach. EPA believes, however; that 
this approach is not feasible because the 
data requ~·rnents would be excessive. 
Such an approach would be feasible 
only when relative exposure levels of 
multiple substances are known or can 
reasonably be es~ated; how~ver. these 
data can be obtained olily by conducting 
a comprehensive risk assessment.. 
Extensive concentration data would be 
required to be confident that 
comparable concentrations are being 
used for the various substances, and 
that the multi-substance toxicity of the 
contaminant9 is not. in fa.ct, being 
underestimated. Ul!e of inadequate data 
could ·result in underestimating or 
overestimating the toxicity of 
substances in a pathway. 

EPA considered a number of 
alternatives to the use of a single 
hazardous substance to score toxicity 
(mobility/persistence)and tested some 
of these on several real aiid hypothetical 
sites. The analyses included 
comparisons between the single most 
toxic substance aBd the average toxicity 
value for all substances, the average 
toxicity. value for the 10 most toxic 
substances, and the concentration
weighted average ~alue of all . 
substances. These alternatives were 
also tested using. toxicity/mobility 

values. The results of these analyses 
showed that using a single substance 
approach usually resulted in an assigned 
value (either toxicity or toxicity I 
mobility) that was within one interval in 
the scale-of values· of the alternatives 
tested; for example, the single substance 
approach would assign a value of 1,000 
for toxicity whereas averaging the · 
toxicities would assign a value of 1,000· 
or 100, the next lower scale value. {The 
final rule uses linear scales to assign 
values for toxicity, mobility, and 
persistence. The scales for toxi~ity now 
range· from 0 to 10,000'rather than 0 to 5; 
consequently, the default value for · 
toxi~ity is now 100 rather than.3.) The 
Agency recognizes the uncertainty in the 
use of the sing!e substance approach, 
but concludes that it is a reasonable 
approach for a screening model, 
especially given the general 
unavailability of information to support 
altern·atives. In making this judgment, 
the Agency notes that the single 
substance approach to evaluating the . 
toxicity factor was not identified in 
SARA as a portion of the HRS requiring 
further examination, even though it bad 
been used in the original HRS and EPA 
bad received criticism similar to the 
above comments prior to the enactment 
of SARA. 

Several commenters suggested that 
additive, synergistic, or antagonistic 
effects among substances be considered 
in scoring t9xicity when several 
substances are .found at a site. In 
particular, one commenter suggested 
increasing the scores for sites with a 
large number of hazardous substances 

. to account for additive o~ .synergistic 
effects. · · 

As noted in EPA's 1988 Technical 
Support Document for the Proposed . 
Revisions to the Hazard Ranking 
Sy.stem, quantitative consideration of . 
synergistic/antagonistic effects between 
hazardous substances is generally not 
possible ev~n in RI/FS ris~ assessments 
-because appropriate data are·lacking for 
most combinations of substances. 
Interactive effects have been 
documented for only a few substance 
mixtures, and the Agency's risk 
assessment.guidelines for mixtures (51 
FR 34014, September 24, 1986) . 
emphasize that although additivity is a 
theoretically sound concept. it is best 
applied for assessing mixtures of similar 
acting components that do not interact 
Thus, the Agency believes that 
consideration of interactive effects in 
evaluating toxicity in the HRS is not 
feasible, nor is it necessary to allow use 
of the HRS as a scr~ening model. The 
Agency rejects the suggestion that 
scores should simply be raisedfor sites 

.. 
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with numerous substances because this 
approach'ignorea the technical 
comple:Jdties related to interactions (i.e .• 
the possibility of antagonistic effects.) 
.. One cOirimenter suggested that a 
waste~s toXicity should be assessed in 
terms of its .. degree of risk. .. and that 
this could be measured by tomparing 
constituent C()ncentrations at the point 
of exPosm"e to app"ropriate·toxicity 
reference levels. Two (:c)mmenters 
stated that toxicity should be measured 
at a likely point of human exposure · . 
rather than at the waste site. · ' 

The toxicity of a substance. as used in 
the HRS. is an inherent property, often . 
expressed quantitatively as a dose or · 
exposure concentration associated with 
a specific respollSe (i.e., a dose-response 
relationship). These toxicity values, in 
general are independent of ~cted 
environmental exposure levels; many 
are.based on laboratory tests on 
animals. -Risk. on the other hand. is a '· 
fUnction of toxicity; the concentration of 
a substance· in environmental media to, 
which humans. may be exposed, and the 
likelihood of exposure to that medium· 
(and the population likely to be 
exposed). The toxicity factor in the 
waste characteristics factor category of 
the HRS is intended to reflect only the 
inherent toxicity (i.e ., the basic dose
response relationship) of substances 
found at the site. The HRS as a whole is 
intended. to evaluate, to the extent 
feasible, relative risks posed by sites by 
including factors for likelihood of 
release. waste quantity, toxicity, and the 
proximity of potentially exposed 

-popul!ltions. H actual contamination (for 
example. of drinking water) has been 
detected at a site. the measurea 
environmental concentration of each 
substance is compared with its 
appropriate J:!eal!h-based or ecological
based concentration limit (i.e., its 
benchmark). If these et}vjronmental 
concentrations equal or exceed a 
benchmark. certain target factors are 
assigned higher values than if . 
environmental concentrations are less 
than benchmarks. 

Two commenters suggested using 
Cancer Potency Factors to score toxicity 
only for Class A and B1 carcinogens, 
and using reference doses (RIDs) for 
scoring Class B2 and C carcinogens (i.e .. 
substances for which there is 
inadequate or no direct human evidence 
of carcinogenicity). 

In response. EPA believes that 
because the HRS ~s a screening tool. it 
should maintain a conservative (i.e .• 
protective) approach to evaluation of 
potential cancer risks. EPA's 1986 
Guidelines for Carcipogen Risk 
Assessment (51 FR 34014. September 24. 
1986) provide for substances in Class A 

. . 
and Class B•{both ·Bt and B2) to be 
regarded as suitable for quantitative· 
human risk assessment. In general. 
according·to EPA's 1989 Risk 
Assessment Guid011ce for Superfund: 
Humarr Health Evaluation Mimuf11, 
Class C substances are evaluated for 
cancer risks within the Superfund risk 
assessment process. Thus. the use of 
cancer risk information for Class B2 and 
C substances in the HRS is consistent 
with the objective of maintaining a 
conservative approach and with other 
Agency and.Superfund program risk 
assessment guidelines. 

In response to comments that the best 
available data should be used to score 
sites, tbat accepted Agency practices be 
relied on. and that consistency across 
pathways be encouraged. the Agency 
has modified slightly the way the 
toxici-ty value fora substance ia 
selected. The final rule requires the use 
of c&rcinogenicity and chronic toxicity 
data. when available, over-acute toxicity 
data. If both slope factors and RfDs are 
available. the higher of the values 
assigned for these types of toxicity 
parameters is used. If neither ia 
available. but acute toxicity data are 
available. the acute toxicity data are 
used to assign toxicity factor values. 

' EPA decided to give preference to slope 
factors and RID values because these 
undergo more exteQIJbre Agency review 
and are based on long-term exposure 
.studies. 

E. Radionuclides 

The proposed HRS assigned 
radionuclides a maximum toxicity value. 
but included no other procedures 
specific to ra4ionuclides. 

One co.mmenter, the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE). asserted that the 
proposed HRS "* • • contains an 
·inequitable bias regarding radionuclides 
• • *'" DOE specifically criticized . 
assigning maximum toxicity f~ctor 
values to radionuclides, ... • • where. 
in fact. the health impact associated 
with radionuclides is associated with 
the type of decay, the level of decay 
energy. the half-life. the mobility. the 
concentration of the radionuclide, 
internal biological factors. and external 
pathway factors." DOE proposed ~ing 
concepts for evaluating radionuclides 
that· were included in its Modified 
Hazard Ranking System (mHRS). In its 
subsequent CQmments on the HRS field 
test report. DOE stated that it 
considered the "'* • • method of 
handling radionuclides m the proposed 
revised HRS to be a serious flaw in the 
evaluation system." · 

In the final rule. EPA bas clarified and 
significantly changed bow radionuclides 
are evaluated. Instead of using or · 

adapting the mHRS directly. howeve_r. 
EPA modified the proposed HRS to 
account more fully for radionuclides 
based on EPA's own methods for 
evaluating them, which are similar to 
and generally consistent with the 
radiation analysis concepts underlying 
themHRS. 

The final rule evaluates radionuclides 
within the same basic structure as otber 
hazardous substances. and the 
evaluation of many individual HRS 
factors is the same whether· · 
radionuclides are present or not. Table 
7-1 of the final rule lists HRS factors 
and indicates which are evaluated 
differently fo"r radionuclides. Essentially. 
radionuclides are simply treated as 
additional hazardous substances with 
certain special characteristics that are 
accounted for by separate scoring n;les 
for some HRS factors. For sites . 
containing only radionuclides. the 
scoring process is very similar to the 
process at other hazardous substance 
sites. except that different scoring rules 
are applied to a number of substance
specific factors and a few other factors. 
For sites containing both radionuclides 
and other hazardous substances. both 
types of substances are scored for all 
HRS factors that are substance-specific. 
with overall factor values based either 
on combined values· or the hi8her of the 
values, as appropriate. 

EPA notes that. although some 
radioactive substances are statutorily 
excluded from the definition of 
"hazardous waste" in both CERCLA and 
RCRA (specifiqilly, soorce. special 
nuclear. and byproduct material as 
defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954). such substances may be, and 
generally are, "hazardous substances" 
as defined-in section 101(14) of CERCLA 
and therefore may be addreased under ' 
CERCLA. Radioactive substances 
should be included in HRS scoring and 
section 1 of the final rule is intended to 

. facilitate that analysis. It also should be 
noted that two JUUTOW categories of 
releases (either from .. nuclear incidents" 
or from sites designated unner the 
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiauon Control 
Act of 1978) are excluded from 
CERCLA'a definition of the term 
"release" {CERCLA section 101(22.)), and 
such releases should not be scored using 
theHRS. 

The major changes to the HRS in the 
evaluation of radionuclides apply ~- · 
establishing observed releases. tO 
factors in the waste characteristics 
category, and to determining the.ievel of 
act"!lal contamination in the targets 
factor cafegory. Tile HRS components 
that have been modified are briefly 
described below. 
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The criteria for establishing an 
observed releas.e through analysis of 
samples for radionuclides differ 
considerably from the criteria used for 
other hazardous substances. These 
criteria are divided into three groups: 
radionuclides that occur naturally or are 
ubiquitous in the environment; 
manmade radionuclides that are not 
ubiquitous in the environment: and 
gamma radiation (soil exposure 
pathway only). (See § 7.1.1.) . 

The hazardous waste quantity factor 
for sources (and areas of observed 
contamination) containing radionuclides 
bas been modified to reflect the different 
units used to measure the amount of 
radiation (curies, a measure of activity) 
versus the units used for other 
hazardous substances (pounds, a 
measure of mass). EPA believes it is 
preferable to use activity units rather 
than mass units because activity is the 
standard measure of ra.diation quantity 
and is a -better indicator of energy 
released and potential to cause human 
health damage than is mass. In addition, 
the hierarchy for evaluating the waste 
quantity factor for sources (and areas of 
observed contamination) containing 
radionuclides is limited to Tiers A and 
B. Tiers C and D, based on source 
volume and source area, respectively, 
are not used because adequate data to 
derive their quantitative relationship to 
Tier A were unavailable. Thus, the 
waste 'quantity factor is based either on 
radionuclide constituent quantity (Ti·~r 
A} or radionuclide wastestream quantity 
[TierB). · 

For sites containing only 
radionuclides. hazardous waste quantity 
is calculated based on the activi'y 
content of the radionuclides or 
radionuclide wastestreams asFociated 
with each source. For sites with both 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances. hazardous waste quantity is 
evaluated separately for the two types 
of hazardous substance for each source, 
and the values are then summed in 
determining the hazardous waste 
quantity value. The scale for scoring 
radionuclide waste quantity was 

· derived based on concepts of risk 
equivalence between radionuclides and 
other hazardous- substances. 

In the proposed rule, all radionuclides 
were automatically assigned a 
maximum default value for the toxicity 
factor. The final rule evaluates 
radionuclides individually on the basi_s 
of human toxicity, across a range of 
factor values based on the potential to 
cause cancer (i.e., cancer slope factors). 
Non-cancer effects are not considered 
for radionuclides because cancer is 
generally the most significant toxic 

effect. Incorporated in the development 
of cancer slope factors are the type of 
radioactive decay; ene_rgy emitted 
during decay; biological uptake, 
distribution. and retention; and . 
radiation dose-response relationship. 
Thus, across the set of scoring ranges 
used, radionuclides that are more potent 
carcinogens per unit activity now 
receive higher toxicity factor values 
than those that are less potent. The new 
toxicity scoring scale for radionuclides 
was derived in a manner consistent with 
the derivation of the existing 
carc~ogenicity scale for other · 
hazardous substances. Taken together, 
the new toxicity and hazardous waste 
quantity scales for radionuclides resUlt 
in a risk equivalence between 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances. 

Mobility of radionuclides in both the 
air and ground water migration 
pathways is evaluated in the same way 

. as mobility for other hazardous 
substances: that is, on the basis of the 
chemical and physical characteristics of 
the radionuclide. Similarly, the 
bioaccumulation (and ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential factor is 
evaluated in the same way for 
radionuclides as for other hazardous 
substances. The fmal rule clarifies that 
radionuclides should be scored for these 
factors in all relevant patl;tways. 

The persistence factor in the surface 
water migration pathway has been . 
modified so that radionuclides are 
evaluated solely on the basis of half-life. 
which for HRS purposes is based on 
both radioactive half-life and 
volatilization half-life. Sorption to 
sediments is not considered, nor are 
hydrolysis. photolysis, or 
biodegradation. Other than this change 
in the processes considered to estimate 
surface water half-life, the scoring of the 
persistence factor is the same for 
radionuclides as for other hazardous 
substances. 

The final rule extends to 
radionuclides the benchmark concept 
used throughout the HRS for weighting 
certain targets factor values. Measured 
levels Qf specific radionuclides at 
potential exposure points are compared 
to benchmark levels, and additional 
weight is given to targets subject to 

·actual contamination (Levels I and II). 
This approach for weighting target 
factors using benchmarks is similar for 
radionuclides and for other hazardous 
substances. although both the specific 
benchmark values used for 
radionuclides and th~methods for .
deriving the values are different 
Benchmarks for evaluating radionuclide 
contamination parallel· those used for 

other hazardous substances in that 
available Federal standards and 
screening concentrations are used when 
applicable. At sites with both 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances, each radionuclide and other 
substance is evaluated separa\ely. If no 
individual substance equals or exceeds 
its benchmark, the ratios of the 
measured concentrations to the 
screening concentrations for cancer for 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances are added. Radionuclides 
are not evaluated using screening 
concentrations for non-cancer effects. 

Specific benchmark values for 
radionuclides are in activity units 
instead of mass units, however, to 
reflect the appropriate measurement 
units for the level of radionuclide 
contamination. Radionuclide 
benchmarks include drinking water 
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) 
for both the groUJ)d water and the 
surface water/drinking water threat 
pathways; Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) 
standards for the soil exposure 
pathway; and screening levels 
corresponding to 10-1 individual cancer 
risk for inhalation or oral exposures, as 
derived from cancer slope factors, for all 
pathways and threats incorporating 
human health benchmarks. The 
radionuclide benchmarks are consistent 
with EPA's radionuclide risk assessment 
methods in that they incorporate 
standard data or assumptions about 
contact/consumption rates for various 
environmental media and radiation 
dose-response, as well as the specific 
radionuclide's type of decay. decay ' 
energy. biological absorption, and 
biological half-life. Furthermore, 
radionuclide benchmarks for the soil 
exposure pathway account for external 
exposure {i.e., exposure to radiation 
originating outside the human body) 
from gamma-emitting radioactive 
materials in surficial material as well as 
from ingestion, which is the sole basis 
for non-radioactive hazardollil 
sutistance benchmarks for the soil 
exposure pathway, because e .... temal 
exposure from gamma-emit~ . 
radionuclides can be an extremely 
important exposure route. 

F. Mobility/ Persistence 

The proposed rule added mobility 
factors to both the ground water and air 
migration pathways and modified the 
persistence factor in the 'surface water 
migration pathway to consider a greater 
number of potential degradation 
mechanisms. · 

The Agency received a large number 
of comments critical of several aspects 
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of the ground water mobility factor. The 
most common issues included: 

• Concern about the use of 
coefficients of aqueous migration to 
establish mobility values for inorganic 
cations and anions; 

• Suggestions that solubility values. 
distribution coefficients, and other 
measures be used to establish mobility 
values for anions and cations; and 

• Requests that the same measures of 
mobility be used for organics and 
inorganica. 

· Criticism of the use of the coefficients 
of aqueous migration focused on its 
obscurity; except for geochemists, few 
scientists are familiar with the measure. 
In response to these comments and 
because coefficients of aqueous 
migration are not available for all 
hazardous substances and 
radionuclides, the Agency decided to 
replace coefficients of aqueous 
migration. 

The majority of commenters stated a 
preference for using parameters related 
either to hazardous substance release 
(solubility) or to transport (distribution 
coefficients) as measures of mobility. 
The ground water mobility factor is 
intended to renect the fraction of a 
hazardous substance .expected to be 
released from sources, migrate through 
porous media. and contaminate aquifers 
and the drinking water wells that draw 
from them. Because mobility is 
concerned with both release and 
transport. the Agency" concluded that 
mobility for all hazardous substances in 
ground water will be evaluated using 
both solubility and distribution 
coefficient values. A default value is 
assigned when none of the hazardous 
substances eligible to be evaluated can 
be assigned a mobility factor value 
based on avat1able data. 

A number of comn:'lenters raised 
questions about the persistence factor in 
the surface water migration pathway. In 
general, the commenters were divided 
between those who wanted more 
degradation mechanisms. considered 
and those who believed the equation in 
the proposed rule for calculating half
lives was too complex. Several 
commenters suggested including . 
sorption of substances by sediments. 

In response to these comments. EPA 
has made several changes to the 
persistence factor. The free-radical 
oxidation half-life has been dropped 
from the equation used to calculate half
life because the data on which. its half
life values are based are typically 
derived from ideal, laboratory 
conditions that differ greatly from 
conditions found in nature; few field 
validation studies have been conducted 
to provide a basis for extrapolating 

these laboratory values to natural 
environments. Thus, EPA concluded that 
including free-radical oxidation in the 
persistP.nce equation resulted in an 
overemphasis of the influence of free
radical oxidation as a degradation 
mechanism. For hazardous substances 
that sorb readily to particulates found in 
natural water bodies, the persistence 
equation as proposed overemphasized 
the importance of degradation 
mechanisms that occur in the liquid 
phase. Log 1(_. the logarithm of the n
octanol-water partition coefficient. bas 
been added to aCCQunt for sorption to 
sediments. 

The Agency receiv~ several 
comments concerning th!! mobility 
fac~ors in th' air migration pathway. 
The most significant of the issues raised 
by commenters were: 

• Whether conSideration of mobility 
in both the likelihood of release factor 
category·and the waste characteristics 
factor category counts mobility twic~ 

• Whether the approach used in the 
proposed rule properly reflected the 
dynaptics of releases of gases from 
sources into the atmosphere: and 

• Whether the Thomthwaite P-E 
Index was sufficietl.t as 1he sole measure 
of particulate mobility and whether 
particle size should be included. 

In response to these and other related 
structUral and air migration pathway 
comments, the Agency thoroughly re
assessed the adequacy. of the mobility 
factors in the likelihood of release and 
waste characteristics factor categories. 
Based on this review, EPA has made 
several changes to the mobility factors 
in the final rule. In response to the 
"double counting" issue, the Agency 
believes there are differences between 
mobility in the context of likelihood of 
release and mobility in the context of 
.waste characteristics. Tbe potential to 
release mobility factor is a measure of 
tlie likelihood that a source at a site will 
release a substance to the air; the waste 
characteristics mobility factor, together 
with the hazardous waste quantity 
factor, is a measure of the magnitude of 
release. To highlight these differences, 
the names of the likelihood of release 
mobility. factors have been changed to 
gas (or particulate) migration potential 

In response to comments.on air 
migration pathway mobility and 
structure. EPA reviewed gas and 
particulate release rate models to 
develop revised mobility factors that 
improve ev!lluations of release 
.magnitude and duration. The gas and 
particulate mobility factors in the final 
rule ·are a result of that review. The gas 
mobility factor is based on a simplified 
release model and is determined by the 
vapor pressure of the most t~xic/mobile 

hazardous substance available for 
migration to the atmosphere at the site. 
The particulate mobility factor is based 
on a simplified fine-particle wind
erosion model and reflects the i::ombined 
effects of differing wind speeds and soil 
moisture. Analyses indicated that soil 
moisture was dominant over both wind 
speed and particle size, which are 
essentially equal in effect Because of 
the comparative difficulty of 
determining particle sizes in an Sl, a 
single particle ·size was assumed to 
apply to all sites. This constant particle 
size value was factored into the 
simplified model yielding the factor in 
the final rule. · · 

G. Observed Release 

The proposed HRS described how to 
determine whether an observed release 
was significantly above background · 
levels based on multiples of deteCtion 
limits and background concentrations. 

Some commenters stated that the 
proposed revisions treated observed 
release in an overly complex manner. A 
number of commenters, primarily from 
the mining industries. were concerned 
about the consideration of background 
concentration in determining an 
observed release. (See Section III P 
below for a summary of their concerns 
and EPA's response.) 

As in the proposed rule, observed 
releases may be established based on 
either direct observation or chemical 
analysis pf samples. In the case of direct 
observation. material (e.g., particulate · 
matter) containing hazardous . 
substances must be seen entering the 
medium directly or must have .been 
deposited in the medium. · 

EPA has replaced the proposed rule 
criteria for establishing an observed 
release by chemical analysis with 
simpler criteria. In the final HRS. an 
observed release is.establi$hed when a 
sample· measurement equals or exceeds 
the sample quantitation limit (SQL) and 
is at least three times above the · 
background level. and available 
information attributes some portion of 
the release of the hazal.lous substance 
to the site. (The SQL is the quantity of a 
hazardous substance that can be 
reasonably quantified. given the limits 
of detection for the methods of anal)!sis 
and sample characteristics that may 
affect quantitation (e.g .. dilution. 
concentration).) When a background 
concentration is ·not· detected (i.e., below 
detection limits). an obs~ed release is 
established when the sample 
measurement equals or exceeds the 
SQL. Any time the sample measurement 
is less than the SQL. no observed 
release is established. Table 2-3 of the 
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fmal nde provides the criteria for 
determining when analyfic sampling 
information is sufficient for establishing 
an observed release (or observed 
contamination in the soil~ 
pathway}. The fiD8l rule also provides 
procedures to be followed when the SQL 
is unavailable and defines various types 
of detection and quantitation limits in 
the context of the HRS. (See § 2.3 of the 
final nde.) 

H. Benchmarks 

SARA requires that EPA give high. 
priority to sitei that have led to closing 
of drinking water wells or 
contamination of principal drinking 
water supplies. To respond to this 
mandate. the proposed rule added 
health-based benchmarks to the ground 
water and surface water migration 
pathways; in addition. ecological-based 
beochmarks were added to evaluate 
sensitive environments targets in 
surface water. In the proposed rule. 
population factors were evaluated at 
Level I if a health-based benchmark had 
been exceeded. If actual contamination 
was present. ~ut the benchmark was not 
exceeded. populations were evaluated 
based on two levels of contamination 
(i.e .• Level n and Level III). Sensitive . 
environmentS in .the surface water 
migration pathway were evaluated 
based on two levels of actual 
contamination (excuding benchmark or 
·not exceeding benchmark). Where 
several·hazardous substances were 
present below benchmarks, the 
percentages of their concentrations 
relative to their benchmarks were added 
to determine which level was used to 
assign values. · 

Of tilt! commenters on this issue. most 
supported FPA's proposal to give extra 
weighting to sites where measured 
exposure-point concentrations exceed 
benchmarks. One commenter who 
dissented suggested giving extra 
weighting to sites where actual 
contamination il documented: 
documentation of an obterved release 
(or observed contamination} would be 
the only criterion for assigning higMr 
values to target factors, and the 
relationship of the coacentration of 
hazardous substances to benchmarb 
would not be used. The other dissenting 
conunenter auggested that EPA re
evaluate the role of health-based· 
benchmarks in the HRS because 
common sense. and other laws, will 
discourage people from drinking water 
contaminated above bem:hmark levels. · 
and because evaluating this factor wiU 
entail large resource expenditures for 
marginal gains in discrimination. 

The final rule w~ts most targets 
based on actual and potential exposure 

to contamination across an pathways 
and threats, includiJ:lg those for wbidl 
benchmarks were not originally 
propos~. because EPA believes that 
this approach both improves the ability 
of the HRS tO identify sites that pose the 
greatest threat to human health and the 
environment and increases the internal 
consistency of the HRS. (See §§ 2.5, 
2.5.1. 2.5.2. 3.3.1. 3.3.%, 4.1.2.3.1, 4.1.2.3.2. 
4.1.3.3.1. 4.1.3.3.2, 4.1.4.3.1, 4.2.2.3.1, 
4.2.2.3.2, 4.2 .. 3.3.1, 4.2.3.3.2. 4.2.4.3.1, 
5.1.3.1. 5.1.3.2, 6.3.1, 8.3.%, 6.3.4. 7.3.1. 
7 .3.2.) In the final rule, both the 
population factors and the factors 
reflecting the hazard to the nearest 
individual {or well or intake) are 
evaluated in relation to health-based 
benchmarks in aU pathways. The 
sensitive environment factor in the 
surface water environmental threat is 
weighted in relation to ecological-based 
benchmarks; however, in the soil 
exposure apd air migration pathways. 
the sensitive environment factor is 
weighted simply on the basis of · 
exposure to actual contamination, and 
no benchmarks are used. 

The Agency chose to use benchmarks 
in all pathways in response to comments 
that specifically suggested such a 
change; it is also responding to 
comments that the HRS should better 
reflect relative risks and that the 
approaches in.all pathways should be 
consistent. The Agency has concluded 
that the concerns expressed by 
commenters outweigh the concerns 
about uncertainties in the evaluation of 
sampl~ collected in air and soil and 
a bout the lack of regulatory standards 
and criteria on which to base soil or air 
·benchmarks that led the Agency not to 
indude benchmarks for those pathways 
in the proposed ntle. In short. EPA 
carefully considered this point and 
concluded that the consistent 
application of benchmadcs across all 
pathways provides for the most 
reasonable use of data given the 
purpose of the HRS as a screening tool. 

FPA generally selected specific 
criteria based on applicable or relevant 
and appropriate requirements {ARARs). 
exduding State standam. that have 
been selected for the protection of 
public health and the environment as 
outlined in the NCP (55 FR 8666, March 
8. 1990).1n the HRS NPRM. EPA 
proJ)O!Ied to use MCLs, maximum 
contaminant level goals {MCLGs). and 
screening concentrations (SCs) based on 
cancer slope factors as drinking water 
benchmarks. and Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) Action Levels as 
bencbmarl<s for the human food chain 
threal EPA also proposed to use 
Ambient Water Quality Criteria 

(A WQC) as ecological-based 
benchmarks for the environmental 
threat. EPA received 21 comments from 
12 commenters on which benchmarks 
the HRS should use and whether 
additional information should be 
considered in establishing benchmarks. 
Opinion was divided on the. use of 
specific types of benchmarks: three 
commenters supported the use of MCLs: 
three did Mt. Two commenters 
supported the use of MCLGs, two 
opposed such use, and one suggested 
that EPA consider the economic impact 
of using the value of 0 (i.e., the MCLG 
for a c~ogen) as a health-based 
benchmark. Two commenters suggested 
including relevant State drinking water 
standards. and one suggested including 
concentrations based on RIDs. One 
commenter expressed concern that the 
current laclc of water quallty standards 
for many substances might make the 
benchmark system ineffe<:tive in 
identifying sites that pose a significant 
threat to human health. Two 
commenters suggested that carcinogen 
weight of evidence should be used in 
establishing SCs (e.g., the individual risk 
level should be lower for. a Class A 
carcinogen than for a. Class B2 . 
carcinogen). Two commenters suggested 
considering other important routes of 
exposun! (e.g .. inhalation of hazardous 
substances volatilized from water, or 
dermal contact with contaminated 
water) in establishing drinking water 
benchmarks. 

EPA conducted a number of analyses 
on specific benchmarks and on the 
modification of factors to consider in 
establishing HRS benchm.arks. As a 
result of public comments and these 
analyses. EPA bas concluded that the 
HRS is improved by including 
concentrations based on nationally 
uniform standards. criteria. or toxicity 
values as health-based or ecological
based benchmarks in aU pathways and 
thleats. EPA's conclusion is based on 
several oonsiderations. First, the 
addition of benchmarks across all 
pathways and the use of ARARs for 
those benchmarks improves linkages 
witb the RI/FS process. 'Mlat is. the HRS 
benchmarks will be those osed most 
frequently dUring RI/PSs. and the 
additional points provided by equalling 
or exceeding a benchmark will aid in 
identifying areas requiring follow-up in 
the RI/FS. Second, the internal 
consistency of the HRS is improved by 
using benchmarks becau51l 
concentrations measured at or above 
benchmark levels are treated in a 
paratlel manner across all pathways. 
allowing more consistent and fuller use 
of the relatively costly sampling data 
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collected during the SI. Third. the 
number of hazardous substances for 
which at least one health-based or 
ecological-basea benchmark is available 
is increas.ed, allowing for more uniform 
assessment of sites nationwide. 

The benchmark criteria that the 
Agency bas concluded are most 
appropriate for ·each pathway and threat 
are listed below. As discussed above, 
EPA agrees with comments suggesting 
that benchmarks also be used in the soil 
exposure and air migration pathways 
and has selected criteria for these 
pathways based upon the kinds .of 
factors discussed above. While.EPA 
believes the criteria for the soil 
exposure and air migration pathways in 
the final rule are appropriate, it is open 
to any comments that members of the 
public may wish to submit reg~ding 
·these criteria and specifically solicits 
such comments at this time. EPA asks 
that any such cOmments be submitted 
on or before (30 days after the date of 
publication in the Federal Register). 

For the final "rule; EPA has selected 
the following types of benchmarks in · 
each pathway and threat, subject to any 
revisions in the criteria for air and soil 
"exposure that may be made in response 
to comments. (Benchmarks for 
radionuclides are discussed in Section 
ill E of this preamble.) 

• Benchmarks in the ground water 
migration pathway and the surface 
water drinking water threat include 
MCLs, non-zero MCLGs, screening 
concentrations (SCs) for non-cancer 
effects based on RIDs for oral 
exposures, and SCs for cancer based on 
slope factorsfor oral exposures and to-• 
individual cancer risk (see Table 3-10). 
Because SCs based. on RfOs and slope 
factors are used as drinking water 
benchmarks, MCLGs with a value ofO 
have been dropped as HRS benchmarks. 

• Benchmarks in the surface water 
human food chain threat include IDA 
Action Levels for fish or shellfish, SCs 
·for non-cancer effects based on RIDs for 
oral exposures, and SCs for cancer 
based on slope factors for oral 
exposures and lo-• individual cancer 
risk (see Table 4-17). 

• Benchmarks in the surface water 
environmental threat include A WQC 
and Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory 
Concentrations (AALACs); AALACs 
will be considered as they become 
available (see Table 4-22). 

• Benchmarks in the soil exp"osure 
pathway include sea for non-cancer 
effects based on RIDs for oral 
exposures, and SCs for cancer based on 
slope factors for oral exposures-and lo-• 
individual cancer risk (see Table 5-3). 

• Benchmarks in the air migration 
pathway include National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards, National Emission · 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
{NESHAPs) that are expressed in 
ambient concentration units, SCs for 
non-cancer effects based on RIDs for 
inhalation exposures. and SCs for '· 
cancer based on slope factors for 
inhalation exposures and to-• individual 
cancer risk (see Table 6-14). 

Several commenters suggested 
technical refinements for deriving 
health-based benchmarks. Although 
qualifying information is useful and 
important and is, in fact, used 
extensively in the Rl/FS process, the 
benefits of including su~ information in 
the HRS must be balanced against its 
limited scope and purpose as well as the 
limited data available to determine 
concentration at the point of exposure. 
Consequently, in the final rule: 

• All health-based benchmarks are 
set.in reference to the major exposure 
concern for each pathway or threat (e.g., 
benchmarks in the air migration 
pathway are set in reference to 
inhalation 'only; benchmarks in drinking 
water, the human food chain threat, and 
the soil exposure pathway are set in 
reference to ingestion), except f~r 
radionuclides for which external 
exposure is a}so considered in the soil 
exposure pathway; · 

• All benchmarks are set in reference 
to uniform exp.osure assumptions that 
are consistent with RI/FS procedures 
(e.g .• water consumption is assumed to 
be two liters per day; body weight is 
assumed to be 70 kg); 

• State. water quality standards and 
other State or local regulations are not 
included as benchmarks because they 
would introduce regional variation in 
theHRS; 

• A hierarchy has been developed to 
provide a single benchmark 
concentration for each hazardous 
substance by pathway and threat; and 

• Qualitative weight-of-evidence is · 
not used in deriving SCs for carcinogens. 

In the NPRM. EPA requested 
com¢ents on how many tiers (levels J of 
actual contamination to consider when 
weighting populations relative· to 
benchmarks (i.e., which of ~e . 
alternative methods presented should be 
adopted). EPA received two comments 
on this issue and three related 
comments regarding the weighting 
factors for each level. One commenter 
supported Alternative 2 (i.e·., use of two 
levels of observed contamination and 
one level of potential contamination). 
Another commenter suggested that 
Level D and Level ill concentrations be 
combined to include the range of 
contaminant levels above background. 
but below health-based benchmarks-. A 
third commenter suggested that the 

weightiJ18 factors for each level be 
reconsidered. A fourth commenter 
suggested that Ytooo of a benchmark 
factor is inappropriate because it is 
excessively conservative and difficult to 
detect. The fifth commenter suggested 
that because Level m represents 
concentrations with cancer risks below 
10-7, populations exposed to Level m 
concentrations should not be considered 

-in the population category of drinking 
water threats. 

EPA conducted a number of analyses 
on the subject of benchmark tiers and 
has dropped Level m contaminatlon. In 
the final rule, Level I contamination is 
defined as concentration levels for 
targets which m·eet the criteria for actual 
contamination (see § 2.5 of the final 
rule) and are at or above media-specific 
benchmark levels; Level n 
contamination is defined as 
concentration levels fo·r targets which 
either meet the·criteria for actual 
contamination but are less than media
specific benchmarks. or meet the criteria 
for actual contamination based on direct 
observation; and potential · 
contamination is defined as targets that 
are potentially subject to releases (i.e., 
targets that are not associated with · 
actual contamination for that pathway 
or threat). These.three tiers are used to 
assign values to both the nearest 
individual (or well or intake) and the 
population factors. As a result of EPA's 
~alyses of benchmark issues, the 
weighting assigned to Level I and Level 
n contamination has been changed and 
made consistent across pathways. For 
example, Level I populations are now 
multiplied by a factor of 10 in all 
pathways. As in the proposed rule. 
potentially contaminated populations 
and nearest individuals (or wells or 
intakes) are distance or dilution 
weighted. 

The proposed rule sumined the ratios 
of all hazardous substances to their 
individual benchmarks as a means of 
defining the level of actual 
contamination. and EPA requested 
comments on the appropriateness of this 
approach to scoring multiple substances 
detected in drinking water. Of the 10 
comments in response to this proposaL 
nine strongly opposed the proposed 
approach, particularly when applied to 
drinking water standards (i.e., MCLs), 
MCLGs, and noncarcinogens. One 
commenter supported the proposed 
approach. 

EPA has decided to retain the 
summing of ratios of hazardous 
substances to their individual 
benchmarks, but in a modified form. The 
final rule sums measures of carcinogenic
and noncarcinogenic effects separately; 
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conceittrations specified in regulatory 
lill)its {e.g:; NAAQS, MCLs, or FDA 
Action Levels) are not included in the 
summing algorithm. EPA -recogniZes that 
a more preciSe estimate of relative risk 
would be obtained by summing the 
ratios of hazardous substances to their 
individual Rft}..based conCentrations by 
segregating substances according to 
major effect. target organ; and 
mechanism of action. In fact. such a 
segregation is recommended dUring the 
Rl/FS. However. healt!J.based 
benchmarks are used in the HRS to 
provide a higher weight to populations 
exposed to hazardous substances at 
levels that might result in adverse health 
effects. As a consequence. EPA believes 
that use of the summed ratios of 
hazardous substances within pathways 
and threats to their individual RID
based benchmark levels is appropriate 
for the saeening purpose of tile HRS. 

EPA proposed and solicited comments 
on a range of tfr • to 10_., for individual. 
cancer risk levels of concern in 
establishing levels of actual . . 
contamination with respect to health· 
based benchmarks. EPA received eight 
comments concerning this risk range. 
Four commenters suggested restricting 
the range to to-• to to-•. primarily 
because this range would be consistent 
with risk levels identified in the NCP 
and used by other EPA regulatory 
~-Three commenters said the 
SCs for carcinogens should be the t.o-• 
individual cancer risk level. One 
commenter stated that to-• to 10-7 

generally is the risk range considered for 
Superlund response. The final rule 
defines only two levels of actual 
contamination: significantly ·above 
background and equal to or above 
benchmark. and significantly above 
backgroond but less than bencbm&Ik. 
Wben an applicable or relevant and 
appropriate requirement does riot exist 
for a carcinogen. EPA &elects remedies 
resulting in cumulative risks that fall 
within a range ouo-4 to 10-6 

incremental individual lifetime cancer 
risk based on the use of reliable cancer 
potency information. EPA has selected 
the to-• screening risk level in ·defining 
the HRS benchmark level for cancer risk 
because it is the lower end of the cancer 
risk range (i.e., to-• to to-') identified in 
the NCP and used by other EPA · 
regulatOry programs. 

Two eommenteri objected to · 
assigning releases of substanees with no 
benchmarks to Level n 8S a default 
value. One silggested asSigning 
unknowns to Level m because 
substanCe& that are frequently released 
or are known or suspected to cause · · 
health problems are studied before 

those that are not. The othet- objected 
because "'the absence of data is not 
data." 

Because EPA bas decided to adopt a 
benchmark system incorporating only 
two levels of actual cOntamination, the 
default level is .Level n.lfnone of the 
hazardous substances eligible to be 
evaluated at a sampling location bas an 
applicable benchmark, but actual 
contamination has been established, the 
actual contamination at the location is 
assigned to Level n. . . 
/. Use Factors 

The proposed HRS inc laded facton to 
assign values to uses of potentially 
affected resources bi the three migration 
pathways: grollDd water use (drinking 
water and other) jn the ground water 
migration pathway. drinking water and 
other use and fishery use in the surface 

· water migration pathway, and land use 
in the air migration pathway. 

EPA received a number of comments 
on each of these factors. The 
commenters raised specific Gbjection.s to 
distinctions drawn among various 
potenfuil. uses and to the weights 
assigned to those uses. For example, for 
the ground water use factor. some 
commenter.s assertA:ld that the HRS 
should not delineate between private 

· and public water supply contamination. 
For the surface water use factors. a 
commenter recommended a range of 
assigned values for irrigation of 
commercial food or forase crops 
because of variations in rates of uptake 
of hazardous substances. For the land 
use factor, two commeoters urged giving 
greater consideration to institutional 
land use because· of the sensitive 
populations that would be exposed. 

Partly in response to these·comments. 
and in an effort to simplify the HRS. 
EPA bas substantially revised the 
method of incorporating resource n.Se 
iiifonnation in targets factor categories. · 
The field test indicated 1hat collecting 
data·on each of the use factors involved 
considerable effort at many sites. In 
addition. because of weighting factors 
applied to j,otentially coiJ:taminated 
populations, at sites with no actual 
contamination. use factors were 
contributing more to the U!.rgets value 
than were large populations. As some 
commenters pointed out. the use factors 
mixed concerns about huD'ian health 
with concerns about the value of the 
resource and, therefore, were partially 
redundant with population factors. To 
avoid redundancy with human health 
concerns as evaluated through the 
popUlation factor; EPA has made major 
changes in bow resou~ uses are · 
evaluated and seored in the final rule. 

In each migration pathway, the use 
factors have been replaced bv a · 
resources factor that aSsigns val.ue~ to 
resources appropriate for the pathway. 
In addition. a resources factor has been 
added to the soil exposure pathway. The 
resources factor for a pathway is 
assigned a maximum of five points if 
any of the resource llSes for that 
pathway exists within the target 
distance limit in the ground water or 
surface water Drigration pathway. within 
one·half mile of a souru in the air 
migration pathway. or within an area of 
observed contamination in the soil 
exposure pathway. H none of the uses 
exists. the factor is assigned a value of 
0. 

The resources factor in the ground 
water migration path"-"BY assigns a 
value of 5 for wells supplying water for 
irrigation of commercial food or 
commercial forage aops (five--acre 
minimum), watering ofcommercial 
livestock. as an ingredient in 
commercial food preparation. or as a · 
supply for commercial aquaculture or .for 
a major or designated water recreation 
area (excluding drinlcing water useHor 
example. water parks {see § 3.3_.3). A 
value of 5 is also assigned if the water in 
the aquifer is usable for drinking water, 
but not used. 

- The resources factor in the drinking 
water threat of the surface water 
migration pathway assigns a value of 5 _ 
if the surlace water is designated by a 
State for drinking water use but not 
used, or is usable but not used for 
drinking water. In addition. points may 
be assign~ (or intakes supplying water 
for irrigation of commercial food or _ 
commercial forage crops (fiv~acre 
minimum). watering of commercial 
livestock, as an ingredient in 
commercial food preparation. or if the 
water h9<iy is used as a major or 
designated water recreation ·area (see 
§ 4.1.2.3.3). Tbe fishery use factor has 
been deleted to avoid double-counting 
of fisheries. 

In the air migration pathway, the 
resources factor is assigned a value of 5 
if there is commercial agriculture or 
commercial silviculture. or a major or 
designated recreation area: within a half 
mile of a source {see § 6.3.3). The 
distanCe of on~half mile for the 
agriculturaL sUvicultural. and 
recreational areas was detennined by 
the distance weighting faCtors for the air 
migration pathway. which reflect the 
rapid dimiriishing of air contaminant 
concentrations beyond on~half mile 
from a·source. Therefore. resources 
beyond this distance are·not considered 
in this pathway. 



J\ ~sQurC:t;a)ac_t~-bu al~ .l>ee~- . . 
· added io the resiiient_p(,pula~on threat 

of the soil_ exposure pathv;ay: The factor 
is usigiled a value of 5 if there is· . . . 
oo~ercial agriculti!ie. comnia:cial . · 

'silviCultUre. or commercial livestock 
produCtion or grazing on an ·area of 
observe~ co~~a_mination at the. site. 

f. Sensiti_ve,Environments · · ·. 
The proposed rule ·eltpilnded the list of 

senSitive env:ironinerits considerably 
·and, 'for the swface water and air 
pa~ways. CQunt~ all ie.nsiti~e . ' . 
erivfro~ents ·wrthin the target 'distance 
liniit, l-ather than just the ·one with the 
h~shest ass,igned value;ior'~':Soil · 

· exposure pathway, only the seilBifive · . 
·environment assigned the highest vahc~e 
was ~ted. Potentially contaminited 
sensitive environments were distance/ 
dilution w~ted: in the surface water 
environmental threat. actual 
contamination of sensitive environments 
was evaluated on the basia.of 
ecol~cal-based benr.Prnarka• 

EPA receiv:ed relatively few 
·.co~ents on is.Su~nlated lo sensitive 
~nVironmen,s. However, participants jn 
the field test request~ 9larification of 
three categ0rie.s of sensitive ·. 
en~nments iilvolving spawning areas, 
migratory pathways, ~d feeding areas 
critical for the maintenance of a fish 
speci~ within a river system, c::oastal 
emba~en,, ·o~ estuary.ln particula:r:. . 
critical migratory pathways and feeding 
areas were difficult to identify and 
seemed 1o provide little discrimination 
among surface waters in some areas of 
the country. · · . · 

'EPA has redefined critical spawning 
a -eas to include shellfish beds; and has 
limited the areas to those used for 
intenge or concentrated spawning by a 
given species. Critical migratory . 
pathways and feeding areas have been 
combined into a single category and -' 
limited to anadromous fish (i.e.; mh that 
ascend from the ocean to spawn), which 
face special problems in migrating 
substantial distances between the ocean 
and their spawping areas. These feeding 
areas are further restricted to only those 
areas in· which the fish spend extended 
periods of time. Examples include areas · 
where juveniles of anadromous species 
feed for prolonged periods (e.g.. weeks) 
as they prepare to migrate from· fresh 
water to the ocean, and holding areas 
!llong the adult migratory pathways. 

Terrestrial areas used for breeding by 
large or dense aggregations of 
vertebrates (e.g., heron rookery, sea lion 
breeding beach) have been added to the 
list of sensitive environments to parallel 
the spawning areas listed for fish . 
species. Water segments designated by 
a State as not attaining toxic water 

qu~ity. stat;~da.f4s hav~ beeQ. removed 
because ~ese _enyironment~ are already 
degraded. and thus are not anal~ous to 
the other sensitive envirownents listed. 
Also:. the assi8ned vahie for .State' . . 
desigilated an!as for protection·or . · 
maintenance of aquatic life has ~en 
chang~ from 50 points to 5 points.(see 
T~ble 4-23 in fin!ll rule) to be consiste~t 
with the points assigned \mder the 
resources factor for State designate.d 
areas for drinking wa~er use. · 

In response to public comment. . 
National Monuments have ·been added 
to'the tOO-point category on.the list of 

. terr~trialaensitive .environment~ 
consid~ed under the !loil exposure 
·pathway.'"State desiginlted natural 
areas·~ and "particular areas, relatively 
amal) in size, i.JDportant to the 
maintenance of unique biotic 
communiti~" were also added to-the 
list of terrestrial sensitive enVironments 
in response to public comment. These 
latter two categories were already 
considered in the air and surface water 
pathway evaluation of sensitive . 
environments. (See Table. 5-5.) 

The method. for evaluating wetlands 
has been revised, partially beeause .' 
participants in the field test bad 
difficulty identifying dis~te we'tlarids. 
Some w~tlands were patchy and could 
be classified as one large or mat:ty small 
wetlands. Other wetlands were divided 
by rivera or roads, or changed from one 
type of wetland to another, making it 
unclear whether more than .one wetland 
should 'be counted. To eliminate these 
difficulties, wetlands are D9:W evaluated 
on the basis of iize and level of 
contamination. In the air migration 
pathway, wetlands are evaluated based 
on acreage and level of co~tamination 
(see 16.3.4); in the surface water 
migration pathway. wetlands are · 
evaluated by linear frontage along the 
surface water hazardous substance 
migration path and level of 
contamination (see §4.1.4.3.1). 
Distinguishing among wetl.ands on the 
basis of size and level of contamination 
should improve the-discriminating 
ability of the sensitive environments 
factor. In the drier portions of the 
country, where even small wetlands 
(e.g., prairie potholes) are very 
important, small wetlands may also 
qualify as "particular areas, relatively 
small in size, important to the 
maintenance of unique biotic 
communities." 

Sensitive environments other than 
wetlands are not evaluated on the basis 
of size for several reasons. Most other 
HRS sensitive environments tend to be 
less common and less widely distributed 
nationally than wetlands (e.g., see EPA's 
1989 Field Test of the Proposed Revised 

HRSJ and, therefore, their n~bers and 
boundaries tend to be eas~ to identify. 
In_addition. the value of many sensitive 
environments is independent of size; for 
example. the_ size of a critical habitat of 
an endangered species may va.rY solely 
due to the type of species present. 
FUrthermore. pote~tial or actual .. 
contamination of even a small po:r:tiqp of 
many sensitive environments-for 
example, a wildlife refugE!-7tends to be . 
viewed as unacceptable. 

An. ecosystem bioaccumulation 
p<itential factor has been added to the 
waste characteristics factor category of 
the surface water environmental threat 
in response to comments that hazardous 
substances that demonstrate an ability . 
to bind to sediments and/ or to · 
bioaccumulate (e.g., PCBs, mercury) tend 
to pose the greatest long-term threats to 
aquatic organisms. The accum.Uation of
hazardous substances in the aquatic 
food chain can result in adverse effects 
in aquatic species and in other animals 
that ingest ~quatic species (e.g., 
waterfowl). The ecosystem 
bioaccumulation po~ential factor· differs 
slightly from the bioaccumulation 
potential factor in the human food chain 
threat. primarily in that all BCF data are 
considered in deriving it and not just 
BCF data for human food chain 
organisms. 

The EPA ambient aquatic life 
advisory concentrations (AALACs) have 
been added to the data hierarchy used 
to assign the ecosystem toxicity value 
(see I U.4.Z.l .t). The Natural Heritage 
Program alternative sensitive 
environment rating factors have ·been 
removed from the rule because of . 
problems that arose during the field 
tests; field test participants found that 
~e availability of information varied 
substantially among States. Howeve~. a 
Natural Heritage Program Data Center 
can assist in identifying many of the 
sensitive environment types listed in 
Tables 4-23 and 5-5. 

K. Use of A vail able Data 
A number of commenters stated that 

all available dat.a should be used when 
.scoring a site. Several cited the tiered 
approach to hazardous waste quantity 
as a model that could be applied to 
other factors. Under this method. -where 
data are available, they would be used; 
where data are not available, defaults or 
more generalized approaches would be 
applied. Several commenters 
specifically suggested using this 
approach for ground water flow 
direction and for sc;oring mining sites. 
These commenters argued that it would 
be less expensive and time-consuming 
to use available data when scoring a site 
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than to wait until the remedial 
investigation to considel' the additional 
information. · 

EPA considered modifying the HRS to 
allow the use of additional data. but 
determined that further expanding the 
HRS to account for varying levels of 
data availability is inconsistent with the 
HRS's role as an initial screening tooL 
·Adding tiers to various factors to 
accommodate the use of all available 
data would make the HRS considerably 
more difficult to apply and could lead to 
substantial inconsistencies in how sites 
are investigated and evaluated.' EPA 
Regions·and States would have to 
determine, for each set of data 
presented. whether the data quality was 
good enough for the data to be 
considered. Debates over decisions on 
data quality coUld delay scoring and. · 
ultimately, delay cleanup at sites. 
Therefore, the Agency believes that the 
limited use of tiers in the final HRS 
represents a reasonable tradeoff 
between the need to limit the 
complexity of the system and the desire 
to accommodate risk-related 
information that is generally outside the 
scope of a site inspection. 

L Ground Water Migration Pathway 

The proposed rule included a number 
of significant changes in the ground 

·water migration pathway: new .. 
hydrogeologic factors were added; 

populations we~ distance weighted 
unless exposed to actual contamination: 
a maximally exposed individual (MEl) 
factor was added; the target distance 
limit was extended; a mobility factor 
was added and combined with toxicity; 
and a wellhead protection area factor 
was added. Figure 5 shows the proposed 
ground water migration pathway and 
the final rule pathway. 

Ground water flow direction. Neither 
the original HRS.nor the proposed HRS 
directly considered ground water flow 
direction in evaluating targets. The 
proposed HRS indirectly considered 

· ground water Dow direction by 
weighting populations based on actual 
and potential contamination of drinking 
water wells. 

EPA received 50 letters from 40 
commenters on this issue; 27 letters 
responded to the ANPRM. 21 to the 
NPRM. and two to the field test report. 
Commenters included eight States, three 
Federal agencies, the mining. petroleum. 
chemical and cement industries, 
utilities, and professional engineers. The 
commenters supported the consideration 
of ground water Dow direction data, at 
least in some circumstances. Numerous 
commenters urged the use of ground 
water flow direction data when they are 
either available or easily obtained. They 
suggested several methods to 
incorporate flow direction, including: 

• Considering use of a radial impact 
area when directional release routes can 
be detennined. Only a half circle with a 
three-mile radius for the downgradient 

.portion (and a half-mile radius for the 
rest of the circle) should be considered 
when scoring: 

• Differentiating between upgradient 
and downgradient areas using . 
topographic maps, evaluating water 
levels at wells, and noting the presence 
of major surface water bodies: · 

• Expending the effort to obtain 
accurate data and considering selected 
upgradient locations as a precaution 
against unanticipated anomalies; 

• Excluding drinking water wells 
where analytical data prove no 
contamination is present; 

• Having a "professional" review 
available informa'tion and conduct a site 
visit 

• Using available flow direction data 
and developing regionally based 
defaults when no data are available: 

• Installing piezometers to determine 
flow direction in the PA/SI phase and 
when no ground water Dow· data are 
available; 

• Incorporating ground water flow 
direction into the "depth to aquifer" and 
"distance to nearest well/population 
served" scores; and 

• AHordfug responsible parties the 
opportunity to determine Dow direction. 
BILLING COOE M$0-50-11 
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Figure 5-
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ComD).enters suggeslt!d that data on 
.ground water flow are either readily 
available or can be easily obtained at 
reasonable cost and are no more 
imprecise than other aspects of the HRS. 
Some commenters stated that the level 
of effort required to estimate the 
"direction of ground water flow is no 
greater than that required to determine 
other hydrogeologic parapteters in the 
HRS. 

EPA reviewed a range of options for 
considering groWld water flow direction 
in evaluating targets. For the reasons 
discussed above under "Use of 
Available Data," the Agency decided 
that it was not feasible to adopt a tiered 
approach in the targets factors for 
evaluating ground water flow direction. 
EPA does not agree that increased 
accuracy warrants the increased. 
complexity of accounting for ground 
water flow direction, because this level 
of accuracy is not required for a 
~ening tool that is intended to assess 
relative risk. This level of accuracy, 
however, is needed to determine the 
extent of remedial action and. therefore, 
is appropriate at the time of the RI. · 

EPA disagrees with the argument that 
determining ground water flow direction 
is no more difficult than determining 
other ground water factors. Aquifer 
interconnections and discontinuities as 
well as hydraulic conductivity and 
depth t~ aquifer, which are evaluated in 
the final rule, are geologic features that 
are unlikely to change over the short
term. In contrast. ground water flow 
direction can be influenced by factors 
such as seasonal flows and pumping 
from well fields. In addition. the ground 
water flow direction may b~ different in 
each aquifer at the site, and the 
direction of hazardous substance 
migration is not always the same as the 
direction of ground water flow. 
Therefore, data on ground water flow 
direction would need to be considerably 
more extensive than would the data 
required to document the other 
hydrogeologic factors. EPA notes that in 
the firi~l rule, many of the other 
hydrogeologic factors considered have 
been simplified and the sorptive 
capacity factor bas been dropped. EPA 
also notes that ground water flow 
direction was not identified in SARA as 
a portion of the HRS requiring further 
examination, even though ground water 
flow direction was not considered in the 
original HRS and the Agency had 
received criticism similar to the above 
comments prior to enactment of SARA. 

Although the final rule does not 
consider ground water flow direction 
directly in evaluating targets, it does 
consider flow direction indirectly in the 

method used to evaluate target 
popu,ations. If wells have n9t been 
contaminated by the site, as the 
commenters assume upgradient wells 
would not be, the population drawing 
from those wells is distance weighted 
and. thus, populations drawing from the 
wells would have to be substantial 
before a large number of points could be 
assigned. Moreover, in addition to 
providing a measure of the population at 
risk from the site, the target factors 
afford a measure of the value of the 
ground water resources in 'the area of 
the site and of the potential need for 
expanded uses of the ground water. 

Aquifer interyonnections. Aquifer 
interconnections facilitate the transfer 
of ground water or hazardous 
substances between aquifers. The final 
rule specifies that if aquifer 
interconnections occur within two miles 
of the sources at the site (or within areas 
of o~served ground water contamination 
attributed to sources at the site that 
extend beyond two miles from the 
sources), the interconnected aquifers are 
treated as a single aquifer for the 
purposes of scoring the site. Thus, for 
example, when an observed release to a 
shallow aquifer has been identified, 
targets using deeper aquifers 
interconnected to the shallow aqui.fer 
are included in the evaluation of the 
combined aquifer. This approach is 
common to the original as well as the 
revised HRS. 

In practice, .EPA has found that 
studies in the field to determine whether 
aquifers are interconnected in the . 
vicinity of a site will generally require 
resources more consistent with remedial 
investigations than Sis, espeCially where 
installation of deep wells is necessary to 
conduct aquifer testing. Thus, EPA has 
in the past relied largely on existing 
information to make such 
determinations and the Agency finds it 
necessary to continue that approach. 
Examples of the types of information 
useful in identifying aquifer · 
interconnections were given in the 
proposed r-.·le. This information includes 
literature or well logs indicating that no 
lower relative hydraulic conductivity 
layer or confining layer separates the 
aquifers being assessed (e.g .. presence 
of a layer with a hydraulic conductivity 
lower by two or more orders of 
magnitude); literature or well logs 
indicating that a lower relative 
hydraulic conductivity layer or confining 
layer separating the aquifers is not 
continuous through the two-mile radius · 
(i.e., hydrogeologic interconnections 
between the aquifers are identified); 
evidence that withdrawals of water 
from one aquifer (e.g .. pumping tests, 

aquifer tests, well tests) affect water 
-level~ in another aquifer: and observed 
migration of any constituents from one 
aquifer to another within two miles. For 
this last type of information, the 
mechanism of vertical migration does 
not have to be defmed. and the 
constituents do not have to be 
attributable to the site being evaluated. 
Other mechanisms that can cause 
l.nterconn~ction (e.g., boreholes, mining 
activities, faults, etc.) will also be 
considered. While the descriptive text 
has been removed from the rule, the · 
approaches mentioned in the proposed 
rule will be used in making aquifer 
interconnection determinations. In 
general, EPA will base such 
determinations on the best information 
available; in the absence of definitive 
studies and where costs of field studies 
are prohibitive, the Agency will rely on 
expert opinion (e.g .• U.S. Geological 
Survey staff or State geologists). In the 
absence of such information, EPA 
assumes that aquifers are not 
interconnected. 

Ground water potential to release 
factors. EPA proposed replacing the 
depth to the aquifer of concern and 
permeability factors of the original HRS 
with depth to aquifer/hydraulic 
conductivity and sorptive capacity 
factors. EPA received more than 75 
comments on these factors, in addition 
to general comments on evaluating 
ground water potential to release in 
response to the ANPRM. 

Several commenters !!Upported 
consideration of depth to aquifer in 
evaluating the ground water migration 
pathway. One commenter stated that 
use of a depth to aquifer/hydraulic 
conductivity matrix, which was · 
intended to reflect travel time to ground 
water. was an improvement over 
considering these two parameters 
individually and additively. Concerns 
were raised. however, about how to 
determine depth to aquifer. In addition, 
commenters stated that the two-mile 
radius for evaluating hydrogeologic 
factors should be extended to four miles. 
while others commented that the 
distance should be measured from 
vertical points as near to the source as 
possible. . 

Commenters generally supported the 
proposal to include hydraulic 
conductivity. although many believed 
that the proposed method was too 
complicated; several commenters 
suggested that the single least 
conductive layer(s) should be used. 
Another concern was the lack of data 
for determining. hydraulic conductivity. 
One commenter stated that unless data 
can confmn that the geo~ogic strata 
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extend throughout the entire area of a 
site, assigning a hydraulic conductivity 
value is highly questionable. 

Some commenten offered alternative 
approaches to evaluating hydraulic 
conductivity. These included replacing 
the proposed method with: 

• Assigned "confidence levels" tied to 
professional estimates based on regional 
data and judgment; 

• Consideration of actual travel time 
in the unsaturated zone: or 

• An ·asfUJDPtion of ma.XinnDD · 
hydraulic conductivity among the 
various seologicallayera below the site. 

More than 20 comments were received 
on the sorptive capacity factor, but there 
was little consensua among the . 
commentera. A nmnber of commenten . 
agreed that the factor 'should be added. 
but atated that the approach was not 
detailed enough and that more waste
and site-specific informatio~ .should be 
required. Other commenters agreed that 
the factor was an improvement,. but said 
that sorptive capacity should be 
dropped because the waste- and site
specific information needed for an 
aecurate evaluation cannot be collected 
during a screening process. Others said 
that it was too complex as proposed and 
should be dropped. . 

Based on these comments and the 
field teat results, EPA examined the 
depth to aquifer/hydraulic conductivity 
and sorptive capacity factors. The 
examination showed that the lowest 
hydraulic conductivity layer{s) 
accounted for almost all of the travel 
time to the aquifer if a .one-foot or three
foot minimum layer thickness was used. 
Accordingly, in the fmal rule, the depth 
to aquifer/hydraulic conductivity factor 
has been replaced with a simpler factor, 
travel time, which is determined using a 
matrix of the hydraulic conductivity and 
thickness of the lowes't hydraulic 
conductivity layer{s) with at least a 
three-foot thickness. (See I 3.1.2.4 and 
Table 3-7 of the final rule.) 

To conform with the change limiting 
the travel time factor to the least 
conductive layer{s), and to meet the goal 
of simplification. a change to the 
sorptive capacity factor was necessary. 
The proposed rule evalua!ed this factor 

using all layers between th.e source and · 
the aquifer. In reexamining this factor, 
EPA concluded that depth to aquifer is 
one of the major parameters affecting 
total sorbent content. at least within the 
HRS ranses for-the factor. Depth to . 
aquifer al~ indirectly reflects 
geochemical retardation mechanisms 
beCause, all else being equaL the effect 
of these retardation mechanisms 
increases u the depth to aquifer 
increases. At the field test sites, using 
only the fayer{s) of lowest hydraulic 
conductivity decreased the calculated 
aorbent content between 10 and 99 . . 
percent For these reasoDs. EPA hai : · 
decided to replace the 80rptive capacity 
factor with a depth to aquifer factor. 
(See I 3.1.2.3 and Table 3-5 of the final 
rule). 

M. Surface Water Migration Pathway 
. The proposed rule made major 
changea to the evaluation of releases or 
threatened releases to surface water. 
The pathway was divided into four 
threat.: drinking water, human food 
chain, recreational use, and 
environmental Other changes included 
consideration o(flood pc)tential; revision 
of potential overland flow; addition of 
dilution weights for potentially 
contaminated populations; extension of 
the. target distance limit to 15 miles; 
revision of the persistence factor to 
consider more degradation mechanisms; 
addition of a bioaccumulation factor for 
evaluation of human food chain 
toxicity /persistence and populations; 
addition of ecosystem toxicity to 
evaluate the environmental threat; and 
addition of a maximally ·exposed 
individual factor [MEl) factor to the · 
drinking water threat. F'JgUre 6 shows 
the. proposed rule and the overland 
flow /flood migration component of .the 
sudace water migration pathway in the 
final rule. 

Recreational use threat. SARA stated 
that the HRS should consider threats to 
surface water used for recreation and 
drinking water, and the proposed HRS . 
included a recreational use threat in the 
surface water migration pathway. A 
num her of States, several companies 
and trad~ associations, and two Federal 

agencies Identified problems with the 
proposed reCI'f!ational use threal.Some 
commenters objected to weighting it as 
heavily as the drinking water threat, 
while others suggested that evaluating 
the threat was too complicated for use 
in a screening tool. Many comment~rs 
said that proposed methods for 
assigning values to recreation areaa 
were too broadly drawn and that 2 
limited number of recreation areas 
should be considered. Two commenters 
suggested using actual attendanee data, 
and one commenter suggested that 
recreational uses be considered in other 
pathways as well. 

EPA's field test indicated that the 
recreational use threat evaluation was 
too complex for HRS purposea and, at 
the same time. was not very accurate. 
Several field test participant. 
commented that the ~ation target 
population was difficult to evaluate and 
that the approach for determining 
population was inaccurate and time
consuming, In addition. the population 
factor did not provide meaningful 
discrimination among sites. The 
proposed rule used the physical 
characteristics (e.g., capital 
improvements) ofa recreational site as 
the basis for determining the distance 
limit used to evaluate population. but 
because major and minor sites may 
have the same types of capital 
improvements (e.g., boat ramps. picnic 
facilities). the same distance limit could 
be associated with a minor recreation 
area and a major recreation area. The 
altemative approach would be to 
require actual use data to evaluate 
target.; however, site-specific 
population data. are not available for 
many recreation areas, malting it 
difficult to obtain accurate estimates of 
the population at risk. The target 
distance lmlita, which ranged from 10 to 
125 miles. also contributed to the · 
problems with evaluatmg targets. The 
Agency invited comments on refining 
these calculations; no alternative 
a pi· ·oaches were suggested, and EPA 
did not identify viable alternatives. 
ILUNG coorc ~ 
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EPA is also ceneemed. that many 
qualities of recreation 8!"eM {e.g., 
uniqueness. attractiveness. value) 
cannot be readily quantified or 
measured. which poses significant . 
problems. for a scieeniRg teol. Tberefure. 
the recreational use threat bas been 
removed from the final rule. IRstead. 
factms related to recreational use are 
beiJJ8 iachlded in the assessment of 
resource factors in the air, swface 
water. and pound water migration 
pathways. {See the discussion of 
resources factors above and § § 3.3.3. 
._1..2.3.3. 4..2.2.3.3, and 8.3.3 of the rule.}. 
Recreatioul use ia also a major' 
component of the evaluation of the 
attracti.venesa/accessibility factor in the 
soil exposure pathway (see § 5.2.1.1 of 
the rule). 

Human food chain. SARA requires 
that EPA consider "the d.amage1o 
natural resources which may affect the 
human food chain • " *"Accordingly, 
the surface water migration pathway of 
the proposed rule included evaluation of 
threats to human }J.ealth via the aquatic 
food chain. 

A number of comm.enters suggested 
that terrestrial food chain threats should 
also be evaluated because most of the 
food eaten in the United.States 
originatH on land. and the terrestrial 

· hwnan food chain is, therefore, more 
imP(!rtant than the aquatic human food 
chain. Commenters specifically stated 
that the HRS should account for human 
food ·chain threats involving irrigated 
crops, livestock. and game animals. One 
commenter stated that the SARA · 
mandate would not be fulfilled if only 
aquatic human food chain threats were 
evaluated. 

After conductin8 an investigation into 
possible methr.ds, EPA determined that 
it would not btl practical to include a 
separate evaluation of terrestrial human 
food chain threats in the HRS. The 
terrestrial food chain ia more complex 
and site-specific and is less understood 
than the aquatic food chain. and its 
assessment requires considerably more 
data. These factors render evaluation of 
the relative risks associated with the . 
teiTestrial human food chain well 
beyond the capability of a screening 
system such as the HRS. The fmal rule, . 
therefore. does not separately evaluate 
terrestrial human food chain threats. 
These threats are. however, considered 
indirectly under the resources target 
components in the air migration 
pathway, ground water migration · 
pathway. soil exposure pathway, and 
drinking water threat portion of the 
surface water migration pathway. 

The proposed rule required the 
estimation of bioaccumulation 
potentials for hazardous substances 

posing threats Via the human food chain. · 
One commenter stated that the 
estimation of bioaccwnulation 
potentials requires excessive time and 
resources, and that this step should be 
dropped from the HRS. 

EPA disagrees and considers the 
bioaccumulation potentials of hazardous 
substances to be among the most 
important factors determining the ·degree 
of human health threat posed by 
substances via the human food chain. 
Substances that do not bioaccumulate 
pose less of a threat via the human food 
cha·in than substances that 
bioaccumulate. all else being equal. 
Conversely. substances with high 
bioaccumulation potentials can pose 
very significant threats via the hum~n 
food chain even if they are only 
moderately toxic. or are present in 
modest quantities. EPA believes that 
compiliJ18,. bioaccmnulation potential 
tables will reduce the· effort and 
resources requirecl to score this factor. 

EPA received several comments · 
stating that bioaccumulation potential 
was not given sufficient weight in the 
evaluation of human food chain threats. 
EPA evaluated the use of 
bioaccumulation potential during the 
field test and detennined that there was 
considerable uncertainty related to this 
factor. in part because .of.major 
differences in uptake associated with 
different species in different 
environments. In addition, 
bioconcentration nlues have been 
computed for only a few species for 
most substances. In light of this 
uncertainty, EPA decided that 
bioaccwnulation potential should not be 
given additional weight in the HRS. In 
addition, as part of the structural 
changes discussed in Section m B. the 
bioaccumulatioD potential factor was 
moved from the targets factor category 
to the waste characteristics factor 
category so that it is evaluated 
consistently with the other waste 
characteristics factors that reflect 
exposure. As part of these changes, the 
use of the bioaccwnulation potential 
factor in selecting the substance posing 
the greatest·hazard also has been 
modified. 

The final rule broadens the defmition 
of actual contamination of the human 
food chain by modifying one criterion 
and adding a new criterion defining 
adual contamination. The proposed rule 
defined a fishery as actually 
contaminated if (1) the fishery was 
closed as a result of contamination and 
a substance for which the fishery was 
closed had been documented in an 
observed release from the site. or (2) a 
tissue sample from a human food chain 
organism from the fishery was found to 

contain a hazardous substance at a 
concentration level exceeding the 
FDAAL for that substance in fish tissue 
and the substance had been ·documented 
in an observed release from the site. In 
both cases, at least a portion of the 
fishery must be within the boundaries of 
the observed release. 

Under the final rule, the former 
criterion (closed fishery) remains 
essentially uncbansed. The laUer 
criterioo. (tissue contamination} has 
been modified; A fishery is considered 
actually contaminated if the 
concentratioo of a hazardous substance 
in tissue of an essentially sessile benthic 
human food chain organism from the 
watershed is at a level that meets the 
criteria for an observed release from the 
site and at least a portion of the fishery 
is within the boundaries of the observed 
release. A oew criterion has also been 
added: A fishery is considered actually 
contaminated if a hazardous substance 
having a bioaccumulation potential 
factor value of 500 or greater either is 
prese11t in an ~rved release 
established by direct obsexvation or is 
present in a aurface water or sediment 
sample at a level that meets the criteria 
for an observed release from the site 
and at leaSt a portion of the fishery is 
within the boundaries of the observed 
release. Only the portion of a fishery 
within the boundaries of an observed 
release is considered actually 
contaminated. 

EPA broadened the definition of 
actually cootaminated fisheries oo the 
basis of field test results. With the more 
narrow definition in the proposed rule. 
few actually contaminated fisheries 
were identified because: 

(1) Closed fisheries did not exist at 
most site~ 

{Z} Hazardous substance 
concentration data from tissues of 
applicable organisms were available for 
only a small portion of fisheries; and 

(3) FDAALs exist for only a relatively 
small number of hazardous substances. 

The final rule also introduces two 
levels of actually contaminat~d fisheries 
or portions of fisheries: 

• Levell: Applicable when 
concentrations of site-related hazardous 
substances meeting the criteria for 
actual contamination of the fishery 
equal or exceed the benchmark 
concentration levels established in the 
final rule based on FDAALs. screening 
concentrations conesponding to 
elevated cancer risks. and screening 
concentratiOBS corresponding to. 
elevated chronic, non-cancer toxicity 
risks ·via oral exposures. The final rule 
allows Levell contamination· to be 
established based on hazardous 
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· · substance concentrations in ti11sue 
samples from "organisms other than · 

, e.ssentiaUy sessile benthic organisms" . 
.(e.g., fish, lobsters, crabs), even tho\.tgh 
these organi~ms.cannot be .used to . · .. 
establish observed releases or actual 
conta~nation. .· · · .. 
· • Level II: Applicable to all a~ally 
conta~~ated fisheri~~ (or portions of 
!lctually ront~minated fisheries} not 

.meeting Level I criteria. · 
The fi:nal rule assiins human ~ood 

cha~ populations associated with Level 
I concen~tions tenfold greater weight 
than those associated with Level D · 
Concentrations: The fiilai rule also . . 
· deaciilies the procedures for · 

· deteri:nining, where applicable. the part 
of a· fishery .u.bject to Levell · . 

· -con~n~ations, the· paif s~bject "to. Level 
11·concentrations, and/or-the part 
subject to potential c·ontamination. 

EPA received several c:Omments 
suggesting that. to be consistent with the 
other threats, a maximally exposed 
inqividual factor should be incorporated 
into·the human food chain threat The 
Agency agrees, and·to provide this 
consistency the final rule-inCOIPorates a 
maximally exj>osed individual factor 
(the food chain individual) into the · 
human food chain targets factor 
category. As with similar factors in 
other pathways and threats, the food 
chain individual is assigned points 
acco~g to the level of contamination. 
Where actual contamination oh fishery· 

. is documented. the food chain individual 
factor is assigned 50 points for Level I 
and 45 points for Level II concentrations. 
Where no actual contamination of. a 
fishecy is documented, but there is 
documentation of an observed· release of 
a hazardous substance having a 
bioaccumulation potential fact-or value 
of 500 or greater to a watershed 
containing a fishery within the target 
distance limit, the food chain individual 
is assigned a value of 20 points. Where 

. there a.re no observed releases to 
surface water or no observed release of 
a hazardous substance wi"th a . 
bioaccumulation potential factor value 

. of-500 or greater, but a fishery is ·p~sen~ 
.. {i;e., there is. a potentiaHy ~ontaminated . 
fishery) within the target distance liniit. 
the food chain individ~al is asSigned 
points ranging from Q to 20, depen_ding 
on. the dilution weight assigned -to the 
associated surface water body. 

The propoSed rule estimated hUJD3n 
food chain production of aCtually 
~ntaminated or potentially 
contaminated fisheries based on harvest 
data or ltocld.ng data for those fisheries. 

· if available." Where sucli data were not 
avaihibl~. :preduction esti!:D~ tea were 
ba!le'd on productivity ·of the $WI:lce· 

. water body· or the estimated standin.S 
crop of aquatic biota in the fisheries. 
The proposed rule included a table of 
standing crop def!!ult values for 
estiniating human food chain production 
of the fishery. 

EPA received numerous comments to 
the· effect that the standing crop default 
table was difficult to use, proVided 
several different values for some water 
bodies and none for others, and 
proVided unreliable data. Several 
commenters stated that standing .erop 
values are not an appropriate basis for 
estimating aquatic human food chain 
production. One commenter pointed out 
that standing crop estimates do not · 
correlate well with harvest for' various 
water body types. Another COIJlmenter 
stated that estimates of harvest from 
fish and game .officials are preferable to . 
standing crop default values because 

. standing crop is a-measure -of biomass 
(weight of all edible living organisms in 
th~ water body) rather than 
prodl!Ctivity. 

EPA agrees with tbe commenters. In 
the fmal rule, estimates of fishery 
human food chain production are based 
on fish harvest data (including stocking 

data) ·as. opposed to standing1:rop data. 
When site-specific data ate not 
available .. harvest rates are to "be 
estima1ed based on the average harvest 
per unit area for the particular water 
body type UDder assessment and the 
geographic area in which the water 
body is located. 

Ground water discharge to surface · 
water: A number of commenterS and 
field test participants suggested that the 
HRS should consider the potential 
impact of ground water discharges to 
surface water because contaminated 
ground water can be a significant source 
of surface water contamination. Field 
test participants noted that some sites · 
have no overland flow route, but surface 
water can be co_ntaminated through · 
ground water discharges. 

EPJ\ agrees and has added a ground 
water to surface water migration · 
component to the surface· water . 
migration pathway: Figure 7 shows the 
structure of this component. The surface 
water migration pathway, therefo~ 
now includes two components: The 
overland flow /flood migration 
co~ponent. which retains the str.ucblre 
of the surface water migration pathw~y 
as proposed (except for the changes 
discussed in this preamble), and the new 
ground water to surface water migration 
component Either or both components 
may be scored; if both are scored, the 
surface water migration pathway score 
is the higher of the two scores. EPA 
·selected the higher of th"e two scores 
rather than combining them because, if · 
scores were combined, the amount of 
hazardous substances at the site , 
available to migrate via each component 
would have to be apportioned between 
the two components. The site-specific 
data,needed to determine .the 
appropriate appol"Qonment are rarely 
available. · 
IIIUIMG COOE l5eO-IO-II 
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Figure 7 
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The ground water to surface water 
migration component evaluates three 
threats: dri:r.king water, human food 
chain. and environmental. The 
component is scored only if: (1) A 
portion of the surface water is wit.l,in 
one mile of any source at the site that 
could release to ground water; {2) there 
is no discontinuity in the uppermost 
aquifer between the source and the 
portion of the surface water within one 
mile of t~e source; and (3} the bottom of 
the surface water is at or below the top 
of the aquifer. The target distance limit 
for the .component is determiiled the 
same way as for the overland flow I 
flood component. For each threat. 
likelihood of release is based on either 
observed release or potential to release. 
An observed release is established if, 
and only if, there is· an observ.ed release . 
to the uppermost aquifer. while potential 
to release is based on ground water 
potential to release fac;:tors. except that 
only the uppermost aquifer is 
considered. (See § 4.2.2.1.2.) 

The hazardous waste quantity factor 
is scored in the same way it is scored for 
the overland flow/flood migration 
component, except that only sources 
that could release to ground water are 
considered (see §4.2.2.2.2). Toxicity. 
ground water mobility, and surface 
water persistence are considered in 
selecting the substance potentially 
posing, the greatest hazard in drinking 
water (see § 4.2.2.2.1). By considering 
ground water mobility, the final rule 
reflects the fraction of a hazardous 
substance expected to be released from 
the sources and to migrate through 
gro\md water to the surface water body. 
For human food chain and 
environmental threats. bioaccumulation 
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation) 

· potential is also ccnsidered in selecting 
the substance potentially posing the 
greates~ hazard (see I U.3.2.1}. . 

The targets fac\o:-s in this component 
are evaluated in the same way as 
targets factors in the overland flow I 
flood migration component. except that · 
a dilution-weight adjustment is 
combined with the surface wa.ter 
dilution weights for populations 
potentially exposed tc contamination. 
The dilutio,.-weight adjustment was 
added because the HRS assumes that 
bazardous·substances migrate via 

. ground water in all directions from a 
site. Under this assumption. except in 
those instances where the surface water 
body completely surrounds the site. only 
a portion of the hazardous substances 
can be assilmed to.reach the su."face 
water through the ground water. The 

· dilution-weight adjustment accounts for
the portion of the liazardous substances · 

assumed to be available to migrate to 
surface water through ground water. 
The probable point of entry is defined as 
the shortest straight-line distance, 
within ·the aquifer boundaries, from the· 
sources at the site to 1he surface water 
body. Therefore. the actual targets 
considered may differ somewhat from 
targets evaluated in the overla,nd flow/ 
flood migration component because the 
two probable points of entry may differ. 
This approach might allow evaluation of 
intakes. fisheries, ~md sensitive 
en"ironments. that may be exposed to 
contamination from a site but a.--e . 
upstream from the point of o\'erland 
flow entry. 

N. Soil Exposure Pathway 

The onsite exposure pathway, which 
was added to Hte HRS in the proposed 
ruie, has been renamed the soil 
exposure pathway in the final n.:le. The 
pathway was primarily designed to 
assess. the potential threats posed by 
direct exposure to wastes and 
contaminated surficia·l materials a t a ----
site. It evaluated two threat&-~.e 
resident population and the n~~~by 
population. In the propo~e. the 
resident population thrf;lat included 
three types of targets: ~igh risk 
population on a property With observed 
c:>ntamination, all other residents· and 
people attending acboo.l . .or day care on a 
property with obaervet! contami.Rati<m. - · 
and terrestrial sensitive envirOnments in 
which there is observetl Cimtamination. 
The nearby population was based on 
people who live or a~~d schoolll.;thi:l 
a one-mile travel di~hce and who did 
not meet the criteria for resii:lent 
population. Figur,e' 8 summarizes the 
proposed and final rules. 

A number of commenters supported 
the·incllrsion '?!the pathway, but raised 
issue& related let its eva!uati·on. For 
e".emple, comnienters objected to 
.fmlluating the waste characteristics 
factor category solely on toxicity. Three 
commenters objected to limiting the high 
risk population to children under seven_ 
Other commenters stated that collecti."lg · 
data on the high risk populat: >n would 
be difficult. A number of commenters 
questioned bow the onsite area and area 
of COAtaminatiGn would be defined and 
how accessibility or the site was 
evaluated. · · 

In response to these comments and to 
the field test results, EPA has made a 
number of change~ to the soil exposure 
pathway. The nam~ of the pathway has 
been changed to be more consistent 
v.i th te::minology used i!1 the Superfund 
human health evaluation process. 

As suggested by commenters. the final 
·rule limits the area within which-human 
targets are evaluated for the resident 

population t.'treat to locations within 
property boundaries and within a 
distance limit of 200 feet from an area of 
observed contamination. The .ZOO. foot 
limit accounts for those situations where 
the property boundar/ is very large. and 
exposure to contaminated surficial 
materials is unlikely or infrequent 
because of the distance of residences. 
schools, or work places from an area of 
observed contamination on the same 
property. 

To make the pathway consistent with 
the other pathways and in response to 
comments. the final rule includes 
hazardous waste quantity in the waste 
characteris!ics factor category and 
multiplies it by the factor value for 
toxicity. New factors, r~sident 
ir.dividual and nearby individual. have 
been added to make the pathway 
consistent with the other pathways, a.P.. -. · · 
of which assign v~lu.E>.s for the 
maximaUyeXposed individual (e.g., 
ne-atest ~dividual or intake}. Population 
is evaluated using two levels of actual 
contamination based on health-based 
benchmarks. Separate consideration of 
the high risk population (children under · 
seven) has been eliminated because the · 
field test indicated that this factor could 
greatly add to the time and expense of 
scoring a site yet resulted in little 
dlscr'll!lination among sites. This change 
also makes the soil exposure pathway 
more consistent with the other 
pathways. 

In the nearby population threat, the 
hazardous waste quantity factor in the 
likelihood of exposure factor category 
has been renamed "area of 
contamination" to reflect both the intent 
of the factor and how it is evaluated. 
The accessibility/frequency of use 
factor has been revised and reaamed the 
"attractiveness/ accessibility" factor. 
The revised factor emphasizes 
recreational uses of areas of observed 
contamination because they are most 
likely to result in exposures to 
contaminated surficial materials. In 
addition. the weighting of the nearby 
popuiation relative to the resident 
po_pulation bas been reduced to better 
reflect the relative levels of exposure for 
those threats. 

.A number of comtnenters questioned 
whether workers should be counted 
when evaluating target populations in 
the soil exposure pathway. One 
commenter suggested that soil exposure 
scoring should "not include activities at 
facilities that presently are regulated 
under the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA)." Other 
commenters, however, stated that 
workers should be counted in the target 
population. One commenter argued that 
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not counting a facility's work force is 
inconsistent with other population 
counting techniques. Another 
commenter said that workers should be 
included in the resident population 
Qecause tlte proposed method of 
calculating soil exposure pathway 
scores can result in.inappropriately low 
scores when onsite workers are exposed 
to wastes or contaminated soil. 

In response to these comments. the 
Agency investigated statutory. 
regulatory, and policy conditions that 

might restrict the inclusion of workers in 
the target population for the soil 
exposure pathway. This analysis found 
no broad statutory or regulatory 
authority for excluding workers covered 
by OSHA regulations from 
consideration as targets in the HRS. 
Although the definition of a release 
under CERCLA section 101(Z2} excludes 
"any release which results in exposure 
to persons solely within a workplace 
• • *" it only doe~ so for purposes of 
claims by workers who are already 

covered by State worker compensation 
Jaws. The legislative history of section 
101(22} specifically anticipated that 
authority under CERCLA might, in 
appropriate cases. be used to respond to 
releases within a workplace. Thus, the 
Agency concludes that there are no 
broad statutory or regulatory 
restrictions against consideration of 
activities at OSHA-regulated facilities. 

BlUING COOl -~ .. 
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The soil exposiire pathway is 
designed to account for exposures and 
health risks resulting from ingestion of 
•.ontaminated surficial materials. . 
Because ingestion exposures are 
c.nmparable for some types of workers 
and residents, the Agency bas decided 
to include workers in the resident 
population threat. However, substantial 
variability in the kinds of workers and 
work activities at sites (e.g., indoor and 
outd.Qor) leads to considerable 
variability in exposure potential The 
Agency believes that detenniriing 
specific categories or types of workers is 
beyond the scope of HRS data 
collection. Thus, workers are asslgned 
target points on a prorated basis: 5 
points are assigned for sites with up to . 
100 workers: 10 points for sites with 101 
to 1,000 workers, and 15 points for -
greater than 1.000 workers. Prorating 
workers will reduce the data collection 

. efforl Evaluation· of workers is not 
affected by health-based benchmarks. 
(See 15.1.3.3.) Nearby workers are not 
counted in the nearby population 
because the Agency considers it 
unlikely that workers from nearby 
workplaces would regularly visit 
contaminated areas outside the property 
boundary of their workplace during the 
workday, and because there is no way 
to estimate accurately the number of 
workers who might. 

0. Air fv!igration Pathw-::y 

The prcposed rule mi·de several 
significant changes to the air migration 
J>athway in the original HRS. In 
response to the SARA mandate to 
consider potential as well as actual 
releases to air, the proposed rule 
included an evaluation of the potential 
to release. The proposed rule also added 
a mobility factor to the waste 
characteristics factor category and an 
MEl factor to the targets category. 
Finally, the proposed rule added explicit 
distance weighting factors for evaluating 
all factors in the targets category. Figure 
9 shows the proposed air migration 
pathway and the final rule pathway. 

The public provided numerous 
comments on these changes and raised 
new issues as well. The most significant 
new issue concerned the structural 
inconsistency in the treabnent of gases 
and particulates in the proposed air 
migration pathway. For example, 
commenters observed that in the 
potential to release evaluation, it was 
p:Jssible to assign a high containment 
valu;e to a source with good gas 
containment and poor particulate 
containment while assigning high source 
type and mobility values based on the 
presence of gaseous hazardous 
substances. This combination would 
yield ar. inappropriately high potential 

to release value. This concern was also 
noted in discussions with field test 
personnel. · 

The Agency agrees with these . 
commenters and investigated methods 
to better reflect the differences between 
gases and particulates. As a result of 
these analyses, EPA has made several 
changes to the final rule in both the 
likelihood of rele<:~se and waste 
characteristics factor categories. 

In the likelihood of release factor 
category. the final rule evaluates source 
potential to release separately for gases 
and particulates. Only those sources 
containing gat~eous hazardous 
substances are evaluated for gas 
potential to release. and only those 
sources containing hazardous 
substances that can be released as 
particulates are evaluated for 
particulate potential to release. This 
change in potential to·release structur-e 
necessitated other changes in the 
scoring of potential to release including 
development of separate gas and 
particulate source type factors and 
migration potential factors. The names 
of these latter factors were also changed 
to highlight the differences between 
potential to release "mobility" and . 
waste characteristics "mobility." (See 
§§ 6.1.2.1.3, 6.1.2.2.3.) 

IIIWMOCOOE~ 
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In addition to these changes in the 
basic. structure of the potential to 
release factors, the final rule includes 
several additional changes in the source 
t:,;pe list. migration potential factors, and 
containment factors. Based on the· 
experience gained in the field test, EPA 
added several source ·types to the source 

_type list. Some of these additions (e.g .• 
surface impoundment (not buried/ 
backfilled): dry) simply clarify · _ 
classifications that were implied in the 
proposed source type lisL_Other 
additions; such as source types 
involving biogas release, were 
considered early i-:a the development of 
the proposed HRS but were not included 
originally in the interesf of simplicity.· 
Field test experience, however, 
indicated that their inclusion in the final 
rule was necessary. Finally, new 
distinctions within some source types 
(e.g .. the various types of piles) were 
added partly in response to comments 
and partly as a result of field test 
experience. As applicable, source type 
\'alues were also revised. (See 
§ § 6.1.2.1.2, 6.1.2.2.2 and Table &-4.) 

The revised gas and particulate 
migration potential factors are very 
similar to the proposed likelihood of 
release gas and particulate mobility 
factors. Several commenters questioned 
the need for including dry. relative soil 
volatility in the "final gas migration 
fnctor. A simplification analysis · 
indicated that dry relative soil volatility 
was redundant, as it was almost 
completely detennined by vapor 
pressure. Hence, the final gas migration 
potential factor includes only vapor 
pressure and Henr)t's law coristant. The 
particulate migration potential factor in 
the final rule is simply the particulate 
component of the proposed potential to 
releas~ mobility factor. 

The containment factors were also 
changed as a result of the field test. a 
review of recent information on covering 
systems, the examination of air release 
rate models, and the public comments 
on the need for simplicity in the final 
rule. The fmallist of containment 
descriptions eliminated many redundant 
descriptions and changed others. 
retaining only those distinctions that are 
necessa!')' based on type of sou•·ce. (See 
§ § 6.1.2.1.1, 6.1.2.2.1 and Tables 6-3, 6-
9.} As discussed in Section ill F above, 
two new mobility factors were 
developed for the waste characteristics 
factor category. 

Comrner.ters generally supported the 
concept of distance weighting target 
factors. However. several disagreed 
with the approad: used to develop the 
proposed factor values. Some 
.. orrmenters suggested basing the factor 

values on long-term meteorology and the 
size of the site, while others suggested 
that additional abnospheric phenomena 
(e.g., particulate deposition} be reflected 
in the final values. As a result of these 
comments, EPA has revised the distance 
weighting factors ).lsed in the final rule 
to reflect long-term atmospheric 
phenomena. Analyses indicated that 
particulate deposition and other similar 
phenomena as well as site size were not 
sufficiently significant within lour zmles 
of a site to warrant their inclusion in the 
final factO!' values. EPA also notes that 
the distance weighting factor values are 
now inC()rporated in the population 
factor value table. {See § 6.3.2.4 and 
Table 6-17.) 

P. Large Volume ·wastes 
Mining waste sites. A number of 

commenters representing mining 
companies, trade associations, and State 
and Federal agencies commented on 
how the proposed HRS would score 
mining waste sites; c;:ommenters 
representing waste management 
facilities raised similar issues in regard 
to t.'teir sites. This section summarizes 
and addresses the major issues 
addressed by these commenters. 

Commenters raised several cOncerns 
regarding the appropriate -consideration 
of background levels of metals in 
documenting direct or indirect releases 
from mining waste sites. One · 
commenter recommended that in 
determining direct releases from a 
mining waste site, EPA should consider 
the natural characteristics of the site 
prior to mining and the changes in . 
migration rates resulting from mining. 
The commenter explai.t)ed that the 
concentration 9f metals in a mining 
waste pile may be similar to or less than 
nalural concentrations in soil or rocks 
beJow and adjacent to the-pile. To 
document indirect releases, the 
commenter suggested that EPA require 
collection of detailed information on site 
geology and hydrological gradients to 
ensure proper consideration of 
background levels. Fin~lly, the 
commenfer asserted that although it is 
appropriate to weight observed releases 
more heavily than potential releases at 
sites with synthetic organic hazardous 
substances, the criteria used to define 
cbserved release are not valid at sites 
with natural sources of metals. Another 

· commenter agreed and suggested that 
because of background levels of 
inorganic elements, the proposed HRS 
could identify as an observed release 
concentrations Wl!'elated to ~ining 
activities. 
. EPA recognizes that natural 
background concentrations of metals in 
soil or rocks can affect the measured 

· concentration necessary to establish an 
observed release at a mining wast2 site. 
This consideration is reflected in the 
requirement that concentrations 
significantly above background be 
shown to establish an observed reiease. 
Moreo"·er, EPA has clarified the 
obser\'ed release criteria in the fmal rule 
to explain that they specify minimum 
differences necessary to establish an 

- obsez:yed release by chemical analysis. 
Several commenters questioned the 

treatment of metals in the ground water 
mobility factor. One commenter: stated 
that the proposed HRS is biased against 
mining waste sites because it gives 
greater consideration· to the accurate 
·assessment of the mobility of organic 
substances than to that of naturally 
occurring metals. The commenter noted 
that the proposed persistence factor for 
the surface water migration pathway 
accounts for the degradation of 
hazardous substances in the -' 
environment through four processes. 
None of these processes. according to 
the comrnenter. applies to metallic 
elements. which received a default value 
of 3 (the highest possible ~core for 
persistence). Another commenter stated 
that decreased mobility was considered 
only for organic compounds, even 
though inorganic compounds are 
immobile in some situations. 

One commenter stated that adding a 
metals mobility factor, as EPA's. Science 
Advisory Board (SAB) recommended, 
woulci allow the HRS to reflect more 
accurately the potential for metallic 
elements to migrate in the aqueous 
phase. Two commenters were concerned 
that metals would be assigned a "worst
case" default value for mobility. On the 
other hand, another commenter stated 
that consideration of the mobility of 
metals in the revised HRS would at_ least 
partially rectify the bias in the current 
HRS against high-volume, low
concentration mining wastes. 
· A nuinber of these commenters 
appear to have misunderstood the 
proposed rule. Metals were not 
automatically assigned the maximum 
val·.e as a default in the ground water 
mobility factor, but rather were assigned 
values based on their coefficient of 
aqueous migration. The fmal rule 
automatically assigns the maximum 
value for mobility only to metals 
establishing an observed release by 
chemical analysis, which is the same 
way organics and nonmetallic 
inorganics are evaluated. For metals and 
metal compounds not establishing an 
observed release by chemical analysis, 
mobility is based on water solubility 
and distrib::otion coefficient (1<..). the 
same as fo! organic;s and nonmetalli• 
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inorganics. H none of the hazardous 
substances (including metals, organics, 
and nonmetallic inorganic&) eligible to 
be evaluated for the site can be assigned 
a mobility factor value based on 
available data, § 3.2.1.2 of the final rule 
assigns a mobility factor value of 0.002 
for all of the hazardous substances. This 
value was selected based on a review of 
the range of mobility factor values 
assigned to those hazardous substances 
(including metals) for which data were 
available for assigning mobility factor 
values. The value of 0.002 is clearly not 
a worst-case default (which would be 
1.0). -

EPA believes that the persistence 
factor is not biased against metals. 
Elemental metals do not degrade and, 
therefore, should receive higher scores 
for persistence than other substances 
subject to degradation processes. 

One commenter claimed that the soil 
exposure pathway is likely to bias the 
HRS scores of mining waste sites 
toward higher values because such sites 
contain large volumes of waste covering 
large surface areas, and because of 
geographic factors, these large areas are 
seldom s.ecured against direct public 
access. In addition, according to the 
commenter, the public may be attracted 
to mining waste sites. The commenter 
suggested that the soil exposUre 
pathway incorrectly assumes there is an 
exposure because there is access to 
mining waste sites. 

EPA does not agree that the soil 
exposure pathway is biased against 
mining waste sites. The pathway 
evaluates exposures of people via 
contact with surficial hazardous 

· substances. The Agency believes that, 
an else being equal. large contaminated 
surface areas with public access. 
including those associated with mining 
waste sites, should receive higher scores 
for the soil exposure pathway than 
smaller sites with more restricted 
access. Even sites with large 
contaminated surface areas are u:nlikely 
to be assigned high scores except when 
they are near residential areas or 
include a listed sensitive environment. 
As some commenters representing 
mining-related activities have noted in 
the past. most mines are located some · 
distance from inhabited areas. 

Three commenters stated that the 
original HRS was biased against sites 
such as mining waste sites that are . 
characterized by high volumes of waste 
with relatively low concentrations of 
toxic constituents. Two of these 
commenters suggested that mining 
wastes would be appropriate for 
hazardous constituent quantity 
determination because such wastes are 
rela 'ively homogeneous (compared to 

other wastes) and. therefore, have fairly 
consistent concentrations. One of these 
two commenters also stated that the 
hazardous waste quantity factor 
equations in Table 2-14 of the proposed 
rule should be revised to be less 
conservative. The remaining commenter 
suggested that the proposed HRS was 
still biased against mining waste sites 
because they are still scored based on 
the quantity of waste rather than on the 
concentration of the waste at the point 
of exposure. 

EPA does not agree that the HRS is 
·biased against high-volume, low
concentration waste sites. The fi.'lal rule 
incorporates concentration data in three 
factors: (1) Likelihood of release 
(concentration data can be used for 
establishing an observed release); (2) 
hazardous waste quantity 
(concentration data, if available and 
adequate. can be use~ for calculating 
hazardous constituent quantity): and (3) 
targets (concentrations of hazardous 
substances present in drinking water 
wells or at other exposure points can be 
used to determine weightings for nearest 
individuals {or wells or intakes), 
populations, and sensitive environments 
factors). EPA has not explicitly required 
concentration data for all sites because 
of the substantial costs for obtaining 
these data and the very high degree of 
uncertainty associated with data 
collected during Sis. 

EPA requested that the SAB review 
issues related to large-volume waste 
sites before· the NPRM was published. 
The SAB final report is available in the 
CERCLA docket. Two commenters 
stated that the Agency did not 
adequately consider the SAB's 
recommendations for revising the HRS. 
specifically those concerning the use of 
mobility data. 

The SAB, in its review of the original 
HRS. examined whether large-volume · 
waste sites (e.g .• mining waste sites) had 
been treated differently than other 
waste sites and concluded that 
insufficient data were presented to 
demonstrate that the original HRS was 
biased agR''lst mining waste sites. 
However, the SAB noted that the 
original HRS had the potential for such a 
bias, particularly when scoring potential 
to release, because the original HRS did 
not consider mobility, concentration of 
hazardous constituents, and transport. 
The SAB suggested several possible 
modifications to improve the application 

~ of the HRS to mining waste sites. 
Based in part on the SAB suggestions, 

EPA proposed several changes to the 
overall scorlng process to make the HRS 
more accurately reflect risks associated 
with mining waste sites. notably, 
addition of a mobility factor to the air 

and ground·water'migration pathways. 
changes in the persistence factor, 
incorporation of a tiered hazardous 
waste quantity factor that can account 
for waste concentration data, and 
addition of health-based benchmarks for 
evaluating population. As explained in 
the NPRM. determining speciation of 
metals and pH, as the SAB had 
suggested. is not feasible given the 
temporal and spatial variations at 
hazardous waste sites and the 
limitations on SI data collection. 
Moreover, determining speciation is not 
feasible for most substances given 
EPA's current analytical procedures: 
requiring speciation analyses would add 
-substantially to-the cost of data 
collection. 

Two commenters stated that the 
proposed HRS can significantly 
overestimate risks associated with 
mining waste sites that consist of high
volume, low-concentration wastes. One 
of these commenters recommended a 
"preliminary evaluation system" to more 
accurately reflect the actual risks 
associated with such sites and remove 
any bias in the HRS relative to-other 
types of sites. This commenter also 
suggested that in proposing the HRS · 
revisions. EPA had ignored the results of 
its own studies under RCRA sections 
3001 and 8002. which the commenter 
believed to be more focused efforts to 
quantify risks from mining waste sites 
than the HRS revisions. 

EPA does not believe that a separate 
"preliminary evaluation system" for 
scoring mining wa.ste sites would be 
appropriate. A single HRS can be 
applied uniformly to all sites, allowing 
the Agency to evaluate sites relative to 
each other with respect to actual and 
potential hazards. The Agency 
examined the RCRA studies cited by the 
commenter before proposing HRS 
revisions. Those studies. which focus on 
the management of.wastes at active 

. facilities, concluded that many special 
study waste sites (e.g., mining) do not 
present very high risks, while others 
may present substantial risks. EPA 
believes that the conclusions of these 
studies and the Agency's subsequent 
regulatory determinations (i.e., not to 
regulate most mining wastes under 
RCRA Subtitle C} are not inconsistent 
with a determination that some mining 
waste releases can require Superfund 
response actions. Furthermore, the HRS 
is designed so that it can be applied to 
closed and abandoned sites as well as 
active sites. 

Other large volume waste sites. 
Several commenters suggested that the 
proposed HRS did not meet CERCLA 
section 125 requirements for sites 
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invohing fossil fuel combustion wastes. 
These commenters generally agreed that 
section 125 requires EPA to consider the 
quantity and concentratiop of hazardous 
constituents in fosS'il fuel combustion 
wastes and that the proposed HRS had 
not adequately addressed this 
·requirement. 

One commenter supported the 
Agency's proposal to allow 
consideration of concentration data 
when such data are available. Three 
commenters stated that the proposed 
HRS would often assign fossil fuel 
combustion waste sites high scores m 
part because of the wcrst-case 
assumptions or "default values" for 
certain facto!'S (i.e., hazardous waste 
quantity, toxicity, target pOpulations). 
The commenters claimed that' fossil fuel 
combustion waste sites receive high 
scores merely because of the large 
quantity of waste, although this waste 
presents no significant adverse 
environmental effects, and that these 
high scores are inconsistent with EPA's 

· findings in the RCRA section 8002 study. 
One of the three commentei"S suggested 
that the proposed HRS retained certain 
deficiencies of the original HRS, such as 
assuming that all hazardous substances 

· in the waste consist of the single most 
toxic constituent in the waste. 

EPA does not believe that the 
approach taken in the final rule creates 
a bias against fossil fuel combustion 
wastes. Partly because· concentration 
data are considered in the final rule, 
fossil fuel combustion waste sites are . 
not.expected to score disproportionately 
high when compared with other types of 
sites. The HRS assumes that it is not 
possible to determine in a consistent 
manner the relative conbibution to risk 
of all hazardous substances·found at 
sites. Given this assumption, EPA has 
determined that basing the toxicity of 
the combination of substances at a site 
on the toxicity of the substance posil"..g 
the greatest hazard is a reasonabh~ and 
appropriately conservative approach. In 
many cases, the substance posing the 
greatest hazard is not several orders of 
magnitude more toxic than other 
hazardous substances at the site. 
Therefore, the effect of this approach on 
the toxicity factor value-which is 
evaluated in one order of magnitude 
scoring categori~is not as great as 
some commenters have suggested (see 
also section m 0). In addition, as noted 
above, worst-case defaults are not 
assigned for mobility; population factors 
have no default values. 

Two commenters suggested that 
because CERCLA section 125 contains 
no statutory deadlines, EPA should take 
as much time as necessary to 

adequately respond. These commenters 
recommended that EPA extend the 
tiered approach of the hazardous waste 
quantity factor to other factors to take 
advantage of the extensive data on 
fossil fuel combustion wastes generated 
by the elecbic utility industry. 

The Agency does not agree that the 
tiered approach used in the hazardous 
waste quantity iactor should be 
extended to other factors for fossil fuel 
combustion waste sites (see also section 
ill K). EPA believes that creating a 
separate HRS to s~ore certain types of 
sites would not allow the Agency to 
provide a uniform measure ofrelative 
risk at a wide variety of sites, as 
Congress intended. 

One comrnenter recommended that 
EPA consider using fate and transport 
models currently under development to 
incorporate quantitative representations 
of specific precesses and mechanisms 
into the HRS. EPA carefully examined 
this possibility and concluded that 
although the use of fate and transport . 
models could conceivably incr~ase the 
accuracy of the HRS for some pathways. 
collection of the required site-specific 
data would be far too complex and 
costly. Fate and transport models are 
approprjate for a comprehensive risk 
assessment. but not for a screening tool 
such as the HRS. In addition. EPA's 
review suggested that it would be more 
difficult to achieve consistent results 
among users of such models than with 
the HRS. EPA points out that it used fate 
and transport models to develop the 
distance weighting factors used in the 
HRS target calculations, and also that 
the HRS incorporates several hazardous 
_substance parameters (e.g., mobility) 
and site parameters (e.g., travel fitne) 
that are components of fate and 
transport models. 

Two commentent expressed concern 
that the proposed HRS fails to account 
for the leachability of hazardous 
constituents as required by CERCLA 
section 125; According to the 
commenters, some hazardous 
constituents pose no risk via ground 
water because they will never be 
released to that medium. Thus, even if 
hazardous wast!! quantity and 
concentration are considered 
adequately. hazardous waste quantity 
scores for fossil fuel combustion sites. 

· will be erroneously high unless 
leachability is considered as well. 

EPA examined the availability of 
leachate data and the feasibility of usir>..g 
such data for calculating hazardous 
substance quantity for all types of 
sources and wastes. The Agency 
decided against using leachate 
concentrations because: 

• Leachate data are not available for 
all sources and wastes, and available 
leachate data on high-volume wastes 
and some landfills have limited 
applicability for estimating the quantity 
of leachable hazardous substances; 

• Leachate data derived from lab 
studies are limited and do not 
realistically represent the universe of 
field conditions such as heterogeneity of 
wastes, chemistry of leachate, and 
density and pore volume of disposed 
wastes; and 

• Any method for using leachate d~la 
could not be consistently or aniform!y 
applied to all sites. 

EPA also examined the feasibiiity of 
developing site-specific leachate data 
for estima\ing leachable hazardous · 
substance quantity for the ground water 
migration pathway. EPA decided against 
this option because ~liable estimation 
of leachable hazardous substance 
quantity requires comprehensive 
sampling of site-specific heterogeneous 
waste, which would be prohibitively 
expensive and not feasible. In some 
cases, s:1cb sampling would be 
technically unfeasible and unsafe. 

EPA evaluated alternatives for 
developing a surrogate for estimating 
leachable hazardous substance quantity. 
The Agency found that adding the 
mobility factor to the ground water 
migration pathway; based both on 
solubilities and distribution coefficients 
P<.tsl of hazardous substances, and 
multiplying it by the hazardous waste 
quantity factor would be a feasible 
alternative for approximating the 
fraction of hazardous substance 
quantity expected to be released to 
ground water. 

Q. Consideration ·af Removal Actions 
{Current Versus Initial Conditions} 

The original HRS based the 
evaluation of factors on initial 
conditions. In the preamble to the 
proposed rule, EPA specifically 
requested comments on whether sites 
should be scored on the basis of initial 
or cum. •t conditions. The principal 
question is whether the effect of 

·response actions. such as the removal of 
some quantity of the waste. should be 
considered when sites are scored. Initial 
conditions are defined by the timing of 
the response action; that is. initial 
conditions are the conditions that 
existed prior to any reaponse action. For 
sites where no response action has 
occurred, initial and current conditions 
are the same for evaluating sites. 

Of the 25 com.menters responding to 
this issue, 15---including aU industry . 
commenters-supported scoring on 
cun:ent conditions. In the preamble of 
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the proposed rule, EPA presented two 
approaches for considering response 
actions in HRS scores: (1) Consider 
these actions only for those pathways 
and factors for which they are most 
appropriate; and (2) consider these 
actions in all pathways. but make 
exceptions at sites where initial 
conditions more accurately reflect risks. 

Those who stated a preference 
favored the second. specifying that the 
exceptions should be clearly defined in 
the final rule. These commenters stated 
that scoring all pathways on current 
conditions would encourage responsible 
parties to clean up sites quickly. They 
reasoned that if cleanups are delayed, 
the threat of migration of the hazardous 
substances increases; therefore, scoring 
on current conditions is consistent with 
the intent of CERCLA because it 
encourages rapid remedial action. One 
commenter said that scoring on initial 
conditions made little sense when, as a 
result of the cleanup, the level of _ 
residual contamination was below the 
level required by CERCLA. 

Several proponents of scoring on 
current conditions stated that EPA's 
concem that responsible parties would 
clean'Up sites just enough to ayoid being 
listed on the NPL was unfounded. They 
argued that the proposed scoring system 
is too complicated to manipulate, and 
that predicting the effect of partial 
cleanups on the final score would be 
difficUlt. ·Others suggested that where 
contamination remains, sampling during 
an SI will discover it. 

Ten commenters did not fully support 
scoring on current conditions. Only one 
opposed any 09nsideration of current 
conditions. Several commenters 
supported sconng the soil exposure and 
air migration pathways on current 
conditions. Others stated that response 
actions should be considered only when 
the actions are conducted under Federal 
or State direction, or when the action 
constitutes a complete ~eanup. Several 
added that State actions should not be 
considered because it would penalize 
States with active remedial programs. 
One commenter suggested scoring sites 
on both current and initial conditions; if 
the response action had addressed all 
hazards, then the current conditions 
score should be used. 

Based on public comment. EPA has 
decided to change its policy on 
consideration oi removal actions. The 
Agency agrees that consideration of 
such actions in HRS scores is likely to 
increase incentives for rapid actions by 
responsible parties, reducing risks to the 
public and allowing for more cost 
effective expenditure of the Fund. In 
making this decision, EPA tried to 
balance the benefits of considering 

removal actions in HRS scores (e.g .• 
increased incentives for rapid actions) 
while also ensuring that the HRS score 
reflects any continUing risks at sites 
where contamination occurred prior to 
any response action. 

Therefore, EPA will calculate waste 
quantities based on current conditions. 
However, EPA believes the accuracy of 
this approach depends on being able to 
determine with reasonable confidence 
the quantity of hazardous constituents 
remaining in sources at the site and the 
quantity released into the environment. 
As a consequence, where the Agency 
does not have sufficient information to 
estimate the quantity of hazardous 
constituents remaining in the sources at 
the site and in the associated releases. a 
minimum factor value may be assigned · 
to the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value. Thus. removal actions may not 
reduce waste quantity factor values 
unless the quantity of hazardous 
constituents remaining in sources and in 
releases can be estimated with 
reasonable confidence. 

In addition to providing incentives for 
early response, this approach also 
provides incentives for potentially 
responsible parties to ascertain the 
extent of the remaining contamination at 
sites. Potentially responsible parties 
undertaking removal actions will have 
the primary responsibility for collecting 
any data needed to support a 
determination of the quantity of 
hazardous constituents remaining. EPA 
expects responsible parties may need to 
conduct sampling and analyses to 
determine the extent of hazardous 
substance migration in soils and other 
media in order to estimate with 
reasonable confidence the quantity of 
hazardous constituents remaining. 

EPA decided not to limit the 
consideration of response actions to 
certain pathways (e.g., the soil exposure 
pathway) because this would overstate 
the risk at sites where removal of · 
wastes has eliminated threats in all 
pathways. Moreover, a more limited 
approach to consideration of response 
actions would provide less incentive for 
rapid • .!sponse action. 

EPA will evaluate a site based on 
current conditions provided that 
response actions actually have removed 
wastes from the site for proper disposal 
or destruction in a facility permitted 
under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA), or by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
HRS scoring wHl not consider the effects 
of responses that do not reduce waste 
quantities such as providing alternate 
drinking water supplies to populations 
with drinking water supplies 

contaminated by the site. In such cases, 
EPA believes that the initial target11 
factor should be used to reflect the 
adverse impacts caused by 
contamination of drinking water 
supplies; otherwise, a contaminated 
aquifer could be artificially shielded 
from further remediation. This decision· 
is consistent with SARA section 118(a), 
which requires that EPA give high 
priority to sites where conta~ination 
from the site results in closed drinking 
water wells. Similarly, if residents are 
relocated or if a school is. closed 
because of contamination due to the . 
site, EPA will consider the initial targets 
in scoring the site. 

As noted in the proposed rule 
preamble, EPA would only consider 
removals conducted prior to an SI. EPA 
believes that the SI is the appropriate 
time to evaluate conditions, because it is 
the source of most of the data used to 
score a site. Because response action at 
sites may be an ongoing process, it 
would be burdensome to recalculate 
scores continually to reflect such 
actions. 

In response to commenters, EPA also 
considered whether response actions 
should be considered in HRS scores 
only if they are performed under a State 
or EPA order. EPA decided not to 
choose this approach for two reasons. · 
First, it would diminish the incentive for 
an expeditious response at the site i.f a 
signed order were required. Second, 
because a response action must be 
conducted before the SI to be 
considered in the HRS score. there 
would be little information on site 
conditions upon which this order could 
be based. 
. EPA has also decided not to 

differentiate between response actions · 
initiated by States and those conducted 
by other parties. The Agency believes 
this approach will help ensure 
consistent application of the HRS by 
avoiding situations where two similar 
sites are scored using different sets of 
rules. Moreover, although tlte Agency is 
sympathetic to concems about 
disincentives to States for initiating 
actions. it believes that such cases will 
be rare. Many State (and Federal) 
removal actions are inteiim measures 
designed to stabilize conditions at the 
site. Given the more limited definition of 
response action noted abovP. (e.g., 
removal of waste from the site for 
disposal or destruction in a RCRA
permitted facility), many actions 
conducted by States would not be 
considered in HRS scoring. In addition, 
in many cases, State and Federal 
removal actions are undertaken after an 
SI has been conducted. As noted above. 
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EPA will only consider removals 
conducted before the Sl in the HRS 
score. 

R. Cutoff Score 

In the NPRM preamble, EPA proposed 
. that the cutoff score for the revised HRS 
be f-.mctionally equivalent to the currant 
cutoff score of 28.5. The Agency also 
requested comment on three proposed . 
options for determining functional 
equivalence: 

• Option 1: Score sites using both the 
original and final rule, then use 
statistical analysis to determine what 
revised HRS score best corresponds to 
28.5; 

• Option 2: Choose a score that would 
result in an NPL of the same size as the 
NPL that would be created by using the 
original HRS; and 

• Option 3: Identify the risk level that 
would correspond to 28.5 in the original 
HRS and then determine what reVised 
HRS scare corresponds to that risk level. 

Some commenters stated that there 
cannot be a functional equivalence if the 
revisions have any meaning: They 
argued that if the revisions meet the 
statutory mandate to make the HRS 
more accurate, the scores should be 
different arid. therefore, cannot be 
related Several commenters supported 
the use of a functional equivalent. but 
were divided about which option should 
be used. One commenter stated that the 
28.5 score should be evaluated to 
dete~ine whether it reflected minimum 
risk levels. If it did, the commenter 
suggested that a functional equivalent 
would be appropriate and should be 
detennined using equivalent risk levels 
(option 3). but also with an eye toward 
keeping the NPL to a manageable size 
(option 2). 

Commenter5 not supporting the use of 
a functional equivalent suggested a 
variety of alternative approaches. 
including: 

• Establish the cutoff score based on 
risk, without regard to the current cutoff 
level or a functional equivalent: 

• Leave the score at 28.5; 
• Propose a new cutoff score and a 

description of methodology in a public 
notice with a 60-day public comment 
period; 

• Lower the cutoff score to provide an 
incentive to responsible parties to · 
undertake remedial efforts and make it 
possible for sites where a removal 
action has taken place to make the NPL. 
thus reducing the controversy over 
whether to score sites based on current 
conditions; 

• Raise the cutoff score by at least 20 
points; · 

• Eliminate the present cutoff score 
hy creating categories of sites instead of 

individual ranks as a means of 
prioritizing NPL sites; 

• Amend the NPL annually to include 
only those sites that deserve priority 
attention (e.g., orphaned sites) and are 
likely to receive Superfund financing; or 

• Rank _all sites showing any degree 
of public health and/ or environmental 
risk on a relative scale and perform 
remedial activities based on available. 
funding. 
In addition. four commenter5 felt that 
the cutoff score for the final rule should 
not be fixed until the technical merits 
and potential scores of representative 
sites are tested and compared using 
both the current and proposed HRS. 

.further, one commenternoted that the 
field test did not indicate the 
relationship between the revised HRS 
score for a given site .and the current 
score; another added that until this 
equivalency issue is clarified. 
meaningful comment on any proposed 
revisions cannot be made. · 

Based on an analysis of 110 test sites. 
EPA has decided not to change the 
cutoff score at this time. This conclusion 
was reached after applying all three 
approaches to setting a cutoff score that 
would be functionally equivalent to 28.5. 
In its analysis, the Agency scored field 
test sites with both the original and · 
.revised HRS. The data from these test 
sites show that few sites ·score in the 
range of 25 to 30 with the revised HRS 
mod~:l. The Agency believes that this 
ra.-tge may represent a breakpoint in the 
distribution of site scores and that the 
sites scoring above the range of 25-30 
are clearly the types of sites that the · 
Agency should capture with a screening 
model. Because the analysis did not 
point to a single number as the 
appropriate cutoff. the Agency has 
decided to continue to employ 28.5 as a 
management tool for identifying sites 
that are candidates for the National 
Priorities Ust. 

EPA believes that the cutoff score has 
been, and should continue to be, a 
mechanism that allows it to make 
objective decisions on national 
priorities. Because the HRS is intended 
to be a screening system, the Agency 
has never attached significance to the 
cu~off score as an indicator of a specific 
level of risk from a site, nor bas the 
Agency intended the cutoff to reflect a 
point below which no risk was present. 
The score of 28.5 is not meant to imply 
that risky and non-risky sites can be 
precisely distinguished.· Nevertheless, 
the cutoff score has been a useful 
screening tool that has allowed the 
Agency to set priorities and to move 
forward with studying and. where 
a pp;opriate, cleaning up hazardous 

waste sites. The vast majority of sites 
scoring above 28.5 in ·the past have been 
shown to present risks. EPA believes 
that a cutoff score of 28.5 will continue 
to serve this crucial function. 

IV. Section-by-Section Analysis of Rule 
Changes 

Besides the changes discussed above, 
EPA has made substantial editorial 
revisions in the rule being adopted 
today. Source characterization is 
discussed in section 2 of the final rule, 
along with factors that are evaluated in 
each pathway. These factors include 
hazardous waste quantity,. toxicity. and 
evaluation of targets basec.i on 
benchmarks. The order of presentation 
of the pathways bas been changed to 
ground water. surface water. soil · 
exposure. and air. Following the four 
sections describing the pathways, 2 

section has been added explaining how 
to evaluate sites that have radionuclides 
e ither as the only hazardous substances 
at the site or in combination with other 
hazardous substances. 

In general. descriptive text that -
provided ·l:!ackground inform~tion has 
been removed as have references and 
data sources; the sections have been 
rewritten to make the rule easier to read 
and to apply. The figures presenting 
overviews of the pathways and the 
scoring sheets have beim revised 
throughout to reflect changes in the rule 
and assigned values. 

This section describes, for each 
section of the rule and each table, the 
specific substantive changes: editorial 
changes that do not affect the ccntent of 
the rule a;:e net generally ncted. 

Section 1 Introduction . 

The text explaining the background of 
the HRS and describing the rule has 
been removed. Definitions of a number 
of additional terms used in the rule have 
been added for clarity. The definition of 
"hazardous substance" bas been revised 
for clarification. The definition of "site" 
has been clarified and now indicates 

. that the area between sources r:1ay also 
be considere\.1 oart of tlte site. The 
defmition of "source" has been revised 
to explain that those volumes of air. 
·ground water, surface water. or surface 
water sediments t}tat become 
contaminated by migration of hazardous 
substances are not considered a source, 
except contaminated ground water 
plumes or contaminated surface water 
sediments may be considered a source if 
they cannot be attributed to an 
identified source. In addition. the 
defmition of source now includes soils 
contaminated by migration of hazardous 
substances. 
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Under the original HRS, the Agency 
took the approach that all feasible 
efforts should be made to identify 
sources before. listing a site on the NPL 
If. after an appropriate effort has failed 
to id,entify a source. the Agency 
believed that the contamination was 
likely to have originated at the type of 
source that would be addressed under 
Superfund, su~h sites were listed. 
Subsequent investigations after listinll 
have generally identified a specific 
source. In some cases, EPA has not 
listed contaminated media without 
clearly identified sources because it 
appeared the source of pollution wo•Jld 
not be addressed by Superfund 
programs: an example of such a source 
would be extensive, low-level 
contamination of surface water 
sediments caused by pesticide 
applica.tions. EPA has found this 
approach to be generally workable and 
wUl continue to evaluate, on a case-by
case basis. whether sites with no 
identified sources should be listed. 

'Where contaminated media with no 
identified sources exist, the final rule 
generally assigns a hazardous waste quantit} 
factor value to such contamination. with the 
value depending on whether there are any 
targets subject to Levell or Level n 
concentrations. For contaminated sediments 
in the surface water migration pathway, if 
there is a clearly defined direction of flow. 
target distances are measured from the point 
of observed.aediment contamination that is 
farthest upstream. For ground water plumes 
and for contaminated sediments where there 
is no clear direction of flow, the center of the 
observed ground water or sediment 
contamination is used for the purpose of 
measuring target distance limits. 

Section 2 Evaluations Common to 
Multiple Pathways 

This section covers factors and 
evaluations common to multiple· 
pathways. The major changes to these 
factors include: observed ·release criteria 
have been revised; the toxicity factor 
has been changed to a linear rather than 
a log scale: scales for hazardous waste 
quantity have been made linear and 
expanded, and the hazardous waste 
quantity minimum value has been 
changed: the waste characteristics 
factor category score is now obtained by 
multiplying the factor values and using a 
table to assign the final score; use of 
benchmarks has been extended to all 
pathways and to the nearest individual 
(well/intake) factor; ancl the methods for 
comparisons to benchJT! rks have been 
changed as have the benchmarks used. 
The purpose of this part is to make the 
rule less repetitious by presenting full 
explanations of the evaluation of certain 
factors only once rather than in each 
pathway in which they occur. 

Exceptions related to radionuclides are 
noted throughout the rule and 
referenced to Section 7. 

Section 2.1 Overview. Introduces the 
pathways and threats included in HRS · 
scoring. · 

Section 2.1.1 Calculation of HRS site 
score. Provides the equation used to 
calculate the final HRS score. . 

Section 2.1.2 Calculation of pathway 
score. Indicates. in general, how 
pathway scores are calculated and 
includes a sample pathway score sheet 
(Table 2-1). 

Section 2.1.3 Common evaluations. 
Lists evaluations common to all 
pathways. 

Section 2.2 Characterize sources. 
Introduces source characterization and 
references Table 2-2. the new sample 
source characterization worksheet. 

Section 2.2.1 Identify sources. 
Explains that for the lhree migration 
pathways. sources are identified, and 
for the soil exposure pathway, areas of 
observed contamination are identified 

Section 2.2.2 Identify hazardous 
substances associated with a source. 
Covers information previously provided 
in the introduction to the waste 
characteristics factor category. 

Section 2.2.3 Identify hazardous 
substances available to a pathway. 
Explains which hazardous substances 
may be considered available to each 
pathway. For the three migration 
pathways, the primary limitation on 
availability of a hazardous substance to 
a pathway is that the substance must be 
in a source with a containment factor 
value, for that pathway. greater than 0; 
that is, the hazardous substance must be 
available to migrate from its source to 
the medium evaluated. For the soil 
exposure pathway. the primary 
limitation is that the substance must 
meet the criteria for observed 
contamination and, for the nearby 
threat, it must also be accessible. 

Section 2.3 Likelihood of release. 
Specifies the criteria for establishing an 
observed release (discussed in section 
UI G of this preamble) and explains that. 
p tential to release factors are 
evaluated only when an observed 
release cannot be documented. Table 2-
3, which replaces Table 2-2 in the 
proposed rule. provides the revised 
observed release criteria for chemical 
analyses for the migration pathways. 
Table 2-3 is also used in establishing 
observed contamination for the soil 
exposure pathway. 

Section 2.4 Waste characteristics. 
Defines the waste characteristics factor 
category. 

Section 2.4.1 Selection of substance 
potentially posing greatest hazard. 

Explains how to select the substance 
potentiall~ posing the greatest hazard. 

Section 2.4.1.1 Toxicity factor. 
Explains how to· assign toxicity values. 
Changes in the approach to scoring 
toxicity are discussed in section Ill D of 
this preamble. Table 2-4 (proposed rule 
Table 2-11) has been revised to make 
the assigned factor values linear rather 
than logarithmic values; however, the 
relationship among the values has not 
changed. A provision to always assign 
lead (and its compounds) an HRS 
toxicity factor value of 10.000 was 
added as a result of changes since the 
time of the proposed rule in the way 
EPA develops chronic toxicity values for 
lead (i.e., reference doses. in units of 
intake (mg/kg-day), are no longer 
developed for lead). 

Section 2.4.1.2 Hazardous substance 
selection. Lists which factors are 
combined, in each pathway or threat, to 
select the hazardous substance 
potentially posing the greatest hazard. 
For each migration pathway. each 
substance eligible for consideration is 
evaluated based on the combination of 
toxicity· (human or ecosystem) and/or 
mobility, persistence, and ~ 
bioactumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential. The 
substances selected for each pathway 01 

threat are those with the highest 
combined values. For the soil exposure 
pathway. the substance with the highesl 
toxicity value is selected from among 
substances that meet the criteria for 
observed contamination for the threat 
being evaluated. The use of 
bioaccumulation in the selection of 
substances in the human food chain 
threat has changed as a result of the 
structural changes discussed above. In 
the proposed rule, only substances with 
the highest bioaccumulation values were 
evaluated for toxicity /persistence; in the 
final rule, the substance with the highest 
combined toxicity /persistence/ 
bioaccumulation value is selected in the 
human food chain threat of the overland 
flow/flood migration component. For the 
ground water to surface water·migration 
component. mobility.is also considered. 
This revised method better reflects the 
overall threat. 

Section 2.4.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Pescribes how to calculate the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value. 
as explained in section Ill D of this 
preamble. The explanation has been 
simplified from that presented in the 
proposed rule. and a discussion of 
unallocated sources has been added. A 
discussion clarifying the method for 
evaluating hazardous waste quantity in 
the soil exposure pathway was also 
added. and clarifying language on this 
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point was inserted throughout the 
subsections of l2.4..Z. Table 2-13 from 
the proposed rule bas been eliminated. 

SecJion 2.4.2.1 · Source hazardOIJ$ 
waste quantity. Details the mealtll'es 
that may be considered in·evaluating 
hazardous waste quantity for a source 
or area of observed contamination. 

Section 2.4.2.1.1 Hazardous 
constituent quantity. Explains how to 
aasign a value to the hazardous 
constituent quantity factor. An 
explanation of the treatment of RCRA 
hazardous wastes bas been added to 
clarify the scoring of these wastes. 
Table 2-5. Hazardous Waste Quantity 
Evaluation Equations (prop~ rule 
Table 2-14). has been revised in several 
ways. The constant divisor of 10 bas 
been moved fro.m these equations and is 
now incorporated into the factor values 
assigned using Table z.-6. Two types of 
surface impoupdments are now listed to · 
ensure that buried surface 
impoundments are· treated 
appropriately. The·term "tanks" has 
been added to containers other than 
drums·to clarify how tanks should be ·. 
evaluated..Also, equations for 
calculating hazardous waste quantity 
based on area have been revised based 
on a study of waste site,. The study 
indicated that n.ew depth assump_tions 
should be used for some sources; the 
land treatment equation was revised 
based on data from the same sttidy 
about typical loading rates in land 
treatment operations. 

Section 2.4.2.1.2 Hazardous 
wastestream quantity. Explains how to 
assign a value for hazardous 
wastestream quantity based on the mass 
of the wastestream. An explanation of 
the treatment of RCRA hazardous · 
wastes has been added to clarify the 
scoring of t.'l.ese wastes. 

Section 2.4.2.1.3 Volume. Explains 
how to assign a value for source volume. 

Section 2.4.2.1.4 Area. Explains how 
to assign a value for source area. 

Section 2.4.2.1.5 Calculation of 
source hazcudous waste quantity value. 
Explains bow to assign a value to ·source 
hazardous waste quantity. 

Section 2.4.2.2 Colculolion of 
hazardous waste quantity foetor value. 
Explains how to assign a factor value to 
hazardous waste quantity using Taple 
2-6. The values in Table i-6 include 
several changes. The cap applied to the 
factor value (i.e .. the lowest hazardous 
waste quantity value required to assign 
the maximum factor value) has been 
increased to reflect more accurately the 
range of hazardous substance quantities 
found at waste sites. The cap is set 
based on the maximum quantity found 
a t current NPL sites. Rather than being 
assigned a maximum of 100. as in the 

proposed rule, the assigned factor 
values range to 1.000,000. Each factor 
value less than the cap is assigned for 
quantities that range across two orders 
of magnitude. The two-order-of
magnitude ranges reflect the uncertainty 
in estimates of both quantity and . 
concentration of ttie hazardous 
substances in sources and associated 
releases as well as uncertainty in 
identifying all aourees and associated 
releases. Using the ranges also 
simplifies documentation requirements. 
Non-zero values below 1 are rounded to 
1 to ensure that sites with small 
amounts of hazardous substances will 
receive a non-zero score for waste 
characteristics. When hazardous 
constituent quantity data are 
incomplete. the minimum hazardous 
waste quantity factor value is to. except 
for: (1) Migration pathways that have 
any target subject to Levell or 11 
concentrations; and (2) migration 
pathways where there has been a 
removal action and the hazardous waste 
quantity factor. value would be 100 or 
greater without cOnsideration of the 
removal action. In these cases, the 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor value bas been changed to 100 
(see sectionslii c and m Q above for 
further discussion of the new minimum 
values}. 

Section 2.4.3 Waste characteristics 
factor category value. Explains bow to 
assign a value to the waste 
characteristics factor category. As 
discussed aQ<>ve, the tmal waste 
characteristics factor value is capped at 
100 (1,000 with bioaccumulation 
potential). Values are assigned by 
placing the product of the waste 
characteristics factors into ranges of one 
order of magnitu!ie. to a cap of 10' (lOu 
if bioaccumulation potential is 
considered). 

section 2.4.3.1 Factor category 
value. Explains how to use Table 2-7 to 
assign a value to waste characteristics 
when bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential is not 
considered. 

Section 2.4.3.2 Factor cotegory 
value, considering bioaccumulation 
potential. Explains how to use Table 2-7 
to assign a value to waste 
characteristics when bioaccumulatiori 
(or ec·osystem bioaccumulation) 
potential is considered. 

Section 2.5 Targets. Explains how 
targets factors are evaluated. This · 
approa~ generally involves three levels 
of evaluation (Levell. Level II. and 
Potential) and the use of media-specific 
concentration benchmarks, as discussed 
in section W H of this preamble. Level 
III has been dropped; use of benchmarks 
has been extended to all pathways and 

to factors that assign values to the 
nearest individual (well/intake). Also · 
discusses assigning level based on 
direct observation and describes when 
tissue samples that do not establish 
actual contamination may be used iii 
comparisons to benchmarks. 

Section 2.5.1 Determination of level 
of actual contamination at a sampling 
location. Explains the approach used for 
evaluating the level of actual 
contamination at a sampling location; 
changes have been made to 11llow the 
level of actual containination in the 
human food chain threat to be based on 
tissue samples from aquatic food chain 
organisms that cannot be used to 
establish an observed release. 

Section 2.5.2 Comparison to 
benchmarks. Lists benchmarks and 
explains bow to determine whether 
benchmarks have been equalled or 
exceeded [see section m H of this -
preamble); changes have been made to 
allow the level of actual contamination 
in the human food chain threat to be 
based on tissue samples from aquatic 
food chain organisms that cannot be 
used to establish an observed release. 

Section 3 Ground Water Migration 
Pathway 

The ground water migration pathway 
evaluates threats resulting from releases 
or potential releases of hazardous 
substances to aquifers. The major 
changes specific only to this pathway 
include replacement of the depth to 
aquifer/hydraulic conductivity and 
sorptive capacity factors with travel 
time and depth to aquifer factors: a 
revised approach for assigning mobility 

· values; removal of the ground water use 
factors and their replacement by a 
resources factor; evaluation of the 
nearest well factor based on 
benchmarks: and revisions to scoring of 
sites having both karst and non-karst 
aquifers present. 

Section 3.0 Ground Water Migration 
Pathway. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Figure 3-1 '1as been revised to 
reflect revisions to the factors 
evaluated, and Table 3-1 bas been 
revised to reflect the new factor 
category values throughout 

Section 3.0.1 General 
considerations. The title has been 
changed. 

Section 3.0.1.1 Ground water target 
distance limiL An explana tion of the 
treabnent of contaminated ground water 
plumes with no identified source has 
been added. For these plumes. 
measurement of the target distance limit 
begins at the cimter of the area of 
observed ground watt'r conlnmination; 

-- ·--, 
:1: 
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the center is determined based on 
available data. 

·section 3.0.1.2 Aquifer boundaries. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 3.0.1.2.1 Aquifer 
interconnections. Descriptive text has 
been removed as have examples of 
information useful for identifying aquifer 

· interconnections. 
Secti'on 3.0.1.2.2 Aquifer 

discontinuities. Descriptive text has 
been removed. 

Section 3.0.1.3 Karst aquifer. 
Descriptive text has been removed. and 
references to factors have been revised 
to reflect changes in factors. Text was 
added to clarify that ~rst aquifers 
underlying any pox:tlon of the sources at 
a site are given special consideration. 

Section 3.1 Likelihood of release. 
Descriptive text bas been removed. 

Section 3.1.1 Observed release. 
Description of the criteria for 
establishing an observed release has 
been revised as discussed in Section ill 
G of this preamble. 

Section 3.1.2 Potential to release. 
Text has been revised to reflect changes 
in the factors evaluated and to clarify 
that karst aquifers underlying any 
portion of the sources at a site are given 
special consideration in evaluating 
depth to aquifer and travel time. 

Section 3.1.2.1 Containment. 
Explanatory text has been removed and 
the ground water containment table is 
referenced. Only sources that meet the 
minimum size requirement (i.e., that 
have a source hazardous waste quantity 
value of 0.5 or higher) are used in 
assigning containment factor values. 
This requirement has been added to 
-ensure .that very small, uncontained 
sources do not unduly influence the 
score. For example, a site might have a _ 
large. but highly contained source and a 
very small. uncontained source; without 
a minimum size requirement, potential 
to release could be assigned the 
maximum value based on the very small 
source, which could overestimate the 
potential hazard posed by the site. If no 
source meets the minimum size 
requirement, the highest ground water 
containment factor value assigned to the 
sources at the site is used as the factor 
value. Table 3-2-Containment Factor 
Values for Ground Water Migration 
Pathway, has been simplified by 
combining repetitious items and has 
been moved from an attachment to the 
proposed rule into the body of the rule. 

Section 3.1.2.2 Net precipitation. A 
new map bas been added as Figure 3-2 
to assign net precipitation factor values. 
The equation for calculating monthly 
potential evapotranspiration was 
clarified. Descriptive teyt has been 
removed. 

Section 3.1.2.3 Depth to aquifer. As 
described in section lii L of this 
preamble. the depth to aquifer factor has 
replaced the sorptive capacity factor 
and is no longer combined in a matrix 
with hydraulic conductivity for scoring. 
Table ~ is new and provides the factor 
values. The depth to aquifer factor 
reflects the geochemical retardation 
capacity of the subsurface materials, 
which generally increases as the depth 
increases. Depth to aquifer factor values 
are assigned to three depth ranges. 
Clarifying language was added related 
to karst aquifers. . 

Section 3.1.2.4 Travel time. As 
discussed in section ill L of this 
preamble, this factor replaces the depth 
to aquifer/hydraulic conductivity factor 
and is based on the least conductive 
layer(s) rather than on the conductivities 
of all layers between the hazardous 
substances and the aquifer. Table 3-7 
has been revised to reflect these 
changes. Table 3-5 from the proposed 
rule bas been renumbered as Table 3-6. 
Text on how to obtain information to 
score this factor has been removed. 
Cl~g language was added related 
to karst aquifers. . 

Section 3.1.2.5 Calculation of 
potential to release factor value. Text 
has been revised to reflect new factor 
names. 

Section 3.1.3 Calculation of 
likelihood of release factor category 
value. New maximum value of 550 
based on observed release has been 
added. 

Section 3.2 Waste characteristics. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. 
Descriptive text has· been removed. 

Section 3.2.1.1 Toxicity. References 
§ 2.4.1.1. 

Section 3.2.1.2 Mobility. As 
discussed in sections Ill F and lii P of 
this preamble, the method for assigning 
mobility values to hazardous substances 
has been revised. Table 3-8 has been 
revised. Mobility vaiues are now linear 
rather than Categorical place holders 
and are assigned in a matrix combining 
water solubility and distribution 
coefficients. Mobility values may now 
vary by aquifer for a specific hazardous 
substance. The maximum mobility value 
is no longer assigned based on observed 
release by direct observation. A factor 
value of 0 is no longer assigned for 
mobility. as had been the case under the 
proposed rule, where categorical place
holder values were used; because 
mobility is now multiplied by toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity, assigning 
a 0 value would result in a pathway 
score of 0. This result could understate 
the risk posed by a site with a large 
volume of highly toxic hazardous 

substances with low mobility. 
Furthermore, given the uncertainties 
about estimates of mobility in ground 
water and their applicability in site
specific situations, EPA determined that 
a 0 value should not be assigned to the 
mobility factor under any conditions. 

·Section 3.2.1.3 Calculation of 
toxicity/mobility factor value. Text has 
been simplified. Table 3-9 (proposed 
rule Table 3-10), the matrix for assigning 
factor values. has been revised to reflect 
the linear natUre of the assigned values. 
Values for a specific hazardous 
substance may now vary by aquifer. 

Section 3.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. References § 2.4.2. 

Section 3.2.3 Calculation of waste 
characteristic$ factcr category value. 
Text has been revised to indicate the 
multiplication of the factors, the new 
maximum value, and the table used to 
assign the factor category value. 

Section 3.3 Targets . . Text has been 
revised to reflect the new names for 
factors. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Table 3-10 (Table 3-12 in the 
proposed rule) has been modified to list 
the revised benchmarks in this pathway. 

Section 3.3.1 Nearest well Title has 
been changed from maximally exposed 
individual. Text has been added to 
explain how to evaluate nearest wells 
with documented contamination (at · 
Level I arid m and those potentially 
contaminated. Text was added to assign 
Level II contamination to any drinking 
water well where an observed release 
was established by direct observation. 
This section also explains how to 
evaluate wells drawing from karst 
aquifers. Table 3-11 has been renamed 
and the factor values have been 
changed. See section ill B of this 
preamble for a discus.sion of the changes 
to assigned values for this factor. 

Section 3.3.2 Population. As 
discussed' in section ill H. population is 
evaluated using health-based 
benchmarks for drinking water. For 
populations potentially exposed, 
population ranges are used to evaluate 
the factor. This section explains whom 
to count for population. Populations 
served by wells whose water is blended 
with that from other drinking water 
sources are to be apportioned based on 
the well's relative contribution to the 
total blended system. The rule includes 
instructions on the type of data to use 
when determining relative contributions 
of wells and intakes. This change is 
intended to reflect more accurately the 
exposure to populations through 
blended systems. The rule also includes 
instructions on how to apportion 
population for systems with standby 
wells or standby surface water intakes. 

·• 
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Section. 3.3.2.1 Level of 
contamination. Explains how to 
evaluate population based on 
concentrations of hazardous substances 
in samples. Text was added to assign · 
Level n contamination to any drinking 
water wells where there is an observed 
release by direct observation. 

Section 3.3.2.2 Level I 
concentrations. Explains how to 
evaluate populations exposed to Levell 
concentrations. The scoring cap was 
eliminated. ud the multiplier (i.e .• 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 3.3.2.3 Level II 
concentrations. Explains how to 
evaluate populations exposed to Level n 
concentrations. The scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e .• 

. weight) is now 1. 
Section 3.3.2.4 Potential 

contamination. Explains hoW to assign 
values- to populations potentially · 
exposed-to contamination from the site. 
The formula for calculating population 
values has been modified to reflect both 
the revised method for evaluating karst" 
aquifers (see below} and the use of 
distance-weighted population values 
from Table a-:12. which has been added 
to assign distance-weighted values for 
populations in each distance category. 
The values are determined for each 
distance category and are then added 
across distance categories. and the sum 
is divided by 10 to derive the factor 
value for potentially contaminated 
population. The assigned values in 
Table ~12 were determined by 
statistical simulation to yield the same 
population value. on average. as the use 
of the formulas in the proposed rule. The 
use of range va!ues has been adopted as 
part of the simplification discussed in 
section m A. The rounding rules have 
also changed. The method for evaluating 
karst aquifers has been simplified and is 
explained in this section. Table 3-14 in 
the proposed rule. which included 
dilution weighting factors for the general 
case and "for two special cases. bas been 
removed. and the two special karst 
cases are no longer evaluated. (The 
generally applicable dilution factors for 
karst have not changed and are all 
incorporated into the distance-weighted 
population values in Table 3-12..) The 
scoring cap was eliminated. and the 
multiplier (i.e., weight} is now 0.1. 

Section 3.3.2.5 Calculation of 
population foetor value. Has been 
revised to reflect the changes in the 
evaluation of actuaUy Contaminated 
wells. The rounding rule bas also been 
cl:anged. and the scoring cap was 
eliminated. 

Section 3.3.3 Resources. Describes 
how points are assigned to resource 
uses of grou."ld water. Points may be 

assigned if there are no !frinking water 
wells within the target distance limit, 
but the water is usable for drinking 
water. This scoring allows for 
consideration of potential future uses of 
the aquifers. (See section m I of this 
preamble for a discussion of the relative 
weighting of these factors.) 

Section 3.3.4 Wellhead protection 
area. Explains how to assign values to 
this factor. The maximum value is 
assigned when a source or an observed 
release lies partially or fully ·within a 
wellhead protection area applicable to 
the aquifer being evaluated, and this 
value bas been changed from 50 to 20 to 
adjust for scale changes. A new 
criterion for scoring this factor has been 
added. H a wellhead protection area 
applicable to the aquifer being 
evaluated is within the target distance 
limit and neitller of the other conditions 
is met, a value of five is assigned. This 
change allows the HRS to place a value 
on the resource. 

Section 3.3.5 Calculation of targets 
factor category value. Has been revised 
to reflect changes in the factor names. 
The rounding rule has been changed, 
and the scoring cap was eliminated. 

Section 3.4 Ground water migration 
sco!'e for ap aquifer. Text has been 
revised to reflect the new divisor for 
normalizing pathway scores. 

Section 3.5 Calculation of ground 
water migration pathway score. Text 
has been simplified. 

In addition to the above noted 
changes, the sorptive capacity factor has 
been eliminated and replaced by the 
depth to aquifer factor. as have the 
tables used to assign values to this 
factor (Tables 3-6 and 3-7 in the 
p!Oposed rule). The ground water use 
factors have also been eliminated as 
have the tables used to assign their 
values (Tables 3-15 and 3-16 in the 
proposed rule). Figures 3-2. 3-3, and 3-4 
and Tables H. 3-8. 3-9, 3-13 of the 
proposed rule have been removed . 

Section 4 Surface Water Migration 
Pathway 

The surface water migration pathway 
evaluate~ ·threats resulting from releases 
or potential releases of hazardous 
substances to surface water bodies. One 
major change to this pathway is the 
addition of a new component for scoring 
ground water discharge to .surface 
water; either this component or the 
overland flow/flood migration 
component or both may be scored. For 
each component. three threats are 
evaluated: drinking water threat. hwnan 
fcod chain threat, and environmental 
threat Other major changes specific to 
this pathway include elimination of the 
recreational use threat; simplifica!!cn e:f 

overla..'ld flow potential to release 
factors: modifications to the human food 
chain tfueat including addition of a food 
chain individual; modifications to the 
treatment of bioaccumulation potential 
and addiaon of a similar factor. 
ecoS}·stem bioaccumulation potential, to 
the evaluation of the environmental 
threat; modifications to the persistence 
factor; revisions to the dilution weights; 
additions of benchmarks, extension of 
benchmarks to evaluation of the nearest 
intake, and addition of levels of 
contamination to the human food chain. 
targets; modifications to criteria for 
establishing actual food chain 
contamination; elimination of the 
surface water use factor; addition of a 
resources factor to the targe~ 
evaluation in the drinking water threat; 
and revisions to sensitive e~vironments. 

Section 4.0 Surface Water Migration 
Pathway. New structure of the pathway 
is explained. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Figure 4-1 has been re,.;sed to 
reflect revisions to the factors 
evaluated. and Table 4-1 has been 
revised to reflect the new factor . 
category values throughout. 

Section 4.0.1 Migration components. 
Explains bow to score the two migration 
components. 

Section 4.0.2 Surface water 
categories. A definition of coastal tidal 
waters bas been added. Some surface 
water bodies that belong in this new 
category were listed in other categories 
in the proposed rule (e.g., bays and 
wetlands contiguous with oceans). 
Isolated perennial wetlands have been 
added to the definition of lakes; salt 
water b'arbors largely protected by 
seawalls have been removed from t.._.e 
definition of lakes. Ocean bas been 
defined more precisely as areas 
seaward from the baseline of the 
Territorial Sea. Contiguous bays have 
been removed from. and wetlands 
contiguous to the Great Lakes have been 

- added to ocean s.nd ocean-like bcdies. 
These definitional changes/ 
clarifications more accurately reflect !he 
different characteristics of the water 
bodies. 

Section 4.1 Overlandfiow/fiood 
migrction componenL As discussed .in 
section III M of this preamble, the 
s~ace water migration pathway has 
been divided into two components. The 
overland !low /flood component is 
essentially the sarface water migration 
pathway as proposed except that the 
recreational use threat has been 
eliminated. 

Section 4.1.1 General 
considerations. Consists of several 
s~bsectlcn~. 
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Section 4.1.1.1 Definition of the 
hazardous substance migration path for 
overland flow/flood migration 
component. Text has been simplified. 

Section 4.1.1.2 Target distance limit. 
Explains target distance limits for sites 
in general and adds an explanation of 
how to calculate the target distance 
limit for contaminated sediments with 
no identified source. For these latter 
sources only, when there is a· clearly 
defined direction of flow, the target 
distance limit is measured beginning at 
the observed sediment contamination 
farthest upstream; when there is no 
clearly defined direction of flow, the 
target distance limit is measured from 
the center of the area of observed 
sediment contamination. Discusses the 
determination of whether surface water 
targets are subject to actual or potential 
contamination. Also. text was added to 

. assign Level n to targets subject to 
actual contamination based on direct 
observation. 

Section 4.1.1.3 Evaluation of the 
overland flow !flood migration 
component. Explains that for multiple 
watersheds. highest score assigned to a 
watershed is used instead of summing 
watershed scores as proposed. 

Section 4.1.2 Drinking water threat. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 4.1.2.1 Drinking water 
threat-likelihood of release. Text has 
been simplified to clarify when potential 
to release factors need to be evaluated. 

Section 4.1.2.1.1 Observed release. 
Text has been revised to reflect the 
changed maximUm value. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2 Potential to release. · 
Text has been revised to reflect the 
changed maximum value and has been 
simplified. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.1 Potential to 
release. by overland flow. Explains 
when overland flow potential to release 
is riot evaluated. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 Containment. 
. Text has been revised to reflect changes 

in the numbering of the containment 
table. Only sources that meet the 
minimum size requirement (i.e., that 
have a source hazardous waste quantity 
value of 0.5 or higher) are used ir 
assignjng containment values. This 
requirement has been added to ensure 
that very ~tmaJl. uneontained sources do 
not unduly influence the score. For 
example, a site might have a large. but 
highly contained source and a very 
small, uncontained source; without a 
minimum size requirement, the potential 
to release could be assigned the 
maximum value based on the very small 
source, which could overestimate the 
potential hazard posed by the site. If no . 
source meets the minimum size 
requirement, the source with the highest 

surface water containment factor value 
is used. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Table 4-2. Containment Factor 
Values for Surface Water Migration 
Pathway, has been simplified by 
combining repetitious items and has 
been moved from an attachment to the 
proposed rule into this section of the 
final rule. · . 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.1.2 Runoff. Text on 
evaluating rainfall has been simplified 
by removing explanatocy references. 
The runoff curve number has been 
simplified by substituting a soil group 
designation in its place. Table 4-4 
{proposed rule Table 4-2) has been 
revised to list only the soil group 
designations. Based on analyses of 
runoff and actual drainage area sizes. 
Table 4-3 (proposed PUle Table 4-3) bas 
been revised by changing the divisions 
of drainage area size. Table 4-5 
(proposed rule Table 4-4) has been 
revised to reflect the changes related to 
the use of soil group designations. Table 
4-6 (proposed rule Table 4-5) has been 
revised so that the heading in the table 
reads Rainfall/Runoff Value: the values 
assigned have been adjusted on the 
basis of both the higher maximum value 
assigned to the factor category and the 
analyses described above. Explanatory 
text has been removed. 

·section 4.1.Z.1.2.1.3 Distance to 
surface water. Values assigned to 
distance to surface water factor values 
in Table 4-7 (proposed rule Table H) 
have been revised to adjust for the 
higher maximum assigned to the factor 
category. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.1.4 Calculation of 
the factor value for potential to release 
by overland flo.w. Has not been changed 
except for assigned value. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.2 Potential to 
release by fiood. Descriptive text has 
been removed. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.2.1 Containment 
{flood). Text in Table 4--8 (proposed rule 
Table 4-7) has been revised to 
incorporate new language on required 
documentation on containment. The 
requirement for certification by an 
engineer has been dropped. The new 
documentation requirements have been 
added to make the rule consistent with 
RCRA requirements. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.2.2 Flood frequency. 
Values assigned to this factor by Table 
4-9 (proposed rule Table 4-8) have been 
revised to better reflect probabilities 
and to adjust for the higher maximum 
assigned to the factor category. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.2.3 Calculation of 
the factor value for potential to release 
by flood. Has been revised to reflect a 
minimum size requirement for sources. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.3 Calculation of 
potential to release factor _value. Text 
has been simplified, and the assigned 
value has been changed. 

Section 4.1.2.1.3 Calculation of 
drinking water threat-likelihood of 
release factor category value. Text has 
been simplified. The maximum value 
has been changed, and the maximum for 
potential to release is no longer equal to 
the maximum for observed release. 

Section 4.1.2.2 Drinking water 
threat-waste characteristics. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 4.1.2.2.1 Toxicity/ 
persistence. Editorial changes have been 
made. 

Section 4.1.2.2.1.1 Toxicity. 
References § 2.4.1.1. 

Section 4.1.2.2.1.2 Persistence. As
discussed in section lli F of this 
preamble, several changes have been 
made to this factor, including the 
deletion of free-radical oxidation as a 
decay process and th~ inclusion of 
consideration of I<... to account for 
sorption to sediments. Table 4-10 
_(proposed rule Table 4-9) has been 
revised to change the values assigned 
from categorical numbers to linear 
scales. The divisions among the half
lives for rivers, oceans, coastal tidal 
waters, and Great Lakes have changed 
based on a study of travel time, and the 
text has been modified to clarify the 
procedure for determining whether to 
base the persistence factor on lakes or 
on rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters. 
and Great Lakes. A factor value of 0 is 
no longer assigned for persistence, as 
had been the case under the proposed 
rule, wliere categorical place-holder 
values were used; because persistence is 
now multiplied by toxicity and 
hazardous waste quantity,.assigning a 0 
value would resUlt in a pathway score of 
0. This result could understate the risk 
posed by a site with a large volume of 
highly toXic hazardous substances with 
low persistence. Furthermore, given the 
uncertainties about half-life estimates 
and their applicability in site-specific 

. situations, EPA determined that a 0 
value should not be assigned to the 
persistence factor under any conditions. 
The text has been modified to clarify 
selection of an appropriate default 
value: Table 4-11-Persistence Values
Log I<.... has been added. Descriptive 
text has been remq'lred. 

Section 4.1.2.2.1.3 Calculation of 
toxicity /persistence factor value. Table 
reference has been changed to reflect 
the change in numbering. Table 4-12 
(proposed rule Table 4-10) has been 
changed to reflect the multiplicative 
relationship. 
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Section 4.1.2.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quo:1ti!y. References f 2.4.2. 

Section 4.1.2.2.3 Colculatii:m of 
drinking water threat-waste 
characteristics foetor category -.·olue. 
Text has been revised to indicate the 
multiplicetion of the factors. the new 
rr.aximum value, and the table used to 
assign the factor category value. 

Section 4.1.2.3 Drinking water 
threat-targets. Descriptive text has 
been removed. Text was added to 
assign Level n to actUal contamination 
based on direct observation. 

Section 4.1.2.3.1 Nearest intake. Title 
and the factor name have been changed. 
As discussed in Section ID B of this 
preamble, this factor is now assigned 
values based on ·health-based 
benchmarks. Instructions fer how to 
assign dilution weights to closed lakes 
and lakes with no surface flow entering 
have been added. Table 4-13, Surface 
Water Dilution Weights (proposed rule 
Table 4-11}, bas been revised to add 
more types of surface water bodies and 
to change the dilution weights. These 
changes have been made to reflect more 
accurately the flow ranges of water 
bodies and are based on analysis of 
data on flow rates and dilution. 

Section 4.1.2.3.2 Population. As 
explained above, population is 
evaluated based on two levels of actual 
contamination. Targets potential!y 
contaminated are dilution weighted and 
are assigned values based on ranges. 
Populations served by intakes which are 
blended with water from other drinking 
water sources are to be apportioned 
based on the intake's relative 
contribution to the total blended system. 
The rule includes instructions on the 
type of data to use when determining 
relative contributions of intakes and 
wetls. This change is intended to reflect 
more accurately the exposure of 
populations through blended systems. 
The rule also includes instructions on 
how to apportion population for systems 
with standby wells or standby surface 
water intakes. 

Section 4.1.2.3.2.1 Level of 
contamination. Explains how to 
evaluate population based on the level 
of contamination to which thty .are 
exposed. 

Section 4.1.2.3.2.2 Levell 
concentrations. Descriptive text has 
been removed. The seoril'.g cap was 
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 4.1.2.3.2.3 Level II 
concentrations. Text has been simplified 
and revised to reflec~ the changes 
discussed above. The scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e .• 
weightl is now 1. 

Section 4.1.2.3.2.4 Potential 
contamination. Equation used ·to 
calculate this factor has been revised as 
discussed above. A new tsble. Table 4-
H, Dilution-Weighted Population Values 
for Potential Contamination Factor for 
Surface Water Migration Pathway, bas 
been added to. assign values, which are 
then added across different surface 
water body types and divided by 10 to 
derive the value for potentia.lly 
contaminated population. The assigned 
values ~n Table 4-14 for each population 
range category were determined by 

.statistical simulation to yield the same 
population value, on average, as the use 
of the fonnulas in the proposed rule. The 
use of range values has been added as 
pan of the si,roplification discussed in 
section IU A. The rounding rule has also 
been changed. the scoring cap was 
eli.oinated, and the multiplier (i.e .. 
weight} is now 0.1. . 

Section 4.1.2.3.2.5 Calculation of 
population factor value. Explains how to 
combine values assigned to the three 
population groups. The rounding rule 
has also been changed. and the scoring 
cap was eliminated. 

Sectio . ., 4.1.2.3.3 Resources. As 
discussed in sec~on m J of this 
preamble·, this factor has been added to 
account for the potential impact of 
surface water contamination on 
resource uses. 

Section 4.1.2.3.4 Calculation of 
drinking water threat-targets foetor 
category value. Has been revised to 
reflect the changes in this factor 
category. The rounding rule has alsQ 
been changed, and the scoring cap was 
eliminated. . 

Section 4.1.2.4 Calculation of 
drinking water threat score foro . 
watershed. Text has been simplified. 
The divisor has changed. 

Section 4.1.3 Human food chain 
threat. Descriptive text has been 
removed. 

Section 4.1.3.1 Human food chai:r 
threat-likelihood of release. Section 
references have been chan$ed. 

Section 4.1.3.2 Human food chain 
t.'lreat-waste characteristics. Text has 
been simplified. 

Section 4.1.3.2.1 Toxicity/ 
persistence/ bioaccumulation. Tl!xt bas 
been simplified and modified because of 
the change in the use of 
bioaccumulation potential in selecting 
the substance potentially posing the 
greatest hazard. 

Section 4.1.3.2.1.1 Toxicity. Has been 
changed to reference I 2.4.1.1. Also 
changed so that evaluation of toxicity is 
not limited to substances with the 
highest bioaccumulation potential. 

.Section 4.1.3.2.1.2 Persistence. 
Clarifies how to evaluate persistence for 

contaminated sediment sources. and 
adds coastal tidal waters as a category 
of surface water. Also changed so that 
evaluatjon of persistence is not limited 
to substances with the highest 
bioaccu:nclatiou potential. 

Section 4.1.3.2.1.3 Biooccumulation 
potential. As described in section Ill M 
of this preamble. the method of 
accounting for bioaccwnulation 
potential in the selection of the 
substance potentially posing the greatest 
hazard has been changed. In the final 
rule, bioacculnulation potential is 
considered together with toxicity and 
persistence rather than as a primary 
selection criterion. This change was 
made because ali three factors a.-e now 
scored on linear scales. In addition. 
where ~ata ex.ist, separate 
bioconcentration factor values are 
assigned for salt water a.'ld fresh water; 
the text now cla.-ifies that the higher of 
these values is used for fisheries in 
brackish water and for sites with 
fisheries present in both salt water and 
fresh water. The adjustment for 
biomagn.ification has bean dropped 
because it tended to dol!ble count 
bioaccumulation. Both Table 4-15 (Table 
4-14 in the proposed rule) and the text 
have been modified to clarify the data 
hierarchy for assigning bioaccumulation 
potential factor values. Also, Table 4-15 
now makes it clear that the assigned 
values for bioaccumulation potential are 
on a linear scale. 
. Section 4.1.3.2.1.4 Calculation of 
toxicity/persistence/ bioaccumulation 
foetor value. Explaizu bow to calculate 
a toxicity /persistence /bioaccumulation 
value. Table 4-16. Toxicity/Persistence/ 
Bioaccumulation, has been added to 
assign the factor value. 

Section 4.1.3.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. References t 4.l.2.2.Z. 

Section 4.1.3.2.3 Calculaticn oj 
human food chain threat-waste 
characteristics factor category value. 
Text has been revised to indicate the 
multiplication of the toxicity /persistence 
and hazardous waste quantity factor 
values, subject to a maximun. . and the 
further multiplication cf that product. by 
the bioaccum.ulation potential factor 
value, suBject to a maximum for this 
second product. and to reference the 
table for assigning the factor category 
va!ue. 

Section 4.1.3.3 Human food chain 
threot-1af8ets. Has been revised to 
reflect addition of the new food chain 
individual and the deletion of the fishery 
use factor. As discussed in section IU M 
of this preamble, criteria for establishing 
a fishery subject to actual . 
contamination have been revised. Text 
was added to describe the additional 
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tlSsue samples that can be used to 
establish Level I contamination. 

Section 4.1.3.3.1 Food chain 
individual. As discussed in section ill M 
of this preamble, this factor is new. This 
section explains how to assign a value 
to the factor. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2 Population. Has 
been changed as discussed in section ill 
M of this preamble. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2.1 Levell 
concentrations. The approach to 
calculating this factor value has been 
revised as discussed in section m M of 
this preamble. The rounding rule has 
been changed. the scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2.2 Levell! 
concentrations: Explains how to assign 
values as discussed in section m M of 
this preamble. The rounding rule has 
been changed, the scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 1. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2.3 Potential human 
food chain contamination. The approach 
to calculating this factor value has been 
revised as discussed in section lii M of 
_this preamble. The rounding rule has 
been changed. the scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 0.1. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2.4 Calculation of the 
population factor value. Text has been 
revised to omit the maximum. The 
rounding rule has been changed, and the 
scoring cap was eliminated . 

Section 4.1.3.3.3 Calculation of 
humqn food chain threat-targets factor 
category value. Explains how to 
calculate the targets value. The rounding 
rule has been changed, and the scoring 
cap was eliminated 

Section 4.1.3.4 Calculation of human 
food chain threat score for a watershed. 
Text has been simplified. The divisor 
has c~anged. . 

Section 4.1.4 Environmental threat. 
Descriptive text bas been removed. 

Section 4.1.4.1 Environmental 
threat- likelihood of release. Section 
references have been changed. 

Section 4.1.4.2 Environmental 
threat-waste characterisr.. <~. 
Descriptive text bas been reinoved 

Section 4.1.4.2.1 Ecosystef!l toxicity/ 
persistence/bioaccumulation. Text has 
been revised to include the addition of 
ecosystem bioaccumulation potential as 
a multiplicative factor. 

Section 4.1.4.2.1.1 Ecosystem 
toxicity. The approach for evaluating 
ecosystem toxicity has been revised. 
Additions have been made to the data 
hierarchy (see section ill J of this 
preamble), and a default value oflOO 
was added to cover the situation where 
appropriate aquatic toxicity data were 

unavailable .{or all of the substances 
being evaluated Table 4-19 (proposed 
rule Table 4-23) has be.en revised to 
make the factor linear and to eliminate 
the rating category of 0 (except when 
data are unavailable for a given 
substance); these changes make the 
ecosystem toxicity factor more 
<;onsistent with the toxicity factor in the 
other pathways and threats. Text was 
added to clarify the evaluation. of 
ecosystem toxicity for brackish water. 

Section 4.1.4.2.1.2 Persistence. 
Section references have been changed. 
Clarifies how to evaluate persistence for 
contaminated sediment sources, and 
adds coastal tidal waters as a category 
of surface water. 

Section 4.1.4.2.1..3 Ecosystem 
bioaccumulation potential. As explained 
in section m J of this preamble, this 
factor is new for this threat and is 
evaluated similarly to (but with several 
key differences from) the _ 
bioaccumulation potential factor in the 
human food chain threat. 

Section 4.1.4.2.1.4 Calculation of 
ecosystem toxicity/persistence/ · 
bioaccumulation factor value. Section 
references have been changed. Table 4-
20 (proposed rule Table 4-24) has been 
changed to reflect the changes in the 
values for the factors. Table 4-21, 
Ecosystem Toxicity /Persistence/ 
Bioaccumulation Values, is new and 
assigns values for the combined 
toxicity I persistence/bioaccumula tion 
factor. · 

Section 4.1.4.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Section references have been 
changed. 

Section 4.1.4.2.3 Calculation of 
environmental threat-waste 
characteristics factor category value. 
Text has been revised to indicate the 
multiplication of the ecosystem toxicity/ 
persistence and hazardous waste 
quantity factor values, subject to a 
maximum. and the· further multiplication 
of that product by the ecosystem 
bioaccumulation potential factor value, 
subject to a maximum for this second 
product. and to reference the table for 
assigning the factor category value. 

Section 4.1.4.3 Environmental 
threat-targets. Descriptive text has 
been removed 

Section 4.1.4.3.1 Sensitive 
environments. Explains how to evaluate 
sensitive environments. Table 4-22. 
Ecological-Based Benchmarks for 
Hazardous Substances in Surface 
Water. has been revised as described in 
section lii H of this preamble. The 
rounding rule has also been changed. 

Section 4.1.4.3.1.1 Level I 
concentrations. Explains the new 
method of evaluating wetlands based on 
wetland frontage. or. in some. situations, 

wetland perimeter. Table 4-23, Sensitive 
Environments Rating Values, has been 
revised as discussed in section lii J of 
this preamble. Table 4-24, Wetlands 
Rating Values for Surface Water 
Migration Pathway, has been· added to 
assign values to wetlands based on the 
total length of wetlands. The scoring cap 
was eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 4.1.4.3.1.2 Levell/ 
concentrations. Has been revised to 
reflect the method of evaluating 
wetlands. The scoring cap was 
eliminated, and the muitiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 1. 

Section 4.1.4.3.1.3 -Potential 
contamination. Has been revised to 
reflect the method of evaluating 
wetlands. The rounding rule has also 
been changed. the scoring cap was 
eliminated. and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 0.1. _ 

Section 4.1.4.3.1.4 Calculation of 
environmental threat-targets factor 
category value. Has been revised to 
remove the maximum from the targets 
factor category. The rounding rule has 
also been changed. 

Section 4.1.4.4 Calculation of 
environmental threat score for a 
watershed. Divisor for the threat bas 
changed. A cap of 60 was explicitly 
placed on the environmental threat 
score, which results in the same 
maximum possible threat score as in the 
proposed rule. (In the proposed rule. 
environmental threat targets were 
capped at 120, which resulted in an 
environmental threat score maximum of 
60.) However, in the final rule the targets 
category is uncapped and can score 
higher than 120 to compensate for low 
scores iit other factor categories. 

Section 4.1.5 Calculation of overland 
flow/flood migration component score 
for a watershed. Explains how to 
calculate the score for the watershed. 

Section 4.1.6 Calculation of overland 
flow / flood migration component score. 
Explains how to calculate the score for 
the compone~t based on the highest 
wate~hed score (in the proposed rule 
watershed scores were summed). 

Section 4.2 Ground water to surface 
water migration component. As_ 
discussed in section ill M of this 
preamble, this component bas been 
added to the rule to account for 
contamination of surface water bodie:. 
through ground water migration of 
hazardous substances. Thus, all sections 
referring to this component are new. 

Section 4.2.1 General 
considerations. 

Section 4.2.1.1 Eligible surface 
waters. Explains the conditions that -
must apply before this component is 
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scored. In gene:cU. this component is 
scored only when there is a surface 
water within one mile of a source. the 
top of the uppermost aquifer is at or 
above the bottcm of the surface water, 
and 1;10 aquifer discontinuity is 
establisbed between the-source and the 
portion of surface water within aoe mile 
of the source. Exceptions are also 
explained. 

Section 42.1.2 Definition of the 
hazardous substance migration path for 
grouncl water lo surface water migration 
component. Explains that the migration 
path is defined as .bortest straight-line 
distance. within the aquifer boundary., 
from a ~ to surface water. 
· Section 4.2.1.3 Observed release of a · 
specifk hazardous substance to surface 
water in-woter segment. ExplaiM that 
before an observed release of an · 
individual hazardous substance can be 
established to the sumce water in- - . 
water tegment. the substan<:e must meet 
the criterit for an obferved release both 
to ground water and to surface water 
(t.~is requirement does not affect the 
actual scoring of observed release). Also 
clarifies the use of samples from the 
surface water in-water segment. 

Section 4.2.1.4 Target distance limit. 
Explains tbe criteria for ootermining the 
target distance limit and for establishins 
whethe!- targets are subject to actual or 
potential contamination. 

Section 4.2.1.5 Evaluation of the 
ground water to surface water migration 
component. Explains the general 
approach for evaluating this component. 
Figure 4-2. Overview of Ground Water 
to Surface Water Migration Component. 
is new.Table 4-~5. which is new, 
provides the scoring sheets for this 
component. 

Section 4.2.2 Dri'nking water threat. 
Explains the general approach for 
evaluating this threat. 

Sect.ion -4.2.2.1 Drinking water . 
threat-likelihood of releose. Explains 
the general approach for evaluating this 
factor category. 

Section 4.2.2.1.1 Observed releose . . 
Explains that scor..ng an observed 
release is based on releases to ground 
water. -

Section 4.2.2..1.2 Poter.tial to release. 
Explains that scoring is based on the 
scoring_ of potential release to uppermost 
aquifer. 

Section 42.2.1.3 Calculation of 
drinking water threat-likelihood of · 
release factor cotesory value. Explains 
how to assign the factor category value. 

Section 4.2.2.2 Drinking water 
threat-waste cha.rocteristics. Explains 
the general approach for evaluating this 
factor category. · 

Section 4..2.2.2.1 Toxicity/mobility/ 
persistence. Explains the approach for · 
evaluating these factors. 

Section 4.2..2.2.1.1 Toxicity. Explains 
that toxicity velues are assigned to all 
hazardous Substances available to 
migrate to ground water. 

Section 4.2.2.2.1.2 Mobility. Explains 
that the mobility -value is assigned to all 
hazardoos substances available to 
migrate to ground water. 

Section 4.2.2.2.1.3 Persistence. 
Explams that this factor value is 
assigned as in the drinking water thJ:eat 
for the overland flow/flood migration 
component f« all hazardous substances 
available to migrate to ground water. 

Section 4.2.2.Z.L4 Colculaiion of 
toxicity /mobility /persistence factor 
value. Explains that tbe factor value is 
the highest vafue assigned to any 
huardous substance evaluated using 
Table 4-26. which is new. 
· Sel;tion 4.2.2.2.2 · Hazordo/J$ waste 

quantity. Explains that hazardous waste 
quantity is calculated for haurdous 
substance·s available to migrate to 
ground ~ater. 

Section 4.2.2.2.3 (Alculation of 
drinking water threat-waste 
characteristics foetor category value. 
Explains how to calculate the factor 
category value. 

Section 4.2..2.3 Drinlcing water 
threat-tczrgets. Explaioa the general 
approa~ for evaluating this factor 
category. 

Section 4.2.2.3.1 Nearest intalce. 
Explains how to determine the dilution 
weight adjustment using Table ~27. 
which was added. and how to assign 
factor values. Figure 4-3 was added to 
illliStrate determination of the ground 
water to surface water angle. (See 
section ill 0 of this preamble for a 
discussion of this adjustment.t 

Section 4.2.2.3.2 Population. This 
section parallels other population factcr 
sections. 

Section 4.2.2.3.2.1 level/ 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor sections in the overland flow/ 
flood migration component. 

Section 42.2.3.2.2 Level II 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor sections in the overland flow I 
flood migration component. 

Section 4.2.2.3.2.3 Potential 
.contamination. Parallels the population 
factor sections in tt-.e overland flow I 
flood migration component. except for 
addition of the dilution weight 
adjustment. 

Section 4.22.3.2.4 Calculation of 
population foetor value. Parallels other 
population factor sections. 
· Section 4.2..2.3.3 Resources. Parallels 
o_ther resources factor sections. 

Section 4.2.2.3.4 Colcukltion of the 
drinlcing water threat-targets factor 
category value. Explains how to 
calculate the factor category vc.h.e. 

Section 4.2.2.4 Calculation of 
drinking water threat sccre for a 
watershed. E.-q>lains bow to calculate 
the score for a watershed. 

Section 4.2.3 Human food chain 
th,--eat. Usts the factors eval\!ated. . 

Section 4.2.3.1 Human food chain 
threat-likelihood of release. Explains 
how to assisn the factor category value. 

Section 4.2.3.2 Hmnon food chain 
threat-waste cho."'Cterislics. Usts the 
factors evaluated. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility/ 
persistence/biooccumulatiOJL Explains 
how to cakulate these faetor values 
using Tabie 4-28, which is new. 

. Section 4.2.3.2.1.1 · Toxicity. Explains 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.2 Mobility. Explains 
how to calculate this factor v&lue. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.3 Persistence. 
Explains how to calculate this factor 
value. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.4 Bioaccumulation 
potential. Explains bow to calculate this 
factor \'alue. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.5 Calculation of 
toxicity /mobility /persistence/ 
bioaccumalation factor value. Explains 
how to calculate this '"alue using Tables 
3-9, 4-26, and 4-28. 

Section 4.2.3.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Explains how to assign the 
factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.2.3 Calculation of 
human food chain threat-waste 
characteristics factor category value. 
Explains how to calculate this factor 
category value. 

Section 4.2.3.3 Human food chain 
threat-ia.rfJets. Explains the factors to 
be evalu.ated. 

Section 4.2.3.3.1 Food chain 
individual. Explains bow to assign the 
factor v.alue. 

Section 4.2.3.3.2 Population. Explains 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.3.2.1 Level I 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor in tbe human food chain threat for 
the overland flow/flood I¢graticm 
component. 

Section 4.2.3.3.2.2 Level II 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor in the human food chain threat for 
the overland flow/flood migration 
component. ' 

Section 4.2.3.3.2.3 Potential human 
food chain contGillination. Parallels the 
population factor in the human food 
chain threat for the overland flow/flood 
component, except for addition of the 
d~tion weight adjustment. 
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Section 4.2.3.3.2.4 . Calculation of the 
population foetor value. Explains how to 
calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.3.3 Calculation of ; 
human food chain threat-targets factor 
category value. Explains how to 
calculate this factor category value. 

Section 4.2.3.4 Calculation of human 
food chain threat score for a watershed 
Explains bow to calculate the score for a 
watershed. 

Section 4.2.4 Environmental threat. 
Lists the factors evaluated. 

Section 4.2.4.1 Environmental 
threat-likelihood of release. Explains 
how to calculate this factor category 
value. 

Section 4.Z:4.2 Environmental 
threat-waste characteristics. Explains 
how to calculate this factor category 
value. 

Section 4.2.4.2.1 Ecosystem toxicity/ 
mobility/persistence/ bioaccumulation. 
Explains how to calculate these factor 
values. 

Section 4.2.4.2.1.i Ecosystem 
toxicity. Explains how to calculate this 
factor value. 

Section 4.2.4.2.1.2 Mobility. Explains 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.4.2.1.3 Persistence. 
Explains how to calCulate this factor 
value. 
· Section 4.2.4.2.1.4 Ecosystem 
bioaccumulation potential. Parallels the 
ecosystem bioaccumulation evaluation 
in the overland flow/flood component, 
except expands the species considered 
as discussed in section m J. 

Section 4.2.4.2.1.5 Calculation of 
ecosystem toxicity / mobility I 
persistence/ bioaccumulation foetor 
value. Explains how to calculate this 
factor value using Tables 3-9, 4-29, and 
4-30, which were added. · 

Section 4.2.4.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Explains how to calculate this 
factor value. 

Section 4.2.4.2.3 Calculation of 
environmental threat- waste 
characteri$tics factor category value. 
Explains how to calculate this factor 
category value. . 

Section 4.2.4.3 Envi,.onmental 
threat-targets. Expl2i,u.·how to 
calculate this factor category value. 

Section 4.2.4.3.1 Sensitive 
environments. Explains how to calculate 
this factor value. 

Section 4.2.4.3.1.1 Level I 
concentrations. Parallels factor sections 
in the overland flow/flood migration 
component. 

Section 4.2.4.3.1.2 Level II 
concentrations. Parallels factor sections 
in the overland flow/flood migration 
component. · 

Section 4.2.4.3.1.3 Potential 
contamination. Parallels factor sections 

in the overland flow/flood migration 
component, except for addition of the 
dilution weight adjustment 

Section 4.2.4.3.1.4 Calculation of 
environmental threat-targets foetor 
category value. Explains how to 
calculate the value for the factor 
category. 

Section 4.2.4.4 Calculation of 
environmental threat score for a 
watershed. Explains how to calculate 
this threat score for a watershed. 

Section 4.2.5 Calculation of ground 
water to surface water migration 
component score for a watershed. . 
Exp~ains how to calculate a watershed 
score for this component 

Section 4.2.6 Calculation of ground 
water to surface water migration 
componen·t score. Explains how to 
calculate this score based on the scores 
for watersheds evaluated for this 
component. 

Section 4.3 Calculation of surface 
water migration pathway score. ' 
Explains how to assign the pathway 
score. 

lri addition to the above noted 
changes, the recreational use threat has 
been eliminated. The drinking water use 
and other use factors have also been 
eliminated as have the tables (4-12 and 
4-13 in the proposed rule) that related to 
scoring these factors. Figures 4-1, 4-2. 
and 4-3 as well as Tables 4-15, and 4-17 
through 4-22 from the proposed rule 
have been eliminated. 

Section 5 Soil Exposure Pathway 

The soil exposure pathway evaluates 
threats resulting from contamination of 
surface material. The major changes 
specific to this pathway include revision 
of the name of the pathway; elimination 
of children under seven as a population 
that must be counted and evaluated 
separately; addition of hazardous waste 
quantity to the waste characteristics 
factor category; inclusion of workers in 
the evaluation of resident population 
targets; weighting of resident population 
based on benchmarks; inclusion of the 
nearest individual factor in both the 
resident and nearby targets factor 
category; inclusion of a resources factor 
in the resident population evaluation; 
and revisions to the sensitive 
environments factor. 

Section 5.0 Soil Exposure Pathway. 
The name of the pathway has been 
changed from onsite exposure to soil · 
exposure. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Figure ~1 has been revised to 
reflect revisions to the factors 
evaluated. Table ~1 has been revised to 
reflect the new factor category values 
throughout. which were made more 
consistent with the other pathways. 

Section 5.0.1 General 
considerations. Has been revised to 
reflect the redefinition of source. 
discussed in section ID N of this 
preamble. The methods for establishing 
areas of observed contamination and for 
determining the hazardous substances 
associated with an area of observed 
contamination have been clarified. The 
instructions have been revised to make 
clear that any part of a site that is 
covered by a permanent or otherwise 
maintained impermeable material such 
as asphalt is not considered in 
evaluating the pathway. 

Section 5.1 . Resident population 
threat Has been revised to specify 
when the resident population threat 
should be evaluated. The requirements 
state that this threat is scored when 
there is an area of observed 
contamination within the property 
boundary and Within 200 feet of a 
residence, school, day care center. or 
workplace, or within the boundaries of 
terrestrial sensitive environments and 
specified resources. 

Section 5.1.1 Likelihood of exposure. 
Text has been simplifie·d. 

Section 5.1.2 Waste characteristics. 
Evaluation of waste characteristics has 
been changed to include hazardous 
waste quantity as well as toxicity. 
Hazardous waste quantity was added to 
the factor category in response to 
comments that the pathway did not 
consider the dose relationship; the 
combination of hazardous waste 
quantity and toxicity is a surrogate for 
that relationship and makes the 
pathway more consistent with the rest 
of the rule. The text has been revised to 
reflect the change. 

Section 5.1.2.1 Toxicity. References 
the section explaining how to assign 
toxicity factor values. 

Section 5.1.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. This section is new and 
explains how to assign a value to this 
factor. Table 5-2, Hazardous Waste 
Quantity Evaluation Equations for Soil 
Exposure Pathway, is a revision of 
Table 2- 14 from the proposed rule. This 
table differs from Table 2-5 of the final 
rule because generally only the top two 
feet of an area of observed 
contamination are considered in 
evaluating the pathway. Landfills. 
contaminated soils. waste piles. land 
treatment areas. dry surface 
impoundments, and buried/backfilled 
surface impoundments, which can be 
evaluated based on their volume in 
Table 2-5, are evaluated for this 
pathway using the area measure 
because the area measure now has a 
two-foot depth built into the equation. 
Surface impoundments containing 
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hazardous substances present as liquids, 
tanks. and containers may be evaluated 
based ori volume becau.se it is possible 
that a person could wade, swim, reach, 
or fall to a depth greater than two feet. 

Section 5.1.2.3 Calculation ofwasle 
characteristics factor ~;ategory value. 
Explains bow to combine the toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity factor 
values, subject to the new maximum. 

Section 5.1.3 Targets. This factor 
category has been revised substantially. 
As discussed in section lli N above. the 
high-risk target population has been 
eliminated. and workers have been 
added as targets .. Table ~. Health
Based Benchmarks for Hazardous 
Substances in Soils. has been added to 
list benchmarks appropriate for this 
pathway. 

Section 5.1.3;1 Resident individual. 
The"resident individual factor bas been 
added for consistency with other 
pathways. 

Section 5.1.3.2 Resident population. 
Explains bow to evaluate the resident 
population using health-based 
benchmarks, described in section ill H 
above. and how to estimate this · 
population. 

Section 5.1.3.2.1 Level I 
· concentrations. Explains how to assign 

a value for this new factor. 
Section 5.1.3.2.2 Level 11 

conc~ntrations. Explains how to assign 
a value for this new factor. · 

Section 5.1.3.2.3 Calculation of 
resident population factor value. 
Explains how to calculate this factor 
value. 

Section 5.1.3.3 Workers. Explains 
bow to evaluate workers. 

Section 5.1.3.4 Resources. Explains 
how to assign values if the area of 
observed contamination includes land 
used for commercial agriculture. 
commen;ial silviculture. or commercial 
livestock grazing or production. 

Section 5.1.3.5 Terrestrial sensitive 
environments. The ·value assigned for 
this factQr has been revised so that the 
value is based on the sum of the values 
assigned to terrestriahensitive · 
environments in areas of observed 
contamination, rather than on the 
highest scoring terrestrial sensitive 
environment The maximum value that 
can be assigned to this factor is limited, 
but is higher than under the proposed 
rule. The limit is determined by scoring 
the pathway With only sensitive 
environments in the targets factor 
category: the pathway score under these 
conditions may not exceed 60 points. 
The sensitive environments listed in 
Table 5-5 have been modified. The text 
has been simplified and references 
changed to correspond to changes in the 

rule. The rounding rule has been 
changed. · 

Section 5.1.3.6 Calculation of 
resident population targets factor 
category value. Explains how to 
calculate the factor category value from 
the revised factors. The rounding rule 
has been changed. 

Section 5.1.4 Calculation of resident 
population threat score. Has only minor 
editorial changes. 

Section $.2 Nearby population 
threat. Introductory text has been 
clarified. 

Section 5.2.1 Likelihood of exposure. 
Lists the factors evaluated . . 

Section 5.2.1.1 Attractiveness/ 
accessibility. As explained in section lli 
N of this preamble. the name of this 
factor has changed as have the criteria 

. used to assign values. This factor now 
emphasizes the use of the area by the 
general public. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Table &-6 (proposed rule 
Table 5-4) has been changed by 
redefining the criteria and the assigned 
values, and by adding a value of 0 for . 
sites that are physically inaccessible- to · 
the public. 

Section 5.2.1.2 Area of 
contamination. The title of this section 
has been changed. This factor is now 
based solely on area of contamination. 
which relates to the likelihood of 
exposure, unlike hazardous waste 
quantity, which serves as part of the 
surrogate for dose. Values are assigned 
using Table 5-7, which is new. 

Section 5.2.1.3 Likelihood of 
exposure factor category value. Text 
has been revised to reflect the new 
names of the factors. Table s-a 
(proposed rule Table 5-5) has been 
revised in response to the changes noted 
above for the attractiveness/ 
·accessibility and area of contamination 
factors. 

Section 5.2.2 Waste characteristics. 
Text has been revised to reflect changes 
in the factor category. 

Section 5.2.2.1 Toxicity. Explains . 
-how to evaluate the toxicity factor for 
the nearby population threat. 

Section 5.2.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. This section is new, as is 
consideration of this factor in this 
threat. As discussed above. this factor 
has been added in response to 
comments and to make the pathway 
more consistent with the other 
pathways. The section explains bow to 
assign the factor value. 

Section 5.2.2.3 Calculation of waste 
characteristics factor category value. 
Explains how to combine the toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity factor 
values, subject to the new maximum. 

Section 5.2.3 Targets. Descriptive 
text has been removed. 

Section 5.2.3.1 Nearby individual. 
This section is new and explains how tc 
assign a value to the nearby individual 
(i.e ., resident or student with shortest 
travel distance) if there is no resident 
individual. The factor has been added to 
make the nearby threat consistent with 
other pathways. Table 5-9, Nearby 
Individual Factor Values, is new. 

Section 5.2.3.2 Population within one 
mile. This section is new and includes 
the te~t that previously appeared under 
the Targets section. The section explains 
how to assign a value using Table 5-10. 
The text has been revised for clarity. 
Table 5-10. Distance-Weighted 
Population Values for ~earby_ 
Population Threat, is new. The table 
assigns distance-weighted values for
population in each travel distance 
category. The values in the table were 
detennined by statistical simulation to 

-yield the same population. qn average. 
as the use of the formulas in the 
proposed rule. The distance weights 
have been modified as follows: for 
travel distance of >0 to If• mile, the 
assigned distance weight is 0.025; for 
> lf• to lh mile. 0.0125. and for > 1h to 1 
mile, 0.00625. The use of population 
ranges has been adopted as part of the 
simplification disc.ussed in section ill A. 

Section 5.2.3.3 Calculation of nearby 
population targets factor category value. 
Text has been revised to reflect the 
changes in the targets factor category 
and in the rounding rule. 

Section 5.2.4 Calfu]ation of nearby 
population threat score. Minor editorial 
changes only. 

Section 5.3 Calculation of the soil 
exposure pathway score. Has been 
changed to reflect the change in the 
value used as a divisor. 

In addition to the above noted 
changes. Figures 5-2 and 5-3 and Tables 
5-4 and 5--a from the proposed rule have 
been removed. 

Section 6 Air Migration Pathway 

The air migration pathway evaiuates 
the relative threat resulting from 
releases or potential releases ·of . 
hazardous substances, either as gases or 
particulates. to the air. The major 
changes specific to this pathway include 
separate evaluation of gas and 
particulates in the likelihood to release 
factor categoiy; inclusion of benchmarks 
to evaluate population and the nearest 
individual: weighting of sensitive 
environments based on actual or 
potential contamination; revision of the 
distance weights: deletion of the land 
use factor and inclusion of a resources 
factor in the evaluation of population: 
and revisions to the mobility factor. 
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Section 6.0 Air Migration Pathway. 
Descriptive lexl has been removed. 
Figure 6-1 has been revised to reDect 
revisions to the factors evaluated. and 
Table s-t has been revised to reflect the 
new f'actor category values through_out ' 

Soction 6.1 Likelihood of release. 
Has been revised to eliminate · 
explanatory text and to add instructions 
about which factors to evaluate for this 
factor category. 
· Section 6.1.1 Observed release. As 

discussed in section m G of this 
preamble, the specific criteria have been 
revised. 

Section 6.1.2 · Potential to release. As 
explained in 'section m 0 of this 
preamble, the method for evaluating this · 
factor has been revised. Gas potential to 
release and particulate potential to 
release are evaluated separately. The 
explanatory text has been removed. 

Section 6.1.2.1 Gas potential to 
release. Explains how this factor is 
e·.raluated. Table 6-2 (proposed rule 
T~ble 2-3) has been revised to apply 
c :uy to the ps potential to release 

-f .ctors. 
. Section 6.1.2.1.1 Gas containmenL 

Descriptive text has been removed. 
Table 6-:3 (proposed rule Table 2-5) has 
been simplified. The depth requirements 
and other containment requirements 
have been re~ baaed on public 
comment, the field test. and a re\iew of 
recent ~ormation on covering systems. 
Consideration of biogas releases has 
been added. Assigned values have been 
revised and also reflect the revised 
maximum value for the factor. 

Section 6.1".2.1.2 Gas source type. 
New source types have been added to 
Table 6-4 (proposed rule Table 2-6}, and 
the assigned values have been revised. 
As explained in section m 0 of this 
preamble, new source types and 
subgroups for specific types have been 
added, in response to comments and the 
field test. to make this factor easier to 
evaluate. Treabnent of sources when no 
source meets the minimum size has been 
clarified. · 

Section 6.1.2.1.3 Cos migration 
potential. As explained in section m 0 
of this preamble, this section has been 
renamed and the approach for assigning 
values changed slightly. This section -
explains how to assign values to each 
substance and subsequently to the 
source using Tables~. 6-6, and 6-7. 
Dry soil relative volatility has been 
removed as a measure of gas migration 
potential. The footnotes have been 
removed from Table ~ (proposed rule 
Table 2-7) and the name has been 
changed to "Values for Vapor Pressure 
and Henry's Constant" The titles of . 
Tables 6-6 and ~7 have been changed. 
The values assigned have also been 

changed to reflect the revised maximum 
value for the factor category. Descriptive 
text has been removed. 

Section 6.1.2.1.4 t;olculation of gas 
potential to release value. Explains how 
to calculate this value. · 

Section 6.1.2.2 Particulate potential 
to release. Explains how this factor is 
evalQated: Table 6-8 {proposed rule 
Table 2-3) has been revised to apply 
only to the particulate potential to 
release factors. -

Section 6.1.2.2.1 Particulate 
containment. References Table 6-9 
(Table 2-5 from the proposed rule). The 
criteria and values assigned using this . 
table have been changed, as discussed 
in section m 0 of this preamble. 
Considerationa of depth have been 
added for particulates. _ . 

Section 6.1.2.2.2 Particulate source 
type. In response to comments, new 
kinds of source types and subgroups.of 
source types have been added to make 
this factor easier to score. The values 
assigned have been revised to reflect the 
cha11ged factor category maximum. 
Treabnent of sources when no source 
meets the minimum size has been 
clarified. 

Section 6.1.2.2.3 Particulate 
migration potential. Has been renamed. 
Des¢ptive text has been removed. 
Proposed rule Figure 2-3 has been 
simplified, expanded, and renumbered 
as Figure 6-2. Proposed tule Table 2-9 
has been renumbered as Table 6-10. 

Section 6.1.2.2.4 ColculatiolJ of 
particulate potential to release value. 
Describes bow to calculate this value. 

Section 8.1.2.3 Calculation of 
potential to release faclor value for the 
site. Te)_(t has been simplified and 
modified to account for gas and 
particulate potential to release. 

Section 6.1.3 Colculation of 
likelihood of release factor category 
value. Describes calculation procedure. 

Section 6.2 Waste characteristics. 
Descriptive. text has been removed. 

Section 8.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. Text 
has been simplified. 

Section 8.2.1.1 Toxicity. Descriptive 
text has been removed and t 2.4.1.1 is 
referenced. 

Section 8.2.1.2 Mobility. As 
explained in section m F of this 
preamble. the scoring of this factor has 
changed. Ga~ mobility is now based 
only on vapor pressure. The maximum 
value assigned for particulate mobility is 
no longer the same as the maximum 
assigned for gas mobi,lity. The 
particulate mobility values are assigned 
based on Figure 6-3 or the equation in 
the text along with Table 6-12. The . 
values assigned have been put on linear 
scales to be consistent with the new 
structure of the waste characteristics 

factor category. The text has been_ 
simplified. 

Section 6.2.1.3 Calculation of 
toxicity/mobility factor value. Table s-
13, proposed rule Table 2-12. the matrix 
for as"signing toxicity /mobility factor 
values baa been revised to reflect the 
changes in values assigned to both 
factors. 

Section 6.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Descriptive text has been 
removed and t 2.4.2 is referenced. 

Section 6.2.3 Calculation of waste 
characteristics factor cotegory value. 
The text bas been revised to indicate the 
multiplication of the component factors, 
the new maximum value, and the table 
used \o assign the factor category value. 

Section 6.3 Targets. The target 
distance Jimit has been modified to 
include targets beyond four miles when 
an observed release extends beyond 
that distance. Text has been added to 
explain how to evaluate populations and 
sensitive environments exposed to 
actual contamination. Text was added 
to clarify that actual contamination 
based on an observed release 
established by direct observation should 
be considered Levelll. Table s-14, 
Health-Based Benchmarks for · 
Hazardous Substances in Air, bas been 
added to list the benchmarks used for 
this pathway. Table 6-15, Air Migration 
Pathway Distance Weights (proposed 
rule Table 2-16), has been revised to 
reflect changes in the distance weights 
discussed in section m 0 of this 
preamble. 

Section 6.3.1 Nearest individual. The 
title has been changed from maximally 
exposed individual. As discussed above, 
this factor is now evaluated based on 
actual contamination and potential 
contamination. The name of Table 6-16 
(proposed rule Table 2-15) has been 
changed and the values have been 
revised based on changes to the 
distance weights. Descriptive text bas 
been removed. 

Section 6.3.2 Population. Evaluation 
of population based on health-based 
benchmarks bas been added as 
discussed in section W H of this 
preamble. 

Section 6.3.2.1 Level of 
contomination. Explains bow to 
evaluate population based on 
conCentrations of huardous substances 
in. samples. 

Section 6.3.2.2 Levell 
concentrations. Explains how to 
evaluate populations exposed to Level I 
concentrations. The scoring cap was 
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 6.3.2.3 Level 1/ 
concentrations. Explains bow to 
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evaluate populations exposed to Level II 
concentrations. · 

Section 6.3.2.4 Potential 
contamination. Explains how to assign 
values to populatio~s potentially 
exposed to contamination from the site. 
The formula for calculating population 
values bas been revised. Table 6-17, 
which assigns distance-weighted values 
for populations in each distance . 
category, has been added. The values in 
the table were determined by statistical 
simulation to yield the same population, 
on average, as the use of the formulas in 
the proposed I:U~e. Tbe.use of population 
ranges bas been adopted as part of the 
simplification discussed in section m A. 
The rounding rule has been changed, the 
scoring cap was eliminated, and the 
multiplier (i.e., weight} is now 0.1. 

Section 6.3.2.5 Calculation of the 
population factor value. Explains how to 
calculate the factor value. The scoring 
cap was eliminated. 

Section 6.3.3 Resources. Explains 
how to assign points to resources, which 
in this pathway is based·on the presence 
of commercial agriculture, commercial 
silviculture, and major or designated 
recreation areas. 

Section 6.3.4 Sensitive 
environments. Explains how sensitive 
environments are evaluated based on 
actual and potential contamination. The 
maximum value that can be assigned to 
this factor is limited. but is greater than 
in· the proposed rule. The limit is . 
determined by scoring the pathway with 
only sensitive environments in the 
targets factor category; the pathway 
score under .these conditions may not 
exceed 60 points. 

Section 6.3.4.1 Actual 
contamination. Explains how to assign 
factor values for sensitive environments 
subject to actual contamination and bow 
to assign values to wetlands based on . 
total acreage. A new Table 6-18, 
Wetlands Rating Values for the Air 
Migration Pathway, has been added to 
assign values to wetlands based on 
acreage. 

Section 6.3.4.2 Potential 
contamination. Explains how to 
calculate the factor value for potentially 
contaminated sensitive environments 
and how to assign values to wetlands 
based on total acreage within each 
distance category. The rounding rule has 
been changed. 

Section 6.3.4.3 Calculation of 
sensitive environments factor value. 
Explains how to calculate the factor· 
value. The rounding rule has been 
changed. 

Section 6.3.~ Calculation of targets 
factor category value. Text has been 
revised to ~'"!fleet the new names for 
factors. 

Section 6.4 Calculation of air 
migration pathway score. Text bas been 
revised to reflect the new divisor. 

In addition to the above noted 
changes, the land use factor. Figure 2-2, 
and Tables 2-2. i-3. 2-13, 2-17,.and 2-19 
in the proposed rule have been removed. 

Section 7 Sites Containing Radioactive 
Substqnces 

This entire part of the rule is new, As 
discussed in section ill E of the 
preamble, this section has been added 
to provide direction on evalpating sites 
containing radioactive substances. 
Table 7-1lists factors ev~Iuated 
differently for suqh sites. 

Section 7.1 Likelihood oT release/ 
likelihood of exposure. Explains the 
approach to evaluating the factor 
category. • 

Section 7.1.1 Observed release/ 
observed contamination. Explains how 
to evaluate ,()bserved release (observed 
c~mtamination} for radionuclides. The 
evaluation differs for radionuclides that 
occur naturally or are ubiquitous in the 
environment. for man-made 
radionuclides without ubiquitous 
background concentrations in the 
enVironment. and for gamma-emitting 
radionuclides in the soil exposure 
pathway. This section also explains- the 
appropriate procedures for sites with 
mixed radioactive and other hazardous 
substances. 

Section 7.1.2 Potential to release. 
Explains that potential to release factors 
are evaluated on the physical and 
chemical properties of radionuclides. not 
their radioactivity. 

Section 7.2 Waste characteristics. 
Lists the factors evaluated. 

Section 7.2.1 Human toxicity. 
Explains how to assign toxicity values 
to ~adioactive substances and describes 
appropriate procedures for sites -
containing mixed radionuclides and 
other hazardous substances. 

Section 7.2.2 Ecosystem toxicity. 
Explains that ecosystem toxicity for 
radionuclides is assigned a value in the 
same way as is human toxicity except 
that the default value is 100 rather than 
1.000. 

Section 7.2.3 Persistence. Explains 
that radioactive substances are assigned 
persistence values based solely on half
life-radioactive half-life and 
volatilization half-life. Explains how to 
evaluate persistence for mixed 
radioactive and other hazardous 
substances. 

Section 7 .2.4 Selection of the 
substance potentially posing greatest 
hazard. The section explains how to 
select the substance potentially posing 
the greatest hazard. 

Section 7.2.5 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Explains how to evaluate the· 
hazardous waste quantity factor for 
sites containing radioactive substances. 

Section 7.2.5.1 Source hazardous 
waste quantity for radionuclides. 
Describes differences between the 
migration pathways and the soil 
exposure pathway. 

Section 7.2.5.1.1 Radionuclide 
constituent quantity (Tier A). Explains 
how to evaluate radionuclide 
constituent quantity for radionuclides. ·-

Section 7.2.5.1.2 Radionuclide 
wastestream quimtity (Tier B). Explains 
how to evaluate radionuclide 
wastestream quantity for radionuclides. 

Section 7.2.5.1.3 Calculation of 
source hazardous waste quantity value 
for rodionuclides. Explains how to 
assign a source value. · 

Section 7.2.5.2 Calculation of 
hazardous waste quantity factor value 
for radionuclides. Explains how to 
calculate the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value for radionuclides and 
describes use of the minimum value. 
which is either 10 or 100 (as described in 
section 2.4.2.2 above). 

· Section 7.2.5.3 Calculation of · 
hazardous waste quantity factor value 
for sites containing mixed radioactive 
and other hazardous substances. 
Explains how to calculate the factor 
value for these sites. 

Section 7.3' Targets. Explains how to 
evaluate targets at sites containing 
radioactive substances and sites 
containing radioactive and other 
hazardous substances. 

Section 7.3.1 Level of contamination 
at a sampling location. Explains how to 
determine the appropriate level of · 
con lamination. 

Section 7.3.2 Selection of 
.benchmarks and comparisons with 
observed release/observed 
contamination. This section lists the 
benchmarks and explains how they are 
used in determining the level of 
contamination. 

V. Required Analyses 

A. Executive Order No.' 12291 

Under Executive Order No. 12291, the 
Agency must judge _whether a regulation 
is "major" and thus subject to the 
requirement of a Regulatory Impact 
Analysis. The rule published today is· 
not major because the rule will not 
result in an effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more, will not result in 
increased costs or prices, will not have 
significant adverse effects on 
competition. employment. investment. 
productivity, and innovation, and will 
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not significantly disrupt domestic and revised version of the HRS would not 
export markets. constitute a major rule, because the 

To estimate the costs associated with annual incremental cost of the final rule 
the final rule, a final economic analysis is less than $100 miUion. No negative ' 
entitled "Economic Impact Analysis of economic effects are. anticipated from 
the Revised Hazard Ranking System" this rule. 
was prepared as an addendum to the B. Regulatory Flexibility DeterminaliM 
December 1987 economic impact 
analysis (EIA) to incorporate new data. Appendix A of the December 1987 ElA 
As in the January 1988 EIA. the total includes an assessment of the ability of · 
annual cost of implementir.g the fmal responsible parties to pay the costs of 
rule is estimated as a function of the HRS scoring under the current HRS and 
number of Screening Sis (SSr) and the three altemative scoring 
Listing Sis (LSI} that will be conducted mechanisms considered at that time. 
annually and the unit cost of each. In the That analysis evaluated the impact of 
January 1988 EIA. estimates of total HRS costs under each ranking 
costs were developed assuming 1.130 methodology on the financial viability of 
SSis and 100 LSis would be conducted 15 sample companies. Under that · 
annually. The Agency now estimates analysis, only the smallest sample firm 
that 1.100 Sis will be conducted (one with an average net income of 
annually (EPA is no longer using the $53,700) waS' expected to have difficulty 
terms SS! and LSi). The total annual in paying the costs of conducting a 
cost is estimated to be $78.8 million. the complete SI under each of the 
sum of the cost of conducting 1,000 Sis alternative ranking scenarios. The new 
at a unit cost of$55.000, 70 Sis for NPL unit cost of a complete Sl developed 
sites (without monitoring wells) at a unit during the Phase I field test and used in 
cost of $100,000, and 30 Sis for NPL sites this ecOnomic analysis falls within the 
('";th monitoring wells) at a unit cost of range of costs already evaluated in 
$160,000. eppendix A of the December 1987 EIA. 

To estimate the incremental cost of Given the previous analysis, EPA 
implementing the final revised version concludes that most sample firms are 

·of the HRS. the unit cost of conducting healthy enough financially to be able to 
all preremediallisting activities using afford the expenditures associated with 
the current HRS from the January 1988 HRS site inspections. Responsible 
EIA is updated. That cost was estimated Parties (RPs) that are financially similar 
to be $58,200 in the Janu~ry 1988 EIA, to the smallest firm (Firm 15 in appendix 
and was developed asswning the PA A of the December 1987 RIA}. however. 
had already been conducted. The 1988 do not have the assets or the income to 
estimate is a function of 480 hours of enabie them to ass\une payments similar 
Field Investigation Team (FIT} technical . to the estimates derived for the SI done 
time valued at $40 per hour and 30 under the current HRS or the final 
samples being evalua.ted ~~ a unit cost of re·.i.sed version of the HRS. 
$1,300 per sample. To compareOie costs The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 
of the current HR$ to those <teveloped requires that Federal agencies explicitly 
above for the final revised-fersion of the cons'ider the effe~ts of proposed and 
HRS, the FIT technical time is valued at existing regulations on small entities 
$50 per hour and each sample and examine alternative regulations thet 
evaluation is estimated to cost St,OOO. would reduce significant adverse 
The re\rised total cost of conducting all impacts on small entities. The small 
listing activities beyond the PA for the entities that could be affected by the 
cwTent HRS, therefore, is estimated to revisions to the HRS are small 
be S54.000. In addition, the average level businesses and small municipali!ies that 
of effort for a PA under the current HRS are responsible for hazardous wastes at 
is estimated to be 60 hours, and the unit a site. Based on the updated analysis 
cost of the PA. assuming a $50 FIT presented here, EPA concludes that 
hourly rate, is estimated to be $3,000. using1be final rule is unlikely to result 

Based on these revisions. the annual in a significant impact on a substantial 
cost of using the current HRS is number of small entities. As discussed 
estimated to be $65.4 million, the sum of in the December 1987 EIA. this 
the cost of conducting 2.000 PAs at a · conclusion is drawn because small firms 
unit cost of $3,000 ($6 million) and the are no more or less likely to be 
cost of conducting 1.100 Sis at a unit responsible parties than are large finns. 
cost of $54,000 ($59.4 million). Compared · In addition, when they are RPs, small 
to the current HRS, the annual firms usually are one of several 
incremental cost of using the final companies responsible for a site and 
revised version of the HRS is estimated probably would not bear the full burden 
to be $13.4 million. On .the basis of this of liability for HRS expenditures and 
evaluation, implementing the final other cleanup costs. 

C. Paperwork Reduction Act 

. The information collection 
requirements contained in this rule have 
been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) under 
the provisions of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act. 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq., 
and has assigned OMB control number 
2050-0095. 

Public reporting burden for this 
collection of information is estimated to 
be 620 hours per response, including 
time for reviewing instructions, 
searching existing data sources, 
gathering and maintaining the data 
needed, and completing and reviewing 
the-collection of inform a lion. Send 
comments regarding the burden estimate 
or any other aspect of this collection of 
information. including suggestioiUI for 
reducing this burden. to Chief, 
Information Policy Branch. PM-U.S. 
Envirollmental Protection Agency, 401 M 
St. SW., Washln&ton. DC 20460; and the . 
Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs.. Office of Management and 
Budget, Washington, DC 20500, marked 
"Attention: Desk Officer for EPA." 

D. Federclism Implications 

E.O. 12612 requires agencies to assess 
whether a regulation will bave 
substantial direct effects on the States, 
on the relationship between the natiorf.al 
government and the States, or on the 
distribution of power and 
responsibilities among·the various levels 
of government. EPA has determined that 
this regulation does not have federalism 
implications and that, therefore, a 
Federalism Assessment is not required. 

Li~t of Subjects iD 40 CFR Part 308 

Air pollution controls, Chemicals, 
Hazardous materials. Intergovernmental 
relations, Natural resources, Oil 
pollution. Reporting and recordkeeping, 
Superfund, Waste treatment and 
disposal, Water pollution control, Water 
supply. 

Dated: November 9, 1990. 

William IC. Reilly, 

Administrator. 

40 CFR part 300 is amended as 
follows: 

PART 300-[AMENDED] 

1. The authority citation for part 300 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 9605; 33 U.S.C. 
1321(c)(2}; E.O. No. 117535, 38 FR 21243; E.O 
No. 12580. 52 FR 2923. . 

2. Part 300, appendix A is revised to 
read as follows: 
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Appendix A to Part 300--The Hazard 
Ranking System 

Table of Conteu'-
List of Figures 
List of Tables 
1.0. IntrOduction. 
1.1 Definitions. · 
2.0 EvaluationS Common to Multiple 

Pathways. 
~.1 Overview. 
2.1.1 Calculation of HRS site score. 
2.1.2 Calculation of pathway score. 
2.1.3 Common evaluations. 
2.2 Characterize sources. 
2.2.1 Idmtify soiU'Ces. 
2.2.2 Identify hazardous substances 

associated with a source'. 
2.2.3 Identify hazardous 1ubstances 

available to a pathway. 
2.3 LiJcelihood of releue. 
2.4 Waste characteristics. 
2.4.1 Selection of 1ubatance potentially 

posing greatest huard. 
2.4.1.1 Toxicity factor. 
2.4.1.2 Hazardous substance selection. 

2.4.2 Hazardous waste quantity. 
2.4.2.1 Source hazardous waste quantity. 
2.4.2.1.1 liazardous constituent quantity. 
2.4.2.1.2 Hazardous wastestream quantity. 
2.4.2.1.3 Volume. 
2.4.2.1.4 Area. 
2.4.2.1.5 Calculation of source hazardous 

·waste quantity value. 
2.4.2.2 Calculation of hazardous waste 

. quantity factor value. 
2.4.3 Waste characteristics factor category 

value. 
'2.4.3.1 Factor catesory value. 
2.4.3.2 Factor category value, considering 

bioaccumulation potential. 
2.S Targets. 
2.5.1 Determination of level of actual 

contamination at a sampling location. 
2.5.2 Comparison to benchmarks. 
3.0 Ground Water Migration Pathway. 
3.0.1 General consideratioDJ. 

3.0.1.1 Ground water target distance limit. 
3.0.1.2 Aquifer boundaries. · 
3.0.1.2.1 Aquifer interconnections. 
3.0.1.2.2 Aquifer discontinuities. 
3.0.1.3 Karst aquifer. 

3.1 LiJcelihood of release. 
3.1.1 Observed release. 
3.1.2 Potential to release. 

3.1.2.1 Containment. 
3.1.2.2 Net precipitation. 
3.1.2.3 Depth to aquifer. 
3.1.2.4 Travel time. 
3.1.2.5 Calculation of potential to release 

factor value. 
3.1.3 Calculation of likelihood of release 

factor category value. 
3.2 Waste characteriatics. 
3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. 

3.2.1.1 Toxicity. 
3.2.1.2 Mobility. 
3.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/mobility 

factor value. 
3.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. 
3.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 

factor category value. 
3.3 Targets. 
3.3.1 Nearest well. 
3.3.2 Population. 

_3.3.2.1 Leve' or contamination. 

3.3.2.2 Level I concentrations. 
3.3.2.3 Level [I' concentrations. 
3.3.2.4 Potential contamination. 
3.3.2.5 Calculation of population factor 

value. 
3.3.3 Resources. 
3.3.4 Wellhead Protection Area. 
3.3.5 Calculation of targeu factor category 

value. 
3.4 Cround water migration score for an 

aquifer. · 
3.5 Calculation of ground water migration 

pathway score. 
4.0 Surface Water Migration Pathway. 
4.0.1 Migration components. 
4.0.2 Surface water catesories. 
4.1 Overland/flood migration component. 
4.1.1 General considerations. 

4.1.1.1 Definition of hazardous substance 
migration path for overland/flood 
migration component 

4.1.1.2 Target distance limit. 
4.1.1.3 Evaluation of overland/flood 

migration component. . 
4.1.2 Drinking water threat. 

4.1.2.1 Drinking water threat-likelihood of 
release. · · 

4.1.2.1.1 Observed release. 
4.1.2.1.2 Potential to release. 
4.1.2.1.2.1 Potential to release by overland 

flow. · 
4.1.2.1.2.1.1 Containment. 
4.1.2.1.2.1.2 Runoff. 
4.1.2.1.2.1.3 Distance to surface water. 
4.1.2.1.2.1.4 Calculation of factor value for 

potential to release by overland flow. 
4.1.2.1.2.2 Potential to release by flood. 
4.1.2.1,2.2.1 Containment (flood). 
4.1.2.1.2.2.2 Flood frequency. 
4.1.2.1.2.2.3 Calculation of factor value for 

potential to release by flood. 
4.1.2.1.2.3 Calculation of potential to 

release factor value. 
4.1.2.1.3 Calculation of drinking water 

threat-likelihood of release factor 
category value. 

4.1.2.2 Drinking water tbreat~waste 
characteristics. 

4.1.2.2.1 Toxicity/persistenCe. 
4.1.2.2.1.1 Toxicity . • 
4.1.2.2.1.2 Persistence. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The Hazard Ranking System (HRS) is the 

principal mechanism the U.S. Environmental 
Prolection Agency (EPA) uses to place sites 
on the National Priorities List (NPL). The HRS 
serves as a screening device to evaluate the 
potential for releases of uncontrolled 
hazardous substances to cause human health 
or environmental damage. The HRS provides 
a measure of relative rather than absolute 
risk. It Is designed so that it can be 
consistently applied to a wide variety of 
sites. 

1.1 Definitions 

Acute toxicity: Measure of toxicological 
~esponses that result from a single exposure 

to a substance or from multiple exposures 
within a short period of time (typically 
several days or less). Specific measures of 
acute toxicity used within the HRS inclu~e 
lethal dose,o (LD.o) and lethal concentratioll60 
(L4o). typically measured within a 24-hour to 
96-hour period. 

Ambient Aquatic L1fe Advisory 
ConcentratioM {AALACs): EPA's advisory 
concentration limit for acute or chronic 
toxicity to aquatic organisms as established 
under section 30ot(a)(1) of the Clean Water 
Act. as amended. 

Ambient Water Quality Criteria (A WQC): 
EPA's maximum acute or chronic toxicity 
concentrations for protection of aquatic life 
and its uses as established under section 
304{a)[1) of the Clean Water Act. as 
amended. 

Bioconcentration factor {BCF): Measure of 
the tendency for a substance to accumulate 
in the tissue of an aquatic organism: BCF is 
determined by the extent of partitioning of a 
substance, at equilibriuni. between the tissue 
of an aquatic organism and water. As the 
ratio of concentration of a substancem the 
organism divided by the concentration in 
water. higher BCF values reflect a tendency 
for iubstances to accumulate in the tissue of 
aquatic organisms. [unitless). 

Biodegradation: Chemical reaction of a
substance induced by enzymatic activity of 
microorganisms. _ 

CERCLA: Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation. and Liability Act of 
1980, as amended (Pub. L 96-510. as 
amended). 

Chronic toxicity: Measure of toxicological 
responses that result from repeated exposure 
to a substance over an extended period of 
time (typically 3 months or longer). Such 
responses may persist beyond the exposure 
or-may not appear until much later in time 
than the exposure. HRS measures of chronic 
toxicity include Reference Dose (RID) values. 

Contract Laboratory Program (CLP): 
Analytical program developed for CERCLA 
waste site samples to fill the need for legally 
defensible analytical results supported by a 
high level of quality assurance and 
documentation. 

Contract-Required Detection Limit (CRDL). 
Term equivalent to contract-required 
quantitation limit. but used primarily for 
inorganic substances. 

Contract-Required Quantitotion Limit 
(CRQL): Substance-specific level that a CLP 
laboratory must be able to routinely and 
reliably detect in specific sample matrices. It 
is not the lowest detectable level achievable. 
but rather-the level that a CLP laboratory 
should reasonably quantify. The CRQL lillY 
or may not be equal to the quantitation limit 
of a given substance in a given sample. for 
HRS purposes. the term CRQL refers to both 
the contract-required quantitation limit and 
the contract-required detection limit 

Curie (Ci): Measure used to quantify the 
amount of radioactivity. One cun e equals 37 
biUion nuclear transformations per second. 
and one picocurie (pCi) equals 10- 12 Ci. 

Decoy product: Isotope formed by the 
radioactive decay of some other isotope. This 
newly formed isotope possesses physical and 
chemical properties that are different from 
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those of its parent isotope. aQd may also be 
radioactive. 

Detection Limit (DL): Lowest amourit that 
can be distinguished from the normal random 
"noiseK of an analytical instniment or 
metho-d. For HRS ;>wposes. the detection 
limit used is the method detection limit 
(MDL) .or. for real-time field instruments, the 
detection limit of the insL-ument as used in 
the field. 

DJ1ution weight: Parameter in the HRS 
surface water migration pathwey that 
reduces the point value assigned to targets u 
the now or depth of the relevant sUrface 
water body increases. [unitless). 

Di!'tance weisht: Parameter in tbl! tiRS air 
migration, ground water migration, and s.oil 
expoanre pathways that reduces the point 
value assigned to targets as their distance 
increases from the site. [ unitless }. 

· Distribution coefficient (~): Measure of· 
the extent of partitioning of a subs!ance 
between geologic materials (fo~ example. soil, 
sediment. rock) and water (also called 
partition coefficient}. The distribution 
coefficient is used in the HRS in l!'.·atuating 
the mobility of a substance for the ground 
water migration pathway. [rnl/g). 

ED,o (10-percent effective d0$e): Estimated 
dose associated with a 10 percent inCrease in 
response over control groupe. For HRS 
purposes, the response considered is cancer. 
{milligrams tmocant per kilogram body 
weight per day (mg/kg-day)). 

Food and Dr-.1g Administration Action 
Level (FDA.4L): Under section 408 of the 
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. as 
amended. concentration of a poisonous or 
deleterious substance in human food or 
animal feed at or above which FDA will take 
k-gal action to remove adulterated product& 
from the market. Only IDAALs established 
for fish and shellfish apply in the HRS. 

Half-life: Lensth of time required for an 
initial concentration of a substance to be 
halved as a result ofloss thro1J8b decay. The 
HRS considers 6~-e decay processes: 
biodegradation, hydrolysis. photolysis. 
radioactive decay, and volatilization. 

Hazardous substance: CERCLA hazardous 
substances. pollutants, and contaminants as 
defmed in CERCLA sections 101{14) and 
101(33). except where otherwise specifically 
noted in the HRS. 

Hazardous wastestream: Material 
containing CERCLA hazardous substances 
(as defmed in CERCLA section 101(14]) that 
was -deposited. stored, disposed, or placed in. 
or that otherwise migrated to, a 110urce. 

HRS "factor": Primary rating element5 
internal to the HRS. 

HRS "factor tx1tegory'': Set of HRS factors 
(that is, likelihood of release (or exposure], 
waste characteristics, targets j. 

HRS "migrotio:! pathways": HRS groUnd 
water. surface water, and air migration 
pathways. 

HRS "pathway": Set of HRS factor 
categories combined to produce a score to 
measure relative risks posed by a site in one 
of four environmental pathways (that is. 
grounrl water, surface water, soil, and air). 

HRS "site score '': Composite of the four 
HRS pathway scores. . 

Henry's law constant: Measure of the 
,-olatility of a substance in a _di!ute solu:ion of 

water at equilibrium. It ia the ratio of the 
vapor pressure exerted by a substance in the 
gas phase over a dilute .aq!JeOussolution of 
that substance to its concentration in ·the 
solution at a given temperature. For HRS 
purposes, use the value reported at ~r near 
zs• C. [atmosphere-cubic meters per mole 
(atm-m'/mol)). . 

Hydrolysis: Chemical reaction of a 
substance with water. 

Karst· Terrain with characteristics of relief 
and drainage arising from a high degree of 
rock solubility in natural waters. The 
majority of karst occurs in limestones, but 
karst may also fo~ in dolomite, gypsum. and 
salt deposits. Features associated with karst 
terrains typically include irregular 
topography, sinkholes, vertical shafts, abrupt 
ridgea. caverns, abundant springs, and/or 
disappearing streams. Karst aquifers are 
usociated with karst terrain. 

LC50 (lethal concentration. 50 percent): 
Concentration of a substance in air (typica!ly 
micrograms per cubic meter (p.g/m')) or 
water [typically micrograms per liter (J.I.s/1)] 
that kills SO percent of a group of exposed 
organisms. The LC.O ia used in the HRS in 
assessing acute toxicity. 

LD» (lethal dose, 50 percent): Dose of a · 
substance that kills 50 percent of a group of 
exposed organisms. The I.llso is used in the 
HRS in assessing acute toxicity {milligrams 
toxicant per kilogram body weight (mg/kg)]. · 

Maximum Contaminant Level {MCL): 
Under section 1412 of the Safe Drinking 
Water Act. as amended, the maximum 
permissible concentration of a wbstance in 
water that is delivered to any user of a public 
water wpply. . 

Maximum Contaminant Level Goof 
{MCLG): Under section 1412 of the Safe 
Dri~ing Water Act, a1 amended, a 
nonenforceable concentration for a substance 
in drinking water that is protective of adverse 
human health effects ll{ld allows an adequate 
margin of safety. 

Method Detection Limit {MDL): Lowest 
concentration of analyte that a method can 
detect reliably in either a sample-or blank. 

Mixed radioactive and other hazardous 
sul:istances: Material containing both 
radioactive hazardous aubstances and 
ncnradioactive hazardous substances. 
regardless of whether these types of 
substances are physically separated, 
combined chemically, or simply mixed 
together. 

National Ambient .4ir Quality Standards 
(NAAQ.S): Primary standards for air qt;8lity 
established under sections 106 an<! 109 of the 
CleCL, Air Act, as amended. 

National Emission Standard$ far 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs): 
Standards established for substances lis tee! 
under section 112 of the Clean Air Act. as 
amended. Only those NESHAPs promulgated 
in ambient concentration units apply in the 
HRS. 

Octanol-water partition coefficient (I<- for 
PJJ: Measure of the extent of partitio!ting of a 
substance between water and octanol at 
equilibrium. The I<.. is determined by the 
ratio between the concentra:ion in octanol 
divided by the concentration in water at 
equilibrium. [unitless]. 

Organic carbon partition coefficient {~(..): 
Measure of the extent of partitioning of a 

substance. at equilibrium. between organic 
carbon in geologic materials and water. The 
hisJ!er the K.o the more likely a substance is 
to bind to-geologic materials than to remain 
in water. (ml/g). . · 

Photolysis: Chemical reaction of a 
substance caused by direct absorption of 
solar energy (direct photolysis) or caused by 
other substances that absorb 110lar energy 
(indirect photolysis). 

Radiation: Particles (alpha. beta, neutrons) 
or photons (x- and gamma-rays} emitted by 
radionuclides. 

Radioactive deCoy: Process of 1pontaneous 
nuclear transformation. whereby an isotope 
of one element is transformed into an isotope 
of another element. releasing excess energy 
in the form of radiation. 

Rodiooclive half-life: nme required for 
one-half the atoms in a given quantity of a 
specific radionuclide to undergo radioactive 
decay. 

Radioactive substance: Solid, liquid, or gas 
containing atoms of a single radionuclide or 
multiple radionuclldes. 

Radioactivity: Property of those Isotopes of 
elements that exhibit radioactive decay and 
emit radiation. 

Radionuclide/radioisotope: Isotope of en 
element exhibiting radioactivity. For HRS 
purposes. Mradionuclidew and "radioisotope" 
are used synonymously. · 

Reference dose (RfD): Estimate of a daily 
exposure level of a aubstance 1o a human 
population below which adverse noncancer 
healih effectJ are not anticipated. (milligrams 
toxicant per kilogram body weight per day 
(mg/kg-day )]. . 

Removal action: Action that removes 
hazardous substances from the site for proper 
disposal or destruction in a facility permitted 
under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act or the Toxic Substaucea 
Control Act or by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. 

Roentgen (R): Measure of external 
exposures to ioniz:ins radiation. One roentgen 
equals that amount of :ll-ray- or gainma 
radiation required to produce ions· carrying a 
charge of 1 electrostatic unit (esu} In 1 cubic 
centimeter of dry air under standard 
conditions. One microroentgen (p.R) equals 
lo-•R. 

Sample quantitation limif(SQL): Quantity 
of a substance that can be reasonably 
quantified given the limits of detection for the 
methods of analysis and sample 
characteristics th& . may affect quant:tation 
(for example. dilution, concentration). 

Screening concentration: Media-specific 
benchmark concentration for a hazardous 
substance that is osed in the HRS for 
comparison with the concentration of that 
hazardous substance in a sample from that 
media. The screening concentration for a 
apecific hazardous substance corresponds to 
its reference dose for inhalation exposures or 
for oral exposures, as appropriate. and, if the 
·sul;>star.ce is a human carcinogen with a 
weight-of-evidence classification of A, B, or 
C. to that concentration that corresponds to 
its 10-' individual lifetime excess cancer risk 
for inhalation exposures or for oral 
exposures. as appropriate. 
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Site: Area( a) where a hazardous substance 
has been deposited. stored, disposed. or 
placed, or has otherwise come to be located 
Such areas may include multiple sources and. 
may include the area between sources. 

SJOpe factor (also referred to as cancer 
/X)tency factor}: Estimate of the probability of 
response (for example. cancer) per unit 
intake of a substance over a lifetime. The 
slope factor is typically used to estimate 
upper-bound probability of an individual 
developing cancer as a result of exposure to a 
particular level of a human carcinogen with a 
weight-of-evidence classification of A. B. o.r 
C. [(mg/kg-dayt' for non·radioactive 
substal\cea and (pCJ-• for radioactive 
substances). 

Source: Any area where a hazardous 
substance has been deposited. stored, 
disposed. or placed. plus those soils that have 
become contaminated from migration of a 
hazardous substance. Sources do not include 
those volumes of air. ground water. surface 
water. or surface water sediments that have 
become contaminated by migration. except: 
in the case of either a ground water-plume 
with no identified source or contaminated 
surface water sec:l.iiDents with no identified 
source, the plume or contaminated sediments 
may be considered a source. 

TaJ"8et distance limit: Maximum distance 
over which targets for the site are evaluated. 
The target distance limit varies by HRS 
pathway. · 

Uranium MiJJ Tailings Radiation Control 
Act (UMTRCA} Standards: Standards for 
radionuclides established under sections 102. 
104. and 108 of the Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Act. as amended. 

Vapor pressure: Pressure exerted by the 
vapor of a substance when it is" in equilibrium 
with its solid or liquid form at a given 
temperature. For HitS purposes. use the value 
reported at or near zs• C. (atmosphere or 
torr). 

Volatilization: Physical transfer process 
through which a substance undergoes a 
change of state from a solid or liquid to a gas. 

Water solubility: Maximum concentration 
of a substance in pure water at a given 
temperature. For HRS purposes, use the value 
reported at or near zs• C. (milligrams per liter 
(mg/1)]. . 

W eight-of-evidence: EPA classification 
system for characterizing the evidence 
supporting the designation of a substance as 
a human carcinogen. EPA weight-of-evidence 
groupings include: 

Group A: Human carcinogen--sufficient 
evidence of carcinogenicity in humans. 
Group Bl: Probable human carcinogen-
limited evidence of carcinogenicity in 
humans. 
t;roup B2: Probable human carcinogen-
sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in 
animals. 
Group C: Possible human carcinogen-
limited evidence of carcinogenicity in 
animals. 
Group D: Not classifiable as to human 
carcinogenicity--applicable when there 
is no animal evidence, or when human or 
animal evidence is inadequate. 
Group E: Evidence ·or noncarcinogenicity 
for humans. 

2.0 Evaluations Common tc Multiple 
Pathways 

2.1 Overview. The HRS site score (S) is 
the result of an evaluation of four pathways: 

• Ground Water Migration (S..,). 
• Surface Water Migration (S...,). 
• Soil Exposure (SJ. 
• Air Migration (S.). 
The ground water and air migration 

pathways use single threat evaluations, while 
the surface water migration and soil exposure 
pathways use multiple threat evaluations. 

. Tliree threats are evaluated for the surface 
water migration pathway: drinking water, 
human food chain. and enviroruri'ental. These 
threats are evaluated for two separate 
migration components--overland/flood 
migration and ground water to surface water 
migration. T~o threats are evaluated for the 
soil exposure pathway: resident population 
and nearby population. 

The HRS is structured to provide a parallel 
evaluation for each of these pathways and 
threats. This section focuses on these parallel 
evaluations. starting with the calculation of 
the HRS site score and the individual 
pathway scores. 

2.1 .1 Calculation of HRS site score. 
Scores are first calculated for the individual 
pathways as specified in sections 2 through 7 
and then are combin.ed for the site using the 
following root-mean-square equation to 
determine the overall HRS site score. which 
ranges from 0 to 100: 

S= 

2.1.2 Calculation of potbway score. Table 
2-1. which is based on the air migration 
pathway. illustrates the basic parameters 
used to calculate,a pathway score. As Table 
2-1 shows. each pathway (or threat) score is 
the product of three "factor categories": 
likelihood of release. waste characteristics. 
and targets. '(The soil exposure pathway uses 
likelihood of exposure rather than likelihood 
of release.) Each of the three factor categories 
contains a set of factors that are assigned · 
numerical values and combined as specified 
in sections 2 through 7. The factor values are 
rounded to the nearest integer. except where 

. otherwise noted. 
2.1.3 Common evaluations. Evaluations 

common to all four HRS pathways include: 
• Characterizing sources. 

- Identifying sources (and. for the soil 
exposure pathway. areas of observed 
contamination (see section 5.0.1]). 

-Identifying hazardous substances 
associated with each source (or area of 
observed contamination). 

- Identifying hazardous substances 
available to a pathway. 

TABLE 2-1.-SAMPLE PATHWAY 

SCORE SHEET 

Factor category 
I Maxi- Value 

mum as-
value . signed 

Likelihood of RM-
1. Observed Release ... ~........ ..... ........ 550 
2. Potential to Release .............. ......... 500 
3. l.ike~hood ot Release (higher of 

lines 1 and 2) - ...... - ... ~................ 550 

Wate Chanlctllflttic:a 

4. Toxieily/ Mobllily .............................. (a) 
5. Hazardous Waste Ouanti1y ........ ~.. (a) 
6. waste Cl"laracteristics..................... 'too 

Targets 

7. Neatest Individual 
7a. Levell. ............................ ~........ .. 50 
7b. leYe/11 ....... ~ ................... ~.......... 45 
7 c. Potential Contan'Wiation ... ........ 20 
7d. Nearest Individual (higher ol 

lines 7a. 7b, or 7c)....................... 50 
8. Population 

8a. Level !......................................... (b) 
8b. Level II .. : ..... ~ ............ ~.... ......... ... (b) 
Be. Potential Contamination ........... (b) 
8d. Total Popi.Ntion (lines 

. 8a+8b+8c) .............................. :... (b) 
9. Resou-ces ........................................ 5 
1 o. Sensitive Environments............... (b) 

1 Oa. ActUal Contamination ............. (b) 
lOb. Potential Contamination ......... 1 (b) 
toe. Sensitive·Environments 

tt . =~~~J:;8d:;9:;·;·(k;j:: :~~ 
t2. Pathway Scofe is the product of Uke~hood of 

Release, Waste Characteristics. and Targets, di
vided by 82,500. Pathway scores are limited to a 
maximum ol 1 ()() points. 

• Maximum value appliM to waste characteristics 
category. The product of lines 4 and 5 iS used in 
Table 2-7 to deriYe the value tor the waste eharac· 
teristics fae1or cacegory. 

• There is no limit to the human population or 
sensitive environments factor values. However. the 
pathway score baMd solely on sensitil!e environ
ments is ~mited to a maximum of 60 points. 

• Scoring likelihood of release (or 
likelihood or exposure) factor category. 

-Scoring observed release (or observed 
contamination). 

- Scoring potential to release when there 
is no observed release. 

• Scoring waste characteristi cs factor 
category. 

-Evaluating toxicity. 
-Combining toxicity with mobility. 

persistence, and/ or bioaccuinulation 
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation) 
potential. as appropriate to the 
pathway (or threat). 

-Evaluating ha~dous waste quantity. 
...{:ombining hazardous waste quantity 

with the other waste characteristics 
factors. 

-Determining waste characteristics 
factor category value. 

• Scoring targets factor category. 
-Determining level of contamination for 

targets. 
These evaluations are essentially identical 

for the three migration pathways (ground 
water. surface water. and air). Howe\'PF. the 
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evaluations differ in certain respects for the 
soil exposure pathway. 

Section 7 specifies modifications that apply 
to each pathway when evaluatins sites 
containing radioactive substances. 

Section 2 focuses on evaluations common 
at the pathway and threat levels. Note that 
for the ground water and surface water 
migration pathways. separate scorea are 
calculated for each aquifer (Re tection 3.0) 
and each watershed (see sections 4.1.1.3 and 
4.2.1.5) when detennining the pathway scores 
for a site. Although the evaluations in section 
2 do not vary when different equifera or 
watersheds are scored at a site. the apeclfic 
fact' r values (filr example. observed release, 

hazardous waste quantity. toxicity/mobility) 
tha: result from these evaluations can vuy 
by aquifer and by watershed at the site. This 
can ·occur through differences both in the 
specific sources and targets eligible to be 
evaluated for each aquifer and watershed 
and in whether observed releases can be 
established for eacl1 aquifer and watershed. 
Such differences in scoring at the aquifer and · 
watershed level are addressed iD secllozu 3 
and 4. not"Section 2. 

2.2 Characterize sources. Source 
characterization includes identification of the 
following: 

• Sources (and areas of observed 
contamination) at the site. 

• Hazllrrloull ,;ubstances auociated with 
these sources (or areas of observed 
contamination}. 

• Pathways potentially threatened by 
these hazardous substances. 

Table 2-2 presents a sample worksheet for 
source characterization. 

2.2.1 Identify sources. For the three 
migration pathways, identify the sources at 
the site that contain hazardous substances. 
Identify the migration pathway(s) to which 
ea~ source applies. For the soil exposure . 
pathway, identify areas of observed 
contamination at the site (see section 5.0.1). 

TABLE 2-2.-SAMPL.E SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION WORKSHEET 

So\6ce: --- -

~. Sowce cimensiona and hazardous waste QUSntity. 

Hazatdous constituent quantity: -

Hazardous wastestream ~antity: __ 

Vofume: __ 

Area: __ · 

Area of obserled contamination: __ 

8. ~ substanceS associated with the source. 

lUI Surface water (SW) Soil 
1-----~ 

Gas Particulate · 
Ground water 

(GW) GWtoSW Resident Nearby 

::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::: :~=:=:::: ::::::::::::~-.::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::~:: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :~:::::::: ~-=:==~.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::= ~::::::::~:::~:::::::: 
. I 

···--···-··--·---·- --··-···--·····-··---··-·- --··················-····· ··--·······-···-·-··- ····---· .. ···--······· ............................. ---··········-········ --···--···-··- - ·--·-··--.. ··--··· 

2.2.2 /dentiiY hoza_rdl)us substances 
associated with a source. For each of the 
three migration pathways. consider those 
hazardous s-cbstances documented in a 
source (for example, by sampling. labels, 
manifests, oral or written statements) to be 
associated with that aource when evaluating 
each pathway. In some instances. a 
hazardous substance can be documented as 
being present at a site (for example, by 
labels, manifests. oral or written statements), 
but the specific source{s) contair.ing that 
hazardous substance cannot be documented. 
For the three migration pathways, in those 
i...,s:ances when the Specific soun:e(s) cannot 
be documented for a hazardous substance, 
consider the hazardous substance to be 
present in each aource at the site, except 
sources for which definitive infonnation 
indicates that the hazardous substance was 
not or could not be present. 

For an area of observed contamination in 
the soil exposure pathway. consider only 
those hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for observed contamination for that 
area (see section 5.0.1) to be associated with 
that area when evaluating the pathway. 

2.2.3 Identify hazardgus substances 
avaiioble to a pathway. In evaluating each 

migration pathway, consider the follnwing 
hazardous substances available to migrate 
from the sources at the site to the pathway: 

• Ground water migration. 
-Hazardous substances that meet the 

criteria for an observed release (see 
section 2.3} to ground water. 

-AD hazardous substances associated 
with a source with a groi!IId water 
con!ainment factor value greater than 
0 (see sec.tion 3.1.2.1). 

• Surface water migration-overland/flood 
component. 

-Hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for an observed release to 
surface water in the watershed being 
evaluated. 

-All hazardous substances associated 
with a source with a surface water 
containment factor value greater than 
0 for the watershed (see sections 
4.1.2.1.2.1.1 and 4 .1.2.1.2.2.1). 

• Surface water migration--ground water 
to surface water component. 

-Hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for an observed release to 
ground water . . 

-All hazardous substances associated · 
with a aource with a ground water 
containment factor value greater than 
0 (see sections 4.2.2.1.2 and 3.1.2.1). 

• Air migration. 
-Hazardous substances that meet the 

criteria for an observed release to the 
atmosphere. 

-A!! gaseous hazardous substances 
associated with a source with a gas 
containment factor value greater than 
0 (see section 6.1.2.1.1). 

-All p;;.rticulate hazardous substances 
associated with a source with a 
particulate containment factor value . 
greater than o (see section 6.1.2.2.1). 

• For each migration pathway, in those 
instances when the specific source(s) 
containing the haurdous substance cannot 
be documented. consider that hazardous 
substance to be available to migrate to the 
pathway when it can be associated (see 
section 2.2.2) with at least one source having 
a containment factor value greater than 0 for 
that pathway. 

In evaluating the soil exposure pathway. 
consider the rollowins hazardous substances 
available to the pathway: 
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• Soil exposure-resident papulation 
threat 

-All hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for observed contamination at 
the site (see section 5.0.1). 

• Soil exposw .. '-llearby population threaL 
-All hazardous substances that meet the 

criteria for observed contamination at 
areas with an attractiveness/ 
accessibility factor value greater than 
0 (see section 5.2..1.1). 

2..3 Likelihood of release. Likelihood of 
release is a measure of the likelihood that a 
waste has been or will be released to the 
environment The.likelihood of release factor 
category is assigned the maximum value of 
550 for a migration pathway whenever the 
criteria for an observed release are met for 
that pathway. U the criteria for an observed 
release are met. do not evaluate potential to 
release for that pathway. When the criteria 
for an observed release are not met. evaluate 
potential to release for that pathway. with a 
maximum value of 500. The evaluation of 
potential to release varies by migration · 
pathway (see sections 3. 4 and 6). 

EstabUsb an observed release either by 
direct observation of the release of a 
hazardolll substance into the media being 
evaluated (for example. surface water) or by 
chemical analysis of samples appropriate to 
the pathway being evaluated (see sections 3, 
4. and 6). The minimum standard to establish 
an observed 'release by chemical analysis is 
analytical evidence of a ha.zardous substance 
in the media significantly above the 

. background level. Further, some portion of 
the release must be attributable to the site. 
Use the criteria in Table 2-3 as the standart. 
for determining analytical significance. (The 
criteria in Table 2-3 are also used in 
establishing observed contamination for the 
soil exposure pathway. see aection 5.0.1.) 
Separate criteria apply to radionuclides (see 
section 7 .1.1). 

TAB!.£ 2- 3.-0BSERVEO RElEASE 
CRITERIA FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

s.tnple ... _t < Semple au-nutatiOn 
Limit • 

No obMrWd release is established. 
S8mple Me.urement ~ SAMPU: GUAHTlTATIOfl 

~· 
An obsefVed release is established as follows: 

• " the background concentration is not detec1ed 
(or iS lesa tt.... the detection limit), an obserwd 
release is established when the sample ~ 
urement equals or exceeds the sample quantita
tion limit• 

• H the bacl<ground concentration equals or ex· 
ceeds the detection limit. ., obserYed release iS 
established when the sample measurement is 3 
times or more above the background concentra· 
lion. 

• " the Mmflle quenli\ation limit (SOl) cannot be 
established. determined it !here is an obseNed 
release IS follows: 

-tf the sample wWys;s _, performed under the 
EPA Contract lAboratory Program, use the EPA 
conlract-required quenlit.ation limit (CROL) in place of 
the SOL 

-H the sample wWysjs is not performed under the 
EPA Contract laboratory Program, use the detection 
)imit (Dl) in ~ of the SOL 

2.4 Waste characteristics. The waste 
characteristics factor cafegory include• the 
following factors: hazardous waste quantity, 
toxicity, and as appropryate to the pathway 
or threat being evaluated, mob\lity, 
persistence, and/or bioaccumulation (or 
ecosystem bioaccwnulation) potential. 

2.4.1 Selection of substance potentia/ly 
posing greotest hazard. For all pathway• (and 
threats), select the hazardotll aubstance 
potentially posing the greatest hazard for the 
pathway (or threat) and use that substance in 
evaluating the waste characteristia category 
of the pathway (Qr threat). For the three . 
migration pathways (and threats), base the 
selection of thia hazardous substance on the 
toxicity factor value for the substance, 
combined with its mobility, persistence, and/ 
or bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccwnulation) potential factor values. as 
applicable to the migration pathway (or 
threat). For the soil exposure pathway, base 
the selection on the toxicity factor alone. 

Evaluation of the toxicity factor is specified 
in section 2.4.1.1. Uae and evaluation of the 
mobility, penistence. and/or 
bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccwnulation) potential factors vary by 
pathway (or threat) and are specified under 
the appropriate pathway (or threat) section. 
Section 2.4.1.2 identifies the specific facton 
that are combined with toxicity in evaluating 
each pathway (or threat). 

2..4.1.1 Toxicity fac~or. Evaluate toxicity 
for those hazardo111 aubstances at the site 
that are available to the pathway being 
scored. For all pathways and threats. except 
the surface water environmental threat. 

· evaluate human toxicity as specified below. 
For the surface water environmental threat. 
evaluate ecosystem toxicity as specified in 
section 4.1.4.2.1.1. . 

Establish human toxicity factor values 
based on quantitative dose-response 
parameters for the following three types of 
toxicity: 

• Cancer- -Use slope factors (also referred 
to as cancer potency factors) combined with 
weight-of-evidence ratings for 
carcinogenicity. If a slope factor is not 
available for a substance, use its EDto value 
to estima te a slope factor as follows: 

1 
Slope factor = 

6 (ED,.) 

• Noncancer toxicological respoMes of 
chronic exposure- -use reference dose (RID) 
values. 

• Noncan~r toxicological respoMes of j 
acute exposure- -use acute toxicity i, 
parameters. such as the LD.o. 

Assign human toxicity factor values to a 
hazardous substance using Table 2-4, as 
follows: 

• If RfD and slope factor values are both 
available for the hazardous substance. assign 
the substance a value from Table 2-4 for 
each. Select the higher of the two values 
assigned and use it as the overall toxicity 
factor value for the hazardous substance. 

• If either an RID or slope factor value is 
available, but not both. assign the hazardous 
substance an overall toxicity factor value 
from Table 2-4 based solely on the available 
value (RfD or slope factor}. 

• U neither an RfD nor slope factor value is 
available, a&sign the hazardous substance an 
overall toxicity factor value from Table 2-4 
based solely on acute toxicity. That is, 
consider acute toxicity in Table 2-4 only 
when both RfD and slope factor values are 
not available. 

• U neither an RfD. nor slope factor. nor 
acute toxicity value is available. assign the 
hazardous substance an overall toxicity 
factor value of 0 and UIC other hazardous 
substances for which infonnation is available 
in evaluating the pathway. 

TAB!.£ 2-4.-TOXICITY FACTOR 

EVji,LUATIOH 

Chronic Toxlc:lty (HurMn) 

Reference dose (RIO) (mg/kg.day) 

RIO < 0.0005 ............................................. .. 
0.0005 ~ AfO < 0.005 ............................ .. 
0.005 ~ RIO < 0.05 ................ - ............... . 
0.05 ~ RfO < 0.5 ....................................... . 
0.5 s RfO .................................................... .. 
RfO not 8V8ilable ........................................ .. 

Weigt\\-oi~lslope ~actor (mg/ 
kg-day)" ' 

A B c 

0.5 s $? 5 s SF SO s SF 

0.05 ~ SF 0.5 s SF 5 S SF < 
< 0.5 < 5 50 

SF < 0.05 0.05 ~ SF I 0.5 s SF 
< 0.5 < 5 

SF < o.os j SF < 0.5 

Slope Slope Slope 
fac1or not - factor not iactor not 
available. available. available. 

I 
i 

Assigned 
value 

10.000 
1,000 
100 
10 
1 
0 

Assigned 
value 

10.000 
1,000 

100 

10 

0 

• A. B, and c relet to weight-oi~ e;atego
ries. Assign ~ with ~ weight-<>!~ 
category of 0 (inadequate evidence ~ car~o
icity) or e leviOence of 1ac1t of caronogeflieity) a 
value of 0 tor carcinogenicily. 

• SF • Slope factor. 
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TABLE 2-4.- TOXICITY FACTOR EVAlUATION-CoNcLUDED 

Acute TOXIdty (Murnan) 

Oral L..Ds. (mgll!g) Oetmal L..Ds. (mg/kg) Oust or mist LC.. (mgff) 

If a toxicity factor value of 0 ia assigned to 
aU buardous substances available to a 
particular pathway (that ia, insufficient 
toxicity data 8ft! available for evaluating all 
the substances), use a deiauh value of tOO as 
the overall human toxicity factor value for a!I 
ha:tardou.. substances available to the · 
pathway. For hazardous substances having 
taable toxicity data for multiple exposura 
routes (for example, Inhalation and 
ingestion), consider all exposure routes and 
uae the highest assig;led value, regardless of 
exposure route, as the toxicity factor value. 

For HRS purposes, assign both asbestos 
.end lead (an~ its compounds) a human 
toxicity factor value of 10,000. 

Separate criteria apply for assigning factor 
va!ues for human toXicity and eccsystem 
toxicity for radionuclides (see sections 7.2.1 
and 7.2.2). 

2.4.1.2 Hazardous substance selection. 
For each hazardous substance evaluated for 
a migration pathway (or threat). combine the 
human toxicity factor value (or ecosystem 
toxicity factor value) for the hazardous 
substance with a mobility, persistence, and/ 
or bioaccumulation (0!" ecosystem 
bioeccumulation) potential factor value as 
follows: · 

• Ground water migration. 
-Determine a combined human t9x.icity/ 

mobility factor value for the hazardous 
substance (see section 3.2.1). 

• Surface w&ter migration-overland/flood 
mlgration component. 

.Oetermine a combined human toxicity I 
· persistence facto: value for the 
hazardot.-s substance for the drinlting 
water t!ueat(see section 4.1.2.2,1). 

-Determine a combined hl.illlan toxicity I 
persistence{bioaccumulation factor 
value for the hazardous substance for 
the human food chain threat (see 
section 4.1.3.2.1). 

-Determine a combined ecosystem 
tox.icity/persistence/bioaccumulation 
factor value for the hazardous 
substance for the environmental threat 
(see section 4.1.4..2.1). -

• Surface water migration-ground water to 
surface water migration component. 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
mobility/persistence factor value for 
t.~e hazardous substance for the 
d:inking water threat {see section 
4.2.2.2.1); 

-Determine a combined human toxicity I 
mobility I persistence/bioaccumula !ion 
factor value for the hazardous 
substance for the human food chain 
threat (see section 4.2.3.2.1). 

-Determine a combined ecosystem 
toxicity I mobility /persis!ence/ 
bioaccumulation factor value for the 
hazardous substance for the 
environmental t.lueat (see section 
4.2.4.2.1). . 

• Air migration. 
-Deter.nine a combined hwnan toxicity I 

mobility factor value for the hazardous 
substance (see section 6.2.1}. 

Determine each combined factor value for 
a hazardous substance by multipll>'ing the 
individual factor values appropriate to the 
pathway (or threat). For each migration 
pathway (or threat) being evaluated. select 
the hazardous substance with the highest 
combined factor value and use that substence 
in evaluating the wute characteristics factor 
category of the pathway (or threat}. 

For the soil exposure pathway. select fue 
hazardous substance with the highest human 
toxicity factor value from among the 
substances that meet the criteria for observed 
contamination fo!' the threat evaluated and 
use that substance in evaluating the waste 
characteristi.cs factor category. 

2.4.2 Hazardous wask/ quantity. Evaluate 
the hazardous waste quantity factor by first 
assigning each source (or area of observed 
contamination} a source hazardous waste 
quantity value as specified below. Sum ·these 
values to obtain the hazardous was.te 
quantity factor value for the pathway being 
evaluated. 

In evaiuating the hazardous waste quantity 
factor for the three migration pathways, 
allocate hazardous substances and 
hazardous wastestreams to specific sources 
-in the manner specified in section 2.2.2. 
except: consider-hazardous substances and 
hazardous westestreams that cannot be · 
allocated to any specific soun::e to constiMe 
a separate "unallocated soun::e" for purposes 
of evaluating only this factor for the three 
migration pathways. Do not. however, 
include a hazardous substance or hazardous 
wastestream in the unallocated source for a 
migration pathway if there is definitive 
information indicating that the substance or 
wastestream could only have been placed in 
sour::es with a containment factor value of 0 
for that migration pathway. 

In evaluating the hazardous waste quantity 
factcr for the soil exposure pathway. anocate 
to each area of observed contamination onlv 
those hazardous substances that meet the · 
criteria for observed contamination for that 
area of observed contamination and only 
those hazardous wastestreams that contain 
hazardous substances that meet the criteria 
for observed contamination for the! area of 

Gas or vapor LC.. (ppm) 
Assigned 

value 

1.000 
100 
10 
1 
0 

observed contamination. Do not coosider 
other hazardous substances or hazardous 
wastestreams at the site in evaluating this 
factor for the soil exposure pathway. · 

2.4.2.1 SlJurce hazardous waste quantitr. 
For each of the three migration pathways, 
assign a source hazardous waste quantity 
value to each source (including the 
unallocated source) having a containment 
factor value greater than 0 for the pathway 
being evaluated. Consider the unallocated 
source to have a containment factor value 
greater than 0 for each migration pathwa}'· 

For the soil exposure pathway, assign a 
source hazarrlous waste quar.'tity va!ui! to 
each area of observed ccmtarr.ination. as 
app!ieable to the !hreat beiflg evaluated. 

For all pathways. evaluate source 
hazardous waste quantity usir..g the foilowing 
four measures in the following !l:erarcby: 

• Hazardous constituent quantity. 
• Hazarrlous wastest.ream c;ua.'ltity. 
• Volume. 
• Area. 
For the unallocated source. uae only the 

first two measures. 
Separate criteria apply for assigning a 

source hazardous waste quantity value for 
radionuclides (see section 7 .2.5). 

2.4.2.1 .1 Hazardous constituent quanl.ity. 
Evaluate hazardous constituent quantity for 
the soun::e (or area of observed 
contamination) based solely on the mass of 
CERCLA hazardous substat~ces (as defjned in 
CERCLA section 101(14). as amended) 
allocated to the source {or area of observed 
cootaminatioo}. except: 

• For a hazardous waste listed pursu<"nt to 
section 3001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act. 
as amended by the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA). 42 U.S.C. 
6901 et seq~ determine its mass for the 
evaluation of this measure u folJows: 

- If the hazardous waste is listed solely 
for Hazard Code T (toxic waste), 
include only the mess of constituents 
in the hazardous waste that are 
CERCLA hazardous llibstances and 
not the mass of the entire hazardous 
waste. 

-U the hazardous waste is listed for any 
other Hazard Code (including T plus 
any other Hazard Code), include the 
mass of the entire hazardous waste. 

• For a RCRA hazardous waste that 
exhibits the characteristics identified un;l<!: 
section 3001 of RCRA. as amended. 
determine its mass for the evaiuation of th:s 
measure as fc!iows: 
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-If the hazardous waste exhibits only the 
characteristic of toxicity (or only the 
characteristic of EP toxicity). include 
only the mass of constituents in the 
hazardous waste that are CERCLA 
hazardous substances and not the 
mass of the entire hazardous waste. 

-If the hazardous waste exhibits any 
other characteristic identified under 
section 3001 (including any other 
characteristic plus the characteristic of 
toxicity [or the characteristic of EP 
toxicity]), include the mass of the 
.entire hazardous waste. 

Based on this mass. designated as·c. assign 
a value for hazardous constituent quantity as 
foUows: 

• For the migration pathways. assign the 
source a value for hazardous constituent 
quantityilsing the Tier A equation of Table 
2-5.· 

• For the soil exposure pathway, assign the 
area of observed contamination a value using 
the Tier A equation of Table 5--2 (section 
5.1.2.2). . • I 

If the hazardous constituent quantity for 
the source (or area of observed 
contamination) is adequately determined 
(that is, the total mass of aU CERCLA 
hazardous aubstances in the source and 
releases from the source tor in the area of 
observed contamination) is known or is 
estimated with reasonable confidence), do 
not evaluate the other three measures 
discussed-below. lnstead assign these other 
three meas•.ues a value of 0 f9r the source (or 
area of observed contamination} and proceed 
to section 2.4.2.1.5. · 

If the hazardous constituent quantity is not 
adequately determined, assign the source (or 
area of observed contamination) a value for 
hazardous constituent quantity based on the 
available data and proceed to section 
2.4.2.1'.2. 

TABLE 2-5.-HAzARDOUS WASTE 
QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS 

Equation 

T.er Me&Sd'e Units lor 
assigning 
value • 

A Hazar dolls lb c 
constituent 
quantity (C) 

B• Huardous lb W/5,000 
WMtestrum 
quantity (W) 

c• /ol&mM (Y) 
Landfill ..... - ............... yd' V/2,500 
Surface yd' V/2.5 

impoundment 
Surface yd' V/2.5 

impoundment 
(buried/backfiJied) 
Drums• ....................... gallon V/500 
Tanks and yd' V/2.5 
containers othef 
than dn.w'ns 
Contaminated soil ..... yd• V/2,500 
Pile .............................. yd• V/2.5 Other.: ...................... _ yd· V/2.5 

o• Atea (A) ......................... 
LandfiH ....................... tt• A/3.400 
Surface tt• A/13 

impoundment · 

TABLE 2-5.-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUAN
TITY EVALUATION EQUATIONs--Concluded 

r. I Equation 

Measure Units tor 
assigning 
value• 

r · 

Surface tt• A/13 
impoundment 

(buried/ 
backfilled) 
Land treatment .......... tt• A/270 
Plte• ............................ ·ft• A/13 
Contaminated soil ..... tt• A/34.000 

• Do not round 1o nearest integer. 
• Convert YOiume to mass When necessaty: 1 

ton-2.000 pounds~ 1 cubic yard=4 drums=200 
gaUons. . 

• H actual YOiume of drums is unavailable, assume 
1 drum=SO gallOnS. 

• Use land surface area under pile, not surface 
erea of pile. 

2.4.2.1.2 Hazardous wastestream 
quantity. Evaluate hazardous wastestream 
quantity for the source (or area of observed 
contamination) based on the mass of 
hazardous wastestreams plus the mass of any 
additional CERCLA poUutants and 
contaminants (as defined in CERCLA section 
101[33), as amended} that are allocated to the 
source (or area of observed contamination). 
For a wastestream that conSists solely of a 
hazardous waste listed pUI'lluant to section 
3001 of RCRA. as amended or that consists 
solely of a RCRA hazardous waste that 
exhibits the characteristics identified under 
section 3001 of RCRA. as amended. include 
the rr.ass of that entire hazardous waste in 
the evaluation of this measure. 

Based on this man. designated as W, 
assign a value for hazardous wastestream 
quantity as foilows: 

• For the migration pathways. assign the 
source a value for hazardous wastestream 
quantity using the Tier B equation of Table 
2-5. 

• For the soil exposure pathway. assign the 
area of observed contamination a value using 
the Tier B equation of Table 5-2 (section 
5.1.2.2). 

Do not evaluate the volume and area 
measures described below if the source is the 
unallocated source or if the following 
condition applies: 

• The hazardous wastestream quantity for 
the source (or area of observed 
contamination} is adequately determined
that is, total mass of all hazardous 
wastestreams and CERCLA pollutants and 
contaminants for the source and releasee 
from the source (or for the area of observed 
contamination] is known or ia estimated with 
reasonable confidence. 

1f the source is the unaUocated source or if 
this condition applies, assign the volume and 
area measures a value of o for the source (or 
area of observed contamination) and proceed 
to section 2.4.2.1.5. Otherwise. assign the 
source tor area of observed contamination) a 
value for hazardous wastestream quantity 
based on the available data and proceed to 
section 2.4.2.1.3. 

2.4.2.1.3 Volume. Evaluate the volume 
measure using the volume of the source (or 
the volume of the area of observed 

contamination). For the soil exposure 
pathway, restrict the use of the volume 
measure to those areas of observed 
contamination specified in section 5.1.2.2. 

Based on the v.olume. designated as V. 
assign a value to the volume measure as 
follows: 

• For the migration pathways. assign the 
source a value for volume using the 
appropriate Tier C equation of Table 2-5. 

• For the soil exposure pathway, assign the 
area of observed contamination a value for 
volume using the appropriate Tier C equation 
o!Table 5--2 (section 5.1.2.2). 

If the volume of the source (or volume of 
the area of observed contamination. if 
applicable} can be determined, do not 
evaluate the area measure. Instead, assign 
the area measure a value of 0 and proceed to 
section 2.4.2.1.5. If the volume cannot be 
determined (or is not applicable for the soil 
exposure pathway), assign the source (or 
area of observed contamination] a value of 0 
for the volume measure and proceed to 
section 2.4.2.1.4. 

2.4.2.1.4 Area. Evaluate the area measure 
using the area of the source (or the area of 
the area of observed Contamination). Based 
on this area, designated as A. assign a value 
to the area measure as foUows: · 

• For the migration pathways. assign the 
source a value for area using the appropriate 
Tier 0 equation of.Table 2-5. 

• For the soU exposure pathway, assign the 
area of observed contamination a value for 
area using the appropriate Tier D equation of 
Table S-2 (section 5.1.2.2). 

2.4.2.1.5 Calculation of source hazardous 
waste quantity value. Select the highest of 
the values assigned to the source (or area of 
observed contamination) for the hazardous 
constituent quantity. hazardous wastestream 
quantity, volume, and area measures. Assign 
this value as the source hazardous waste 
quantity value. Do not round to the nearest 
integer. 

2.4.2.2 Calculation of hazardous waste 
quantity factor value. Sum the source 
hazardous waste quantity values assigned to 
all sources (including the unaUocated source} 
or areas of observed contamination for the 
pathway being evaluated and round this sum 
to the nearest integer, except if the sum is 
greater than o. but less than 1. round it to 1. 
Based on this value, select a hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for the pathway from 
Table2~. 

TABLE 2-6.-HAZARDOUS WASTE 
QuANTITY fACTOR VALUES 

Hazardous waste quantity value 

0 ................................................................... . 
1• to 100 ..................................................... . 
Greater than 100 to 10,000 ..................... . 
Greater than 10,000 10 1,000,000 ........... . 
Greater than 1.000,000- .................... : .... .. 

0 
1. 
100 

10,000 
1.000,000 

• If the hazardous waste quantity value is 9!eater 
than 0. but less than 1, round it to 1 as specified in 
text. 

• For the pathway, if hazardous constituent quanti
ty is not ldequatety determined, assign a value as 
specified in the text do not assign 1t1e ~a!ue ol 1. 
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For a migra:ion pathway, if the hazardous 
constituent quantity is adequately 
determined (see section2.4.2.1.1) for all 
soun:u (or all portions of sources and 
releases remaining after a removal action), 
assign the value from Table 2--S as the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for the 
pathway. If the hazardous constituent 
quantity is not adequately determined for one 
or more sources (or bne or more portions of 
sources or releases remaining after a removal 
action) assign a factor value as follows: 

'! If any target for that migration pathway 
is subject to Levell or Level n concentrations 
(see section 2.5), assign either the valne from 
Table 2-6 or a value of 100. whichever is 
greater. as the bazardoiaa waste quantity 
factor value for that pathway. 

• If none of the. targets for that pathway is 
subject to Levell or Level 0 coo.centratioos. 

. assign a factor vilue u follows: 
-If there has been no removal action. 

assign either the value from Table 2~ 
or a nlue of 10, whicbner it greater, 
at the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for that pathway. 

-If theN: has been a removal action: 
- - Determine values from Table 2--S 

lrith and without constde!-ation of 
the removal action. 

- -If the value that would be assigned 
from Table 2--S without 
consideration of the removal action 
would be 100 or greater, assign 
either the value &om Table 2--S 
with c:onsideration of the removal 
action.or a value oflOO. whichever 
is greater. u the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for the 
pathway. 

--If the value that would be assigned 
from Table 2-fi without 

·consideration of the removal action 
would be less than 100, assign a 
valve of 10 as the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for the 
pathway. 

· .For the soil exposure pathway, if the · 
hazardous constihlmt quantity iJ adequately 
determined for all areas of ohserved 
contamination. assign the value from Table 
2-6 as the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value. If W! hazardous constituent quantity is 
not adequately determined for ooe or more 
areas of observed contamination, assign 
either the value from Table 2-fi or a vaiue of 
10, whichever is greater. as the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value. 

2.4.3 Waste characteristics foetor 
category value. Determine the waste 
characteristics factor category value as 
specified in section 2.4.3.1 for all pathways 
and threats.. except the surface water-human 
food chain threat and the surface water
environmental threat. Determine the waste 
characteristics factor category value for these 
latter two ti-.rea:s' as specified in section 
2.4.3.1. 

2.4.3.1 Foetor category valr:e. For the 
pathway (or threat) being evaluated. multiply 
the toxicilv or combined factor value, as 
appropriaie. from section 2.4.1.2 and the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value from 
section 1.4.1.2. subject to a maxi:n\!m product 
of 1 X1U". &sed on this .waste chaTBcteristics 
product assign a "".aste characteristics factor 

category value to the pathway {or threat) 
from Table 2-7. 

TABLE 2-7.-WASTE CHARACTERISTICS 

FACTOR CATEGORY VALUES 

Waste characteristics product 

0 .................... ·-··················-·- - ··-···-···---·· 0 
Greater than o to less than tO-.............. 1 
10 to less than f x t02 •• ••••••••.. ••. · - · ···-·-·· 2 
1 x to• 10 less than t x tO'-···-···- ·· 3 
1 x 101 10 less than 1 x 104- ·······-······--- 6 
1 X tO" to less than 1 X 10'---~---·-- 10 
1 x 1o• 10 less than t x toe ..... ·--·····-······· 18 
1X10° to less ltlln 1 X10'.- .. - - ··-·- 32 
t x to• 10 less lhln 1 x 10' .. --·-··-·-··· 56 · 
fx 10'10 leu ltwl1 x 10"····---····-· ·~·· 100 
1 X 101 to less than 1 X 10'0 ·····-··· ····· ········ 180 
1X10

10 
to less than 1 X 10'' ·· ···· ·········~····t! 320 -

1 X 1011 to less than 1 X 10'" ···············-···· 560 
1X10'*···················································:····· 1,000 

2.4.3.2 Fcc/Qr cx;tegory value. considering 
bioaccumulotion potential. For the surface 
.wa~r-human food chain threat and the 
surface water-environmental threat. multiply 
the toxicity or combined factor value, u 
appropriate, from section 2.4.1.% and the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value from 
section 2.4.2.2., subject to: 

• A maximum product of 1 X1012, and 
• A maximum product exclusive of the 

bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential factor of l XlO'. 

Based on the total waste characteristics 
product, assign a waste characteristics factor 
category value to these threats from Table . 
~~ ' 

2.5 Targets. 
The types of ta~ts evaluated include the 

follo~ing: 
• Individual (factor name varies by 

pathway and threat}. 
• Human population. . 
• Resources (these vary by pathway and 

threat). 
• Sensitive environments (included for all 

pathways except pound water migration}. 
The factor values that may be assigned to 

each type of ta1'3et have the same range for 
each pathway for which that type of target is 
evaluated. The factor value for most types of 
targets depends on whether the target is 
subject to actual or potential contamination 
for the pathway and whether the actual 
contamination is Levell or Level U: 

• Actual c:ootamination: Target is 
associated either with a sampling location 
that meets the criteria for a.n observed 
release (or observed contamination) for the 
·pathway or with an observed release based 
on direct observation for the pathway 
(additional criteria apply for establishing 
actual contamination for the human food 
chain threat in the. surface water migration 
pathway, see sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3). 
sectiollll 3 throQ8h 6 specify how to determine 
the targets associated with a sampling 
location or with an observed release based 
on direct observation. Detennine whether the 
actual contamination is Levell or Level II as 
follows: 

- Levell: 
--Media-specific concentrations for the 

target meet the criteria for an 

observed release (or ot>.erved 
contamination) for the pat!:w.'ay and 
are at or above media-specific 
benchmark values. These · 
benchmark values (see section 
2.5.2) include both screening 
concentrations and concentra tions 
specified in regulatory limits (such 
as Maximum Contaminant Level 
(MCL} values). or 

--For the human food chain threat in 
the sw1ace water migration 
pathway, concentrations in tissue 
samples from aquatic human food 
chain Ol'ianisms aN: at or above 
benchmark values. Such tissue 
samples may be used in addition tv 
media-specific concentratiQns only 
as specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 
4.2.3.3 . 

-Level 0 : 
--Media-specific concentrations for the 

target meet the criteria for an 
observed release {or observed 
contamination) for the pathway, but 
are less than media-specific 
benchmarks. If none of the 
hazardous substances eligible to be 
evaluated for the sampling location 
has an applicable benchmark, 
assign Level U to the actual 
contamination at the sampling 
location. or 

- -For observed releases based on 
direct observation, assign Level II 
to targets as specified in sections 3, 
4, and6, or 

--For the human food chain threat in 
the surface water migration 
pathway, concentrations in tissue 
samplet from aquaHc huinan food 
chain organisms. when applicable. 
are below benchmark values. 

-If a ta1'3et is subject to both Levell and 
Level II concentrations for a pathway 
(or threat}, evaluate the target using 
Levell concentrations for that 
pathway (or threat). 

• Potential contamination: Target is 
subject to a potential release (that is. target is 
not associated 11-ith actual contamination for 
that pathway or threat}. · 

Assign a factor value for individual risk as 
follows (select the highest value that applies 
to the pathway or threat): · 

• 50 points if any individual is exposed to 
Levell concentrations. 

• 45 points if any individual is expo!ed to 
Level u concentrations. 

• Maximum of 20 points if any individual 
. is subject to potential contamination. The 
value assigned is 20 multiplied by the 
distance or dilution weight appropriate to the 
pat!tw:~y. 

Assign factor values for population and 
sensitive environments as follows: 

• Sum Levell targets and multiply by 10. 
(Levell is not used for sensitive 
environments in the soil exposure and air 
migration pathways.) · 

• Sum Level U targets. 
• Multiply potential ta1'3ets by distance or 

dilution weights appropriate to the pathway. 
sum. and divide by 10. Distance or dilution 
weigl1ting accounts for diminishing exposure 
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with increasing distance or dilution within 
the different pathways. 

• Sum the values for the three levels. 
In addition. resource value points are 

assigned within all pathways for welfare
related impacts (for example, Impacts to 
agricultural land), but do not depend on 
whether there is actual or potential 
contamination. 

2.5.1 Determination of level of actual 
contamination at a sampling location. 
Determine whether Levell concentrations or 
Level II concentrations apply at a sampling 
location (and thus to the associated targets) 
as follows: 

• Select the benchmarks applicable to the 
pathway (or threat) being evaluated.· 

• Compare .the concentrations of 
hazardous substances in the sample (or 
comparable samples) to their benchmark 
concentrations for the pathway (or threat}, as 
specified in section 2.5.2. 

• Determine which level applies based on 
this comparison. 

• If none of the hazardous substances 
eligible to be evaluated for the sampling 
location has an applicable benchmark. assign 
Level n to the actual contamination at that 
sampling location for the pathway (or threat). 

In making the comparison. consider only 
those samples, and only those hazardous 
substances in the sample. that meet the 
criteria for an observed releue (or observed 
contamination) for the pathway, except: 
tissue samples from aquatic human food 
chain organisms may also be used-as 
specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3 of the 
surfai:e water-human food chain threaL If any 

. hazardous substance is present in more than 
one comparable sample for the sampling 
location, use the highest concentration of that 
hazardous substance from any of the 
comparable samples in making the 
comparisons. 

Treat sets of samples that are not 
comparable separately and make a separate 
comparison for each such sel 

2.5.2 Comparison· to benchmarks. Use the 
following media-specific benchmarks for 
making the comparisons for the indicated 
pathway (or threat): 

• Maximum Contaminant Level Goals 
(MCLGs}--ground water migration pathway 
and drinking water threat in surface water 
migration pathway. Use only MCLG values 
greater than 0. 

• Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs}
ground water migration pathway and 
drinking water threat in surface water · 
m ,,:ation pathway. 

• Food and Drug Administration Action 
Level (FDAAL) for fish or shellfish-human 
food chain threat in surface water migration 
pathway. · 

• EPA Ambient Water Quality Criteria 
(AWQC) for protection of aquatic life
environmental threat in surface water 
migration pathway. 

• EPA Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory 
Concentrations (AALAC)-environmental 
threat in surface water migration pathway. 

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS}-air migration pathway. 

• National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs}-air 
migration pathway. Use only those NESHAPs 
promulgated in ambient concentration units. 
S -<>51999 0058(03)(13-DEC-90-11:23:26) 

• Screening concentration for cancer 
corresponding to that concentration that 
corresponds to the 10-'individual cancer risk 
for inhalation exposures (air migration 
pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water 
nligration pathway: drinking water and 
human food chain threa"ts in surface water 
migration pathway: and soil exposure 
pathway). 

• Screening concentration for noncancer 
toxicological responses corresponding to the 
RfD for inhalation exposures (air migration 
pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water 
migration pathway: drinking water and 
human food chain threets in surface water 
migration pathway; and soil e:xposure 
pathway). 

Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the 
pathway (or threat) being evaluated as 
specified in sections 3 through 8. Compare the 
concentration of each hazardous substance 
from the sampling location to its benchmark 
concentration(s) for that pathway (or threat). 
Use only those samples and only those 
hazardous 1ubstances iD the sample that 
meet the criteria for an observed release (or 
observed contamination) for the pathway, 
except: tissue samples from aquatic human 
food chain organisms may be used as 
apecified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4..2.3.3. If the 
concentration of any applicable hazardous 
substance from any sllJilple equals or exceeds 
its benchmark concentration. consider the 
sampling location to be s111bject to Levell 
concentrations for that pathway (or threat).lf 
more than one benchmark applies to the 
hazardous substance, assign Level I if the 
concentration of the hazardous substance 
equals or exceeds the lowest applicable 
benchmark concentration. 

If no hazardous substance individually 
equals or exceeds ita benchmark 
concentration. but more than one hazardous 
substance either meets the criteria for an 
observed release (or observed 
contamination) for the sample (or comparable 
samples) or is eligible to be evaluated for a 
tissue sample (see sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3), 
calcufate the indices I and J specified below 
based on these hazardous substances. 

For those hazardous substances that are 
carcinogens (that is. those having a 
carcinogen weight-of-evidence classification 
of A. B. or C), calculate an index I for the 
sample location as follows: 

where: 

n 
Ct 

I= l:-
SCI 

i=l 

C, .. Concentra lion of hazardous substance i 
in sample (or highest concentration of 
hazardous substance i from among 
compa~ble samples). 

SCt=Screening concentration for cancer 
corresponding to that concentration that 
corresponds to its 10~' individual cancer 
risk for applicable exposure (inhalation 
or oral) for hazardous aubstance L 

n = Number of applicable hazardous 
substances in sample (or comparable 
samples) that are carcinogens and for 
which an SC. is available. 

For those hazardous substances for which 
an RfD is available. calculate an index J for 
the sample location as follows: 

where: 

m 
c~ 

J= r-· 
CRI 

i=1 

. C:.=Concentration of hazardous substance j 
in sample (or highest concentration of 
hazardous substance j from among 
comparable samples). 

CR1=Screenlng concentration for noncancer 
toxicological responses correSponding to 
RfD for applicable exposure (inhalation 
or oral) for hazardous substance j. 

m==Number of applicable hazardous 
substances in sample (or comparable 
samples) for which a CR1 is available. 

If either I or ) equals or exceeds 1. consider 
the sampling location to be subject to Levell 
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). If 
both l and I are less than 1. consider the 
sampling location to be subject to Level n 
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). 
If. for the sampling location. there are sets of 
samples that are not comparable, calculate I 
and ) separately for each such set, and use 
the highest ealculated values of I and ) to 
assign Level I and Level n. 

· See sections 7 .3.1 and 7.3.2 for criteria for 
detennining the level of contamination for 
radioactive substances. 

3.0 Ground Water Migration Pathway 
Evaluate the ground water migration 

pathway based on three factor categories: 
likelihood of release, waste characteristics, 
and targets. Figure ~1 indicates the factors 
included within each factor category. 

Determine the ground water migration 
pathway score (S.,.) in terms of the factor 
category values as follows: 

s ... -

where: 

(LR) (WC) (T) 

SF 

LR=Likelihood of release factor category 
value. 

WC= Waste characteristics factor category 
value. , 

T =Targets factor category value. 
SF=Scaling factor. 

Table ~1 outlines the specific calculation 
procedure. _ _ 

Calculate a separate ground water 
migration pathway score for each aquifer. 
using the factor category values for that 
aquifer for likelihood of release. waste 
characteristics. and targets: In doing so. 
include botb the targets using water from that 
aquifer and the targets using water from all 
overlying aquifers through which the 
hazardous substances would migrate to reach 
the aquifer being evaluated. Assign the 
highest ground water migration pathway 
score that results for any aquifer as the 
ground water migration pathway score for 
the site. 
INWHG CODE 1510-50-111 
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TABlE 3-1.-GRouNo WA'MR Mtsc.AllON PATHWAY ScORESHEET 

MmcilnuM Value 
value assigPeCt Fa: tor categories and iactors 

Likelhood ot Ae&eaM ao en Aqaltw: 
1. Observed P.eiease-----·--..... : ................. ---·-·-----·-·-·---·-·----·--· ....... ,. _ _____ _ .550 
2.. Potenlia.IIO Release: . 

. 2a. Cornainmeat .... - ..... - ..... _ .. ,_, ____ , ........................... : ............... - ........... - - ·--·-----....... ------ -·- 10 
2b. Net Predpilation .......... ...... ..................... _ .... __ , ................................... ; .... - ..... :,_ .......... - · ............... - ........... - ............. __ ...... .. 10 
2c. De:lth 10 Aquifer ___ , ___ .......... - .. - ...... - ....... - ...................................... _ ._ .... _ _ ... _ ........... - ...................................................... . 5 
2d. Travel ltme ...... ------------~-----·------·· .. -----· --·:·----- 35 
2e. Potential to Release (lines 2a(2b+l.:C+2d)l ............................................................. :._ .......... --.. -·-·--· .............. --........... .. 5C() 

3. likelihood of Release~ of~ 1 and 2e).- ...... - ........................ - .......... - ................................ _ , ____ .. _ ....... - ...................... : 550 
Waste ~ertMJcs: 

4. Toxicity/Mobility._ .,, .. _,_. ............ _ ..... ............. ................................ _, .. ,_,., .... - ... --.. ·--·-- .. - ·--·-.. - ... - ............................ . (aj 

5. Hazardous Waste Quantity ................................ - ................... - ·- ------- - ·---- Ia) 
6. Waste Characteristics-·--··· ........................................ _,_,,_ .... _ ..... -·--··--·--·· .. ---·--·--·- - --·-- 100 

T.-gets: . 
7. Nearest Well ......... _ ...... - ............... _ ............. - ........................................ _, ...... - ... - .. .... .... ... ____ ............ _ .. _.,,, ... ............................ .. ~ 
8. Population: • 

8a. Levell Concentrations_, ___ ,,,_ .. ,_.,,, ____________ , _____ ,~-........ _ ..... _ , ___ , ,, ___ .. ___ . ·- ------·-- ·--- (b) 
-8b. lavelll Concentrations-- ............................................. _ ................... - .......... ................ - .• ·---·--.. -··---........... -- (b) 
ec. Potential Contamination ... , ......................... - ........................................ - ................ - ................... - .. - .. _ ............... - ................. .. (b) 
8d. Population (lineS 8a+8b+8::) ... __ ,_, ......... _ ....... - ............ _ .. , .......................................... _ ....... ,_ .......... _,,_,_, _ ______ ; J>) 9. Aesou'ces .. _,, __ , __ , _____ __ , _, _____________ ______ , .. ,_ .. , ....... .... ...: ...... _ ,,, ______ ___ ________ , __ , ___ ,_, ___ ,, __ 5 

10. Wellhead Pr<*ction Alea._ .. _____ .. ,, _ __ , .. , ___ , ____ , ........ - .• · .. -·-·· .. --·-···------........ ____ ,_ ....................... .. 20 
11. Targe!s (lines 1 +8d+9+ 10).- .• -~ ................................ - ...... - .......................... - .. -·- ·- ···-- .. -·_ .. _ .... , .. _ ............. --..................... .. (b) 

GtOUitd w.-~~~grat~ott Seen tot ~n Aquifer: 
12. ~Score [(lineS 3 X~ X 11)/82,500] ' ...... _ ...... - ............................................................... - ....... - . ...... ............... , . .. _, ............. - ..... .. 100 

Gnlund. Water ~tlon hthway Seen: 
13. Palfwloay Score CS..,), (highest value from line 12 for ail aqt;;fers.ev-.~---........ _, ........... _. __ .. _____ ........................ _ ...... . 100 

3.0.1 General co:1siderations . 
3.0.1.1 Ground water target dista:1ce limit. · 

The target distance limit def.nes the . 
maximwn distance from the sources at the 
aite over which targets are evaluated. Use a . 
target distance limit of 4 miles for the ground 
water migration pathway, except when 
aquifer discontinuities apply (see section 
3.0.1.2.2). Furthermore, .consider any well with 
an observed release from a source at the site 
(see section 3.1.1) to lie within the target 
distance limit of the site, regardless of the 
well's distance from the aources at the site. 

For sites that consist 101-eJy of a 
contaminated ground water plume with no 
identifiea source, begin_measuring the 4-mile 
target distance limit at the center of the areli 
of observed ground water contamination. 
Determine the area of observed ground wa!er 
contamination based on available samples 
that meet the criteria for an observed release. 

3.0.1.2 Aquifer boundaries. Combine 
multiple aquifers into a single h yd.tolcgic =it 
for scoring Pl!fPOSes if aquifer 
inlercomtcctions can be established for these 
aquifers. 1 conlrast, rP.atrict aquifer 
boundaries if aqu:fer discontinuities can be 
establi3hed. 

3.0.1.2.1 Aquifer interconnections. 
Evaluate whether aGuifer interconnectio:-.s 
pccur within 2 miles of the sources at the site. 
Ii l~ey occur within this 2-mile dista:'lce, 
combine the aquifers having interconnections 
in scoring the site. In addition, if observed 
ground water contamination attributable to 
the sources at the site extends bayond 2 miles 
from the aources, use any locations within the 
limits of this observed ground water 
contamina:ion in evaluating aquifer 
i!lterconnections. If data are not adequate to 
£.:tablish aquifer i.o\{!rconnections, e.:e ~•ta: '! 
the aquifers as_ sepa~atc ac:;:.:iff!rs. 

3.0.1.2.2 Aquifer discontinuities. Evaluate 
. whether aiJuifer discontinuities occur wilhiD 
the 4-rr:iio! target distance limit. An aquifer 
discontinuity occurs for sco~ purposes 
onty ~ a geologic, lOP.08J'aphic. or other 
structure or feature entirely uansects an 
aquifer' within the 4-mile target distance limit. 
thereby creating a continuous boundary to 
gi'OWld water &w within thislirait. H two or 
more aquifers can be combined into a single 
hydrologic unit for IOOli.Ds .purposes. aa 
aquifer di$'continuity occurs only when the 
structure or feature eDtirety tranaecta the 
boundaries of thi1 fiftgle hydrologic unit. 

When an aquifer discontinuity is 
established within the 4-mile target distance 
limit, exclude that portion of the aquifer 
beyond the discontinuity iii eva!uatmg the 
grou.•d water migr.ation pathway. However, if 
bazardoua subst.ancea have migrated acrosa 
an apparent discontinuity within the 4-mile 
!arget distance limit. do not consider this to 
be a discontinuity in scoring the site. 

3.0.1.3 Karst aquifer. Give a karst aquifer 
that underlies any portion of the aources at 
the site special consideration in the 
evaluation of two potential to release !actors 
,(deptlt to aquifer in section 3.1.2.3 and travel 
time in section 3.1.2.4), -one waste 
c.haracteri:!tics factor (mobility in section 
3.2.1.2). and two targets factors (nearest weU 
in section 3.3.1 and potenti.1l contamination 
in section 3.3.2.4). 

3.1 Likelihood of release. For an aquifer, 
evaluate the likelihood of release factor 
c<~tegory in terms of sn observed release 
!:Jctor or a potential to release factor. 

3.1.1 Obsen:ed release. Establish an 
uoserved release to an aquifer by 
c:!:!mO:istrating tha! the site has released a 

.. hazardous substance to the aquifer. Base this 
d~r:1o:nstrztion or. cithe:-: 

• Direct observatioo-a material that 
coutai.JH one or u:ore hazardous sob!tan;:es 
has been deposited into or baa been ob5erved 
entering the aquifer. 

• CAemi.cal analysis-aD analysis of 
ground water samples from the aquifer 
iDdica!es that tbe cooceatration of hua.oodous 
auhstance(.s) haa increased significantly . 
above tJae background concentration for the 
si~ (sa section 2.3). Some portion of the 
significant increase must be attn'butahle to 
the site to establish the observed release. 
exc~ when the source itself consists of a 
ground water plume with no identified 
aomce, no separate attribution is required. 
. lf an obse~ release caD be establ:sbeo 

for the aquifer. assign the aquifer an 
observed release factor value of SSO, enter 
this value in Table 3-1. and proceed to 
section 3.1..3. If an obaerved release cannot be 
established for the aquifer. aasigo aa. 
observed release factor value of 0. e!:ter this 
value in Table 3-1, and proceed to section 
3.1.2. 

3.1.2 Potential to release. Evalu.ate 
potential to release only if an observed 
release cannot be established for the aquifer. 
Evah!ate potential to release based on four 
factors: con~i.-unent, net precipitation. depth 
to aquifer, and travel time. For sources 
overl~·L'lg karst te!Tain. give any karst aquifer 
that U.'lderHes any portion of the sources at 

. the site special consideration in evaluating 
depth to aquifer and travel time, as specified 
in sections 3.1.2.3 and 3.1.2.4. 

3.1.2.1 ContainmenL Assign a 
co::ttainment factor value from Table 3-2 to 
e11ch source at the site. Select the highest 
containment factor value assigned to those 
sources with a source hazar.doas waste 
quantity value of 0.5 or more {see section 
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2.4.2.1.5). (Do not include this minimum size 
requirement in evaluating any other factor of 
this pathway.) Assign this highest value as 
the containment factor value for the aquifer 
being evaluated. Enter this value in Table · 
$-1. 

assign It as the containment factor value for 
the aquifer being evaluated. Enter this value 
in Table ~1. 

• Determine monthly precipitation and 
monthly evapotranspiration: 

If no source at the site meets the minimum 
size requirement, then select the highest 
value assigned to the sources at the site and 

3.1.2..2 Net precipitation. Assign a net 
precipitation factor value to the site. Figure 
3-2 provides computed net precipitation 
factor values. based on site location. Where 
necessary, determine the.net precipitation 
factor value as follows: 

-Use local measured monthly averages. 
-When local data are not available. use 

monthly averages from the nearest 
National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration weather 
station that is in a similar geographic 
setting. 

TABLE 3-2.-CoNTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR .GROUND WATER MtGRATlON PATHWAY 

Assigned value 
--------------------------------------=---------------------+-----------~---------------

AI Sources (Except Surt.ce lmpoundmenta, LAnd TrNtinent, Contalnen, lnd Tlflks) 
EYidence of hazardous substance migration from 101.-ce area (i.e.. 11011rce area includes source and any 

associal«< oontainment structures). 
No liner ..................................................................................... : .................................................................................................. . 
No evidence of hazeldous substance migration from source area. a liner, Wid: 

(a) Nona of the following present (1) maintained erigina8rad cover, or (2) functioning and maintained ~ 
control system and runoff rnanagemant system. or (3) functioning leachate collectiOn and removal system 
Immediately llbo¥e liner. 

rc: z: =:::=:.a::=~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
(d) All lhrea items in (a) present plus a functioning ground water monitoring system ................................................. . 
(e) All ilems in (d) present. plus no beAk or non-oontaineriZed liquids nor materials c:ontanng free liquids 

deposiled in source area. -
No evidence o1 hazardous substance migration from source area. double liner with functioning leachate collection 

and removal system alxNe and betMen liners. tunclioning ground water monitoring system. Wid: 
(I) Only one of the foGowing deficiencies present in containment (1) ~ oi noncontainerized liQuidS or 

materials c:ontairing free tiquids deposited in .ource .,..., or (2) no or nonlunetioning or nonmaintained run
on control system and MIOif management system, or (3) no or nonmail'ltained engineered COYer. 

(g) Nona ot the deficiencies in (I) ~t ....................................................................................... _ ..................... _ ....... . 
Source area inside 01 under mainiainad inlll<:t structure that prOYides protection from precipitation so that neither 

NnOff nor leachate il generated, liquids or materials oontaining frae liquids not deposited in source area. and 
tunctioning and ~ run-on control present. 

Surf-~ment 
Evidence of hazardous substance migration ~ aurface impoundment ..................... - ................................................. .. 
No liner ............................................................................ ~ ................................... - .................................................................... .. 
Free-liquids present with either no diking. unsound diking, or <iking that ill not~ in$peeted and maintained .. 
No evidence of l'laZ*dous substance migration from IUiface impoundment, free liquidS present, sound diking that 

is regularly inspected and maintained, adequate freeboard, MKI. 
(a) Liner .................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
(b) Liner with funCtioning leachate collection and removal system below liner, and functioning ground water 

monitoring system. 
(c) Double liner with fl.wlctioning leachate collection and removal system between liners, and functioning ground 

water monitoring system. 
No evidence of haWdou5 SIAlstance migration from turfac. impoundment lnd a1 tree liquids eliminated at 

closure (either by removal of liquids or solidification of remaining wastes IIICI waste residues). 

Lar1d Tratment 
Evidence of hazardous SIAlstance migration from land treatment zone ........................ - ..................... : ... - ..................... . 
No functioring. maintained, run-on comrol and runoff management system ............................................ - .................... .. 
No evidance of hazardous Sltlstance migration from land treatment zone and: 

(a} ~unctioc'oinQ and maintained run-on control and NnOfl management ~ ................................................... - .... . 
(b) Functioning and maintained run-on oontrol and runoff management system, and vegetative OCN« 

established over entire land treatment Mea. 
(c) Land 1reatment area maintained in c:ornp4ianoe With 40 CFR 264.280 ............. _ .. ., ................................................. . 

' 

10 

10 

10 

9 
7 
5 
3 

3 

0 
0 

10 
10 
10 

9 
5 

3 

Evaluate using AlA MUn:eS criteria (with no :IUik 
or tree liquid deposited). 

10 
10 

7 
5 

0 



------------~--~~-----------------~---------------------+~~-----
Assigned value 

AA.conlainers buried, ______ _ ,.: ..... - - ·--- ····-·····-·--·--·-·········-·-···--- -··--·····- ····-·-···--·- ··---···--·----· ~ate using All eourees crilllria. 
Evidence ol·haZardous substance migration from con~ 1188 (I.e., container area inc:ludes oontainels llld any 10 

anociated containment struCtures). . ' 
No liner (or no essentially~ base) under container .,U._ ................... , ................ .: .. _______ _,_, . ..;.. .. ___ _ 
No diking (or no similar structure) IUITounding container area ··--····-······-··-·-···· .. ··- ·-···-·-··-···-·-.. ·---·.:.... : . 
Diking surrounding com.iner area i.ln~ or ~ regularly inspected and mairrtained _ .................... ,, ... -.: ....... ~~·-
No evidence of hazardous Ulstance migration from container area. container area surrounded by SOuod l'lking 

1!'\ll is Tfi!Pal1y inspected and Tnlin\ained, .rid; · . . ' . 
. (il) Liner (or essentially impeTW)ua base) under container .,.. _ ...... : .... : ................. ~ ............... _.~ .......... .: ........ - .. ... 

(b) ~ .imparvioua base under container area with liquids collection and removal system~ ..... : ................... . 
(c;) Conlairvnent systeril includes IS&entially irnperYioua ba&e; .iqllld$ colec:tion iystem, IUftil;ient QIP8Cily to ·. 

contain 10 percem of volume 91 II conlainers, and functioning 8lld mainlained TUn-On control,- pus. . . 
. ll.flctioning·ground water ~libing fYSU!III, lnd api.1EtCf or-leaked·~ IUbstances arl6 .:cumulated 
~lion ~ in timely l"'llnnMM( to prevent ~ Of collection system,.at least weet<o"Y .illspeclion of 
~ llazardous ~ in leaking or deteriorating OOI'IIainers trarlstMed to comainels in goOd 
cond:tion, lnd containefs sealed excepit when waste is lidded or rei!ICMid. . . · 

(d) Free liquids f)leSellt. ~ syste:n has iufficient capacity to ~.old total vo~ume· 01 all c:ontainefs anct 
to provide adequate fTeetJowd, · tingle liner under COII18iner area with lunc:tiOning' leachate eollec1ion ln!J: - . 
""-a! system below liner, lnd functiOning ground wateT mOnitoring system. : .• · · 

(e) Slme as (d) ucept double 1ner under container lr88 with functioning leachate collection and removal. 
system between liner$. · · · · · · · . .. . · . 

10 
10 
10 . 

. e 
7 
5 

5 

3 

0 

. . 

CorUiners inside or under maintained intaCt 11r11eture that provide$ protectien from lQCipitation 10 1hat neitheJ 
runoff l'oOf leachate ~ be generallld tom any unsealed or ruptured contamtn, iquids or materials 
containing free tiquids not deposited in fll'fl conlainer, and functioning and maintained run-oft control ~ 

No evidence of hllzMdoul IUbstance migration' from container area. ccnlainers ~ and II fTee lquids Evaluate using AI eoun:es criteria (with no bulk · 
eliminated at ctosuTe (either by remOval of liquid or 801idification ol Temaining wastes 8nd waste residUes). or tree liquid depOSited). 

Tar~k . . 

Below-ground tanlc .... - ............. : ....... .: .. ., ............ - ................................................................................................... - ......... .:...... Evaluate using AI80UI'CIIS criteria. 
E~ of hazardOus IUbstance migralicll trom lank area (Le., tank area includes lank,. anc:illa~y equipment 10 
~as piping. lnd any IISSOCiated ~ sWc:tures). . . . . . 

Tank and enciUary equipment not provided with secondary containment {e.g.. rmer under tank area. vault system, 
dcWie wall). . . 

· No diking (or no similar a1ruc~Ure) uraunc:ling tank ~ ancillary equipmeflt,. ............. - ............ - .... .: .... :. ... ~---··.:.. .. .. 
Oikif!!IIUI'I'CiJncing ·tilnk llld ilnciltary ecppmem unsound or not ~ inspected and maintained ........................ .. 
No 8Yidenoe of hazardous· Nl6tani:e migration· tom lank area. tank and lflCillarY equipment surroonded by 

tctl'ld dilQng that is ~ ~ and maintained, Mid. . . . .. 
(a) Tank and lnCillary ~ prcMded with sec:ondary containment ..... - .... --.................................................... . 

. (b) Tank ar.d .oollat"y equipment provided with NCOildary ccntainment with leak ~ection and ccllec1ion 
tyStein. : . 

~C) Tank and ancillary ~ provided with secondary ccntainment system lhal detects ar.d ccllects spilled 
or laalled hazardous subi1ances and IICCU'Illllated precipitation and has sufficient capacity to contain 11 o 
percent of volume of largest tank -within ccntalnment area. ·spilled or leaked hazardous IUbstances and 
IICCIITI'IUiated precipitation removed In timely .manner, lit least weekly inspection of tank and ~ 

. containment system. alleaking or unfit-for-use tank systems promptly responded to. and~ ground 
.,... mollitoliolg system. 

· (d) .Containment system has sufficiei,t capacity to held ·VOlume of all tanks withiti tank containinent area and to 
proVide 4ldeQuate treeboard, singie lineT under that ccntainment area with functionirig leachate ccAection afld 
remov• system below liner, and fur1c:tiOOOg grour.d water monitoring SystenL 

(e) Same as (d) except ·dcWie lineT under tank containment area with functioning .leachate collection and 
removal ~ befW8e11 liners. . . . . 

Tank is above ground, end inside or under malnlained intact structure that prOYides prolec1ion from precipitation 
10 1hat neilher runoff nor l8act\ate WOIAd be generated from any material released from twak, liquids or 
materials containing free liquids not· depOsited in arry tank, and fun¢oning and maintainei:l Nrl-011 control 
pr~ . 

10 

tO 
10 

9 
7 

5 

5 

3 

0 
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- Wben meastared monthly 
evapotranspiration is not available. 
calculate monthly potential 
evapotranspiration {E.) as follows: 
E. = 0.6 F1 (10 TdW . 
where: 
Et=Monthly potential 

evapotranspiration (inches) for 
month I. 

F1=Monthly latitude adjusting value 
for month i. 

T1=Mean monthly temperature (•C) 
for month i. 

12 
I= :I (TtfSJL>U 

i = l 

a = 6.75X10-1 P-7.71X10-' 17+ 
1.79 X 10- 2 I +0.49239 

Select the latitude adjusting value for each 
month from Table 3-3. For latitudes lower 
than so• North or 20• South. detennine the 
monthly latitude adjusting value by 
interpolation. . 

• Calculate monthly net precipitation by 
subtracting monthly evapotranspiration (or 

~monthly potential evapotranspiration) from 
monthly precipitation. If evapotranspiration 
(or potential evapotranspiration) exceeds 
precipitation for a month. assign that month a 
net precipitation value of 0. 

• Calculate the annual net precipita tion by 
summing the monthly net precipitation 
values. 

• Based on the annual net precipitation. 
assign a net precipitation factor value from 
Table3-4. 

Enter the value assigned from Figure 3-2 or 
from Table 3-4. as appropriate, in Table 3-1. 

TABL£ 3-3.-MON'll4LY lATITUDE ADJUSTING VAWEsa 

lalilude~ 
(degrees) Jln_ Feb. M8rch 

~ 50 N 0.74 0.78 1.02 
45 N 0.80 0.81 1.02 
40N 0.84 G.83 1.03 
35N 0.87 0.85 1.03 
30N 0.90 0.87 1.03 
20N 0.85 0--90 1.03 
10 N 1.00 o.sn 1.03 

0 1.04 0.94 1.04 
10 s 1.08 0.97 1.05 
20S .1.14 !).99 1.05 

TABL£ 3-4.-NET PRECIPITATION FACTOR 
VALUES 

o_ .... - .. .: .................. - ................ -............. o 
Greater than 0 to 5 _ ....... - .................. 1 
.Gnlater .-.., 51o 15-.......... _ .. __ _____ ,,, 3 
Greater...., 15 to 3() ___ .,,............... ..... . 6 
Gnlater than 30 _ .................... _______ , ,__ 10 

3.1..2.3 Depth to aquifer. Evaluate depth 
to aquifer by determining the depth from the 
lowest known point of hazardoUJ substances 
at a site to Ute top of the aquifer being . 
evaluated. considerina all layers in thai 
interval. Meastare the depth to an aquifer u 
the distance from the surface to the top of the 
aquifer minus the distance from the surface 
to the lowest lcnown point of bazardo~ 
substances eligible to be evaluated for that 
aquifer. In evaluating depth to aquifer in 
karst terrain. assign a thickness of 0 feet to a 
karst aquifer that underlies imy portiou of the 
sources at the site. Based on the calculated 
depth. auign a value from Table 3-S to the 
depth to aquifer fact.or. 

Determine the depth to aquifer only at 
locations within 2 miles of the sources at the 
site~ except: if observed ground water 

- -,.---~,..,:._,-
Month 

""" May June J!Ay August "Sept Oct Nov. Dec. . 
1.15 1.33 1.38 1.37 
1.13 1.28 1.29 1.31 
1.11 1.24 1.25 1.27 
1.09 1.21 1.21 1.23 
1.08 1.18 1.17 1.20 
1.05 1.13 1.11 1.14 
1.03 1.08 1.06 1.oil 
1.01 1.04 1.01 1.04 
0.99 1.00 0.96 1.00 
0.97 0.96 0.91 0.95 

-

contamination attributable to sources at the 
site ex tends more than 2 miles beyond these 
sources. use any location within the limits of 
this observed ground water contamination 
when evaluating the depth to aquifer factor 
for any aquifer that does not have an · 
observed release. If the necessary JeOiogic 
infonnation is available at multiple locations. 
calculate the depth to aquifer at each 
location. Use tbe location having the smallest 
depth to uaian the factor value. Enter this 
valoe in Table 3-i. 

TABL,E 3-5.-DEPTH TO AQUIFER FACTOR 
VALUES 

Depth to aquifer • (feet) 

· Less than or equal to 25 .......................... . 
Greater than 25 10 250 ............................. . 
Greater than 250 ....................................... . 

5 
3 
1 

• use depth 01 .. lay.s between the hazardous 
~and~- A5. ' i"' a lhi.ckness 01 0 teet 
to .nt ~ aquifer that undenies .nt portion ·o1 the 
sources at the Site. · 

3.1.2.4 Travel lime. Evaluate the travel 
time factor based oR the geolQSic materials in 
the interval between the· lowest known point 
of ha:urdou aubsta.ncea at the site and the 

1.25 1.06 0.92 0.76 0.70 
1.21 1.04 0.94 0 .79 0.75 
1.18 1.04 0.96 0.83 0.81 
1.16 1.03 0.97 0.89 0.85 
1.14 1.03 0.98 0.89 0.88 
1.11 1.02 1.00 0.93 0.94 
1.07 1.02 1.02 0.98 0.99 
1-04 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.04 
1.02 "1.00 1.06 1.05 1.09 
0.99 1.00 1.08 1.09 1.15 

top of the aquifer being evaluated. Assign a 
value to the travel time factor as follows: 

• If the depth to aquifer (see section 3.1..2.3) 
is 10 feet or less. assign a value of 35. 

• If, for the interval being evaluated. all 
layers that underlie a portion of the sources 
at the site are karst. assign a value of 35. 

• Otherwise: 
-Select the lowest hydraulic conductivity 

layer{s) from within the above interval. 
Consider only layers at least 3 feet 
thick. However, do not consider layers 
or portions of layers within the first 10 
feet of the depth to the aquifer. 

-Determine hydraulic Cl)nductivities for 
individual layers from Table 3-6 or 
from in-situ or laboratory tests. Use 
representative, measured. hydraulic 
conductivity values whenever 
available. 

-If more than one layer has the same 
lowest hydraulic conductivity, include 
all such layen and sum their 

. thicknesses. Assign a thickness of 0 
feet to a karst layer that underlies any 
portion of the sources at the site. 

-Assign a value from Table 3-7 to the 
travel time factor. based on the 
thickness and hydraulic conductivit) 
of the lowest hydraulic conductivity 
layer(s). 
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TABlE 3-6.-HYORAUUC C0HoucTMrt ~GEOLOGIC MATERIALS 

Type of material 

Clay, 1ow penneabilib' 1ill (<:ompad nacued till): shale; untractured ~ and v-- rocks ·- ·- · ·····- ------ ··------ - · 
Silt; loesses; -slty clays; ~ that •• predomioantly sills; modefalely pet'l'lleable • (line-grained,; -.olidaled till, Of compact till wilt! 

some ~; low ~ 1mestones and dolomites (no "-sl); low peniJeabilicy a.1C1stone; ~ permeabilily hcluiiiCI v- IIIII 
~hie rocks .... _ .. _ .. ____ , _ _ , ..... ___ ............... k ...... _ .... - . ... - ...... , ..... · .... .... _ .... ,_ .. _ ... .... . .... ....... ........ --- ---.. ·---i 

Sands; sandy .silts; aedirilents ~ - pedominantly aand; highly 9911Mabllt • ~liAed, unalflliiOicSII Of c:ompa;:t ..s ~ ~ 
· peat;· moderately permeable ilnestones lnd dolomites (no ~ IIIOd8nd6l)' penl!l!lilble audslone; ·IIIOderately ~ JracWred igneous 

,. lnd tllllamofphiefOdtl __ ,. ___ ,, _ , _ __ ,,_, ............ - ... _______ _____ _.....__,_ 

Gravel; dean and;...., piRII8able ncturec:Hgneous and rne\lmOipllic ~ penR8IIble basall;..._lillleslones ard dclonllles---·----
--------------------------------------------·------. • Do not round tD fteatelt integer. 

TABLE 3-7.-TRAVEl. TIME FACTORVAWEs• 

Hydraulic conduc:tMiy (an/sec) Greater Grealsr 
than 3 10 11w1 sao 

s 100 

Greater 
tt.lSOO 

Great• 111M or~ to -w-•-----·--......... -....................... ___ .............. _ _ _ __ . ------.. --.. -·-· 35 
35 
15 
5 

35 
25 
15 
s 

3S 
tS . 

25 
15 
5 
1 

Less llwl tO-~ to 1071 
.... - ..... ..:. .. .. - ........ - -----·· ·-----.............. .. 

Less than to-• to to··- ·--- ---:...-... ...... - ........ .... ............. _ ............ _, ______ ; _______ ,, _______ .. 5 
less.than to-•..,.--- ·----·.:.. .. ___ : __ ______ .. : ..................... __ ,,.,,,_, .. ,_ .. ______ :_ ......... ...;.. .. _. ____ ,.,.._ ........ . 1 

Determine travel time only at locations 
within 2 miles of the so-.uces at the aite, 
except: ·if observed· ground ... ater · · 
contamination attributable to sources at the 

. site exten<k more tnllfl 2 miles beyond these 
sources. use any location within the iimits of 
this observed ground water contamination 
when evaluating the travel time factor for any 
aquifer th!!t does not have an observed 
release. If the necessary subsurface geologic 
lrJor:natioo ia available-at multiple locations, 
evaluate the travel time factor at each 
location. Use the location having the highest 
travel time factor value to aSIIign .the factor 
value for the aquifer. Enter this value in 
Table 3-1. 

· 3 .1.2.5 Calculation of ~ntial to releasf! 
factor valoe. Sum the factor va lues for net 
precipitation. depth to aquifer, and travel 
time, and maltiply this sum by the factor 
value for containment Assign this product as 
the' potential to release factor value for the 
aquifer. Enter this value in Table 3-1. . 

3 .1.3 Calculation of like!ibood of rekase 
factor CG!egory value. If au observed release 
is established for an aqnifel', •ssiBJl the 
observed release factor wue of !i50 aa the 

likelihood of release factor category value for 
·that aquifer. Otherw'.se, assigll the potential 
to release factor-value for that aquiferes the 
likelihood of release value. Enter the value 
aasigned in Table 3-L 

3.2 Waste characteristics. E\(Bloate the 
waste characteristics factor category for an 
aquifer ba$ed on two ladora: toxicity I 
mobility and hazardous waste quantity. 
Evaluate only those hazardous substances 
available to migrate from the sources at the 
trite to ground water. Soch hazardous 
s11bstances include: 

• Hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for an-observed releaie to ground 
water. 

• All hazardous substances associated 
with a souree that haa a ground water 
con,tainmen! factor value greater than 0 (see 
aections 2.2.2. 2.2.3, and 3.1.2.1 ). 

3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. For each 
hazardous substance, assign a toxicity factor 
value, a mobility factor value, and a 
combined toxicity/mobility factor value as 
specified in the foUowiDg sections. SeleCt the 
tox.icity/m&bility factor value for the aquifer 
being evaluated aupecified in &eetico 3.2.1.3. 

3.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a tmdcity factor 
value to each haardous substance as 
specified in Section :.u:.L 

3.2.12 Mobility. Assign a mObility factor 
value to each hazardous substance for the 
aquifer being evaluated as follows: 

•. For any hazardous substance that meets 
the criteria for an observed release by 
chemical analysis to one or more aquifers 
lmderlying the sources at the site. regardless 
of the aqUifer being evaluated, assign .a 
mobility factor value of 1. 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for aD observed release 
by chemical analysis to at· least one of the 
aquifers. assign that baurdous substaDce a 
mobility factor value from Table H for the 

. aquifer being e\>aluated. based on its water 
solubility and distribution .coefficient {1<..). 

• Ir the hazardous .ubstance cannot be 
assigned a mobility factor value because data 
on its water solubility or distribution 
coefficient are DOt available, use other 
hazardous substances for which infonnation 
is available iD evaiuatiag the pathway. 

TABlE 3-8.-GRouND WATER Mo8UJTY fACTOR VALUES • 

· DislrtJution eoelficiel1t (I(J tml/g) 
Wa!er SOiubi!ity (mgll) 

Karsl• s.IO >10 to 
1.000 > 1,000 

Present as IQuid • - .............................................. --...... _ ..... .... - ·-·-·- -··- ·--- - ·- ··-··-- - - ---·- ·-··-- -·-- - · ..... . t 1 0 .01 !:1.0001 
Greater than 100 .............................................................................. - -·-- --- ----·--------·- --- - - .. ·-· 1 t C.01 0.0001 
<.;rea!er than 1 to 100 ............................................. _ ....................... --·--·--·--·- ·---- ·- - - · _ _ .. . 0.2 C.2 0.002 2x1o· • 

~::::., ~ :!.,t~to-:ii1-::::~::~::::::~::::::~::::=::=:: :~:~~:::::=::::=:::-~:::=~:==:==-=-::::::::::::;==.::::::::, 0.002 0.002 2x1o·• 2x10" ' 
2xto-• 2x11)- • 2x1o· • 2x10-• 

· • Do· not round to .,_est integer. 
• u~ if the hazardous substance is present <Y. deposited as a liquid. 
• Use ~ !he er'..ire interval from the source to tr.e aquifer being evaluated is karst. 
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• U none of the hazardous substances 
eligible to be evaluated can be assigned a 
mobility factor value. use a default value of 
0.002 as the mobility factor value ·ror all these 
hazardous substances. . 

Determine the water. solubility to be used 
in Table 3-8 for the hazardoui substance as 
follows (use this same water solubility for all 
aquifers): 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis, if the hazardous 
substance is present or deposited as a liquid. 
use the water ·aolubility category "Present as 
Liquid" in Table 3-8 to assign the mobility 
factor value to that hazardous subsfance. 

• Otherwise: 
-For any hazardous substance that is a 

metal (or metalloid) and that does not 
meet the criteria for an observed' 
release· by chemical analysis, establish 
a water solubility for' the hazardous 
substance as follows: 

- -Detennine the overall range of water 
solubilities for compounds of this 
hazardous substance (consider all 
compoiinds for which adequate 
water solubility information is 
available, not just compounds 
identified as present at the site). 

- -Calculate the geometric mean cif the 
highest and the lowest water 

· solubility in this range. 
--use 'this geometric mean as the water 

solubility in assigning the 
hazardous substance a mobility 
factor value &om Table ~. 

-For any other hazardous substance 
(either organic or inorganic) that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed 

release by chemical analysis. use the 
water solubility of that hazardous 
substance to assign a mobility factor 

·value ·frOm Table 3-8 to the hazardous 
substance. 

F. or the aquifer being evaluated. determine 
the distribution coefficient ~ be used in 
Table 3-8 for the hazardous substance as 
follows: · 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis. if the entire interval 
from a aource at the site to the aquifer being 

. evaluated Is karst use the distribution 
coefficient category "Karst" In Table ~ in 
assigning the mobility factor 'value for that 
hazardous substance for that aquife'):. 

• Otherwise: · 
-For any hazardous substance that is a 

metal (or metalloid) and.that does not 
meet the'criteria for an observed 
release by chemical analysis, use the 
distribution coefficient for the metal or 
(metalloid) to assign a mobility factor 
value from Table 3-3 for that 
hazardous substance. 

-For any other inorganic hazardous 
substance that does not meet the 
criteria for an observed release by 
chemical analysis: use the distribution 
coefficient for that inorganic 
hazardous substance, if available, to 
usign a mobility factor value from 
Table 3-a U the distribution coefficient 

. is not available. use a default value of 
"less than 10" as the distribution 
coefficient except: for asbestos use a 
default value of "greater· than 1,000" as 
the distribution coefficient. 

-For any hazardous substance that is 
organic and that does not meet the 
criteria for an observed release by 
chemical analysis. establish a· 
'distribution coefficient for that 
hazardous substance as follows: 

--Estimate the .k4 range for the 
hazardous substance usin~r the 
following equation: 
I<..=-£Koc)(f,) 
where: 
J<.c=-Soil-water partition coefficient 

for organic carbon for the 
hazardous substance. 

f,=-Sorbent content (fraction of 
clays plus organic carbon) in 
the subsurface. 

--Use f. values of 0.03 and 0.77 in the 
above equation to establish the 
upper and lower values of the I<.s 
range for the hazardous substance. 

--Calculate the geometric mean of the 
upper and lower I<.s range values. 
Use this geometric mean as the 
distribution coefficient in assigning 
the hazardous substance a mobility 
factor value from Table 3-a 

3.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/ mobility 
factor value. Assign each hazardous 
substance a toxi¢.ty /mobility factor value 
from Table 3-9, based on the values assigned 
to the hazardmu aubstance for the toxicity 
and mobility factors. Use the hazardous 
substance with the highest toxicity/mobility 
factor value for the aquifer being evaluated to 
assign the value to the toxicity/mobility 
factor for that aquifer. Enter this value in 
Table 3-1. 

TABLE 3-9.-TOXICJTY/MOBIUTY FACTOR VALUES • 

Mobility tactor value 
10.000 

1.0 10,000 
0.2 2,000 

0,01 100 
0.002 20 

0.0001 1 
·2x10-• 0.2 
2x1o-• 0.002 
2x1o-• 2lt1o- • 

• Do not round to nearest integer. 

3.2.2 Hazarrious waste quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for the 
ground water pathway (or aquifer) as 
specified in section 2.4.2. Enter-this value in 
Table 3-1. 

3.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 
factor categOry value. Multiply the toxicity I 
mobility and hazardous waste quantitY factor 
values. subject to a maximWJI product of 
1 x to•. Based on thi1 product, assign a value 
from Table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the waste 
characteristics factor category. Enter this 
value in Table 3-1. 

3.3 Targets. Evaluate the targets factor 
r.ategory for an aquifer based on four factors: 

Toxicity factor value 

1,000 100 10 1 0 -
1,000 100 10 1 0 
200 20 2 0.2 0 
10 1 0.1 0.01 0 
2 0.2 0.02 0.002 0 

0.1 0.01 0.001 1ll1o-• 0 
0.02 0.002 2x1o-• 2X1o-• 0 

2x1o- • 2x1o- • 2x10-• 2x10- f 0 
2x10-• 2x1o-• 2x1o-• 2lC1o- • 0 

--

nearest well, population. resources. and 
Wellhead Prole<. ' ion Area. Evaluate these 
four factors based on targets 'within the target 
distance limit specified in section 3.0.1.1 and 
the aquifer boundarie1 specified in section 
3.0.1.2. Detennine the targets to be included 
in evaluating these factors for an aquifer as 
specified in section 3.0. 

3.3.1 Nearest well. In evaluating the 
nearest well factor. include both the drinking 
water wells drawing from the aquifer being 
evaluated and those drawing from overlying 
aquifers aa specifi.ed in section 3.0. Include 
standby wells in eval~ating this factor only if 

they are used for drinking water supply at 
least once every year. 

U there is an observed release by direct 
observation for a drinking water well within 
the target distance limit. assign Level 0 
concentrations to that welL However, if one 
or more temples meet the· criteria for an 
observed release for that welL determine If 
that well is subject to Level r or Level n 
concentrations as specified in aections 2.5.1 
and Z.S.2. Use the health-based benchmarks 
from Table 3-1{) in determining the level of 
contamination. 

Assign a value for the nearest well factor 
as follows: 



. . • If one or more drinking .wa~r wella ia 
aubject to Level I c:Oneentraticins, assitn a 
valueofso. · · 

• If not..but if one or more drinking water 
wells is subject to Level D concentrations, 
assign ·a value of 45. . . . 
· • .U none of the ~ns water wells ia 
subject to Level I or Level n concentrations. 
assign a value as follows: · · · · 

-If one of the qet aquifers is a karst 
aquifer that un~es.any portion of 
the sources at the site and any well 
draw• drinkins water from this karst 
aquifer within the target distance limit. 
ueign a value of 20. . · · · 

-If not. determine the ·shortest distance 
to uy drinldns water "well. .. 
measured from any source at the site 
with a pound- W!lter containment · . 
factor value greater than 0. Select a 

. value from Table $-11 based on this 
·. _diatance. Assisn it ~s the value fof th~ 
. nearest well factor. · · 

· Enter the value assisned to the nearest well 
factor in Table 3-1. · · 

. TABLE 3-10.-HEALTH-BASED BENCH

MARKS FOR HAzARDoUS SUBsTANCES 
IH·ORlNKING WATE;R 

• eono.mration OOITespouding 10 ~ 9on
t.minant l.ellel (UCl). 

• -Concen1ralion COfl'8sponclng to • I'IOI1Z8IO MIW
mum ContanWiant levlil Goal (NC(G). 

• Scnlening ooncenlralion for c:ancar OOIT~ 
to that concentration 1hat 001responds to .lhe 1 o-• 
~ cancar risk for oral apoans.-

• SCrt!8ning c:oooenvation for nonc..lC8r toxicologi
cal responses coti:esponc~IQ to 1he R~ 
Dose (RIO) fot 01'81 ecpo81.nS.' . 

_TABLE 3-11.-N~EST WELL -FACTOR 
VALUES 

LAMJII ~allons"-.. -................. 50 
L.e.l8l a coiloentralions - .... :. ........ ~... .. •s 
0 to~ : ........... - - ......................... : ..... - -.. 20 
Grellta' 1han ~ 10 ~---......... ............. 18 
Great. 1han ~ 10 1---·-"""'- - ·- ·... 9 
Greater than 1 to 2 _ ,._ ,_, ............ - -.... 5 

Gnlater than 2 10 3 - ·----·---- - ·- .. 3 
G~eater 1han 3 10 • _ ...... - ... - ......... _ , 2 . . 
Greater than .o&.. ... : _ ........................... :...... 0 

• DistanCe does not apply. 

3.3.2 Population. In evaluating the 
population factor. include thoK >'!J'Sona 
served by .drinking water wells within the 
qet distance limit specified ia aection 
3.CU.1. For the aquifer betns'evaluated, count 
those persons served by wells in that aquifer 
and those persons served by well• in· 
overlying aquifers u apecified in section 3.0. 
Include residents. students, and workers. who 

tf:8Ularly uae the. water. Exclude transient .. 
populaiiolis such as cuitomeia and travelers 
paasing through the area. Evaluate the 
population based on the location of the water 
supply wells. not on the location of 
residences. work places, etc. When a standby 
well is maintained on a regular basil .0 that 
water can be withdrawn. include it in 
evaluatins· the population factor. 

In estimatins residential population. when 
the estimate ia based on the number of 

· realden~ multiply each residence by the 
average number of persons per residence for 
the county in which the residence ia located. 

In determining the population served by a 
we'll. if the water from the well iJ blended 
with C?ther water (for example, water from 
other ground water wells or 1\lrface water 
intakes), apportion the total population 
regularly served by the blended system to the 
well based on the well's relative contribution 
to the' total blended iyatem. ~ .estimating the · 

· well's relative contribution. assume each well 
and intake contributes equally and apportion 
the population accordingly; except if the 
relative contribution of any one well or 
intake exceeds 40 percent based on average 
annual pumpage or capacity, estimate the 
relative Contribution of the wells -and intake• 
contiderins the following data. if available: 

• Average annual pumpage from the ground 
water wells and surface water intaku in the 
blended system: 

• Capacities of the wells and intalces in the 
blended system. ·· · 

For &}Stems with. standby ground. water 
wells or standby surface water intakes, 
apportion the total population regularly 
served by the b~ende4 system as described 
above. except: 

• Exclude standby surface water intakes in 
apportioning the population. 

• When using pumpage data for a standby 
ground water well. use average pumpage for 
the period during which the atandby well is 
used rather than average annual pumpage. 

• For that portion of the ~otal population 
that could be apportioned to a standby 
ground water well. assign that portion of the 
population either to that atandby well or. to 
the other ground water well(s) and surface 
water intake( a) that serve that population; do 
not assign that portion of the populatiOn both 
to the standby well and to the other well(s) 
and intake(s) in the blended system. Use the 
apportioning that results in the highest 
population factor value. (Either include all 
1tandby well( a) or exclude some or all of the 
standby well(s) as appropriate to obtain this 
highest value.) Note that the specific standby 
well( a) included <1r excluded and, thua, the 
sPecific appoi'tionins may vary in evaluating 
different aquifers and in evaluatins the 
surface water pathway. · 

3.3."2.1 Level of contamination. Evaluate 
the population served by water· from a point 
of withdrawal based on the level of 

51603 

' conta'!flination.fot tha~ point_ or wilhdrawal. 
Use the applicable factor: Level I · 
concentrations. Level D concentrations, or 
·potential contamination. 

U no samples meet the criteria for an 
observed release for a point of withdrawal 

·' and there is no observed release by direct 
· observation for that point of witlldrawal 

evaluate that point of withdrawal uaing the 
potential contamination factor in aection 
3.3.2.4. U there is an observed release by 
direct observation. use Level D 
concentrations for that point of withdrawal. 
However, if-one or more 118111ples meet the 
criteria for an observed release for the point 
of wiihdrawal. determine which factor (Level 
I or Level D concentrations) applies to that · 
point. of withdrawa,l aa specified in sections 
2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Use the health-based . 
benchmarks from Table 3-10 in determining 

· the level of contamination. Evaluate the point 
of withdrawal using the Level J · 
concentrations factor in section 3.3.2.Z or the 
Level D concentrations factor in section 
3.3.2.3, as appropriate. 

For the potential contamination factor, use 
population ranses in evaluatins the factor as 
1pecified in section 3.3.2.4. For the Levell and 
Level n ccincentr&tions factors, use the 
population estimate, not population ranses. in 
evaluating both factors. 

3.3.2.Z Levell concentrations. Swn the 
number of people serveil. by drinking water 
from points of withdrawal aubject to Level I 
concentrations. ~ultip'lyt}Qs IJUJil by 10. 
Auign this product as the value for this 
factor. Enter this value in Table 3-1. 

3.3.2.3 Level II concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking:water 
frOm points of Withdrawal subject to Level D 
concentrations. Do not include ~ose pe()ple 
already counted under the Levell- · . 
concentrations factor. Assisn this eum as the 
value for this factor. Enter this value in Table 
3-1. . 

3.3.2.4 Potential contamination. 
Detei'Dliite the number of people served by 
drinking water from points of withdrawal 
.subject to potential contamination. Do not 
include thoae people already counted under 
the Level I and Level D concentrations 
facton. 

.Aasig'n distance-weighted population 
values from Table s-u to this population as 
follows: 

• Use the ''Karst" portion of Table 3-12 to 
assign valuea only for that portion of the 
population aerved by points of withdrawal 
that draw drinking water from a karst aquifer 
that underlies any portion of the sources at 
the site. -

-For this portion of the population. 
determine the number of people 
included within each "Karst'' distance 
category in Table 3-12. 
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T"8lE 3-12.-DIS:r~~ PoPui.AllOH VALUES fQR PolemAl. CONTAMINI'TION FACTOR FOff"GROUNo WI'TER MIGRATION 
. . : pA~AY• 

.. 
Nurilblir ol people ~ lhe ~ C8l&egOiy 

DiAinc:e Clllt81JDfY (llliles} 1 1t . 31 101 301to t.oot 
3,001 "' 

10,001 30,0CU to 100,001 :JOO.ocu to ' ·0C:Q01 
0 to to · to to to _, to ' 

10 30 100 300 1.000 3.000 10.000 30,000 100.000 300.000 1,000.000 3 .000.000 

ou.n-x..t": 
011) '4- 0 ~ 17 53 - 164 . 522 1,833 5,214 16,325 ~13'1' 163',246 521,380 1.632,455 
GntatAir then 'kto ~·-~·~· .. - - .. ·- 0 2 11 33 102 324 1~013 3;233 10.122 32,325 101..213 323.2C3 1.012;122 
Greater then Y.o _, , - ·---·-... ~ .. -- 0 1 5 17 - ~ . 167 523 1,868 $,224 16,884" 52,239 ' 186,835 . 522,385 
~ .... t to 2- .- - ··-····-·-- 0 0.7 3 10 30 M 294 ll39 U39 t,385 29,384 83,AM5 293,842 
~-- 2 .,, ___ __ . __ ..; __ 

0 0.5 2 1 21 • 212 618 2.122 a.ns 21,222 fH.n7 212.219 
GINatlr ..... 3"' •---· , ___ 0 Cl.3 1 ... 13 " <t2 131 ~17 . 1,306 ..,,n . 13.089 .. ,.709 130,596 . . 
KMwt": 0"' ,. _____ ______ .;..__..._..,:. 

0 " 17 53. 164- 522 1,833 s.zw ~325 52,137 163.2'16 521,380 1,632,455 
GlwW thin v~ to¥£..._,_, __ ,_ :0 . .2 ·t1 33 182 . ·324 . .1,o13 3.233 '10,122 32.325 101,213 323,2«l 1,012,122 
Gteaw hn Y.o to 1-.. --... --........ 0 ' 2 9 26 82 .a1 817 2JJIJ'1 8,1413 28,088 811523 2110,180 816,227 
~'*' 1 to2-----.-- 0 2 9 a · 82 · •1 817 .2.1ftl7 1,163 28,068 . 81,623 ao.eeo 816,227 
Gleater.., 2 "', ____ . ----· 0 2 9 a 82 261 817 2,(107 8,163 a.oa 81..623 280,880 116,227 
Gnlatar 1hl!' 310 ·-~;.-· - ··- 0 2 9 26 '· 82 261 817 2.6lJ7. . 8,163 28;068 81.823' 260.68G- 816,227 

.. . .... --
. • Rolnl1he fllnbef ot pecp~e present wilhin a distmCe ~ to nearest integer. 0o not round 1he ·assigned 6stanc.weigtlled population waJue to -~ 

'"~U..ue~~~-~~811Y~ot· .. ~~~~h.lill. · · · · · · 
u. Gilly tor._. ..,wera ~ 11'1 portioil ol~ -• h Site. . . • · • . · · 

. -AIIisn • distaoce-weigh~d poptilatio~ 
. value for each distance auegory based 

.eo the number of people .iDcluded · 
within th• distance category. 

• U~e the "Other 1'hui kant" pol'tiOD of . 
Table.3-U for the remaiodu of the 
population aerved by poUlt. of-withdrawal. 
subject to· potential contaminati!)ll. . 

-For th~ portioa of.the populatioo. 
d.eSel'lll.iDt the number or people 
B1cluded witblD uch "'ther Tban. --· 

·)(.ant" diltaDce category iD1'able ~12. 
-Aslian a dlal&llce-weighted population 

wlue fer each distance catqory based 
oo the number of PeoPle Included· 
within the distance category. 

Calculate the value for the potential 
contaminatioo factor (PC) u follows: 

1 
PC= 

tO i = 1 

l'e80III'CU factor value for.~ aqUifer. Enter 
tm. value iD Table 3:-1. 

Assign a ntiOiiiCU VaNe of 5 if water · 
drawn from any target wen for tbe.aqujfer 
beint evaluated or owerlyiDg aquifers. (as 
specified in eecJion 3.0) iJ used for one « 
more of the folio~ pwpoeea: 
· • . lrriptioo (kae minimum) of 
commercial food croP- or-commercial forage. 
crope. . . 

• Watering of commercial livestock. 
· • Josredient in commercial iood ' 

preparation. 
• Supply for c:ommen:ial aquaculture. 
• Supply for • .IDiljor or desisMted water 

recreation area. udud.iag drinkiDs Wllter ae. 
~-a mioUn:es Yahle of 5 if ao-driDidn8 

watao wetiJ are witbtD dte tal8et diStance 
limit. bat tbe water in tbe iaqWfer tieins 
evalliated Or any cMdyllig aquifm ·tu · 
epec:ified m lectioD s.o) • asable'fordrinkina 
water pmpOses. · · · · 

Assign a resources "Ya.!ue of 0 if none of the 
above applieS. 

where: U .4 Wellht!ICid Protection A:ml. Evaluate. 
W1-DittaDce-weiahted popUlation from the WeUbead Protection Area factor based 

"Other Than Karst'' portion of Table 3--'-12 on Wellhead Protection Areas designated 
for diatam::e c::atesory i. . · · a ceo~ to secfion1~ of the Safe Drinkins 

I<I=DiJWlce-weisbted pOpulation from Wa,ter Act. 11 amended. Consider 0Jil1 thoie 
· "JCBzst" portiOR el.Table ~u for Wellhead· Protection Areas applicablf! to1he . 
distance catqory i. · aquifer be' ·g !!Valuated or overlyina aquifers 

n=Number of distance c:atqoriet~; (u apedfied In section 3.0). Select the hishest 
If PC ~ len than 1. do not round it to the value below that applies. Alsign it ae the 

nearest iDteger; if PC is 1 or IliOn!. round to value for tlte Wellhead Protection Area factor 
the nearest intqer. Eater thia valUe in Table for the aquifer bei.q evaluated Enter this 
3-1. · · · · · value·tn Table 3-t: · · · · 

3.3.2.5 Colculotion of population iO(:tor Assign • value of .20 if either of the 
value. Sum the l'actor values for Level-l . · following criteria applies for. the aquifer being 
concentrations. Level 0 concentrations. and evaluated or overlying aquifers: 
potential coutamination. Do not round this· • A source with • sround w$r . . · · 
sum to the oeareat iDteser. Assign-this IUlll as .. .containment factor value greater than 0 liee, 
the poptllation factor .value fer the -aquifer. ·· ·either partially or· fully. within or·above -the 
Enter thi1 value in Table 3-1. · designated Wellhead Protection Area. 

3.3.3 Resources. To evaluate the · · · • · O~eerved sround·water contamination 
resourus factor. eelect the highest value . ·. attributable ·to'the sources at the site lies. 
specified below that applies for the aquifer · either partially or fully. within the designated 
being e\"aluated. As~ign this value as the Well~~ad Pr:ote~tion Area. 

U neither Criterion applies. assign a value 
ofS, if. within the W,et diataiice limit. there 
is a designated Wellhead Protec:tion Ale& 
applic:a\M to the lliquifer beiRJ evaluated or 
overlying aquifers. 

Nsi8n a value of o if aone of tbe no.e 
applies. . 

3.3.5 Calcvlatiim of targets foetor · 
cotegoi:y -rr:ilue. Sum-the factorvalues:for 
nearest weD. popa.lation. reeources. &lld 
Wellhead Protection· Area. Do not round this· 
sum to the nearest intepr; Use this sum-as 
the target. fact.or cat2gory value for tbe 
aquifer: Enter thie value io Table ~1-

:u Ground water migrati()ll score for an 
oqu,7er. For the aquifer being evaJ-11ated. 
multiply tJte factDr category q}lle* for 
li.keUhood of release, watte c:haracteristH:s. 
a,nd la111f:tll. and round the product to the 
nearest inteser."nlen divide by a2.soo.: Assign 
the resultins value, subject to a maximum 
valrie of 100. as the ground water mi8falif:m 
pathway 11c:0re for the aquifer. Enter this 
acore in Table 3-1. 

3.5 CDictslation ~ground water f!!igratwn 
.potlrway ICDre. Calculate a groUDd ~ater 
migration acilre for each aquifer underlying . 
the sources at the sit~ u appropriate. ~ign 
the highest grOund water migration score for 
an aqlj.ifel',.. the~ llfltler migrati~ · 
pathway .core (S..) for tbe site. Enter this 
•core in Table 3--1. 
4.0 Smfoce Water Migrati011 Pathway. 

4.0.1 MiiJratiott I?Ofl!ponellt& Evaluate the 
eurface watel'misnttioR patbway based on 
two mi~tion componenbl: 

• Overlalid/Bood.miption to slll"face 
water (see .ection 4.1). . . 

• Ground water to surface water migra tion 
(see. section 4~}. · · 
Evaluate each component based on-the same. 
three threats: drinkin~twater-threat. human · 
food chain threat. and, envirOnmental threat. 

Score one or both components. considering· 
iheir relative importance. If· only one- · j 
component is B!XIred. assign ita ecore as the 
surface wate.r migration pathway score. If 
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both components are scored, select the higher 
of the two scores and assign it as the surface 

· water migration pathway score. 
4.0.2 Surface water cotegories. For HRS 

purposes, classify surface water into folir 
categories: rivers. lakes. oceans, and coastal 
tidal waters. 

Rivers include: 
• .Perennially flowing waters from point of 

origin to the ocean or to coastal tidal waters. 
whichever comes first. and wetlands 
contiguous to these Bowing waters. 

• Aboveground portion~ of disappearing 
rivers. . 

• Man-made ditches only insofar aa they 
perennially flow into other surface water. 

• lntermittendy Bowing waters and 
contiguous intermittently flowing ditches only 
In arid or semiarid areas with less than 20 
inches of mean annual precipitation . . 

Lakes include: · 
• Natural and man-made lakes (including 

Impoundments) that lie along rivers, but 
excluding the Great Lakes. 

• Isolated. but perennial lakes, ponds, and 
wetlands. 
- • Static water channels or oxbow lakes 
contiguous to rivers. 

• Small rivers, without diking. that merge 
into surrounding perennially inundated 
wetlands. 

• Wetlands contiguous to water bodies 
defined here as lakes. 

Ocean and ocean-like water bodies 
include: 

• Ocean areas seaward from the baseline 
of the Territorial Sea. (This baseline 
represents the generalized coastline of the 
United States. It ~ parallel to the seaward 
limit of the Territorial Sea and other maritime 
limits such as the inner boundary of Federal 
fisheries jurisdiction and the limit ·of States 
jurisdiction under the Submerged ~de Act, 
as amended.) 

• The Great Lakes. 
• Wetlands contiguous to the Great Lakes. 
Coastal tidal waters include: 
• Embayments, harbors, sounds, estuaries, 

back bays, lagoons, wetlands. etc. seaward 
from mouths of rivers and landward from the 
baseline of the Territorial Sea. 

4.1 Overland/ flood migration component. 
Use the overland/flood migration component 
to evaluate surface water threats that result 
from overland migration of hazardous 
substanus from a source at the site to 
surface water. Evaluate three types of threats 
for this component: drinking water threat. 
human food chain threat, and environmental 
threat 

4.1.1 General considerations. 
4.1.1.1 Definition of hazardous substonce 

migration path for overland/ flood migration 
component The hazardous substance 
migration path includes both the overland 
segment and the in-water segment that 
hazardous substances would take as they 
migrate away from sources at the site: 

• Begin the overland segment at a source 
and proceed downgradient to the probable 
point of entry to surface water. 

• Begin the in-water segment at this 
probable. point of entry. 

-For rivers, continue the in-water 
segment in the direction of flow 
(including any tidal flows) for the 

distance established by the target 
distance limit (see section 4 .1.1.2). 

-For lakes. oceans, coasta.l tidal waters. 
or Great Lalcea. do not consider flow 
direction. Instead apply the target 
distance limit as an arc. 

-If the in-water segment Includes both 
rivers and lakes (or oceans. coastal 
tidal waters. or Great Lakes). apply the 
target distance limit to their combined 
in-water segments. 

For sites that conJist of contaminated. 
sediments with no Identified souroe. the 
hazardous substance migration path consis~· 
solely of the in-water aegment specified in 
section 4.1.1.2. 

Consider a site to be in two or more 
watersheds for this component if tWo or more 
hazardous substance migration paths from 
the source• at the site do not reach a common 
point within the target distance limit If the 
aite ~ in more than one watershed. define a . 
separate hazardous substance migration path 
for each watershed. Evaluate the overland/ 
ftood migration component for each 
watershed separately 81 specified in section 
4.1.1.3. 

4.1.1.2 TaJ'8et distonce limit The target 
distance limit defines the maximum distance 
over which targets are considered in 
evaluating the site. Detennine a separate 
target distance limit for each watershed as 
follows: 

• If there is no observed release to surface 
water in the watershed or if there is an 
observed release only by direct observation 
(see section 4.1.2.1.1), begin measuring the 
target distance limit for the watershed at the 
probable point of entry to surface water and 
extend it for 15 miles along the surface water 
from that point 

• If there ~ an observed release from the 
site to the surface "!ater in the watershed . 
that is based on eampling·, begin measuring 
the target distance limit for the watershed at 
the probable point of entry; extend the target 
distance lirilit either for 15 miles along the 
surface water or to the most distant eample 
point that meets the criteria for an observed 
release to that watershed. whichever is 
greater. 

In evaluating the site. include only surface 
water targets (for example, intakes, fisheries, 
sensitive environments) that are within or 
contiguous to the hazardous substance 
migration path and located. partially or 
wholly, at or between the probable point of 
entry and the target distance limit applicable 
to the watershed: 

. • If flow within the hazardous substance 
migration path il reversed by tides. evaluate 
upstream targets only if there ia 
documentation that the tidal nm could carry 
aubstances from the site u far as those • 
upstream targets. 

• Determine whether targets within or 
contlguous to the hazardous substance 
migration path are aubject to actual or 
potential contamination as follows: 

-If a target is located, partially or wholly, 
either at or between the probable point 
of entry and any sampling point that 
meets the criteria for an observed 
release to the watershed or at a point 
that meets the criteria for an observed 
release by direct observation, evaluate 

that target as subject to actual 
contamination, except as otherwise 
specified for fisheries in section 4.1.3.3 
and for wetlands in section 4.1.4.3.1.1. 
If the actual contamination is based on 
direct observation. assfln Level n to 
the actual contamination. However, if 
the actual contamination is based on 
samples. determine whether the actual 
contamination ia at Levell or Level D 
concentrations as specified in sections 
4.1.2.3, 4.1.3.3, and 4.1.4.3.1. 

-If a target~ located. partially or wholly. 
within the target distance limit for the . 
watershed. but not at or between the 
probable point of entry and any 
sampling point that meets the criteria 
for an observed release to the 
watershed. nor at a point that meets 
the criteria for an observed release by 
direct observation. eValuate it as 
subject to potential contamination. 

For sites consisting solely of contaminated 
sediments with no identified souroe. 
determine the target distance limit as follows: 

• If there is a clearly defined direction of 
Dow for the surface water body (or bodies) 
containing the contaminated sediments, begin 
measuring the target distance limit at the 

· point of observed sediment contamination 
that~ farthest upstream (that is. at the 
location of the farthest available upstream 
sediment sample that meets the criteria for 
an observed release); extend the target 
distance limit either for 15 miles along the 
surface water or to the most distant 
downstream sample point that meets the 
criteria for an observed release to that 
watershed. whichever is greater. 

• If there ~ no clearly defined direction of 
Dow, begin measuring the target distance 
limit at the center of the area of observed 
1ediment C1)ntamination. Extend the target 
distance limit as an arc either for 15 miles 
along the surface water or to the most distant 
sample point that meets the criteria for an 
observed release to that watershed. 
whichever is greater. Determine the area of 
observed sediment contamination based on 
available-samples that meet the criteria for 
an observed release. 
Note that the hazardous substance migration 
path for these contaminated sediment sites 
consists solely of the in-water segment 
defined by the target distance limit; there is 
no overland segment 

For these contaminated sediment sites, 
include only those targets (for ..xample, 
intakes, fisheries, sensitive environments) 
that are within or contiguous to the 
hazardous substance migration path and 
located. wholly or partially, within the target 
distance limit-for the site. Determine whether 
these targets are subject to actual or potential 
C1)ntamination as follows: 

• lf a target~ located. partially or wholly, 
within the area of observed sediment 
contamination. evaluate it as subject to 
actual contamination. except as otherwise 
specified for fisheries in section 4.1.3.3 and 
wetlands in section 4.1.4.3.1.1. 

-If a drinking water target is subject to 
actual contamination. evaluate it using 
Level n concentrations. 
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-lf a hliiiiCID food chain laJJ'el or 
environmental taraet is subject to 
actual contamiDation. evalua\e it using 
Levell or Level n concentrations. as 
appropria\e {see aections 4 .1.3.3 and 
t-1.4.3.1). . 

• Jf a taqtet ill located. partialiJ or wholly. 
withia the t&l8tt diataDce limit for the 
watenlied, 0.1 DOt within the an~& of 
· obaetved tediment con•aminatioa. evaluate it 
a8 aubject to potential oontulinatioll. 

4.1..1.3 Evtllfllllioll of ovedudi{Jood 
mignlJitJtt ~ Ev.W.\e the driaking 
waw tbleat. Jmaaca lood chaill duut. and 
eil\riroruaeatal threat fw each watershed for 

this component based on lhrH faclor 
catejories: likelihood of release. waste 
charaderilticl. ud waets. Fipre ~t 
indica tea the .facton inCluded witJain each 
factor category b u of thzoeat. 

Detenaioe aha ov llood miafation 
compooent score (Sad for a watenhed in 
terms of the factor ategory values as 
follows: 

where: 

3 (LRJ(WCJ(T J , 
S.,=I~ 

i • t SF 

LRt J lkelihood oflelease.factarca~eBCHY 
value for tbte.at i (&hat il. driDkms water. 
hwnaR food chain. or environmental 
threat). 

WC.=Waste characteristics factor catesory 
value for threat L 

T1=Targets factor category value for threat i. 
SF =Seal it~~ factor. 
Table ~1 outlioes the •cilic: calculation 

procedure. 
If the site ia ia only oue watershed. .u&ip 

the ovedaod/Booci aiptioucore for that 
watershed as the O¥eriand/Oood migration 
component .core for dae site. 
BIUIM8COM-..... 
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TABLE 4-1 .-SURFACE WATER OVERLAND/FLOOD MIGRATION CoMPONENT ScoRESHEET 

Fac1or categories and factln 

Drlflklng Water Threat 
Likelihood of Releue: 

1. Observed Release ........................................................................................................ .' ........................................................................... . 
2.. Poten1ial to Release by Overland Flow. 

28-·Containment ...................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
2b. Runoff .:: ............. - ...................................... __ ,, .................... _.,, .................. ,_ .......... - .. --··-·-··--.............. - .......... - ........ . 
2c. Oistanol to Surface Wat« .......................................................................... : ...................... - ......................................................... .. 
2d. Potential to Releaae by Overland Flow (lineS 2a[2b+2C]) ............................................. - ..... - ... --................................ - .. . 

3. Potenlial to Release by Flood: 
3a. Containment {Flood) .................................................................................................................. _ ... , .... - ....................................... . 
3b. Flood Frequency .. - ............... - .......................... - ........... - ........................... - ........ :. .... -: .. - ........... - ....... - ................................. · 
3c. Potential to Release by FJood (lines 3ax 3b) ......................................................... : ..................................................................... . 

o4. Poten1ial to A-'- (lines 2d+3c, subject to a maximum of 500) ................................................................................................. .. 
5. Likel'lhood of Release (higher of lines 1 n 4) ....................................................................................... --..................................... .. 

Waste~ 
6. Toxicity/Persistence ................................................................................................................................................ - ......... _ ................. .. 

~: ~=~.:::~:::::::::=:::::=:::~:::::::::::=:::: :::=::::::=::::::::::=:::::::::=:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::==:::::::::::::::::=~~:::::::=::::::::::: 
T~ . 

9. Nearest Intake ............................................................. : ............................................................................................................................ . 
10. Population ......... ,_ ..................................................................... - ................ _,,, ............................. _,_, ............ :_ .......................... . 

10&. L.evell Concentrations ........... ~ ... - .... _ ............................................................................................................. - ......... : ............... .. 
10b.· Level II Concentrations ................. - .................................................. : .................. - ......................................... _ ............. ~ .......... . 
1 0c. Polential Contamination ........................................................ - ............................................ _ , __ ................................................ . 

11. ~=:s~~-~ .. ~.~-~~~~~-~~1~::::::::::::=~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::=: ::::::::::::::::::=:::=::::::::: ;::.~ =~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::: 
12. Tllgets (lineS 9 + 10d + 11 ) .................................................................................................................................................................... .. 

Ortnklng Water Ttnlrt Score: 
13. Qrinking Wat« Threat Soore ([lines 5 x 8 x 12]/82,500, subject to a maximum of 100) ............................................................. .. 

Human Food CNJn Tlveat 

Likelihood of Aeleaee: 

550 

10 
25 
25 
500 

10 
50 
500 

500 
550 

(a) 
(a) 
100 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
5 

(b) 

100 

14. lilelihood o1 Release (same value as line 5) _, ........................................................................................... -.................................... 550 
w-.~ . 

15. Toxicily/Perslstence/Bioeccumulation ..................................................................................... · ........................................ - .......... -...... (a) 
16. ~Waste Quantity ...................... , .. , ................................................................................................... - ............. :........................ (a) 

.17. Waste Ctlaracteristic .......................................... _ ................................................................................................................................. . 
Targeta: 

18. Food Ctlain lndMdual .-..... ~ ............................ ; ..................................................... - .. - ....... - ...................... - ........................... - ...... . 
19. Population ........................................ - ...................................................................................................................................................... . 

19a. ~I Conc:entralion$ ..... · ...................... ,., ........................................................... _ ........ ___ , ............. -·-··-.. ···----···-·· ....... . 
19b. l.ellelll Concentrations ......... ~ ........................................................................................................................................................ . 
19c. Potential Human Food Chain Contamination ..................................................... :.. .................................. _ ............................... . 
19d. ~oPI*1ion (lineS 19a+ 19b+ 19c) ........................................................................ - .................................................................... .. 

20. Targets (lines 18+ 19d),_ .. .; ............................ - ...................................................... : ......................................... - ................................ . 
Human Food Ctlaln ThNat Score: 

21 . Huma."'' Food Chain Threat Score ([lines 14X17x 20l/82,500, subject to a maximum of 100) ................................................. . 

Emtlronmental Tbreet 
Uk.Uhood ot Aelus« 

22. likelihood d Release (same value as ina 5) ...................................................................................................................................... . 
Wate Ctwllcter1stiQ: 

23. Ecosystem Toxicity/Persi$tence/Bioaccumulali9n ..................................................... - ................................... _ .............. - ............... . 
24. Hazardous Was1e Quantity ............................. - ................................. - ................. _ ................................ , ____ ........................ - .... . 

25. Waste Characteristics .......................................................................................... : .......................................... _ .................. _ ................. . 
T•~ . 

. 26. Serisitive Envi'onments ............................................................................................................. - ................................. _ ...................... . 

::: t::: ~ ~~':.===:::::=~~:::::: ::::::::;::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ~:=:=::::::~~~~=::====:::::::=:~:::::::::::::::::: 
26c. Potential Contamination._ ..... - ............................................... - ............ _,._,,, .............. , ........... _ ......... _ ............. - ...... - ...... . 
26d. Sensitive Environments (lines 26a+26b+26c) ....................... - ..................................................... :_ .... , ............................... .. 

27. Targets (value from line 26d) ................................................................................................................................ - ........................... _ 
EmlrOMWital Ttnlrt Score: 

28. Environmental Threat Soore ([lineS l!2 x 25 x 27]/ 82,500, subject to a maximum of 60) ................................................... : ......... . 

~ Water OVeNnd/Fiood Mlgntlon COmponent SCore for a Watershed 

29. WaterW!ed Score • (lines 13+21 +28. subject to a maximum of 100) ............................................................................................. . 

Surf- Water OYeNnd/Flood Migration Component SCore 
30. Component Score (S.J • (highest score from line 29 for an watersheds evalualed. Sl.tJject to a maximum of 100) ___ ......... . 

• Maximum value applies to waste characteristica category. 
• Maximum value no1 applicable. 
• Do not round to nearest integer. 

1,000 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

60 

100 

100 

Value assigned 
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U the site is ·ill more than. one walenbed: 
• Calculate a sep~te overlandf,!lood 

migration component score for each 
watenhed, asiDg likelihood of release. waste 
characteristics. and targets applicable to 
each watershed. 

• Select the highest overland/flood 
migration componeat acore from. the 
watersheds evaluated and assign it as the 
overland/flood mi8ration compo"nent score 
for the site. 

4.1.2 _D~ing water threqL Evaluate the 
drinking water threat for each watershed 
based on three factor.calegoriea: likelihood of 
release; wute cbaracteristics. and targets. · 
-4.Ut Drinking water threat-likelihoOd · 

of release. Erilaate tbe likelihood of release 
factor category for each-watershed in terms· · 

. of an ebeerved release factor or a potential to
release factor. · 

4.1.2.1:1 Observed releastt. Establish an 
observed release to turface water for a 
watershed by demoastrating !hat tbe site has · 
released a -hazardous substance to.the 
surface water ,ill the. watershed. Base this 
demonstration 0':' either: 

• Direct observation: · 
-A material that contains. one or &Wre 

hazardous substances has been seen 
entering surf8ce .water through. 
migration-or is: known to ll.ave entered 
surface.water tllreugb direct 
deposition. or 

-A BOUrCe area has been.Dooded at a 
time that hazardous substances were 
present and one 01' more hazardous 
substarw;es we~ in contact. with the 
flood waters. or 

-When mdence euppor:ts. the inf~nee 
of a release of a .material that contains 
one or more bazardons substances by 
the site to eurface water, demonatrated 
adverse effects associatecl with that 
release may abo be used .to ~blish 
an observed release. 

• Chemical analysis: 
-Analysis of surface water, benthiC; or 

sedi.mentea.mples indicates that the 
concentration-of hazardous" 

-aubstance{s) h.as increased 
significantly above the background 

.cePC:efltration for the site for that type 
of aample (see section 2.3). 

- -Limit comparis0111 to similar types of 
samples nd backgrotmd 
concentrations-for example. 
compare surface wllter II.JIIples to 
surface water baclcgronnd 
·CODCelltrationa. 

- -For benthic samples, limit 
comparisons to el!sentially sessile 
organisms. 

-5ome portion of the significant increase 
must be attributable to the site to · 
establish the observed release. except 
when the site itself consists of 
contaminated sediments with no 
identified source, no separate 
attribution ia required. 

·. U an observed release can 'De e$blished 
. for a watershed. assign an observed rel~se 
factor value of 550 to that watershed, enter 
this value in Table 4-t •. and-proceed to 
section 4.L.Z.1.3.1f' DO observed release can be 
established for the watershed. assign an 
observed release factor value of 0 to that 
watershed. enter this value in.Table 4-1, and 
proceed to section 4.1.2.1.2. 

4.1.2.1.2 Potential to release. Evaluate 
potential to release only if an observed 

· release cannot be established for the 
watershed. Evaluate potential to release 
based on two compooents: potential to 
release by overland flow (see section · 
4.1.2:.1.2.1) and potential to release by Dood 
(see section 4.1.2.1.2.2)..Sum the values for 
theSe twO c:OiRponents to obtain the potential 
to release factor nlue for the watershed. 
subject to a maximum value of 500. 

U-2.1.2.1 Potential to release by overland 
pow. Evaluate po~ential to release by 
overland flow for the watershed Based on 
three £actors: contaimneot. runoff, and 
distance to 8W'face water. · 

Assign poten.tial to release by overland 
flow a val~~& of 0 for the watershed if: 

• .No overland segment .of the hazardous 
sub6tance migration path can be defined for 
the watershed. or 

• The overland-segment-of the hazardous 
substance migration path for the watersh~ 
exceeda 2 miles before surface water is 
encountered. 

If either c:oodition appliea. enter a value·· of 0 
in Table4-1 and proceed to section 4.1.2.1.2.2 
to evaluate potential to release by flood. U 
neither applies. proceed to section 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 
to evaluate-potential to release by overland 
Oow. · 

4.1.2.1.2.1.1 ContainmenL Determine the
containment factor value for the watershed 
as foHows: , 

• If one or more sources is located in 
swface water ii1 the watershed (for. example. 
intact sealed drums in surface water). assign 

.. the containment factor a value of tO for the 
watershed. Enter this value in Table 4-1. 

• U none of the sources is located in 
surface water in the watershed. assign a 
containment factor value from Table 4-2"to 
each source at the site-that can potentially 

.. release hazardous substances to the 
bazardOUJ substance migration path -for this 

. wat~rshed. Assign the .containment factor 
value for the watershed as follows: 

-Select the highest containment lactor 
value assigned to those sources that 
meet the minimum size requirement 
described below. Assign this highest 
value as the containment factor value 
for the watershed. Enter this value in 
Table~L · -

-H. fOr tiWi watershed. DO source at the 
site meets the mi.nimum size 
requirement. .then select the highest 
CORtainment factor value assigned to 
the somces ai the site eligible to be 
evaluated for this watershed and 
as&sn it as the confainmeilt factor 
value for the Watershed. Enter this 
value iii Table 4-t. · 

. A 50\U'Ce meets the_minimum.size 
requireme11.t if its source hazardous waste . 
quantity value (see leCtion 2.4.2..1.5) is O.S or 
mare. Do not include the minimum si:ze 

. _requirement in evahlating 8DJ·~Iher factor of 
.this surface water migration component, 
except potential to release by Oood as 
specified in section 4.1.2.1.2.2.3. 

4.1.2.1.2.1.2 Bune/f. &>eluate runoff based 
on three components: rainfall. drainage area. 
and soil group. 

TABLE 4-2.-CoN'rAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATt-rWAY 

AI SOWOM (Except· Sarfllce llnpoundmenta, t..nd Trutment, Contllln8ra, Met T8nks) 
Evidence of hazatdous substancle flligration from liOUrC8 area (i.e .• source area Includes aoun::e and any associated CClfllaRnerit stnJctures); .• 
No evidence of~ ltbslance ~ from source area and: 

(a) Nei1llef of fie following present (1) maintained engineered·cover, Of (2) functioning and mainlained ~control system and runoff 
management~- . . . . 

(b) Any one of the two items in {a) present··----··--···--··--·· .. -----·;···--·--··--·------·--- ----··- '-- ·~·--··-·--·---·------·------·-
(c) Any two of the- followlntt present (1) maintained engineered CCMII', Of ~ func:tioning and maintained Rn-01\ conlrol system aAd 

n.nolf management ,system. or (3) lner with functioning leachate collection and removal $)'Stem immediately ·above linef. . 

(d) All items in (c) present- ·--·-·-- ·:--- · .. ·-·····--... ~--·-· ·-·--····----··-··-----·-·--·-------------
(e) All itMns in (~ preSent plus no bulk Of noiw:ontalnerized liquids nor materials c:ontainin; tree liquids deposited in ~ .,...._,_ · 

No evidence 01 hazardoUs siAJstanoe. migration fiOm source area.· double linet with · functioning teach&te c:ollectioo anct fl8fl'IOva1 system ~ · 
and between liners. and: . . . . . 

(f)· Only one of the follOwing deficiencies present in containment (1) bulk Of ROOConlainerize iiquids Of malelials conuining fnMt lqwids 
depoaited iA liOUrC8 area. Of (2) -no Of nonfunctioning ei nonmaintiined run-on ·control system and rU'Ioff mMagement system. Of ·PJ 
no Of nQillnlintained ~ CO¥er. · · 

~~=:~m!~~-~~~-=~~=~--==:::~=~--1 . 

10 

10 

9 
7 

5 
3 

3 

0 



/ 

Source 

. swt-~ 
Evidence of hazardous substance migra1ion fiOm' SI.Wface impoundment--- ....... - .................................... ______ .. _ ......... _ , _____ ... _ .. __ .... ..: .. . 
Free iquids ~with either no di4ling. unsound diking. or diking that iS not NgUIIIty inspected lnd maintained ...... ------....... - ............ _ .... . 
No ~ of hazardous IUbst8ni:e migration from surfac8 impoundment, free liquids preeent, sound ciking thai is regularly inspected 

and maintained. adeqUate treeboatis, •nd: . . 
(a) No ·~ner ... --·--...... __ ; ____ ......... -........................... : .... --.................................................................... ____ , ........................................................ . 

. (b) Uner .......... - .......... - ... - ..... - ... - .............. -............. - .............. _ ............ _ ........ - .................... - .... -............... _ .......... - ............. _ ... , ___ , ...... - ....... . 
(c) Uner wilh functioning ·leadlete colec:tion arid removal system beloW liner._ .. _ .................... - ......... - .... - ... ·- ·-·- .. - - -·-.... - .... ·-·-.. .. 
(d) Double liner with functioning leachate collection and renlo¥111 syslilm betweerl'llners.- ............. _ ... _ ......... _ ........... · .............. -................. .:... 

No evidence of hazardous IUbstanoe migration flom ~.in'ipoundment lrid Iii free lquids eliminated at ctosur. (ei1her by removal at 
liquids or IOiidifieation at remaining wastes end waste residues): . . . 

·._. · .. .. 

Evidence of~~ rD9atiOn flom land lrea: ;:_.~···-':-··'-··-~---.---:.. .. .,.. ... , ... _:. _____ ..... -.. ·:·····-······--··-··-····-·-
No tunctiol*lg and rnairotlined run-on~ coritrol and l\lllOft ~-system · ·_ · · . . : • 
No evidence of haZ.aresou. .bstance ;,.g,aiion ·flom land 1reatment _,.:..t . · · · . - · · · 

(a) F~ ailCI mainiainecf ran:on control lind NI10II ~ ~ ...... : .. _._;: •... :.:_,,,--··-····----··-···--··.-···-······- ·····-···-··-·--
(b) Functioning -end · maintained run-on con1ro1 lfld runoff management system, and wgetalille CtJWit established aY8II entire land · · 

treatment -. ·_ . · 
(c) land 1rea1ment area maintained in compliance with 40 ~ 264.280--- ---- .......... _ .. ___ ., ... - ... , ________ ., __ ... _ ... _ ................. - ............ - . 

. . . ~ 

10 
10 

9 
7 
5 
3 

Evelua .. using AI 
s--o.. c:riterill 
(with no bulk or tree 

-· ~ depoaited). 

10 
10 

·7 
5 

0 

AU containe!S buried ... - ... , ............ - .... , ............ _ ..... - ........ _ .. ,_ ............ - ........ :,.:. .. - ..... : ... :.: ...... --.. - .............. _____ ...... - ....................................... - - ... ·-·· Evaluate USing AI 
. . ScMcH criteria 
E~ of hazardous substanCe ,m9-ation from container area (i.e., container area indudes containers and any associated containment 10 

lilructures). .. · · · · · 
No <MUng (or no similar strUctUre) anounding coritainer area ......... ---.......... -............ _ .. ,_ .. _ .... _, ____ ... _ .. _ .. -· .. --.. ··----.. - ..... ___ ............ _ 
Diking surrounding contairlar ••·l.nSOUnd or not ragular1y inspected lfld maintained ..... - .. :._ ............... ___ ., .. _ .. _ ................. : .......................... -
No 8llidenct of· haardoul substance migration from container area and container area surroUnded by sound ciking 1hat iS f8giAarty 

inspected lfld maintained. . . 
No ~ of_ hal.vdoul Slbstanc:e migration from container ria. containei' area surrOunded by toUnd cfting that .is regularly inspected 

and maintained, 6ld: . . . . 

~~~:::~~===~eot~ren:::.~.-~ .. ;;~~;,; .. ·;0-~·:d· 
¥Oiume of Iii oontain.rs. ·and functioning lfld tnlintaiiled run-on control; and spilled ~ leaked hazardous tubslances 4ll1d IICCUI'nUia1ed 
pecipitalion AllnCMid in tiinaty manrw to prevent· overflow o1 col~ system. at least weekly inspection o1 containers. hlzardocll 
~ In leaking or deteriorating containers 1ra."'Sferred tO containers in goOd condilion, and containels sealed except when 

- was1e is added or temO't'8d. · - · · 
(c) 'Free ~ ~ containment system has suffiCient capaCity to hold total volume of all containers Ind. to provide adequate 

freeboard. lnd lingle liner under CQn12iner area with furictioning leecllate collection and l'elllciVal system below liner: 
(d) Same aa (c) extept: doiAlle liner under contain« area with functioning leaehate collection and removal system between lners ............. . 

c;ontaiMrs i'l8ide or under maiOtained intact structure that prOYides protection flom precipi1ation ., that neithe!' runoff nor leachate would 
be generat8d from ent WIS8aled·or ~ oontaine:s, ~or materials containing he liquids nol deposited in any container. and 
tunc1ioning lfld llllintained run-«~ control present - · · 

No evidence of haardous 'llbstance migration from container area; containers leaking. and all he liquids eliminated at ciosule (either by 
removal of -~ or solidification of ~ning wastes and waste residues). · 

10 
1G 
9 

9 

7 
5 

5 

3 
0 

Evaluate using All 
Sources aiteria 
(wittr no bulk or f:'ee 
liquids deposited). 

. . Tank . - . . 
Below-gound tank._ ........... - ... - ............... _ ... _ .. _ .. ,, ... ___ ............................................ - ....... _ .................. - .............. _ . ___ , ................................................... Evaluate USIIlQ All 

. Sources cri1eria 
Eviderlce of hazardous dlslance migration from tank area (i.e., tank area includes tank. ancihary equipment suet\ as piping, and anv 10 

associated containment llructla'es). . 
No diking (or no Similar sU\IcUe) suri'ounding tank and anciiiiiiY equipment .......... ..: ............ - ................. _ .. _ ___ ............... - ... ~_ .. , .... ;..................... 10 
Diking urounding ~and ardiiiY ~ unsound or not regularly inspected and maintained ....... _ .. _ .... _ ....... --.... - .... --.. - .......... _.... 10 
No evidence d . llalwdous substanoe migration from tank area and tank and ancillaty equiprnem IUII'OI.Wldecl by sound diking that is 9 

regularly inspected and maintained. . . . . 
No evidence of ha;ardous Slbstance migration trom tank •ea. tank and ancill¥y equipment surrounded ~ sound diking that is regulaliy 
. inspected and lnlintained, VIti: 

(a) Tank and ancillary ~ J)I'CMded with secondary containment (e.g., liner under tank •ea. vault system. ~-waD) with leak 7 
cle!ection and COieclion system. . . . . . . 

(b) TaAk and. ancillary . equipment· provided with aecondaly· containment system that detects and collects spilled or 1eaked tl8lardous 5 
substances lnd eecumulated precipitation and has IUfficient capedly to contain 110 parcent at volume ol largest tank within 

. C9fllainment area. spilled _or leaked h8zaroous substances and accumula.ted precipitalio!l ~ in • timely manner •. 8t least weekly 
Inspection of tank iand secondary containment system. -ancl all leaking or unfrt..for-use _. systems promptly respoOOecl t.o. 

(c) . Containmeclt system has IUflicienl. capecity to hold · total ~ of all tanks within 1he tank containment - aild 10 provide !) 
· adaquate treeboald, and single liner ~tank containment •ea witt\ functiOning Jeachate colleCtion lnd removal system below lner. 
(d) Same as (c) except double liner under tank containment ..... with functioning leachate COllection and removal syslem ·between 3 

lineB. . 

Tank is aboYe ground, and inside or under maintained intact slructure that prOYides protection from precipi+.ation .o that neittler runoff nor 0 
leachate would be generated from arry material released from tank. liquids or materials containing free liquids not deposited in IllY tat*, 
and functioning ~ maintained nin-on control present . 

Rainfall. Determine the 2-year. 24-bour 
rainfall for the site. Use site-specific. 2-year, 
24-hour rainfall data if re~rtis are available 

for at least 20 years. If such site-specific data 
are not available, estimate the 2-year, 24-hour 
rainfall for the site from a rainfall-frequency 

map. Do not round the rainfa ll value to the 
nearest integer. · 
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Drainage area. Determine the drainage 
area for the sources at the site. Include in this 
drainage area both the source areas and the 
area upgradient of the sources. but exclude 
any portion of this drainage area for which · 
runoff is diverted from entering the sources 
by storm sewers or run-on control and/or 
runoff management systeDU. Assign a 
drainage area value for the watershed from 
Table 4-3. · 

Soil group. Based on the predominant soU 
group within the drainage area described 
above, assign a soil group designation for the 
watershed from Table 4-4 as follows: 

• select the predominant IOil 8f0Up a& that 
type which comprises the largest total area· 
within the.applicable drainage area . . 

• H a predominant soil group cannot be 
delineated. select that soil group in the 
drainage area that yields the highest value for 
the runoff factor. 

Calculation of runoff factor value. Assign a 
combined rainfall/nmoff value for the 
watershed from Table 4-S, based on the 2-
year, 24-hour rainfall and the soil group 
designation. Determine the runoff factor 
value for the watershed from Table 4-6. 
based on the rainfall/runoff and drainage 
area values. Enter the runoff factor value in 
Table4-1. 

TABLE 4-3.-0RAtNAGE AREA VALUES 

Less than 50 ................................. · .... - ..... 1 
50 !D 250 ........ -........................................ 2 
Greater than 250 to 1,000 ................ -... 3 
Greater than 1,000 .................... -.......... 4 

TABLE 4-4.-SotL GROUP DESIGNATIONS 

Cowse-texllnd. lOis with high infll. 
tration rates (fOr txamPie. sands, 
~sands). 

Mediufn.tax1ured SOilS with moderate 
infiltra1ioil rates (for example, 
sandy loams, losms). 

Moderately fine.texllnd toils with 
low infiltration rates (for example, 
silty toarn.. lilts, sandy clay loams). 

fine.\elrt\nd tcils with V«y low in&
tration rates (fOI' example, days, 
sandy days, Silly clay lolmS, clay 
loems. Iitty clays); Of lmpennNble 
.mces (for~. pavement). 

Soil group 
designation 

A 

B 

c 

0 

TABLE "-5.-RAINFAUlRUNOFF VALUES 

2-Y-. 2~ rainfall Soil group designation 

('IIIChes) 
1:- B c 0 

Less than 1.0 _,_ .... _ .... 0 0 2 3 
1.0 to less than 1.5 .... ~ .. 0 1 2 3 
1.5 11:1 less than 2.0 -·- 0 2 3 4 
2.0 ID less lhan 2.5 ....... 1 2 3 . 4 
2.5 !Diess lhan 3.0 --· 2 3 4 4 
3.0 !D' Iess 1hail 3.5 - - .. ' 2 3 4 5 
3.5 Of greatM ....... ____ 3 4 5 6 

TABLE 4-6.-RUNOFF FACTOR VALUES 

- --·--
Drainage · Rainfat1/I\Ml0ff value 

•ea 
0 l value ' 2 3 4 5 6 

1 . .., ............ 

11 
0 0 1 1 1 1 

2 ................ 0 1 1 2 3 4 
3 ................ 0 1 3 7 11 15 
4 ................ 1 2 7 17 25 25 

4.1.2.1.2.1.3 Distance to surface water. 
Evaluate the distance to surface water as the 

· shortest distance. along the overland 
Jegment, from any source with a surface 
water containment factor value greater than 0 
to either the mean high water level for tidal 
waters or the mean water level for other 
surface waters. Based on this distance, assign 
a value from Table 4-7 to the distance to 
surface water factor for the watershed. Enter 
this value In Table 4-1. 

4.1.2.1.2.1.4 Calculation of factor value for 
potential to release by overland pow. Sum 
the factor values for runoff and distance to 
surface water for the watershed and multiply 
this sum by the factor value for containment. 
Assign the resulting product as the factor 
value for potential to release tiy overland 
flow for the watershed. Enter this value in 
Table~1. 

4.1.2.1.2.2 Potential to release by fiood. 
Evaluate potential to release by flood for 
eaCh watershed as the product of two factors: 
containment (flood) and flood frequency. 
Evaluate potential to release by flood 
separately for each source that is within the 
·watershed. Furthermore. for each source, 
evaluate potential to release by flood 
separately for each category of floodplain in 
which the source lies. (See section 4.1.2.1.2.2.2 
for the applicable floodplain categories.) 
Calculate the value for the potential to 
release by flood factor as specified in 
4.1.2.1.2.2.3. 

4.1.2.1.2.2.1 Contai11111ent (flood). For each 
source within the watershed, separately 
evaluate the containment (flood) factor for 
each category of floodplain in which the 
source ia partially or wholly located. Assign a 
containment (flood) factor value from Table 
~to each floodplain category applicable to 
that source. Assign a containment (flood) 
factor value of o to each floodplain category · 
in which the source does not lie. 

4.1.2.1.2.2.2 Flood frequency. For each 
source within the watershed, separately 
evaluate the flood frequency factor for each 
category of floodplain in which the source is 
partially or wholly located. Assign a flood 
frequency factor value from Table 4-9 to each 
floodplain category in which the source is 
located. 

·4.1.2.1.2.2.3 Calculation of factor value for 
potential to release by fiood. For each eource 
within the watershed and for each category 
of floodplain in which the source is partially 
or wholly located. calculate a separate 
potential to release by flood factor value. 
Calculate this value as the product of the 
containment (flood) value and the flood 
frequency value applicable to the source for 
the floodplain category. Select the highest 
value calculated for those sources that meet 
the minimum aize requirement specified in 
section 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 and assign it as the value 

for the potential to release by flood factor for · 
the watershed. However. if, for this 
watershed. no source at the site meets the 
minimum size requirement, select the highest 
value calculated for the sources at the site 
eligible to be evaluated for this watershed 
and assign it as the value for this factor. 

TABLE 4-7.-DISTANCE TO SURFACE 
WATER FACTOR VALUES 

] ~ 
Less lhan 1 ()() feet ................................... 25 
100 feet 1D 500 feel................................. 20 
Greater than 500 feet lo 1 ,000 feet. ...... 16 
Greater than 1,000 feet tD 2.500 feet "' 9 
Greater tl'lan 2.SOO·feet 11:1 1.5 miles ..... 6 
Greater than 1.5 miles 1o 2 miles........... 3 

TABLE ~.-CoNTAINMENT (FLOOD) 
FACTOR VALUES 

Contairment criteria 

Documentation that containment at 
1he source is designed, construct
ed. 01)81'at4d. anc1 maintained to 
prevent a washout of hazardous 
!ll.tlstance$ by 1he flood being eval· 
U8l8d. 

Other .................... "'" '"'.""""-""""''' '""' 

Assigned 
value 

0 

10 

TABLE 4-9.-FLOOD F~EQUENCY FACTOR 
VALUES 
------,----

Floodplain category 

Sowee floods annually ........................... . 
Sowee in 1o..ya. tloodplain .................. . 
Sowee in 1()().year floodplain _, ........... . 
Sowee in 500-year floodplain ............... .. 
None ol above._, ___ ............................ . 

Assigned 
value 

50 
50 
25 
7 
0 

Enter this highest potential to release by 
flood factor value for the watershed in Table 
~1. as well as the values for containment 
(flood) and flood frequency that yield this 
highest value. 

4.1.2.1.2.3 Calculation of potential to 
release factor value. Sum the factor values 
assigned to the water11hed for potential to 
release by overland flow and potential. to 
release by flood. Assign thia sum as the 
potential to release factor value for the 
watershed. subject to a maximum value of 
500. Enter this value in Table 4-1. 

4.1.2.1.3 Calculation of drinking water 
threat-likelihood of release factor category 
vaiiH!. If an observed release is established 
for the watershed. assign the observed 
release factor value of 550 as the likelihood of 
release factor category value for that 
watershed. Otherwise. assign the potential to 
release factor.value for that watershed as the 
likelihood of release factor category value for 
that watershed. Enter the value assigned in 
Table +-1. 

4.1.2.2 Drinking water threat-waste 
characteristics. Evaluate the waste 
characteristics factor category for each 
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. . wa-tenhed based 011 two .. ladors:-&oxi<;ity/ 
persiste~ and bazardoi&s waste ~tity. 
Evaluate only those hazardous l&lbstaacu 
that are avanable to migrate from tlae source a 
at the aile to -surface w~ in the watelsbed 
via the overland/flood hazardous aubstaace 
migration path for the watershed (see section . 
4.1.1.1). Such hazardous-substances include: 

• HaUldoussubstances'that meet tlte 
Criteria Tor ~n observed:releasc to suriace 
water in ·the W!!l~rshed. · 

• All hazardous r.Jbstanccs associa•ed 
WRb a touree that has a s,udac:e waier 

. CO!$inlnent Ja.c:tor v.alue ,reater .taan 0 for 
tbe watershed {see sections_2.2.2, Z.2.3, 
4.1$.1.2-1.1, •n<! ·U.2.1.2.2.t}. 
.. 4.1.2.2. t Tt.»Cicity/ persisterJce. For eacb 
hazardous strl>staDce. assl,gn a ~Y factor 
value, a persistence lacror 1ia\ue. .end a 
combined toxicity/persisteoce Ji!tctorvalue n 
specified in section's U.2.2.Ll through · 
4.1.2.2.1.3. ~lect the toxicity/persistence 
f~ -value for tbe w.ate.rstaed as specified iR 
ieetion 4.1".2.2.1.3. 

4.1.2.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity 
factor vaiue to each hazardous substance as 
specified in section U .1.:1. · 

u..2.2.1.2 Persislence. .As&tgR a 
persistence factor value to each hazardous 
substance. In assigning this value, evaluate· 
persistence ~d primarily m~ the half-life Df 
the hazardow; subst.ance iD s~ water 
and secondarily oo the sorption of the 
harardous svbslance to •ediments. The half
life iD ~urrace water i.a defined for HRS 
purposes a8 -the time required to ~I!Oe the 
initial1:0ncentration in surface water by one-· 
half u a re!Ailt of the combined decay 
processes of biodegradation, hydrolysis, 

. photolysis. a~d volatilization. -Sorption to 

sedilneDta it evaluattd foribe HRS based 01'1 
the logarithm of the n-octanoJ.water partition 
coefficient "(log K..J of~ hazardoUI 
subataooe. 

Estimate the half-life .(ta.Jo) of a hazardoos 
substance as ronows: 

where: 

1 
· lt t •= -~--

1 1 1 1 
- +- +-+
b b p " 

b=Hydrolysis balf-liie. 
b=Biodegradation balf-li.{e. 
p=Photolysis, half-b1e. 
v = V alatilization lle.lf-lile. 

U one« more of tbese fonr ·COIDJIOD1!Ul 
half-lives "nnot be estimated for the 
baurdous substance frOm available data. 
delete that compcment baH-life from the 
above eqaation. If DOlle of these four · 
~nt balf..tives am be estimated far ·tbe 
haardous IUbstance from available data, use 
the defawt procedure indicated below. 
Estimate a half4ife far the hazardous 
substance for lakes or for Ji\rers, oceans. 
coastal tidal ·waters, and Great Lakes, as 
;;ppropriate. · 

If a half-life can be estim3ted !or a 
bazardo111 substi!'TI(;e: 

• Assign that hazardous substance a 
persistence factor value from the appropriate 
portion of Table 4-10 {that is takes: o~ ri\'ers, 
oceans, 'coastal tidal waters, and Great 
Lakes). 

· • Select tbe ap.propria!e portiall ol Table 
4-10· .. follows: 

~there is m~e or more drinltins water 
illtakes a.loa8 tile hazardoas substaoce 
migraticm patb for t.'te watershed. 
.dec:t tbe -aearest dJ:inlciq water 
iDt.ake •• meas~ftd from the probable 
poi.Dt of a~try. U the in-water tegJAei~t 
between the probable point of entry 
andth~ selected intake includes both 
lakes and other water bodies. .use the 
lakes portion of T•ble 4-10 ooly if · 
more than baU the distance «> this· 
selected .intab liea in lak~s). 
Othffwise. uae 1he rivers. oceans. 
coastal tidal waters, and Grea't Lakes 
portico of Table 4-10. For 
(;0%1\aminated sedime::~ts wilh ltO 
identified soan:e. UJe tbe point where 
measurement bejins {see sectioo 
4:1.1.2) rather than the probable point 
of entry. 

-If there are no drinKing water ilrtak~s 
but there are intakes or poi.Dta of use 
for any of the resource types listed in 
.ection 4.1.2.3.3. select the nearest auch 
intake or point of ue: Select the
portion of Table 4-10 based on this 
intake or point of use in the manner 
specified for drinking water intakes. 

-U there are no drinking water intakes 
and no specified resource intakes and 
paints of use. b.Jt there it another t)--pe 
of resource listed in section 4.1.2.3.3 
(for example, the water is usable for 
drinkir.g water pnrposes even though 
not used), select the portion of Table 

· 4-10 based on the nearest point of this 
resource in the man."\er specified for 
drin..ld!lg water imakes. 

TABLE 4-10.-PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUE$-HAlF"lrFE 

Rivers, oceans. ~ tidal waters, and Great lallea 

• Do not round to nearest integer. 

If a half-life cannot be estimated for a 
hazardous substance &om available data, uae 
!he following default procedwe to assign a 
persistence factor value to that hazardous 
substance: 

• For those hazardous .substances that are 
metals {or me.talloids}. assign a persistenCe 
factor value oft as a ~fault for all Surface 
water bodies. 

• For other bazardOI!S substances (both 
organic and inorganic). asSign-. persistence 
faaor value of 0.4 at a default for rivers, 
oceam, coastal tidal waters, and Great 
Lakes. and • j)ersistence factor value of 0.07 

. as a default for lakes. Select ibe .appropriate 
value in 1be s:ome .manner .specified for using 
Table4-l0. 

·--+--------·-·~---------·-----+---

less lhan 01 equal10 0.2-·---~--···~:-~··-··----.-····-·······---·--..-··- 0.0007 
GreaJer ._ 0.2 to 0.5 -·--·-~·--··-·~·--·-·~----· ····---·····~---------~---···· 0.07 
Greater than O.S to 1.5.-----·- -··- ···- .. ·- ···········- ··- ·--···-- --- 0 .-4 
Greater Shan l..S.......--··-·· ···-···--·--------· ·····-···· ·····--···----------:::"'·-+-·~1--
a.-lhan ot equal to 0.02--·-·---··-···--··--- -· .. ·--··-·---·- - -·- 0.0007 
Greater 1han 0 .0210 2 :....·----·-·--·---.. - ·····- ·-·········-·- --··-·-·---· .0.07 
GNalBr 1haa 2 10 210 ------···-·- -··-·- ··--.. .:...._:_··- - ·--··-···---· .Q.4 
Greater than 20-------- ---···-···-·-·--·-·····--- - --- - - - 1 

Use the persistence factor v"alue assigned 
baat • oa half-life or the deiault procedure 
unless &..e ·hazardous substance cara be 
assigned a higher !actor value from Table 
4-11. based on its Log 1(_. If a higher value 
can be assigned from Table 4-11, assign this 
higher value at the persislence fact!lf vaiae 
for the hazardous substance. 

· TABLE 4-11...-PEASISTEHCE FACTOR 

VALUEs-LOG t<_. 

LogK_ . I~ 
,~ ..... __________ ~ . .,., 
3.5 10 lass then 4.0 .. _ _ ____ .;.._____ 4.07 

4.0 10 <t.5 •.••.• --··- - -···- ····---····:-·-··-··.. 0.4 

TABLE 4-11.-PE,RstsTENCEFACTOR · 

VALUES-LOG K_-Concluded 

.··· ··· 1~ 

...,,.,_H=~ - --- - ·--1 ~· 
• Use tor lakes, rivers, oceans. coastal tidal 

waters, 8l'd Great L&Jo.es. Do not round 1o nell!"esl 
integer. 

4.1.2.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/ 
persistence factor value. Assign each 
hazardoas substance a tcxicey/pe!'Sistence 
factor-value from Table 4-tZ. based on the 
vslues assigned to·the hazardous substance 
for the toxicity and persistence fs ctors. u~e 
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the hazardous substance with the hishest 
toxicity/persis1ence factor value for the 
watershed to assisn 1he loldcity/persistence 
factor value for tbe drinking water threat for 
the watershed. Enter this value ia Table ._1_ 

Ll%.2.2 Ha:uzldous waste quantity. 
Assign a hazardous waste quantity factor 

value for the watelahed u specified in 
section 2.'-2. Enter tbis value m Table ~1. 

U..2.2.3 -CDJcuJatjqD of dritJUrla waJer 
thr&cl-waste cllfltOCter~ focJor callJgory 
volue. Multiply the toldc.Uy}persisteoce 8IJCi 

-hazardous waste qua.otity fac:toc valaes for 
the watershed. anbject to a maximum product 

of 1 x to•. Based CNl this product. assign a 
valoe &om Table W (sectioll LUI} to the 
drinking water threat-waste c:barac:teristics 
factor c:.tegory b the watershed. Enter this 
value in Table ._t. 

.10,000 1,000 100 10 0 

. . -1..0-------------···-.. ·---- ---- - --- -------·-··· 
0.4 - -·-· ·----.. ···-·-· .. -··--------------; 

10,000 1,000 100 10 1 0 
4,000 400 40 4 0.4 0 

~:~7=~===-=--====~=-===::::::::=--=--~-=--=--=··- -·-= 700 
7 

4.1-U Drirlldrtg water tltreat-torgets. 
Enhate tbe target& factor category for each 

-watembed baed Gil tllree &ctol'l: oeunt 
intake. poPmetioa. and re80GI'CleS. 

To naloate dae Dem!St latHe ad 
population factors, determine 'whether the . 
twget ..uf&ce ..a intakes are ~~abject to 
ac:tuaJ or jloCieDtial coet.aJDiDatioo u ~ 
in MCtioD U1...2. Ute either e oblerwd 
release bued oa direct obeematioa at the 
iDtalr.e « the expoaure ooaceotratioos from 
samples (or comparable Amples) taken at or 
beyacad tile iDtake to maR~ detelmillalion 
(see -=tioR 4..1.Z.U). 1'he expoeve 
concentrations for a sample (that ia, .wface 
water. beDtbic:. or .edimeat sample) consist 
of the coooeuntioas of daoee baudo111 
substances praeat tbat are li&nificaatly 
abcwe backpoand ln-els and attribatable at 
least ill put to tbe .ne (that il, tboee
huardoas nb.taoce coocentratioDI that 
meet the cri~ for an obeetwd release). 

When an iatab is IUb;ect to actul 
contaminatioa, evalute It Uling Levell -

concentrations or Level D concentrations. If 
the actual contamination ill based on an 
observed release by direct observatiOO: use 
Level U concentrations for that iJat.ake. 
However, if the actual contaminatiDn it 
based au an.observed release from a&IDples, 
determine which level applies for the intake 
by comparlna the exposure con.ceutratioal 
from samples (or comparable I&IDp}a} to 
health-based benchmarks u apecified in 
sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Use the health-based 
benchmarJts from Table 3-tD (.aion 3.3.1) iD 
detennining the level of contamination hom 
samples. For contaminated sedilllenta willa no 
identified source, evaluate the acm.l 
CODtamination using Level D caucentrations 
(see section U .1.2). · 

4.1.2.3.1 N«1n11t inUJU. Evaluete the 
nearest intake factor based on tbe driJWng 
water intakes alo118 the overland/flood 
bazardoat MlbetaDoe llligr-ation patll for the 
watershed. Include .tandby intakes in 
evaluatinJ dlit factor oaly if they are 11Sed for 
supplf at least once a ynr. 

70 7 o.7 0.07 0 
0.7 0.07 0.007 0.0007 0 

Assign the nearesl intake factor a val~~e as 
fo1lowa and eater the w.Jae in Table ._1.: 

• Jf oae or ..-e of these cbillkias water 
intakes ill.ub;ec:t ID Levell c:oooeatrations as 
specified iD lection u .. z.s, assign a factor 
valueolso. 

• Jf not. but if oae oc mon~ of thew: 
driukias water intakes ill Abject to Level II 
concenlratioo.l. asai.gD a factor vab&e of 45. 

• If none of these drinJdna water ill.takes is 
subject to Levell or Level n CODcentrationa, 
determiDe the nearest of these drinkin3 water 
intakes. u measured hom the probable point 
of entry (or from the point where 
measurement bqj.na for contaminated 
aediment. with no identified IOW'ce). Assign 
a dilution weight from Table ._13 to thls 
intake. based on the type of aurface water 
body in which U illocated. Multiply this 
dilution weisbt by 20. round tile product to 
th.e Dearest mteger. and Ulip it a the factor 
value. 
~the dilution we~t from Table 4-13 

as foDow.: 

TABLE 4-13.-SURFACE WATER Du..unoNWEJGHTS 

• Treat eec:t1 lake • a aeparate type of water body and assign a dilution weight u specified in text. 
• 0o not round eo Narest integer . 

1 
0.1 

O.D1 
0.001 
0.0001 

0.00001 
0.0001 
0.0001 

0.00001 
0.000005 

0.5 

• cfs • cubic ... per second. 
• Embayrllents, haltlors. sounds. estuarieS. back bays. lagoons, wetlands. ale., seaward from rnoulhs ol rivers and landward from baseline ol Termorial Sea. 
• Seaward from baseline o1 Terrilorial Sea. This besetir* repreeents lhe ~aed u.s . coutline. It • parallel eo the Mawan:t limit olthe Territorial Sea and 

other marilime limits such as lhe imer bounda'Y of lhe Federal fisheries jurisdiction and lhe limit o1 States jUrisdiction under the Slbnerged lMids Act. as amended-

• For a river (tilat ill, surface water body 
types specified in Table 4-13 as minimal 
stream through very larse-river). assign a 
dilution weight based on the average annual 
flow in the river at the intake. If available, 

use the average annual discharse as defined 
in the U.S. Geological Survey Water 
Resources Data Annual Reporl Otherwise. 
estimate the average annual flow. 

• For a lake, assign a dilution weight as 
follows: 

-For a lake that has surface water flow 
enterins the lake. assign a dilution 
weight based on the sum of the 
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average annua1 flows for the surface 
water bodies entering the lake up to 
the point of the intake. 

-For a lake that has no surface water 
flow entering, but that does have 
surface water flow leaving, assign a 
dilution weight based on the sum· of 
the average annual flows for the 
surface water bodies leaving the lake. 

-For a closed lake (that is, a lake without 
surface water flow entering or leaving), 
a_asign a dilution weight based on the 
average annual ground water flow into 
the lake. if available, ~ing the dilution 
weight for the corresponding river flow 
rate in Table 4-13. U not available. 
assign a default dilution weight of 1. 

• For the ocean and the Great Lakes. 
assign a dilution weight based on depth. 

• For coastal tidal waters. assign a dilution 
weight of 0.0001; do not consider depth or 
flow. 

• For a quiet·flowing river that has average 
annual flow of 10 cubic feet per second (cfs) . 
or greater and that contains the probable 
point of entry to surface water. apply a zone 
of mixing in assigning the dilution weight 

-Start the zone of mixing at the probable 
·point of entry and extend it for 3 mile. 
. from the probable point of entry, 
except: if the surface water 
characteristics change to turbulent 
within this 3·mile distance, extend the 
zone of mi:xing only· to the point at 
which the change occurs. 

-Assign a dilution weight of O.S to any 
intake that lies within this zone of 
~· . : . 

-Beyond this zone of mixing, assign a 
dilution weight the same as for any 
other river (that is. assign the ·dilution 
weight based on average annual flow). 

-Treat a quiet·flowing river with an 
average annual flow of len than 10 cfs 
the same as any other river (that is, 
assign it a dilution weight of 1). 

In those cases where water flows from a 
surface water body with a lower assigned 
dilution weight (from Table 4-13) to a surface 
water body with a higher assigned dilution 
weight (that is. water flows from a surface 
water body with more dilution to one with 
lese dilution), use the lower assigned dilution 
weight as the dilution weight for the latter 
surface water body. 

4.1.2.3.2 Population. In evaluating the 
population factor. include only persons 
served by drinking water drawn from intakes 
that are along the overland/flood hazardous 
substance migration path for the watershed 
and that are within the target dist11nce limit 
specified in section 4 .1.1.2. Include residents, 
students. and workers who regularly use the 
water. Exclude transient populations such as 
customers and travelers passing through the 
area. W-hen a standby intake is maintained 
on a regular basis so that water can be 
withdrawn, include it in evaluating the 
population factor. 

In estil\'lating residential populati~n. when 
the estimate is based on the number of 
residences, multiply each residence by the 
average number of persons per residence for 
the county in which the residence is located. 

In estimatirig the population served by an 
intake, if the water from the intake is blended 
with other water (for example, water from 
other surface water intakes or ground water 
wells), apportion the total population · 
regularly served bY the blended system to the 
Intake based on the intake's relative 
contribution to the total blended system. In 
estimating the intake's relative contrjbution, 
assume each well or intake contributes 
equally and apportion the population 
accordingly, except: if the relative 
.contribution of any one intake or well 
exceeds 40 percent based Oil average annual 
pwripage or capacity, estimate the relative 
contribution of the wells and intakes 
considering the following data, if available: 

• Average annual pumpage from the 
ground water wells and surface water intakes 
in the blended system. 

• Capacities of the wells and intakes in the 
blended system. 

For systems with standby surface water 
intakes or standby ground water wells, 
apportion the total population regularly 
served by the blended 1ystem as described 
above, except: 
. • Exclude Jtandby ground water wells in 
apportioning the population. 

• When using pumpage data for a standby 
surface water intake, use average pumpage 
for the period during which the standby 
intake is used rather than average annual 
p~page. . 

• For that portion of the total population 
that could be apportioned to a standby 
surface water· intake, assign that portion of 

the population either to tha_t standby intake 
or to the other surface water intake(s) and 
ground water well(s) that serve that 
population; do not assign that portion of the 
population both to the standby intake and to 
the other intake(s) and well(s) in the blended 
system. Use the apportioning that resu!ts in 
the highest population factor value. (Either 
include all standby intake(s) or exclude some 
or all of the standby intake( a) as appropriate 
to obtain this highest value.) Note that the 
specific standby intake(s) included or 
excluded and, thus. the specific apportioning 
may vary in evaluating different watersheds 
and in evaluating the ground water pathway. 

4.1.2.3.2.1 Level of contamination. 
Evaluate the population factor based on three 
factors: Levell concentrations. Levell! 
concentrations. and potential contamination. 

· Determine which factor applies for an intake 
as specified in section 4.1.2.3. Evaluate 
intakes subject to Levell concentration as 
specified in section 4.1.2.3.2.2. intakes subject 
to Level D concentration as specified in 
section 4.1.2.3.2.3, and intakes subject to 
potential contamination as specified in 
section 4.1.2.3.2.4. 

For the potential contamination factor. use 
population ranges in evaluating the factor as 
specified in section 4.1.2.3.2.4. For the Levell 
and Level D concentrations factors. use the 
pot~ulation estimate, not population ranges. in 
evaluating both factors. 

4.1.2.3.2..2 Level I concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking water 
from intakes subject to Level·l 
concentrations. Multiply this sum by 10. 
Assign this product -. the value for this 
factor. Enter this value in Table 4-1. 

4.1.2.3.2.3 Level II concentrations. Sum 
the number of people served by drinking 
water from intakes aubject to Level D 
concentrations. Do not include people 
already counted under the Levell 
concentrations factor. Ass.ign this sum as the 
value for this factor. Enter this value in Table 
4-1. 

4.1.2.3.2.4 Potential contamination. For 
each applicable type of surface water body in 
Table 4-14. first determine the number of 
people served by drinking water from intakes 
aubject to potential contamination in that 
type of surface water body. Do not include 
thoie people already counted under the Level 
J and.Level D concentrations factors. 
IIWIIIG COllE 1510-50-tl 



DlLUTlON ."WEIOHTf:O POPUI..ATION VALUES 
TABLE 4-14 . . . : 

FOR POTENTIAL CONTAMINATIO~ FACTOR FOR SURFACE .WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY• 

Number; o£ PeQple 

1 11 · 31 101 : 301 1,001 3,001 1-0,001 I to to to to to . tp to to 
Typ~ of Surface Water Bodyb 0 10 30 100 30.0 1,000 .. 3',000 10,000 30,000 

'. f Minimal stream 
(< : 10 cfs) 0 4 17 S3' 164 522 1, 633' 5, 214. . 16,325 

Small t.o moderate stream ....... 
(10 to. 100 cfs) 0 0 .4 . . s .. 

1,633 ~ 'l 16 52 163 521 -.. 
. Moderate to large . s .trli'lll1\ 

0 .04 jJ: (> . 100 to 1,000 cfs) 0 0.2 0 . '5 2 s-· 16 . 52 161 

Large stream to r1~ r 
z 
? 

(> l,OOO ·_ to ~o.ooo cfs) o. 0.004 0.02 0.05 . 0. ·2 0.5 2 5 .16 ~ .... 
0' Large river -~ 

(> 10,000 to lCO,OOO ·tfs) 0 0 ' 0.002 0.005 0.02 0 ;05 0 .'2 o . 5 · 2 i Very large r1 ver 
(> 100,000 cfs) 0 0 0 ·0.001 0 .002 0.005 0.02 0 .05 0.2 I ~ 

Shallow ocean zone or Great ., 

J Lake (depth < 20 feP.t) ·· 0 0 0.002 0.005 0.02 0 .05 0.2 0.5 2 

Moderate ocean zone · or Great 
Lake (depth 20 to .200 feet) 0 0 0 0.001 0 ;002 0.005 0 .02 0 .05 0 .2 ""' I"-
Deep ocean zone or Great 

i ·Lakes (d~pth > 200 feet) 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 001 0 .303 0.008 0.03 0 .08 

3-m11e mixing zon~ in " -quiet flowing river .0 2 9 26 82 261 817 2,607 8 , 163 i (<! 10 cfs) 

l 
·{ 
t 



~ 

0\ 
1.11 

.. . 

TABLE 4-14 (Conclude.d) . 

Number· o.f .. Pe(>p.1e 
··.·· . : 

30,001 100,001. 3oo.·o(n 1,_0Q0.,001 . 3;ooo,i:>Ol ·. 
to to to t _o. to 

Type of Surface Water Bodyb 100,000 3oo,·ooo· t,OOO ,OOQ 3,000,000 .10 ,_000. 000 .. 

Minimal stream 
(< 10 cfs) 52 ,1'37 163, 246' . . 521 , 360 1,_632-,455 . · s·, 213,590 . . 

. Small to .mo.derate stream 
(10 to 100 cfs) 5,214 16,325 52,136 163",245 521,359 · 

Moderate to large stream 
<....,. 100 to 1,000 cfs) 'i 21 l.ll33 '5 : 214 16 , 325 5i,136 

Larg~ _ str~am to river 
. (> 1,000 to 10,000 cfs) 5/ 163 . 5'21 1 , 632 5,214 

Large river 
(> 10,000 to 100 , 000 cfs) 5 16 52 163 521 

Very large river 
(> 100,000 cfs) 0 . 5 2 5 16 52 

Shallow ocean zone or Great 
· Lake (depth < 20 feet) 5 16 52 163 521 

Moderate ocean zone or Great 
. Lake (depth. 2~ to 200 feet) , ... 0 . 5 2- 5 Hi. 52 

Deep zone or Great Lake 
(depth > _200 feet) 0 .3 1 3 8 26 

3-mile mixing zone in 
qu.ie t flowing river 26,068 81.,623 260,680 816,227 2,606,795 
(~ 10 cfs) 

.. · 8 Round the nUmber of people· to nearest integer. Do riot round the assigned dilution
weighted population value to nearest .integer. 

brreat each lake .as a separate type of water body and assign it a dilution-weighted 
population value using ~he surfa~e water body type with the same dilution weight from 
Table 4-13 as the lake . If drinkinp, water · is withdrawn from coastal tidal water or the 
oc~an, assign a dllution·_we'i.r.ht ed populn't i.on value . to it using the surface water body 
t ype wlth the same dilution we l~1t from Tnbl n 4- 13 as the coastal tl~al water or the ocean 
zone. · 

aiLLIItG coot IH0-10-C 

' ·' 
.'· ~ . 

·:r-· 

·g: • .. 

-;.:,· 
i-: .. 
I» · a. 
i cr. g 
• 
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For each type of surface water body, assign 
a dilution-weighted population value from 
Table 4-14, baaed on the number of people 
included for that type of surface water body. 
(Note that the dilution-weighted population 
values In Table 4-14 incorporate the dilution 
weights from Ta~le 4-13. Do not multiply the 
values from Table 4-14 by these dilution 
weights.) 

Calculate the value for the potential 
contamination factor (PC) for the watershed 
as follows: · 

where: 

1 n · 
PC=- ::E W1 

10 i=1 

W1- Dilution-weighted population from Table 
4-14 for surface water body type i. 

n=Number of different surface water body 
· types in the watershed. . 
U PC is less than 1. do not round it to the 

nearest integer; if PC is 1 or more. round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value for the 
potential contamination factor in Table 4-1. 

4.1.2.3.2.5 Colculation of population foetor 
value. Sum the factor values for Levell 
concentrations, Level D concentrations. and 
potential contamination. Do not round thia 
aum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum as 
the population factor value for the watershed. 
Enter this v.alue in Table 4-1 . . 

4.1.2.3.3 Resources. To evaluate the 
resources factor for the watershed. select the 
highest value below that applies to the 
watershed. Assign this value aa the resources 
factor value for the watershed. Enter thia 
value in Table 4-1. · 

Assign a value of 5 if. within the in-water 
segment of the hazardous substance 
migration path for the watershed. the surface 
water is used f~r one or more of the following 
purposes: 

• Irrigation (5 acre minimum) of 
commercial food crops or commercial forage 
crops. 

• Watering of commercial livestock. 
· • Ingredient in commercial food · 

prepare lion. 
• Major or designated water recreation 

area, excluding drinking water use. · 
Assign a value of 5 if. within the in-water 

segment of the hazardous substance 
migration path for the watershed, the surface . 
water is not used for drinking water, but 
either of the following applies: 

• Any portion of the surface water is 
designated by a State for drinking water use 
under section 305(a) of the Clean Water Act. 
as amended. 

• Any portion of the surface water is 
usable for drinking water purposes. 

Assign a value of 0 if none of the above· 
applies. 

4.1.2.3.4 Calculation of drinlcing water 
threat-ta18ets foetor category value. Sum the 
nearest intake. population, and resources 
factor values for the watershed. Do not round 
this sum to the nearest integer. Assign this 
sum as the drinking water threat-targets 
factor category value for the watershed. Enter 
this value in Table 4-1. 
4.1~.4 Calculation afthe drinking water 

threat score for a watershed Multiply the 

drinking water threat factor category values 
· for likelihood of release. waste char· 
acteristics. and targets for the watershed. and 
round the product to the. nearest integer. Then 
divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting value, 
aubject to a maximum of 100, as the drinking 
water threat score for the watershed. Enter 
this value in Table 4-1. 

4.1.3 Human food chain threat. Evaluate 
the human food chain threat for each 
watershed based on three factor categories: 
likelihood of release, waste characteristics, 
and targets. . 

4 .1.3.1 Human food chain threat
lilcelihood of release. Assign the same 
likelihood of release factor category value for 
the human food chain threat for the · 
watershed as would be assigned in section 
4.1.2.1.3 for the drinking water threat Enter 
thia value in Table 4-1. 

. 4.1 .3.2 Human food chain threat-waste 
characteristics. Evaluate the waste 
characteristics factor category for each 
watershed based on two factors: toxicity/ 
persistence/bioaccumulation and hazardous 
waste quantity. 

4.1.3.2.1 Toxicity/ persistence/ 
bioaccumulation. Evaluate all those 
hazardous substances eligible to be 
evaluated for toxicity /persistence in the 
drinking water threat for the watershed (see 
section 4.1.2.2). 

4.1.3.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity 
factor value to each hazardous substance as 
specified in aection 1.4.1.1 . 

4.1.3.2.1.2 Persistence. Assign a 
persistence factor value to each hazardous . 
substance as specified for the drinking water 
threat (see section 4.1.2.2.1.2). except: use the 
predominant water category (that is. lakes; or 
rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, or Great 
Lakes) between the probable pojnt of entry 
and the nearest fishery (not the nearest 
drinking water or resources intake) along the 
hazardous substance migration path for the 
watershed to determine which portion of 
Table 4-10 to use. Determine the predominant 
water category based on distance as 
specified in 1ection 4.1.2.2.1.2. For 
contaminated aediments with no identified 
source, use the point where measurement 
begins rather than the probable point of 
entry. 

4.1.3.2.1.3 Bioaccumulation potential. Use 
the following data hierarchy to assign a 
bioaccumulation potential factor value to 
each hazardous substance: 

• Bioconcentration factor (BCF) data. 
• Logarithm of the n-octanol-water 

partition coefficient (log K_) data. 
• Water solubility data. 

Assign a bioaccumulation potential factor 
value to each hazardous substance from 
Table 4-15. 

U.BCF data are available for any aquatic 
human food chain organism for the substance 
being evaluated, assign the bioaccumulation. 
potential factor value to the hazardous 
substance as follows: 

• If BCF data are available for boih fresh 
water and salt water for the hazardous 
substance. use the BCF data that correspond 
to the type of water body (that is. fresh water 
or salt water) in which the fisheries are 
located to assign the bioaccumulation 
potential factor value to the hazardous 
substance. 

• U, however, some of the fisheries being 
evaluated are in fresh water and some are in 
salt water, or if any are in brackish water. 
use the BCF data that yield the higher factor 
value to assign the bioaccumulation potential 
factor value to the hazardous substance. 

• If BCF data are available for either fresh 
water or salt water, but not for both, use the 
available· BCF data to assign the 
bioaccumulation potential factor value to the 
hazardous substance. 

U BCF data are not available for the 
hazardous substance, use log"- data to 
assign a bioaccumulation potential factor 
value to organic substances, but not to 
inorganic substances. U BCF data are not 
available. and if either log 'I<_ data are not 
available, the log I<.. is available but 
exceeds 6.0, or the substance is an inorganic 
substance, use water solubility data to assigr. 
a bioaccumulation potential factor value. 

TABLE 4-15.- BIOACCUMUlATION 
POTENTIAL FACTOR VALUES a 

U biocoocentratioo factor (BCF) data are 
available for my ~~quatic human food cbaiD 
organism, aesign a value as follows: ~ 

Greater ltlan « equal to 1 0,000 ............... .. 
1.000 to less than 10.000 .......................... .. 
100 to less than 1.000 ................................ . 
10 to less than , 00 .................................... .. 
1 to less than 10 ......................................... .. 
Less ll'lan 1.. ................................................. . 

50,000 
5,000 
500 
50 
5 

. 0.5 

U BCF data are DOl available, md log K... 
data ant available IDd. do aot exceed 6.0, 
assign a value to m organic hazardous 
subalaDc:e as foUowe (for iDorga.Jlic bazanlous 
substances. skip this step md proceed to the 
Dex1): 

5.5 to 6.0 ..................... ................................ .. 
4.5 to less than 5.5 ............................. --.. . 
3.2 to less than 4.5 ........ - ......................... .. 
2.0 to less than 3.2 ........ - ........................ .. 
0 .8 to less than 2.0 .................................... .. 
Less ltlari 0.8 ............................ _ .............. .. 

50,000 
5.000 
500 
50 
5 

05 

U BCF data are Dot available, and if either 
'La~ 'K,. data are Dol available, a log K.. is 
available but exceeds 6.D, or the aubstance ia 
aD inOrganic substance, assign a value as 
follows: 
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TABlE 4-15.-81oAccuMul.ATJON 
PolEHnAL FACTOR VALUES"

Concluded 

. ---- I~ 
Less than 25 ----~-----·~ so,ooo 
25 to 500 ·-·-·-.....:.··~---.. _---·- 5,000 

. Greater than 500 to t.501)--~-.. -~--.. - · 500 
GNI8terlhln 1.500-~--~-'----.. - - ... -. 0.5 

tf - of ·lbele data ................ . 
""" of G.5. 

• Do not fOUnd to -~ lnlegef. 
• See text ior uae ollre5tM&ter atld ..nwater 8Cf' 

data 

Do not distinguish between .fresh water and 
salt water in usigrling the bioeCCUJIIul&tion 
potential factor value based on log K.. or 
water .alubility data. 

.[f none of tbete data ·are aYailable, assign 
the -hazardous substance ·a bioaccumulation 
potential factor •alue of O.S. 

4.1.3.2.1.4 Calculolion of toxicity/ 
pe13istence/biaaccumulation foetor value. 
Assign each hazardous substance a toxicity/ 
persistence factor value from Table 4-U, 
based on the values assigned to the 
hazardous substance for the toxicity and · 
persisteoce factors. 11leD assigo each 
hazardous substance a toxicity/persistence/ 
bioaccumulatiori factor value from Table 
4-16. based on the values assigned for the 
toxicity/persistence and bioaccumulation 
potential factors. Use the haurdous 
substance with the higheet toxicity I 
persistence/bioaccumulation factor value for 
the watershed to assign the value to tbia 
factor. Enter this value in Table 4-1. 

~COllE l5e0-5IHI 
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Toxicity/ 
Persistence 
Factor Value 

10,000 

4,000 

1,000 

""700 

400 

100 

70 

. 40 

10 

7 .. 

4 

.. . l 

. 0. ~ . , 

0.4 

0.01 

0.007 

TABLE 4-16 
TOXIClTY/PERS1STENCE/BIOhCCUHULATIO~ FACTOR VALUEs& 

Bioaccu:nulation Potential Factor Value 

. I 50,000 s .. ooo 500 50 5 

,. 
5 i 108 5 X 107 s x to' 5 X 105 5 X 104 

I 
I 2 x · 1o8 2 X 107 . 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 

l 
5 X 105 . I 5 X 107 5 X 106 5 X 104 5,000 

I . 
106 3. 5 x 10.5 · 3 . 5 X 104 , .. 3.5 X 107 3 .5 X 3,500 

f. 
2 X 10? ·r 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 

l 

' 5 X 106 5 :X 105 5 X .104 5,000 500 
t .. 
t 3.5 X to6 3.S . x 105 3 .. 5 X 104 3.500 350 

.. f 
104 . : . I 2 X 106 2 x 195 " · 2 X 2,000 200 

1 
t ~ X .lQ~ ) X 104. 5,000 500 50. 

. j 

. t 3.5 Y. lQ~ .. .3 . 5 x 104 .. . 3,500: ., . 3.50 35 . t 
t 2 X 105 : .· 2 X 10/e 2,000 200 20 
I 

5 x- 10"4· : -l . .. 5,000 . . 560 .. . .50" 5 

' .. t 3 . 5 X 104 3,500 350· 35 · . 3 . 5 

I· 2 x · 104 ' . .2,000 . 200 20 2 
i 
··J . 3 , 500 350 35 3 . s 0 . 35 
i . 
r · 350 35 ,. 3.5 0.35 0.035 
I 

0.5 

5,000 

2.0~0 

500 

350 

200 

SQ 

~s 

20 . 

5. 

3 .5 

2 

0.5 

0 . 35 . 

0 . 2 . 

0.03j 

0 .0035 

0 .0007 ·J 35 ·3.5 · 0.·35 .... 0 ."035 0.0035 . ·o.ooo;s · 
J 

() . . ·t 
. t 

. ·o 0 

8 Do not ·round ·to . nearest integer. 

8II..LIH8 COllE ......c 

1-., JJ 

() 
.. 
·-· 

: 

-·o 0 "0 
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4.1.3.2.2 H,azardous waste qUJJntity. . 
Assisn the same factor value for hazardous · 
waste quantity for the watershed as would be 
assigned in section 4.1.2.2.2 for the drinkinB 
water threat Enter this value in Table 4-1. 

4.1.3.2.3 Calculation of hunum food chain 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
v.alue. For the hazardous substance selected 
for the watershed in section (1.3.z.t.4, use its 
toxicity /persistence factor value and 
bioaccumulation potential factor value a s 
follows to assign a value to the waste 
characteristics factor category. First. multiply 
the toxicity I persistence factor value .and the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for the 
watershed. subject to a maximum product of 
1 X 10 • . Then multiply this product by the 
bioaccumulation potential facto·r value for 
this hazardous substance, subject to a 
maximum product oflx to u . Based on this 
second product. assign a value .from Table 
2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the human food chain 
threat-warite charact~tica factor category 
for the water;hed. Enter this value in Table 
4-1; . 

U..3.3 Human food chain threat-torgels. · 
Evaluate two target factors for each 
watershed: food chain individual and · 
population. For both factors; determine· ·. 
whether the target fisheries are subject to 
actual or potential human food chain 
contamination. 
· Consider a fishery (or portion of a fishery) 
within the target distance limit of the · 
·watershed to be subject to actual human food 
chain. contamination if any of the folloWiilg 
apply: . . . . . . , 

. • A hazardoila substance 'btivinB a 
bioaccum.ulatlcni potential factor value of 500 
or sreater is present either in. an-observed 
ielease by direct obtervation to the · 
watershed or in a surface "'8ter or Mdiment 
sample from the watershed at .a level that . 
meets the aiteria.for an observed release to 
the watershed from the site. and at least a 
partion of the fishery is Within the boundaries 
of the observed release (that ii. it i.ilocated 

· e ither at the point of direct observation or at 
or lietween the probable 119int of entry and 

· · the most distant samplinB point establishing 
the observed release). · · · 

• The fishery is closed, and a hazardous 
aubstance for which the fishery 'hai been ·· 

· .closed has been documented in'll'li'observed 
relea5e' to the watershed from the •ita.' and at' 
least a portion of the. fishery il within the 

. boundaries of the observed -relea;e. · 
·' · • A haZardous ·substarice is present in a 
· · . tissue sample-from an essentially· sessile, 

benthic. human food chan 'lrganism from the 
watershed at a level that meets the criteria 
for an obServed release to the watershed 
from the'·aite. 8nd at least a portion of the 
fishery is within the btlundaries of the 
observed release. 

For a fishery that me,ts any of these three 
criteria. but that ia not .Yhollr within the 
boundaries of the observed.r \ease, COD8ider 
only the portion of the fishery that is within 
the boundaries of the observed release to be 
subject to actual human foe d chain 
contamination. Consider th ! remainder or the 
fishery within the tarset distance limit to 
be subject to potential- food chain 
contamination. 

In addition, consider all other·fisheries that 
are partially or wholly within the tarset · 
distance limit for the watershed. including 
fisheries partially or wholly within the 
boundaries of an observed release for the 
watershed·that do not ineet any· of the 'three 
.criteria listed ·above. to be subject ·to' 
potential h\unan food chain contamination. If 
only a portion-qf 'the fishery is within the 
tarset distance limit for ~e watershed. -
include only that portion in evaluating the · 
tarsets factor ·category. 

When a fishery (or portion of a fishery) is 
subject to actual food chain contaniination. 
determin~ the part of the fishery aubject to 
Levell concentra.tions and the part subject to 
Level ll concentrations. If the actual food 
chain contamination is based on direct 
obserVation. evaluate it Using Level D 
concentrations. However. if the actual food 
chain contaminati!)n is based on sampleS' 

·from the waterShed. use these samples and. if 
available, additional tissue samples from 
aquatic human food chain prsanisms as 
specified below. to determine the part subject 
to Levell concentra6ona' and the part subject 
to Level n concentratfo'ns: · 
. • . Determine the. level of actual . 

cOntamination froui 1amplea (including tissue 
. samples from essentially 14!asile. benthic 
oiganism•fthat meet the criteria for .actu'al 
food chain contaJnination by comparing the 

. exposure concentrations (see section 4.1.2.3) 
from these samples (or comparable· samples} 
to the health-based benchmarks from Table 
4-17, ll'S described in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. 
Use only the exposure cOncentrations for 
those hazardous substances in the aample {or 
comparable. aairiples) 'that 'meet ~e criteria . 
for actual cont.amination of the fishery. 

• In addition. determine the level of actual 
contamination from· other tissue samples by 
comparins the concentrations of hazardous 
substance!! in the tissue temples (or 
comparable tissue samples) to the health
based benchmarks from Table 4-17, as 
described in aections 2..5.1 and 2.5.2. Use only 
those atlditional tissue samples and only 
those hazardous substances in the tissue 
samples that meet all the following 'criteria: 

· -The tissue sample is from a location 
that is Within the boundariei of the · 

. · actuallood chain contaliunatiori'· for 
the site {that ia, either at 'the pi:lint or 
direct obser9ation or at or between the 
probable point of entry and the most . 
distant sample point meeting the 
aiteria for actual food chain 
contamination~ 

-The tissue aample is from a species of 
aquatic human food chain orsaniam 
that spends extended periods of time · 
within the boundaries of the actual 
food chain contamination for the site 
and that ~ ncit ·an essentially sess'ile, 
benthic· organism. · 

-The hazardous substance Is a substance 
that is also present in a surface water, 
benthic. or sediment sample from 
within the target distance limit for the . 

watershed and. for such a sample, 
meets ·the criteria for actual food chain 
contamination. 

TABlE 4-17.-HEALTH·.BASEO . BENCH· 
MAR~S FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 
IN HUMAN FooD CHAIN ----------------
• Concentration corresponding to FOod 

and DruB Administration Action Level 
(IDAAL) for fish or shellfish. 

• Screening concentration for cancer 
con-espon.dinB to that concentration that 

. corresponda to the to-• individual cancer risk 
for'oral ex posures. . ' 

• Screenins concentration Cor noncancer 
toxicological. responses correspanding to the 
Reference Dose (RID) for oral exposur:es-

4.1.3.3.1 Food chain individual. Evaluate 
the food chain individual factor based on the 
fisheries (or portions of fislieries) within the 
target distance limit for the watershed. · 
A.Hign thi•factor a value as follows: 
· • II any .fishery (Dr portiDn of a .fishery} is 

subject to Levell concentrations. assign a 
value of 50. 

• If not; but if any fisb'ery (or portion of a 
fishery) iS 'subject tO Level D concentrations. 
assign a _value of 45. . · · 

• If not. but if there is .an observed release 
of a baurdoui substance having a . . 
bioaci:umulation potential factor value of 500 
or greater to surface water in the JoY&te~hed 
and there ft a fishery (or portion of a fishery) 
present anywhere Within the target distance 
limit, ass!gn a value Qf 20. 

• If there is no observed release to sUrface 
water iil the watershed or there is no . 

· observed release of a baiardoU. substance 
haVing a bioaecumulation P<>tential factor 
value of 500 or greater. but there is a fishery 
{or portion of a fishery} present anywhere . 
within the target distance limit. assign a 
value as follows: _ · 

-Using Table 4-13, deternline the his}test 
dilution weight (tliat is, lowest amount 
of dilution) applicable to the fisheries 
(or portions of fisheries) within the . 
target distance limil Multiply. this. 
dilution weight by 20 and round to the 
nearett integer. : 

-Assign this calculated value as the 
factor value. 

• If then are no fisheries (or portions of. 
fisheries) within the target distance limit of 
the watershed. assign a valuei»f.O. . 

·.· , 

Enter the value assigii~ in Tabie .:-1. .. . 
4.1.3..3.2 Population. Evaluate the 

population factor for the watershed based on 
three factors: Level I concentrations. Level ll 
concentrations. and potential human foOd 
chai.n contamination. Determine whiCh factor 
applies for a fis.hery (or portion of a fis}Jery) . 
as specified in section 4.1.3.3. 

4.1.3.3.2.1 Level fconcentraiions. · · 
'Determine those fisheries (or portions of 
fisheries) within the watershed that-are . 
subject to Level J concentrations. 

Estimate the human food chain population 
value .for each fishery (or portion of a fishery) 
as follows: 

• Estimate human food chain production 
for the fishet')' based on the estimated annual 
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.T A8t.E 4-19.-EcoSYmall Ton;:rrv 
FAeroRV~ 

If .,. EPA .dN:oAic AJWOco « AALAc:- Js IMII!able, 
aalgn ..... -1o1oln:~ 

Less ttwl1 J'V'-'------·-----------~-----· . 'It)~ 1 WJ .,.,___ ________________________ -.~ 

Greater than 1810 1DI filii" 10& 
Gteatet...an - -· 0100,. .. .: __ ,_ 10 
Greater .... t.OOO fi9(J 1 

lf-neJaw•atlldi!VIIII:MWQC .... I!M.cllro* 
MLAC: ................... .._.. 
theBPAwcue.AWQC-~a...._!• 

Less 4hlln 100 pg/L _ ___ , .. - ... - ....... 2... •o.ooo 
100110 1;9!)0 PVI'----·"'---·----·: .... _.~.. . ,,1l80' 
Grea1er lhan-1,000 to 10,000 I'-OfL- ------ · 108 ' 
Greatsr .._10.ao 110 -o.eoe fitf1 eo · · 
Greater a- .aiUIIG Mit 1 

TABLE 4-~- EcoStSIEMT~tCIT¥ 
· FACTOR'VAt.IJE~ 

If nelthlr an 'EPA chronic: « .cute AWQC ,_ 
EPA chronic « 8Qite AAJ.N; b 8Vallable, 
_aSsign a value trona 1he !.Coo • follows: 

EPA acute AWOC Of M~C 

to ~l"'lriM ~ pertieR Gf'TaWe~4o 
use. OetemlfRe~ prederimw1t wa~r 
catepy based on dist&RU n $pecified in 
sec tieR 4.1.2.2.1.2. Fw <'OftlHiiRaled 
t«ftmenls ~ fte idem1fied ~. use 1he 
pOi.tt where4tlea~ ~ !'alherdum 
the~~ef-h'J. · 

U .U.U &:r1sjste'l1t bioacctmtulatron 
potenti(f/. ~ '8fteoe5f1/tem. . · . 
bio~lltien po1entitl facm w1ue ro 
each hazardous substance in the same 
manner ~-ced fer tile""'---. · - ulaticm 

~ potentiatt;;'rm~"'~i!'u~. ricept 
-----------~•---- • Use BCF data for all aqaa\k mgamsma. 

Less 1t1an we IIIJfL---------· 
100 to 1,000 1'911- ....... ., .... _ _ _ 
Greilter U\in ~.080 to 1.8.000 ,.g/L-·
Gieamr lhan 1G;1JOO IQ 100,Jl00 lf&OR •. - ... 
Greater 1han • oo.-eoe ,.gil. .. .... _ .. : ...... _. 

aa.eoo 
U109 
MlO 
#0 
1 

If none df ... MWOCs Wid ULAC. nor-.. t.e,. 
II ~-.lg11e.._of .. 

• IWIIQC-Amlie~ Wlllsa.ftv Clleria. 
-~~iellt ~ Ule Adri&ofy eono-

1ratiofts. 
.. Use 1he AWOC ftloe ill -prlfklrence 1o 1he 
~ when bottl - available. See text 1Gr-d
treshwaler ancj aaRtte ..alwes. . 

not just for ~quatic human food chaifl 
organisms. - . 

• Use the BCF data that eorresponds to the 
type Of water body 1VIat is. hsb water {If 
Jalt water) in wb1Ck 'lbe-seMhive · · 
envirollrDeMI {BOt &sberies) are iecated. 

4.1.4.1.1A ~ ef CQSyslelft 
toxicitylpersim~tim'l foctot-
voitle. lbsip eadi azardGUS sttbsiaece a 
ecos~ t~/penrisaence facior wi~~e 
frelll1'able .f.-S ealed oe tlle values. 
~ ethe~substance for the 
ecosystem toxicity and J"!rsis&ence factors. 
Then assip each BazanfiiUI.bstam:e .n 

· . ecOS)-..W. ie'J<idtf/penistewc:ef 4.L4%.1.2 l'emstettOe. Aftig'IUI . 
pt!'~ac:e&ctorwlae ~ eadl nzaNol!s 
substance as specified in section 4.1.2.!.1.2. 
eJOCeP1; -ue the ~aRt waterategoey 
(that is tallies: • riftrs. oceaRS. t:eaN:llidal 
walea, a Cleat l.absJbetweea die ~Me 
poi.am.-ry.ad•anrat ~ 
enftroJimeut {aai u.e llleHeSt driakin:s. water 
or resounlU~ -..a.e ba-zardeoa 
substa9z~,a111llorr~ ~ 

bioacaiRtlllaSen Dclor vallte from Table 
~21. based oa the wlHs .auiped far 1be · 
eces)'Strsa lexicity/peiSiReDce and 
ecosystem b~ poteatial fadon. 
Select die huanlous subsamce .tritb the 
~ e~ texki~/pers'f&llt:aoe/ 
~&ctor-..alaeiJrthe 
wati!E8illed ..t ae it t8 a~Bi~a the -valtte tie 
thil fadK. F.D1er this Aloe in 7able 4-1. 

; TABLE .4-,20.-EcosVSTEM TOXlCITVifl'ERStSTEHCE 'FACTOR VAWES. 

~ loliciy iador ara!ue 

a.GOO 1~ ..; 18 - , ~ 

1e,1180 • ,tlOO toO 10 ' ~ 

·~ ~ • • ~-· e 
709 ?0 7 ~.7 lJ.07 0 
7 e.:7 8.$1 811G1 ~.8001 0 

1.0-- - --·------·- - .......... ________ ................... _., ________ ,.,,,.,,., ______ , 
0.4 - ·-·-- -·-·--··---· _· --__,.. ........... - ·- -·------·----·------·--·-·····-··-- · 

~:~7====.::::::::-:: .. -:-~-::::-.::::::=:::::::::= .. -.-·...:.-:-,....---~--..:--.::..-= 
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. . TABLE 4-21 
ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/PERSISTE~CE/BlOACCuMuLATION FACTOR VALUES8 

Ecosystem 
Toxicity/ 
Persistence 
Factor Value·· 

10,000 

~.ooo 

:1,000 

· _...io·o 

··400 

: -roO: . 

: 1o: 

-.40: 

50 ,000_ 

Ecosystem Bioaccumulation_Potencial Factor Value 

5,000 . ~00 .. so 

'3 , 500 

··2':ooo ·-

. . 5 

-5,000 

3,5_00 

2,900 . 

. 500 

so. 

0.5 

5,000 

2,000 

·.s.oo 

350 . 

200 

50 . . . 

35 

~ -

20 

.. ·.5· 
.;. -.. ... 

7 

. 4 
•': .. 

. . 1 . 5 000 .. 
. t. -~ · ' • ·~ , . • 

.. . . - . . . · ··-.. ' . . I • 

3 . 5 x_ 10 

0.4 ·2 x 104 · 

'· -
· . .. 0·, OT · :· _ . . · . .- 'j, 500 . . . r .. :·· . 

-0.-007 .. I .. . 3so 

- I . ' • ' 

:: ·' 3 ,500 

2,000 
·' .,·. 

35.0 .. -. ... . • . , ' 

:, 35 -

_J. 
.. . : .. 

.. · 0.0007 

0 
r 
I 

' 35 ' . 3. s 
. :. .. 

0 0 

8 Do not round t~ nearest integer . -
IIWNG COOE tMO-IO-C 

190 

:_ 3so· ' .. · :: is .. 

. '2 000 ... · . 20 . -~- 0 • .t • • ... 

~ ... . . 
500 .. : . : . so 

. .. · .. 
, • • ,' ~- . 0.5 ... 

. ". : 

350 . . ·. 35 . . : . 3:. 5 0 . 35 

. . . ' •' . .- .. . . . . ~- · .. 
_. 2QO·.-.. · . . . . -20-.... ,_ .· - -2 .- ., · ·· -:. -<L 2 · 

,_. .. 35 :- . 

3.5 -o. 35· -· .. -o. o3-s 0 .0035 
·- . . ~ 

0·.35 0 . .035 o: 0935 ... 0: .. 0.00 ;. S. 

0 0 0 0 

, _:. 
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4.1.4.2.2 Hazardous waste_ quantity. 
Assign the same factor va~ ler bzardout 
waste quantity for the watershed·aa would be 
esaiJned in section 4.1.2.2.2 for the drinking 
water thra.1. £DJ&r JhiJ vAlue .ill T.ahle 4-1. · 

4.1..4.2.3 Calculation of ~nvironm~ntal 
threat-waste charoclerislia frx;tor.colegDty 
value. For~e haurdous substance selected 
for the watersbedln section 4.i.4.2.l:4. use its . 
ecosystem toxidtyf persistence factor value 
and ecosystem 1»toaccumu1alion potential 
factor value as follows to .assign a value to 

a maximum JN'(Xiw:t of 1 XlO-a. Based on this 
~ pro4uct. -assilo a nhse lrom Table 
2-1 (section 2.4:.3.1) to the environmental threat
waste cbarecteriltica factor category for the 
w~ Eatertitisyalue in T~-:4-1. 

TAStE "'-22.-:...coolGGtCAl-8Aseo · 
~ f'IOft tfl\ZAROOUS Sus
STANCES IN SUBfACe WATER . 

the waste chara~m factor a~. . 
F"U'St. mUltiply the ewsyltem toxicity/ • Concentration cortisponding to EPA 
persistence factor v~lue and the hazardous Ambient Water Quality Criteria (AWQC) for 
waate quantity bi3lir valUe for tlae" cno&ection of aqvatic life ~fresh water'or 
watershed. IUbject to a maximum product of marin~). · · . 
t x to•. Then multiply this product by tbe ._ • Concentrlltioo correspondingkl EPA 
ecosystem bioac:wmulation poteatiat faCtor · · ··ft.m\ient Aqua tit: -Life Advisory 
value for this hazardous su~nce. subject to Concentrations (AALAC). 

• Select the appropriate AWQC and 
~cas loll-.: · 

-Use chronic value. if available: 
otherwise use aC9.te value, . 

-If the seraitive en.UOnmeat beinB 
evaluated is in l'resh water. uaelresh 
water value, except: if co frub water 
value is aVailable. use marine value if 
I'VIIiiabte: · 

. -If the sensitive enwironment being 
evaluated is in salt water. use marine 
w.alue. .except: if no marine valee is 
available-, use fresh water value if 
a~ailable. 

-If the sensitive en.UOnment being 
evaluated is in both fresh water and 
uh w•ter. or is ia brackish wa1er, use 
lower of fresh water or marine values. 

------------ --
· TABLE. 4-23.-'SeNSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS RATING VALUES 

Critical hlbilal• for-Federal designated enclangenld or threatened species ...... _ ........................................... --···--···-·---···---··-·---·-··---------·- -·-- -·--·---·· tOO 
..... Sanctuary . 
National Park 
Oelignated Federai"WIIdemess Area 
Alaas identifiecfY!Ider Coeslll Zone Manageinenl Act • 
Sensitive ...as Identified under National~ Program • or Near Coastal Waters Aogram • 
Olliall .,_ idenlifled under the Clean t.akes Program • 
fla1ional ~, 

oNalioAal s.Uhc.e Baaeational Aiea 
falional l.:alleshora ftec:te'alional Area 

Slate )and designated for wildlife or game management ...................................................................................................................................... .... - ........ - ............ -..... 25 
State ~ Soanic or 'Wold Rw.r . 
Slate designated Nallnl "'- . 
Pwticular ereas. ralaliYely small in si;te, .impof1ant to maintenance o1 unique biotic communities 

--·---------------------~-----+----
Slate delllgnated areas for pro~ or malnteoance of aquatic life • ...................................................................... - ........... - : ...... - ............................. ~-------........ , 5 

• Critical habclat • defined in 50 CFR 424.02. 
• Mle.s identified 1n Slate Coastal Zona Management plan$ liS requiring protection because of acoloQical Y81ua. · 
• National Estualy Program studr •sas ~eas IMibio eluariasl .idatlli6eG lA· ColllpralleAsiva ~ _, ~ f'lans • l'eQ\'ifing fll"((leCtion 
~ they ~Oft c:rilicallife stages of key estuarine species (Section 320 of Clean Water Act as amended). 

• N.- Coestal Walats • defined in Sections 1 04(b)(3). 304(1 ). 319, and 320 of Clean Water Act • amended. 
• Clean Ukes ~am critical •aas (Sitlareas within lakes. or in some cases entire small lake$) idenliied a. &ala Clean U!<e f'laRS as oitical ~ 4Sec:1ion 

314 of C1aan Wat« Act as amended). . 
'Usa only for lit migration pathway. 
• limit 110 8I'8IIS described as being used for intense or c:oncantrated SPawning by a given spec;es. " 
• For the lit migration palhway, limit 110 lerreslrial vertebrate apecies. For the surface waw migfation pathway. i.'Tiit 110 ~ialllertebfate species with aquatic or 

semiaQualic foraging habits. 
' Areas designated under Section 305(a) of Clea(l Water Act. as amended. 
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TABLE 4-24.-WEn.ANDS RATING VALUES 
FOR SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PAnt
WAY 

less than 0.1 ---·--··-·-······--······---· · 
0.1 ., 1 .• _ .... - ... ·--·---·----··--···-
Greater ttlalt 1 to 2·----·····-·-~·-
GreaMr ._ 2 to 3 ..... ----····---·---· 
Gr..-..., 3 to...__·------·-···-·· Gr ......... .,.__ _ ___ _ 

Greater --.&to 12-----

Gnlla '*' u to 16---- =1' ·Gieatlr"lhan16 to 20 . --
. Greater .. 20..- .. ,...._ -=---t 

0 
2S 
50 
15 
100 
~ 

250 
350 
460 
501) 

• Wetlende . a dlflr.ed Ill.' 40 CfR. S8dlon 230.3. 

4.1.4.3 Errrii'OIUIII!IItolllat!ot -ttugets. 
Evafuatethe eavlronmental threat-tarsehl 
factor category far a watershed uliDg one 
fador.: leDSitive environnlenta. · 

4.u.3.t Sensitive mvirrmmellt£ EYalnate 
le08it%9e nWoltrnenta ·~the bua.~ 
111btfaDce zaigratioa path for tile watershed 
bated em d!ree factDrs:- Level J 
concutratioDI, l.neJ. B concentr.tions. and 

: poteiltiUcoa1amfnaticm: . 
Detenniae which !Aictor applies to each · 

sensi~b'e eo~ent aa specified Sa ~tion 
f.1..U..except:·Uie ecolo,ic:al·baSed . 
bendlmarb (l'"able +-U} rather than health-

. ~a~ benc:bmarb (Table s-1o}m · 
determilriD( the JneJ of GODtamiBatio!l &om 
aamp!es.Jn determiJUna. the level aC actual 

- contarllblatioa. aae ~ poiJtt of ditect 
obeervatioll anywhere within die eeneitive 
environment or aamples (lhat ill. surface 
water, beodrlc; or aeclimCnt aamplea} lakeD 
anywhere within or beyoad the aeneitive 
enYiromaent (or aeywhere adjaeeDt to ., 
lieyoocl'tbe 8elllfiift enviroament if it-ie 
contlpoa to tbe migration path). 

: . 4.M-3.t.t . Lne/1 ~OORs..Aaefan. 
· . vahte(a} fraa Table-f-Z3 to-each eeneitive 

eavirarunent aubject to Levell 
concentradODB. : ·· 

For l~oee leltSitive eavironmenta dlat aze 
wetlands, •u~~D anadditional'v.lue from . 

. Table ~z.&.JD.aaeiv.ina a val~~e ~Table- . 
+-24. Include only thole poetioH of wetland& 
loca.ted aJcms the~ mbr;~ 
migratiOtr path In dMt area ofl.eftll 
coACen~.lf a wetland i8 located 
partially aloag-tfte area eU.evelf 
coneentnttione ad partiaftY alq die area o! 
Level n concentratiorw Rndf.or potential 
.contamination. then.tal.ely· forpcpoeee or . 
Table 4-24. count the portion(•) along the 
areaa of Level D concentration& or potential 
c;ontamir\ation under the' Level 0 
concentration& factor (section 4.1.4.:U.2} or 

:potential contamination factor (section 
4.1.4.3.1.3). u appropriate. 

Eetimate the total length or wetlands a loll& 
the bazarc:leua 111b.tanoe migration .path (that 
is, wetland frontase) in the area of Levell 
concentrationt and assign a value from Table 
4-2A be1ed on thi• total length. Estimate this 
lensth •• follow~: 

• For an· isolated wetland or for a wetland 
where the probable point of entcy to surface 
water i8 in the wetland. uee the perimetu o£ ·· 

.that portion of the wetland eubject to Levell 
concen!rationt 8! the lengt~;t. 

• For rivera. uae the length of the wetlaDda 
contiguout to the ill-water aqment oi the 
hazardous au~ migratioD path (that iS. 
wetland frontage). 

• Fo~ lakes. oceana. c:ou&al tidal waters. 
and Great Lakes. uee the length of the 
wetlands alonc the sboreline within the ta.-get 
diatance limit (that is, wetland frontage along 
the shoreline}.. · 

CaTCllJate the Levell-coocentrations factor 
value (SH) for the watershed u follow•: 

n 
SH=tGfWH+ % S;) 

. i=t 

w~ . . 
WH= Vahle aaiped &em Table 4-24 to 

wetlandlaMiat ttJe area· of Levell . 
concentration&. 

S, =Value( a)" eesigDed from Ta~ f-%3. to 
~ ea.irOUM!Dt i. 

n =Number of seDSitiw emviloDments &om 
Table +-23 ubjeQ 10 Levell 

· concmtranoo... . 
· Enter t8l valve .llrigaed in Table +-t. 

4.1A.3oU LePel II CJOtJCI!ntralfon& Aasip 
value{ a) &em Table f-.2310 eac= eenaitive 
enviroDIDent. wbject to Level. D 
concemrationL DctDOt iadude IM!Didtive 
environmeDtS ahoady COUDted for Table +-23 
under tJae Lnell COIIQ!Db:atiooa factor for · 
thia watershed 

For those leDSitive eDviroJuneDta that are 
wetlande, ulip o~l-.allae from . 
Table +-X.lP uaigniq_a.¥alue from Table 
f-24. ~ ooly dlOee pm:tioDs oi wetlands 
located alq tbe hazardouSubaw
migration.pdl.in tM area of Level D 
co.ncentraticana. u epecifjed ia sc.c:tion 
4.1.4.3.U. . 

Estimate the totalJeoath of wetlaade alona 
the baza~ subatGCe migratioo path (that · · 
ie, wetlaDd frcmtage}.in.tbe area of Levei D 
concentrationa.&Dd usSF-a 'Value from. Table 
+-24 based em thie total Jeactb; Eatim&te thie · 
length .. ..,eci6ed in eectioD 4.1A.3.1.1, 
except: for an ieolated wetlana·or b a 
wetland where the proba!tte point of -eDtry io 
eurface water i8 in the wetland. uw the 
perimeter of .that part! em. of dse weti8Jid 
11tbject to l.nel D (not· Left} I) 
concentratieM 111 tbe length. 

Cabtlat• t!te .I.ewf-D coac:entratione vahle 
(SL} for 1M watershed as followr. 

n 
SL• WL+ % S, 

1= 1 

where: 
. WL-Value a~Jisned from Table f.-24 to 

wetland& along the area of Level D 
. concentration&. 
S.= Value( a) aeeigned from Table ._23 to 

. eenlitive environment i. 
n = Number of tensitive eavirorunents &.oro · 

Table 4-23 aubject to Level 0 
concentrations. 

Enter the value auignP.d iD Tllble·4-1. 
4.1.4.3.1.3 Potential con/Qminat.ion. Assi&n 

value( a) from T11ble 4-23 to each aensitive 
enliironment eubject to potential 

cont.aminatian. Do DOt iDclude ll!llaitive 
e~WiroDments .trudy counted for Tab~ f.-23 
under tlte Levell 01: Level U coocentntioDI 
fa don. 

For eKb type of sarface water body iD 
T.ble +-13 (sectioa U.2.3.1), sum tbe "luie(s) 
assigned from Table f.-23 .to tbe MIISitive 
envirallmeBta aloDs that tJpe of sarface 
water body. except: do not uae tbe surface 
water body·type "S-mi\e IDixiDa !:IOIIe in quiet 
flowina river. •if a -*tiw enviromnent is 
al0:18 two or IZIOie tYJ)e* of mace water 
bodies {for example. Wildli~ ~ . 
~to both a moderate stream aitocla 
larp river).UiiSD the eensilive enviiUIDiedf 

. only to tbat eurface water body type hniq 
the hisbat dih&tion wqbt n1ue &om Table 
+-13. 
- For those tensitin eiwiraru.ents tbat are· 
wetlands. aaip a additioaal valDe from 
TabAe f-K. ID usiping a fthle from Table 
4-24. iDclude cdy taoee portion& of wedaad& 
located aloag tbe ltaz.ardODIIU"blmulce 
llligra ti011 pasll in tbe area of poteDtial 
contaminatioa. • ..,ec:ified iD 8edioD 
4.u.a.u. Aggtepte aue ~aadil by type 
of aurface water bod:J., except: do DOt use 1M 
surface water body type "S-mile .wdq zone 
in .quiet flowill3 river." Treat the wetlands 
aggregated within each tJpe ef amface water 
body as ~te ~er»itiYe IIMnJDmenta 
solely for purpo.a of app!JiDs Table 4-24. 
Estimate the totalleaatb of tbe wetlanda 
withiD each ..race water bod, type as 
epec::i6ecl iD Rdion u.u.u. except for u 
isolated wetla.Dd or far a wetlaDd where the 

· probable pojD1 of aatry to-.n.c:e water il iD 
the wetland, uae the perimeter of that portioD 
of the wetlaad nbjed to ~at 
contamiNtioD (or tbe partioD of th.-

. perimetllr that • within tbe taqet ctistaDce 
limit} •tae ilzl8dL AAiBD aeeparate var.e 
from Table +-zt for ..dl tJpe ol Al'face 
water body ta 1De watesbed. . 
: Cak:alate .. potential amtamiPiitioa 
factor ..tw ~for tbe watenheclas 
followc 

t m 
SPx- % ttW . .-+SJDJ . 

10 ,,.t 

where: 

• s, "" %St, 
1=1 

Su= Val11e(s) aatigned from Table._Z3 to 
eensitive environment i in eurface watef 
body type~ . 

n= Number aC eensitive environments from 
Table 4-23 eubject to potential 
contamination. 

W;""Value assigned from Table 4-24 for 
. wetlands along the area of potential 

·· .· contamination in aurface water body 
type~ 

D,= Dilutien weight from Table 4-13 for 
surface water body type ). 

m=Number of different aurface water body 
typea from Table f.-13 in the watershed. 

lf.SP ie leu than t, do not round it to the 
nurest integer; If SP i8 1 or more, round to · 
the neareet integer. Enter thie value for the 
pulential contamination factor in Table 4-1. · 
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4.1.4.3.1.4 CiJ/culation of environmental 
. threat-targets factor cotegory value. Sum the 
values for the Level I concentrations. Level U 
concentrations. and po~ential contamination 
factors ·for the watershed. Do not round this 
sum to the.nearest integer. Assign this sum as 
the .envilonmental threat-targets factor 
categozy value for tbe watershed. I!Jlter this 
value in Table ~1. · 

U.U Calculation of environmental . 
threat score for a watl!rshed. Multiply the 
emironmental threat factor category values · 
for likelihood of release. waste 
characteristics. and targets for the watershed. 
and round the .product to the nearest integer. 
Then .divide by 82.500. Asiign the resulting 
value. wbject to a maximwn of 60. as the 
environmental threat score for the watershed. 
Enter this score in Table ~1 . . · 

u.s Calculation of overland/flood 
migration component sccre for a watl!rshed. 
Sum the scores for the three threatafor the 
wate~hed {that il. drinking water, human 
food chain. and environmental threats). 
AsSign the resulting score, su~ject to a 
11i"aximum value of 100. aa the surface water 
overland/flood migration component ~re 

. foi the watershed. Enter this score in Table 
4-1.. 

u.e Calculation of overlandiflood 
migration component sccre. Select the 
highest surface water overland/flood 
migration compOiient score from the . 
watersheds ~aluated. Assign this score as 
the surface .,nter overland/flOod migration 
componentscorefor the site."subjeet to a · . 
maximum score of 100. Enter this score in 
Table4-1. 

4.2 Grol!lld water w surface water 
. migrotion component Use the grounci'water . 

... -~ace water migration component to 
evaluate surface water threats that result 
from migr.ation ofhazardoWI.aubstancea from 
a aource at ·the aite to surface water via 
sround water. Evaluate three typeS of threats 

- for this component drinking·waterthreat. 
human food chain threat. and environmental 
threat 

4.2.1 Generol considerations. · 
4.2.1.1 Eligible •urface warers. Calculate 

ground water to surface water-migration 
component aoores only for sarface waters 
(see·section 4.0.2) for which all the following 
conditions are met: · 
· . • A portion. of the surface water il within 1 
mile of Qtle or more aources at the lite having 
a containment factor value great.,· than. 0 (see 
section 4~.2.1.2~ 

· .. 

• No aquifer discontinuity is established 
between the source and the portion of the 
surface water within 1 mile of the source (see 
section 3.0.1.2.2). However, if hazardous 
substances have migrated across an apparent 
discontinuity within this 1 mile distance. do 
not consider a discontinuity present in 
scoring the site. 

• The top of the uppea,nost aquifer il at or 
above the bottom of the surface water. 

Do not evaluate this component for sites 
consisting aolely of contaminated sediments 
with.no identifjed lource. 

4.2.1.2 Definition of hazardous substance 
migration poth for gro!llld water to •urfaC#J 
water migration component The hazardous 
substance migration path Includes both the · 
ground water segment and the aUrface water 
in-water segment thet hazardous substances 
would take as. they migrate away from 
.sources at the site: . 

• Restrict the ground water segment to 
migration via the uppermost aquifer between 
a source and·the surface water. 

· • Begin the surface water in-water segment 
at the probable point of entry from the 
uppermost aquifer to the surface water . 
Identify the probable point of entry as that 

. point of the surface water that yields the 
shortest straight-line distance, within the 
aquifer boundary (see section 3.0.1.2). from 
the sourcee at the site with a .-containment 
factor value greater than 0 to the surface 
water. 

-For rivers, continue the In-water 
segirient in the direction of flow 
[including any tidal flows) for the 
distance established by the target 
distance limit (see section 4.2.1.4). 

-For lakei. oceans. eoastal tidal waters. 
or Great Lakes.· do not consider flow 
direction. Instead apply the target 
distance limit as an arc. · 

-If the in-water Mg~Dent includes both 
rivera and lakes (orooeans, coastal 
tidal waters, or Great Lakes), apply the 
ta.tget.distance limit to their combined 
in-water segments. 

Consider a site to be in two or more 
watersheds for this COJ!lpODenl if two or more 
hazardous aubs.tance migration paths from 
the aourees at the site do not reaCh a common 
point within the target distance linii~ If the 
site is in more ·than one watershed; define a 
separate hazardoua substance migration path 
for each watershed. Evalnale the ground · 
-.vater to surface water migration component 

for each watershed separately a"S .specified In 
section 4.2.1.5. 

4.2.1.3 Observed release of o spec1Jic 
hazardous substance to surface water in
water segmenL Section 4.2.2.1.1 apecifies the 
criteria for assigning values to the observed 
release factor for the ground water to surface 
water migration component. With regard to 
an individual hazardous substance. consider 
an obserVed release of that hazardous 
substance to be established for the surface 
water in-water segment of the ground water 
tO surface water migration component only 
when the hazardous substance meets the 
criteria both for an observed release both to 
ground water (see section 4.2.2.1.1) and for an 
observed release by chemical analysil to .· 
surface water (see section 4.1.2.1.1). · 

If the hazardous eubstance meets the 
section U.2.1.1 criteria for an observed 
release by chemical analysil to surface water 
but does not alao meet the criteria for an 
observed release to ground water, do not use 
any samples of that hazardous substance 
from the surface water in~water segment in . 
evaluating the facton of this component (for 
example. do not use the hazardous substance 
in establishing targets subject tO actual 
contamination or in determining the level of 
actual contamination for a target) . 

4.2.1.4 Tarset distance limit. Deteimine 
the target distance limit for each watershed 
as lpecified in section 4.1.1.2, except: do not 
extend· the target distance ·limit to a iainple 
location beyond 15 miles unless. at least one 
hazardous substance·in a sample &om that · 
location meets the criteria in section 4.2.1.3 
for an observed release to the surface water 
in-water legment. · · · 

Determine the. target. eligible to be 
evaluated lor each watershed and establish 
whether these targets are subject to actual or 
potential C()ntamination as specified.in 
section 4.1.1 . .2. except do not establilh actual 
contamination based on a sample location 
unless at least one hazardous substance in a 
sample from'that location meets the criteria 
in section 4.2.1.3 for an observed release to 
the surface water in-water segment. 

4.2.1.5 Evaluation of ground water to 
surfoce water migration component Evaluate 
the drinkins water threat. human food chain 
threat..and environmental threat for each · 

. watershed for .this component ba~d 911three 
. factor categories: likelihood i»frelease, waste 
characteristics.. and iaiJets. Figure ~1 
indicates the factors included within' each 
factor category for each type of ~at.. · 
auMG COOE·taeO-SHI 
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Determine the ,rouild water to surface · 
·water migration component;score I~ fer Jl. 

watershed in tei"IJUI of the factor eategory 
\o·alues es follows: 

~-lleli.hood·of release factor category 
. .".:value Jor Jbre&tl:{.tha.t .ia. ~ M~aW. 

human ~.&!ad..._ • environmental 
threat). 

ground water to ..fage --tlli~n 
~ponent score fm.'lite. · . 

'lf me site is in more than one watershed: 

3 
.I (LRJ{WCJ(TJ . . 

WGr-W.ste~~artegoty 
alue for~.-i. 

. Tf"" ~~ factor category value for tllrea1 i. 
SP-1tca.linS factor. · 

• Calculate a separate ground w.ater to 
surface water miglaliN..c:ullp;IIU!Dl ~lor 
each watershed. using liltelibeod.a Jlekoa.e, 
waste characteristici, em~.-.. ..,pkMile 

i = l 
l'a'ble ~25 o.~ines the specific calculatian 

,pmcedure. . . 

to each watershed. · 

SF 

where: 

: if.tae .ae i• in only one wwtertl!ei. •IIIIAga 
the ground waw ao ..taoe w.la 4111igitll&on 

. component score Tor that watersbe4a <l!e 

• Select the highest ground water.., 
..-face water migra1ion 'CtJIIq)tmml score 
from the watersheds evaluated and assign it 
111 the ground water to surface water 
~ation component score for the_site. 

·' TABLE 4-25.-GROUNO WATER TO SuRFACE W.U~ MIGRAr'1GMCoMf>oNENT ScQRESHEEt 

Factor categories and factcn 

Ukeflhoocl of ReiU.e to ~ 
1, ClbseNed Release --•A,,,,.,,,.,;.,.,,,,.,,.,, .,., ... ,., .. _,.,,,,,,, •• .,, .... , 00,.,,_ .. ,,,,,,., ........ ............. : ............ _ .. , ... ,,,., ..... - .. ,., ,, ,., .. , ...... , .... .. 

2. ~to Release: - . · 
2a. Coldaioment...._, _ _____ .. _,, ________ .. , _____ ......... _ .. _ _______ ;_ ___ , __ ...__, ___ .. ___ ........ - .. - ..... _ .... - - .. 

3t. Net flrecipitation_ .. __ ... ; ................ ---·---.. ··-· ............................. ---··-·~·-·-:... .......... - .... - ........................ .. 
2c. Dlplh to /lqilf« -· __ .... _ .. ,_ ..... - ........ - ......... _ .. , .... ,_ .......... _,_ .. _________ .,_ ....... . 

2d. Trawl Tme..:....-~ ................ ...:- · -· - · ----......... _ ...... - ---·--- ... ·-·---·-·----·---....... . 
28. PotentiM 10 ReleaSe (lines 2al2b+2e+"tt ·-·-· .... - ........... - ........ - .......... _ ___ ,.. ____ , ___ ... - ............... .. 

3.\..ilelihood of Release flith«•-- -1.-.., ___ ........ _ .............................................. ____ , ___ ,,_ ............... . 
Waste aw.cterldcc · · . 

4. TOIIicily/Mobillty/Persillence ....... : ..... ,. ....... ___ , ........ - ·- ····- ............................... ____ . ____ ., ....... _ ........... -
5. Hazardous Waste~ .. -----·-···-- --·· .. - - ·----··--.......... - ................. ___ .; ____ .. .,_ .. __ .. 
6. wasw Clwac:teristica-.-............ ------~·-··--· .. ·--·--·-.. - ................................ ---·--·--·-......... . 

T.-ge~ . . . . 
7. Nearest tntake ............. .:.. ... ........ _ · -·- · . ., ... _____________ .. ______ ............. . 

8. PopAation . . . . 
ea. level 1 ConcentratiDnl ._ .. ,;.~-· ____ ___:...__ .......... --................... : ................... ______ ... - ........ __ 
8b. t..evel • Conc:entraioes - ................. . ......... - ..... _ ... : ..................... - ....... - ... - .......... _ ......... - .......... .. 
8c. Potential Contamination .............................. _ ... , .................. _ ,,, ................ _______________ .............. . 
8d. Population"(lines a. + ';8b + 8c).. .............. _ .... , __________ .............. ______________ ........... .. 

~~: ~~7'~'""8d"+'9)::::::::: :::::::::::::::::=::::::::~~::::::::::::::::. . =::..--::.::::: .. ~=:::::::::-~:::::· 
Drinking .... nn.t $Core: . 

11. Drinlling Water Threat Score ([lines 3 JC 6 JC 10]182.500 • .m;.ct to a maximum of 100) ................... --........................ . 

"-Food Ctlaln 1brNt 
Likelihood at Releue: . : 

rz. Llcelihood of Releasie (same value filS lil;le 3) . ...-............................. - ................................................................ - ....................... . 
Waate·a-teriiOca: 

~!: :-.=.~::~.~~::::::::::::::::::::: ... __ ~------==":"":=:::::.=:::::::::::::~.::::::::::. 
.1s. wasw Ctlaracteri5lic _____ ..... ____ .... _ .. : ..... --........... ~ ............ ;... .... _ ----........... . 

T8rgete: . 
16. ~ood Chain Individual ...... _ ... _ ............ _ .......... - ...... :.. ..... - - - ·-·--····: _ _______ _ __ .. ____ ........ .. 
17. Population: ~ . . 

17a. Levell Concenlraiou ...... :.. .... - .......... _____ .... _________ ................ ---·------·-·-·-.. --···· .. 
17b. t..evel11 Concenlrilions __ , __ , ...... _____ ,.~---·--...... -: .... _ .. _ ................................... ___ , __ ,, _ ______ , .. . 
17c. Polen1ial Human Food Chain Contamination-............... _ ..... - .......................... - .... ____ ___ ._ ..... - ............ .. 
11c1. Population (lineS aa + 11b + '17C)· ......... .:... .......... - .... - ........ ........ ________ , ___________ ........... _ ......... : ... 

18 T.-gets (lines 16 + 171Q ..................................................................... - .... - ........................................ -----------·-· 
f4urMn Food a.1n nv .. t Scere: 

19. Human FOOd Chain Threat Score {(lines 12 JC 15 JC 18]182.500. Uject 10 a-fTI8JCimem-ct"'IO) ...... _. ________ ........... . 

Environmental Threat 
~ellhood Gf Aeleue: 

·20. Ukalihood of Release (same value as line 3) ............................................ : ................ · ............................... _._ .......................... . 
Waste aw.ctar11Ucs: 

21 ~ Toxieity/Mobilily/Pe!si&terice/~ ........... _.;.._ ..... : ................ - .......... _... . .................... .. 
22. Hazardous Waate Quantty ..... - ........................................................ _. ___ .. _ ,_ .. , _ ___ " .. ··--......... . 
23. Waste Characterislics .................................................................................... --.... ·- ·--------- ---............ .. 

T.-geta: . 
2-4. Sensitive Environmerns: 

248. l.8WII I Concemrations ................................................................ - ...... - ............................................... _ _ _ , ................. j 
24b. Level It Conoenlraiont ................................................................ _ : .......................................................... - ... --........ .. 
24c. ~ Contamiration ....................................................................................................................... _ .. ________ , ........... . 

25. :~ ~ .;,~~-~-~-~.::.-.. ~:=:::::::::::~~:::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::=~~=:::::::::::=::::::~::::::::~~:::::::~~:::::: 

550 

10 
10 
5 
35 

·soo 
·550 

(a) 
(a) 
100 

50 

_(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

s· 
(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

'100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
jll) 
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_ TABLE 4-25.--GROUNO WATE~ TO SURF~CE WATER MIGRATION CoMPONENT ScoRESHEET.:....c-..ontin~ . . 

Factor categories and factors 

Environmenta111nat Score: 
· 26. Environmental Threat Score. ([lines 20 x 23 li 25l/B2,500. subject to a lnaximum Of 60) _:._ ...... : ......... - .... :...................... 60 

, · .GrauiMt wat,;.. to~ Wat;.:'Migr.tk;n ~ kore f~ a W~~ . . . . 
ZT.. Watershed s.c«e• {lines ~1. + 19 + 26,·subject to a ~mum of 100) ................. - ..................... ..: .... --................. ;...... 100 
28, Compoilent Score (S.,)•'Qllghest ICOI1! from Line ?:1 for. all waterSheds evaluated, subject 1o a m8ximum of 100)-... 100 

• MaXimUm value applies to waste characteristics calegory. 
~.~value not applicable. •· . . - . 
• DO .not round to nearest integer. , · 

4.2.2 . DTinkins water th~i. Evaluate the . potential to release factor :value ;as the . . 
drinking water lhreat for .ea~ .watershed. . likelihood of release factor category '"alue for . 
based on three factor categories: likelihoo~ of the watershe!L Enter the value assigned in 
release, Waste c::bar:acteristics, and targets. Table 4-25. . . 

4.2.2..1- Drinlcing woterthreot-likeJihix?d t;Jf . _· ·U .. 2.2 . Drinking_ water threot-~aste 
·release: Evaluate the likelihood of-release Characteristics. Ev.&luate the waste 
factor category for each' waterlhed in tetms cbara~?terl~ticdactor category for each 
of an ~bserved releale fador o.r i potential to watershed based on two factors: tOxicity 1 
release factor. · · · ·- · · ml)_bilitj /peniitence and hazardous \waste 

- -f-1.2.1.1 Observea reJeau. ·EstabliSh an ·.. quantity. Evaluate. only th~ hazardous 
obsenred release to 'the upperm~st'aquifer as ap.bstaDCe. available.to_migrate from the . 
specified ~ iectioit U .t . lf an observed · · · -saurcea at the Site to -th~ uppetmOS:l ~quifer 
release can be established for the uppef1llost ·(see ~tiori-3.2}. Sllcb'hazardous substances 
aquifer. assign an ·observed release factor include: · · · · . · · 
value of 550 to that water5hed. enter this • Hazardous substances-that ineet the 
value in table 4-25, and proceed: to section · . criteria for. an ~bserved J:elease 11> groond 

· ~1.3 ... Hno obSetvediele&se·can be Ater. · ·· -,_ : .. ~ J . 

established. assign an obierVed releaile • . All.hllZ&rdous'substances associateq 
' faCtor value of 0. enter tliis-value in Table . with a 80urCe that lias .. 8found water .. 
·' 4-25;and proeeed tO-sectiOn t-.1.2.1.2. '· ' . containinenf.factor value pater than 0 (see 

4.2.2.1.2 ··Potential to release.· Evaluate se~oris tiz, 2.2.3, and 3,1.2.1). · --
. potentjaJ:to release only if ari'bbserved. · 42.2.2,1 . Tcxicity/mobility/pen_iste~ . . · 

· release cam~<it be e5tablisbe-d for' the · · · · · ·For each hazardous substance. assign a · 
-uppermost -aquifer. Calculate-a poti!BIHi.l to · -toxicity factor va.tiur. a mobility' factot value, 
.retea~vl!.hie for the uppermosfaqllifer as .. a persistence factor value.' and a ·ccnnbined -
specified in. section U~ and sections ·3.1..2.1 · told city /mobility /persistence factor value as 

· through 3.1.2.5. Assign the-potential to release · specified in sections.4.Z.2.2.U through 
.value for the uppermost aquifer as the · 4.2.2.2..1 . .._ · · 
potential to-release !acter.vaiue for the · 4.z.2.z.u_ ·ToXicity. Assign a toxicity 
waters~ Enter this-v.alue in ])ble 4--'-25. factor value to each hazardous .substance as . 

· . ".1.2.1.3 Calculation of drinking,water· ·specified in ·section 2.4.1.1: :·- : · · · · 
threot-likelihood·of .release:fcctor eotegi:Jry - •. 2.i2.1.2- Mobility. AssigR ~ gi-owuf -

' value. If an observed release iS established · water mobilitY factor value to each ·· · . 
for the uppermost aquifer, ••sign-the · hazardous-substance as specified iiueetion 

· observed releue factor value of~ aS:tbe · 3.2.1.2. ·. : . · 
· .!Utel~ood of release .factor categoey..v.alue for ·· 4.2.2..2 .. 1..3, PersiStence. A5Siio a lurface· · · 

the watersh'ed; Other!Aoise,. as~e . water ~istence faCtqr ~a.hie to i!ach_''. . 

·. 

. ~ - . .. . 

ba~rdouS su~~tanCe as.~peclfied in section 
4.1.2.2..1.2. . . . 
. 4.2.2.2-1.4. Cak:ujation of toxicity/ . • 
mobility/persistenCe foetor value. First, 

. assign each hazardous substance a toxicity I 
mobility factor value from Table 3-9 (section 
3.2.1.3}. based on the vaJues assigned to the 
hazardous substance for the toxicity and 
mobility faCtors. T1ien assign eitcb haZardous 
eubstece a toxicity/mobility/persistence 

·factor value from '}'able 4-26. based on- the 
· __ values assigned for the toxicity/mobilitY and 
: . penistence factors. Use the substance-with 

·the highest toxicity/mobility/.persistence . 
. factor value for the. watersheCi to assign the 

, -val11e toJbis factor. Enter this value in Table 
4-2:5-~- --.- ·'' . ... . 

,:. 4.2.2.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. 
·Assign the eame factor wlue for hazardous 
waste ~antity:for the _watershed as would be . · 
assigned for the uppermost aquifer In section 
;u.2. Enter thls val\le iD Table .f-45. 
' •.;z;u · ~culotion of dri!iJring,watei 

: · threat-w0$te charactuistici; /octDI' cotegary 
-vo/u~. Multipl,y the :toxicity /mobility/ 
_persistence arid hazardous waste quantity 
factor values ior the watershe!L subject to a 

1oaximum prod~ct of 1 X 101• Based on this 
.prOduct. assign a value from Table 2-7 

.. (section 2.4-$.1} to the dri~ water. threat
; waste .c::bara(:teristice factor-category for the 
.w~erShe!L.EnCer this value in Table-4-25. 
: -4.2.2.3 Drinking. water threat-targets . . 
Evahla~ tlle ta~ge~ factor category f9r ~.ch 
watershed based on three factors: n ~arest · . 
intake. ~u.lation. and resourees. 

-~~~ ,-· - .: -. . 



''!'ABU 4-"26 
TOXI~Il'i(MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE FACTOR VAWESa 

l Persistence Factor Value 
ToxicityJMobili ty -·~ 

l:'actor Valu1> I 1.0 1) , ~ n.in .. . 

... · . J . io.~o.o ~ · . 10 •. 0!)0 
. . . . 
4..,1)00 . . . 700 

"J 
- ~.000 

.. , "2,000 .... 800 140 
. ·I .. 

1.ooo : . . ~ : .l ;.ooo 400. 7{) 
; .. . "1 . ·. ·· .. 

200 ·t ·· · wo · I M \~ · 

100 
.J .. 
. ~ : .. iOC 40 ? 

~ 
N ~ 20 t l .~ 

l 
l~ 1 10 J, .0. 7 

I 
2 ·j 2 ~ . ! {) . 14 

1 
1 1 1 0 .4 .O.(J] 

J 
D.2 ~ .0.2 0.~ ·<L 01t. 

i 
~ . l l Q. l 0 .04 IL007 

! 
. 0 . 02 j D.·02 0.008 0.0014 

• 7 X 10-4 <Un. ! tun 0 .004 
l 

.s ... w-4 L4 x w·4 0.002 ~ 0.002 
~ 

4 x 1o-:4 7 X 16-,5 t>.6Dl J .tJ.-001 

2 x to-4 
l 

a .x 1e·S L-4 x 1o·S ~ 1 x to-4 

1 X 10~4 
·! 
l 1 X 10"4 t. x 1n-s 7 X 1'0-6 

2 x 1o·5 
1 

a· x 10·6 1.4 X 10· 6 I 2 X 10"5 

2 X 1{)"6 
1 

1o·6 8x 10·7 1..4 x .to· 7 .I 2 X 

2 x 1o· 7 

., 
e x io-8 1.4 X 10·8 I 2 x lo-7 

2 X 10"~ . 
I 

2 x 1o·8 8 x to-9 1.4 x to-9 I 
2 X 10~ 9 

1 
2 X 10·9 8 X 10·10 1.4 X 10-10 I 

I 
0 . I 0 0 0 

•no not r.ound to nearest integer . 
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81UJNG CODE 15$0-50-(: 

U.0007 

7 

1.4 

0 . 7 

C.14· 

0.37 

0 . 014 

.0.007 

0 .001!. 

7 x ur4 

1.4 K lo-4 

1 J( lo-s 

1.4 K 10".~ 

1 X lQ_, 

1.4. lt 10"' 

7 X 1~-l 

1 .4 lC. 10"7 

] X 10-9 

1.4 X 10·8 

1.4 X 10- 9 

1.4 x 10·t.O 

1.4 ~ 10 11 

1 .4 x 1o·l2 -

0 



For the nearest inta1ce and population 
factors. determine w111ether the target surface 
water intakes are suhject to actual or 
potential contamination as specified in · 
section 4.1.1.2. subject to the restrictions 
specified in sections 1.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

When the intake is.subject to actual 
contamiJ)ation: evahale it using Levell 
concentrations or Le9el 0 concentrations .. 
Determine ·whtch level applies for the intake 
by comparing the expolllre concentrations 
from a sample (or comparable Hmples} to 
health-based benchraarlts as specified in . 
section 4.1.2.3. exre.,. use only those samples 
Crom the surface water in-water aegmerit and 
only those hazardous subs tances in such 
samples that meet the conditions in sec.tions 
4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.2.3.1 Nearest illtoke. Assign a value 16 
the nearest intake factor as specified in 
section 4.1.2.3.1-with the following . 
modification. For the-intake beins evaluated. 

multiply its dilution weight from Table 4-13 
(section 4.1.2.3.1) by a .value select~ from . 
Table 4-27. Use the resul!ing product not the 
value from Table 4-13. as lite dilution weight 
for the intake for the groun! water to surface 
water component·Do not nMllld this product 
to the nearest integer. · 

Select the value from Table 4-27 based on 
tM ..;gte e. the mtgte defined by the sources 
at the site and either the two voints at the 
intersection of the surface water body and 
the 1-mile distance ring of lillY two other 
points of the surface water body within the 1-
mile distance ring. whichever results in the 
largest angle. (See Figure 4-31er tn example 
of how to determine 9., If the surface water 
body does nol extend.lo tlae t-mile ring at one 
or bOth ends. -define e usq the aurface 
water endpoint(s) within .the .t -mile ring or 
any twQ. other poi.Dts of the swface water 
body-within the '1-mile distance ring. 
wbichf'•· ~r results in the largest angle. 

TABLE 4-27.-DiwnoN WEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENTS 

, _____ ::_:=~---- '~ . 
Greater Chen o to 18-·--·-··-·---- ·· ............. , o.os 

· · Greater Chen t8 to SL- .............. - .... - .. -... 0.1 
Greater t11an 5410 90--··-··-·····.:................. 0.2 

Greater than 90 10 126---··-~··-·--··-···-·l 0.3 Greater than 126 to 162 .................. -.............. 0.4 
Greaw than t62 10 1!18- - -- --··-.......... -..... o.s 
Greater tllan 198 10 234 ... : ..... - ••.• ..;... •.• .. ~.. _().6 
Gfeater than 234 10 270---·--·-···-~·-·-···-··· 0.7 
Grellftllr than 270 10 306 .•. : ............... .:........... 0.8 
Greater than 306 10 342 ..................... : ... :.:....... 0.9 
Greater than 3o&2 10 360--·-··-.. ·--..... -.......... 1.0 

• Do not round 10 Aearest integer. 
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FIGURE 4·3 
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. TABU: 4-'!8 . 
. · TOXIC"rTY/MOBIUTY/PERSISTENCE/.BlQACCUMULATION FACTOR VALuEs* 

Toxicity/ I 
Mobility/ I "'Bioaccwnulatlcin Potential Factor Value 
Persistence 1 

. . . . .. ' . . . 

Factor Value 1 50,000 5 ,000 500 50 5 0.5 

10,000 1 5 X 108 5 X 107 5 X 106 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 
J 

. 4,000 l 2 X 108 2 X 107 2 x 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 
j 

2,000 I 1 x ·to8 1 X 107 1 X 106 1 X 105 ·1 x to4 1,000 
t 

5 x w7 106 . 5 X 105 5 X 104 1,000 
J 

5 X 5,000 500 

800 I 4 X 107 4 X 106 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 400 

• 700 I 3.5 X 107 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 
. ~ 

2 ·x 107 · 2 X 104 400 I 2 X 106 2 X 105 2,000 200 

' ·1 X 107 1 X 106 1 x 105 1 x to4 200 I 1 ,000 100 , 
140 1 7 X 106 7 X 10:5 7 x · to4 7,000 700 . 70 

1 
106 5 X 104 100 l 5 X 5 X 105 5,000 500 50 

l 
80 J 4 X 106 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 400 40 

1 
3.5 X 106 3 . 5 X 104 70 j .3. 5 X 105 3,500 350 35 

1 
40 j 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 .X 104 2,000 200 20 

1 
20 j 1 X 106 1 X 105 1 ~ 104 1,0Q0 100 10 

I 
14 ~ 7 X 105 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 7 

I 
10 ~ 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 so 5 

I 
8 1 4 X -105 4 X 104 . 4,000 400 40 4 

I 
3.5 X 10.5 7 I 3 . . 5 x w4 3,500 350 35 3 .5 

I 
4 -1 2 X loS 2 X 104 2,0QO 200 20 2 

I 
2 1 l X 10~ 

I 
·1 X 104 1,000 100 10 1 

1.4 1 7 X 104 7 ,000 700 10 1 0 .7 
1 

. ' 
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. T~LE 4-2'8 (~ontinue_d) . . . . . . , · .... :- . : . . .. : ·. : :··:· ;-:.· 

.: ' ._ . 
_- .:, . . Toxidty/ . . ----1 :;:-- _ .. -- .-_::- --
- -"· . 'Mobility/ -_ I -'Bioaccumulation Pote~ti'ai i'a~to.:r:' vaiue .. . . . : ·,·_ 

.· . -~ P~r~~:S_te~c~ · 1-------------~ :_ ~ ·: ,_· ·~::-~: ~'··:"-'··~··-· '-. - ·-· - ... _,..--,.-----
. ·· . · Faeto~.,V4l~ I 50 ;000 . 5,000: 500 . - ::.·,~,(·~-<:;>,'_ ~·> :· -__ ,,~ -:~'-:. .· · () . 5 

I 
1.0 ... . ... I 

·· 0 . 8 

0 . 7 

--0.4 ·. 

0.2 

0 . 14 

.: 0 .. ~ · 

-· •' 0.08 

0.07 
.- . ·.· ~ -

0 .02 

0.014 

0 . 01 

0 .008 

. '_0.004· . 

.. · .... ·:. 

... I 
: I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I : 

, ;. I 
·I· 

I 
i 
I 

I 

1. 
o.oo2 · · I . 

• • - • - • ! l,. • • • I .. 
, . 0 . 0014 ;,·_, I 

· o ~ool .. ·I 
. ·. . 4 . ·· I 
· s·x 10· · ·1 .· 

I 
7 . ~· . 1o·~. ;; .. I'· 

·. 4 x . lo-4 · .: 1- . 

. . 
... • ~ .. • # 

S X 104 

··4 X :104 

. 4 . 3 . 5 .X 10 ·. 

. 2 X 104 

7 , 000 

5 , 000 

. 4 , 000 

3 , 500 

2,000 

. 1,000 

700 

509 

400· 

350 

200 . 

100 ' 

. . . 

·: }0 

50 .. 

~· ' ' 

20 

• •·-:•-· - ·: ·· :· • ~·- •, .. ~ 1 ••: ... . ~·loo ,oor · · ,• ·-~: • : · "' •·•· - •'• •· ·•!"·!,.. - ...__, 

s,ooo ·5oo . " 50 . 
. . ~ ' : -.~ . : ' 

. s ~ : . . -~- . 0.5 . 

.. : 
·4,000 400 . ' 40 . 

·, 
. . 4 

....... :. . . : . ·._ . ·, 

0 ; -+ _-: 

; . 

3,50~ 350 35 . 3 . 5 C' . 35 
. • , 

2,000 - . '200 20 2 0 . 2 

1,000 . . 100 10 -1 0 .1 _ 

700 70 7 0 . 7 CJ . 07 . , . •'.; 

500 50 - 5 . o .. 5 0 .05 
'I •: 

400 40 4 0.4 0 .04 

350• . . 35 3 c; 0 . 3~ 0.035 

200 ·20 2 0 . ~ 0.02 

100 10 1 0 ·. 0.01' 

70 7 .0 . 7 : ·' 0 ·.07 0 . 007 

50 5 0 . 5 . 0 .05 0 .005 

40 4 0.4 0.04 0 .004 

·35 3 .5 0.35 .. · : o·.635 0.0035 

0 . 2. . . . . 0 . 02 --:· 0 .002 
. -· . 

1 ·:0 .1 : ~ 0 . 01 . 
··, , . 

' lO · 

. : :· 7 -. 

.. s· 

. 0 . 7 ·. o,..o} :. , o :~o7 7 :x ·1o4 . 

4 . 

-. 2 
~· . . : 

.. · 

.223 . 

. .. · ' . 

: - -~: ,_:- .' . -- ::· 

0 . 5 · 0.05 o.oos. · s· x · lo- 4 

0.4 . 0 ~ 04 

· 0.35- . : o :o35 . 

0 . 2 .. 

. .. ··:--

.. .. 
J, : • •• 

' o.oot.·- .. 4 x lo-4 
• , • - 't ; 

. . · :•· . . . ~· -·-
0 .0035 .3 . 5 X 10 · · · 

• ·I ~ :. ; . 

. · .. :; . 

.. •' 

: ·.·' 

. . - .-. 

. :.: . 

. . . 

file:///Q.oo4
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TARLE 4-28 (Continued) 

.Toxicity/ 
Mobili;y/ Bioaccumulation Potential Factor Value · 
Persistence 
Factor Value 50,000 5 ,000 500 50 5 0.5 

.. 

2 ·x· to-4 I 10 1 0.1 · o.o1 0.001 1 x ·lo-4 

1.4 x· 10-4 
1 

7 X io·it 1 x to- 5 I . 7 0 . 7 ' 0 . 07 0.007 

1 x to:-4 
I 

5 ~ io·4 s x 1o·5 I. .· 5 0 . 5 0·.05 0.005 

· s. x to · 5 I 
4 x 1o· 4 4 X 10·.5 . I 4. 0 .4 0.04 0.004 

1 x- to-5 
I 

3 . 5 x to -4 to-s ·I 3. 5 ·0 . 35 0 . 035 0.0035 3 . 5 X 

. 4 ~ to-s 
. I 

x to -4 to - 5 I 2 0 .2 0 .02 0 .002 2 2 X 

2 x to-5 
I 

X 10· 4 1 x to-5 I ' 1 0 .1 0 . 01 0 .001 1 

1.4 x· to-s 
I 

1 x to-4 1 x to- 5 7 X ·10· 6 · I 0 . 7 o .. o; .. 0 . 007 

8 x 10·6 
'I 

4 x to-4 4 x to· 5 4 x to - 6 . 1- 0.4 0 .'04 ' -. 0.004 

7 x· to- 6 
I 

3.5 x to-4 3. 5 x to- 5 3. 5 x. to·' I 0 . 35 .0 .035' 0 .0035 

2 ·x to- 6 
I 

1 X 10·4 1 X 10·-s 1 x lo-6 I o, 1 0 .01 0.001 

L4 x to - 6 
I 

7 x to-4 1 ·x 1o· 5 7 x to- 6 1 x to-7 'I 0 . 07 ' 0. 007 
I - . ' 

s x 1o·7 I 0.04 (•.004 4 X 10·4 4 x to-5 4 x to · ' 4 X 10·7 

7 x to-7 -
. ·I 

3. 5 x to·lt .3 . 5 x to-5. 3.5 ~ 10· 6 3 . 5 X ·10·7 ·I . 0 . 035 0 . 0035 ~ 

2 x to· 7 
1-

1 x to- 4 1 x to-5 ' 1 x to - 6 1 x to-7 · I 0 . 01 0. 001 
I 

7 X. 10·5 7 · x to- 7 
. .. 

1.4 ·x 10·7 I 0 . 007 . 1 x to· 4 1 x to-6 1 x ·to-8 

·I · 4 · x ·· 1o·4 4 x io-5 . . 4 -x 10~ 6. 4 .. x ·to-.'7. 4 -~ 'io·-8 8 x .to-8 I .·· o.oo4 

7 X 10·8 
I 

3 . 5 x· 10·4 · 3. 5x10·5 · 3.5 x to·' 3. 5 x to-7 ~ ·. S X 10"8 I 0.0035 

2 x · to·8 
.,. 
I ' 0.001 1 x to -4 1 x to - ~ 1 x 1o·6 1 x 1o·7 1 . x lo-8 .,. . . 

1.4 x to-8. I 7 X · 10~ 4 ; . v. x to · 5. 7 X 10·6 1 x to-7 1 x to-8 1 x to-9 

' 

2l.-. 
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TABLE 4-28 (Concluded) 

Toxicity/ 1 
-Mobility/ I Bioaccumulation Potential F:actor Value 
.Persistence 
Factor Value I 50,000 5,000 500 50 5 0 .5 

10"9 

.I 
8 X l 4 X w·"- 4 X 10"5 4 X 10-6 4 X w-7. 4 X to-8 4 X 10"9 

1o·9 
I 

x~ 1o-· 4 10"6 10"' 10-8 10"9 2 X l 1 1 X 10"5_ 1 Y. l ·x · 1 X 1 X 

10-9 
t 

lo-s 1o·6 -1.4 X I 7 X 7 X 7 X 1o·7 7 X 1o·B 7 X to·9 7 X lo-10 

a- x 10-10 
I 
t 4 X 10"5 4 X 1o·6 4 X lo--7 ' 4 X 10-8 ' 4 X 10-9 4 X lo-10 

10-10 
r 

10-8 X -10·11 . -1 .4 X ~ 7 X 1o·6 7 x 1o·7 7 X '7 X 
lO.g : 7 X 10-10 4 

I 
. ·. 

L4 X 10-li I 7 · x 1o-i . 7 X 10"8 7 X 10-9 Y. 10-10 ... 
X 1o·ll 7 X 10 ·12 

' I 

1 .4 x -1o·l_l 
f 
t 7 x ·-to--a - 7 x J.O~~ .7 X 1o·.l-C_ -1 X 10-11 7- X 1o··12 7 x :1o·13 
I 

. I 

0 I' 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Do not· rouFid · t:~ - ne·ares_t 
' 

.integE·r. 

illwNG~~ . -

:· . :· . 

'_. . ~ 

~ ' . 
: .. .. 

. : .. ... <:: : 

• .... . -:--
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4.2.2.3.2 Popttlation. Evaluate the 
.,opulatioD fac:tDr b the watershed based on 
three f.actora: Level 1 coaceruratione. Level n 
concentrations. and potealial CODtamination. · 
Determine wbich factor applies -to an intake 
as specified in sectiou. U-2.3.-Determine the 
papulatioa to be counted for that intake u 
specified iD section 4.1.2..3.2. using the target 
distance limits in teetion uu and the 
hazardous Rbstance migration path :in 
sectioaUU 

4.%.2.3.%.1 Uve/1 concentratioM. Assign a 
valu to this factoraasjlec:ified in seetion u.u..U. . .. 

U.U.U Level II CODCenltat.ions.' Aslip 
a vallle ao thia fadur as specifiecUn teCtioo 
4.1.!.3.2.3. . . 
u2 3.23 PoletJtialCDDitun.itiation.; F« 

eadl applicable qpe-of IUZface watlaf body in 
Taele4-l.f. detemUoe~dilu~ted 
populatioo. vu.e .. specified ill 8eCtioli 
4.12.3;l.4. Sel.ec:t t8e appropriate dilutioa 
weight adjuitmenhalue' from Tabl.e ._27 as 
specified in MCIIioa U.2.3.l. 

Ca1culate the nl~ fDr the potential 
contamiDation factor (PC) for the watershed 
as follows: 

A n 
PC .. - · J; W, 

10 i - t 

where: , 
A=DilatioD weisbtadjustment value from 

Table4-27. · · • 
W,=DilutioiHreJshted population from Table 

4-U for IUlf.ace water body type L 
n=Number of ilffereDt Alface water body 

t}opu ill tbe walenbed. . 
If PC is lea 4baR 1, do DOt rowtd it to the 

neaieet integer. if PC ilt or more. roend to 
the nearelt integw. Enter the value in Table 
4-ZS. 

4.!!.2.3.2.4 CaJCDlatiOD of population factM 
value. Slim die factor Yahaea for· Levell · 
couceDbatioal. Level D CIIQC::eDtratioDa, and 
potential coa--tioo. Do not round this 

Bl1lD to the nearest iDteger. Asai$n tbit IUIIl as 
the pop.iation factor value for the watersbed. 
Enter this value iD Table 4-ZS. 

4.2.1.3.3 ··~Assign a value to the 
resourc:es factor aa 8p8Cified in sectioD 
4.1.2.3.3. . 

4.2.U4 . Colculation tJ/ drinking water 
threot-tor.,eu fuclor Ct1lefiOrY volile. Sum the 
nearettintake, papulation. eel rei!OUl()H 
factor ntees for·dae watershed. Do DOt round 
this I1UR to the Dearest integer. Ass!gD this 
sum as lhe .drinlciDs water tbreat-tallets 
faeter category Y1llue for the watet'Sbed. Enter 
this Yllue iJl Ta~ ws. . . . 

4.2.2.4 Calcula&n of driDlcing water 
tJrteot 6COte for a watershed. Multiply the 
drinkins w.ater Jhreat factor category values 
for Jikelihood. of nlease, waste 
characteristics, and targets for the w.atersh.ed. 

. and I'GWid the product to the Dearest iatqer. 
Then-divide by 82.500. Assisn1he-resulting 
value, subject to a maximum of 100, aa the 
drinkina water threat acore for the 
watershed. &Iter tm. score in Table 4-25. 

U3 HUJDDJt food Cbain threat Evaluate 
the httman food chain threat for a-watershed 
based ou three factor categories: likelihood of 
rele.Ue. wUte characteriatica. IUid targets. 

4.2.3.1 Human food ch4iD. threot
/iklihood of release. Allijn the.same 
liketihood of release factor category value Cor 
the human food cbain threat for the 
watel'llbed u woald be usigued iD section 
4.2.!.1.3 for tbe driaJdnt water tlueal Enter 
tbil value in Table ._ZS. 

4.2.3.2 Hwnan food chain tbreat-waste 
chiJI'OCt«istic$ Evaluate the wute . 
cbaracterlstics factor category for each 
watershed hued OD two factors: t0'1ddty/ 
mobilityfpenistence/bioaccumulatioD and 
hazardous wute quantity. 

4.%.3.%.1 Tt»dcity/IIIObility/penjstence/ 
bioaccmnul.a.tiott..Evahuate aU thoae 
hazardous !Rlbetaocet eligible to be 
evaluated for toxicity/mobility/penistence in 
the drinkins water threat lor the watershed 
(see lection 4-U.z.t). 

4.2.3.2.1.1 Tuxicity. Assign a ·toxicity 
factor Y1l1ue to eacll bazardous substance as 
specified in aectioD u.u. . 

U.S:7-U Mobility. Assign a ground 
water mobility factor value to each 
bazardonnubstance a:s speci.fied for the 
drinkins water threat {see section 4.2.2.2.1 .2). 

4.2.3.2.2.3 hnistence. Anisn a surface · 
wat« penisteDCe factor value to eacb 
hazardouS ltlbstance as specified for the 
drinking water threat (see .ectiou 4.2.2.2..1..3). 
except_ ae the predominant water category 
(that is. lakes: or rivers. oceans. coastal tidal 
waters, or Great Lakes} betweeu the probable 
poilit of entry and the nearest ~shery (not lhe 
near:eat drin.km, water or resources intake) 
along the hazardous substance migration 
path for the watenbed to detennine which 
portion ofTahle 4-10 to use. Determine the 
predominant -ter categOry based ou . 
distance u apeci.fied in aec:tioo 4.1.2.2.1.2. 

U3.2.U BioaccwDulation poteDtiaJ. · 
As&iBJl a bioaa:umulatioo poten~ factor 
value to eacb huardous substance as 
specified in Metioo 4.1.1.2.1.3. 

U3 21 s Calculotkm of toxicity/ 
mobility/penbt.ence/ bioaccumulat.ion 
factor vo1ue.. AssigD each hazardous 
substance a toxicity/mobility factor value 
from T~ 3-8i.eection 3.2.1.3). based OD tbe 
values assipaecl to the laazardous substance 
for the toxicity aDd mobility factors. 111en· 
assilo each hazardous substance a toxicity I 
mobility/petlisteDce factor Yalue from Table 
4-26. based on -the valaa asaigDed for the 
toxicity/mobility and persistence factors. 
Thenusip each~ IUbstanoe a 
toxicity /mtObility/penateoce/ 
bioacc:umulatioa factor nlue from TabJe 
4-28. Uie tbe ... taaoe widl the highest 
toxicity /mobility /peraisteDce/ 
bioaCCIIIBUiatioD factor Y1llue for the 
watershed to uaip tbe Ylllue to this factor 
-for tbe waten.hed. Enter thia walue ira Table 
4-%5. 

RUNG coDE~ 
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4.2.3.2.2 Hazardous wast8 quantity. 4.2.3.3.2.2 .Level II concentrations. Assign . those hazardous substances eligible to be 
Assign the tame factor value for h!lzardOWI a value to this factor as specified in section . evaluated for toxicity/1n9bility /persistence in 

· waste quantity for the watershed u would be 4.1.3.3.2.2: Enter this value in Table 4-25. the drin1cinS water threat for the watershed 
assigned in section 4.2.2.2.2 for the drinking 4.2.3.3.2.3 Potential human food chain (see section 4.2.2.2.1). 
water threat. Enter this value in Table 4-25. contamination. Assign a value to this factor 4.2.4.2.1.1 Ecosystem toxicity. Assisn an 

: 4.2.3.2.3 Calculatio.n of ~uman food chain as specified in section 4.1.3.3.2.3 with the ecosystem toxicity factor v&lue to each 
thJWat-waste charaCteristics factor cotegary · foUo\!lini mo4ification. For each fishery being · haZardous substance as sJ)eeified in section 
value. For the hazardous substance selected · evaluated mUltiply the appropriate dilution 4.1.4.2.1.1 . 

. for thecwaterahed in section 4.2.3.2.1.5. use ita weight for tha~ filb~ry from·Tablef-:13 by. the 4.2.4.2.1.2 .. Mobility. Assign a ground 
. toxieity/mobility/ .penisteDce factor value adjustment value selected from T-able 4-27. . water mobility factor value to' each 

and bioaCCUIIlulation potential factor value as apecified in section U.U.l. Use the L--- ... fied · 
f 11 • al th reaul""" product. not the vll}ue &om Table ........ rdous tuuetance aa lpeei in section 

as o owa to USJP a v ue to e waste -ooth dil . :~l. -6 the 6 _._ Do 4.:.2.2.1.2 for the drinking w~ter threat. 
, characttiriatica factor category. Fiiat, owltiply 4-13, aa . e ution we'6'.t~or auery. 4.2.4.2.1.3 Persistence. A.Jaicm a surface 

the toxicity/mobility/peraistenee factor value not roUnd this-product to the neareSt inteser. ..... 
and the hazardous waste quantity factor Enter the value essigRed in Table 4-2$. water persistence factor-value to each . 

: value for ibe.'wat~hed. subject to a~ ' 4.2.3.3.2.4 Colculotion·ofpopulatiunfactor· hazardous tubstance.aupecified in section · 
maiim\111\ pi¢uct o( '1 ;iqo•. :'l)ten multiply value. Sum the factor vaiuei for .. Leve1 J 4.2.2.2.1.3 for the drinkins water threat.. 
this product by .the bioaccuttnilation potential · coneentritiont. ·Level u· coneentrations. and except use the predominant water catesory 
factor value for thii hazardouS aubstance, potential human food ~ain ,oontamination (that is. laltea: or rivers. oceans. coaetal tidal 
aubject to a maximum product oft x1011, for the watershed. Do not ~und thie sum to waters, or Great Lakes) between the probable 
Baeed oil this second prQduet. assign'a'value . the nearest integer. ~sign this sum ae. the . · point of entry and the ne~ iensi.tive 
frOm Table z-'i (section ~U~1)1D·the human population factor value .for 'the-waterslred. enVironment (not the neareat Clriilkina water 
food chain threat-waste cbaracteriitica (actor Enter thia value in Table 4-25. .. . . . or~ intake) along the baza.rdous . 
catesory far the watershed. Eriter this value 4.2.3.3.3 Colcu/~a_n of JiumaiJ food chain subStance misratioo path· for the watershed 
in Table 4-2$. ·. . · · · . . - thnaHorgi!ts factor category vr:j~uti. Sum the .to determine which _portion of Tabl' ~10 to 

..u.s. Human food chain threat-targetS. · food chain tndividaal and pi>p'ulation factor: UJe. Determine the predominant ·water · 
,Eva}qa~ tWo 'talpt fa~ora for the 'M(iltershed: values for the watershed. Do DOt r:o~d thia :'·· ~t~ry ba~ on distance as _specified in 
··food i:l\am individual and population: . · sum to the nearest integer._ AHi8r:t thit sum· u . SeCtion Ulll..Z. ' . . 

· Fot both'factors;(letermine whether the · -- the l!.uman food chain threat•tarwets factor · . · .. u..4i.t.4 .. &;o$fslem bioaccumulation 
target lisberiu ·are subjeCt to Levell . . category valUe for the'. watershed: Bn~· this. ptJt8ntial. Assisn an ecOSyetem . 

value in-Table 4-25. · . ·. · · c · · · val 
coocentriltioila. Level D ~centratiCJna. or . :4.2:3.4' Caft:lilatiOJfolhwtKuifoOdchOin bio.-CCUJRulation potential factor ue to 
potential human food ~-contamination. · threat sco1'6 for a woti!rshed; Multiply the · · each hazaldo~ substance u specified in · 
Determine which appliu1o each fishery {or human food chain threat factor categ()ry . , aeCtioo 4.1~4.2.1.3. . . , 
pOrtion of !l6shery) u epeclfi~ in MctiC?Jl _val· ..... for ""elih--' .. 0.1 ~•-..---. ·-·te . . . . _ . . . u.. .. 4_ .2.1.5, _ CaJcula ._ . f.io. n of ecosys(em .. 

,4.tecti.t~~b!ect1.3t~-~ ~~~cti~ specified in, . c:ba;,deri~ci .::d' w;';r;.th"e';atershed. , ~CJty/mobil_Jty/persls~/. :. . · 
v•- ,....,. .,... ._. .-.. -and round the-product t~'tbe nearest fntqer. ,bJQQCCUlllulation factor ~ahJe.- Aasiga ~cb - . 

· .• 2.3.3~1 . FOOd chain 'individual •. Ah.ign ~ ~ Then .diVl' ..... by."" ........ ... _ 1..., •L-e-resulti.... . ' . . bazardoua substance an ecoeyetem toxicity I 
· ·. viJue tO the foOd chain iDdividliallactor u ...... - ~.,... w• ....,.. 

.. · ---:_t: ed·. m' ~- ........ 1 :..._.: th"-- _ v8lue,IUbject'toaiDaXimUmof.tcio: u ·the - ._ mot,nlityr.ctorvaluefromTableW(aection . 
·~· ~--"-""~ ...,, ._ human food chain threat ecore for the -· . - - 3.2.1.3). based on the vablea uelgned lQ·tbe 
foUowiri,'mOdiflcation. When a diluti~ watershed Enter this tcore in Table ·.._25. . . : . baZaidow eubetance for the ecoeyetem . 
weight is lUed. m1iltiply the ap'proptiate UA EnviionmentDJ thJeot. 1Walua1e·tbe .. · t_oxicity and mobility factor.. TbeD uaigD 
dilution weight from Table.f-13'-by ~- · . envtromneotal threat for tlwwat.enhed baaed · each 'bazardouttut»tance an ecoeyatem 
adjustment value '~eleCted &om Table ~21. .. ·on three factor categqiies: likelihood_ of . · toXicity/mobili!)'/peraiatence factor value 
ai specified in sectiozi 4.2.2.3.1. Use .the · · . relea~. w•te characteristics, and taraeta.. from Table 4-29, tiued OJi the values 
mul.tiJi8 product. Dot the vitlue :from Table.:: · .. f-2.4..1 .Environoienta/ threot-Jilce/j/iood of eUi8Md for Jhe ecoaymm toxicity /mobility 
4-13, u the dilution weight in usigliins the · .· re,J~ Adign ~same like.libood of releaee . . aDd persisti!ooe factors: Tben-aialgn each -, . 
'factor valJJ.e. Do not round thie. product to the . Jact~ category value f<!r the environtaental hazaldous substance an ecoayetem toxicity 1 
neareet integer.-~ter the value w!gned in'." . ~t ~or.thew~tenhed as would tie. . - . mObilit)r/pefsistence/bioaccumulation factor 
Table 4-25. · · · ass~ m,~n 4.2.%.1.3 for the drinldng value from Table~ baaed on the values 

· ·: 4.2.3.3.2 · Population: Evaluate the · . water threat..~ter thia .valu iD Table ~25. ·. · ... ipec;t for the ecoeyatem toxicity /mobility f 
· pOputatio~ factor for the wa~ed baaed on . 4_.2.4.2 . En_VI~nmellki! th~t-wasr. _ , . . · .. JM!l'lis.te~.and ecOiystem bioaccum~ation 

three factors: Levell concestratrona.·Level U t:haracter!stics. Ev:al~te ~ _waate · : . pgtential'factoia. Select' the tubetance·with 
coneentrations. and potential human fOod charactenl~ factor catesorJ loreach · . the hiitieet ecoSy.tem toxicity/mobility/ 
chain ooiitamination. Determine which of wa!enhed ~sed on "!O fado~ eco.~~tem · , perejatence/bioaccumulati~ factor valu~ for . 
these factors wto be applied to each fishery t~xidty/mob~ty/per&.letence/ . . . the watershed and ue it to auign the value 
.as specified in taction 4.2.3.3. biOaccwnulation and haz~us waste t :. ... .:. t ·ct ·forth t--'·:ed. En•-r this 

4.:2.3.3.2.1 uve/1 concentrations. AuigD a quaooty. · ~ . · . ·. · · · · o ...... •• or · e wa cnw "" 
value to thi• fador as epecified in section · u.u.t &osj'Stem't01cicity/mobility/ valu~.in Table-4-25. 
4.1.3.3.2.1. Enter this value in Table 4-25. persist8nce!biooccvmulation: f»aluate all· lllt.LMG CODE ..... 
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TABLE 4-29 . -
ECO~STEM TOXICITY(MOBILITY/PERSisTENc£ F~~ vALUES• 

Ecosystem ~ Persistence Factor Value 
· ToxicicyJMobility· . · . 

Factor Value I 1.0 0 .4 ·. 0.07 0 .0007 

I io,ooo 
-

10,000 4,000 700 7 

2,000 I : i,ooo 800 ·140 -1.4 
I 

1,000 I 
f 

1,000 . 400 .70 0.7 

200 I 200 80 14 0 .14 
I 

100 J 100 40 7 0.07 
I 

20 t 20 8 1.4 0 .014 
:f 

10 I 10 4 ' 0 . 7 0 . 007 
.. t . 

2 I 2 0 . 8 0.14 0 .0014 
j- · 

1 x 1o·4 1 I 1 0.4 0 .07 
. ·I . 

1.4 x to-4 0 .2 I 0. 2 0 .08 0 . 014 
I 

1 x to- 5 0.1 I 0 .1 0 .04 0.007 
1 

1.4 x lo-5 0 . 02 I 0 . 02 0.008 0.0014 
I' 

1 x 1o-4 7 X 10-6 0 . 01 . I 0 .01 0.004 
I 

8 x 1o·4 1.4 x 1o-4 1 .4 x to-t> 0 .002 I 0.002 
I 

4 x to-4 1 x 1o-5 7 X 10-7 0 .001 I 0 .001 

2 X 10-4 I 
2 ~: 10' 4 8 x to-s 1.4 X 10·5 1.4 x to-7 I 

1. x to-4 
I 

4 x 1o·S 1 x io-6 7 X 10-B I 1 x lo-4 

2 x 1o·5 I 
8 x 1o·6 1.4 x to-6 1 .4 x 1o·8 I 2 x to -5 

2 X 10·6 I 
2 X 10·6 8 x 1o·7 1.4 x 1o·7 1.4 x lo-9 I 

2 x to-7 
I 

2 X. 10-7 8 X 10·8 1.4 x lo-s L4 x 10·10 I 
2 x to-8 I 2 x to-8 s x to-9 ·1.4 x to-9 1.4 x 10-11 

2 x to- 9 
I 
I 2 X 10-9 s x 1o·lO 1.4 x 1o·lO 1.4 x 1o-12 
I 

0 I 0 0 0 0 

•no not round to nearest integer. 
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· . . TABLE ·4-.30 . 
1 

:-):~'rs~ · rt>XICITY~OBI.LI:rYJPEi.$1S.T~CEJB·i~AccUMtri.Anoti· ·FACTOR v.ALiJts•: 
·~ .. ~ . . . · .... ..:· .. _ .· .. "· -·. :. 

'.~Eco.sys't~m. :J·;.. . . : ·. ,. ... . . , .... : .. : ··.::·., . . ·. ·.-· .. : ,_ . ; , : .. 
. :·Toxf.cl-ty/ -<.J. '·:·.< :-;.;···- Ecosystem:·Bioacc.waul.atlon PotentiaJ~ };actor. Value ._ ...... · 

• I • . • o •. • • 

. - - ~~M.ob~-~i~Y/.. ·. ~:·1 ·;. · --~-- ,:~·;:.:·._, , . ·· ...... , . . ,- · .. :· :·.; · 
.. Pers1$tenc.e ;_ _ .- . · .. .. · .. .. , .. . _, ... ... ·.·• ·· .·~·'"""··---.-•. ~ . .......... -.-=-.. --------"-'---'-..,.., .. ~. ·.: . ·-r~~~-~~ .. _~v~~~:.j · -_.:: · -.--~~·::9.~9:~= ·.·. . ... _.s_. ~:~- ... · -~ ·- . ... 5~o ,.:..:_~---·s_o~"--i---5~-'-· · _· _o~. 5 . 

. , .... -.. _, 

' ~. • I "• 

· · . 10:; ooo . · .... :·;·:! : ·. · ~ --~·_-.I_o~ . · . 5 · ~ 16~- . .... ·. · 5 .. x· 106 . s x · 1~s : . 5 x ~o4_ . -~ :-ooo 

4.,ooo: .. ·:
1
· . . - ~---"loa _.. 2 .x ·1o' ;.·· .- 2 x ·io' .- . :2 x .\o5 . 2 x 104 

2 • 000 :::_.1. : 1

5

. ~ -xx_. ~-11~00: . t x tol t X tO'· t x to5 · t ~ t04 

. ·_, · ·· 1 ,00,0 1 -~ x 106 ·5 x· 105 5 x 104 s,Ooo 
·: I . . . 
. I . 4. xl07 4,000 

·2,000 

1 , 000 

500 

400 
. I 

.. . 700 . . :. I '3 :5 X 107 
-: o M 

'3 . 5 x 10~ 
. .. 

~. 5 ~ to4 ··.- 3,soo . "350 ' 
: I 

. · :· 4oo.· ·. /1 :. ?:2 _ ~~ to7 ,__- .. _·. ·. 2 ~;}?} . 
- . . ' 7 / 26 : '· ·., ~ .· ... 200_: .· .. :-, .' .. ··l _x . .. to __ . .. ;/~ x ~: . ·1 x 105 : :.j x·· ·lo4 ~·, · i, ooo · 

· . · :··· ·11io· .... ' · ···r· ..... 7 ',t-.1~~- · .. ·. · 7 ·; ·to<s_: · 1 * io.4 .; · .. · 1,090. . -. .JoQ 

, --- 1~- :~ _ ;: ,~ _-.>:. _:i~6 - :.· .. :·. 5 · ~ i~~:: · ·· 5·x 1o4_.·· .·.·· 5 -:Q:~(/~ .590 

. ~-~. ' 4 . · .. ·. 
. . ·so . _ · .. I . ~ 4 . x·:ro6 .. ··. · .. 4 x 10~ · . .. ,4-.x 10- .:· 4~0.00 4QO .... = 40 . . . .. :: ·:. t .. ~ . ... : . . .. . . '}_.~ .. . . . ' ' . 

. · ·:. ·::·. -~~ - · .. ·· .:: 1 .. : ·-~ . ~ ·x: ._10~ ;. _3.5 x'_~o~ - -~· . .- ~ ·.fx }0~ ·. .-. 3 , 5p~ 
. . . . . 4• • . . j' 2 X .106 {x lOs·· ·-- 2 X 104· : . '2 ,000 

. . . . ., . . . :.:. : ': . .•. : -. 

·· · 20 . :·· .,_ : · ·. 1 ·x 106 · .. r' x lOS ;· .. ·. ·1 . x .104 : ·· · i 000 · : . . . ' . ·I-·. . . ,· . . . . . . '"· .. . . : ' : . . . . ~ . ~ 

· 14 :I · 1 ·x· :i0'5 · · · :7 x ·10~ o:. . 7-,ooo 100 · 10 · ·. \ . ·7 . 

.. :"'"_, ,.1o . _.- _ .. :;_ . . :~~~~J :lo-~ .. :·- ··.-s -~ 1{)~ : · _ · · · s·,'ooo ·. · ... :' :· ;~o · ; ·_-·. 50· ·· ~ -
. ~ :." " •' •.• ·· .. ·,•:·1· : . .. : :' · . ~--. , . : :- , . · . . : . ~ •,·,:. • ~ .... ·. :·_:. c-, ·.: -~~ .. ' ! . . .' , • • .:":· ... ' · · 

2 X 105· . . 2 X 104 2,000 

350 -

200 

2oo 

" 100 . 

.-·.- .. 70 .. ~ 
~ 

. 50 · 

. ·' 20 
c 

10.0 ... _. ·. 10·.· . 

-

•· 

,·. 

... 
.··· - -, .. - . 

, . .. 

~ ., . . . .... . . 
. . · 

. ' -.· . . · .,.· ·: ~ · _· ... >: .1· .: ~·, _:~· "x_" :1~~ _, ···: . :4 ·x lo4·-. ·· · .. : 4;·ooo, .· . · ·. ·. 4q~ . .. ·: ·4o. ··;,· :;·: 4 
. ' · .· .. ·.. . ... ,: . "5 . . . ' . !t . .• . . .. . . ·. . ., 

·: ~<_,·:--.· , -~-.. · .. ;_. .. ~~~ .. 3 ~.\~ :~0 · :-· 3 : 5 :~~.:1:~ .-.:·:_ .- . ~ 3·~-~-- .:_- ·. --:3SO_· L .. · . 35 · · .:.~. 3_;_~ .. 
I • ~· . • 

: . :. · 4 ·.. ·' · 2 ·x -105 · ' 2 x 1o_'4 · · · ·.2,-00o . · · 200 : 20 2 . 

, .. :. :· ~ ·: ·-~~ ·. . .-.: : ··./:~i·· ~:_ 1~5 :: ~ 
. . :· .-:· . . . . ::.: . .... _:·_ . . . . : ·'~ .. . 

. ·. . · . · L4~ · . .1. - · 1.-x-1.0_ . 

.. . .. . - It . .. , 
1 ~ -1~- .. · . '100 : 1,000 

. ·' . . :. ' . . : .. 
7-ooo . . '700 ~ .· . 7 0 

.· .. · . . . : . ., . . 

10 1' . 
;·- . .... - .. 

7 

. . . . : · : 

--- ·i - .. ,· .... .... ". ~.· ; -.~ ..... ·· - -. 232 
. . .. . .. . .. ,. . .. ·-· 

: ..... 'l; • ; .. -. . , • .. .... .. .. . . 
. . ~. . . . t . . . . . . : . : 
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TABLE 4-30 (Continued) 

.Ecosystem 
Toxicity/ Esosystem Bioaccumulat:ion Potential Factor Value 
.Mobility/ I 
·Persistenc.e I 

5o,ooo · ·5,000 500 50 5 0 . 5 Factor Value 

1.0 l 
. 4 

5,000 .· 5oo .so 5 0 . 5 5. X 10 . · 

. 0.8- I 4 )( 104 4 ,000 400 40 4 '0 .4 

0.7 I 3.5 X 104 3,500 . 350 35 3 . 5 0.35 

0 .4 I 2 X 104 2 ,000 200 20 2 0.2 

0.2 1 · ~.· 1o4 1,000 100 10 ' 1 0.1 

0 .14 7,000 709 70 7 0. 7 . 0.07 

0 . 1 ,5,000 500 so 5 0.5 0 .05 

0.08 4,000 400 . 40 4 0.4 0.04. 

0 .07· 3,500 .··. 350 ·. 3.5 3.5 . 0 .35 0 . 035· 

0 .04 ? , 000 2'00 20 2 . 0.2 O.Q2 

. 0.02 .I 
I 

1,000 10() . 10 1 ·'.·; 0 . 1 0 .01 ' 

0 .014 I 700 70 7 0.7 0 .07 0.007 
I 

0 .01 I 500 50 5 0 . 5 0.05 0.005 
I 

0 .008 I 400 40· 4 0.4 0 .04 o·.oo4 · 
. I 

0 . 007 .I ' 350 35 3.5 0 .35· 0.035 0 .0035 
I 

0.004 ·I 200 20 . 2 0.2 . 0.02 0. 0,02 
.. 

·q ;002 . 100 10 . '•1 o.; ·.:·: 0 .01 ·0.001 ' .. 
: . ~ . 

0 .0014 i() 7 0.7 .. 0 .07 0.00? 7 ·.X 1,0-~ 
I 

5 x 1o-:4· 0 .001 I 50 5 0 . 5 0 . 05 0 .005 ' 

8 ·x 10·4 
.I 

4 x 1o·4 · I 40 4 0.4 0 .04 0.004 

7 x 1o·4 
.. 

3.5 x 1o·4 I 35 3 . 5 0.35 0 . 035 0.0035 

4 x lo-4 I 20 2 0.2 0.02 '0.002 i' x to--4 ... 

.t33 
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Ecosystem 
. . Toxicity/ 

Mobility/ 
Persistence 

TABLE 4-30 (Cont:inued) 

Ecosystem 8ioaccumulation Potential Factor Value 

Factor Value SO. 000. 5,000 500 so 5 0 . 5 

2 X 10- 4 

1. 4 X 10-4 

. 8 X 10-5 

7 X 10- 5 

4 X 10-5 

2 X 10- 5 

l .4xlo-5 

7 x lo-.6 

2 -x lo- 6 

1.4 X 10- 6 

7 ?-: lo-7 

2 }: 10- 7 

7 X 10-8 

2 X 10- 8 

1 ·.4 X 10-8 

I 10 1 

I 
l 7 0.7 
l 
I 5 o . 5 
I 
I 4 o 4 

I 
I 3.5 o.35 
l 
I 2 ·0.2 
I 
I . 1 . o. 1 
I 
I o.7 o.o7 
I 

. I . o. 4 o. o4 
I 
I · 0.35 o .0 35 
i 
I o.1 o.o1 
I 

· ~ 0.07 0 . 007 
I .. 
I . o. 04 o . oOJ. 
l 

.I 0.~35 ~ . 003~ 
I 
I o.o1... u ov' 
I 
I o.oo1 7 x ~o-4 
I 
I o.ooA 4 x lo-4 
1 
I 0.0035 · 3.s ·x lo-4 . 

I 
I o.oo1 · 1 x lo-4 

. I 

. - I I x · lo-4 7 X lO·~s 

0 . 1 o.o1 o.oo1 1 x 10-4 

0 . 07 o.oo7 1 x lo-4 7 x io-5 

0.05 

0.04 

0.035 0 . 0035 3 . 5 X 10- 4 3 .5 X 10-5 

0.02 o.oo2 2 x 1o-4 2 x lo-5 

0 . 01 0 .001 1 X 10-4 1 X 19-5 

0.007 

@.004 

o. oo3s 3.s x lo- 4 3 . 5 x to - s 3 s x 10-6 

0.001 1 x lo- 6 

7 X 10-] 

3. 5 x lo- 4 3.5 x lo-s 3 . 5 x 1o-6 3 s x lo- 7 

4 x lo-5 4 x to-6 .· 4 x lo-7 

1 x 1c - 5 1 x ro-6 · 1 x lo- 7 1 X 10- 8 

I X l X 10-J I X 10-8 7 x w-9 

234 
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TAf>l.E ·4-30 (Concluded) . 

Ecosystem J. 
Toxlcit:y/ ·I Ecosystem Bioaccumulation fot:ent:ial Factor Value 
Mobility/ I 
Persistence 
Factor Value 50.000 s.ooo 500 50 · 5 0 . 5 

8 x ·l0-9 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-s 4 x 10-6 4 X lo-7 . 4 X 1o-t 4 X to- 9 

2 x lo-9 1 x 1o·4 1 X lo-s 1 x to-6 1 X 1o·7 1 X to-a 1 X to-9 

1.4 x lo-9 1 x 10-s 7 x to-6 7 X to-7 7 X lo-8 7 X 10-9 7 ·x lo·lO 

8 X 10-10 4 x 10-S 4 " . lq-6' 4 X to-7 4 X to-a 4 X lo-9 4 X lo-to 

1.4 X 10-10 7 x 1o· 6 7 X 10·7 ] X to·8 7 x 10·9 7 X 10-10 4 X 10-11 

1 4 x 1o·ll · . · ] x lo-7 7 X to-a · 7 X to-9 7 X to-to 7 x· 10·11 7 X to-12 

1 4 X 10-12 7 X lQ-8 7 X to· 9 ] X lo-10 1 x lo-11 7 x 10·12 7 X 10-13 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 Do not ro~d to neores~ integer . 
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4.2.4.2.2 ·Hazardous waste quantity. 
Assign the same factor value for hazardous 
waste quantity for the watershed as would be 
assigned in section 4.2.2.2.2 for tbe drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in Table 4-25. 

4.2.4.2.3 Calculation of environmental 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. For the hazardous substance selected 
for the watershed in section 4.2.4.2.1.5, llSe its 
ecosystem toxicity /mobility /persistence 
factor value and ecosystem bioaccumulation 
potential factor value as follows to assign a 
value to the waste characteristics factor 
category. F'arst. multiply the ecosystem 
toxicity/mobility/persistence factor value 
and the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for the watershed. subject to a 
maximum. product of 1 x 101• Then multiply 
this product by the ecosystem 
bioaccumulation potential factor value for 
this hazardous substance. subject to a 
maximum product oflx1ou. Based on this 
product. assign a value from Table ~7 
(section 2.4.3.1) to the environmental threat· 
waste characteristics category for the 
watershed. Enter the value in Table.4-25. 

4.2.4.3 Environmental threat-targets; 
Evaluate the environmental threat-targets 
factor category for a watershed using one 
factor: sensitive environments. 

4.2.4.3.1 Sensitive environments. Evaluate 
sensitive environments for the watershed · 
based on three factors: Level I 
concentrations, Level D concentrations, and 
potential contamination. Determine which ' 
applies to each sensitive environment· as · 
specified in section 4.1.4-3.1. except use only 
those samples fron:a· the surface water in· 
water segment and only those hazardous 
substances in such samples that meet the 
conditions in sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.4.3.1.1 Levell concentrations. Assign a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.4.3.1.1. Ente.r this value in Table 4-25. 

4.2.4.3.1.2 uve/11 concentrations. Assign 
a value to this factor as specified in section 
U.f.3.1.2. Enter this value in Table 4-25. . 

4.2.4.3.1.3 Potential contamination. Assign 
a value to this factor as specified in section 

4.1.4.3.1.3 with the following modification. 
Multiply the appropriate dilution weight from 
Table 4-13 for the sensitive environments in 
each type of..surface water body by the 
adjustment value selected from Table 4-27. 
as specified in eection ·4.2.2.3.1. Use the 
resulting product. not the value from Table 
4-13, as the dilution weight for the sensitive 
environments in that type of surface water 
body. Do not round this product to the 
nearest integer. Enter the value assigned in 
Table4-25. 

4.2.4.3.1.4 Calculation of environmental 
threat-targets-factor category value. Sum the 
values for Level I concentrations, Level D 
concentrations. and ~tential contamination 
for the watershed. Do not round this sum to 
the nearest integer: Aesign this I1IDl as the 
environmental thre.at targets factor category 
value for the watershed. Enter this value in 
Table 4-25. 

4.2.4.4 Calculation of environmental 
threat score for a watershed. Multiply the 
environmental threat factor category values 
for likelihood of release, waste 

' characteristics, and targets for the watershed. 
and round the product to the nearest integer. 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting 
value, .ubject to a maximum oleo. as the 
environmental threat score for the watershed. 
Enter this seore in Table 4-25. 

4.2.5 Calculation of ground water to 
surface water migration component score for 
a watershed. Sum the acores for the three 
threats for the watershed {that is, drinking 
water, human food chain. and environmental 
threats). Aasign the resulting score, subject to. 
a maximum value of 100. as the ground water 
to surface water migration component score 
for the watershed. Enter this score in Table 
4-25. 

· 4.2.6 Calculation of ground water to 
surface water migration component score. 
Select the highest ground water to surface 
water migration component score from the 
watersheds evaluated. Assign this SGOre as 
the ground water to surface water migration 
component score for the site. subject to a 

maximum score of 100. Enter this score in 
Table4-25. 

4.3 Calculation of surface water 
migration pathway score. Determine the 
aurface water migration pathway acore as 
follows: 

• If only one of the two aurface water 
migration components (overland/flood or 
ground water to aurface water) is acored. 
assign the score of that component as the 
aurface water migration pathway acore. 

• If both components are scored. select the 
higher of the two component scores from 
sections 4.1.6 and 4.2.6. Assign that score as 
the surface water migration pathWay score. 

5.0 Soil Exposure Pathway 
Evaluate the ioil exposure pathway based 

on two threats: Resident population threat 
and nearby population threat. Evaluate both 
threats based on three factor categories: 
Likelihood of exposure. waste characteristics. 
IIJid targets. Figure ~1 indicates the factors 
included within each factor category for each 
type of threat. . 

Determine the soil exposure pathway score 
(S.)in terms of the factor category values as 
follows: 

2 
l: (LEJ(WCJ(T J 
i=1 

S.= - ---o----:--
SF 

where: 
LEt==Likelihood o( exposure (actor category 

value for threat i {that is, resident 
population threat or nearby popillation 
threat). 

WCs =Waste characteristics factor category 
value for threat i. 

T1=Targets factor category value for threat i. 
SF==Scaling factor. 

Table 5-1 outlines the specific calculation 
procedure. 
8IIJJNG COOl ......... 
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TABLE 5-1.-SoiL E~POSURE PATHWAY ScoRESHEET 

Factor categories and tactors Maximum Value 
value assigned 

Ukelhood of bpoMn 
1. l..ikelihood of Exposure .••. " ........................ _. .............................................................................. _,,, ..... ".-" .-·······"""'""'"'""'""-·- ·· 550 

Wast.~ -
2. Toxicity'"""""_ ... _ ..................... - ....................................................... """""'""""'""""""'""'"""''"""'"""'"""" ''""'"""'"""""""""'"'""" (a) 
3 . Hazardoua Waste Ouanlity ...................... """"'''"""""'"'"'""'""""'_,_ ....................... " ............................ """""""'"'"""""""""-'""" (a) . 

4 . Waste Ctllracteristies '""_,_, ......... - .... -" .................. """""'""'"''-""""""'""""'"'"'""""""""""""""": .... " ... --....... " ...... _ ......... .. 100 
T~ 

,;t!i~~~]~f~~:~~~~~~~~;~f~i~~~ 
50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
15 
5 
(C) 
(b) 

Resident~ Thr4lllt Score 
· 11. Resident Popolalion Threat (lineS 1 X _4 X 10) ................................................. .: ..................................... _ ................................... - .... .. (b) 

Neartlf Popu .. tlon Threat 

UkiDood of Expoaure . 
12. Atlrac:tiveness Accessibility " "'"""'" " '"""""'' '''"'""'""'" "'"•"""'"''"'"" """'"" '"""''"'"'"'"''""""""''"''""''-"''"""""''''" " ""-·-··-··· -100 

13. Area of Contamination-....... """""''"'"'"""''"'"'''"'"""'""'' '""'"''"''"'""'"'"'""'"- '"''"""''"'' ""'"""'"'"""""'"""'"'"""'""""'-""'"'' 100 
14. L.ilelihood of El!posure ........................ " '""'""'""""''' "'"""""""'"""""'-'""""" ""'""''""'"""''"""""'""'"'''"'' '" '"'""'"''"'"'""''"'",;. .. 

·--~ . 
500 

·: ~~ ~~=:::~==~~::~:::~::~:::~~:::~~=:~~::::::::~~=~:::~:;:::::::::::::~~~~=:~~=~=:::.~===:=-~=:·· 
(a) 
(a) 
100 

T~ . 

~~~~~:::~::~~=-~~=~=~~~::=:--~-=-====~====3 Sol E.lqloUa Palhwar Score I 

1 
(b) 
(b) 

(b) 

22. Soil E:xpowe Pa1hway Score • (Sj, (lines [11 +211 I 82.500, subject to a maximum oft 00) """" """"""" """"""--"-"""-"i 100 

• MaxiiTuil wlue applieS 10 waste chara<:teristics category . 
• Maximum value not applicable. . 
• No apecific lll8lCimum value applies to factol. However, pathway SCOAI based solely on terrestrial sensitive environments is ~mited 10 maximum ol 60 
• Do not t"QUnd 10 nearest·integer • . 

5.0.1 Generol txJns1derations. Evaluate the 
soil exposure pathway based on areas of 
observed contamination: 

• Consider observed contamination to be 
present at sampling locations where analytic 
evidence indicates that: 

-A hazardous substance attributable to 
the site is present at a concentration 
significantly above background levels 
for the site (see Table 2-3 in section 2.3 
for the criteria for determining 
analyticalaignificance), and 

-This hazardous sub_stance, if not present 
at the aurface. is covered by 2 f~t or 
less of cover material [for example, 
soil). 

• Establish areas of observed 
contamination based on sampling locations 
at which there is observed contamination aa 
follows: 

-For all sources except contaminated 
soiL if observed contamination from 
the aite is present at any aampling 
location withln the source, consider 
that entire source to be an area of 
Observed contamination. 

-For contaminated soiL consider both the 
sampling location(s) with observed 
contamination from the site and the 
area lying between such locations to 
be an area of observed contamination, 

unleSs available information indicates 
otherwise. 

• If an area of observed contamination (or 
portion of such an area) ia covered by a 
permanent. or otherwise maintained, 
essentially impenetrable material [for 
example, asphalt) that is not more than 2 feet 
thick. exclude that area (or portion of the 
area) in evaluating the soil exj>osure 
pathway. 

• For an area of observed contamination, 
consider only those hazardous substances 
that meet the criteria for. observed 
contamination for that area to be associated 
with that area in evaluating the soil exposure 
pathway (see aection 2.2.2). 

If there is obaerved contamination, assign 
scores for the resident population threat and 
the nearby population threat. as specified in 
sections 5.1 and 5.2. If there is no observed 
contamination. assign the soil exposure 
pathway a score of 0. 

5.1 Resident Population Threat. Evaluate 
the resident population threat only if there is 
an area of observed contamination in one or 
more of the following locations: 

• Within the property boundary of a 
residence, school. or day care center and 
within 200 feet of the respective resjdence. 
school. or day care center, or 

• Within a workplace property boundar~· 
and within 200 feet of a workplace area, or 

• Within the boundaries of a resource 
specified in section 5:1.3.4, or 

• Within the boundaries of a terrestrial 
sensitive environment specified in section 
5.1.3.5. . 

If not. assign the sesident population threat 
a value of 0. enter this value in Table S:.1. and 
proceed to the nearby population threat 
[section 5.2). 

5.1.1 Likelihood of exposure. Assign a 
value of 550 to the likelihood of exposure 
factor category for the resident population 
threat if there is an area of observed · 
contamination in one or more locations listed 
in section 5.1. Enter :"is value in Table 5-1. 

5.1.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate 
waste characteristics based on two factors: 
toxicity and-hazardous waste quantity. 
Evaluate only those hazardous substances 
that meet the criteria for observed 
contamination at the s.ite (see section 5.0.1). 

5.1.2.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as 
specified in section 2.4.1.1. Use the hazardous 

. substance with the highest toxicity factor 
value to assign the value to the toxicityiactor 
for the resident population threat. Enter this 
value in Table 5-1. 

5.1.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign 
hazardous waste quantity factor value as 

specified in section 2.4.2. In estimating the 
hazardous .waste quantity, use Table 5-2 and: 
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_ • Consider pnly _the first ~ feet of depth of- • Resident individ~:~al-a person_ living or 
an area of observe~i"conta~ation. except as · alte.nding school or day care on a property 
-specified for .the volume measure. _ . with an area of observed CODtamination and 

• Use the vOlume measure (see section - whose residence; school or day care center, 
2.4.2.1.3) only for those typea of areas of respectively, is on or within 200 feet ot' the . 
observed cOntamination llsted in TieiC of area of observed CODtamination. _ 
Table S.:2. In evaluating the vohime measure • Worker-a person working on a prope~ 
for lhese listed.ueaa of observed · · ~.;th 'an area of observed contamination and-
contamination. use the full vOlume, not just whose workplace area 'is on or within 200 feet 
the volume within the top z feet. of the area of observed contamination. . 

• l,Jse the area meaiure (see section - . · 
z.4i.t.4), oot th~ ',iiJUine me-aaUie;·for 'all_ • Resources located on an area of -
odu!l' cypel"o£ areas or obserVed ' - observed Contamination. as specified 'in 
contamln_ation. even if their volnme is kno,wn. sectiqn 5.1. . 

Enter, the .. va}ue a-ssigned in'Table ~1. .1· •ted Terrestrial sensiftiv~-~~d: ~ent;s 
-. - - oca on an area o OuaecY., 

-TABLe. 5-2.-HAZARoous--w~ auAH- -: coiltaminatioil, as specified In section s:1~ 
TJTY EVALO~TioN EQUAnoNs FOR SotL 5.1.3.1 Resicknt indivldua/. ~valuat~ ~s 
ExPOSURE-PATHWAY · factor based on_ whether there 11 a res1dent 

· individual, as specified in section 5.1.3, _who 

·Unib 

A lb 

Equation 
. for 

assigning 
V8I!Ue. 

c 

is subject to Levell or Level D 
concentrations. · 

F"ait. detemine those areas.of observed 
contamination eubject to Levell · 
concentrations and those subject to Level D 
concentrations as specified in sectio111. 2.5.1 

. and 2.6.%. Use the health-based bencbmark• 
. . ., W/5.000 from Table 5-3 in determining the level of 

· contamination. Then aseign a value to the 
resident individual factor as foUowi: 

yrP -- ·V/2.5 • -Assign a value of sO if .there ia at l~ast 
one resident individual for one or more areas 

~non · VISOO subject to Lever I concentrationS. 
--~ · .~ru; • Ast i8n a value of 45 if there ia no such 

. . resident individual-. but there ia at leut one 
resident indiViduid for one or more areas 

· -fP A/34,000 eubject to LeVel D cOncentrations. 
,.. . - A/13 • Assign a·value or 0 if tliere ia no resident 

ftl A/13 

' ' 
. ft1 AI'Z70 
ftl A/34 -
t\t - -'"'~·090 

individual 

Enter the value assigned in Table 5-1. 
5:u.z Re$ideni population. Evaluate 

resident po,pUJ,tion bued on two fact_ors: 
Levell c:onc:entrations aJ)d-Level·D 
concentrations. Determine which factor . ;~~:' =-~ ~ 1 applies as sp~cifie~i'in 1ectioia Z,.S.1 and 2.5.Z. 

. tona2,000 ~-1 C&Dc ywct-4 ~=200 using the,heal~·based benchmarks fl:om 
gallcn.. . . · - . . Table 5-3. Evaluate populationteilbject to 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Levell concentration; •• fpecified in"section 
~ Uee ... III8IISUia. in T..- 0 tor dry 8Uifaoe 5.1.3.2.1 and populations subject· to Level D 
impoundrnan1s and tor IMiedlbeddiled ..teQa-im- - conceiltratione ai specified in .ection 
~ vokme of drwne.la ~. ~-- 5.!.3;2.2. -
1 drum & 50 gallons. . . - ' . -

•:u.e Jencf iuiCaee .... under pile; not IUrfaQe 
~ofpile. -

s:i.u .. cOJcrilotion of waste . - -· 
ch_aiv:ic(emtics foeior caU!gO_ry value. 

- · Multiply the·toxlcity and h~ous waste · 
· quantity fact~r-values, subject to a maximum 

· ·_ product of 1 ·x 1q-. Based on thla product. . 
- a1111ign a va1u' from' Table_ ~7 t~on 2.4.3,1) 

' to the waste chUI!.cteristict factor caJeaory . . 
. £itter tbit vahie in Tabte $,-1~-

5.i.3 . -i'orge.(& Evalpate .the·· taziets factor
catqbey Jor the resident population threat 
basea on five factOrs: residenlindividual. 
resident popula-tio~ workeri:-reao~ and -

. TABLE 5-3:-HEALmBASED BeNcH- .. 
·MARKS FOR HAzARDOUS' StiBSTANCES 
IN SoiLS 

-. -~ 'concentratioo:rQi cimcu 
Cotresponding.to that conc:en~ti9n th~t , 
correapondi to the 1o-•inctiVid\ial c8ncer risk 
for Orial expoSures. -· . • ~runs COQC4tJ:1tration for no~cancer 

· toxicologi~l responses coJ:responding to the 
- Reference Dose-{RfD) for·oi'al exposures. 

+ • • - • • 

section 5.1.3. In estim~tins the number of 
·people living on property witll an area of 
observed contarilination. when the estimate 
in based -on -the number of residences, · 
multiply eacli reSidence by the average
number of pef89ns per residence for ~e __ 
county in wbich the residence ls located. 

5.1.32.1 Level I concentraliOII$. Sum the 
number of ~ident individuals subject to 
Levell concentrations and multiply this sum 
by 10. Ass~ the resulting product u the 
value for this factor. Enter this value in Table 
5-t. . - ' 
_ 5.1.UZ · Level II concimtrotioll$. Sum the 
number of resident-individuala subject to 
Level D concentrationa. Do not Include those 
peOple already coimted under the Levell 
concentrations factor: Assign this sum aa·the 
value for thiS factor. Enter this value In Table 
5-1. 

5.1.3.2.3 Calculation of resident 
population {OGtor value. Sum the factor 
value• for Level I concentrations and Level 0 
concentrations. Assi8z! this sum as the __ 
resident population factor value. Enter this 
value in Table 5-1. · 

5.1.3.3 Workers. Evaluate this factor 
based on the number of workers that meet 
the section 5:1.3 criteria. Assign a value for 
these workers usilig Tables-.. Enter thia 
value.in Table 5-1. -

· TABlE 5-4.-FA.CTOR VALUES FOR 
.. WORKERS 

0 .. - ... - ......... _ ..... - ......... _ ............ - ...... _. 
1 to 100 _ ...... _,_ ...... __ ..... _ ...... _ 
101 to 1,000-.......... _ ........... - ................. . 
Greater than 1.000--····················-

0 
5 
10 
15 

5.1.3.4 Resources. Evaluate the resources 
factor as foUows: 

• Assi8z! a value of 5 to the resources 
factor if one or more of the foUowing is' 
present on im area Qf observed · 
contamination at the site: 

-Conunercialqricul~ -
-CoJJiDiercial.silviculture. . . . 
-cQmmerciallivesiOCk production or 
- commercial livestock~ . - -

· -• Assign a value Of 0 if-none of the above 
are present. - · - · - -

·Eoter' tbe value assigned in Table 5-1. 
5.1.3.5 TerrestrialuMiti.,_ environments. 

Aseip v&lue{a} from-Table 5-S to each 
tem!ltrial sensitive environment that meets 
the eligibility criteria of section 5.1.3. -- · -

Calculate a value {ES) for terreetrial -
sensitive environments as foUowa: 

.·. 
n 

·ES= I. S. 
i= t --

terrestrlal1;8Dsltiv_e ~vironm"n'~ -. .- · where: · -· 
-In-evaluatina the taqets fador ce,tegory for . . _ 

the-reaident po~ati~n. ~~t, c;xnmt.only the . Count onJ.y ih~ pel'IIOIII-meeting the : . S.= Value( a) assigried from J.'.a~te -~ _to 
follo~ as tar8ets: . ·. ' ' criteria for resident individu:slas specified in . ·. . ~rrestrial ~itWe envirQnment t. : 

• r , · ; " ; · : o f '• ' • 

.. · . . . 
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n=Number of terrestrial sensitive 
environments meeting section 5.1.3 
criteria. 

Because the pathway score based solely on 
terrestrial sensitive environments Is limited 
to a maximuin of80, determine the value for 
the terrestrial sensitive environments factor 
as foUowr. 

TABLE 5-5.-TERRESTRIAL SENSmVE 
ENviRONMENTS RA.llNG VALUES 

T erTeStrial crillcal habitat • for Fede!al 
dnigllllt8d endllnglnd or 1tlrea~ 

aned IPIICiel---·-- ···········-····-'·'-·· . 
Hmoni!IPMI 
~ Fedelal Wilderness 

At8a 
National MOIUMIIt 

T erres1rial habllat known to be used by 
Fedcnt dlosigfmecl of proJI()SeCt 
ttnatened Olendlllgefed tp8Ci8s - · 

Nationll Plesanle ~ 
National or Slate TerT8Sirial w~ 

fife Refuge 
Federal land designated tor ~ 

I8Ction ~ natlnl ecosys1ems · 
AdminislniMiy poposed FedBraf 

WildemeSs Area 
Terreslrial - utiliz8d for bf8eO. 

ing by large or dense aggrega.. 
lions ~ animals" 

TerreAiaf habilat known to be used by 
Stale designated •ldllnglred or 
ttweatened species,_ ........................... .. 

T emiSirial habilal known to be 
UMd by lp8Cies \rod8r Nllriew -
to Is Federal dasign8led endan
gered or threatened statue 

Slate llnds de6igneled tor wildlife or 
game l'llllfl8g8AWII .... _ ....... --......... 

Slllle designMed NaHal ...,_ 

Plrlcular -- ralaiM!Iy ll!lall in 
siza, ~ to Al8inlenanoe 
of unique biotic communities 

100 

7S 

50 

25 

• Multiply the values assigned to the 
resident populatioa threat for liJcelihood of 
exposure (I.E). waste characteristics (WC}, 
and ES. DiVide the product bJ 82,500. 

-H the result Is 80 or less, assign the 
value ES u the terrestrial Hnsitive 
enviroameots factor value. 

-If the result exceeds 60. calculate a 
value EC as follows: 

EC= 
(60) (82.500) - ----
(I.E) (WC) 

~sstgn the value EC a& the terrestrial 
sensitive environments factor value. Do not 
round this value to· the 11eares~ interger. 

Enter the value assigaed for the terrestrial 
sensitive environments factor in Table ~1. 

5.1.3.6 Calculation of resident population 
targets factor category va/ufl. Sum _!he values 
for the resident individual resident 
population. workers. M!llouroes. and 
terrestrial sensitive envirotlrn1!nts factors. Do 
not round to the nearest integer. Assign this 
sum as the targets f<Octor category value for 

the resident population threaL Enter this 
value in Table 5-1. 

5.1.4 Calculation of resident population 
threat score. Multiply the values for 
likelihood of exposure, waste characteristics, 
and targets for the resident population threat. 
and round the product to the nearest integer. 
Assign this produc~ as the resident 
population threat score. Enter this score in . 
Table 5-1. 

5.2 Ne41'by population threaL Include in 
the nearby population only those individuals 
who live or attend 'school within a 1-mile 
travel distance of an·area of obser-Ved 
contaminati011 at the site and who do not 
meet the criteria for resident individual as 
specified in sectiOn 5.1.3. · 

Do not consider areas of observed 
contamination that have an attractiveness/ 
accessibility factor value of 0 (see section 
5.2..1.1) in evaluating the nearby population 
threat. · · . 

5.2.1 Likelihood of exposure. Evaluate 
two factors for the likelihood of exposure 
factor category for the n·earby population 
threat: attractiveness/accessibility and area 
of conta.mination. · 

5.2..1.1. Attractiveness/accessibility. 
Assign a value for attractiveness/ 
accessibility from Table H to each area of 
observed contamination. excluding any land 
used for residences. Select the highest value 
assigned to the areas evaluatt:d and use it as 

· the value for the attractiveness/ accessibility 
factor. Enter this value in Table 5-1. 

5.2.1.2 Area of contDmination. Evaluate 
area of contamination based on the total area 
of the areas of observed contamination at the 
site. Count ollly the area(s) that meet the 
criteria in section S.O.t and that receive an 
attractiveness/accessibility value greater 
than o. Assig11 a value to this factor from 
Table ~7. Enter this value iD Table 5-1. 

TABL.E 5-6.-ATTRACTIVENESS/ 
A~SSIBIUTY VALUES 

Oasignated recreational •ea .. _ ....... -....... 100 
R~ used tor Plblic racreetion (for 

exampe. fiShing. hiklng. softbaJt) ....... -. 75 
Accessible and !rip~ recreational lr88 

(lor elQII1ple. Yacent lots In urban 
area) .............................. - ..................... -. 7S 

Moderately accessible (may have IIOI'Illl 
access improotements-for example, 
gravel roecl). witb IOfM Jk.tJtic rec:r.-
tion ~·-·--·--·-.. · ·--·- .. --- 50 

Sligtllay ICC4!SSille (for .-nple. 8X· 
tremely rural •ea with no road im
provement). with some public recrea-
tion UM .......... : .......................... - .......... _. 25 

Acc:essible, llillh no ~ ~ 
use ... ---·----.. · ·-----'--- 10 

Suft-ounded by maintained fence or 
oombinalion ol lllllinlained ,_,. an6 
natural barriers .......................................... 5 

P!lysically lnlccesslble II) pubic. wl!h 110 

evidence of J*blie J8Cfealon - --- · 0 

TABLE 5-7.-AREA OF CoNTAMINATION 
FACTOR VAWES . 

Less lhan or equal II> 5.000----·--- 5 
Greallllr 1\an 5,000 to 125.000 - ·--.. - 20 
GAiater lflan 125,000 II) 250,000 .. _..... .co 
Greater than 250.000 10 375.000----· 60 
Greater than 375,000 to 500,000 ......... -- eo 
Greater 1twm 500,0QO ........ -....................... tOO 

5.2.1.3 Like/iJtood of exposun factor 
category value. Assign I value from Table 
H to jhe likelihood of exposure factor .. 
category, based on the values assigned to the 
attractiveness/accessibility and 81'8a of 
contamination factors. Enter this value in 
Table~l. 

TABLE 5-8.--NEARBY POPUI..ATJON lJKEI. .. 
HOOD OF ExPosURE FACTOR VALUES 

Atea of Anractiveness/accessibility 
contamination factor f---.-.,tactor-,.-~;,.-,---r 

value 100 75 50 25 10 s 0 

I 
100 ................................ 500 500 375 250 125 50 0 
80 ................ _ .............. 500 375 250 125 50 25 0 
80 ............... --·---- 375 250 125 50 25 5 .0 
.co ........... _ .................. 250 125 50 25 5 5 0 
20 ...... _ .... _ ......... -. 125 50 2S 5 5 5 0 
5 ................. -........... 50 25 5 5 5 5 0 

5.2.2 Waste churacteristics. Evaluate 
waste characteristics based on two factal'$; 
toxicity and hazardous waste quantity. 
Evaluate only those hazardous substances 
that meet the criteria for observed 
contamination (see section S.O.t) at areas that 
can be assigned an attractiveness/ 
accessibility factor value areater than 0. 

5.2.2.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value as ·specified in sectioo 2.U.1 to each 
hazardous substance meetms the criteria in 
section 5.2.2. UH the hazardous nbstance · 
with the highest toxicity factor value to 
assign the value to the toxicity factor for the 
nearby populatioo threat. Enter this value ill 
Table 5-1. 

5.2.2.2 Hazmdous waste quantity. Ass\qn 
a value to the hazardous waste quantity 
factor a specified in lectiOil 5.1.2.2. except 
consider only those areu of observed 
contamination that can be assigned an 
attractivenu./ accessibility factor value 
greater than 0. Enter the value assigned in 
Table~t. . 

5.2.2.3 Calculatton of waste 
characteristics factLJr cctegory value. 
Multiply the toxicity and hazardous waste 
quantity factor values, subjeet to a maximum 
product of1X10 '·Based on this product, 
assign a value from Table :lr-1 (section 2.4.3 .. 1) 
to the waste characteristics factor category. 
Enter this value in Table ~t. · 

5.2.3 Taf8els. Evalua~ the targets factory 
category for the nearby population threat 
based on two factors: nearby individual and 
population within a 1-mile travel distance 
Jrom the site. · 

5.2..3.1 Nearby individual. If one or mor 
persons meet the section 5.1.3 criteria for ta 
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resident individual. assign this factor a value 
of 0. Enter this value in Table So-l. 

If no person meets the criteria for a 
resident indi~dual, detennine the shortest 
travel distanCe from the site to any residence 
or .school In determining the travel distance. 
measure the shortest overland distance an 
indWiduai would travel from a residence or 

. school to the nearest area of observed . 
contamination for the site with an 
at11'8ctiveness/ accesaibility factor value 
greater than 0. If there are no natural barriers 
.t.o travel. measure the travel distance as the 
shoiuat straight-line distance frQm the . · 
reslden~ or ldlool to the area "of oblerved 
conlaJirination.lf natul'al barriers.eXist·tfor 
example, a ri~ ~the ·trnel distance 
aa the shortest.straisfit-line distance from the 
residence or school to tbe nearest cro11ing 
point and from there as the shortest straight· 
line distance to the area of·obaerved 
contamiNation. Based on the shortest-travel 
distimce, U.isn a value from Table ~ fo the 
neaiest individual factor. Enter thit Jialue in 
"Tables-t: · · · ··· · · · · 

TABLE 5-9.- NEAABY INDIVIDUAL FACTOR 
VALUES 

Travel diswnc. tor nearby individUal Assian8d 
(miles) ~ -----

Greater tw1 0 to 'J4_ ..... - .... · .. ---·-- t• 
Greater than 14 to t ............................ _ ,_ o 

Based on the number of people included 
within a travel distance category. assign a 
distance--weighted population value for that 
travel distance frQm Table s-10. 

CalcuJate the value for the population 
within 1 mile factor {PNl as follows: 

1 3 
PN= - :I W 

10 1•1 
• ~ a Yllue o1 0 If one « more persons meet · where: · 

the section 5.1.3 aileril tor resident indMduel. . w,,.Diatance-weighted population value 

5.2.3.2 Population within 1 mile • 
Determine the (iopulation within each travel 
distance catesory of Ta~le ~lO, CQunt . ·· 
residents and studenll wbo .~ttend IC;hQol 
within thia travel distance. Do DOt illclude 
thoae people already coUnted ·in the resident 
population threat. Determine travel distances 
as specified in aection 5.2.3.1 . 

In estimating residential population. when 
the estimate it baled on th11 number of · · 
residences. multiply each residence by the 
average number of perso~a ,per residence for 
the county in which the residence it loca&ed. .. 

from Table So-10 for travel ~slana! 
catqoryi. 

U PN it less than 1. do not round It tO the 
nearest integer; if PN is 1 or more. round to · 
the nearest intqer. Enter this value in Table·. 
s-t. ·~ . 

5.2:3.3 Calculaiion of nearby popuiatian 
targets factor C(Jlegory value. Sum the values 
for the nearby indh.idual factor and the 
population within 1 mile factor. Do not round 
this lllll'l to the nearest integer. As:sisn.this 
sum u the tarsets factor catesory n lue for 
the·nearby population threat. Enter this value 
in Table· ~1. 

:TOO 5-10.-~STANCE·WEIGHTED PoPuLATION VALUES FOR NEARBY PoPuLATION THREAT• 

.. : : 
~ ol people wilhin the travel ~ ealegOfy 

TI'IMII ·~ c:ategof'y (miles) : : • 
31 10 .10f 10 . "301 10 1.;001 10 3,001 10 10,001 30,001 100,001 . 300,001 

.() 1 :ti) 10: 11 to3o· · to to Jo to 100 300 1,000 . 3.000 10,000 30.000 100,000 300,000 1.000,000 

~ tt.n p to 14-~.~.: ........ :._ .. ·~·-;: 0 : o.1 0.4 1.0 4 13 A1 130 408 1.303 " 4,081 13,034 
G,eaterlhen .v. to ~ ... .; •. , ................. :....: 0 0.05 02 ·0.7 "2 7 20 65 204 662 2.041 6,517 . . 
.Cir'aNr.ltlln 'nt ·to 1 ..: . .::. _____ ....... : .. 0 0.02 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 33 102 326 1.020 ·: 3,258" 

• Round the number o1 people present within a travel astanc. categoty to nearest integer. Oo not round the assigned distance weighted· populetion value to 
--integer. . . . . .; . . 

· ..S.U Calc~iation of nearby population 
thrtKJJ IC()re, Muliiply the vahaea· for 
likelihood or e~ waele .clll!ra~eristics, 
.and tar&et~ for the nearby pop·ulatiem .~at, 
.and round the product to tJae neare~ intqer. 
Asaisn.thia product as-the Deal'by population 
threat score: Enter this ICOre in Table s-1. 

5.3 . Caleulation of •i:Jl1 exposure pathway 
score: Sum the.resideDt population !hreat 

· ICOI'e and the neuby popW.tion threet score. 
and divide the sum by· 82.500. Anisn the 
.reeultins value. subject .to a maximwn of.too. 
aa.the soU 81Cpolure pathway score (S.). Enter 
this score in Table ~1. 

6:0 Air Migration Pathway 
Evaluate the air migration pathway based 

on three. factor catqories: )ikelihood or 
release, waste characteristics. and targets . 
FigUre· &-1 indicates the factors included 
within each factor eategory.· · 

· Determine the air migration pathway ICOre 
(SJ in· terms of the factor ~tegocy values as 
followi: · · 

s. -
{LR)(WC){T) 

where: 

. tR= Likelihood of release factor catesory 
value. 

WC= Waste charactetistica .factor catqory 
. value. :· ·· · · 

T ""Targets factQ.rcatesory value. 
·SF= Scalll\8 factor. 

Table &-1 outlines the specific calculation. · 
. procedure. 

.ueGCOOE ......... 



~ikelihood of Release (LR) 

Observed Release 
or 

Potential to Release 
• Gas Potential to Release 

- Gas Containment 
Gas Source Type 

- Gas Migration 
Potential 

• Particulate Potential to 
Release 

Particulate 
Containment 

- Particulate Source 
Type 
Particulate 
Migration ~otential 

81LUNO C~ .-.so-c 

Waste Characteri•tlcs (WC) 

Toxicity/Mobility 
• Toxicity · 

.. Chronic 
• Carcinogenic 
.. Acute · 

• Mobility 
;K - Gaseous Mobility · 

• Particulate Mobility 
Hazardous· Waste Quantity 
• Hazardous Constituent 

Quantity 
• H$zardous Wastestream 

Quantity 
• Volume 
• Area 

FIGURE 6-1 

Targets (T) 

Nearest Individual 
. Population 
e Level I Concentration• 
• Level II Concentrations 
• Potential C~ntamination · 
Resources . 

X Sen1itive Environments 
· · Actual Contamination . 
• Potential Contamination 

OVERVIEW OF AIR MIGRATION PATHWAY 
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TABlE EH.-AIA UIGAATK>N PATHWAY ScoRESHEET 

Factor categories and factors 

Lltellhood of Aele- , 
1. Obselvtid Release ................................................................................ -·-··--......... - ... ·---.. - ........... _ .................................. _ ...... ---· 
·2. -Potential to Release: . . 

·2a. Gas Potential10 Release ........................... ----·--·--- ...... _ _ ·---·--·- -
2b. Pllrliculate Po4ential10 Release ......... - ..................... - ......... - ....... _ .. __ , .......... - ................. _,,._ . ___ ,_,_,_ .... - ........ - .................. . 
2c. Potential to Aelea9e (tligher of lines 2a and 2b) .... - ·- -·--.. -·----··---- ·-- ..... ,, _ __ __ ... , .. . 

3. Licelihoocl oi. Release ~of lines. and 2c) .. - - - ·-.. ---.. - ·-.. - -·- ----·-.. -·---·-----.... - .......... . 
.... aw.cteriltlc:a 

4.. Toxicity/MobiMy ____________ ,_.;· .. --·-------··- - .. --- - - .. - --- ··· .. ·-·-·--.. - - --·- ........ - '····· 
5. Hazardous w.- Ouanlity -----------·--·--.. --·----·-- ·-----·-.. ··---·-··· .... -.- - .. --
8.. Waste c:t.tacteristic-·-----------------·----· .. --·-·-···--,-· .... ---·--·-···-.. -·-

Targeta 
7. Nearest lndMibll------·---------·------ --.. -· .............. --.-·-·--·-""""'''"'""""""-"" 
8. Population: 

Sa. Levell Concentralionll ..... ___ ,_,.,_ .. _________ , _ _ ,_ ................... - ........ -
8b. t..avelll Conoelllrations"--.. - ...... - .......................... _ .. ,, ............................... _____ ... _ .... , ....... _ .. _ .. ___ .... ________ ....... ---

. : ~Cor -;;.11an· -··8al&+lc8bN\-+&:-) ______ _ __:_·, --.--_-_--_-..:::=:==--=-~==::::.-:-.:::~.:::::~::..-::::::::.:~-·-_ .... :::: 
9. Resowces---- ·----·------- ---·---·-- ------ ·· .. ·-·-· .. --·--··-.... -.. -.... -.... --...., 

10. ~ EnWonments 
,oa, Actual .~.:.... . - .. ---·---.. - --. ----- ...... - ........ :·-·----· .. _ __ .. _ .. 
10b. Poletllial Contamination ................................................................. _,,_ .. ____ , ................ _ ... , .. __ . __ .,. __ ,,,_. _ _ ..................... - ... 

. 10c. Sensilive EtMorvneniS tw- 10.+ 10Dl-------- ---·----·-···-- ---- : .... .._ ___ , ___ , __ ......... -. 
11. Targets 0W188 7 +8d+9+ 10c)__ -------.. -·-- ............ - -.-........ - ........ - .-................................ _ . 

Air~ Patbwlr Score 
12. Palhw8y Sc:ore (SJ [~ 3 X 6 X·11)/ 82,500} • ................................................... ; ................ - .......... - ......... _ ........... : ........................... .-.. .... .. 

550 

500 
500 
500 
550 

fa) 
Ce) 
100 

50 

Cb) 
(b) 
~~ 
Cb) 
5 

(c;) 
(c) 
~ 
tb) 

100. I 

V&Mt 
assigned 

8.1 LiJs.elihood of~ Evalute the 
likelihood of releue feet« c:ateaory in terms 
of an oblerved rele8se fectw or a potential to 
release factor. · . 

6.1.1 Ob$erved release. Establish an 
observed releaae to the atmOsphere by 

ambient buardoua aubstance(s) bat 
increased significantly above the backsround 
concentration for the site (see tection 2.3). 
Some portion of the significant increase must 
be attnlnrtable to the ·site to establish the 
observed release. 

highest poten~ to release 'ftlue (either~~· 
·or particWate) ca)c:Wated fvr the aourcea 
evaluated and apign that value a1 the site 
potentia] to release factor value u tpeCified 
below. 

· demon~trating that the lrite baa !eleased a 
hazardous sut.tance to the atmosphere. Base 
this demoDitratioD on either. . 

• Direct obeervatioo-a material (for 
el.ample. particu!ate IDIIt1er) tbat contain• 
one or more baunloua Ab~tanee~ has been 
seen entenn, the atmosphere diJectly. When 
evidence supports the inference of a release 
of a material that ClOI'Itains one or more 
hazardoa8 sub.tancet by the tHe to the .. 
2tmospbere. decwnstrated adverse effects 
accumulated witb that release may be ued 
to establish an oblerved release. 

• Chemical anal~ ana)ysit of air 
nmplea indicates that the concen1ration ~f 

H ao observed release can be established. 
assip au observed releaae factor value of 
550, enter this value in Table.&-1. and 
proceed to section 6.1.3. Han observed 
release cannot be establisbed. uaign ali 
observed release factor value of 0. enter this 
\'aiue in Tahle 6-1, and proceed to tedion 
6.1.2. 

6.12 Potential to relea!e. Evaluate · 
potential io release only if an observed · 
release cannot be established. Determine the 
potential to release factor value for the trite 
by teparately evaluating the pa potmtiaJ to 
releaae anti the particulate potential to 
release for each 10\ll'Ce at the lite. Select the 

6.1.2.1 Cos potential to relea!e. Evaluate 
gu potential to releate for those sources that . . 
contain gaseous huardouaaabatancea-\b.at 
ia, those buardous aub.tancea with a vapor 
preasure greater .than or eqnal to to-• torr. 

Evaluate gas potential to release for each 
source based 011 three factors: gas 
containment, sa• source type, and gas 
migration pc)tential Calculate the gas 
potential to release value • .• illustrated in 
Table 8-2. Combine 10urce1 with similar 
characteristics ill to a aiJls}e 10utee in· 
evall18tin8 the gas potential to release 
factors. · 

TABLe 6-2.-GAS PoTENTIAL TO RELEASE EVALUATION 

Source type • I Gas containment 
t.ctor value • 

Gas aource t~ 
fac1or llelue • 

Gas Potentia! to Relaase Factor (Select the Highest Gas Sour~ Vaiue) 

• Enler a Sourc:e Type isled it Table 6-4. 
• Enle< Gas Containment Factor Value from section E t .2. 1.1. 
' Emer Gas Scuce Type Factor Value trom sedion 6 .1.2.1.2 . 
• E111e< Gas Migration Potential Factor Va lue from se<:t!on 6 .1.2 .1.3. 
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6.1.2.1.1 Gas containmenL Assign each 
source a value from Table 6-3 for gas 
containment. Use the lowest value from 

Table 6-3 that applies to the source. except: 
assign a value of 10 if there is evidence of 

biogas release or if there Is an active fire 
within the source. 

TABLE 6-3.-GAS CoNTAINMENT FACTOR VAL.UES 

Gas ~nment description Assigned 
value 

~::e~ =' :~~-~-~~:=:~~~:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::~~-=-~==:~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::: 10 
10. 
10. AdiYe lin! within IOUro8 ·-····-······-···-····----------.................................................................. . , .......................................................................... ........................................ .. 

Gas eolleclion/treatment sysWm functioning, regularly inspected, maintained, and completely covering source ........................................ _ ........ _ ................. . 0 
7 
0 

Source subslanlially IUITounded bV •91-•19 windbte8k and~ o~ containment specifiCally des<:ribed In lt1ls table applies ................... .:. ........................ . 
Source eoilerl!d. wiltt asaentielly impenneable, regularty Inspected, rnain1ained erN« ............................................... - ..................... - ............................................ .. 
Uncontaminated soil CIMII > 3 feet . 

• Source IUbstantilllly vegetated with little exposed 8011 .......................... · .......... ~ ................................................. -~-------·--·-·---·-....... - ............................... .. 0 
3 
7 

• Source lightly vegetated with much bj)OS8d soil _ ......................... ; ................................................................ .:_ ........................................................................ .. 
• Source substantially devoid of vegetation ......................................................................................................... _ ___ .. ,_ .......................................................... . 

Uncontamina1ed .oil cover 2:·1 toot end 2: 3 teet 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed &Oil ..................................................... - ... ·----------·-·-.................................................................. . 
~ sOil type Alsistant to gas migration • -----·--.......................................................................................... ___ __ .......... ._ ............. - .................... .. 
-Cower 1101 type not resistant 1o gas migration. 01 unknown ................................................................................................................... - ................................. 1 

• Source .mstantially vegetated with litue exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to- gas migration • ...... _ ............ ~ .......................................................... . 
~-;;;a .. ;;;-<1·~---............................................................................................................................ - .. ..,.....-----·--·---·-................................... .. 

3 
7 
7 
10 

• Soutce heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil and cover soil type resistant 1o gas migration • - ...................... - .............................................. 1 
• Ottw ................. - .......................................................... - ...................................................................................... - .............. - ................................ ..: .. _ .............. .. 

Totally 01 partially enclosed within structurally intact building and no other containment specifiCally described in this table IPI)Iies. ................................ - .... .. 
Sourc:e c:onsis1s 1101ety of intact. l88led containers: 

• Totally protected from weather bV regulal1y inspected, maintained c:over .............................................. - ................. _ ............................................................... . 
• Other ---··········""""'"''"'..: ............................... : ................................................ : ........... : ...................................... __________ , ___ ........ - ........... _ .............................. . 

7 
10 
7 

0 
3 

• This value must be used if applicable. . 
• ConsiOar moist line-grained and saturated C08fS8-gained soils ~stant 1o gas ffliVation. Consider an other soils nonresistant 

. 6.1.2.1.2 Gas.saurce type. Assign a value 
for gas source type to each source as follows: 

• Determine if th.e.source meets the · 
minimum size requirement based on the 
aource hazardous waste quantity value (see 
section 2.4.2.1.5). If the source receives a 
source hazardous waste quantity value of 0.5 
or more, consider the source to meet the 
minimum me requirement . . 

• If the IOW'Ce meetl the minimum Size 
requirement. asaign it a value from Table~ 
for gas source type. 

• U the source does not meet the lninimum 
size requirement. assign it a value of o for gas 
aource type. 

If no source at the site meetl the minimum 
size requirement, assign each source at the 
aite a value from Table 6-4 for gu source 
type . . 

TABLE 6-4.-SouRCE TYPE FACTOR 
VALUES 

PanicGas . ulate 

Active fire···---·--·-·"'"'""'""' 14 30 Ekm pit..__. _ ____ ,._ .. ....:. ...... -.... 19 22 
ContainerS 01 tanks (buried/below

gound): 

• Evidence of biOgas ntlease ·-·-·-- 33 22 
• No evioenee of biogas release - 11 22 

Containers 01 1llnlls, not elsewhete 
specified ................ - ... - ....... ,............. 28 14 

Contaminated soil (exclucing land 
treatment) .................................. __ 19 22 

landfarmlland 1reatment ......... -........ 28 22 

TABLE 6-4.:-.sc,URCE TYPE FACTOR 
. V ALUE5-Concluded 

Gas Partie> 
. ulate 

Landfill: 
• Evidence ol biogas release ,._... 33 22 
• No evidence of biogas releaSe : 11 22 

Pile: 
• Tailings pile .... ~.. ..... ................ ...... 8 28 
• Scrap metal 01 junk Pie.............. 6 17 
• Trash pile - ............. - ......... _........ 6 6 
• Chemical waste pikt_ ............... -. 11 28 
• Olher waste piles ......... -............... 17 28 

Surfaoe Impoundments (bwied/ 
baeldilled): 
• EtAdence ol blogas reiease ........ 33 22 
• No evidence al biogas release . 11 22 

Surface impoundment (not buried/ 
beckfilled): 
• Dry .............. -................................. 19 22 
• Other ........ .,_ ........ _,..................... 28 0 

Other types ol liOUI'08S, not else-
Where specified ...... - .................... - ... 0 0 

6.1.2.1.3 · Gas migration potential. Evaluate 
this factor for each source •• follows: 

• Assign a value for gas migration 
potential to each of the gaseo~ hazardous 
aubstances associated with the source (see 
section 2.2.2) u follows: 

-AsBian valuea from Table 6-5 for vapor 
pressure and Henry's coDStant to each 
hazardoua subatance. U Henry's 
constant cannot be determined for 8 

hazardous aubstance, assign that 
hazardous aubstance a value of 2 for 
the Henry's constant componenl 

-Sum the two values assigned to the 
hazardous substance. 

-Based on this sum. assign the hazardous 
aubstance a value from Table ~ for 
gas migration potentiaL 

• Assign 8 value for gas migration
potential to each source as follows: 

-Select three hazardous substanceS 
assOciated with the source: . . 

--If more than three gaseous hazardouS 
substances can be associated with 

. the source, select three tllat have 
· the highest gas migration potential 

values. . 
--If fewer than three gaseous 

hazardous substances can be 
associated with 8 source, select all 
of them. 

-Average the gas migration potential 
values assigned to the selected 
hazardous substances. 

-Based on this average value, assign the 
source a gas m•gration potential value 
from Table &-7. 

TABLE 6-5.-VALUES FOR VAPOR 
PRESSURE AND HENRY' S CoNSTANT 

VlfJO!f pressure (TOll) 

Great.- than 10 ............... - .... ·-·--.......... . 
Great« than 1o-•to 10 ...... --............... . 
10"1 to 10-• ............... - ............................ .. 
Less lhan 1 o·• _ ................................. -..... . 

Henry's coostant (atm-m•trnol) 

Greater than 1o- • ............................ --.. ·-
Great.-lhen 1o-• to 1o-• .......... - ........... .. 
10-· 1o 10-• ............................................... .. 
Less than ,o-'_ ......... -......... _ .................. . 

3 
2 
1 
0 

3 
2 
1 
0 
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. TABLE ~-~AS MIGRATioN POTeNTIAL - TABLE 6-7.-GAS MIGRATION PoTEN'JIAl 

VALUES FOR A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE VALUES FOR THE SouRCE-Concluded 

St:m of values for vapor pressure and I 
Henry's constant 

Assigned 
va!ue 

0 
6 
f1 
17 

TABLE 6-7.-GAS MIGRATION POTENTIAL 

VALUES FOR THE SOURCE 

Average of gas migration Potential AssiQned 
values for three hliZ81dous valUe 

substances • 

0 to < 3---··- .. ···- ······-·--· ... ;.- ....... --~ 0 
3 to ·< 8_, __ ___ _ , ............ - ·-··--··----... 6 

Average of gas migration potential .r.~~.__. 
values tor three hazardous ~~ 

S'.Jbstances • 

8 \o < 14 ............................. _... .................. 11 
14 10 17 ........ ,............................................. 17. 

• If fewer than three hazardous substances can be 
associated with the SCMCe. ()OI'tlpUle the average 
based .only on those hazardous aub6tances that can 
be associa!ed_. 

6.1.2.1.4 CalculaJioll of gas potential to 
releose·volue. Determine the gas potential to 
release value for each source aa illustrated in 
Table &-Z. For each source, awn.the gas 
source type factor value and gas migration 
potential factor value and multiply this sum 
by the gas containment factor value. Select . 
the- highest product calculated for the sources 
evaluated and assign it as the gaa potentia) to · 
release value.fo:r the site. Enter1his value in 
Table &-1. ' 

6.1.2.2 Particulate potential tc release. 
Evaluate -particulate potential to release for 

those sources that contain particulate 
hazardous substances-t.'lat is. those 
hazardous substances with a vapor pressure 
less than or equal to 10-' toiT. 

Evaluate particulate potential to release for 
each source based on three factol'8: 
particulate containment. particulate source 
type, and.particulate migration potential 

. Calcuiate the particulate potential to release 
value as illustrated in. Table 6-8. Combine 

. 10urces with similar characteristics into a 

. single source in evaluating the particulate 
potential to release factol'8. 

.6.1.2.2.1 Paf.ticulate containment. Assign 
each source a value from Table &--9 for 
particulate containment Use the lowest value 
from Table tHJ that applies to the source. 

6.1.%.2.2 Particulate source type. Assign a 
value for particulate source type to each 
source in the same manner as specified for 
gas aourcea in section 6.1.2.1.2. 

6.1.:2.2.3 Partial/ate migrotion potential. 
Based on the site location, aisign a value 
from Figure &-2 for particulate migration 
potential. Assign this same value to each 
source at the site. 

TABt.E 6-6.-PARTICULATE POTENTIAL TO RELEASE EVALUATION 

Scx.-ce type • 

• Enter a Source-T~ liS1ed in Table &-4. · 
• Enter Particulate Conlainnlent Factor V8lue from MICtion 6.1.2.2.1. 

-• Enter Particulate Sot.ce Type Factor Value from MCtion 6.1.2.2.2. 
·• Enter Particulate t.tiglatioil Potential Factor Value from section 6.1.2.2.3. 

TABLE 6-S.-PARTICULATE CoNTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES 

Par1iculate 90UI'ce 
value 

AI situations except those specfficaiJV"Iisted below __ , ___ .. ,,_ ................. - ........................... - ................ _ .. _, .. ,_ ....... -.... _ .. _, ...................................... -~ .. -... 10 
Source contains only partia.llate haz81dous tub6tances totally CCMinld by liquids ... _____ _,_ .. .:.,, _ .. , ____ .. ______ ,~ .. --·---------~--------·-·-.. 0 
Source .sub6tantielly eurrounded by ~ windbrcp and no other containment SI)8CifiC811y described in ~table app11as __ _____ ....... --. · 7 
Source covered with essentially impermeable, f89U18rtY inspected, maintained covtir - ............. ·------.. --- ----.. ---- - - --------------· ....... _ .. ________ ... o 
t' 'COntaminated soil cover > 3 feet · 

• Source substantially vegetated IIIith little or no exposed soil .................. - ................... - ........ - ..... _ . .;... _____________ , ___ ___ , _______________ ........... _. 0 

• Source lighlly vegetated with much expoaed soil.---------- --·--.. ---·-- .. - .... --.. --.. ·-- ·----.... -.... - ·-·--·-·-·---.. ·--·- ··----......... - ... --- 3 
• Sot.ce substantially devoid of vegetation .......... _, ___ .... , ... ___ ,_ ... , .. ,_ .. , ................. - ... ------------·----------- - --- --------- ........ - ............... --.. 7 

Uncontaminated soil cover <?: 1 foot and s; 3 teet: 
• Source heavily vegeCated with essentially no exposed soit: . -cover soil type I1ISisWnt to gaa. migration • -------·- -.......... _ ,_ .. __ __ ................... _,, ______ .......... _ _______ _. ... _ .. ___ , ______________ ........ _, ____ ,. .. , ... _, ____ .... __ 3 

. -cover soil type not resistant to gas migration • or unknown------------- ------------: ... _ .. , _____ .. _ .... --.. ·-·-- ·-·------------·- --.. - -..;.,_ 7 
• Source SIA:Istantially ~ted wittllltle exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to gas migration • __ ....... _ ,., _______________ ............... - ......... _ .. _.... 7 
• Other ---- --.. ·--· .. - ·- .. ·----.. , .. ,_, ___ ........ _ ............. - ........... _ , ____ _________ ,. ___ ... _ .. ,_, ___ __ ____ ____ , .. ,., .. ,_ .. _______ , ._ ..... - ... ·-------·- · ...... - .... ·-- - .. - .. -· 10 

Uncontaminated soil cover < 1 foot: · 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil and cover S04I type resistant to gas tn9ation • -·----·-·- ........................ _ .......... _ ............. _ 7 
• Otlw _ ........... - ........ _ .... ______ .... _ .. _______________ : ..... -.~ ... -.... ·-----·-· .. ··· .. ··-·· ............. -.................. , ____________________________ ,.,, ... ,_, __ ... _, __ .. , __ ........ - ..... _: 10 

Totally or partially enclosed within struetutaly in1act building and no other containment specifically described in this table app~Mis.,_ .. ; .. _ .............. - ....... ...;.... · 7 
Source consists solely of containers: 

• .All containefs contain oaly liquids ·---.. ·-·-·--···---·-·----------- --·-- ·- ··- -- --.......................................... _ .. _ ..... -'-......... ---····-............... - .............. ---------- --·--··- ----- .... 0 
• All containers intact, se~ and tetany protected from weather. by r~la1y in5pected, maintained <:OYer-.. - ... - .................. _,_ ......... ----.. --·--.. ·-· .. ·---· o 
• .All containers .intact and~sealed --- ... --.. ··---------·-··---------------..... ;._ .......... _ ........ --·--··---·----··---·-.. - ... - ......... - ... ; .................. _ .. __ ........... _.... 3 
• Other ......... _ .......... __ ,_ .. _,.,, ... _ ...................... - ................. _ ........ - ........ ,_ .. ___ ...... , ... _,,_, ____ , .... - .......... _, ______ ,,_ .................................... _ .. ___ ,. ___ .. 10 

• Consider moist line-grained·SIId saturated coarse-grained soils resistant toga$ inigration. Consider a1 other soils 110nresistant. · 

.1\.UMQ CODE~ 
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FIGURE 6-2.-PARTlCULATE MIGRATION 
PoTEimAL FACTOR VAlUE~CoNCLUD£0 . ' . 

location ' 

Hawaian ~ . '. 
Hllo. Hawai--·-·'-·--··---·--··"'"' 
Honolulu. Oahu ·-----·------···-

5:f:~:~~-7.~~~~~~~~~~ 
Pacific Islands . 

Guam- ............ ---·--··-.. : ................ .. Johnston Island.., ___ _____ __ , ..... .:.. ... . 
Koror.lsland ... ...::.., _________ .. ,;. ...... .. 
Kwajalein lslilnd . ..,. ........ - ... ·--
Mujuro, Ma-ahalllslands--·-··--·--
Pago PaiJo; .AmerK:an Samoa~~-
Porilpe -Island·-·----·----·-· 

· Truk. caroline Islands- --.--.. :-. 
Wake Island .......... _.; ______ ,. ____ .... . 
Yap Island. ........................ ____ , ...... .. 

Alaslla . . .. 
Anchorage----·-·--------·---Annette. ....... __ ;,;.. .. ___ _: ________ _ 

Barrow.-: ....... - ........ ___ ..:_ .. :._ 
Batter Island ...... : .... ___________ ,. 

Beltlei ........ - .... - --·-.. ··- - -----·-··-
BealeS ............ - ...... ----·--·--- . 
Big Oella ...... :..._ ... - ... --.......... -.-.-~ Colcl Bay ___ ,_ .... _ .. _____ .; .. _.: ... .. 

Fllirbenks --·-----....: ....... ;..... .. - ....... . 
~.-......... -· _. - ·-----.:.0. .. 
HOmer-·------··-·--.:. ....... .. Juneau. ____ '" _______ .... _ ......... ;..;._ 
l<ing Salmon _____ :.__ _____ .;, ...... 

Kociak ·---··- --·----·------· -----Kutzebue ____ ____________________ _ 

McGrath _ _ .................. - ... ·-··-----·- · 
Nome-·--··------·--·"-"'"'" _______ ,,_, __ St. Paul-Island ...... ___ _: ________ _ 

Talkeetna ................................... _ ...... . UnalaJdeet ___________ :_.;. ___ _ 

Vildez _, ..... -.................... _; __ . --· 
Yakutat .......... -·--····---...:..: ... _ 

American Vlfgin Islands · . 
St. Croix ............. -.......... ,_, _________ :~: 
St. ..Jot'A_, .... _, _____________ ;_ 
St. Thomas __________ _____ , __ : ... 

Puerto RiCo Arecibo:.... ..... - . ....:... ....... _______ _ 
Coloao_ .. , ... ___ .. ~-----· ... _ .. __ _ Fajardc) _________________ ,_ 

. Humacao._ .. _ ...... ..,. .. _ ................. ~ .. .. 
lsabela Slation -·-----·-·--------
~---.. -----·-·--......... --.. ·· 

' San Juan _ _:.,. .... _ .. ______ -~-.. ---

0 
. 17 

17 
17 . 
11 

· 17 

6 
17 

· o 
6 
0 
o· 
0 
0 
17 
0 

17 
0 
17 
17 
17 

·.n -
17 
6 ' 
17 
17 
11 
0 

' 11 
·.rf 
' 17 
17 

. 11 
11 
6 
17 
0 
0 

1r 
11 
11 

6 
6 

11 
- 6 
11 
17 
11 

. :For ai~ 1Q9&tions not on Figure ·s-z. and for 
site locations near the boundary pOints on · · 
F'asure &-Z. assign a v8lue ·as follows. First. · · 

· calculate • Tbomthwaite P-E index using the 
foUowina ~uation: · · · 

·1.2 
. 'J'E • .l: 115 [P1 / ( T1 -l.O)] 1019 

·. 1-~ . . . 

. . wnere: 
· · _: PF:~nwmthwaite P-E iridex. · 

· P1= Mean monthly piecipitation for month i. · 
; in inchea. ·. 

T,=~ean ~onthly tenlPerature:for month .i; . .8.2 .. 1.1 .Toxicity. Assisn.a toxicity factor · . . 
in degreea Fahrenheit; for any month . . . . valite to eaCh hazardoUs substance as 
having a mean montbly'te~pera_~ l:ess,: · 1peciftedj.n iection u .u . · . 
than 28.4 "F. use 28.4 "F. . :. . , 8.2.1.2._ Mobility. Assign a mobility factor 

Baaed on ~ _calcb1ated Tb_omthwll~e P1! vah.e.to each· hazardous substance as ·-
Index. anagn a-IOW'Ce particulate llllgl'8hon · 
potential value to the site from T.abte ~10; . foRows: 
Assign 1hiname value to eaCh source -afthe . ·_ •. Caseous bazar<ioussubstance. 
s ite. ' ·-· ' ' ' -Assign a mobility factor value o£1 to 

TABLE 6-10.-PARTICULATE MIGRATION -
POTENTIAl VALUES' . . . ' . 

Greater than 150· _ __ .......... : .... ..::. ..... .; ..... .. 
' 85 10 ~50 ._ .. :.,.;,_, __ ,,., _ _ · ................. : .... _, 

50 10 ~than 85 ............................... ~ ... : .. .. 
leslf!l!n SQ '"""7.'" ___ ......... : .. ______ _ _ 

·. 

0 
6 

'11 
17 

. . 6:1uc COicuioqon of porticoii!~ · · _ 
potential-to rel~HJSe VOluli. Determine the 
particulate potential to release value for each 
source as illuetrated In Table &-a For each 

· source. sum its Particulate aource type factor 
value and particulate uiigration pOtential 

.. factor value and multiply thiS IUD\ by its 
particulate. containment faCtor-value. Select · · 
the highest product calculated for the SOU~Cet~ 
evaluated and uslp it u the particulate . 
~tential .to release value for. the .Zte. ~ter 
the yalue in Table &-1. . . 

6..1.2.3 C4lculotion of p(JtentiaJ to releou 
. factOr value for the site. Select the higher of . 
: the ·sa• pOtential to release value assigned in .: 

section 6.1.2.1.4 and the parti~tepotential' 
to release value assigned iD section 6.1.2.2.4. · 
Auign the·value aelected as the' site pote.ntial 
to releue factor value. Enter thia value In 
Table~t. . . 

'each pseoU. hazardous substance 
· that meets.the criteria for an observed 

release to the atmosphere. · 
-Assign a mobility factor value from . 

Table &-11, based on '!apor pressure, 
tci each gaseous hazardous substance 

. that does not meet the criteria for an 
observed release. · 

• Particulate hazardous_ substance. · 
-Assign a mobility factor value of 0.0: to 

· · each particulate hazardous substaJice
that meets the criteria for an observed 

. release to the atmosphere. 
-Assign. a mobility factor value from 

F'agure ~ based on the aite's location, 
to each particulate hazardous 
lubswlce that does not meet' the 
criteria -for an observed release. · 
(AsSign' all such particUlate baUrdous · 
substances this same value.) · 

· :...for 1ite l~tio~ not on fisure &-3 an'd 
' ' ro.. lite locations near the boundary 
. J)ointi on Fi8ure w ; aaaiin a mobility 

factor value to each p~rticulate 
hazardous !lubstiance that doea not : ·. 

· ' .meet -the criteria foru observed 
' release ~. follows: . 
_-Calculate a vaiue M: 

M=0.0182' (U' /[PEJ•) . 
where: · au C4lculotion of likelihoOd of release 

factor category volue.Jlan obserVed telease .U =Mean average aMual wind 
is established. assign· the observed ~lease · · speed (meters per second). 

. factor value of 550 aa the likelihood of release - PE=.Thomthwaite P-E index from· 
factor category value. Oth8rwiie. ulign -~ . section 6.1.2.2.3 • . 
site potential to release factor value a . the . . -Based on the value M. auign a 
likelihood of release factor categOry value. ·mobility factor value from Table &-
Enter the value In Table &-1. · · · '--- -

6.2 Waste Characteristics. .Evaluate the 12 to each particulate maurdous 
waste characteristica factor category based · substance. . . . · 
on two factors: toxicity/mobility and .· • Gaseous and.piartiCutate_ ha~ous 
hazardous waete quantity. Evaluate only substances._ _ 
those-hazardous substanc:lia available to -For a ~ous sQbatanca potentially 
migrate from the sources at the lite to the pi-escnt 1n both pseous_and 
atmosphere. Such hazardolll iubsbincet particulate forma. select the hi~"-er of · . 

. inClude:- au 
• Hazardoua substances that· meet-the ' the factor values for 8!ll mobility and _ -

criteria for an otisel'Hd release to the · -- · · particUlate mobility for that substance 
atmosphere. . : · -- and assign that v&lne at the mobility 

• -All gaseous hazardous eubstances · ·. · · · · faCtor Yalue for the hazardouS 
. associated with a .Ource that ha.a ·• sa• . subitance. · · · 
containment fact9t value @'ea~er than 0 (aee . . U1.3 Colculatian of toxicity/mobi!Jty· . 
section _2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 6.1.2.1.1,). . : . foctor-v.Olue. Assisn each hazardous 

• All particulate hazardousaubiatanries · substance a toxicity/mobility fa~ot V.lue 
associated with a source that has ·a· frOm Table &---13, based 00 the values 

·particulate containment factor valu' geater -~-~ · f · th 
than o (see section 2.2.2, U3, an~ 6.1:2.Z~l). . ass~ to the h~onuubstan~ ~ e 

8.2.1 Toxicity !mobility. For eacl, · . tOlUCJ~ and·mobality fa?tora.. U~ the 
hazardous substance, assign 8 toxicity faCtor · hazard~ aubstance wtth the higbelt 

-'value, • mobility factor val\!e. an~ a · · ' to~clty/mObllity-factor value 1o ass1gr •' 
· coliablned toxicity/mobility factar -value aa value-to the toxicity/mobility factor for the 
ipecif~ed below. Select the toxicity /mobilitY· . air migration-pathway. Enter thit value iJi 

· factor .value for the air migration pathway as Table &-L 
tpecified in section 6.2.1.3. · 

· ... - -. 

http://value.lt
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TABl.E 6-11 .~ MoetuTv FACTOR 
VALUES 

Va;JC~t pressure (Ton) . 

Greater 1han 10-•---- ··;.... 
Great« 1han 10- • to 10-• _, _ _ _ , .. m·· 
Grealef 1han 1o-• to 1o-• ... - ....... ..:. ...... 

1.0 
'0.2 
0.02 

T A8l.£ 6-11 .-GAS MOBflJTY FACTOR 
VALUEs-conctuded 

Greater 1han 1o-• to 10-• _ .... _ , ....... . 
less 1han or~ 11o 1o-• .................... . 

0,002 
0.0002 

- -----------1--

• Do not round ., neateSt inleger. 
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• Do not round to nearest Integer. 
. ...fJGURE &.3 

PARTICULATE MOBIUTY· FACTORVAt.{!ES•· 
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• Do not round to nHteat Integer. 
FIGURE 8-3 

PARTICULATE MOBILITY FACl'OR VALUES• 
(CONTINUED) · 
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• Do not round 1o nearest integer. 
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FIGURE 6-3.PARTICUt.ATE MoetUTY 
FACTOR v AWES-CoNTINUED 

Pac:ific Islands 
Guam---·-···-·--------- .. ·--·· 
Johnston Island--·----··---........... . 
. Koror Island·--·-······-.. --.............. . 
KWijalein.lsland - - ·--· ................... .. 

~. Mar1hall ~---'--··---·--·· P.go Pago, AnMIJican Samoa ___ .. 
f'Qnape Island-... :'" .... ..... _ ..... ..;..; ..... . 
Truk, Clroline Islands .. --~ .......... _ ..... .. 

. Walt• Island .• :.. •. ..;. _____ ........ _, __ . 

Yap Island---........ ~ ... - .. - . .......... .. 

0.0002 
0.002 

. 0.00008 
0 .0002 
o.oo008 
o,ooooe 
0.00002 

·o.ooooe 
. 0.002 

0 .00008 

FIGURE 6-3.-PARTICULATE MoBIUTY 
FACTORVALUE~UDED 

Location 

American V~rgin Islands 
St Croix ,_ ........................................ - . 
Sl John .......... _ .................................... .. 
Sl lhomas . ........................................ .. 

Particulated 
mobifrty 

assigned 
value 

0.0008 
0.0002 
0.0002 

TABLE 6-12.-PARTICULATE MOBIUTY 
• FACTOR VALUES 

Greater 1t1an 1.4 ·x to·• .-.. ·---------
GI-eat« 1t1an 4.4 x 1o-•to .... - ............ _ 

1:4 X tO-•- ...................................... _, 
Greater than t.4 x to·• to ......... ____ ., 

4.4 x 1o·• ............................................ . 
Greater than 4.4 x to·• to------·-·-·· 

1.4 x to·• ................... --........... : .... .. 
Greater lhan 1.4 x 1 o-• .0 .................... .. 

. 4.4 X 10- • ............... - .... .' .. - .... ~ ...... - .. . 
Grealer than <4.4 X 10'' 10.-- ....... --~ 

1.4 X 10- • ... ..: ............................ ----· 
Less ttlan 0t equal to 4.4 X to-•--" 

• DO 1101 rOund to nearest irUger. 

Assigned . 
-value• 

0.02 

0.008 

0.002 

0.0008 

0.0002 

0.00008 
0.00002 

T~-6-13.-TOXICITY/MoBtUTY ·FACTOR VALUES • 

. . . ~ 

1.0 ·----... - ................ ____ .. ,,~ ........................................ .:., _________ ___ ; __________________ .,, __________ ., .... . 
0.2 .---- -··---·- ---.. -: ...... _, .. ________________ , .......... - ................ ______________________ ;_ _______ ._ __ 

0 .02 __ ,,, ........ -.~---:. ................................................................... : ......................................... : ............... .: ............. ,_ , 

g:Si=::~:=~-:~~~~~~~~:~ .. =~=::~~:=~~::~~~::::~:::~::::::=::::.~::~~::~:::::::::.:=:~~=:: ::.:::~=-0.0002 .. , ________ : ________________________________ , _______ ~ ........... - ......... _ ................ ,_ .......... .. 

.·. g:: ;~::.::::::~=:::""~--::::::-~:::=~==:::::::::.::::::::::::-~~-~:=:::~:::::::::::::::.~=:~~:::::::::.~:::::::::::::::::::::-~= 
• Do not ~ to nl!inst imeger. 

8.2.2 Hazardous wasu, quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for the 
air migration pathway as specified in section 
2.4-Z. Enter this value in Table 8-1. 

6.z.3 CoJcuJatio/1 of WOite Characteristics . 
factor cotegory value. Multiply the tol9city I 
mobility factOr val~ arid the-hazardOus 
waste quantity fac:ior.val'ue.-subject 'to 8 . 
maximum pt:Oduct of 1 x to•. Sued on this 

· · product. assjgu 8 value from Table 2-7 
{seeoon z.u.t) to the w81te chal-acteriatics 
·factor category. ·Enter this value in Table &--1. 
·u Targets. ·· 

Evaluate the target. factor category based 
on four factors: neareat individual. 
population, resources. and· sensitive 
environments-Include only those targets {for 
example. individuals. sensitiv_e en"ironment.) 

· located within ·the 4-inile target distance 
limit. except if an observed release is 
established beyond the 4-mile target distance 
limit. include those additional target. that are 
specified below in this section and in section 
6.3.4. 

Evaluate the nearest individual a."ld 
population factors based on whether the 
target populations are subject to Levell 
concentrations. Level D concentrations, or 
potential contamination. Detel'!lline which 
applies to a target population ae follows. 

If no aamplea meet the criteria for an 
observed release to air and if there is no 
observed release by direct observation. 
consider the entire population within the 
4-mile target distance limit ·to be 1ubject to 
potential contamination. 

If one or more samples meet the criteria for 
an observed release to air or if there i1 an 
observed release by direct observation. 
evaluate the population aa follows: 

• Detennine the most distant sample 
location that meets the criteria for Levell 
concentration• as specified in aectio~:Z.S.l . 
and 2.5.2.and the most distant location (that 
is •. sample location or direct observation 
location} tbat meets the criteria for Level n 
concentratioxa. Use the health-baaed 
beii:Chmarb from Table 8-14·in detel'Diining 
the tevel-of contamination for sample 
locations. If the moet distant Level D locatiOn 
it closer to a eource than the most distant 
Levell sample location. do not consider the 
Level D.location.. 

• Detennine the single most distant 
location (sample location· or direct 
observation location) that m,. •ts the criteria 
for Levell or Level D concentration&. 

• If this single most distant location is 
within the 4-mile target distante limit. 
identify the distance categories from Table 
&-15 in. which the selected Levell 
concentrations sample and Level D 
concentrations sample (or direct observation 
locioon) are-located: · 

-Consider the target population 
anywhere within this furthest Levell 
distan~·category,_ or anywhere within 
a distance category closer to a eource 
at the site. as subject to Levell 
concentrations. 

-Consider the target population located 
beyond any Levell distance 

10,000 1,000 100 10 0 

10,000 1,000 100 10 1 0 
2.000 200 20 2 0.2 0 

200 20 2 0.2 0.02 0 
eo . 8 0.8 0.08 0.008 0 
20 2 O.i 0.02 (1.002 0 
8 0.8 . 0.08 0.008 0.0008 0 
2 0.2 0.02 . 0.002 0.0002 0 
0.8 0.08 0.008 0.0008 0.00008 0 
0.2 0.02 0.002 0.0002 0.00002 

categories. up to and including the 
pcpulation ~ywhere within the 
furthest Level D ~stance category. as 
.Ubject to Level D concentrations. 

-Consider the remainder of the target 
popUlation within the 4-mile target . 
distance limit as subject to potential 
contamin8ti~ 

0 

• If the single most distant location is 
beyond the 4-Dlile target distance limit. 
Identify the distance at which the selected 
Levell concentrations sample-and Level n 
concentratioll.l 18Dlple {or direct observation . 
location) are located: 

...If the LeVell sample location Ia within 
the 4-mile_ target distance limit. identify 
the target population subject to Levell 
concentrations as specified above. 

-If the Levell sample location it beyond 
the 4-mile target distance limit. 
con1ider the target population located 
anywhere within a distance from the . 
sources at the aite equal to the 
distance to this sample location to be 
subject to Level l concentrations and 
include them in the evaluation. 

-Consider the target population located 
beyond the Levell target population. 
but located anywhere within a 
distance .from the aources at the site 
equal to the distance to the selected 
Level D location. to be subject to Level 
D concentrations and include them in 
the evaluation. 
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-Do not include any target population as 
subject to potential contamination. · 

TABLE 6-14.-HEALTH-BASED 
BENCHMARKS FOR HAZARDOUS 
SUBSTANCES IN AIR 

• Concentration corresponding to National 
Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS}. 

• Coooentration COI'l"e$ppnding to National 
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pol
lutant• (NESHAPs). 

• SaeeRins COilCeltration for cancer corre
sponding to that c:ooce9tratioo that c:orre
spoDds 1o tile tcr• indlliduaf an:er risk for 
inhalaion ~ . 

• Screenms c:ooceutratioa for noacmc:er tox-. 
icological· responses correspoadiug to the 
Reference Dolle (RfD) for inhalation expo
sures. 

TABLE 6-15.-AIR MJGAATJON PATHWAY 

DISTANCE WEIGHTS 

. OislanCe c:ategcwy (miss) 

0--··--··-··-·····-·--····--········-·--··· 
Gcwt.- ...,_ 0 _, ~--·-······-····-··· 
Greater tn~n·v. t~t ~-----Gfeater ltlln ~ _, t _______ _ 

Greater than 1 10 2------· 
Greatar than 2 to 3 ····- ·-··-·-···-····-·
Greater 1h8n 3 to 4 -····--·····-·····--·- ··· 
Greatar tnan 4 ...:...-·-··------·- ········ 

• Do not fOUnd to N8AISt daget. 

-,.0 
0.25 

0.054 
0.016 
Q..005t 
0.0023 
0.0014 

0 

6.3.1 Nearest individual. Assign the 
nearest individul fador a value as follows: 

• If OPe or more residences or regularly 
occupied buildings or areas ia Abject to 
Levell c:oucentrationl ~specified ill section 
6.3, assign a value of 50. 

• U not, but if one or more a residences or 
regularly occupied buildinas or areas is 
subject to Level U concentrations. assign a 
value of45. 

• U none of the residences and regularly 
occupied buildings and areas is subject to 
Levell or Level U concentrations, assign a 
value to this factor based on the ~hortest 

distance tow resi~~ w np\arly 
occupied buildins or area. as measured from 
any source at the site with an air migration 
containment factor Y1llue sreater than o. 
Based on this-~ distance, assign a 
value from Table ~16 to the nearest 
individual factor. 

Enter the value assigned in Table ~1. 

TABLE 6-16.-NEAAEsT INDIVIDUAL 

FACTOR VALUES 

Distance to M8/est individual (miles) 

level1 concentrations.-····-····--·-
Level 11 eoncenlralions • ·-··-·····-··
o to ~--····:·--· ·-···-··--·-···-·-... ·· 
Greater INn 'N to '1•---·---····· 
Greater 1IWt ~ t~t 112--
Greater tllfl ~ 10 1---·---
Greater INn 1 -------

• Oistaoca does not apply. 

50 
45 
20 
7 
2 
1 
0 

6.3.2 Population. In evaluating the 
population factor. count residents. students, 
aod workers regularly present within the 
target distance limit. Do not count transient 
populatium such as customers and travelers 
passing through the ~a. . 

In estimating residential population. when 
the estimate is based on the niiD!ber of 
residences. multiply each residence by the 
average _number of pel'IODS per residence for 
the county in which the residence is located. 

6.3.!.1 Level uf contaminatioiL Evaluate 
the population factor based on three factors: 
Levell concentrations, Level n 
concenttatioos. and potential c:ontamination. 

Evaluate the population subject to Level l 
concentratioas (.ee M!Ction 8.3) u specified 
in sectioO 6.3.2.2. the population subject to 
Lewel B c:oncentrationa u specified in aectioa 
6.3.2.3, aod the populatioa IUbject lo potential 
contaminatioD u .,ecified in section 6.3.%..4. 

For the potential c:Ontamination .faetor. uae 
popW.atioa rqes in evalaating tbe factor as 
specified ill aecti<Jrl6.3.2.4. For the Levell and 
Level D concentratioDJ factors. use d:te 
population estimate, not populatioa ranges. ill · 
evaluatiJ18 both factors. 

6.3.2.2 Level I ccmcttlltroliOll$. Sum the 
number of people subject to Levell 

concentrations. Multiply &is sum by 1G. 
Assign the product as the value for this 
factor. Enter this value ill Table 6-1. 

6.3.%.3 Leve/11 ooncentrotions. Sum the 
number of people subject to Level U 
concentrations. Do not include those people 
already coanted und~ the Levell 
concentrations factor. Assign this sum as the 
value fm- this tactor. Ent~ this value in Table 
6-1. 

6.3.2.4 Potential contaminatioiL 
Determine the number ·Of people within each 

. distance cateaory of the talget distance limit 
(see Table &-:-15} who are subject to potential 
contamination. Do DOt illclude those people 
already counted under the Level I and Level 
u CODceDtrationa factors. 

Based on the number of people present 
. within a distance category. assign a distance

weighted population value for that distance 
category from Table 6-17. {Note that the 
distance-weighted population values in Table 
6-17 incorporate the distance weightS from 
Table 8-15. Do not multiply the -values front 
Table 8-17 by these d.istaoce weiahta.) 

Calculate the potential c:ontamiaa~l'.'l. 
factor value (PI) •• follows: 

where: 

1 n 
PI=- ~ W1 

10 i-1 

W,=Di.stance-weighted population from 
Table 6-17 for distance category i. 

n•Nuillber of distance categories. 
U PI iJ less than 1. do not round it to the 

nearest integer: if PI is 1 or more. ro11nd to the 
nearest intqer. Enter this value in Table 6-1. 

6.3.2.5 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values ~or Levell 
concentiations, Level U concentrations. and 
potenlW contamiution. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest illtqer. Assign this sum as 
the popa.ilation factor value. Enter this value 
ill Table &-:-L 

TABlE 6-17.-DisTANC£-WEtGHTED POPUlATION VALUES foR POTENTIAl.. CoNTAMINATlON FAC:TOR FOR AIR PATHWAY • 

Huntler of people wilhin the ~ C&leg<lly 

~ categcwy {mi:ooi 1to 11 _, 31 to 101 301 1,:, 3 ,001 to 10.001 30.001 to 100,001 300,001 to 1,000,001 
0 10 30 100 to to 10,()0() 

_, 
100.000 10 , ,000,000 10 

300 1,000 3,000 30.000 300.000 3,000,000 

On a source---······ ···-···-········· 0 4 17 53 164 . 522 2.533 5.214 16.325 52.137 163.246 521.360 1.632,455 
Greater 1IWI 0 to Yo- - -·· 0 1 • 13 41 131 •oe 1,364 4;081 13,034 40..812 130,.340 ~.114 

Greater than v. to ~---·- 0 02 0.9 3 9 28 88 282 882 2.815 8.815 28.153 88,153 
Greater u.n ~ to 1 --- 0 O.o& 0.3 0.9 3 t 26 83 261 834 2.612 8.342 26,119 

Greater trliiR 1 to 2 ··············-····· 0 0.02 0.09 0.3 0 .8 3 e '0 83 266 833 2,859 8 ,326 
Urealer tl\ln 2 to 3 .... ·-··-··-·- ·· 0 0.009 0.04 0.1 0 .4 1 • 12 38 120 375 1,199 3,755 
Greater twn 3 to •--- - -······- 0 0.005 0.02 0.07 Q.2 0.7 2 7 23 73 229 730 2,285 

• Rollnd the number of people present within a distance categOry to nearest iNeger. Do no1 round lhe assigned diStance-weigtlled population value to ~ 
mteger. · · 

6 .. 3 &sources. Enluate the resources 
factor as follows: 

• Assign .a value of 5 if o~e or more of the 
follov.;ng resources are present within one· 

half mile of 8 source at the site having an e~ir 
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migration .C9ntainmf!nt f~~tor.va\~e .~ater 
than 0: .. . . . · . . 

..:commercial agriculture. · · 

.:commefcial silviculture. 
-MajOr Or designited reereaticirl' area. 

·. • .Assign a value OfOifnone of·these 
resources is present. 

· · Enter the value autgned in Table 6-1; 
6.3.4 . Sensitive enviror,men~ Evaluate 

sensitive environments baled on .t)Vo factors: 
.actual OO.ntamination and_po~ti.al : .. 
contamination. Deteimine wruch factor' 
appliei as follows. · · ' 

·If no samples meet the critertii for an 
observed rele81e to air ud if there is no 

· observed relea1e by dinc:t observation; 
consider all eensiti.vti'environments located, · 
partially or·wliolly. wfthiD the target distance 
limit to ~ I!Ubject to potential contamination. 

If one or more 181ilplea meet the criteria for 
an observed relea1e to al.r or if there·ls in 
observed relea1e by direct observation. 

. determine the most distant location (that is, 
iample location or direct observation · 
location) that meets the criteria lor an 
observed release: . . . 

• If the most distant location meeting the 
criteria for an ob~rved release is Within the 
4-mile .target diatance.limit,-ide~tify the .. 
distance category from Table 6:-t5 in which it . 

• is located: 
..COnsider sensitive environments 

' l<icated. partia.lly or w~olly, anywhere 
· within thie distanCe category or · · 

anywhere within a 4istance category 
closer to a source at the lite as subject 
to actual contamination. 

-Conlider all other 1ensitive 
'environme~ts located, p&rtially ~ 

· ·wholly, within the target di1tance limit 
· as subject to potential contamination. 

• If the most distant location meeting the 
criteria for an observed release il beyond the 
4-mile tazset distance limit. identify the . . 
distance at which it illocated: . 

-COnsider sensitive environments 
located. partiilly or wholly. anyWhere 
t~.ithin a distance from the sourcea at 
the aile equal to thie distance to thia 

· location to be .Ubject to actual' 

r .
.. · -.' . contamination and include all such 

- aenaitive envl.rorunentJ in the 
evaluation. . . 

-Do'ilot include any ee'nsitive · 
environments as subject to poten~al 

·· contamination. · . · · 
6.3.~1 Actual ci>ntami~tion. Determine 

contamination factor in section 6.3.4.2. 
Determine the to'tal acreage of wetlands 
within those distance catesoriea subjeCt to 
actual contamination and a11ign a value from 
Table ~18 based on thia total acreage. · 

calculate the actual contamination factor 
value (EA) as follows: 

where: 

n 
EA=WA+ ~ S, 

i=1 

WA•Vahie a81igned fi.om Table ~18 for : 
. llletlanda. in distance catego~~ subject 
· io actual" contamination. . · 

s,,. Value(i) assigrie9 from Table 4-23 to · 
sensitive enviro!UI\ent i. 

n=Number of ~ensitive environments subject 
to actual contamination. 

Enter the value assigned in Table &-1 . 

TABLE 6-18.~WETLANDS RATING VALUES 

FOR AIR MIGRATION PATHW~Y • 

Wetland area (act'IIS) 

Less than 1 ,_ ........... " .......... : .......... _."" 
: 1 .to 50 ................. : ...................................... .. 
Greeter !han 50 to 100 ............. :.. ..... , ........ . 
Great-:"-' 100 to 11i0 .. --.. '---·-
Greater·than 150 to 200 ......... : ................ .. 
Greater than 200 to 300 .. - ............ "'"""" · 
Greater than .300 to :400 .. - .............. ..,._ .. 
Greater 1han 400 to 500 .. - .... " .;..,_ ....... . 

. Gtelter than 500 ____ , ........................ . 

0 
.. 25 

75 
125 
175 
250 

. 350 
450 

. 500 

• Wettanda a8 defined in' 40 CF.R HCtion 230.3. 

8.3.4.2 Potential contominatiotJ. 
Determine those sensitive environments 
located, partially or wholly. within the target 
distance limit that are 1ubject to potential 
contamination. Auign value(s) from Table 
4-23 to each •ensitive environment subject 

to potential contamination. Do not include 
those eensitive envirOnments .already counted 
for Table-4-23 under the actual · 
contamination factor. · . 

· For eaCh distance category subject·to 
. potential contamination. sum the value(s) 
asligned from Table 4-23 to the ~en~itiVe 
environments In that distance cat~ry. If a 
eensitive envl.rOninent illocated ia more than 
one distance category. aslign the sensitive 

those ~erusitive environmentS subject· to . 
a,~l C<Qntamination. (i.e .. thoae located . .. 
partially -or-wholly ~thin a distance category 
subject to actual contamination). Assign 

· · envilonme'nt only to that diatance category 
having the highelt di::~~nce weipting value -

· value(s}'from Table 4-23 (secticiu 4.U.3.1.1j 
. tO eo'c;Ji sensitive environment subject to . . 
· actual coutaminatfon. : . 

For those sensitive envil'Oimienti that ere 
· wetlands; a seign ari ·additional val UP. from 

· · Table &:-18. In assigrlif\8 a value froJii Table 
~18. incluCJe·only those porno~ of "'~UlliuW 

. ·located within distance· ategones subje~ ,to. 
.. · actual contamination. U a wetland illOc:ated 

·partially ina distance-category subject to 
,. aC,ual C<Qntamm.tion and partially in ·one · 

. aubje~ to potential contamina.tion. then . 
. ·. ~!ely !Or.~ .of Ta,ble &;:1~ CO:imt the 
. portion In th.e distance catfiiary subject to 

· · .' · po'~ntial cOntamination under the potent!al 

' 

from·Table ~15. · : - · 
For thole ~ensitive environments that are · 

wetlilnds. assign an additioqal value from 
· Table 6-18. In assigning a value from Table 
· ~~8;iD~~e 'only those,portione ~fwetlands 
• located within distance categorlea subject to 

pOtential contamination. as apecified iD 
section 8.3.4.1. Treat the wetlands in each 

· separate distance category as.separate 
iensitive envirOnments solely for purposes of 
ap'plyiila Table &:-18. ·Determine the total 

· ac:teage of wetlands within each of these 
distance categories and a11ign a separate · 
value from Table ~18 for'each dlatance · · 
c'ategory: · . • ·: · · · 

.Calculate the pot~ntial contamination 
· factor value (EP) a1 follows: 

Where: 

. 1 ·m 
EP=- ~ ([W1+~JD1) 

10 j=l 

n · 
S,= ~ Su 

1=1 

.S,= Value(s} aaaigned from Table 4-23 to 
sensitive envl.ronm~nt in dist,an«;e 
category j. 

n=Number of sensitive environment. subject 
· to potential contamination. 

W1= Value a11igRed from Table &-t8.for 
wetland area in distance category j. 

D,=-Distance weight from Table ~15 for 
distance category j. 

m •Number of distance .categories subject to 
potential contamination. · 

If EP illess than 1, do not round it to the 
nearest integer: if EP is 1 or more. round to 
the nearest integer. Enter the value assigned 
in Table 6-1. 

6.3.4.3 OJlculation of sensitive 
environments factor value. Sum the factor 
values for actual contamination and potential 
contamination. Do not round thia sum. 
designated as EB. to the nearest integer. 

Because the pathway score baaed-solely on 
sensitive environments is limited to a 
maximum of eo. use the value EB to 
determine the value for the sensitive 
environments factor as follows: 

• Multiply the values assi8ned to 
likelihood of release (LR), waste 
characteristics ('NC), and EB. Divide the 
product by 112.500. 

-If the result is 80 or less. assign the 
value EB as the ~ensitive environments 

· factor value. 
-If the result exceeds 80. calCulate a 

value EC as follows: 

EC = 
(eo)(az,soo} 

(LR}(WC) 

. Aalign the value EC as the sensitive 
· environments factor value.. Do not round 

this value to the 'nearest integer. 
Enter the value assi8ned for the·senaitive 

· environment. factor in Table 6-1. · 
· 6.3..S Colcylation of ta1Jets factor . 

cotegory Yalue. Snm the nearest individual. 
population. resourcea. and sensitive . 

· environinenfs ·factor values. Do not round this 
suin to ltle nearest integer. Aisign this sum as 
the tuzeU. fa!rtor category value. Enter this 
value in Table &-1. 

. · 6.4 . OJlculation of air inigrat~on pathway 
SCQre. Multiply the values for likeUh9Qd of 
relea1e, -Waite characteristics. and ~ets. 
and round tl!e product te the nearest integer. · 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting 
value. subject to a maximum .value of 100. as 

. the al.r migration pathway score (SJ. Enter 
this score in Table &-1. 
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7.0 Sites Containing &dioactive 
Substances. · 

In general radioactive substances are 
hazardous substances under CERCLA and 
should be considered in HRS scoring. 
Releases of certain radioactive substances 
are. ~owever. excluded from the definition of 

"release" in section 101(22) of CERCLA, as 
amended. and should not be considered in 
HRS scoring. 

Evaluate sites containing radioactive 
substances using the instructions specified in 
sections 2 through 6. supplemented.by the 
instructions in this section. Those factors 

denoted With a "yes" in Table 7-1 are 
evaluated differently for sites containing 
radioactive substances than for sites 
containing only nonradioactive hazardous 
substances. while those denoted with a "no" 
are not evaluated differently and are not 
addressed in this section. 

TABLE 7-1 .-HRS FACTORS EVALUATED DIFFERENTLY FOR RADIONUCUDES 

Llkllhood of Rettaae 
a..ved Release.-... - ... - .... -
Poten1iall0 Release- ......... ., .... , .. 

Containment __ ... _ .. ,_ .,,_ .. ,_ 

Net Precipitation __ ... _.: ....... .. 
Dep1h 10 Aquifer .:.. ..... :..:: .... :.._. 
Travel Tllne ........ _ . _ _ "..:. ....... .. 

Wate a..r.cter11tics 

Toxic:ity- ... ~- .. - - .. ·--.. ·-·· 

Mobility- -·----.. ·--··- ·-..... Hazardous waste Quantity. __ _ 

T-eeta 
Narest Waii-- .. ---·- ·--
Popula1ion- -- ··-- - ···- - · 
Resowces - ..... - ....... _, __ , ........ 

Wellhead Plolection Anla - ·-""' 

Status• 

Yes. 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No ' 

Yes 

Nci 
vel 

vas• 
Yes• 

No 
No 

Surface water pathway . Status • 

. Likelihood of Aeleaae 
Observed Release ... ;.. .... _ ... : .. 
Potential to Release .............. .. 

Overland Flow Contain
ment. 
Runoff ................................... . 
Distance to'Surfac:e Water .. · 
Flood Fnlquency .... : ............ . 
Flood Containment .... : ......... . 

w .... ~ 

Llleiii'IOod of bpoeln 
vas · Observed Conlulination ....... 
.No AtlractiYenass/ Al::cassibil(ly-
No to Neartly Aesidanls-..... .. 

No. Area of Contamination ........... . 
No 
No 
No 

Waste CNII'IICterlatlc:a 

T oxic:ity/Ec:otoxicity .... - ...... .... Y as/ Toxic:ity .... _ ........... - ... - ... --.. . 
v .. 

Persistence/Mobility· ................ Yes/No 
Bioaoc:unUation Potant!a'-.... · No 

Hazardous Waste Quantity _ .. Yes 

T.,ets 

Nearesllntake ........ : ............... .. 
Drinking Water Population .... .. 
~ ............................ -.. :. 
SensiM Environniants ......... . 
Human Food Ct1ain In~ 
.. L . 

Human Food Chain Popula
tion. 

vas• 

Hazardous Waste Quantity_ . 

Targets 

Resident lndMduaJ_ .............. . 
Resident Population- ........ .. 
WorkerS .................... - · ............ . 
AMOIM'ces .. - ... - .. _ .... - ...... .. 
T erras1rlat Sensitive Environ-

ments. . 

Status• 

Yes 
No 

No 

Vas 

Yes 

Likelihood of ReitaN 
ObseNed Release - ............. . 
Gas Polential to Release ...... .. 

Gas Containment ............... .. 

Gas Source Type ..... - ...... .. 
Gas Migration Potential .... .. 

Panieulate Poteiltialto 
Releasa .......................... ,_ .. : 
Particulata Containmen4 -
Particulata Source Type,_ .. 
Particulata Migrlition Po-
1ential. 

Waste a.r.c:tensties 

Toxic:ity --·-- ·- ............. .. 

Mobility ,_ .. ____ , ................ .. 
Hazardous Wasta Quantity ... .. 

T-eets 
Ne2test ll1ctiYQal .......... - ...... . 
Population.--~ ..... _,,,_ , __ .. 
Resources--··~ ......... --..... . 
Sensitive Environments., ...... .. 

Status• 

Vas 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

Vas 

No 
Vas 

Nearby Individual ...... - ............. No 
Population Within 1 Mile _ ...... No 

----------------~----~--~-----------~--~--~--- ---~--------------~---
• Factors evaluated dilfenlntly are denoted by "yes"; ~ not 8VIIuated clfferantty are denoted by ·no." 
• Oitferance iS in the determination of ~ I and Level II conoantrations. · 

In general sites containing mixed 
radioactive and other hazardous substances 

. involv.e more evaluation than sites containing 
only radionuclides. For sites containing 
mixed radioactive and other hazardous 
eubstimces. HRS factors are evaluated based 
on considerations of both the radioactive 
substances and the other hazardous : 
substances in order to derive a single .set of 
factor values for each factor category·in each 
of the four pathways. Thus. t}t . HRS score for 
these sites reflects the combined potential 
hazana posed by both the radioactive and 
other hazardous aubstances. 

Section 7 ia org&n:ized by factor category. 
similar to aections 3 through e. Pathway
specific differences in evaluation criteria are 
specified under each factor category, as 
appropriate. These differences apply largely 
to the aoil .exposure pathway and to s ites 
containing mixed radioactive and other 
hazardous aubstances. All evaluation criteria 
specified in sectiolll 2 through 6 must be met. 
except where modified in section 7. 

7.1 Likelihood of release/ likelihood of 
e;sposure. Ev~uate likelihood of release for 
the three migration pathways and likelihood 
of exposure for the soil exposure pathway as 

specified in sections 2 through 6. except: 
establish an observed release and observed 
contamination as specified in section 7.1.1. 
When an observed release cannot be 
established for a migration pathway, evaluate 
potential to release as specified in section 

-7.1.2. When observed contamination cannot 
be established. do not ·evaluate the soU 
exposure pathway. 

7.1.1 Observed releosit/observed 
-CODtamination. For radioactive wbstances. 
establish an observed release for each 
migration pathway by demonstrating that the 
site has released a radioactive substance to 
the pathway (or watershed or aquifer, as 
appropriate); establish observed 
contamination for the soil exposure pathway 
as indicated below. Base these 
demonstrations on one or more of the 
following. as appropriate to the pathway 
being evaluated: 

• Direct observation: 
-For each migration pathway. a ma terial 

that contains one or more 
radionuclides has been seen entering 
the atmosphere, surface water. or 
ground water1 as appropriate, or is 
known to have entered ground water 

or surface water through direct 
deposition. or 

-For the surface water migration 
pathway, ·a source area containing 
radioactive substances has been 
n;,ooed at a time that radioactive 
substances were-present and one or 
more radioactive substances were in 
conta.ct with the ·nood waters. 

• Analysis of radionuclide concentrations 
in s'amples appropriate to the pathway (that 
is, ground water, soil. air, surface water. 
benthic, or sediment samples): 

-For radionuclides that occur naturally 
and for radionuclides that are 
ubiquitous in the environment: 

--Measured concentration (in units of 
· activity. for example. pCi per· 

kilogram [pCi/kg). pCi per liter 
[pCi/1), pCi per cubic meter [pCi/ 
m']) of a given radionuclide in the 
sample are at a level that: 
- - -Equals or exceeds a value 2 

standard deviations above the 
mean site-specific background 
concentration for that 
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radionuclide in that type of -Some portion of the increase must be 
sample, or _ . · · attributable to the site to establish 

---Exceeds the vpper-limit -,alue observed contamination. The gamma· 
of the range of regional emitting radionuclides do DOt have to 
backpound concentration be within 2 feet of the surface Of the 
values for that specific · IOUf'Ce.: · 
radionuclide in that type of For the three migration pathways. if an 
sample. · observed release can be established for the 

--Some portion of the increase must be pathway (or aquifer or watershed, as 
attributable to the. site to establish ·appropriate}. asaign the pathway (or aquifer 
the observed release (or obeerved or wate111hed) an observed release factor 
contamination), and . . value of 550 and proceed to section 7 .Z.If an 

- -f.or the eoiJ exposure pathway only, .obaerved release cannot be establiabed. 
_the radiouuclide must also be assigD an obsenred releaae factor value of 0 
,pn!llflDt at the ~ece or cov~red by . ·and proieed to section 7.12. 
· 2 feet ·or leu of cover material (for For tbe soil exposuze pathway, if obterved 
exampk. .on> to_ establish observed ·c:ootalllination can be established. assip the 

· contamiDatioo. · · · likelihood of exposure factor for resident 
-For IINID·made radionuclides withOut · population a v.alue of 550 if there ia an area of 

: ubiquitOUs background concentrations observed contamination IIi one,....or more 
- in the envfromnf!Dt:.. · . locations listed in section S.to evaluate tlie 
--Measured concentration (in unita of - ·likelihood of' exposure factor for nearby 

activity) of~qpven·radionuclide in population as specified in section 5.2..1; and 
· a sample equali. or exceeds the proceed to section 7 .2. If observed · 

sample qiiBil~~ti~ limit for that . wntamination cannot be established, do not 
.,specific rad!omscli~ ~ ·that type of. ·evaluate the soil exposure pathway. 
media .and is •tui~u.~ble to the · . . At sites containiJig mixed radioactive and 
sit~. . other hazardous substances. eYaluate 

·--However, if the radionuclide . observed release (or observed 
·COncentration equals or exceeds ·its contamination) separately for radionuclides 

. sample qu.antitatioD limit, but its as described in this section ana for other 
release CaD also be attributed to . · haozardnos substances as desc:ibed in 
-oae or more aeighboring sites, then · sections 2 through 6. 
. the measured concentration of· that For the.1hree migration pathways, if a:t 
radionuclide muit also equal o~ ebserved release can be established based on 
exceed a nlae either 2 standard eithenadionuclides or other hazardous 

. de1r~ti0lll. above the mean . . . . substances, or both. U8ign the pathway (or 
concen~tion of that radionuclide · . · aquifer ar watershed) an obeerved release 

. , C?Dtribut~ by~ Deigbboring factor value ef 550 aud proceed to section 7 .1. 
lites or 3 times t!s backgroun4 ·.If an observed: release canAot be' established 

·-concentration. whichever ia lower. . based on either ·radionuclides or other 
--If the sample quantitation limit - hazardous ·substances, assign an observed 

cannot be established: release factor vahie of 0 aud proceed to 
· - - -If the sample analysis was section 7 .1.2.. . 

pedormed under the EPA . For the soil exposure pathway, if observed 
~tract Laboratory Prosram. contamination cil.n be established based on 
use the EPA contraa-required either radionuclides .or other hazardous . 
.IJilB~tion limit {CRQL} in substances, or both, essign the likelihood of 
place of~ sam?~ - exposure factor for resident population a 
quantitation limit m value of 550 if there ia an area of observed 
establishing an observed contamination in one or more locations listed 
release (or observed in section 5.1: evaluate the likelihood of 
contamination). . . exposure factor for nearby population aa 

---If the ample analySll Jl not specifaed in section 5.2.1; and proceed to 
perlormed under the EPA ·section 7 .2.1f obterved contamination cannot 
Contract Labatory·Program, be established baaed on either radionuclides 
.use the Qelecijoo limit in or other hazardous eubstancea. do D!)t 

place !lf~ ~le . evaluate the soil exposure pathway. 
~titatioR limit. 7.1.2 Poter.~ ·.,J to release. For the three 

--For the~~ pathway only. miption pathways, evaluate potential to 
the radionuclide mutt also ba release for aitea co~taining radionuclidea in 
present at the IW'face or ~ered by the tame manner u specified far sites 
2 feet or~ of cover ~terial (for . containing other hazardous substances. Base 
examp~ ~) to establish observed the evaluation on the physical and chemical 
c:ontaminatiOD. properties of the radionuclidea.· not on their 

. :. _ Camma raciiatiozunwurements (applies . Jevet ofradioactivity. 
only to observed contamination. for the eoif For sites centsining mixed radioactive and · 
exposure pathway): other hazardous substances. evaluate 

-1118 samma radiation exposure .rate, as potential to release considering mdionuclides 
.. measured in microroetltgena per hour and other hazardous substances topther. 
.(f.!R/br) usin8 a survey instr:ument held Evaluate potential to relea1e for each 
l m~er above the ground surface (or 1 migration pathway as specified in sections 3, 
meter away from an aboveground 4, or 6. as appropriate. 
IOUI'Ce}.·equals or exueda z time• the · 7.2 W08le cilaracteristics. For radioactive 
site-specific backgrowtd. samma substances, evaluate the human toxit:ity 
radiation exposure rate. factor, the ecosystem toxicity factor. the' 

•urface'water persistence factor. and the 
hazardous waste quantity factor as specified 
in the following aections. Eva!uate all other 
waste characteristic factors as specified in 
sections 2 through 6. 

7.2..1 Human toxicity. For radioactive 
subst•nces. evaluate the human toxicity 
factor as tpecified below. not as specified in 
section 2..4.1.1. 

Assign h111118D toxicity factor values to 
those radionaclides available to the pathway 
based on quantitative dose-respoue· 
paramete111 for cancer rislu as follows: 

• Evaluate radioouclides only ou the b&!Ks 
or carcinogenkity and assign all 
radionuclides to weisht-of-evidence category 
A. . . . 

• Assign a human toxicity factor •alue 
· from Table 7-2. to each radionuclide based on 

ita aloj,e factor (also ~f~ to aa cancer 
potency factor). 

-For each radionuclide, use the higher of 
the alope factors· for mhalation and 
ingestion to assign the factor value. 

-If only one slope factor !.1 available for 
the radionuclide. use it to assign the 
toxicity factor v8.1ue. · · 

-If DO slope factor is available for the 
radionuclide. assign that radionuclide 
a toxicity factor valae of 0 and use 
other radionuclides for which a slope 
factor is available to evaluate the 
pathway . 

• If aU radionuclides available to a 
particu1ar pathway are assigned a human 

.toxicity factor value of 0 (that is. no slope 
factor ·la available for all the radionuclides}. 
use a default human toxicity .factor value of 
1,000 as the human toxicity factor value for 
aU radioouclidei available to the pathway. 

At sites containins mixed 111dioactive and 
other hazardoUS' substances. evaluate the 
toxicity factor separateiy for the radioactive 

. and ~ther hazardous substances and assign 
each a 1eparate toxicity factor value. This 
applies regardless of whether the radioactive 
and.ether.huaedoussubstances are 
physically aeparated. combined chemically, 
or simply mixed together. AaaiJn toxicity 
factor values to the radionuclides ae specifie,d 
above and to the other buardou substanc:et 
as specified iD aectiou 2.4.1.1. 

At sites wntainina mixed. radioactive and 
other hazardous aubstances, if all 
radionuclidea available to a particular 
patl;lway·are assigned a human toxicity factor 
value of 0. ue a default hwnan toxicity factor 
value of 1.000 for all thoee radionuclides even 
if nonradioactive hazardou substances 
available to the pathway are uaigned hwnan . 
toxicity factor values sreater than o. . 
Similarly, if all :nonradioactive hazardous 
substances available to the pathway are 

· &&signed a human toXicity factor value of 0, 
use a default human toxicity factor value of 
100 for aD these nomadioactive haaardoua 
substances even if radiouuclides available to. 
the pathway are·asaigned human toxicity 
iactor values greater than 0. · 

7.2.2 Ecosystem tcxicity. For the surface 
water environmental threat (see sections 4.1.4 
and 4.2.4). assign an ecotystem toxicity factor 
value to radionuclides (alone or combined 
chemically or mixed with other hazardoWI 
substances) using the same slope facto~ and 
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procedures specified for the human toxicity 
factor in section 7.2.1, except: use a default of 
100. not 1,000. if all radionuclides eligible to 
be evaluated for ecosystem toxicity receive 
an ecosystem toxicity factor value of 0. 

TABLE 7-2.-TOXICITY FACTOR VAlUES 
FOR RAotONUCUDES 

Cancer slope factor. (Sf) (pQ)" t 

3x to-" sSF."-'"····· .... --·-··""'····· .. ·· 
3x to-12.s;SF<3xto-n._ ....... - .... , .. _ ...... 

SF <3 X 10"11
- - . - .... ·---.. 

SF not available for tt1e radicnJclide ...:.. ... 

10.000 
1.000 
100 

0 

• Radiolu::lide slope facioB ... estimates of ege- . 
~ indMdual lifetime lOlii excess cancer risk 
per I*X)CUiie ot radionutfide m.led or ingested. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances. evaluate the 

. ecosy~tem toxicity factor separately for the 
radioactive and other hazardous substances 
and assign each a separate ecosystem 
toxicity factor value. 'Ibis applies regardless 
of whether the radioactive and other 
hazardous substances are physically 
separated. combined chemically. or simply 
mixed together. Assign ecosystem toxicity 
factor values to the radionuclides as specified 
above and to the other hazardous substances 
as specified In sections4.1.4.2.1.1 and 
4.2.4.2.1.1. U all radionuclides available to a 
particular. pathway are assigned an 
ecosystem toxiCity factor value of 0. use a 
def•ult ecosystem toxicity factor value of 100 
for aU these radionuclides even if 
nonradioactive hazardous substances 
available to the pathway -,re assigned · 
ecosystem toxicity factor values greater than 
0. Similarly, if all nonradioactive hazardous 
substances available to the pathway are 
assigned an ecosystem toxicity factor value 
of 0. use a default ecosystem toxicity factor 
value ot 100 for all these nonradioactive 
hazardous iubstances even if radionuclides 
available to the pathway are assigned 
ecosystem toxicity factor valttes greater than 
·o. 
' 7 .2.3 Persistence. For radionuclides. 
evaluate the aurface water persistence factor 
based solely on half-life; do not include 
sorption to sediments in the evaluation as is 
done for nonradioactive hazardous 
substances. Assign a persjstence factor value 
from Table 4-10 (section 4.1.2.2.1.2) to each 
radionuclide based on half-life (t, /z) 
calculated as follows: 

where: 

1 
tl / 2= --

!+! 
r v 

·r=Radioactive lialf-life. 
v= Volatilization balf-life. 

If the volatilization half-life cannot be 
estimated for a radionuclide from available 
data. delete It from the equation. Select the 
portion of Table 4-10 to use In assigning the 
persistence factor value as specified in 
section 4.1.2.2.1.2. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances. evaluate the 
persistence factor separately for each 
radionuclide and for each nonradioactive 
hazardous substance, even if the available 
data indicate that they are combined 
chemically. Assign a persistence factor value 
to each radionuclide as specified in this 
section and to each nonradioactive 
hazardous substance as specified in section 
4.1.2.2.1.2. When combined chemjcally. assign 
a single persistence factor v8lue based on the 
higher of .the tw~ values astigned 
(individually) to the radioactive and 
nonraqioactive componenta. . 

7 .2.4 Selttction of su/)stonce potentially 
posing greaJest hazard. For each migration 
pathway (threat. aquifer, or watershed. as 
appropriate). select the radioactive substance 
or nonradioactive hazardous eubstance that 
potentially poses the greatelt hazard based 
on ita toxicity factor value, combined with 
the applicable mobility. persistence. and/or 
bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential factor values. 
Combine these factor v.aluet as- specified in 
sections 2. 3, 4, and 11. For the soil exposure 
pathway, base the selection on the toxicity 
factor alone (see sections 2 and 5). 

7 .2.5 Hazardous waste quantity. To 
calculate the hazardous waite quantity factor 
value for sites containing radioactive 
substancea. evaluate source hazardous waste 
quantity (see section 2.4.2.1) using only the 
following two measures in the following 
hierarchy (these measurea 8l1! consistent 
with Tiers A and B for nonradioactive 
hazardous substances in sections 2.4.2.1.1 
and 2.4.2.1.2): . 

• Radionuclide constituent quantity (Tier 
A). 

• Radionuclide wastestream quantity (Tier 
B). 

7.2.5.1 Source hazardous waste quantity 
for radionuclides. For each migration 
pathway, assign a source hazardous waste 
quantity value to each source having a 
containment faCtor value greater than 0 for 
the pathway being evaluated. For the soil · 
exposure pathway. assign a source hazardous 
waste quantity value to each area of 
observed contamination. as applicable to the 
threat beiDa evaluated; Allocate hazardous 
substances and hazardous wastestreams to 
specific sources (or areas of observed 
contamination) as specified in section 2.4.2. 

7 .2.5.1.1 Radionuclide constituent 
quantity (Tier A). Evaluate radionuclide 
constituent quantity for each source (or area 
of observed contamination) based on the 
activity content of the radionuclides 
allocated to the source (or area of observed 
contamination) as follows: 

• Estimate the net activity content (in 
curies) for the source (or area of observed 
contamination) based on: 

-Manifests. or 
-Either of the following equations. as 

applicable: 

n 
N•9.1X10-"(V) ~ A4 

i= l 

where: 

or, 

N=Estimated net activity content 
(in curies) for the souree (or 
area of observed 
contamination). 

V =Total volume of material (in 
cubic yards) in a source (or 
area of observed 

·contamination) containing 
radionuclides. 

ACt=Activity concentration above 
the respective background 
concentration (in pCi/g) for 
each radionuclide i allocated 
to the source {or area of 
observed contamination). 

n=Number of radionuclides 
allocated to the source (or 
area of observed 
contaminP.tion) above the 
respective background 
concentrations. 

n 
N=3.8X10- 11{V) ~ A4 

i=l 

where: 
N =Estimated net activity content 

(in curies) for the source (or 
area of observed 
contamination). 

V =Total volume of material fm 
gallons) in a sourc::e (or area of 
observed contamination) 
containing radionuclides. 

ACt=Activity concentration above 
the respective background 
concentration (in pCi/1) for 
each radionuclide i allocated 
to the source (or area of 
observed contamination). 

n=Number of radionuclides 
allocated to the source (or 
area of observed 
contamination) above the 

· respective background 
· concentrations. 

--Estimate volume for the source (or 
volume for the area of observed 
contamination) based on records or 
measurements. · 

--For the soil exposttre pathway, in 
estimating the volume for areas of 
observed contamination. do not 

·include more than the first 2 feet of 
depth. except for those types of 
areas of observed contamination 
listed in Tier C of Table 5-2 
(section 5.1.2.2), include the entire 
depth. not just that within 2 feet of 
the surface. 

• Convert from curies of radionuclides to 
equivalent pounds of nonradioactive 
hazardous substances by multiplying the . 
activity estimate for the source (or area of 
.observed contamination) by 1.000. 

• Assign tl).is resulting product as the 
radionuclide constituent quantity value for 
the source (or area of observed 
contamination). 

U the radionuclide collStitue!lt quantity for 
the source (or area of observed 
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contamination) is adequately determined 
{that is. the total activity of aU radionuclides 
in the source and releases from the source [or 
in the area of observed contamination} is 
known or is estimated With n-.asonable 
confidence). do riot evaluate the radionuclide 
wastestream quantity measure !n section 
7 .2.5.1.2.lnstead. assign radionuclide 
wasteslream qulintity a value of 0 and 
proceed to ,ectiQD 7..2.5.1.3. U·the 
radianuclide co~tituent quantity is not 
adequately determined. -.siP the source (or 
area of ~ed contamination} a value for 
radfonuclide constituent quantity based on 
the available data and p.roceed to section 
7 .2.5.1.2. . 

. 7 .2.5.1.2 Rodionuclide wastestream 
quantity (Tier B). Evaluate radionuclide 
wastestream quantity for the source (or area 
of observed contaminatioo) based on the 
acti'(ity content of radionuclide wastestreama 
... uocated to the source (or area of observed 
contamination) as follows: 

• Estimate the total volume (in cubic 
yards or in gallops) of wastestreams 
containing radionuclides allocated to the 
source (or area of observed contamination). 

• Divide the volume in cubic yards by 
o.55 (or the volume in gallons by 110) to 
convert to the· activity content expressed in 
tenna or equivalent pounds of nonradioactive . 
hazardoua nbltaaoes. · 

• Assign the resulting "alue as the 
radionuclide waatestream quantity value for 
the source (or area of observed 
contamination). • . 

7 .2.5.1.3 Co leu lotion of source hazardous 
·waste quantity value for rodionuclides. 
Select the higher of the valves assigned to t.'le 
source (or area ot observed contamination) 
for.radionudide coostituent quantity and 
radionuclide wastestream quantity. Assign 
this value as the aource hazardous waste 
quantity value for the source (or area of 
observed contamination). Do oot round to th 
nearest integer. 

7 i.s.: Calculation Of hazordo.us waste 
quantitY factor value for rodionuclides. S:mi 
the source hnardous waste quantity values 
assigned to all sources (or areas of observed 
contamioatian) for tbe J)athway beint 
evaluated and round this sum to the nearest 
integer. except if the sum is greater than o. 
but less ~ than 1. round it to 1. Ba118d on this 

· value. select a hazardous waste quantity · 
factor value for this pathway from Table 2~ 
(section 2.4.2.2). 

For a migration pathway. if the 
ti'dionuclide constituent quantity is 
adequately determined {!lee sectioo 7.2.5.1.1) 
for all sources (or all portions of sources and 
releases remaining after a removal action). 
assign the value from Table 2-6 as the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for the 
pathway. U the radionuclide constituent 
quar.tity is Dot adequately determined for one 
or more sources (or one or more portioni of 
sources or releases remaining after a removal 
action). assign a factor value as follows:. 

• · if any taf18t for that migration pathway 
is subject to Levell or LevellJ concentration 
(see section 7 .3). assign either the value from 
Table 2~ or a value of 100, whichever is 
greater. as the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value for that pathway. 

• If none of the targets for that pathway is 
subject to Levell or Level n eoo<:entrations. 
assign a factor value as follows: 

-If there baa been no removal action. 
assign either the value from Table ~ 
or a value of 10. whichever is greater, 

. as the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for that pathway. 

- If there bas been a removal action: 
--Determine values from Table ~ 

with and without coOiideration or 
the removal action. 

--If the value that would be assigned 
from Table 2-6 without 
consideratioo of the removal actioo 
would be 100 or greater, assign 
either the value from Table 2-6 
with. consideration of the removal 
action or a value of 100. whichever 
is greater. as the bazaldous waste 
quantity factor value for the 
pathway. . 

--lfthe.value that woUld be assigned 
from Table·w without 
conaideration of the removal action · would be leu than tOO. assiglla . 
value of 10 u the ba.zardous waste 
quantity factor value for the. 
pathway. 

specified in RCtion 2.5 and teetions 3 through 
6, except establish Level J and Level n 
concentrations at aampling locations as 
speclfted in sections 7 .3.1 and 7 .3.2. 

For aU pathways (and threats), use the 
same target distance limits for sites 
CODtainms radioactive substances as is 
specified in sections S through 6 for sites 
containing nonradioactive hazardous 
sub.tances. At sites containilll mixed 
radioactive and other hazardous substances, 
include all sources (or areas of observed 
contamir.ation) at the site in identifyiD3 the 
applicable targets for the pathway. · 

7 .3."1 Level of contmnination at a 
sampling location. Determine whether Levell 
or Level n concentrations apply at a sampling 
location (and thus to the auoc:iated taraeta) 
as follows: 

• Select the benchmarks from section 7.32 
applicable to the pathway (or threat) being 
evaluated. 

• Compare the concentrations of 
radi.:muclides in the sample (or-comparable 
·samples} to their benchmark concentrations 
for the pathway (or thleat) as specified in 
section 7 .3.2. Treat comparable samples as 
spec::ified in section. 2.5.1. . 

• Determine which level applies based on 
this comparison. . 

For the soil expo8ure pathway. if the -
-radionuclide constituent quantity is 
adequately detel'mined. for all areas.of . 
observed contamination. alSip the val10e 
from Table 2-6 as the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value. If the radiouuclide 
constituent quantity is not adequately 
determ!ned for one or more areu of obserVed 
contamination. au)Sn either the value from 
Table 2-6 or a value of 10. whichever is 
greater, as the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value. 

• If none of the radionuclidea eli8}ble to be 
. . elialiialed for the iampli.ng location have an 

applicable benchmark. assign Level n to the 
actual contaminatioo at that aamplins 
location for the pathway (or threat). 

7.2.5.3 Calculation of hauudow waste 
quantity factor value for sites containing 
mixed radioactive and other hazordous 
substances. For each aou.rce (or area of 
observed contamination) containing mixed 
radioactive and other hazardous substaucee, 
calculate two source hazardous waste 
quantity values-ooe based on radioouclides 
as specified in sections 7 ..2.5.1 throusb 
7 .2..5.1.3 and the other based on the 
nonradioactive hazardous substances as 
specified in sections 2.4.2.1 through 2.4.2.1.5 
(that is. detennine each value as if the otber 
type of substance was not present}. Sum tb~ 
two values to determine a combined source 
hazardous waste quantity value for the 
source (or area of observed contamination). 
Do not r<n~nd this value to the nearest integer. 

Use :hi;; ~mbined aou.rce hazardous waste 
quantity value to calclllate the hazardoua 
waste quantity factor value for the pathway 
as specified in section 2.4.2.2, except: if either 
the hazardous constituent quantity or the 
radionuclide constituent quantity, or both, 
are not adequately determined for one or 
more sources (or one or more portions of 
sources or releases remaining after a removal 
action) or for one or more areas of observed 
contamination, as applicable. asaign the 
value from Table ~ or the default value 
applicable for the pathway. whichever is 
greater, as the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value for the pathway. 

7.3 Targets. For radioactive substances. 
evaluate the targets factor c<>1egory as 

• In making the COIIIparison. coosider only 
those samples. aDd only tboM: radioouclidet 
.in the sample. that meet the criteria for an 
observed release {or observed 
contamination) for the pathway, except 
tissue samples from aquatic bWD&D food 
chain oraanisml may also be ued for the 
h:unan food chain tbJeat of the swface water 
pathway at specif.ed iD eectiona U.3.3 and 
4.2.3..3. 

7 .3.2 Com/)(J/Uon to bench mar/a. Uee the 
followina media specific: beDcbmarka 
(eXJ)I'elsed in activity units. for example. pCi/ 
I for water. pCi/q for soil and for aquatic 
human food chain cqani8!D$, and pCi/m' for 
air) for making the compari1001 for the 
indicated pathway (or threat): 

• Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCI..s)
g:ound water migration pathway· and 
drinking water threat in surface water 
migration pethway. 

• Uranium MiU Tailings Radiation Control 
Act (UMTRCA) standards-soil expor.lf@ 
pathway only. 

• Screening concentration for cancer 
corresponding to that concentration that 
corresponds to the to·• individual cancer risk 
for inhalation ex;M)Suret (air migration 
pathwaYt-or for oral exposures (ground water 
migration pathway: drinking water or human 
food chain threats in surface water migration 
pathway; and soil exposure pathway). · 

-For the soil expoaute pathway. includ~ 
two tcreening concientrations for 
cancei'-One for ingestion of surlace 
materials a.nd one for external 
radiation exposures from gamt:<a· 
emitting radionuctides iD surface 
materials. 
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Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the 
pathway.(or threat) being evaluated. 
Compate the coocentration of each . 
.radionuclide from the sampling location to its 
benchmark concentration(s) for-that pathway 
(or threat). Use only those samples and only 
those radionuclides in the sample that meet 
the criteria for an observed release (or 
observed contamination) "for the pathway, 
except tiuue samples from aquatic human 

·food chain 01'8anisma may be used as 
specified in eecti011t 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3. If the 
concentration of any applicable radionuclide 
from any sample equals or exceedt its 
benchmarlt concentration. consider the 
samplin8 location to be subject to Levell 
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). If 
more than one benchmark applies to the 
radionuclide. assign Levell if the 
radionuclide concentration equals or exceeds 
the lowest applicable benchmark 
concentration. In additiOn. for the soil 
exposure pathway. assign Level I 
concentrations at the aampl.i.Dg location if 
measured gamma radiation exposure rates 
equal or exceed 2 times the background level 
(see section 7.1.1). . 

If no radionuclide individually equals or 
exceeds its benchmark concentration, but 

/ 

more than one radionuclide either meets the 
criteria for an observed release (or observed 
contamination) for the sample or is eligible to 
be evaluated for a tiasue sample (see sections 
4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3). calculate a value for index 
I for these radionuclidea as specified in 

· section 2.5.2. If I equals or eJtceeds 1, assign 
Levell to the sampling location. If I is less 
than 1, assign Level n. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous aubstancel!l, establish the 
level of contamination 1or each samplin8 
location considering radioactive substances 
and nonradioactive hazardous substances . 
separately. Compare the concentration of 
each radionuclide and each nonradioactive 
hazardous tubatance from the sampling 
location to its respective benchmark 
concentration(s). Use only those .-.mplet and 
only those substances in the sample that 
meet the criteria for an observed release (or 
observed contamination) for the pathway 
eJtcept tissue samples from aquatic human 
food chain organisms may be nsed as 
specified in teetiona 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3. If the 
concentration of one or more .applicable. 
radionuclides or other hazardous Substances 

. from any sample equals or exceeds its 
benchmark concentration. consider the 

sampling location to be subject to Level· I 
concentration.. If more than one benchmark 
applies to a radionuclide or other hazardous 
substance. assign Levell if the concentration 
of the radionuclide or other hazardous 
substance equals or exceeds its lowest 
applicable benchmark Concentration. 

If no radionuclide or other hazardous 
substance individually exceed a benchmark . 
concentration. but more than one 
radionuclide or other hazardous tubstance 
either meets the criteria for an observed 
release (or observed contamination) for the 
sample or is eligible to be evaluated for a 
tissue sample. calculate an index I for both 
types of subWmces as specified in section 
2.5.2. Sum the indeJt I values for the two types 
of substances. If the value. individually or 
combined. equals or eJtceeds 1. assign Levell 
to the sample location. If it g less than 1, . 
calculate an indeJt J for the nonradioactive 
hazardous substancet as specified in section 
2.5.2. If J equals or exceeds 1, assign Levell to 
the sampling location. If J is less than 1. 
assign Level n. 
[FR Doc. !IG-27195 Filed 12-13-90:8:45 am] 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Superfund Chemical Data Matrix (SCDM) is a database containing factor values and benchmark 
values used for applying the Hazard Ranking System (HRS; 40 CFR Part 300 Appendix A, 55 FR 51583) to 
evaluate potential National Priorities List (NPL) sites. The HRS assigns factor values for toxicity, gas 
migration potential, gas and ground water mobility, surface water persistence, and bioaccumulation 
potential. These assignments are based on the physical, chemical, ecological, toxicological, and radiological 
properties of hazardous substances present at a site. Hazardous substances, as defined for HRS purposes, 
includes both hazardous substances referenced in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) section 101(14), which are substances specifically listed under 
other federal laws and are known as "CERCLA hazardous substances," and "pollutants or contaminants" as 
defined in CERCLA itself in section 101 (33). 

SCDM contains HRS factor values and benchmarks for those hazardous substances frequently found at sites 
that are evaluated using the HRS. SCDM also contains the physical, chemical, toxicological, and 
radiological input data used to calculate the factors and benchmarks. The input data presented in SCDM are 
taken directly from peer reviewed, generally accepted literature sources and databases and/or EPA 
developed literature sources and databases; or are calculated using procedures set forth by EPA and in the 
HRS. Further HRS procedures are then applied to the input data to determine a factor value or benchmark. 
The HRS also assigns extra weight to targets with exposure levels to hazardous substances that are at or 
above benchmarks. These benchmarks include both risk-based screening concentrations and concentrations 
specified in regulatory limits for the hazardous substances present at a site for a particular migration 
pathway. 

Chapter 2.0, Data Selection Methodology, ofthis document explains how data are selected and prioritized 
into a hierarchy for assigning SCDM values. Chapter 3.0, Calculations in SCDM, describes how some 
types of data (i.e., volatilization half-lives, distribution coefficients, and screening concentrations) are 
intemally calculated using data in SCDM and methodologies from published literature or regulatory 
guidance documents. Chapter 4.0, Chemical Data, Factor Values, and Benchmarks, describes how SCDM 
data, HRS factor values, and benchmark values are presented. The factor values and benchmark values are 
listed, substance by substance, in Appendix A. Appendix B contains the HRS factor values and benchmark 
tables (organized by pathway) for both nonradiological hazardous substances and radionuclides. Please note 
that National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (NRWQC) Chronic Criteria Continuous Concentration 
(CCC) and Acute Criteria Maximum Concentration (CMC) values have endnotes associated with them 
listed at the end of Appendix B. Appendix C contains a cross-reference index of substance name synonyms. 

1 



Page BI-1 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 02 Dec 2011 

SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity 

Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 
----------------------------------------- Air Gas Air Gas 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

Acenaphthene oooo83-32-9 1 ot l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-Ol 2.00E-05* 0.4000 0.4000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 10000 1000* 

Acenaphthylene 000208-96-8 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-OI 2.00E-05* 0.4000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 0 0 

Acetone 000067-64-1 l*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0 .0700* 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 100 

Acrolein 000107-02-8 IOOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO O.o?OO 0.0700 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 10000 1000 

Acrylamide 000079-06-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 10 10 

Alachlor** 015972-60-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 0.4000 0.0700 500.0 500.0 50.0 50.0 1000 1000 

Aldrin 000309-00-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

Alumimm1 007429-90-5 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 5000.0* 5000.0* 100 100 

Americium** 007440-35-9 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 0 0 

Aniline 000062-53-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 0.4000 50.0* 50.0* 500.0 500.0 10000 10 

Anthracene 000120-12-7 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-03 2.00E-07* 0.4000* 0.4000* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 10000 10000* 

Antimony 007440-36-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5.0* 5.0 50.0* 100 100 

Arsenic 007440-38-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0 500.0 5000.0* 500.0 10 100 

Asbestos 001 332-2 1-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Barium 007440-39-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cuuent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 

11 0.2000 Yes Yes 

11 0.0200 Yes Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

6 0.2000 Yes Yes 

6 0.0200 Yes Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

11 1.0000 Yes No 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 



Page BI-2 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 02 Dec 2011 

SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Benz(a)antln·acene 000056-55-3 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00£-05 2.00£-09* 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

Benzene 000071-43-2 1000*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.4000 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0* 50000.0 1000* 1000 

Benzidine 000092-87-5 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 0.4000 50.0 50.0 5000.0* 5000.0* 1 00* 100* 

Benzo(a)pyrene 000050-32-8 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0* 50000.0 50000.0* 10000 1000 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 000191-24-2 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Benzo(j,k)fluorene (Fluoranthene) 000206-44-0 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-03 2.00E-07* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 5000.0 5000.0* 5000.0 10000 10000* 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 000207-08-9 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00£-05 2.00£-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Beryllium 007440-41-7 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0 0 

Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 000117-81-7 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00£-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 500.0* 50000.0 5000.0* 1000 1000* 

Boron 007440-42-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Bromodichloromethane 000075-27-4 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0 0 

Butylbenzyl phthalate 000085-68-7 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00£-01 2.00E-05* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 1000* 1000* 

Cadmium 007440-43-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 10000* 1000 

Carbazole 000086-7 4-8 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00E-01 2.00£-03* 0.4000 0.0700 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 1000* 1000* 

* 
•• 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 

t See December 20 ll SCDM update for volatile substances. 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

0 0.0002 Yes Yes 

6 0.0002 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

6 0.0002 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

6 0.0002* Yes Yes 

No Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

6* 0.0200* Yes Yes 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Carbon disulfide 000075-15-0 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.4000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 100 10* 

Carbon tetrachlotide 000056-23-5 IOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 500.0* 500.0* 100 10* 

Cesimn 007440-46-2 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 50.0* 5.0* 50.0* 0 0 

Chlordane 000057-74-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00£-03 2.00£-05 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0 5000.0* 10000 10000 

Chlordane, alpha- 005103-71-9 10000* 1.00£+00 l.OOE-02 2.00E-03 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 10000 10000 

Chlordane, gama- 005566-34-7 10000* 1.00£+00 l.OOE-02 2.00£-03 2.00£-05 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0* 50000.0* 0* 0* 

Chlorobenzene 000108-90-7 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007 0.0700 50.0 50.0 5000.0* 5000.0* 10000* I 00 

Chloroform 000067-66-3 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 500.0* 500.0* 100* 10 

Chromium 007440-47-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0 500.0* 500.0 10000* 100 

Chromimn(lli) 016065-83-1 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 100* 100* 

Chromium(VI) 018540-29-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0 500.0 5.0 500.0 100 100 

Chrysene 000218-01-9 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00£-05 2.00£-09* 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5.0* 5000.0 500.0 1000 1000 

Cobalt 007440-48-4 10* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0 5000.0 0 0 

Copper 007440-50-8 0 l.OOE+OO 1.00£-02 l.OOE+OO 1.00£-02 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 50000.0 5000.0* 50000.0 1000* 1000* 

Cnmene 000098-82-8 IO* t l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00£-0 1 2.00£-03* 0.4000 0.4000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 100 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

No Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

II* 0.0200* Yes* Yes 

6* 0.0020* Yes* Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

6 0.0002 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Cyanamide** 000420-04-2 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10 100 

Cyanide 000057-12-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* 1.0000* 1.0000* 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1000 1000 

DDD 000072-54-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50.0* 10000 10000 

DDE 000072-55-9 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

DDT 000050-29-3 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

Di-n-butyl phthalate 000084-74-2 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-01 2.00E-05* 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 1000 10000 

Di-n-octyl phthalate 000117-84-0 I 00 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 50000.0* 50000.0* 0 0 

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 000053-70-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Dibenzofuran 000132-64-9 IOOO*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-01 2.00E-05* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 1000* 1000* 

Dibromo-3-chloropropane, I ,2- 000096-12-8 IOOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10* 10* 

Dibromoethane, I ,2- 000106-93-4 IOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 10* 100* 

Dichlorobenzene, 1,4- 000 I 06-46-7 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00E-01 2.00E-01 0.4000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 1000* 100 

Dichloroethane, I, 1- 000075-34-3 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0 0 

Dichloroethane, 1,2- 000107-06-2 IOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 10* 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 

6 0.2000 Yes Yes 

17* 1.0000* Yes* No* 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

6 0.0200 Yes Yes 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

No Yes 

II 0.0200 Yes Yes 

11 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Dichloroethylene, 1,1- 000075-35-4 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 100* 

Dichloroethylene, 1 ,2-• • 000540-59-0 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Dichloroethylene, cis-! ,2- 000156-59-2 lOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0 0 

Dichloroethylene, trans-! ,2- 000156-60-5 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Dichlorophenol, 2,4- 000120-83-2 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007 0.0700 50.0 50.0 500.0 500.0 10000* 100 

Dichloropropane, 1,2- 000078-87-5 lOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0* 50.0* 50.0* 50.0* 10 10* 

Dichloropropene, 1,3- 000542-75-6 lOO*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.4000 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 1000 1000* 

Dieldrin 000060-57-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-03 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 5000.0 50000.0 50000.0* 10000 10000 

Diethyl phthalate 000084-66-2 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 

Dimethyl phenol, 2,4- 000105-67-9 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 0.4000 500.0 

Dinitrobenzene, I ,3- 000099-65-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 0.4000* 5.0 

Dioxin 1,4-** 000290-67-5 10 l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 

Diphenylhydrazine, 1 ,2- 000122-66-7 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00E-Ol 2.00E-03* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 

Disulfoton 000298-04-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-O l 2.00E-05* 1.0000 0.4000 500.0 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Endosulfan (I or II) 

Endosulfan I** 

Endosulfan II** 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Ethyl be!lZene 

Ethyl chloride 

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 
(EBGE)** 

Fluorene 

Fluorine 

Heptachlor 

Heptachlor epoxide, alpha, beta, 
garruna 

Heptachlorodibe!lZo-p-dioxin** 

Heptachlorodibe!lZo-p-dioxin 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-

000115-29-7 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00£-03 2.00£-03 1.0000 0.4000 5.0* 5000.0 50000.0 5000.0 10000 10000 

000959-98-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00E-03 2.00E-03 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

033213-65-9 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 5000.0 5000.0 10000 10000 

000072-20-8 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-03 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 50000.0 5000.0 10000 10000 

007421-93-4 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-03* 2.00E-07* 1.0000* 1.0000* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 0 0 

000100-41-4 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007* 0.0700* 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 100 1000* 

000075-00-3 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007 0.0700 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 0 0 

000111-76-2 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

000086-73-7 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-Ol 2.00E-05* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 5000.0 5000.0 1000 1000 

007782-41-4 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-Ol * 2.00£-03* 0.4000 0.0700 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 0 0 

000076-44-8 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 0.4000* 0.4000* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

001024-57-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-03 2.00E-07* 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0 5000.0* 10000 10000 

03787 1-00-4 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

035822-46-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cu!Tent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Grmmd Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 

Liquid Non-Liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

Heptachlorodibenzofiuan 067562-39-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00£-05 2.00£-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 6* 0.0002* Yes* Yes 
I ,2,3,4,6, 7,8-

Heptachlorodibenzofiuan 055673-89-7 10000* l .OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0 .5 0.5 0 .5 0 0 No Yes 
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-

Hexabrmnobiphenyl (PBB)** 036355-01-8 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00£-05 2.00£-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 6 0.0002 Yes Yes 

Hexachlorobenzene 000118-74-1 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-05 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000* 10000 II 0.0200 Yes Yes 

Hexachlorobutadiene 000087-68-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-OI 2.00E-05* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50000.0* 5000.0 50000.0* 10000 1000* 17 1.0000 Yes No 

Hexachlorocyclohexane, alpha- 000319-84-6 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00£-01 2.00£-01 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 50000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 1000* 1000 II 0.0200 Yes Yes 

Hexachlorocyclohexane, beta- 000319-85-7 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00E-03 2.00£-03 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 5000.0* 5000.0 1000* 1000* 6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 039227-28-6 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 No Yes 
I ,2,3,4, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 057653-85-7 10000 l .OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 1.0000* 1.0000* 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 0* 0* No Yes 
1,2,3,6,7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 019408-74-3 10000 I .OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-05* 2.00£-09* 1.0000* 1.0000* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 0 0 No Yes 
1,2,3,7,8,9-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran I ,2,3,4, 7,8- 070648-26-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 No Yes 

Hexachlorodibenzofiuan I ,2,3 ,6, 7,8- 057117-44-9 10000 l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 No Yes 

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3, 7 ,8,9- 072918-2 1-9 10000 l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 No Yes 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Hexachlorodibenzofuran2,3,4,6,7,8- 060851-34-5 10000 l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Hydrazine 000302-01-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000* 0.0700* 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10000 100 

Hydrogen sulfide 007783-06-4 1000* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007* 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1000 1000 

Indeno( I ,2,3-cd)pyrene 000193-39-5 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00£-05 2.00£-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Iron 007439-89-6 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 10 10 

Lead 007439-92-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5000.0 50000.0* 5000.0 1000 1000 

Lead chromate** 007758-97-6 10000 l.OOE+OO 2.00E-03 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Lindane 000058-89-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00E-O I 2.00E-O I 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 5000.0* 10000 10000 

Manganese 007439-96-5 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Mercury 007439-97-6 10000t l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000* 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

Methoxychlor 000072-43-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-03 2.00E-07* 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 50000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 10000 10000 

Methyl Parathion 000298-00-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00E-O I 2.00E-03* 1.0000 0.4000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10000 10000 

Methyl ethyl ketone 000078-93-3 1*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.4000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Methyl isobutyl ketone 000108-10-1 10* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.4000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in cun·ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 201 1 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Methyl phenol, 4- 000106-44-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 0.0007* 0.0007* 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 100* 100* 

Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)** 00 1634-04-4 I Ot l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Methylene chloride (dichloromethane) 000075-09-2 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 500.0* 500.0* 10 

Methylnaphthalene, 2- 000091-57-6 IOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-Ol 2.00£-03 0.4000 0.4000 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 100* 1000 

Naphthalene 000091-20-3 IOOO*t l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00E-O I 2.00E-03* 0.4000 0.4000 50000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 5000.0 1000 1000 

Nickel 007440-02-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 500.0 500.0 500.0 100* 1000 

Nitrosodiphenylamine, N- 000086-30-6 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 2.00£-01 2.00E-03* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 100 100 

Pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 
1,2,3,7,8-

040321-76-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05* 2.00E-09* 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0* 0* 

Pentachlorodibenzofuran I ,2,3, 7,8- 057 117-4 1-6 0* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Pentachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,4,7,8-** 057117-31-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 I. 0000 I. 0000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 000087-86-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 5000.0* 100 1000 

Perchlorate** 014797-73-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Phenanthrene 000085-0 1-8 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00E-O l 2.00E-05* 0.4000* 0.4000* 5000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0* 5000.0* 10000* 10000* 

Phenol 000108-95-2 10* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007* 0.0700* 50.0* 5.0 50000.0* 5.0 

Plutonium 007440-07-5 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 

* 
** 

t 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Polychlotinated biphenyls (PCBs) 001336-36-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-03 2.00E-07 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

Pyrene 000129-00-0 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00£-01 * 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 5000.0 50000.0* 5000.0 10000 10000 

Radinm 007440-14-4 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0 0 

Radon 010043-92-2 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Seleninm 007782-49-2 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 1000 100 

Silver 007440-22-4 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50000.0* 50.0 50000.0* 10000 10000 

Strontium 007440-24-6 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 0 0 

Styrene 000100-42-5 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 100 100 

Tetrachlorobenzene, 1,2,4,5- 000095-94-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-03 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 10000* 1000 

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin** 041903-57-5 0 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 0 0 

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 2,3,7,8- 001 746-01-6 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0 0* 0* 
(TCDD) 

Tetrachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,7,8- 051207-31-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-05* 2.00E-09* 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 

Tetrachloroethane, 1,1,2,2- 000079-34-5 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 

Tetrachloroethylene 000127-18-4 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 

* 
** 

t 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 
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--------------------------------~~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ AirGas AU·G~ 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Thallimn 007440-28-0 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 50.0 500.0 50.0 0* 0* 

Toluene 000108-88-3 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0700* 0.0700* 50.0 50.0 5000.0* 50.0 100 100 

Toxaphene 00800 1-35-2 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04* 2.00£-03 2.00E-07* 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 

TrichlorobellZene, 1 ,2,4- 000120-82-1 IOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 2.00E-Ol 2.00E-Ol 0.4000 1.0000 5000.0* 500.0 5000.0* 500.0 1000 10000* 

Trichloroethane, I, 1,1- 00007 1-55-6 I t l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 10 10 

Trichloroethane, 1 J ,2- 000079-00-5 lOOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 100* 10 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 000079-01-6 Refer to Trichloroethylene (TCE) Appendix BI Interim Repmt, 10/23/2006 

Trichlorofluoromethane 000075-69-4 I Ot l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0 0 

Trichlorophenol, 2,4,6- 000088-06-2 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 0.4000 5000.0* 5000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 1000 100 

Trichloropropane, 1 ,2,3- 000096-1 8-4 lOOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 10 10 

Trifluralin (Treflan) 001 582-09-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 2.00E-Ol 2.00E-03 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000* 

Triniu·obellZene, 1.3,5- 000099-35-4 100* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Vanadium 007440-62-2 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 

Vinyl acetate 000108-05-4 lOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0700* 0.0700* 0.5 

* 
** 

t 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

0.5 0.5 0.5 

1000 1000 

0 0 

10 100* 

No Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

11 0.2000 Yes Yes 

11 1.0000 Yes No 

II 0.0200 Yes Yes 

0* 0.0020* Yes Yes 

No Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 



Page BI-12 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version :1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Gr01md Water Mobility Bioaccnmulation 

Liquid Non-Liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake 

Vinyl chloride 000075-01-4 lOOOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007 0.0700 

Xylene** 001330-20-7 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 0.4000 1.0000 

Xylene, m- 000108-38-3 lOOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.0007* 0.0700* 

Xylene, o- 000095-47-6 l OOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 

Xylene, p- 000 I 06-42-3 l OOt l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0 .0007* 0.0700* 

Zinc 007 440-66-6 10 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

* 
** 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
Indicates new hazardous subs tance in cu!Tent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 

500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 

50.0 50.0 50 .0 50 .0 

50.0 50 .0 50 .0 50 .0 

5.0* 50000.0 50000.0* 50000.0 

02 Dec 2011 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

0 0 17 1.0000 Yes No 

100 100 17 1.0000 Yes No 

100 100* 17 1.0000 Yes No 

100 100 17 1.0000 Yes No 

100 100* 17 1.0000 Yes No 

10 100 No Yes 



Page BI-13 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 02 Dec 2011 

SCDM Data Version: 1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity 

Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 
----------------------------------------- Air Gas Air Gas 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

Americium 241 014596-10-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10000 10000 

Antimony 125(+D) (radionuclide) 014234-35-6 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5.0* 5.0 50.0* 1000 1000 

Cadmium 109 (radionuclide) 014109-32-1 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0* 1000 1000 

Cesium 137(+D) (radionuclide) 010045-97-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 50.0* 5.0* 50.0* 10000 10000 

Cobalt 57 (radionuclide) 01398 1-50-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0 5000.0 100 100 

Cobalt 60 (radionuclide) 010198-40-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0 5000.0 10000 10000 

Iron 55 (radionuclide) 01468 1-59-5 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 100 100 

Lead 210(+D) (radionuclide) 014255-04-0 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 5000.0 50000.0* 5000.0 10000 10000 

Manganese 54 (radionuclide) 013966-3 1-9 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0* 50000.0* 50000.0 50000.0 1000 1000 

Nickel 59 (radionuclide) 014336-70-0 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 500.0 500.0 500.0 100 100 

Nickel 63 (radionuclide) 013981-37-8 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 500.0 500.0 500.0 100 100 

Plutonium 236 (radionuclide) 015411-92-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.o* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Plutonium 238 (radionuclide) 013981-16-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Plutonium239 (radionuclide) 015117-48-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Plutonium 240 (radionudide) 014119-33-6 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun·ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 



Page BI-14 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 02 Dec 2011 

SCDM Data Version: 1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 

----------------------------------~----~------~----~----~~----~----~----~ AirGas AirGas 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Plutonium 241(+D) (radionuclide) 014119-32-5 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Plutonium 242 (radionuclide) 013982-10-0 I 0000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Plutonium 243 (radionuclide) 015706-37-3 100 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 0.0700 0.0700 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 100 100 

Plutonium 244( +D) (radionuclide) 014119-34-7 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 1.0000 1.0000 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 500.0* 10000 10000 

Radium 226(+D) (radionuclide) 013982-63-3 10000 LOOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 10000 10000 

Radium 228(+D) (radionuclide) 015262-20-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 10000 10000 

Radon 222 ( +D)(radionuclide) 014859-67-7 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO LOOE+OO 1.0000 0.4000 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1000 1000 

Silver 108m(+D) (radionuclide) 01439 1-65-2 1000* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50000.0* 50.0 50000.0* 1000* 1000* 

Silver 11Om (radionuclide) 01439 1-76-5 1000* l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO LOOE+OO* l.OOE+OO* 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50000.0* 50.0 50000.0* 1000* 1000* 

Strontium 90(+D) (radionuclide) 010098-97-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 5.0* 

Technetium 99 (radionuclide)** 014133-76-7 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 0.5 

Thallium 204 (radionuclide) 013968-51-9 1000* l.OOE+OO LOOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 

Thorimn 227 (radionuclide) 015623-47-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 0.4000 0.5* 

Thorium 228(+D) (radionuclide) 014274-82-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 0.5* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cmrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

5.0* 5.0* 5.0* 10000 10000 

0.5 0.5 0.5 1000 1000 

50.0 500.0 50.0 1000* 1000* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 10000 10000 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 10000 10000 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

17 1.0000 Yes No 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 



Page BI-15 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 

Liquid Non-Liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake 

Thorium 229(+D) (radionuclide) 015594-54-4 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

Thorium 230 (radionuclide) 014269-63-7 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

Thorium 231 (radionuclide) 014932-40-2 1000* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* 0.4000 O.Q700 

Thorium 232 (radionuclide) 007440-29-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO I.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

Thorium 234 (radionuclide) 015065-10-8 10000* l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02* l.OOE+OO I.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

Tritium 010028-17-8 100 I.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranium 232 (radionuclide) 014158-29-3 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-OI * 2.00E-OI * 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranium233 (radionuclide) 013968-55-3 10000 I.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-O I* 2.00E-OI * 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranium 234 (radionuclide) 013966-29-5 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-OI * 2.00E-Ol* 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranium 235(+D) (radionuclide) 015117-96-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-OI * 2.00E-OI * 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranium 236(+D) (radionuclide) 013982-70-2 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-OI * 2.00E-Ol * 1.0000 1.0000 

Uranitmt 238(+D) (radionuclide) 007440-61-1 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO* 2.00E-OI * 2.00E-OI * 1.0000 1.0000 

Zinc 65 (radionuclide) 013982-39-3 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-02 l.OOE+OO* l.OOE-02* 1.0000 1.0000 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in crnrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 20 II SCDM update for volatile substances. 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0 .5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 0.5* 

5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 5000.0* 

5.0* 50000.0 50000.0* 50000.0 

02 Dec 2011 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

1000* 1000* No Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000* 10000* No Yes 

100 100 17 1.0000 Yes No 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000 10000 N o Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

10000 10000 No Yes 

1000 1000 No Yes 



Page BI-16 

BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 0 1 May 2008 

SCDM Da ta Version: 5/01 /2008 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity 

Asbestos 001332-21-4 10000 

BII 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity 

Liquid Non-liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

I .OOE+OO I.OOE-04 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccumulat ion 
Persistence Food Chain Environment 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh 

1.0000 0.5 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

0.5 0.5 0.5 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobi lity Gas 

0 0 

Surface Water Pathway 
En vi ron mental 

No 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (Jlg/L) CCC (Jlg/L) 

Asbestos 001332-21-4 7.0 miltion fibers/L 

AIR PATHWAY 
Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS 

NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

Asbestos 001332-21-4 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 04) and current version of chemical data (MAY 08 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data (MAY 08 ). 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mg/kg) 

4.5E-6 fibers/cc *"" 

Part 

Yes 
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BI 

Pagel H AZARD RANKING SYSTEM 09 May 2005 

SCDM Data Version : 5/6/2025 

Substance Name CAS Nwnber Toxicity 

Atrazine 001912-24-9 100 

BII 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility 

Liquid Non-uquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

I.OOE+OO I.OOE-02* 2.0E-l 2.0E-2* 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccumulation 
Persistence 

Food Chain Environment 

River 

0.0007 

Lake Fresh 

0.0700 50.0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

50.0 50000.0* 50000.0* 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

1000 10000 6 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.0020 Yes 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (!lg/L) * CCC (!lg/L) * 

Atrazine 00 1912-24-9 3.0E-3 1.3E+O 3.8E-4 

NAAQS 

Substance Name CAS Number 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

Atrazine 00 19 12-24-9 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

4.7E+ I 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Sc.reen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

1.4E-2 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Sc.reen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

2.7E+3 2.9E+O 

Part 

Yes 



Page BI-1 8 

BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 30 Dec 2010 

SCDM Data Version : 12/29/20 10 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity 

Dibutyltin * * 001002-53-5 10,000 

BII 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility 

Liquid Non-liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

l .OE+OO l.OE+OO l .OE+OO l .OE+OO 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccumulat ion 
Persistence Food Chain Environment 

River 

0.4000 

Lake Fresh 

1.0000 5.0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

5.0 5.0 5.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

0 0 17 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

1.0000 Yes 

Substance Name 
MCL/MCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 
CMC ( J.lg/L) * 

Chronic 

CCC (J.lg/L) * 

Dibutyltin** 00 1002-53-5 l. IE-2 

Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/mJ\3) 

Dibutyltin** 00 1002-53-5 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 04) and current version of chemical data ( DEC I 0). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data (DEC! 0). 

4.1E-l 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/mJ\3) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/mJ\3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

2.3E+l 

Part 

No 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 30 Dec 2010 

SCDM Data Version: 12/29/20 10 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulatio n 

Liquid Non-Liquid 
Persistence 

Food Chain Environment 
Eco toxicity 

Substance Name 

Dibutyltin dichloride** 

BII 

Substance Name 

CAS Numbe r Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt 

000683-18-1 I 0000 I .OOE+OO I.OOE+OO 2.00E-O I 2.00E-O I 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 

Dr inking Water 

Reference Dose Ca ncer Risk 

Surface Water Pathway 

Food Chain 

Re f. Do se Cancer Ri sk 

Screen Cone Screen Cone 

Fresh 

50.0 

Salt 

50.0 

Acute 

Air Gas Air Gas 
Fresh Salt Migration Mobili ty 

1000 1000 17 

Surface Water Pathway 

Environmental 

0.2000 

Chronic 

CMC (11g/L) * CCC (11g/ L) • 

Gas 

Yes 

MC L/MCLG 
CAS Number (mg/L) 

Scree n Cone 

(mg!L) 

Screen Cone 

(mg!L) 

FDAAL 

(ppm) (mg/kg) (mglk g) 
Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

Dibutyltin dichloride** 000 683-18- 1 1.4E-2 

Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS 

NES HAPS 

(uglmA3) 

Dibutyltin dichloride** 000 683 -1 8- I 

Indica tes difference between pre viou s version of c hemical da ta ( J AN04) and current version of chemical da ta ( DEC 10 ). 

•• Indica tes new hazardou s s ubs tance in current version of chemical da ta (DEC 10 ). 

5.3 £-1 

AlR PAT HWAY 

Reference Dose 

Screen Cone 

(mglm A3) 

SOIL PAT HWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglmA3) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

3. 1E+I 

Part 

Yes 
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HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Interim Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

12 Mar 2004 

Interim SCDM Data Version: 3/ 11/2004 

BI 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Furfiu·al 000098-01-1 

BII 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Furfiu·al 000098-01-1 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Fwfural 000098-01-1 

Toxicity 

1000 

Ground Water Mobility 

Liquid Non-Liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

l.OOE+OO 1.00E+OO 1.00E+OO 1.00E+OO 

Grotmd Water/Smface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccumulation 
Persistence 

Food Chain Environment 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh 

1.0000 0.5 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

0.5 0.5 0.5 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration 

100* 100* 11 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Air Gas 
Mobility Gas 

1.0000 Yes 

MCL/MCLG 
(mg!L) 

Screen Cone 
(mg!L) 

Screen Cone 
(mg!L) 

FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

Acute 

CMC (ftg/L) * 
Fresh Salt 

Chronic 

CCC (ftg/L) * 
Fresh Salt 

l.IE- 1 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

4.1E+O 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

5.2E-2 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

2.3E+2 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

Part 

No 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 01 Sep2010 

SCDM Da ta Version: 09/0 1/20 10 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity Bioaccwnulation 

Substance Name 

2-M ethyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic 
acid (MCPA) ** 

BII 

Liquid Non-liquid Persistence Food Chain 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt 

000094-74-6 1000 I.OE+OO I.OOE-02 I.OOE+OO I.OOE-02 1.0000 0.4000 500.0 500.0 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Environment 

Fresh Salt 

500.0 500.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

10000 6 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.0200 Yes 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (11g/L) * CCC (!!giL)* 

2-Methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid 000094-74-6 
(MCPA)** 

Substance Name 

2-Methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (MCPA)** 

l.8E-2 

CAS Number 

000094-76-6 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

6.8E-l 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( SEP 20 10 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( SEP 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

3.9E+l 

Part 

Yes 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 01 Sep20 10 

SCDM Da ta Version : 09/0 1/20 10 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity Bioaccwnulat ion 

Liquid Non-liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment 

Substance Name 

MethylchlorophenoxypropionK: 
acid (MCPP)** 

BII 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh 

000093-65-2 1000 I.OOE+OO I.OOE-02 I.OOE+OO I.OOE-02 1.0000 0.4000 50.0 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

50.0 50.0 50.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobi lity Gas 

100 100 6 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.0200 Yes 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (11g/L) * CCC (!!giL)* 

Methylchlorophenoxypropionic acid 
(MCPP)** 

Substance Name 

000093-65-2 

Methylchlorophenoxypropionic acid (MCPP)** 

3.6E-2 

CAS Number 

000093 -65-2 

1.4E+O 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) 

• Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( SEP 20 10 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( SEP 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mg/kg) 

7.8E+l 

Part 

Yes 
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Page BI, Bil-l HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 02 Dec 2011 

SCDM Data Version: 3/25/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number Toxicity 

Nitrobenzene 000098-95-3 1000t 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility 

Liquid Non-Liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

1.00£+00 1.00£+00 1.00£+00 1.00£+00 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccwnulation 
Persistence 

Food Chain 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh Salt 

1.0000 50.0* 50.0* 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Enviromnent 

Fresh Salt 

50.0* 50.0* 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

100 100* 11 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

1.0000 Yes 

Substance Name CAS Number 
MCLIMCLG 
(mg!L) 

Screen Cone Screen Cone 
(mg!L) (mg!L) 

FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 
CMC (Jlg/L) * 

Chronic 

CCC (J.ig!L) * 

Niu·obenzene 000098-95-3 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Nitrobenzene 000098-95-3 

1.8£-2 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(uglm" 3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

6.8£-1 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

9.4£-3 t 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

6.1E-5t 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

3.9£+1 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

Part 

No 
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HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 15 Nov 2004 

Interim SCDM Data Version: 11110/2004 

BI 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Nitrosodirnethylamine, N ~ 000062-7 5-9 

BII 

Toxicity 

10000 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility 

Liquid Non-Liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 

Grmmd Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Bioaccumulation 
Persistence 

Food Chain Environment 

River 

0.0007 

Lake Fresh 

0.0700 0.5 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

0.5 0.5 0.5 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

11 

Surface Water Pathway 
Envirorunental 

1.0000 Yes 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Couc 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (f.Lg/L) * 

Chronic 

CCC (f.Lg/L) * 

Nit:rosodirnethylamiue, N ~ 000062-7 5-9 2.9E-4* 1.7E-6 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(uglm"3) Substance Name CAS Number 

Nitrosodirnethylamine, N ~ 000062-75-9 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance iu cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

LIE-2* 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Couc 

(mglm"3) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

6.2E-5 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Couc 

(mglm"3) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

1.7E-7 6.3E-l * 1.3E-2 

Part 

No 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 01 Sep2010 

SCDM Da ta Version: 09/0 1/20 10 

Substance Name 

Octachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin 
1 ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9- (OCDD)** 

BII 

CAS Nwnber 

003268-87-9 

Toxicity 

10000 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobi lity 

Liquid Non-liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

l.OOE+OO I .OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Bioaccwnulat ion 
Persistence 

Food C hain 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh Salt 

1.0000 5000.0 5000.0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Environment 

Fresh Salt 

50000.0 50000.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

0 0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

No 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg!L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/L) (mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (!lg/L) * CCC (!lg/L) * 

Octachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin 
1 ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9- (OCDD)** 

Substance Name 

003268-87-9 

Octachlorodibenzo-p-Dioxin 1 ,2 ,3,4,6, 7, 8, 9- (OCDD)** 

CAS Number 

003268-87-9 

1.9E-6 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( SEP 20 I 0 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( SEP 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

7.0E-5 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mg/kg) 

1.9E-7 1.4E-2 

Part 

Yes 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 01 Sep2010 

SCDM Da ta Version: 09/0 1/20 10 

Substance Name 

Octachlorodibenzofuran 
1 ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9- (OCDF)** 

BII 

CAS Nwnber 

039001-02-0 

Toxicity 

10000 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobi lity 

Liquid Non-liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

I.OOE+OO I .OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Bioaccwnulat ion 
Persistence 

Food C hain 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh Salt 

1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Environment 

Fresh Salt 

5000.0 5000.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

0 0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

No 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg!L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/L) (mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (!lg/L) * CCC (!lg/L) * 

Octachlorodibenzofuran 039001-02-0 1.9E-6 
1 ,2,3,4,6, 7,8,9- (OCDF)** 

AIR PATHWAY 
Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS Reference Dose 

NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) 

Octachlorodibenzofuran 1 ,2,3,4,6,7,8,9- (OCDF)** 03900 I -02-0 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( SEP 20 I 0 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( SEP 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

7.0E-5 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mg/kg) 

1.97E-7 1.4E-2 

Part 

Yes 
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BI 
Page 1 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 17 Mar 2005 

SCDM Data Version: 3/16/2005 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Substance Name 

Perchlorate** 

BII 

Substance Name 

Perchlorate** 

Substance Name 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 
Persistence 

Liquid Non-Liquid Food Chain Environment 
------------------------------------------- Air Gas Air Gas 

Ecotoxicity 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

014797-73-0 1000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 0.0700 0.5 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

No Yes 

MCL/MCLG 
CAS Nmnber (mg!L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg!L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg!L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

Acute 

CMC (ftg/L) * 

Chronic 

CCC (ftg!L) * 

014797-73-0 2.6E-2 

CAS Number 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m" 3) 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

9.5E-l 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in ctment version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
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Page 2 

Substance Name 

Perchlorate** 

Footnote Code 

A 

8 

c 

D 

E 

F 

I Footnote Description 

Hazardous Substance Footnotes 

CAS Nwnber 

014797-73-0 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m" 3) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

17 Mar 2005 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

5.5E+1 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

Tllis recommended water quality criterion was derived from data for arsenic (Ill), but is applied here to total arsenic, which might imply that ar serlic (Ill) and arserlic (V) are equally toxic to aquatic life 
and tlmt their toxicities are additive. In tlte arsenic critetia document (EPA 440/5-84-033, January 1985), Species Mean Acute Values are given for bot11 arsenic (Ill) and arsenic (V) for five species and 
the ratios of the SMA Vs for each species range from 0.6 to 1.7. Chronic values are available for both arsenic (III) and arsetlic (V) for one species: for the fathead minnow, the chrome value for arsenic 
(V) is 0.29 times the chronic value for arserlic (III). No data are known to be available concerrling whether the toxicities of the fonns of arserlic to aquatic organisms are additive. 

Tllis criterion has been revised to reflect The Envirownental Protection Agency's ql *or RID, as contained in the Integrated Risk Infonnation System (IRIS) as of May 17, 2002. Tlte fish tissue 
bioconcentration factor (BCF) from the 1980 Ambient Water Quality Criteria document was retained in each case. 

This criterion is based on carcinogerlicity of 10·• risk. Alternate risk levels lll3Y be obtained by moving tlte decimal point (e.g., for a tisk level of 10 ' , move the decimal point in the recommended 
criterion one place to the right). 

Freshwater and saltwater criteria for metals are expressed in terms of tlte dissolved metal in the water column. The reco!lllllended water quality criteria value was calculated by using the previous 304(a) 
aquatic life criteria expressed in tenns of total recoverable metal, and multiplying it by a conversion factor (CF). The term "Conversion Factor" (CF) represents the recommended conversion factor for 
convening a metal criterion expressed as tlte total recoverable fraction in the water colulllll to a criterion expressed as the dissolved fraction in the water column. (Conversion Factors for saltwater CCCs 
are not cunently available. Conversion factors derived for saltwater CMCs have been used for both saltwater CMCs and CCCs). See "Office of Water Policy and Teclnlical Guidance on Interpretation 
and Implementation of Aquatic Life Metals Criteria," October 1, 1993, by Ma!tha G. Prothro, Acting Assistant Adtrlinistrator for Water, available from the Water Resource center, US EPA, 401 M St., 
SW, mail code RC4100, Washington, DC 20460; and 40CFR§ 13 L36(b)(l) . Conversion Factors applied in the table can be found in Appendix A to the Preamble- Conversion Factors for Dissolved 
Metals (which is attached below). 

The freshwater criterion for this metal is expressed as a function of hardness (mg!L) in the water colwnn. The value given here conesponds to a hardness of 100 mg!L. Criteria values for other hardness 
lll3Y be calculated from the following: CMC (dissolved)= exp{mA [ln(hardness)]+ bA} (CF), or CCC (dissolved)= exp{lllc [In (hardness)]+ be} (CF) and the parameters specified in Appendix 8-
Parameters for Calculating Freshwater Dissolved Metals Criteria That Are Hardness-Dependent (which is attached below). 

Freshwater aquatic life values for pentachlorophenol are expressed as a function of pH, and are calculated as follows: CMC = exp(1 .005(pH)-4.869); CCC = exp(l.OOS(pH)-5.134). Values displayed in 
table con·espond to a pH of7.8. 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmTent version of chenlical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in ctuTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 07 Jun 2010 

SCDM Da ta Version : 6/04/20 I 0 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobi lity Bioaccwnulat ion 
Persistence Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake 

Food C hain Environment 
--~----~--~----~----~~~----~----~~--~~~--~~----=-~----~~--=-~--~~ AirGas Arr Gas 

CAS Nwnber Toxicity Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part Substance Name 

Tetrahydrothiophene , 1, 1-dioxide 000126-33-0 
** 

BII 

I.OOE+O I.OOE+O I.OOE+O I.OOE+O 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

l.OOOO 1.0000 0.5 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

0.5 0.5 0.5 I I 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.2000 Yes Yes 

MCUMCLG 
CAS Number (mg/L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

Acute Chronic 

CMC (!lg/L) * CCC (Jlg/L) * Substance Name 

Tetrahydrothiophene, 1, 1-dioxide** 000126-33-0 

Substance Name 

Tetrah ydrothiophene , 1, 1-dioxide** 

(mg/L) (mg/L) 

CAS Number 

000126-33-0 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( 1UN 20 10 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JUN 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) 
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BI 
SC DM Da ta Version : 6/ l/2006 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin** 

BII 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin** 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin** 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM II Aug 2006 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulat ion 
Ecotoxicity Liquid Non-liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment 

----------------------------------------------~--------------~---------------------- AirGas AirGas 
CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-KarSt River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

000688-73-3 10000 L.OOE+OO I.OOE-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-09 1.0000 1.0000 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 17 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Acute 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.2000 Yes Yes 

Chronic 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/L) (mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (Jlg/L) * CCC (Jlg/L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

000688-73-3 1. 1 E-2 4.1E-I 4.6E- l 4.2E- l 7.2E-2 7.4E-3 

AJR PATHWAY SOIL PATHWAY 
CAS Number NAAQS Reference Dose Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

NESHAPS Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) (mg/m" 3) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 

000688-73-3 2.3E+I 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
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BI 

SCDM Data Version: 12/29/20 10 

Substance Name CAS Numbe r Toxicity 

Tr ibutyltin chloride •• 00 I 461 -22-9 10,000 

BII 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumu lation 

Liqu id Non-Liquid 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst 

I .OOE+OO I.OOE-04 2.00E-O I 2.00E-05 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 

Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Ca ncer Risk 

Persistence 
Food C hain 

River 

1.0000 

Lake Fresh Salt 

1.0000 5000 50000 

Surface Water Pathway 

Food Chain 

Re f. Do se Cancer Ri sk 

Env iro nment 

Fresh Salt 

50000 50000 

Acute 

30 Dec 2010 

Eco toxicity 

Air Gas Air Gas 
Fresh Salt Migrat ion Mobili ty Gas Part 

10000 10000 17 

Surface Water Pathway 

Environmental 

0.2000 Yes Yes 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MC LIMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg!L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) (mg/kg) 

Screen Cone Screen Cone 
(mglk g) 

CMC (~Jg/L) CCC (~Jg/L) 

Tributy ltin chloride •• 00 I 46 1 -22-9 1.2E-2 

Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS 
NES HAPS 

(uglm"3) 

Tributyltin chloride • • 001 461 -22-9 

Indica tes difference between pre viou s version of c hemical da ta ( J AN 04) and current ve rsion of chemical data (DEC 10 ). 

•• Indica tes new hazardou s s ubstance in current version of chemical data (DEC 10 ). 

4.6E-I 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 

Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3 ) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

5.2 E-1 " 4 .7E- 1" 8.1 E-2" 8.3 E-3 " 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

2.7E+I 
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BI 

SCDM Data Version : 8/9/2006 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin ox ide** 

BII 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin oxide** 

Substance Name 

Tributyltin oxide** 

HAZARD RANKJNG SYSTEM 11 A ug 2006 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity Bioaccwnulat ion 
Persistence Liquid Non-uquid Food Chain Environment 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~Gas A~Gas 
Ecotoxicity 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

0056-35-9 10000 l.OOE+OO l.OOE-04 2.00E-O I 2.00E-05 1.0000 1.0000 500.0 50000.0 5000.0 50000.0 10000 10000 6 0.0020 Yes Yes 

CAS Number 

0056-35-9 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk Acute 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Chronic 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL Screen Cone Screen Cone CMC (!lg/L) * CCC (l!g/L) * 
(mg!L) (mg/L) (mg/L) (ppm) (mg/kg) (mglkg) 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

l. IE-2 4. 1E- l 4.9E- l
11 

4.4E-1
11 

7.6E-2
11 

7.8E-3
11 

AIR PATHWAY SOIL PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

CAS Number 
NESHAPS Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) (mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

0056-35-9 2.3E+l 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
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SCDM Data Version: 6/23/2006 

BI 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 000079-0 1-6 

BII 

Toxicity 

1000t 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobility Bioaccumulation 

Liquid Non-Liquid 
Persistence 

Food Chain Environment 

Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

1.00E+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO l.OOE+OO 0.4000 1.0000 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 

Grmmd Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water Food Chain 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk Ref. Dose Cancer Risk Acute 

02 Dec 2011 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas Part 

100 10 17 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

1.0000 Yes No 

MCLIMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone 
Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) 

FDAAL Screen Cone 
(ppm) (mglkg) 

Screen Cone 
(mglkg) 

CMC (f.Lg/L) * 
Chronic 

CCC (ftg!L) * 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 000079-0 1-6 5.0E-3 l.lE-2* 2. 1E-4* 

NAAQS 

Substance Name CAS Number 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 000079-01-6 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data. 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

4.1E-1* 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

2.1E-3 t 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

7.9E-3* 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

5.9E-4 t 2.3E+ 1 * 1.6E+O* 
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BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 01 Sep2010 

SCDM Da ta Version: 09/0 1/20 10 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity Bioaccwnulat ion 

Liquid Non-Liquid Persistence Food Chain Environment 

Substance Name 

Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 
2,4,5- (2,4,5-T) ** 

BII 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh 

000093-76-5 100 I.OOE+OO I .OOE-02 I.OOE+OO I.OOE-02 1.0000 1.0000 50.0 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Salt Fresh Salt 

50.0 500.0 500.0 

Acute 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

10000 100 0 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

0.0020 Yes 

Chronic 

Substance Name 
MCUMCLG 

CAS Number (mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
CMC (11g/L) * CCC (!!giL)* 

Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 2,4,5-
(2,4,5-T)** 

Substance Name 

000093-76-5 

Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid, 2,4,5- (2,4,5-T)** 

3.6E-l 

CAS Number 

000093 -76-5 

1.4E+ I 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data ( SEP 20 I 0 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( SEP 2010 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mglkg) (mg/kg) 

7.8E+2 

Part 

Yes 



Page BI-35 

BI HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 12 Apr 2010 

SCDM Da ta Version : 4/12 /20 I 0 Hazardous Substance Factor Values 

Ground Water Mobitity Bioaccumulat ion 

Substance Name 

Uranium ** 

BII 

Liquid Non-liquid Persistence Food Chain 

CAS Number Toxicity Karst Non-Karst Karst Non-Karst River Lake Fresh Salt 

007440-61-1 1000 I.OOE+OO I.OOE+OO 2.0E-I 2.0E-I 

Ground Water/Surface Water Path way 
Drinking Water 

1.0000 1.0000 5000 5000 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Environment 

Fresh Salt 

5000 5000 

Ecotoxicity 
Air Gas Air Gas 

Fresh Salt Migration Mobility Gas 

10 10 

Surface Water Pathway 
En vi ron mental 

No 

MCUMCLG 
CAS Number (mg/L) 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 
FDAAL 
(ppm) 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

Acute 

CMC (flg/L) * 

Chronic 

CCC (flg/L) * Substance Name (mg/kg) (mg!kg) 

Uranium** 007440-61-1 3.0 E-02 I. IE-I 4. 1E+O 

AIR PATHWAY 
Substance Name CAS Number NAAQS Reference Dose 

NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(ug/m"3) (mg/m"3) 

Uranium** 007440-61-1 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JAN 2004) and current version of chemical data (APR 20 I 0 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( APR 20 10 ). 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

SOlL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mg/m" 3) (mg!kg) (mg!kg) 

2.3E+2 

Part 

Yes 



Page BII-1 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Grmmd Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water Food Chain 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL Screen Cone Screen Cone 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

Acenaphthene 000083-32-9 2.2E+O 8.1E+ l 

Acenaphthylene 000208-96-8 

Acetone 000067-64-1 3.3E+1* 1.2E+3* 

Acrolein 000107-02-8 1.8E-2* 6.8E-1 * 

Acrylamide 000079-06-1 7.3E-3 1.9E-5 2.7E-1 7.0E-4 

Alachlor** 015972-60-8 2.0E-3 3.6E-l l.IE-3 1.4E+ l 3.9E-2 

Aldrin 000309-00-2 l.IE-3 5.0E-6 3.0E-l 4.1E-2 1.9E-4 

Aluminum 007429-90-5 

Americium** 007440-35-9 

Aniline 000062-53-3 1.5E-2 5.5E-l 

Anthracene 000120-12-7 l.IE+1 4.1E+2 

Antimony 007440-36-0 6.0E-3 1.5E-2 5.4E-l 

Arsenic 007440-38-2 l.OE-2* l.IE-2 5.7E-5 4.1E-l 2. 1E-3 

Asbestos 001 332-21-4 7.0E+O million 
fibers!L 

Barium 007440-39-3 2.0E+O 2.6E+O 9.5E+ l 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

** Indicates new hazardous substance in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

t Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC (Jlg/L) * CCC (JlgiL) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

3.0E+OG 1.3E+OG 

7.5E+2G2, I2 8_7E+IG2, 12, L2 

3.4E+2A, D, K 6.9E+ I A, D, bb 1.5E+2A, D,K 3.6E+ IA, D, bb 



Page BII-2 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Benz(a)anthracene 000056-55-3 l.2E-4 

Benzene 000071-43-2 5.0E-3 l.SE-1 * LSE-3 

Benzidine 000092-87-5 l.lE-1 3.7E-7 

Benzo(a)pyrene 000050-32-8 2.0E-4 l.2E-5 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 000191-24-2 

Benzo(j,k)fluorene (Fluoranthene) 000206-44-0 L5E+O 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 000207-08-9 L2E-3 

Beryllilllll 007440-41-7 4.0E-3 7.3E-2* * 

Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 000117-81-7 6.0E-3 7.3E-1 6.1E-3 

Boron 007440-42-8 3.3E+O 

Bromodichloromethane 000075-27-4 * 7.3E-1 L4E-3 

Butylbenzyl phthalate 000085-68-7 7.3E+O 

Cadmium 007440-43-9 5.0E-3 L8E-2 

Carbazole 000086-7 4-8 4.3E-3 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
•• Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 

t 
+ 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk tln·ough a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

4.3E-3 

5.4E+O* 5.7E-2* 

4.1E+O 1.4E-5 

4.3E-4 

5.4E+ 1 

4.3E-2 

2.7E+O* * 

2.7E+1 2.3E-1 

L2E+2 

2.7E+1 5.1E-2 

2.7E+2 

6.8E-1 

L6E- 1 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

2_0E+OD, E, K, bb 4.0E+1°' bb 2 SE- hD, E, K, 
·- b 8.8E+0°' bb 



Page BII-3 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Carbon disulfide 000075-15-0 3.7E+O 

Carbon tetrachloride 000056-23-5 5.0£-3 2.6£-2 6.6E-4 

Cesium 007440-46-2 

Chlordane 000057-74-9 2.0E-3 1.8E-2 2.4£-4 3.0E-1 

Chlordane, alpha- 005103-71-9 1.8E-2* 2.4£-4* 

Chlordane, gama- 005566-34-7 1.8E-2* 2.4E-4* 

Chlorobenzene 000108-90-7 l.OE-1 7.3E-t 

Chloroform 000067-66-3 * 3.6E-1 * 

Chromium 007440-47-3 l.OE-1 l.lE-1 * 

Chromium(lii) 016065-83-1 5.5E+t * 

Chromium(VI) 018540-29-9 LlE-1* 

Chrysene 000218-01-9 1.2E-2 

Cobalt 007440-48-4 

Copper 007440-50-8 1.3E+O 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substa nce in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN 04 ) . 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

1.4£+2 

9.5E-1 2.4E-2 

6.8£-1 * 9.0£-3 

6.8E-1 * 9.0E-3* 

6.8E-1 * 9.0E-3* 

2.7E+ l 

1.4E+ 1 * 

4.1E+O* 

2.0E+3* 

4.1E+O* 

4.3E-1 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

2.4£+0° 9.0E-2° 4.3E-3G' aa 4.0E-3°' aa 

5.7E+2D, E, K 7 .4E+1D, E, K 

1.6E+ lD, K 1.1E+3n , bb l.lE+lD' K 5.0E+ lD' bb 

I .3E+ ID, E, K, cc 4 _8E+OD' cc, ff 9.0E+OD' E, K, 3.1E+OD' cc, ff 
cc 



Page BII-4 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Cumene 000098-82-8 3.7E+O* 

Cyanamide** 000420-04-2 

Cyanide 000057-1 2-5 2.0E-l 7.3E- I 

DDD 000072-54-8 3.5E-4 * 

DDE 000072-55-9 2.5E-4 5.0E+O 

DDT 000050-29-3 1.8E-2 2.5E-4 5.0E+O 

Di-n-butyl phthalate 000084-74-2 3.7E+O 

Di-n-octyl phthalate 000117-84-0 7.3E-l 

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 000053-70-3 1.2E-5 

Dibenzofuran 000132-64-9 l.SE-1 * 

Dibromo-3-chloropropane, 1,2- 000096-12-8 2.0E-4 6.1E-5 

Dibromoethane, I ,2- 000106-93-4 * l.OE-6 

Dichlorobenzene, 1,4- 000 I 06-46-7 7.5E-2 3.5E-3 

Dichloroethane, l , 1- 000075-34-3 3.7E+O 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
• • Indicates new hazardous substa nce in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

1.4E+2* 

2.7E+ l 

1.3E-2 

9.3E-3 

6.8E-l 9.3E-3 

1.4E+2 

2.7E+l 

4.3E-4 

5.4E+O* 

2.3E-3 

3.7E-5 

1.3E- I 

1.4E+2 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

2.2E+lK, Q l.OE+OQ, bb 5.2E+OK, Q l.OE+OQ. bb 

U E+OG, ii 1.3E-l G, ii l.OE-3G, aa, ii l.OE-3 G, aa, ii 



Page BII-5 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Dichloroethane, 1,2- 000107-06-2 5.0E-3 9.4E-4 

Dichloroethylene, 1, 1- 000075-35-4 7.0E-3 1.8E+O* * 

Dichloroethylene, I ,2-* * 000540-59-0 3.3E- l 

Dichloroethylene, cis-! ,2- 000156-59-2 7.0E-2 3.6E-l 

Dichloroethylene, trans-! ,2- 000156-60-5 l.OE-1 7.3E-l 

Dichlorophenol, 2,4- 000120-83-2 LIE- I 

Dichloropropane, 1,2- 000078-87-5 5.0E-3 1.3E-3 

Dichloropropene, I ,3- 000542-75-6 LlE+O* 8.5E-4 

Dieldrin 000060-57-1 1.8E-3 5.3E-6 3.0E-l 

Diethyl phthalate 000084-66-2 2.9E+1 

Dimethyl phenol, 2,4- 000105-67-9 7.3E-l 

Dinitrobenzene, 1,3- 000099-65-0 3.7E-3 

Dioxin 1,4-** 000290-67-5 

Diphenylhydrazine, 1,2- 000122-66-7 LIE-4 

Disulfoton 000298-04-4 1.5E-3 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
• * Indicates new hazardous substa nce in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

3.5E-2 

6.8E+ l* * 

1.2E+ l 

1.4E+l 

2.7E+ l 

4 .1E+O 

4.6E-2 

4.1E+l * 3.2E-2 

6.8E-2 2.0E-4 

LlE+3 

2 .7E+1 

1.4E-l 

3.9E-3 

5.4E-2 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

2.4E-1K 7.1E-1 G 5.6E-2K, 0 1.9E-3G' aa 



Page BII-6 

SCDM Data Version: l/27/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Substance Name 

Endosulfan (I or II) 

Endosulfan I** 

Endosulfan II** 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Ethyl benzene 

Ethyl chloride 

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether 
(EBGE)** 

Fluorene 

Fluorine 

Heptachlor 

Heptachlor epoxide, alpha, beta, gamma 

Heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin** 

Grotmd Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

MCL/MCLG 
CAS Nmnber (mg/L) 

000ll5-29-7 

000959-98-8 

033213-65-9 

000072-20-8 2.0E-3 

007421-93-4 

000 1 00-41-4 7.0E-1 

000075-00-3 

000 ll1-76-2 

000086-73-7 

007782-41-4 

00007 6-44-8 4.0E-4 

001024-57-3 2.0E-4 

03 7871-00-4 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/L) 

2.2E-1 

2.2E-1 

2.2E-I 

l.IE-2 

3.7E+O 

1.8E+ I 

1.5E+O 

2.2E+O 

1.8E-2 

4.7E-4 

Screen Cone 
(mg/L) 

1.9E-5 

9.4E-6 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

FDAAL 
(ppm) 

3.0E-1 

3.0E-l 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

8. 1E+O 

8.1E+O 

8.1E+O 

4.1E-1 

1.4E+2 

6.8E+2 

5.4E+ I 

8.1E+1 

6.8E- 1 7.0E-4 

1.8E-2 3.5E-4 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 

** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

t Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Enviromnental 

Acute 

CMC (ftg/L) * 

Fresh Salt 

2.2E-I G, y 3.4E-2G' y 

2.2E-IG' y 3.4E-2G' y 

8.6E-2K 3.7E-2G 

5.2E-1G 5.3E-2G 

5.2E-1G, V 5.3E-2G, V 

Chronic 

CCC (ftg/L) * 

Fresh Salt 

5.6E-2G, y 8.7E-3G' y 

5.6E-2G, y 8.7E-3G, y 

3.6E-2K, 0 2.3E-3G' aa 

3.8E-3G, aa 3.6E-3G, aa 

3.8E-3G, V, aa 3.6E-3G, V, aa 



Page BII-7 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Surface Water Pathway 
Food Chain 

Substance Name 

Heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-

Heptachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3,4,6,7,8-

Heptachlorodibenzofuran 1 ,2,3,4, 7 ,8,9-

Hexabromobiphenyl (PBB)** 

Hexachlorobenzene 

Hexachlorobutadiene 

Hexachlorocyclohexane, alpha-

Hexachlorocyclohexane, beta-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin l ,2,3,4, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1 ,2,3,6, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin l ,2,3, 7 ,8,9-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3,4,7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 1.2,3,6, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3, 7 ,8,9-

MCLIMCLG 
CAS Number (mg!L) 

035822-46-9 

067562-39-4 

055673-89-7 

036355-01-8 

000118-74-1 l.OE-3 

000087-68-3 

000319-84-6 

000319-85-7 

039227-28-6 

057653-85-7 

019408-74-3 

070648-26-9 

057 117-44-9 

072918-21-9 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg!L) 

2.9E-2 

7.3E-3 

Screen Cone 
(mg!L) 

5.7E-7 

5.7E-7 

5.7E-7* 

5.3E-5 

LIE-3 

1.4E-5 

4 .7E-5 

1.4E-8 

1.4E-8 

1.4E-8 

5.7E-8 

5.7E-8 

5.7E-8 

FDAAL 
(ppm) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substa nce in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 201 1 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

2.1E-5 

2.1E-5 

2.1E-5* 

l.IE+O 2.0E-3 

2.7E-I 4 .0E-2 

5.0E-4 

1.8E-3 

5.3E-7 

5.3E-7 

5. 1E-7 

2. 1E-6 

2. 1E-6 

2. 1E-6 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

02 Dec 2011 

Acute 

CMC ([tg/L) * 
Chronic 

CCC ([tg!L) * 
Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 



Page BII-8 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,4,6, 7,8- 060851-34-5 5.7E-8 

Hydrazine 000302-01-2 2.8E-5 

Hydrogen sulfide 007783-06-4 l.lE+O* 

Indeno( 1 ,2,3-cd)pyrene 000193-39-5 L2E-4 

Iron 007439-89-6 

Lead 007439-92-1 1.5E-2 

Lead chromate** 007758-97-6 

Lindane 000058-89-9 2.0E-4 LlE-2 6.6E-5 

Manganese 007439-96-5 5.1E+O 

Mercury 007439-97-6 2.0E-3 U E-2 1.0E+O 

Methoxychlor 000072-43-5 4.0E-2 1.8E-1 

Methyl Parathion 000298-00-0 9.1E-3 

Methyl ethyl ketone 000078-93-3 2.2E+1 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substa nce in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN 04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer tisk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

2. 1E-6 

l.lE-3 

4.1E+1* 

4.3E-3 

4.1E- 1 2.4E-3 

1.9E+2 

4.1E-l 

6.8E+O 

3.4E-1 

8. 1E+2 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

2.0E+l
2 2.0E+OF2 

l.OE+/
2 

6.5E+1D, E, bb, gg 2. 1E+2°' bb 2.5E+OD' E, bb, 
gg 

8. 1E+0°' bb 

9.5E-1 K 1.6E-1 G 

L4E+0°' K, hh 1.8E+OD' ee, hh 7.7E-1 D, K, hh 9.4E-1o, ee, hh 

3.0E-2F2 3.0E-2F2 



Page BII-9 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: l/27/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Grotmd Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCL/MCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance N arne CAS Nmnber (rng/L) (rng!L) (rng!L) (ppm) 

Methyl isobutyl ketone 000108-10-1 2.9£+0 

Methyl phenol, 4- 000106-44-5 l.8E-1 

Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)** 00 1634-04-4 

Methylene chloride (dichloromethane) 000075-09-2 5.0£-3 2.2£+0 l.lE-2 

Methylnaphthalene, 2- 000091-57-6 

Naphthalene 000091-20-3 1.5£+0 

Nickel 007440-02-0 7.3£-1 

Nitrosodipheny1arnine, N- 000086-30-6 1.7£-2 

Pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1,2,3, 7,8- 040321-76-4 l.lE-9 

Pentachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3, 7,8- 057117-41 -6 * 

Pentachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,4,7,8-** 057117-31-4 5.7£-9 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 000087-86-5 l.OE-3 l.lE+O 7.1£-4 

Perchlorate** 014797-73-0 3.7£-3 

Phenanthrene 000085-01-8 

Phenol 000108-95-2 l.lE+l* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

1.1£+2 

6.8£+0 

8.1£+ 1 4.2£-1 

5.4£+ 1 

2.7£+1 

6.4£-1 

4.2£-8 

* 

2.1£-7 

4.1£+1 2.6£-2 

1.4£-1 

4.1E+2* 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC (ftg/L) * CCC (ftg!L) * 
Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

4.7£+2°' E, K 7.4E+1D' bb 5.2E+1D, E.K 8.2£+0°' bb 

l.9E+/' K 1.3E+1bb l.5E+1F, K 7.9E+Obb 



Page BII-10 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Plutonium 007440-07-5 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 001336-36-3 5.0E-4 7.3E-4 4.3E-5 

Pyrene 000129-00-0 l.IE+O 

Radium 007 440-14-4 

Radon 0 l 0043-92-2 

Selenium 007782-49-2 5.0E-2 L 8E- l 

Silver 007440-22-4 1.8E-l 

Strontium 007440-24-6 

Styrene 000100-42-5 l.OE-1 7.3E+O 

Tetrachlorobenzene, 1 ,2,4,5- 000095-94-3 l.IE-2 

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin** 041 903-57-5 

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 2,3, 7,8- 001 746-01-6 3.0E-8 5.7E-10 
(TCDD) 

Tetrachlorodibenzofuran 2,3, 7,8- 051207-31-9 5.7E-9 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
* * Indicates new hazardous substa nce in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

2.7E-2 1.6E-3 

4.1E+l 

6.8E+O 

6.8E+O 

2.7E+2 

4.1E-l 

2. 1E-8 

2.1E-7 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

1.4E-2N, aa 3.0E-2N' aa 

L, R, T 
2_9E+2o, bb, dd 5.0E+OT 7_l E+ lD' bb, dd 

3.2E+OD' E, G l.9E+0° ' G 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water Food Chain 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk Ref. Dose 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL Screen Cone 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) (mglkg) 

Tetrachloroethane, I, I ,2,2- 000079-34-5 4.3E-4 

Tetrachloroethylene 000127-18-4 5.0E-3 3.6E-1 1.6E-3 1.4E+ I 

Thallium 007440-28-0 5.0E-4 

Toluene 000108-88-3 l.OE+O 7.3E+O 2.7E+2 

Toxaphene 008001-35-2 3.0E-3 7.7E-5 

Trichlorobenzene, 1,2,4- 0001 20-82-1 7.0E-2 3.6E- I 1.4E+ I 

Trichloroethane, I, I , 1- 000071-55-6 2.0E-I 

Trichloroethane, 1,1,2- 000079-00-5 3.0E-3 1.5E-1 L5E-3 5.4E+O 

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 000079-0 1-6 Refer to Trichloroethylene (TCE) Appendix BII Intetim Repmt, 10/23/2006 

Trichlorofluoromethane 000075-69-4 LIE+1 

Trichlorophenol, 2,4,6- 000088-06-2 7.7E-3 

Trichloropropane, I ,2,3- 000096-18-4 2.2E-I 1.2E-5 

Trifluralin (Treflan) 001582-09-8 2.7E-1 LIE-2 

Trin itrobenzene, I ,3,5- 000099-35-4 l.IE+O* 

Vanadium 007440-62-2 2.6E-I 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cmrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

4.1E+2 

8.1E+O 

l.OE+I 

4.1E+l* 

9.5E+O 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

1.6E-2 

6.1E-2 

2.9E-3 

5.5E-2 

2.9E- I 

4.5E-4 

4.1E- I 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

7.3E-I 2.1E-I 2.0E-4aa 2.0E-4aa 



Page BII-12 HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

Ground Water/Surface Water Pathway Surface Water Pathway 
Drinking Water 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
MCUMCLG Screen Cone Screen Cone FDAAL 

Substance Name CAS Number (mg!L) (mg!L) (mg!L) (ppm) 

Vinyl acetate 000108-05-4 3.7E+1 

Vinyl chloride 00007 5-01-4 2.0E-3 l.lE-1 * 5.7E-5 

Xylene** 001330-20-7 7.3E+O 

Xylene, m- 000108-38-3 LOE+1 7.3E+ 1 

Xylene, o- 000095-47-6 l.OE+I 7.3E+I 

Xylene, p- 000106-42-3 LOE+I 

Zinc 007440-66-6 l.lE+ 1 

• Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cun ent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substa nce in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer ti sk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Food Chain 

Ref. Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

1.4E+3 

4.1E+O* 2.1E-3 

2.7E+2 

2.7E+3 

2.7E+3 

4.1E+2 

02 Dec 2011 

Surface Water Pathway 
Environmental 

Acute Chronic 

CMC ([tg/L) * CCC ([tg!L) * 

Fresh Salt Fresh Salt 

1.2E+2D, E, K 9.0E+1°' bb 1.2E+2D, E, K 8. 1E+ID, bb 
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SCDM Data Version: l/27/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Acenaphthene 000083-32-9 

Acenaphthylene 000208-96-8 

Acetone 000067-64-1 

Acrolein 000107-02-8 

Acty lamide 000079-06-1 

Alachlor** 015972-60-8 

Aldrin 000309-00-2 

Aluminum 007429-90-5 

Americium** 007440-35-9 

Aniline 000062-53-3 

Anthracene 000120-12-7 

Antimony 007440-36-0 

Arsenic 007440-38-2 

Asbestos 001332-21-4 

Barium 007440-39-3 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

... t 

3.2E+1t 

2.1E-St 

I .OE-3 

.. t 

4.2E-4* 

5.2E-4 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
* * Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
i 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk tJn·ough a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

... t 

.. . t 

... t 

1.9E-6 

5.0E-7 

... t 

5.7E-7 

Inhal Unit Risk: 
2.3E-1 fibers/mL * 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

4.7E+3 

7.0E+4* 

3.9E+1* 

1.6E+1 

7.8E+2 

2.3E+O 

2.3E+4* 

3. 1E+1 

2.3E+1 

5.5E+3 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

1.4E-I 

8.0E+O 

3.8E-2 

l.IE+2* 

4.3E-1 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Benz(a)anthracene 000056-55-3 

Benzene 000071-43-2 

Benzidine 000092-87-5 

Benzo(a)pyrene 000050-32-8 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 000191-24-2 

BenzoQ,k)fluorene (Fluoranthene) 000206-44-0 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 000207-08-9 

Beryllium 007440-41-7 

Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 000117-81-7 

Boron 007440-42-8 

Bromodichloromethane 000075-27-4 

Butylbenzyl phthalate 000085-68-7 

Cadmium 007440-43-9 

Carbazole 000086-7 4-8 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

3.1E-2*t 

l.OE-2 2.1E+l* 

2.1E-2 

... t 

9 .4E-4* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

8.8E-1 

3.1E-4t 3.1E+2* 1.2E+1 * 

3.6E-8 2.3E+2 2.8E-3 

8.8E-2 

3. 1E+3 

8.8E+O 

l.OE-6 1.6E+2* * 

1.6E+3 4.6E+1* 

7.0E+3 

6.6E-5t 1.6E+3 l.OE+1 

1.6E+4* 

1.4E-6 3.9E+1 

3.2E+1* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Carbon disulfide 000075-15-0 

Carbon tetrachloride 000056-23-5 

Cesium 007440-46-2 

Chlordane 000057-74-9 

Chlordane, alpha- 005103-71 -9 

Chlordane, gama- 005566-34-7 

Chlorobenzene 000108-90-7 

Chlorofonn 000067-66-3 

Chromium 007440-47-3 

Chromitun(III) 016065-83-1 

Chromium(VI) 018540-29-9 

Ch.rysene 000218-01-9 

Cobalt 007 440-48-4 

Copper 007440-50-8 

Cumene 000098-82-8 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

7.3£-1 t 

l.OE-1 t 

7.3£-4* 

7.3£-4* 

7.3£-4* 

5.2E-2t 

l.OE-1 t 

8.3£-6* 

8.3£-6* 

4.2£ -1 *t 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

CaucerRisk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

... t 7.8£+3 

4.1E-4t 5.5£+1 4.9£+0 

2.4£-5 3.9£+1* 1.8£+0* 

2.4£-5* 3.9£+1* 1.8£+0* 

2.4£-5* 3.9£+1* 1.8£+0* 

... t 1.6£+3 

1.1E-4t 7.8£+2 * 

* 2.3£+2* 

1.2£+5* 

2.0£-7 2.3£+2* 

8.8£+1* 

... t 7.8£+3* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name 

Cyanamide** 

Cyanide 

DDD 

DDE 

DDT 

Di-n-butyl phthalate 

Di-n-octyl phthalate 

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 

Dibenzofuran 

Dibromo-3-chloropropane, 1,2-

Dibromoethane, 1,2-

Dichlorobenzene, 1,4-

Dichloroethane, 1,1-

Dichloroethane, 1,2-

CAS Number 

000420-04-2 

000057-12-5 

000072-54-8 

000072-55-9 

000050-29-3 

000084-74-2 

000 117-84-0 

000053-70-3 

000132-64-9 

000096-12-8 

000106-93-4 

000106-46-7 

000075-34-3 

000107-06-2 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(uglm"3) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

... t 

2. 1E-4t 

9.4E-3t 

8.3E-1 t 

... t 

7.3E-3t 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

2.5E-5 

... t 

1.6E-7ti 

4.1E-6t 

2.2E-4t 

1.5E-3t 

9.4E-5t 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

1.6E+3 

3.9E+1 

7.8E+3 

1.6E+3 

3.1E+2* 

7.8E+3 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

2.7E+O 

1.9E+O 

1.9E+O 

8.8E-2 

4.6E-1 

7.5E-3 

2.7E+l* 

7.0E+O 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Dichloroethylene, 1,1- 000075-35-4 

Dichloroethylene, 1,2-* * 000540-59-0 

Dichloroethylene, cis-1 ,2- 000156-59-2 

Dichloroethylene, trans-! ,2- 000 15 6-60-5 

Dichlorophenol, 2,4- 000120-83-2 

Dichloropropane, 1,2- 000078-87-5 

Dichloropropene, 1,3- 000542-75-6 

Dieldrin 000060-57-1 

Diethyl phthalate 000084-66-2 

Dimethyl phenol, 2,4- 000105-67-9 

Dinitrobenzene, I ,3- 000099-65-0 

Dioxin 1,4-** 000290-67-5 

Diphenylhydrazine, 1,2- 000 122-66-7 

Disulfoton 000298-04-4 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

2.1E-l *t 

.. t 

... t 

6.3E-2t 

4.2E-3t 

2.1E-2t 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

.. . t 3.9E+3* * 

... t 7.0E+2 

... t 7.8E+2 

... t 1.6E+3 

2.3E+2 

2.4E-4t 9.4E+O 

6.1E-4t 2.3E+3* 6.4E+O* 

5.3E-7 3.9E+O 4.0E-2 

6.3E+4* 

1.6E+3 

7.8E+O 

l.IE-5 8.0E- l 

3.1E+O 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name 

Endosulfan (I or II) 

Endosulfan I** 

Endosulfan II** 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Ethyl benzene 

Ethyl chloride 

Ethylene glycol monobutyl ether (EBGE)** 

Fluorene 

Fluorine 

Heptachlor 

Heptachlor epoxide, alpha, beta, gamma 

Heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin** 

Heptachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin I ,2 ,3,4,6, 7,8-

Heptachlorodibenzofuran I ,2,3,4,6, 7,8-

CAS Number 

000115-29-7 

000959-98-8 

033213-65-9 

000072-20-8 

007421-93-4 

000 I 00-41-4 

000075-00-3 

000111-76-2 

000086-73-7 

007782-41-4 

00007 6-44-8 

001024-57-3 

037871-00-4 

035822-46-9 

067562-39-4 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(uglm"3) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

l.OE+Ot 

l.OE+l 

2.1E-1 

... t 

Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

9.7E-4t 

... t 

1.9E-6 

9.4E-7 

5.7E-8 

5.7E-8 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

4.7E+2 

4.7E+2 

4.7E+2 

2.3E+l 

7.8E+3 

3.9E+4 

3. 1E+3 

4.7E+3 

3.9E+l 

l.OE+O 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

1.4E-l 

7.0E-2 

4.3E-3 

4.3E-3 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name 

Heptachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3,4, 7 ,8,9-

Hexabromobiphenyl (PBB)** 

Hexachlorobenzene 

Hexachlorobutadiene 

Hexachlorocyclohexane, alpha-

Hexachlorocyclohexane, beta-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1 ,2,3 ,4, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1,2,3 ,6, 7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1 ,2,3, 7 ,8,9-

Hexach!orodibenzofuran 1,2,3,4,7,8-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran I ,2,3,6, 7,8-

Hexachl.orodibenzofuran 1 ,2,3, 7 ,8,9-

Hexachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,4,6, 7,8-

Hydrazine 

CAS Number 

055673-89-7 

036355-01-8 

000118-74-1 

000087-68-3 

0003 19-84-6 

0003 19-85-7 

039227-28-6 

057653-85-7 

019408-74-3 

070648-26-9 

05711 7-44-9 

072918-21-9 

060851-34-5 

000302-01-2 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 201 1 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer 1isk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

5.7E-8* 

5.3E-6 

l.lE-4 

l.4E-6 

4.6E-6 

l.4E-9 

l.4E-9 

l.9E-9 

5.7E-9 

5.7E-9 

5.7E-9 

5.7E-9 

5.0E-7 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

6.3E+1 

l.6E+l 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

4 .3E-3* 

4.0E-1 

8.2E+O 

l.OE-1 

3.5E-1 

l.lE-4 

l.lE-4 

l.OE-4 

4.3E-4 

4.3E-4 

4.3E-4 

4.3E-4 

2.1E-1 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Hydrogen sulfide 007783-06-4 

Indeno( 1 ,2,3-cd)pyrene 000193-39-5 

Iron 007439-89-6 

Lead 007439-92-1 

Lead chromate•• 007758-97-6 

Lindane 000058-89-9 

Manganese 007439-96-5 

Mercury 007439-97-6 

Methoxychlor 000072-43-5 

Methyl Parathion 000298-00-0 

Methyl ethyl ketone 000078-93-3 

Methyl isobutyl ketone 000108-10-1 

Methyl phenol, 4- 000106-44-5 

Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)** 001634-04-4 

Methylene chloride (dichloromethane) 000075-09-2 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(ug/m"3) 

1.5E+O 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

2.1E-3 

5.2E-5 

3.1E-4t 

5.2E+O*t 

3.1E+O* 

3.1E+Ot 

l.IE+Ot 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mg/m"3) 

... t 

... t 

9.4E-3t 

5.2E-3t 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

2.3E+3* 

2.3E+1 

l.IE+4 

2.3E+1 

3.9E+2 

2.0E+1 

4.7E+4* 

6.3E+3 

3.9E+2 

4.7E+3 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

8.8E-1 

4.9E-1 

8.5E+1* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name 

Methylnaphthalene, 2-

Naphthalene 

Nickel 

Niu·osodiphenylamine, N-

Pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin I ,2,3, 7,8-

Pentachlorodibenzofuran 1,2,3,7,8-

Pentachlorodibenzofuran 2,3,4,7,8-** 

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) 

Perchlorate** 

Phenanthrene 

Phenol 

Plutonium 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 

Pyrene 

CAS Number 

000091-57-6 

000091-20-3 

007440-02-0 

000086-30-6 

040321-76-4 

057117-41-6 

057117-31-4 

000087-86-5 

014797-73-0 

000085-01-8 

000108-95-2 

007440-07-5 

001336-36-3 

000129-00-0 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

... t 

3.1E-3*t 

... t 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

CaucerRisk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

... t 

7.2E-5t 3. 1E+3 

1.6E+3 

1.3E+2* 

l.IE-10 8.5E-6 

* * 

5.7E-10 4.3E-5 

2.3E+3 5.3E+O 

7.8E+O 

2.3E+4* 

2.4E-5* 1.6E+O 3.2E-1 * 

... t 2.3E+3 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name 

Radium 

Radon 

Selenium 

Silver 

Strontium 

Styrene 

Tetrachlorobenzene, I ,2,4,5-

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin * * 

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin2,3,7,8- (T'CDD) 

Tetrachlorodibenzofuran 2,3, 7,8-

Tetrachloroethane, I, 1 ,2,2-

Tetrachloroethylene 

Thallium 

Toluene 

CAS Number 

007440-1 4-4 

010043-92-2 

007782-49-2 

007440-22-4 

007440-24-6 

000100-42-5 

000095-94-3 

041903-57-5 

001746-01 -6 

051207-31-9 

000079-34-5 

000127-18-4 

007440-28-0 

000108-88-3 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

NAAQS 
NESHAPS 
(uglm"3) 

AIR PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

LOE+Ot 

... t 

2.8E-1 t 

5.2E+Ot 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

... t 

5.7E-ll 

5.7E-10 

4.2E-5t 

4.1E-4t 

... t 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

3.9E+2 

3.9E+2 

4.7E+4* 

L6E+4* 

2.3E+l 

7.8E+2 

1.6E+4* 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglkg) 

4.3E-6 

4.3E-5 

3.2E+O 

1.2E+1 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Toxaphene 008001-35-2 

Trichlorobenzene, 1 ,2,4- 000120-82-1 

Trichloroethane, 1,1,1- 000071-55-6 

Trichloroethane, 1,1 ,2- 000079-00-5 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

2.1E-3t 

5.2E+Ot 

2.1E-4t 

Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) 

7.6E-6 

.. . t 

... t 

1.5E-4t 

Trichloroethylene (ICE) 000079-0 1-6 Refer to Ttichloroethylene (ICE) Appendix BII Intetim Repmt, 10/23/2006 

Trichlorofluoromethane 000075-69-4 

Trichlorophenol, 2,4,6- 000088-06-2 

Trichloropropane, 1,2,3- 000096-18-4 

Trifluralin (Treflan) 001582-09-8 

Tri.nitrobel!Zene, 1,3,5- 000099-35-4 

Vanadium 007440-62-2 

Vinyl acetate 000 I 08-05-4 

Vinyl chloride 00007 5-01-4 

Xylene** 001330-20-7 

Xylene, m- 000108-38-3 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in crnrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

7.3E-l t ... t 

7.8E-4 

3.1E-4t ... tt 

2.1E-I t ... t 

l.OE-1 *t 1.6E-4tt 

!.OE-1 t .. . t 

l.OE-1 t .. . t 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglkg) (mglkg) 

5.8E-1 

7.8E+2 

3.1E+2 l.IE+l 

2.3E+4* 

5.8E+l* 

4.7E+2 9.1E-2 

5.9E+2 8.3E+l * 

2.3E+3* 

5.5E+2 

7.8E+4* 

2.3E+2* 4.3E-l * 

1.6E+4 

1.6E+5* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Xylene, o- 000095-47-6 

Xylene, p- 000106-42-3 

Zinc 007440-66-6 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

AIR PATHWAY 

NAAQS Reference Dose 
NESHAPS Screen Cone 
(uglm"3) (mglm"3) 

I.OE-1 t 

I.OE-1 t 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ) . 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in crnrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

SOIL PATHWAY 

Cancer Risk Reference Dose Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(mglm"3) (mglkg) (mglkg) 

... t 1.6E+5* 

2.3E+4* 
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SCDM Data Version: l/27/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

DRINKING WATER FOOD CHAIN 

Substance Name CAS Number Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
MCL Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(pCi!L) (pCi!L) (pCilkg) 

Americium 241 014596-10-2 1.5E+1 * 4.6E-1 * 1.3E+1 * 

Antimony 125(+D) (radionuclide) 014234-35-6 3.0£+2* 9.3E+O* 2.4£+2* 

Cadmium 109 (radionudide) 014109-32-1 6.0E+2* 9.5E+O* 2.6E+2* 

Cesium 137(+D) (radionudide) 010045-97-3 2.0E+2* 1.6E+O* 4.7E+I* 

Cobalt 57 (radionuclide) 013981-50-5 l.OE+3* 4.6E+1* 1.2£+3* 

Cobalt 60 (radionuclide) 010198-40-0 l.OE+2* 3.0E+O* 7.9E+1* 

Iron 55 (radionuclide) 014681-59-5 2.0£+3* 5.5E+I* 1.5£+3* 

Lead 21 0( +D) (radionuclide) 014255-04-0 3.7E-2 5.1E-1* 

Manganese 54 (radionuclide) 013966-31-9 3.0E+2* 2.1E+1* 5.7E+2* 

Nickel 59 (radionuclide) 014336-70-0 3.0E+2* 1.8E+2* 4.5£+3* 

Nickel 63 (radionuclide) 013981-37-8 5.0E+1* 7.1E+ 1* 1.9£+3* 

Plutonium 236 (radionuclide) 015411-92-4 6.4E-1 1.8E+I * 

Plutonium238 (radionuclide) 013981-16-3 l.SE+I * 3.6E-1 * l.OE+I * 

Plutonium239 (radionuclide) 015117-48-3 l.SE+1 * 3.SE-1 * l.OE+1 * 

Plutonium 240 (radionudide) 014119-33-6 l.SE+ 1 * 3.5E-1* l.OE+l* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in ctment version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

i Indicates cancer 1isk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

AIR SOIL 

Cancer Risk Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone UMTRCA SoilIng Soil Gam 

(pCi/m3) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) 

1.7E-4* 3.7£+3* 

2.5E-I * 6.0E+4* 

2.2E-1 * 7.0E+4* 

4.0£-1 * 1.8£+4* 

2.3E+O* 2.9E+5* 

1.3E-1 * 2.0E+4* 

6.0E+O* 3.8£+5* 

3.4E-4 3.0E+2* 

8.1E-1 * 1.5E+5* 

l.OE+I* l.IE+6* 

2.9E+O* 4.4E+S* 

2.1£-4* 4.6£+3* 

1.4E-4* 2.9£+3* 

1.4E-4* 2.9£+3* 

1.4E-4* 2.9E+3* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

DRINKING WATER FOOD CHAIN 

Substance Name CAS Number Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
MCL Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(pCi!L) (pCi!L) (pCilkg) 

Plutonium 241(+D) (radionuclide) 014119-32-5 2.7E+ 1* 7.7E+2* 

Plutonium 242 (radionuclide) 013982-10-0 1.5E+1 * 3.7E-1* 1.1E+1 * 

Plutonium 243 (radionudide) 015706-37-3 l.OE+2* 2.5E+3* 

Plutonium 244( +D) (radionuclide) 014119-34-7 1.5E+1 * 3.5E-1 * 9.8E+O* 

Radium 226(+D) (radionuclide) 013982-63-3 5.0E+O* 1.2E-1 3.4E+O* 

Radium 228(+D) (radionuclide) 015262-20-1 5.0E+O* 4.6E-2* 1.2E+O* 

Radon222 (+D)(radionuclide) 014859-67-7 

Silver I 08m( +D) (radionuclide) 014391-65-2 5.8E+O* 1.6E+2* 

Silver II Om (radionuclide) 014391-76-5 9.0E+ I* 4.8E+O* 1.3E+2* 

Strontium90(+D) (radionuclide) 010098-97-2 8.0E+O* 6.4E-1 * 1.8E+I * 

Teclmetimn 99 (radionuclide)** 014133-76-7 9.0E+2 !.7E+ I 4.4E+2 

Thallium 204 (radionuclide) 013968-51-9 3.0E+2* 8.1E+O* 2.1E+2* 

Thorimn 227 (radionuclide) 015623-47-9 l.OE+O* 2.5E+ I * 

Thorium 228(+D) (radionuclide) 014274-82-9 1.5E+I * 1.6E-1 4.2E+O* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cmrent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 

t Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

AIR SOIL 

Cancer Risk Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone UMTRCA Soil Ing Soil Gam 

(pCi/m3) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) 

1.4E-2* 2.4E+5* 

1.5E-4* 3.0E+3* 

1.6E+1* 5.9E+5* 

1.6E-4* 2.7E+3* 

4.1E-4 l.IE+3* 

9.1E-4* 3.5E+2* 

6.3E-1 

1.8E-I * 4.1E+4* 

l.7E-I * 3.4E+4* 

4.2E-2* 5.5E+3* 

3.4E-I * l.OE+5 

1.9E+O* 5.2E+4* 

1.4E-4* 5.8E+3* 

3.3E-5* 9.8E+2* 
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SCDM Data Version: 1127/2004 

Substance Name CAS Number 

Thorium 229(+0) (radionuclide) 015594-54-4 

Thorium 230 (radionuclide) 014269-63-7 

Thorium 23 1 (radionuclide) 014932-40-2 

Thorium 23 2 (radionuclide) 007440-29- 1 

Thorium 234 (radionuclide) 015065- 10-8 

Tritium 010028-17-8 

Uranium 232 (radionuclide) 014158-29-3 

Uranimn 233 (radionuclide) 013968-55-3 

Uranium 234 (radionuclide) 013966-29-5 

Uranimu 235(+D) (radionuclide) 01511 7-96- 1 

Uranium 236(+0) (radionuclide) 013982-70-2 

Uranitmt238(+D) (radionuclide) 007440-61-1 

Zinc 65 (radionudide) 013982-39-3 

HAZARD RANKING SYSTEM 

Hazardous Substance Benchmarks 

DRINKING WATER FOOD CHAIN 

Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
MCL Screen Cone Screen Cone 

(pCi!L) (pCi!L) (pCilkg) 

1.5E+1 * 9.0E-2 2.5E+O* 

1.5E+1 * 5.2E-1 * 1.5E+1 * 

2.2E+1* 5.4E+2* 

1.5E+1 * 4.7E-1 * 1.3E+1* 

2. 1E+O* 5.8E+1* 

4.3E+2* 1.2E+4* 

2.0E+1* 1.6E-1 * 4.6E+O* 

2.0E+1* 6.6E-1 * 1.8E+1 * 

2.0E+1* 6.7E-1* 1.8E+ 1 * 

2.0E+1* 6.6E-1 * 1.8E+ 1 * 

2.0E+1* 7.1E-1* 1.9E+ 1 * 

2.0E+1* 5.5E-1 * 1.5E+1 * 

3.0E+2* 4.1E+O* 1.1E+2* 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

AIR SOIL 

Cancer Risk Cancer Risk Cancer Risk 
Screen Cone UMTRCA SoilIng Soil Gam 

(pCi/m3) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) (pCilkg) 

2 .1E-5* 6.2E+2* 

1.7E-4* 3.9E+3* 

3.1E+O* 1.2E+5* 

l.IE-4* 3.4E+3* 

1.6E-1 * 1.2E+4* 

2.4E+1 * 3.6E+6* 

2.4E-4* 1.4E+3* 

4.1E-4* 5.0E+3* 

4.2E-4* 5.0E+3* 

4.7E-4* 4.9E+3* 

4.5E-4* 5.3E+3* 

5.1E-4* 3.8E+3* 

8.2E-1 * 3.2E+4* 
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A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

J 

Hazardous Substance Footnotes 02 Dec 2011 

I Footnote Desciiption 

This recommended water quality ciiterion was deiived from data for arsenic (ill), but is applied here to total arsenic, which might imply that arsenic (III) and arsenic (V) are equally toxic to aquatic life 
and that their toxicities are additive. In the arsenic criteiia document (EPA 440/5-84-033, January 1985), Species Mean Acute Values are given for both arsenic (III) and arsenic (V) for five species and 
the ratios of the SMA Vs for each species range from 0.6 to 1.7. Chronic values are available for both arsenic (ill) and arsenic (V) for one species; for the fathead mim10w, the chronic value for arsenic 
(V) is 0.29 times the chronic value for arsenic (III). No data are known to be available concerning whether the toxicities of the forms of arsenic to aquatic organisms are additive. 

This ciiteiion has been revised to reflect The Envirolllllental Protection Agency's q 1 * or RID, as contained in the Integrated Risk Inforn1ation System (IRIS) as of May 17, 2002. The fish tissue 
bioconcentration factor (BCF) from the 1980 Ambient Water Quality Criteria docmnent was retained in each case. 

This criterion is based on carcinogenicity of 10·• Iisk. Alternate Iisk levels may be obtained by moving the decimal point (e.g., for a Iisk level of 10·5, move the decimal point in tl1e recommended 
criterion one place to the light). 

Freshwater and saltwater ctiteria for metals are expressed in teflllS oftl1e dissolved metal in the water column. The recollllllended water quality ciiteria value was calculated by using the previous 304(a) 
aquatic life criteria expressed in tenns of total recoverable metal, and multiplying it by a conversion factor (CF). The term "Conversion Factor" (CF) represents the recollllllended conversion factor for 
convetting a metal ciiteiion expressed as the total recoverable fraction in the water colulllll to a ciiterion expressed as the dissolved fraction in the water column. (Conversion Factors for saltwater CCCs 
are not cuiTently available. Conversion factors derived for saltwater CMCs have been used for botl1 saltwater CMCs and CCCs). See "Office of Water Policy and Technical Guidance on Interpretation 
and Implementation of Aquatic Life Metals Ciiteria," October 1, 1993, by Martha G. Prothro, Acting Assistant Administrator for Water, available from the Water Resource center, USEPA, 401 M St. , 
SW, mail code RC4100, Washington, DC 20460; and 40CFR§l31.36(b)(1). Conversion Factors applied in the table can be fmmd in Appendix A to the Preamble- Conversion Factors for Dissolved 
Metals (which is attached below). 

The freshwater criterion for this metal is expressed as a function of hardness (mg!L) in the water colmnn. The value given here coiTesponds to a hardness of 100 mg!L. Criteria values for other hardness 
may be calculated from the following: CMC (dissolved)~ exp{mA [hl(hardness)]+ bA} (CF), or CCC (dissolved)~ exp{lllc [ill (hardness)]+ be} (CF) and the parameters specified in Appendix B
Parameters for Calculating Freshwater Dissolved Metals Criteria That Are Hardness-Dependent (which is attached below). 

Freshwater aquatic life values for pentachlorophenol ar e expressed as a function of pH, and are calculated as follows: CMC ~ exp(l.005(pH)-4.869); CCC ~ exp(l.005(pH)-5.134). Values displayed in 
table coiTespond to a pH of7.8. 

This Criterion is based on 304(a) aquatic life criterion issued in 1980, and was issued in one of the following documents: Ald!in!Dield!in (EPA 440/5-80-019), Chlordane (EPA 440/5-80-027), DDT 
(EPA 440/5-80-038), Endosulfan (EPA 440/5-80-046), Endrin (EPA 440/5-80-04 7), Heptachlor (EPA 440/5- 80-052), Hexachlorocyclohexane (EPA 440/5-80-054), Silver (EPA 440/5-80-071). The 
Minimum Data Requirements and deiivation procedures were different in the 1980 Guidelines than in tl1e 1985 Guidelines. For example, a "CMC" derived using the 1980 Guidelines was derived to be 
used as an instantaneous maximum. If assessment is to be done using an averaging period, the values given should be divided by 2 to obtain a value tl1at is more comparable to a CMC derived using the 
1985 Guidelines. 

No c.riterion for protection of human health from consumption of aquatic organisms excluding water was presented in the 1980 criteria document or in the 1986 Quality Criteria for Water. Nevertheless, 
sufficient inforn1ation was presented in the 1980 document to allow tl1e calculation of a critetion, even though the results of such a calculation were not shown in the document. 

This ciiterion for asbestos is the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) developed under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). 

This fish tissue residue critetion for methyhnercury is based on a total fish constmlption rate of 0.0175 kg/day. 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cuiTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
t 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 
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Hazardous Substance Footnotes 02 Dec 2011 

I Footnote Description 

This recollllllended crite1ion is based on a 304(a) aquatic life criterion that was issued in the 1995 Updates: Water Quality Criteria Dacuments for the Protection of Aquatic Life in Ambient Water, 
(EPA-820-B-96-001 , September 1996). This value was derived using the GLI Guidelines (60FR15393-15399, March 23 , 1995; 40CFR132 Appendix A): the difference between the 1985 Guidelines 
and the GLI Guidelines are explained on page iv of the 1995 Updates. None of the decisions concerning the derivation of this criterion were affected by any considerations that are specific to the Great 
Lakes. 

The CMC = l /[(fl/CMC 1) + (f2/CMC2)] where f1 and f2 are the fractions of total selenimn that are treated as selenite and selenate, respectively, and CMC I and CMC2 are 185.9 ~gil and 12.82 ~gil, 
respectively. 

EPA is currently reassessing the criteria for arsenic. 

This criterion applies to total pcbs, (e.g., the smn of all congener or all isomer or homolog or Aroclor analyses.) 

The derivation of the CCC for this pollutant (Endrin) did not consider exposure through the diet. which is probably impottant for aquatic life occupying upper trophic levels. 

Although a new RID is available in IRIS, the surface water criteria will not be revised until the National Primary Drinking Water Regulations: Stage 2 Disinfectants and Disinfection Byproducts Rule 
(Stage 2 DBPR) is completed, since public collllllent on the relative source contribution (RSC) for chlorofo1m is anticipated. 

This recollllllended water quality criterion is expressed as ~g free cyanide (as CN)IL. 

This value for selenium was announced (61FR58444-58449, November 14, 1996) as a proposed GLI 303( c) aquatic life criterion. EPA is cuuently working on tlus c1iterion and so this value nlight 
change substantially in the near future . 

This recollllllended water quality criterion for arsenic refers to the inorganic form only. 

This recommended water quality criterion for selenium is expressed in ternlS of total recoverable metal in the water colunm. It is scientifically acceptable to use the conversion factor (0.996- CMC or 
0.922- CCC) that was used in the GLI to convert this to a value that is expressed in teflllS of dissolved metal. 

The organoleptic effect criterion is more stringent than the value for priority toxic pollutants. 

This value was derived from data for heptachlor and the criteria document provides insufficient data to estimate the relative toxicities of heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide. 

Although EPA has not published a completed criteria document for butylbenzyl phthalate it is EPA's understanding that sufficient data exist to allow calculation of aquatic criteria. It is anticipated that 
industry intends to publish in tl1e peer reviewed literature draft aquatic life criteria generated in accordance with EPA Guidelines. EPA will review such criteria for possible issuance as national WQC. 

There is a full set of aquatic life toxicity data that show that DEHP is not toxic to aquatic organisll!S at or below its solubility lilnit. 

This value was derived from data for endosulfan and is most appropriately applied to the sum of alpha-endosulfan and beta-endosulfan. 

A more stringent MCL bas been issued by EPA. Refer to drinking water regulations ( 40 CFR 141) or Safe Drinking Water Hotline (1 -800-426-4791) for values. 

Tlus c1iterion is based on a 304(a) aquatic life criterion issued in 1980 or 1986, and was issued in one of the following docmnents: Aldrin/Dieldrin (EPA 440/5-80-019), Chlordane (EPA 440/5-80-027), 
DDT (EPA 440/5-80- 038), Endrin (EPA 440/5-80-04 7), Heptachlor (EPA 440/5-80-052), Polychlorinated biphenyls (EPA 440/5-80-068), Toxaphene (EPA 440/5-86-006). This CCC is currently 
based on tl!e Final Residue Value (FRV) procedure. Since the publication oftl!e Great Lakes Aquatic Life C1iteria Guidelines in 1995 (60FRI5393-15399, March 23, 1995), the Agency no longer uses 
the Final Residue Value procedure for deriving CCCs for new or revised 304(a) aquatic life criteria. T11erefore, the Agency anticipates that futnre revisions of this CCC will not be based on the FRV 
procedure. 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chenlical data ( JUN 96 ) and cuuent version of chenucal data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chenlical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
+ 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 
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Hazardous Substance Footnotes 02 Dec 2011 

I Footnote Description 

This water quality criterion is based on a 304(a) aquatic life critetion that was derived using the 1985 Guidelines (Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the Protection 
of Aquatic Organisms and Their Uses, PB85-227049, January 1985) and was issued in one of the following criteria documents: Arsenic (EPA 440/5-84-033), Cadmium (EPA 882-R-01-001), 
Chromium (EPA 440/5-84-029), Copper (EPA 440/5-84-03 1), Cyanide (EPA 440/5- 84-028), Lead (EPA 440/5-84-027), Nickel (EPA 440/5-86-004), Pentachlorophenol (EPA 440/5-86-009), 
Toxaphene, (EPA 440/5-86-006), Zinc (EPA 440/5-87- 003). 

When the concentration of dissolved organic carbon is elevated, copper is substantially less toxic and use of Water-Effect Ratios might be appropriate. 

The selenium criteria document (EPA 440/5-87-006, September 1987) provides that if selenium is as toxic to saltwater fi shes in the field as it is to freshwater fishes in the field, the status of the fish 
community should be monitored whenever the concentration of selenium exceeds 5.0 1-1g/L in salt water because the saltwater CCC does not ta ke into account uptake via the food chain. 

T!Iis recommended water quality criterion was detived on page 43 of the mercury criteria document (EPA 440/5- 84-026, January 1985). The saltwater CCC of0.025 ug!L given on page 23 of the 
critetia document is based on the Final Residue Value procedure in the 1985 Guidelines. Since the publication of the Great Lakes Aquatic Life Criteria Guidelines in 1995 (60FR15393-15399, March 
23, 1995), the Agency no longer uses the Final Residue Value procedure for deriving CCCs for new or revised 304(a) aquatic life criteria. 

Tliis recommended water quality criterion was derived in Ambient Water Quality Criteria Saltwater Copper Addendum (Draft, April 14, 1995) and was promulgated in the Interim final National Toxics 
Rule (60FR22228- 222237, May 4, 1995). 

EPA is actively working on this criterion and so this recommended water quality criterion may change substantially in the near future. 

Tliis recommended water quality criterion was derived from data for inorganic mercury (II). but is applied here to total mercury. If a substantial pmtion of the mercury in the water column is 
methyhnercury, this criterion will probably be under protective. In addition, even though inorganic mercury is convetted to methylmercury and methylmercury bioaccumulates to a great extent, this 
criterion does not account for uptake via the food chain because sufficient data were not available when the criterion was derived. 

Tliis criterion applies to DDT and its metabolites (i.e., the total concentration of DDT and its metabolites should not exceed this value). 

The derivation of this value is presented in the Red Book (EPA 440/9-76-023, July, 1976). 

This value is based on a 304(a) aquatic life ctiterion that was derived using the 1985 Guidelines (Guidelines for Deriving Numerical National Water Quality Criteria for the Protection of Aquatic 
Organisms and Their Uses, PB85-227049, January 1985) and was issued in one of the following criteria documents: Aluminmn (EPA 440/5-86-008); Chloride (EPA 440/5-88-00 1); Chloropyrifos 
(EPA 440/5-86-005). 

This value for aluminun1 is expressed in tenns of total recoverable metal in the water colunm. 

There are three major reasons why the use of Water-Effect Ratios might be appropriate. (1) The value of 87 l!g/1 is based on a toxicity test with the striped bass in water with pH= 6.5-6.6 and hardness 
<1 0 mg!L. Data in "Aluniinum Water-Effect Ratio for the 3M Plant Effluent Discharge, Middleway, West Virginia" (May 1994) indicate that aluniinum is substantially less toxic at higher pH and 
hardness, but the effects of pH and hardness are not well quantified at this time. (2) In tests with the brook trout at low pH and hardness, effects increased with increasing concentrations of total 
aluminum even though the concentration of dissolved aluniinum was constant, indicating that total recoverable is a more appropriate measurement than dissolved, at least when particulate aluniinum is 
primarily aluniinmn hydroxide particles. In surface waters, however, the total recoverable procedure might measure aluminum associated w ith clay particles, which might be less toxic than aluminum 
associated with almninmn hydroxide. (3) EPA is aware of field data indicating that many high quality waters in the U.S. contain more than 87 1-1g aluniinum/L, when either total recoverable or dissolved 
is measured. 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in ctnTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 

t 
+ 

See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 
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Conversion Factors for Dissolved Metals 

Metal Conversion Factor Conversion Factor Conve1·sion Factm· 
Freshwater CMC Freshwater CCC Saltwater CMC 

Arsenic 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Cadmium 1.136672-[ (ln 1.101672-[(ln 0.994 
hardness )(0. 04183 8)] hardness)(0.041838)] 

Chromiumiii 0.316 0.860 --

Chromium VI 0.982 0.962 0.993 

Copper 0.960 0.960 0.83 

Lead 1.46203-[(ln 1.46203-[ln 0.951 
hardness)(0. 145712)] hardness)(0. 145712)] 

Mercury 0.85 0.85 0.85 

Nickel 0.998 0.997 0.990 

Selenium -- -- 0.998 

Silver 0.85 -- 0.85 

Zinc 0.978 0.986 0.946 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in cunent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
:j: Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

02 Dec 2011 

Conve1·sion Factor 
Saltwater CMC 

1.000 

0.994 

--

0.993 

0.83 

0.951 

0.85 

0.990 

0.998 

--

0.946 
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Parameters fot· Calculating Freshwater Dissolved Metals That are Hardness Dependent 

Conversion Factors (CF) 

Chemical rnA bA me be CMC 

Cadmium 1.0166 -3.924 0.7409 -4.719 1.136672-[(ln 
hardness )(0. 04183 8)] 

Chromium III 0.8190 3.7256 0.8190 0.6848 0.316 

Copper 0.9422 -1.700 0.8545 -1.702 0.960 

Lead 1.273 -1.460 1.273 -4.705 1.46203-[(ln 
hardness)(0.145712)] 

Nickel 0.8460 2.255 0.8460 0.0584 0.998 

Silver 1.72 -6.59 -- -- 0.85 

Zinc 0.8473 0.884 0.8473 0.884 0.978 

Hardness-dependent metals' criteria may be calculated from the following: 
CMC (dissolved)= exp {rnA [ln(hardness)] + bA} (CF) 
CCC (dissolved) = exp {llc [ln(hardness)] + be} (CF) 

* Indicates difference between previous version of chemical data ( JUN 96 ) and cmTent version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
** Indicates new hazardous substance in current version of chemical data ( JAN04 ). 
t See December 2011 SCDM update for volatile substances. 
t Indicates cancer risk through a mutagenic mode of action. 

CCC 

1.101672-[(ln 
hardness )(0.041838)] 

0.860 
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1.46203-[(ln 
hardness)(0.145712)] 

0.997 

--
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SCDM Data Version: 6/4/2010 Hazardous Substance Synonyms Report 

CASNtm1ber 

000083-32-9 

000067-64-1 

000 I 07-02-8 

000079-06-1 

000062-53-3 

000120-12-7 

000056-55-3 

000071-43-2 

000092-87-5 

000050-32-8 

000206-44-0 

000207-08-9 

00011 7-81-7 

000075-27-4 

000085-68-7 

000075-15-0 

000056-23-5 

000057-74-9 

005103-71-9 

005566-34-7 

000108-90-7 

000067-66-3 

007440-47-3 

000218-01-9 

000098-82-8 

000057-12-5 

000072-54-8 

000072-55-9 

000050-29-3 

000084-74-2 

000117-84-0 

000053-70-3 

000132-64-9 

000096-12-8 

000106-93-4 

000106-46-7 

000075-34-3 

000107-06-2 

I Chemical Name I Synonyms 

Acenaphthene Acenaphthylene, I ,2-dih ydro 

Acetone 2-Propanone 

Acrolein Propenal 

Acrylamide Propenamide 

Aniline Benzeneamine 

Anthracene Paranaphthalene 

Benz(a)anthracene Benzanthrene 

Benzene Coal naptha 

Benzidine ( I , I '-biphenyl)-4,4'-diamine 

Benzo(a)pyrene Benz(a)pyrene 

Benzo(j,k)fluorene Fluoranthene 
(Fiuoranthene) 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene Dibenzo(b,j,k)fluorene 

Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate Benzenedicaiboxylic acid, bis (2-ethylhexyl) ester, 1,2-

Bromodichloromethane Dichlorobromomethane 

Butylbenzyl phthalate 1,2-benzenedicarboxylic acid, butyl pheuylmethyl ester 

Carbon disulfide Dithiocarbonic anhydride 

Carbon tetrachloride Tetrachloromethane 

Chlordane Octachloro-4, 7 -methanotetrahydroindane 

Chlordane, alpha- cis-Chlordane 

Chlordane, gama- trans-Chlordane 

Chlorobenzene Phenyl chloride 

Chloroform Trichloromethane 

Chromium Clu·ome 

Chrysene Benzophenanthrene, 1,2-

Cumene Methylethylbenzene, \-

Cyanide Hydrocyanic acid 

DDD Dichlorodiphenyl dichloroethane 

DDE Dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene, p,p-

DDT Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, 4,4-

Di--butyl phthalate Benzenedicamoxylic acid, dibutyl ester, 1,2-

Di--octyl phthalate Benzenedicamoxylic acid, dioctyl ester, 1,2-

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene Dibenz(a)anthracene, I ,2:5,6-

Dibenzofuran Diphenylene Oxide 

Dibromo-3-chloropropane, I ,2- Nemazon 

Dibromoethane, 1,2- Ethylene dibromide (EDB) 

Dichlorobenzene. I ,4- Chlorophenyl chl01ide, p-

Dichloroethane, 1,1- Ethylidene dlioride 

Dichloroethane, 1,2- Ethylene chloride 

07 Jun 2010 
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SCDM Data Version : 6/4/20 10 Hazardous Substance Synonyms Report 

CAS Number 

000075-35-4 

000156-59-2 

000156-60-5 

000120-83-2 

000078-87-5 

000542-75-6 

000060-57-1 

000084-66-2 

000105-67-9 

000099-65-0 

000122-66-7 

000100-41-4 

000075-00-3 

000086-73-7 

007782-41-4 

000098-01-1 

000076-44-8 

001024-57-3 

000118-74-1 

000087-68-3 

000319-84-6 

000319-85-7 

000302-01-2 

007783-06-4 

000058-89-9 

000072-43-5 

000298-00-0 

000078-93-3 

000108-10-1 

000106-44-5 

000075-09-2 

000091-57-6 

000091-20-3 

000098-95-3 

000062-75-9 

000086-30-6 

000085-01-8 

j Chemical Name 

Dich1oroethyleue. 1.1-

Dichloroethyleue. cis-1 .2-

Dichloroethyleue. trans-1.2-

Dichlorophenol. 2.4-

Dichloropropane. l ,2-

Dichloropropene. 1.3-

Dieldrin 

Diethyl phthalate 

Dimethyl phenoL 2,4-

Dinitrobenzeue. 1.3-

Diphenylhydraz.ine. 1.2-

Ethyl benzene 

Ethyl chloride 

Fluorene 

Fluorine 

Furfural 

Heptachlor 

jsynonyms 

Dichloroethene. l.l-

cis I ,2-dichloroethene 

I .2-dichloroethylene 

Dichlorophenol, 4,6-

Propylene chloride 

Dichloropropylene, 1.3-

Aidrin epoxide 

Benzeuedica.tboxylic acid, didecyl ester, 11-

1-Hydroxy-2,4-dimethylbenzene 

Dinitrobenzeue. 1.2-

Hydrazodibenzene 

Phenylethane 

Chloroethane 

Methylenebiphenyl. 2,2-

Fluorine-19 

Furancarboxaldehyde, 2-

Chlorochlordene, 3-

Heptachlor epoxide. alpha, beta, Epoxyheptachlor 
gamma 

Hexachlorobenzene Perchlorobenzene 

Hexachlorobutadieue Perchlorobntadiene 

Hexachlorocyclohexane. alpha- alpha-BHC 

Hexachlorocyclohexane. beta- beta-BHC 

Hydraz.ine Diamine 

Hydrogen sulfKie Hydrosulfuric acid 

Lindane Hexachlorocyclohexane- gamma 

Methoxychlor (2,2,2-trichloroethylidieue)bis(4-methoxy-benzene). 1.1 '-

Methyl Parathion Dimethyl p-nitrophenyl thiophosphate 

Methyl ethyl ketone Butanone 

Methyl isobutyl ketone Methyl-2-pentanone. 4-

Methyl phenol. 4- Methyl phenol. 4-

Methylene chlotide Dichloromethane 
(dichloromethane) 

Methylnaphthalene. 2- Methylnaphthalene, 2-

Naphthalene Tar camphor 

Nitrobenzene Nitrobenzol 

Nitrosodirnethylamine. - Methyl~nitroso-methanamine, -

Nitrosodiphenylamine. - Diphenylnitrosamine : Nitrosophenylbenzeneamine.-

Phenanthrene Phenan thren 

07 Jun 20 10 
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SCDM Data Version : 6/4/20 10 Hazardous Substance Synonyms Report 

CAS Number 

000108-95-2 

001336-36-3 

000129-00-0 

000100-42-5 

000095-94-3 

001746-01-6 

000079-34-5 

000127-18-4 

000126-33-0 

007440-29-1 

000108-88-3 

008001-35-2 

001461-22-9 

00007 1-55-6 

000079-00-5 

000079-01-6 

00007 5 -69-4 

001582-09-8 

007440-61-1 

000 I 08-05-4 

000075-01-4 

000108-38-3 

000095-47-6 

000106-42-3 

I Chemical Name 

Phenol 

Polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs) 

Pyrene 

Styrene 

Tetrachlorobenzene. 1.2.4.5-

Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 
2,3,7,8- (TCDD) 

Tetrachloroethane. 1,1.2.2-

Tetrachloroethylene 

Tetrahydroth.iophene, I, ! 
dioxide 

Thoritun 232 (radionuclide) 

Toluene 

Toxaphene 

Tributyltin chloride 

Trichloroethane. l ,1.1-

Trichloroethane. I ,1.2-

Trichloroethylene (TCE) 

Trichlorofluoromethane 

Trifluralin (Treflan) 

I synonyms 

Phenyl alcohol 

Polychlorinated biphenyls 

Benzo(def)phenanthn:ne 

Vinylbenzene 

Tetrachlorobenzene. s-

2,3, 7,8-TetrachJorodibenzo-p-dioxin : Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, 2,3, 7,8-

Acetylene tetrachloride 

Tetrachloroethene 

Sulfolane 

Thorium 232 

Methyl benzene 

Chlorinated camphene 

Tributylchlorostannane 

Methyl chloroform 

Vinyl trichloride 

TrichJoroethene 

Freon 11 

Treflan 

Uranium 238(+D) (radionuc lide) Uranium 238 

Vinyl acetate 

Vinyl chloride 

Xylene. 

Xylene. o

Xylene. p-

Acetic acid, v inyl ester 

Chloroethene 

Dimethyl benzene. 1,3-

Methyltoulene, o

Dimethylbenzene. 1.4-
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Map Sources: 
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Reference No. 4 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No. GAD003302676 

Date: November 2, 2011 

Name: Quinn Kelley 
Title: Environmental Scientist 
Firm: Tetra Tech 

PROJECT NOTE 

Signature: Q ~ 1ill.QA.L{ 
Subject: Coordinates for Macon Na\/al Ordnance Plant 

PROJECT NOTE SUMMARY 

Attached are the coordinates for the Macon Naval Ordnance Plant (MNOP) property (currently Allied 
Industrial Park). The coordinates were obtained from Google™ Earth and were measured from the 
approximate location of surface soil sample MNOP-04-SF, collected during the EPA June 2011 
Supplemental Sampling Event. 

RESPONSE REQUIRED 

( x ) None ( ) Phone Call ( ) Memo ( ) Letter ( ) Report 

cc: File ( x) Project Manager ( ) Principal Investigator ( ) Other (specify) 





CERCUS Search Results I Envirofacts I US EPA 

0 EPA United Sl ates Env~ronmental Protection A~e11cy e ALL EPA 0 THIS AREA Advanced Search 

LEARN THE ISSUES I SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY I lAWS & REGUlATIONS I ABOUT EPA -----

Envirofacts 

You are here: EPA Home » Envirofacts » CERCUS »Search Results 

Search Resu Its 
I MultiSystem Search II Top1c Searches I System Data Searches Data Downloads 

Results are based on d ata extracted on AUG - 1 5- 2011 

Note: Click on the CORPORATE LINK value for links to that company's environmental web pages. 

Cli ck on the MAPPING INFO value to obtain mapping informatio n for the facility. 

Cli ck on the RECORD OF DECISION value for a RODS Site Report. 

Click on the "View Facility Information" link to v iew EPA Facility information for the facility. 

jGo To Bottom Of The Pagel 

ERCLIS EPA ID. GAD003302676 ITE NAME: 

TREET ADDRESS 600 GUY PAINE ROAD FACILITY INFORMATION 

ITY NAME: MACON 

TATE ABBR. GA FEDERAL FACILITY: 

IP CODE: 3 1206 NPL STATUS: 

OUNTY NAME: BIBB 

ORPORATE No RECORD OF DECISION (ROD) INFO: 

LATITUDE: EPA REGIONAL 

LINK: 

LONGITUDE: MAPPING INFO: 

ITE SMSA. 4680 

Enforce me nt a nd Clea nup Actions 

DContact Us ~Share 

I Serv1ces I [MObile] 

CERCUS Links 

• Overview 
• Search 
• Model 
• Law 
• CERCUS Search User Guide 

• Contact Us 
• Superfund Home 

MACON NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT 

View facility information 

N 

Not on the NPL 

No 

No 

MAP 

Actton Act1on ID Actual Start Date Actual End Date Respons1b1l1ty Planned Outcome Urgency 

EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 001 09/ 29/ 2009 EPA Fund- Financed Low priority for further assessment 

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT 001 10 / 01/1991 06/ 26/1992 State, Fund Financed Low priority for further assessment 

DISCOVERY 001 09/ 25 / 1989 EPA In - House 

Site Descript ion 

There were no Site Descriptions reported for this sit e. 

Below is additional information for CERCUS sites : 

This information resource is not maintained, managed, or owned by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the Envirofacts Support Team. Neither the 

EPA nor the Envirofacts Support Team is responsible for their content or site operation. The Envirofacts Warehouse provides th1s reference only as a 

convenience to our Internet users. 

http:// oaspub .epa .gov I enviro/ cerclisquery .get_report?pg m _ sys _id = GAD0033026 76[8/31/20 11 8:59: 21 AM] 

Reference No.5 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No. GAD003302676 

http://oaspub.epa.gov/enviro/cerdisquery.get_report?pgm_sys_id=GAD003302676%5b8/31/2011


CERCUS Search Results I Envirofacts I US EPA 

• National Library of Medicine (NLM) IEX:rr Dt'<cla •m@r) TOXMAP 

Go To Top Of The Page 

Total Number of Faci l ities Displayed l 

http:// oaspub .epa .gov I enviro/ cerclisquery .get_report?pg m _ sys _id =GAD0033026 76[8/31/20 11 8:59: 21 AM] 

http://oaspub.epa.gov/enviro/cerclisquery.get_report?pgm_sys_id=GAD003302676%5b8/31/2011


Reference No.6 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No GAD003302676 

Date: September 7, 2011 

Name: Quinn Kelley 
Title: Environmental Scientist 
Firm: Tetra Tech 

PROJECT NOTE 

Signature: Q ~ 11t 0 0 .1 1 .A 

Subject: Macon-Bibb County Pari"dl Maps and Property Cards for the Former Macon Naval Ordnance 
Plant Property 

PROJECT NOTE SUMMARY 

Attached are the Macon-Bibb County parcel maps and property records for the former Macon Naval 
Ordnance Plant property ( cun-ently the Allied Industrial Park). 

This information can be accessed at the following website: 

http://www.co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/index2.html 

Zoning code definitions can be accessed online at: 

http:/ /library .municode.com/index. aspx ?eli en tiD= 11190&sta teiD= 1 O&statename=Georgia 

RESPONSE REQUIRED 

( x ) None ( ) Phone Call ( ) Memo ( ) Letter ( ) Report 

cc: File ( x ) Project Manager ( ) Principal Investigator ( ) Other (specify) 

http://www.co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/index2.html
http://librarv.municode.com/index.aspx?clientID=
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner and Parcel Information 

Owner Name 
WHITE A C TRANSFER-

Today's Date 9/7/2011 
STOCO 

Mailing Address 
670 GUY PAINE RD 

Parcel Number P104-0164 

Tax District 1 

Acres 8.43 
MACON, GA 312062012 Homestead Exemption 

Location Address 670 GUY PAINE RD Zoning M-2 

Class Code c Neighborhood 3348 

Parcel Map Show Parcel Map Area Sales 1 r Street Sales =:J 

Land Value 

$1801023 

Type 

Commercial 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$8191386 

Accessory Value 

$601059 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

8.43 

Total Value 

$110591468 

Residential Improvement Information 

Previous Value 

$11059,468 

Value 

$1801023 

Description 
Actual Year 

Built Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover 
Floor 

Construction Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 
Actual 
Year 
Built 

1986 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1986 

Value Square 
Feet 

Used As Built As ConsTtrcution Stories 
ype 

Prefab 
$706 651 30 800 Wareho~se Wareho~se Structural 

1 1 
- Transit - Transit Steel 

1 
Story 

Square Con~trcution Stories Value Used As Built As 
Feet ype 

Office Office Prefab 1 
$1121735 31500 Structural 

Buildings Buildings 
Steel 

Story 

Building Picture 

uilding Photo 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Accessory Information 
Description 

ASPH PAVING 

Fence-Chain Link 3 SBW 

ASPH PAVING 

Year Bui lt 

1986 

1986 

1986 

Sketch 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Value 

$501827 

$81772 

$460 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

http://www .co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=P 1 04-0164 9/7/2011 

2 

mailto:bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us
mailto:acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us
http://www.co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC%5ed.asp?P=P104-0164


Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page 

Sale Information 

Price 

None 

Page 2 of2 

Reason Grantor Grantee 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637088 since 6/8/2009. 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Owner and Parcel Information 
BLAIR MOVING - STG CO T d , D t 
LLLP o ay s a e 

P 0 BOX 3005 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312053005 Homestead Exemption 

540 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I 

Zoning 

Neighborhood 

9/7/2011 

Q110-0015 

1 

3.77 

M-2 

3348 

Parcel Map Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street sales 

Land Value 

$ 118,475 

Type 

Industrial 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Va lue 

$419,926 

Accessory Value 

$46,075 

Total Value 

$584,476 

l 
I 

-

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

3.77 

Residential Improvement Information 

Previous Value 

$584,476 

Value 

$118,475 

Description Actual Year 
Built 

Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover 
Floor 

Construction Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1989 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1989 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Value Square 
Feet Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories 

Warehouse Warehouse 
$52~240 3,300 - Storage - Storage 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Value Square 
Feet Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories 

Prefab 
$367 686 15 000 Warehouse Warehouse Structural 

1 1 
- Storage - Storage Steel 

1 
Story 

Building Picture 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Description 

Accessory Information 
Year Bui lt 

CONC PAVING 

Fence-Chain Link w/Top Rail 

1989 

1989 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Sketch 

Value 

$351853 

$101222 

I 
I 
I 
I 

http://www .co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=Q 110-0015 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

Sale Information 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 

05/05/2004 06200/00350 

Plat Page Price Reason 

$10 Un-qualified 

Grantor 

Page 2 of2 

Grantee 

BLAIR MOVING 
- STG CO LLLP 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637144 since 6/8/2009. 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$556,150 

Type 

Exempt 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Owner and Parcel Information 
CITY OF MACON Today's Date 

P 0 BOX 247 
Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312010247 

Homestead Exemption 

0 GUY PAINE RD Zoning 

E Neighborhood 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0064 

1 

28.78 

POI 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street Sales ::1 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Total Value 

$556,150 

Previous Value 

$556,150 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

28.78 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 

$556,150 

Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Floor 
Construction 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories ~~~~~~: Sketch 

None 

Description 

Accessory Information 
Year Built Value 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page 

Plat Page 

None 

Sale Information 

Price Reason Grantor 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637338 since 6/8/2009. 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-0064 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$65,888 

Owner and Parcel Information 
DAMASTE WAREHOUSES T d , D t 
LLC o ay s a e 

PO BOX 1915 

MACON, GA 312021915 

657 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I 

Show Parcel Map 

Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 

Homestead Exemption 

Zoning 

Neighborhood 

Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$2,486 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$68,374 

9/7/2011 

P104-0171 

1 

4.53 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$68,374 

Type 

Industrial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

4.53 

Value 

$65,888 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 

Floor 
Construction 

Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As Constrcution Stories BP~iltding Sketch 
Type 1c ure 

None 

Accessory Information I 
Description 

Fence-Chain Link w/No Rail 

Year Built I 
--1"-----

Value 

$2,486 
J 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page 

1980 =~~=== I 

Sale Information 

Price Reason Grantor Grantee 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637259 since 6/8/2009. 

http://www.co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=P104-0171 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$145,775 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
DAMASTE 

Today's Date 
WAREHOUSING LLC 

PO BOX 1915 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312021915 Homestead Exemption 

121 ENNIS BLVD Zoning 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$599,957 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

5.33 

Total Value 

$745,732 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0077 

1 

5.33 

M-2 

3347 

Previous Value 

$745,732 

Value 

$145,775 

Description Actual Year 
Built Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 
Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square 
Feet Used As Bui lt As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $102,572 20,400 Light Light 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 
Square 

Feet 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Used As Built As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1974 $110,614 24,600 Light Light 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 
Square 

Feet 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Used As Built As 

Con~~~~tion Stories 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

1942 $96,979 20,400 Industrial - Industrial - Masonry 
Light Light Load 1 

Building Picture 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Sketch 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-007 7 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board ofTax Assessors 

Manufactur Manufactur Bearing Story 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square 
Feet 

Used As Built As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1974 $114,921 24,800 Light Light 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Square U d A 
Feet se s Built As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $101,696 20,400 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Walls 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square Used As 
Feet 

Built As Con~~~~tion Stories 

1955 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1955 

Industrial - Industrial -
$42,864 12,000 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Value Square Used As 
Feet 

Built As Con~~~~tion Stories 

Industrial - Industrial -
$30,311 7,960 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Avai lable 

Description 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Value 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

None 

Page 2 of2 

Sketch 

Sketch 

Grantee 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637267 since 6/8/2009. 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$72,450 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
DAMASTE 

Today's Date 
WAREHOUSING LLC 

PO BOX 1915 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312021915 Homestead Exemption 

100 ENNIS BLVD Zoning 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$109,567 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

2.07 

Total Value 

$182,017 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0078 

1 

2.07 

M-2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$182,017 

Value 

$72,450 

Description Actual Year 
Built Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover Floor 
Construction Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1942 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1942 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Value 
Square 

Feet Used As Built As 

Warehouse Warehouse 
$89,423 15,385 - Storage - Storage 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Value Square 
Feet 

Used As Built As ConsTtrcution Stories 
ype 

Warehouse Warehouse 
$20,144 2,534 -Storage -Storage 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Building Picture 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Description 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

None 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

Value 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-007 8 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page 

Sale Information 

Price 

None 

Page 2 of2 

Reason Grantor Grantee 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637273 since 6/8/2009. 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-007 8 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, expressed 

or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last certified tax roll. All data is 
subject to change before the next certified tax roll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$64,260 

GBTS LLC 

Owner and Parcel Information 
Today's Date 

P 0 BOX 27508 

MACON, GA 31221 

659 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 

Homestead Exemption 

Zoning 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map [ Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 

Sales I 

Total Value 

$64,260 

9/7/2011 

P104-0169 

1 

5.16 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$64,260 

Type 

Industrial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

5.16 

Value 

$64,260 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Description 

Sale Date Deed Book/Page 

05/01/2002 05319/00311 

03/17/2008 7898 1 89 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 
Heated Square Basement Area 

Attic Area Sq Ft 
No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor 
Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch Construction 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As 
Constrcution 

Type Stories ~~~~~~; Sketch 

None 

Accessory Information 
Year Built Value 

Plat Page 

90 536 

None 

Sale Information 
Price 

$57,500 

$10 

Reason 

Fair Market
Vacant 

Grantor 

GRAY 
Quit-Claim Deed CHRISTIAN B & 

EBEN T 

Grantee 

GRAY 
CHRISTIAN B & 

EBEN T 

GBTS LLC 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637178 since 6/8/2009. 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$105,000 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
HOX MANAGEMENT L P Today's Date 

200 COMMONWEALTH Parcel Number 
DR 

Tax District 

Acres 
WARRENDALE, PA 
15086 Homestead Exemption 

220 ALLIED 
Zoning 

INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$362,264 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

3 

Total Value 

$467,264 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0068 

1 

3 

M-2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$467,264 

Value 

$105,000 

Description Actual Year 
Built Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1986 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1986 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Value 
Square 

Feet Used As Built As Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Prefab 
$303 851 20 000 Warehouse Warehouse Structural 

' ' - Storage - Storage Steel 
1 

Story 

Value 
Square 

Feet 

$58,413 1,200 

Used As 

Office 
Buildings 

Built As 

Office 
Buildings 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Building Picture 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Accessory Information 
Description Year Built 

==,r==== 

None 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Value 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-006 8 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 2 of2 

Sale Information 

Sale Date Deed Plat Page Price Reason Grantor Grantee Book/Page 

SMITH R SMITH ELAINE 
02/17/2009 8029 I 325 7135 $0 Assent MICHAEL & D ELAINE D 

SMITH ELAINE 
HOX 

05/05/2009 8081 I 346 71 3 5 $341,610 Un-qua lified 
D MANAGEMENT L 

p 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637123 since 6/8/2009. 
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ibb County 

P1 04-0169 
411-61 
0059 

P110-0087 
209 

081 0 

0545 

P110-0088 
211 

{)67{1 

P 11 0-0088 
212 

0670 

Q1~t'f79 
0555 

110-001 
104 

0540 

0 110-0021 
106 

0520 

Bibb County GIS 

Q 10-0 3 
102- 10-00 0490 103 

0380 

o1o16~o2 

4652 

Interstate 

------__j Road Centerline 

Lake Wildwood 
0104-0004 

.f.H% Lake Tobesof:kee 

Rivers 

Map No./Route No. 

Lot No. 

Prope.rty House No. 

Parcel Lines 

Sale Date = 2009 
,...-mr-------L::::S::~-1 D 

Sale Date = 20 1 0 
D 
Sale Date = 20 11 

• ~~--~----------~ 
Parcels 
D 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of7 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner and Parcel Information 

Owner Name 
MACON BIBB CO IND 

Today's Date 
AUTHORITY 

Mailing Address 
PO BOX 207 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312020207 Homestead Exemption 

Location Address 600 GUY PAINE RD Zoning 

Class Code E Neighborhood 

Parcel Map Show Parcel Map Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Land Value 

$1,272,688 

Type 

Exempt 

Cccupancy Actual Year 
Type Built 

1942 

Improvement Value 

$1,797,506 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Total Value 

$3,070,194 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

139.45 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of 
Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

$4,086 2,570 0 0 2.00 0 One Family 

No. of 
Full/Half 

Baths 

Interior Floor Floor 
Walls Roof Cover Construction Finish 

Ceiling 
Finish Heating Condition 

2/0 Plaster 

Cccupancy Actual Year 
Type Built 

One Family 1942 

No. of Interior Full/Half 
Baths Walls 

2/0 Plaster 

Cccupancy Actual Year 
Type Built 

One Family 1942 

No. of Interior 
Full/Half 

Baths Walls 

2/0 Plaster 

Asphalt 
Shingles Wood Joist Hardwood 

Value Heated Basement 
Square Feet Area Sq Ft 

$4,086 2,570 0 

Floor Floor 
Roof Cover Construction Finish 

Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood Shingles 

Value Heated Basement 
Square Feet Area Sq Ft 

$4,086 2,570 0 

Floor Floor 
Roof Cover Construction Finish 

Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood 
Shingles 

Plaster 

Attic Area 
Sq Ft 

0 

Ceiling 
Finish 

Plaster 

Attic Area 
Sq Ft 

0 

Ceiling 
Finish 

Plaster 

Cent 
Heat 

No. of 
Stories 

2.00 

Average 

No. of 
Bedrooms 

0 

Heating Condition 

Cent Average Heat 

No. of No. of 
Stories Bedrooms 

2.00 0 

Heating Condition 

Cent Average 
Heat 

9/7/2011 

1 

139.45 

M-2 

3355 

Previous Value 

$3,070,194 

Value 

$1,272,688 

uilding Sketch 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Sketch 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

http://www .co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=P 1 04-0150 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 2 of7 

Cccupancy Actual Year Value 
Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of Building Picture 

Type Built Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

One Family 1942 $7,950 1,613 0 0 2.00 0 
Building Photo Not 

Available 

No. of 
Interior Floor Floor Ceiling 

Full/Half Roof Cover Heating Condition Sketch 
Baths 

Walls Construction Finish Finish 

2/0 Plaster Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood Plaster Cent Average 
Shingles Heat 

Cccupancy Actual Year Value 
Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of 

Building Picture 
Type Built Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

One Family 1942 $7,950 1,613 0 0 2.00 0 
Building Photo Not 

Available 

No. of Interior Floor Floor Ceiling 
Full/Half Roof Cover Construction Heating Condition Sketch 

Baths 
Walls Finish Finish 

2/0 Plaster Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood Plaster 
Cent Average uildin Sketch 

Shingles Heat 

Cccupancy Actual Year Value Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of Building Picture 
Type Built Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

One Family 1942 $7,950 1,613 0 0 2.00 0 Building Photo Not 
Available 

No. of Interior Floor Floor Ceiling 
Full/Half Roof Cover Construction Heating Condition 

Baths Walls Finish Finish 

2/0 Plaster Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood Plaster Cent Average 
Shingles Heat 

Cccupancy Actual Year 
Value 

Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of Building Picture 
Type Built Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

One Family 1942 $10,821 2,250 0 0 2.00 0 
Building Photo Not 

Available 

No. of 
Interior Floor Floor Ceiling 

Full/Half Roof Cover Heating Condition Sketch 
Baths 

Walls Construction Finish Finish 

2/0 Plaster 
Asphalt 

Wood Joist Hardwood Plaster Cent Average 
Shingles Heat 

Cccupancy Actual Year Value 
Heated Basement Attic Area No. of No. of 

Building Picture 
Type Built Square Feet Area Sq Ft Sq Ft Stories Bedrooms 

One Family 1942 $10,821 2,250 0 0 2.00 0 
Building Photo Not 

Available 

No. of Interior Floor Floor Ceiling 
Full/Half Roof Cover Heating Condition 

Baths Walls Construction Finish Finish 

2/0 Plaster 
Asphalt Wood Joist Hardwood Plaster 

Cent Average 
Shingles Heat 

Commercial Improvement Information 
Actual Year Value 

Square Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 
Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $34,930 4,316 Office Office Load 1 Photo Building Sketch 
Buildings Buildings Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Sketch 
Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Building 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 3 of7 

Office Wood/Steel 
Photo 

1950 $18,805 2,440 Office 1 Not 
Buildings Buildings Combustible Story 

Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Building 

1950 $5,863 638 
Office Office Wood/Steel 1 Photo 

Buildings Buildings Combustible Story Not 
Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $34,423 2, 360 
Office Office Load 1 Photo 

Buildings Buildings Bearing Story Not 
Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $127,127 20,000 
Office Office Load 2 Photo 

Buildings Buildings Bearing Story Not 
Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $36,787 5,100 Light Light 
Load 1 Photo Building Sketch 

Bearing Story Not 
Manufactur Manufactur 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $5,072 686 Light Light 
Load 1 Photo Buildin 

Manufactur Manufactur Bearing Story Not 
Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Automotive Automotive 
Masonry Building 

1942 $60,971 9,145 Service Service 
Load 1 Photo Buildin 

Bearing Story Not 
Centers Centers 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Automotive Automotive 
Masonry Building 

1942 $16, 784 1,855 Service Service 
Load 1 Photo 

Bearing Story Not 
Centers Centers 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Built Feet Type ones Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $15,066 2,401 Light Light 
Load 1 Photo 

Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur 
Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution St . Building 

Sketch 
Built Feet T ones Picture ype 

Masonry Building 
Industrial - Industrial - Load 1 Photo 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 4 of7 

1942 $1,587 152 
Light Light Bearing Story Not uilding Sketch 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $8,791 1,240 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Masonry Building 

1942 $25,688 3,588 Light Light Load 1 Photo uilding Sketch 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Bui lt As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Prefab Building 

1974 $135,304 24,800 Light Light Structural 1 Photo 

Manufactur Manufactur Steel 
Story Not 

Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Masonry Building 

1942 $111,454 20,200 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Prefab Building 

1974 $136,178 25,000 Light Light Structural 1 Photo 
Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Steel Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stor ies Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Masonry Building 

1942 $112,903 20,400 Light Light Load 1 Photo uilding Sketch 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Masonry Building 

1942 $5,927 517 Light Light Load 1 Photo Building Sketch Bearing Story Not 
Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $2,970 2,204 Warehouse Warehouse Load 1 Photo 
-Storage -Storage Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square Used As Built As Con~~~~tion Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet Picture 

Warehouse Warehouse Masonry 1 Building 
Building Sketch 1942 $80 52 

-Storage -Storage Load Story Photo 
Bearing Not 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 5 of 7 

Walls Ava i lable 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $15,526 1, 122 Office Office Load 1 Photo Building Sketch 
Bui ldings Buildings Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $ 27,335 2,162 Office Office Load 1 Photo Build in 
Buildings Buildings Bearing Story Not 

Walls Avai lable 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Masonry Bui ld ing 

1942 $51, 958 4,056 Office Office Load 1 Photo Buildin 
Bui ldings Buildings Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $308,668 35,272 Office Office Load 2 Phot o 
Buildings Buildings Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Bui lding 

1942 $31,447 4,480 Light Lig ht Load 1 Photo Building Sketch 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year 
Value Square 

Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Bui ld ing 

1942 $ 117,025 20,200 Light Light Load 1 Photo Buildin 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution Stories Building 

Built Feet Type Picture 

Building 

1942 $1,029 640 Warehouse Warehouse Wood/Steel 1 Photo 
-Storage -Storage Combustible Story Not 

Available 

Actual Year Value Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution Stor ies Building 

Sketch 
Built Feet Type Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $ 102,314 17,608 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value Square 
Used As Built As Constrcution Stories Building 

Sketch 
Built Feet Type Picture 

Industrial - Industrial - Masonry Building 

1942 $5,399 176 Light Light Load 1 Photo Building Sketch 
Bearing Story Not 

Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 6 of7 

Actual Year 
Value 

Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 
Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $27,053 4,200 Light Light Load 1 Photo uilding Sketch 
Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $7,355 640 Light Light Load 1 Photo uilding Sketch 
Manufactur Manufactur 

Bearing Story Not 
Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $108,006 17,608 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $11,091 176 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Bui lt As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $24,253 2,480 Light Light Load 1 Photo 
Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Masonry Building 

1942 $3,262 5,580 
Warehouse Warehouse Load 1 Photo uilding Sketch 
-Storage -Storage Bearing Story Not 

Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Prefab 
Building 

1970 $712 64 
Office Office 

Structural 
1 Photo 

Buildings Buildings Story Not Steel 
Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $92 252 Light Light 
Load 1 Photo 

Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur 
Walls Available 

Actual Year Value 
Square Used As Built As Con~trcution Stories Building Sketch 

Built Feet ype Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
Masonry Building 

1942 $521 270 Light Light 
Load 1 Photo 

Bearing Story Not Manufactur Manufactur 
Walls Available 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

Sale Date 

Description 

Deed 
Book/Page 

Accessory Information 
Year Bui lt 

None 

Sale Information 

Plat Page Price Reason 

None 

Page 7 of7 

Value 

Grantor 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637379 since 6/8/2009. 
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ibb County 

P104-~171 
46Js'12 

Interstate 

Road Centerline 

Lake Wildwood 

Lake Tobesofkee 

Rivers 

City Line 

--~County Line 

Map No ./Route No. 

Lot No. 

Property House No . 

Parcel Lines 

_ _ _ _ _ ___ ____ _!AJ~I~ie!:.d ~~n~du~s~tri~·ai'--"B~Iv~dc__ ___ _ _______ _J Sale Date = 2009 
D 

r-----------.....--------------.------1 Sale Date= 2010 

D 
Sale Date = 20 11 

• 
J...--------11200 ft Parcels 

D 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$128,275 

Type 

Exempt 

Owner and Parcel Information 
MACON BIBB CO IND 

Today's Date 
AUTHORITY 

PO BOX 207 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312020207 Homestead Exemption 

655 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

E Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$459,244 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

4.33 

Total Value 

$587,519 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

P104-0163 

1 

4.33 

M-2 

3355 

Previous Value 

$587,519 

Value 

$128,275 

Description 
Actual Year 

Built Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Interior Walls Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 
Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 
Square 

Feet Used As Bui lt As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $291,627 29,402 Light Light 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square 
Feet 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Used As Built As 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $30,201 2,440 Light Light 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square 
Feet 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Used As Built As 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

ConsTtrcution Stories 
ype 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Con~~~~tion Stories 

Building Picture 

Building Photo 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 2 of2 

Industrial - Industrial -
$96,198 9,399 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Building Photo Not Building Sketch 
Available 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value Square Used As 
Feet Built As Con~~~~tion Stories 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $20,405 1,620 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Actual Square 
Year Value Used As Built As 
Built Feet 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $13,584 820 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Actual Square Year Value Used As Built As 
Built Feet 

Industrial - Industrial -
1942 $7, 229 224 Light Light 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Masonry 
Load 

Bearing 
Walls 

1 
Story 

Con~~~~tion Stories 

Masonry 
Load 1 

Bearing Story 
Walls 

Constrcution Stories 
Type 

Masonry 
Load 1 

Bearing Story 
Walls 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Building Picture 

Building Photo Not 
Available 

Accessory Information 
Description Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Value 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page 

Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

None 

Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637261 since 6/8/2009. 
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lBibb County 
l Interstate -

Road Centerline 
1- -

Lake Wildwood 

0103-0077 
J,1[, Lake Tobesofkee 

~ 
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-
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

II 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$113,750 

Type 

Exempt 

Owner and Parcel Information 
MACON BIBB CO IND 

Today's Date 
AUTHORITY 

PO BOX 207 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312020207 Homestead Exemption 

555 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

E Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$662,005 

Accessory Value 

$50,988 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

3.5 

Total Value 

$826,743 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0066 

1 

3.5 

M-2 

3347 

Previous Value 

$826,743 

Value 

$113,750 

Description 
Actual Year 

Built Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

Interior Walls 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 

Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

None 

Floor Finish 

None 

Ceiling Finish Heating 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square 
Feet Used As Bui lt As Constrcution St 0 

Type ones Building Picture 

Industrial - Industrial -
1990 $401 317 12 440 Li ht Li ht Wood/S~eel 1 

' ' g g Combustible Story 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 
Square 

Feet 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Used As Built As Constrcution St 0 

Type ones Building Picture 

Induostrial - Ind~strial - Wood/Steel 1 Building Photo Not 
1990 $260,688 7,500 Light Light Combustible Story Available 

Manufactur Manufactur 

Accessory Information 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

I~ 
Description 

1· 
Year Built Value 

CONC PAVING 1990 $47,403 

I CANOPY (Poor) I 1997 $859 

r "I 

http://www .co 0 bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ardoasp ?P=Q 1 03-0066 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

CANOPY (Poor) 

UTILITY BLDG 

CONC PAVING 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page 

Plat Page 

1997 

1997 

1997 

Sale Information 

Price 

None 

Reason 

$271 

$1,093 

$1,362 

Grantor 

Page 2 of2 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 
=== 

You are Visitor 637268 since 6/8/2009. 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-0066 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$76,125 

Type 

Exempt 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Owner and Parcel Information 
MACON BIBB CO IND 

Today's Date 
AUTHORITY 

PO BOX 207 Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
MACON, GA 312020207 Homestead Exemption 

510 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

E Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

4.25 

Total Value 

$76,125 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

QU0-0014 

1 

4.25 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$76,125 

Value 

$76,125 

Actual Year 
Built Value 

Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Floor 
Construction 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As Constrcution Stories BP~iltding Sketch 
Type 1c ure 

None 

Description 

Accessory Information 
Year Built Value 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page 

None 

Sale Information 

Price Reason Grantor 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637139 since 6/8/2009. 

http://www .co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=Q 110-0014 9/7/2011 
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Lot No. 

Property House No. 

Parcel Lines 

Sale Date = 2009 
D 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II 
Board Chairman 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

Page 1 of 1 

Andrea Crutchfield 
Chief Appraiser 

acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga .us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last certified 
taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$105,000 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
NOTNORTH LLLP 

P 0 BOX T 

MACON, GA 312021701 

380 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I 

Show Parcel Map 

Today's Date 

Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 

Homestead Exemption 

Zoning 

Neighborhood 

Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$295,122 

Accessory Value 

$13,687 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

3 

Total Value 

$413,809 

Residential Improvement Information 

~ 
9/7/2011 

Qll0-0016 

1 

3 

M-2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$512,184 

Value 

$105,000 

-
-

Description 
Actual Year 

Built 
Value 

Heated Square Basement Area No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Attic Area Sq Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover 
Floor 

Construction 
Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

Value 
Square 

Feet 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Used As Built As Constrcution St . 
T 

ones 
ype 

Building Picture Sketch 

1988 $ 295,122 20,000 Warehouse Warehouse 
- Storage - Storage 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

uilding Photo Building Sketch 

Description 

ASPH PAVING 

Sale Date 

09/14/2006 

Deed 
Book/Page 

07220/00372 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH 

Accessory Information 
=,===~ 

Year Built 

1988 

Sale Information 

Plat Page Price Reason 

$100 Un-qualified 

TAX ASSESSORS' HOME 

Value 

$13,687 

Grantor Grantee 

NOTNORTH 
LLLP 

BIBB COUNTY HOME 

http://www .co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=Q 110-0016 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$465,500 

Owner and Parcel Information 
POLITEX U S INC Today 's Date 

660 ALLIED Parcel Number 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD Tax District 

Acres 

MACON, GA 31206 Homestead Exemption 

810 ALLIED Zoning INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

c Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$33,274 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$498,774 

9/7/2011 

Pll0-0087 

1 

23.6 

M- 2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$498,774 

Type 

Commercial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

23.6 

Value 

$465,500 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 

Floor 
Construction 

Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As 
Constrcution . Building 

Type Stones Picture Sketch 

None 

ll Accessory Information 
II Description I Year Built I Value 

II CONC PAVING I 2006 ~ $33,274 

Sale Information 

Sale Date Deed Plat Page Price Reason Grantor Grantee 
Book/Page 

12/29/2006 7342 I 221 87 963 $1 
Government FREUDENBERT MACON- BIBB 

Sale TEXBOND CO IND AUTH 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637173 since 6/8/2009. 

I 
I 
I 

http://www.co.bibb.ga.us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyCard.asp?P=P110-0087 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

William C. Vaughn II 
Board Chairman 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

Andrea Crutchfield 
Chief Appraiser 

acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga .us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last certified 
taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$84,438 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
POLITEX U S INC 

660 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

MACON, GA 31206 

670 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I 

Show Parcel Map 

Today's Date 

Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 

Homestead Exemption 

Zoning 

Neighborhood 

Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$46,212 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

6.65 

Total Value 

$130,650 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Pll0-0088 

1 

6.65 

M-2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$130,650 

Value 

$84,438 

Description 
Actual Year 

Built 
Value 

Heated Square Basement Area No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Attic Area Sq Ft Stories Frames 

Interior Walls 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1968 

Va lue 

$46,212 

None 

Roof Cover 
Floor 

Construction 
Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square 
Feet 

Used As Built As 

Warehouse Warehouse 
19

•
800 

-Storage -Storage 

Constrcution St . 
Type ones 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Accessory Information 

Building Picture 

uilding Photo 

~r------

Description Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Building Sketch 

Value 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page Price Reason Grantor Grantee 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga .us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone {478) 621-6701 I Fax {478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last certified 
taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

II 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$137,550 

Type 

Industrial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
POLITEX U S INC Today's Date 

660 ALLIED Parcel Number 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD Tax District 

Acres 

MACON, GA 31206 Homestead Exemption 

620 ALLIED 
Zoning 

INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

.Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$1,790,705 

Accessory Value 

$26,542 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

4.86 

Total Value 

$1,954,797 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

Qll0-0020 

1 

4.86 

M-2 

3347 

Previous Value 

$1,954,797 

Value 

$137,550 

Description 
Actual Year 

Built 
Value 

Heated Square Basement Area No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Attic Area Sq Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover 
Floor 

Construction 
Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 
Actual 
Year 
Built 

1996 

Value 
Square 

Feet 
Used As Built As ConsTtrcution Stories 

ype 

Industrial - Industrial -
$1,790,705 59,400 Light Light 

Prefab 
Structural 

Steel 

1 
Story 

Description 

CONC PAVING 

CONC PAVING 

Manufactur Manufactur 

I 
T 
1 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

1996 

1996 

Sale Information 

Building Picture 

uilding Photo 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

Value 

$22,561 

$3,981 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 
Plat Page Price Reason Grantor Grantee 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of 1 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$269,640 

Owner and Parcel Information 
POLITEX U S INC Today 's Date 

660 ALLIED Parcel Number 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD Tax District 

Acres 

MACON, GA 31206 Homestead Exemption 

520 ALLIED Zoning INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

-

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$269,640 

9/7/2011 

Qll0-0021 

1 

14.12 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$269,640 

Type 

Industrial 
l 
I 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

14.12 

Value 

$269,640 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Description 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 
Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

Floor 
Construction 

None 

Floor Finish 

None 

Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As 

None 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Constrcution . Building 
Type Stones Picture Sketch 

Value 

Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637156 since 6/8/2009. 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors Page 1 of2 

Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors 

William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield 
Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

II 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$70,350 

Type 

Commercial 

Owner and Parcel Information 
RESCH JAMES S 
IRREVOCABLE TR 

Today's Date 

C/0 SBJ RESCH FAMILY Parcel Number 
PARTN Tax District 
501 N REO ST 

TAMPA, FL 336091012 

490 ALLIED 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

c 

Show Parcel Map 

Acres 

Homestead Exemption 

Zoning 

Neighborhood 

Area Sales Street Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$577,272 

Accessory Value 

$14,481 

Land Information 
Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

2.01 

Total Value 

$662,103 

Residential Improvement Information 

9/7/2011 

QU0-0013 

1 

2.01 

M-2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$662,103 

Value 

$70,350 

Description Actual Year 
Built Value Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Interior Walls Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1986 

Actual 
Year 
Built 

1990 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Value 
Square 

Feet Used As Built As Constrcution St 0 

Type ones 

Prefab 
$501 817 21 000 Warehouse Warehouse Structural 

' ' - Storage - Storage Steel 
1 

Story 

Value 
Square 

Feet Used As Built As Constrcution St 0 

Type ones 

Masonry 
Warehouse Warehouse Load 

$75,455 2•040 -Storage -Storage Bearing 
1 

Story 
Walls 

Accessory Information 

Building Picture 

Building Picture 

Condition Sketch 

Sketch 

Sketch 

uilding Sketch 

1r Description 

ASPH PAVING 

I Year Built 
===1"= 

Value 

$10,165 ===11 1986 I 
I 

I 
l 
I 
L 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

Fence-Chain Link w/Top Rail 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 

04/29/1999 44450/00054 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH 

Plat Page 

1986 

Sale Information 

Price 

$385,000 

Reason 

Fair Market -
Improved 

TAX ASSESSORS' HOME 

Page 2 of2 

$4,316 

Grantor Grantee 

RESCH JAMES S 
IRREVOCABLE 

TR 

BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637136 since 6/8/2009. 
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Bibb Coun y 
Interstate 

Road Centerline 

Lake Wildwood 

Lake Tobesofkee 

Rivers 

City Line 

a1 o~1~o7s County Line 
021 1 -

o 1g3-0073 

ck~~ I ~Map No./Route No. 

~ ~Lot No . 

--------~~-~ 

l'-----i-...J'1 DO ft r 

Allied Industrial Blvd 

P104·0150 

~~ 

Bibb County GIS 

Property House No. 

Parcel Lines 

Sale Date = 2009 
D 
Sale Date= 2010 
D 
Sale Date= 2011 

• Parcels 
D 
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William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$52,500 

Owner and Parcel Information 
TINDOLS & ALLGOOD 

Today's Date 
LLC 

2385 SATELLITE BLVD Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
DULUTH, GA 30096 Homestead Exemption 

225 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$ 188,284 

Accessory Value 

$7,612 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$ 248,396 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0072 

1 

1.5 

M- 2 

3348 

Previous Value 

$248,396 

Type 

Industrial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

1.5 

Value 

$52,500 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual 
Year Value 
Built 

1988 $76,983 

Actual 
Year Value 
Built 

1988 $63,001 

Actual 
Year Value 
Built 

2002 $48,300 

Residential Improvement Information 
Actual Year 

Built Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Roof Cover Floor 
Construction 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

None 

Floor Finish Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

None 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Constrcution St . Used As Built As Building Picture Sketch Feet Type ones 

Prefab 
1,250 

Office Office 
Structural 

1 
Buildings Buildings 

Steel 
Story 

Square Constrcution St . Used As Built As Building Picture Sketch Feet Type ones 

Prefab 
3,076 

Warehouse Warehouse 
Structural 

1 Bui lding Photo Not uilding Sketch - Storage -Storage 
Steel 

Story Available 

Square Constrcution St . Used As Built As Building Picture 
Feet Type ones 

674 
Office Warehouse Prefab 1 Bui lding Photo Not 

Buildings -Storage 
Structural 

Story Available 

http://www .co. bibb. ga. us/TaxAssessors/PropertyCard/PropertyC ard.asp ?P=Q 1 03-0072 9/7/2011 
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Macon-Bibb County Board of Tax Assessors 

II 
II 
1r 

Description 

ASPH PAVING 

Steel 

Accessory Information 
I Year Built I 

----~ ~-------T 199o T ===== ======= 
Sale Information 

Value 

$7,612 

Sale Date Deed 
Book/Page 

Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

07/17/1998 04218/00330 $166,000 
Fair Market -

Improved 

Page 2 of2 

Grantee 

TINDOLS & 
ALLGOOD LLC 

I 
I 
1 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637351 since 6/8/2009. 
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-· ibb County 
Interstate 

Road Centerline 

Lake Wildwood 

Lake Tobesofkee 

Rivers 

L __ ____,,__ _______ -r----------T----------..~~--=~=~lGity Line 

L..,_ __ ___.,1 00 ft 

0 103-0072 
315-A 
0225 

Q10f.;S068 
0220 

0103-0076 
318 
0211 

Lot No. 

Property House No. 

Parcel Lines 

Sale Date = 2009 
D 
Sale Date = 20 10 
D 
Sale Date = 2011 • Parcels 
D 
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William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$52,500 

Owner and Parcel Information 
TINDOLS & ALLGOOD 

Today's Date 
LLC 

2385 SATELLITE BLVD Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
DULUTH, GA 30096 Homestead Exemption 

219 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$52,500 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0073 

1 

1.5 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$52,500 

Type 

Industrial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

1.5 

Value 

$52,500 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Description 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

Floor 
Construction 

None 

Floor Finish 

None 

Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As 

None 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Constrcution Stories BP~iltding Sketch 
Type 1c ure 

Value 

Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637353 since 6/8/2009. 
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ibb County Interstate 

Q1 03-0073 
3~~~ 

Bibb County GIS 

~ Road Centerline 
~ 

~ Lake Wildwood 

Lake Tobesofkee 

Rivers 

City Line 

County Line 

Property House No. 

Sale Date = 2009 
D 
Sale Date= 2010 
D 
Sale Date= 2011 

• Parcels 
D 
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William C. Vaughn II Andrea Crutchfield Macon/Bibb County 
Board Of Tax Assessors Board Chairman Chief Appraiser 

bvaughn@co.bibb.ga.us acrutchfield@co.bibb.ga.us 

653 Second Street, Macon GA 31201 I Phone (478) 621-6701 I Fax (478) 621-6737 
The Bibb County Property Assessment Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, 

expressed or implied, are provided for the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assesment information is from the last 
certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. 

Owner Name 

Mailing Address 

Location Address 

Class Code 

Parcel Map 

Land Value 

$27,300 

Owner and Parcel Information 
TINDOLS & ALLGOOD 

Today's Date 
LLC 

2385 SATELLITE BLVD Parcel Number 

Tax District 

Acres 
DULUTH, GA 30096 Homestead Exemption 

211 ALLIED Zoning 
INDUSTRIAL BLVD 

I Neighborhood 

Show Parcel Map Area Sales 

Tax Year Value Information 
Improvement Value 

$0 

Accessory Value 

$0 

Land Information 

Total Value 

$27,300 

9/7/2011 

Q103-0076 

1 

0.78 

M-2 

Previous Value 

$27,300 

Type 

Industrial 

Calculation Method 

Acre 

Acres 

0.78 

Value 

$27,300 

Description 

Interior Walls 

Actual Year 
Built 

Actual Year 
Built 

Roof Cover 

Value 

Description 

Sale Date 
Deed 

Book/Page 

Residential Improvement Information 

Value 
Heated Square Basement Area Attic Area Sq No. of Wall 

Feet Sq Ft Ft Stories Frames 

Floor 
Construction 

None 

Floor Finish 

None 

Ceiling Finish Heating Condition Sketch 

Commercial Improvement Information 

Square Feet Used As Built As 

None 

Accessory Information 
Year Built 

None 

Sale Information 

Constrcution Stories BP~iltding Sketch 
Type 1c ure 

Value 

Plat Page Price Reason Grantor 

None 

RETURN TO MAIN SEARCH TAX ASSESSORS' HOME BIBB COUNTY HOME 

You are Visitor 637365 since 6/8/2009. 
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Municode Page 1 of 4 

Macon-Bibb County, Georgia, Comprehensive Land Development Resolution >> Chapter 17 - M-2-
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT >> 

CHAPTER 17-M-2-HEAVY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT 

Section 17.01 . - Intent 
Section 17 .02. - Permitted uses. 
Section 17.03. - Conditional uses. 
Section 17 .03.01 . - Special exceptions. 
Section 17.04. - Lot and area requirements. 
Section 17.05.- Yard requirements (building setback distance). 
Section 17 .06. - Building height requirements. 
Section 17.07. - Off-street parking and loading space regulations. 
Section 17.08.- Signs. 

Section 17.01.- Intent. 

The M-2 Heavy Industrial District is intended to provide appropriate locations for any use which may be 
obnoxious or offensive by reason of emission of odors, dust, smoke, gas, noise, or vibration. Residential uses 
are prohibited in this district 

Section 17.02.- Permitted uses. 

[1] 
[2] 

[3] 
[4] 
[5] 

[6] 

[7] 
[8] 
[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

[12] 

All permitted uses in M-1 Wholesale and Light Industrial District 
Theaters, including drive-in theaters, provided that for drive-in theaters acceleration and 
deceleration lanes of at least two hundred (200) feet in length are provided for the use of vehicles 
entering or leaving the theater and the volume or concentration of traffic will not constitute a 
safety hazard or unduly impede highway traffic movement, and provided that the screen is not 
visible from any expressway, freeway, or arterial or collector street located within two thousand 
(2,000) feet of such area. 
Places of assembly including auditoriums, coliseums, and stadiums. 
Produce and farmers' markets. 
Commercial parking garages or lots, provided that no entrance or exit will be on the same side of 
the street and within the same block as a school and that curb breaks be limited to two (2) for 
each one hundred (100) feet of street frontage, each not to exceed thirty (30) feet in width and 
not located closer than twenty (20) feet to a street intersection. 
Truck terminals, provided that acceleration and deceleration lanes of at least two hundred (200) 
feet long are provided for trucks entering or leaving the site and that the truck traffic so generated 
will not create a safety hazard or unduly impede traffic movement 
Warehouses. 
Auto auctions. 
Development of natural resources, including the removal of minerals and natural materials 
together with necessary buildings, machinery, and appurtenances related thereto, provided the 
requirements of Section 23.17 are met 
Trade shops, including sheet metal , roofing, upholstering, electrical, plumbing, venetian blind, 
cabinet making and carpentry, rug and carpet cleaning, and sign painting, provided operations 
are conducted entirely within a building. 
Agriculture, forestry, livestock and poultry production, provided that the operation is conducted on 
a tract of land not less than ten (1 0) acres in area and that no structure containing poultry or 
livestock and no storage of manure or odor- or dust-producing substance or use shall be located 
within two hundred (200) feet of a property line. 
Dwellings, excluding mobile homes, for the exclusive use of a watchman or caretaker when 
located on the same tract as the industrial use, and subject to all dimensional and area 
requirements of R-3 Multifamily Residential District 
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Municode 

[13] 
[14] 
[15] 

[16] 

Food processing plants, such as bakeries, meat packers, or fish and poultry houses. 
Frozen dessert and milk processing plants. 

Page 2 of4 

Manufacturing, processing, fabrication, repairing and servicing of any product except those 
conditional uses set forth in Section 17.03[7], or any other use that may endanger the public 
health, welfare, and safety. 
Accessory buildings and uses located either on the same lot or parcel of land as the main 
structure or an adjoining lot or parcel of land under the same ownership and customarily 
incidental to the permitted or conditional use, provided that the requirements of Section 4.07 are 
met (Amended October22, 1990, ZA90-10-01) 

[17] Communication towers and antennas subject to the requirements of Section 23.27. 
(Added October 13, 1997, ZA97-10-01) 

Section 17.03.- Conditional uses. 

[1] 
[2] 
[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 
[9] 

[10] 

Bus, railroad, and air terminals. 
Reserved. (Deleted March 23, 2009, ZA09-03-01) 
Motels and hotels when located adjacent to a state or federal highway and containing a minimum 
lot area of forty thousand (40,000) square feet 
Outside aboveground tanks for the storage of gasoline, liquefied petroleum gas, oil, or other 
inflammable liquids or gases, but not when located within five hundred (500) feet of any 
residential district 
Junkyards (automobile wrecking yard), provided the following provisions are met: 
(a) No such operation shall be permitted to be located closer than three hundred (300) feet to 

a residential district and no closer than fifty (50) feet to any property line; 
(b) No such operation shall be permitted to be located on or facing a state or federal highway; 
(c) All such operations, except driveway areas, shall be completely enclosed by an opaque 

fence or wall , having a minimum height of six (6) feet, but in no case less than such a 
height as will effectively screen all operations from view; and 

(d) The number of vehicular driveways permitted on any single street frontage shall be limited 
to one (1) per five hundred (500) feet with a maximum of twenty (20) feet driveway width. 

Mobile home units for the exclusive use of a watchman or caretaker when located on the same 
tract as the industrial use and subject to all dimensional and area requirements of the R-3 district, 
provided the unit meets the requirements of mobile home units located in a mobile home park as 
specified by the Macon-Bibb County Bureau of Inspections and Fees. 
Manufacturing, processing, fabrication, repairing and servicing of any commodity or product such 
as the following: 
(a) Manufacturing of acetylene gas or storage thereof; acid, asbestos, ammonia, bleaching 

powder or chlorine, asphalt or products thereof; cement, lime gypsum or plaster of Paris, 
coal tar or derivatives thereof; creosote or creosote treatment, clay, tile or vitrified 
products, emery cloth or sand paper, explosives or fireworks or storage thereof; fertilizer, 
glue or gelatine, linoleum, matches, paint, oil , shellac, turpentine or varnish , rubber and 
soda compounds, and alcohol distillation; and 

(b) Petroleum refining, tanning , curing , storage of hides and skins, boiler works, foundry or 
forge operations, incineration, reduction or dumping of offal, dead animals, garbage or 
refuse, fat rendering, junk iron, rags, storage and baling, and distillation of bones, coal , or 
wood. 

Sanitary landfills, subject to the requirements of Section 23.14. 
Shopping centers, provided that the guidelines contained in Section 23.12 governing the 
construction of shopping centers are met 
Any retail uses that are consistent with the heavy industrial character of the district, including 
products manufactured on the premises and the following: 
(a) Electrical supplies; 
(b) Heating and plumbing equipment; 
(c) Dairy products; 
(d) Bakeries; 
(e) Sporting goods and recreational equipment; 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 

Farm and garden supplies; 
Home building supplies; 
Appliance stores including repairs and service; 
Furniture and home furnishings stores; 
Tires, batteries and other automotive accessories, including the installation of accessories 
sold; and 
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Municode Page 3 of 4 

a) 
b 
c) 

a) 
(b) 
(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(k) Clothing, shoe, millinery, dry good and notion stores. 
[11] Auction house. (Amended February 22, 1982, ZA82-02-02) 
[12] Reserved. (Deleted March 23, 2009, ZA09-03-01) 
[13] Trade or business schools, colleges and universities. (Added December 16, 1985, ZA85-12-01) 
[14] Mini-warehouses, subject to the following conditions: 

(a) Shall be limited to storage only. 
(b) All storage shall be within the building area. 
(c) No auctions or commercial sales or uses shall be conducted on the site. 
(d) A fencing and landscaping plan shall be approved by the commission. (Added February 

13, 1989, ZA89-02-01) 
[15] Kindergartens, playschools, and day care centers, provided the requirements in Section 23.13 

are met. (Amended July 23, 2007, ZA07-07-03) 
[16] Communication towers and antennas subject to the requirements of Section 23.27. 

(Added October 13, 1997, ZA97-10-01) 

Section 17 .03.01.- Special exceptions. 

Adult entertainment establishments provided such establishment is in compliance with the performance 
standards set out in Section 23.25. 

(Added July 22, 2002, ZA02-07-03) 

Section 17.04.- Lot and area requirements. 

None, except that no development or construction shall be located on a tract containing less than ten 
thousand (1 0,000) square feet. 

Section 17.05.- Yard requirements (building setback distance). 

The following minimum setback requirements shall be provided for all buildings or structures, as 
measured from: 

[1] Art . I d II t . ht f r ena an co ec or ng -o -way mes: 

Front yard .. ... 50 feet 
Rear yard ..... 50 feet 
Side yard ..... 50 feet 

[2] . ht f mor s ree ng -o -way mes: 

Front yard ..... 30 feet 
Rear yard ..... 30 feet 
Side yard ..... 30 feet 

[3] It· ltr n enor o mes: 

Front yard .. .. . None, except when abutting a residential 
district, in which case it shall be twenty (20) 
~eet (where applicable) 

Rear yard ..... None, except when abutting a residential 
district, in which case it shall be twenty (20) 
~eet 

Side yard ..... None, except when abutting a residential 
district, in which case it shall be twenty (20) 
~eet 

[4] Special setbacks ..... See Section 32.09 

Section 17.06.- Building height requirements. 
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The maximum permitted height for buildings and structures shall be thirty-five (35) feet, except as 
allowed by Section 4.03. The commission may, however, allow construction and erection of buildings or 
structures exceeding thirty-five (35) feet in height, except that any application to exceed the maximum 
permitted height shall be treated as an application for a conditional use. 

Section 17.07.- Off-street parking and loading space regulations. 

Spaces for off-street parking and provisions for loading and unloading spaces shall be provided in 
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 26. 

Section 17.08.- Signs. 

Signs as allowed in this zoning district shall comply with the provisions of Chapter 25. 
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("tt:) TETRA TECH 

September 29, 2009 

Ms. Jennifer Wendel 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 4 
61 Forsyth Street, SW, 11th Floor 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Subject: Final Expanded Site Inspection Report 
Allied Industrial Park 
Macon, Bibb County, Georgia 
EPA Identification No. GAD003302676 
EPA Contract No. EP-W-05-054 
TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 

Dear Ms. Wendel: 

Reference No.7 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No. GAD003302676 

The Tetra Tech Superfund Technical Assessment and Response Team (START) is submitting the 
enclosed final expanded site inspection (ESI) report for the Allied Industrial Park located in Macon, Bibb 
County, Georgia. Also included with this submittal are supporting reference materials and the 
preliminary Hazard Ranking System (HRS) score prepared in HRS QuickScore, Version 2. 

Please call me (Sandra Harrigan) at (678) 775-3088 or Quinn Kelley at (678) 775-3101 if you have any 
questions or comments regarding this submittal. 

Sincerely, 

~c 
Sandra Harrigan Andrew F. Johnson 
START III Project Manager START III Program Manager 

Enclosure 

cc: Katrina Jones, EPA Project Officer 
Angel Reed, START III Document Control Coordinator 

1955 Evergreen Blvd., Suite 300, Duluth, GA 30096 
Tel678.775.3080 Fax 678.775.3138 

www.tetratech.com 



Prepared by 

FINAL 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION REPORT 

ALLIED INDUSTRIAL PARK 
MACON, BIBB COUNTY, GEORGIA 

U.S. EPA ID NO. GAD003302676 

Revision 0 

Prepared for 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
Region 4 

Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

Contract No. 
TDDNo. 
Date Prepared 
EPA Task Monitor 
Telephone No. 
Prepared by 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tasked the Tetra Tech EM Inc. Superfund Teclmical 

Assessment and Response Team (START) to conduct an expanded site inspection (ESI) at the Allied 

Industrial Park (AlP) located in Macon, Bibb County, Georgia (EPA Identification Number [No.] 

GAD003302676). The ESI was completed under Contract No. EP-W-05-054, Technical Direction 

Document (TDD) No. TTEMI-05-003-0029. 

The primary objective of an ESI is to evaluate whether a site has the potential to be included on the 

National Priorities List (NPL). The NPL identifies sites where a release, or threatened release, of 

hazardous substances poses a risk to public health or the environment serious enough to warrant further 

investigation and possible remediation under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and 

Reauthorization Act of 1986. 

Infonnation gathered during the ESI is used to generate a preliminary Hazard Ranking System (HRS) 

score. The HRS score is the primary criterion EPA uses to decide whether a site should be placed on the 

NPL. ESis are generally conducted at sites where additional environmental sampling or monitoring well 

installation is necessary to fulfill the HRS documentation requirements. ESis also are conducted to 

address site issues that were not adequately resolved in previous investigations. 

Specifically, the objectives of the ESI are as follows: 

• Obtain and review relevant file material 
• Collect samples to attribute hazardous substances to site operations 
• Collect samples to establish representative background levels 
• Evaluate target populations for the ground water migration, surface water migration, soil 

exposure, and air migration pathways 
• Collect any other missing HRS data 
• Document current site conditions 
• Develop a site layout map 

The remainder of this ESI for the AlP is organized as follows: 

• Section 2.0 discusses the site background, including the site description and environmental 
setting, the operational history, and the findings of previous investigations. 

• Section 3.0 describes the ESI field activities conducted from May 11 to 20, 2009. 
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• Section 4.0 discusses deviations from the final sampling and analysis plan (SAP) dated May 9, 
2009. 

• Section 5.0 describes source sampling locations and analytical results for samples collected from 
the source areas. 

• Section 6.0 discusses the ground water migration, surface water migration, soil exposure, and air 
migration pathways as well as the targets associated with each pathway. 

• Section 7.0 provides a smmnary of and the conclusions for the ESl report. 

• Section 8.0 provides a list of references used to support the ESl report. 

• Figures are provided in Appendix A, tables appear in Appendix B, the field logbook notes are 
contained in Appendix C, and the photographic log is in Appendix D. The EPA Contract 
Laboratory Program (CLP) analytical data sheets are provided in Appendix E and the non-CLP 
data validation report and analytical data sheets are provided in Appendix F. 

2.0 SITE BACKGROUND 

This section discusses the site background, including the site description and enviromnental setting, the 

operational history, and the findings of previous investigations. 

2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The AlP is located at 600 Guy Paine Road in Macon, Bibb County, Georgia. Land use in the area is 

primarily industrial. Most of the buildings and infrastructure at the AlP site were originally part of the 

Macon Naval Ordnance Plant (MNOP). The total area of the MNOP was 433.25 acres (Reference [Refs.] 

1 p. 2; 2, p . 1). Specifically, the geographical coordinates for the AlP are latitude 32.777462 north and 

longitude 83.642963 west (as measured from the center of Building lOS-Assembly) (see Figure 1 in 

Appendix A). The AlP is bounded to the north by Guy Paine Road, to the east by Mead Road and the 

abandoned Central of Georgia railroad tracks, to the southeast by the City of Macon Water Authority 

(MWA) Rocky Creek Water Reclamation Facility, to the south by the fonner Macon Naval Ordnance 

Landfill (FMNOL) and Rocky Creek, and to the west by Armstrong World Industries (Armstrong) (see 

Figure 2 in Appendix A). 
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2.2 OPERATIONAL HISTORY 

The MNOP was constructed and operated by the Reynolds Corporation before World War II (Ref. 3, p . 1-

1). The Navy, under the U.S. Department of Defense, assumed operations in 1941 and continued to 

manufacture ordnance until1965. Ordnance manufactured at the MNOP included flares , small primers, 

detonators, and other triggering mechanisms. The total area of the MNOP was approximately 433 acres, 

which extended from Guy Paine Road (north) to Rocky Creek (south) (Refs. 2, pp. 1, 2; 4 p. 2; 5, p. 2-9). 

Structures at the MNOP included numerous buildings, several miles of paved roads, fueling facilities, 

aboveground storage tanks (AST) and underground storage tanks (UST), solvent storage buildings, 

explosives storage magazines, a bunker area, a metals plating facility, and a sewage, or wastewater, 

treatment plant (WWTP) (Refs. 1, pp. 2, 3; 5, p. 2-10). 

After it was declared surplus by the Navy, the property was sold in December 1965 to the Maxson 

Electronics Company (Maxson) ofNew York. Maxson continued to produce ordnance under contract 

with the Navy until it sold the property to Allied Chemical Corporation (Allied) in 1973. Allied 

manufactured automobile seat belts at the site and made beneficial use of all or nearly all of the buildings, 

USTs and ASTs, and utilities. Allied sold the property in 1980 to the Macon-Bibb County Industrial 

Authority (MBCIA), which renamed the property the Allied Industrial Park. MBCIA currently leases or 

sells buildings as office and warehouse space to various industrial and commercial businesses on the AlP 

property (Ref. 1, pp. 2, 3). Industries that currently lease or own parcels at the AlP include A. C. White 

Transfer and Storage Company, Blair Moving and Storage Company, Damaste Warehousing LLC, and 

Politex US Inc.(Freudenberg Texbond), among others. A.C. White Transfer and Storage Company and 

Blair Moving and Storage Company are both transportation and moving companies; Damaste 

Warehousing LLC is part of Norfolk Southern' s railroad distribution network; and Politex US Inc. is a 

textile manufacturing firm whose products include roofing membranes, clothing and furniture padding, as 

well as building materials such as reinforcements, waterproofing materials, reflecting products, and 

thermo-acoustic insulators (Refs. 6; 7, pp. 2, 9, 20, 83) (see Figure 3 in Appendix A). 

2.3 PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

These subsections describe the previous investigations conducted at the AlP. The following discussion 

addresses only those hazardous constituents with the greatest waste characteristics values for the ground 

water and surface water migration pathways. 
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2.3.1 1989, 1990, and 1991 Investigations 

In 1989, an environmental assessment was conducted by Beaver Engineering at the AlP. Four eight-point 

composite soil samples were collected from the property. Analytical results revealed the presence of 

various metals, methylene chloride, bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate, and chloroform (Ref. 1, p. 3). In 1990, 

Environmental Science and Engineering, Inc. (ESE) advanced two shallow boreholes in a flat drainage 

area that was used for oil recovery during MNOP operations. One composite soil sample and one 

duplicate soil sample were collected. Analytical results for soil samples revealed the presence of arsenic, 

cadmium, chromium, lead, pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), and petroleum hydrocarbons (Refs. 1, p. 3; 

5, pp. 2-1 , 3-18, 4-12, Figures 3-1 and 3-2, Appendix C, p. C-1 8). PETN is an explosive most commonly 

used in detonating fuses, boosters, priming compositions, blasting caps, and detonators (Ref. 8, p. 8-19). 

In 1991, Westinghouse Environmental and Geotechnical Services, Inc. (WEGS), conducted a preliminary 

environmental investigation at the AlP. During the investigation, WEGS collected four ground water 

samples near storm water drainage outfalls on the AlP property. Analytical results revealed the presence 

of chromium, lead, and trichloroethene (TCE) (Ref. 1, p. 3, Figure 1-2, Table 1-1). 

2.3.2 1996 RUST Site Investigation 

In 1996, RUST Environment and Infrastructure Inc. (RUST), under contract with the Savannah District of 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), conducted a site investigation at the AlP property (Ref. 1, 

pp. vi, 1). During the AlP site investigation, soil, ground water, surface water, and sediment samples 

were collected from potential source areas. These areas included storm water drainage outfalls, a sewage 

treatment plant (also referred to as the WWTP), metal plating facilities, electric transformer buildings, 

areas ofexplosives handlingandstorage, andtheplant's USTsandASTs(Ref.l , pp.1 , 10, 11 , 12, 13, 

14, 20, 27, Figures 4-1 through 4-4). 

Analytical results for soil samples collected from the AlP indicated the presence of cadmium, chromium, 

lead, cis-1 ,2-dichloroethene (DCE), trans-! ,2-DCE, tetrachloroethene (PC E), and TCE. The highest 

levels of TCE were found at sample locations near the fonner MNOP WWTP and the metal plating 

facility (Ref. 1, Figure 4-1, Table 4-2, pp. 1 through 22). Analytical results for ground water samples 

revealed the presence of cadmium, chromium, lead, cis-1 ,2-DCE, trans-! ,2-DCE, TCE, and vinyl chloride 

(Ref. 1, Figure 4-3 , Table 5-2, pp. 1 through 11). Surface water and sediment samples were collected 

from a flowing stream at the northeastern corner of the AlP property and from the drainage swale located 
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at the northwestern comer of the AlP property, which directs storm water during rainfall, to define 

possible contamination entering the site from upgradient, off-site sources (Ref. 1, p . 27). Analytical 

results for surface water and sediment samples indicated the presence of beryllium, cadmium, chromium, 

lead, mercury, toluene, paracymene, and 4-methylphenol, among other constituents (Ref. 1, pp. 27, 28, 

Figure 6-1 , Tables 6-2, 6-3). Based on the analytical results for surface. water and sediment, RUST 

concluded that surface water and sediment contained in the drainage feature entering the site from the 

northeast and northwest comers may be contributing contaminants to the AlP (Ref. 1, p . 28, Figure 6-1, 

Tables 6-2, 6-3). 

2.3.3 1998 to 2000 SAIC HSRA Compliance Status Investigation 

From 1998 to 2000, Science Applications International Corporation (SAl C), on behalf of US ACE, 

Savannah District, conducted a Hazardous Site Response Act (HSRA) compliance status investigation at 

the AlP. Surface and subsurface soil, ground water, surface water, and sediment samples were collected 

during the investigation (Ref. 3, p. 1-1 , 1-1 0). Based on the analytical results from the 1996 RUST 

investigation conducted at the AlP, SAlC analyzed samples only for those constituents that appeared 

significant; therefore, surface soil samples were analyzed only for volatile organic compounds (VOC), 

with a select few surface soil locations analyzed for semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC). No soil 

samples were analyzed for metals (Ref. 3, p. 2-6). 

Analytical results of surface soil samples contained TCE and benzo(a)pyrene, among others. Analytical 

results for ground water samples contained chromium, TCE, PCE, 1,2- DCE, and vinyl chloride. TCE, 

DCE, and vinyl chloride are common breakdown products ofPCE (Ref. 9, p. 24). Sediment samples 

collected from the drainage feature located in the central portion of the AlP, which exits the AlP to the 

south and continues to Rocky Creek, contained arsenic, chromium, and lead. TCE was not detected in 

any surface water or sediment samples collected along the central drainage feature (Ref. 3, Figures 2-3, 2-

5, 2-6, Tables 0-3 , 0-8, 0 -9, 0-10, and 0-11). 

2.3.4 2004 SAIC Post-Test Ground Water· Sampling 

Beginning in 2003, SAlC, on behalf of the USACE, Savannah District, developed a pilot-scale 

alternatives assessment and implementation plan to evaluate the use of Hydrogen Release Compound 

(HRC) as a remedial alternative for VOC contamination in ground water underlying the western boundary 

of the AlP. This evaluation consisted of a baseline ground water sampling event before HRC was 
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injected, injection of HRC into the ground water, and a series of three post-injection ground water 

sampling events to ascertain the impact of HRC, if any, on VOC contamination in the underlying ground 

water (10, pp. 1, 2). The injection site was located immediately downgradient from the AlP WWTP 

drainage area, which is believed to be the source ofVOC contamination (10, pp. 2, 5). Based on the 

results of the pilot study, SAlC concluded that a non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) is the likely source of 

TCE in the western AlP plume. The NAPL may be releasing VOCs to the ground water and masking the 

effects of any enhanced TCE degradation that would result from the HRC within the immediate vicinity 

of the injection site. Furthennore, the configuration of the TCE plume suggests that preferential pathways 

are affecting the transport ofVOC contamination at the AlP (1 0, p. 5). 

3.0 EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION ACTIVITIES 

This section outlines field observations and sampling procedures at the AlP. Individual subsections 

address the sampling investigation and the rationale for specific ESI activities. The ESl sampling was 

conducted in accordance with the EPA-approved final SAP dated May 9, 2009 (Ref. 11). 

3.1 SAMPLE COLLECTION METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

During the ESI conducted from May 11 to 20, 2009, Tetra Tech collected surface soil, subsurface soil, 

ground water, surface water, and sediment samples. The specific number, type, and location of samples 

are listed below. 

• 43 surface and 45 subsurface soil samples were collected from the AlP 

• Six ground water samples were collected from permanent monitoring wells installed by USACE 
at the AlP 

• Four surface water and 17 sediment samples were collected from drainage ditches that receive 
runoff from the AlP 

• Six surface water and six sediment samples were collected from Rocky Creek 

In addition, Tetra Tech collected one collocated background surface and subsurface soil sample to 

attribute contaminants detected in on-site samples. The background ground water sample was collected 

from a permanent monitoring well in the vicinity of the background soil sampling location. Tetra Tech 

also collected two background sediment samples from drainage ditches in an up gradient area of the AlP 

to attribute contaminants detected in samples of site runoff. In addition, Tetra Tech collected five 
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collocated background surface water and sediment samples (including one duplicate) from Rocky Creek 

to attribute contaminants detected in downstream samples. 

The ESI sampling locations are depicted on Figure 4 in Appendix A and are summarized in Tables 1 

through 4 in Appendix B. Tetra Tech followed sample collection procedures outlined in the final SAP 

and in accordance with the EPA Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Support Division (SESD) Field Branch 

Quality System and Technical Procedures dated February 2008 (Refs. 11; 12). Field logbooks for the ESI 

sampling event are contained in Appendix C. 

3.2 ANALYTICAL SUPPORT AND METHODOLOGY 

All samples were submitted to EPA CLP laboratories for analysis of all parameters on the EPA Target 

Analyte List (TAL), including metals and cyanide, and were analyzed in accordance with the EPA CLP 

Statement of Work (SOW) for Inorganic Analysis, Multi-Media, Multi-Concentration (ILM05.4) (Ref. 

13). Samples were also submitted for analysis of all parameters on the EPA Target Compound List 

(TCL), which includes VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs, and were analyzed in accordance with the 

EPA CLP SOW for Organics Analysis, Multi-Media, Multi-Concentration (SOM01.2) (Ref. 14). Surface 

water samples collected from Rocky Creek and the drainage ditches were analyzed for total and dissolved 

TAL metals. In addition to TAL and TCL parameters, a number of samples were also submitted to a non

CLP Tetra Tech-procured laboratory for analysis of energetic compounds and were analyzed in 

accordance with EPA Methods 8330A, 8331, and 314 (Refs. 15; 16; 17). 

The CLP and non-CLP analytical data packages were validated by the EPA Region 4 SESD, Office of 

Quality Assurance. Data validation was conducted in accordance with the EPA CLP SOW for Organics 

Analysis, Multi-Media, Multi-Concentration (SOM01.2), April2007; the EPA CLP SOW for Inorganic 

Analysis, Multi-Media, Multi-Concentration (ILM05.4), December 2006; Nitoaromatics, Nitramines, and 

Nitrate Esters Analysis, Method 8330A, including perchlorate analysis (Method 314); Tetrazene Analysis, 

Method 8331; the EPA National Functional Guidelines for Superfund Organic Methods Data Review, 

EPA540/R-07/003, June 2008; the EPA National Functional Guidelines for Inorganic Data Review, 

EPA540-R-04/004, October 2004; and the EPA Region 4 SESD Data Validation SOP for CLP Routine 

Analytical Services, Revision 2.1 , July 1999 (Refs. 13 through 20). 
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3.3 ANALYTICAL DATA QUALITY AND DATA QUALIFIERS 

All analytical data were subject to a quality assurance review, as des cribed in the EPA SESD laboratory 

data evaluation guidelines. The text and analytical data tables presented in this report list some 

concentrations of the parameters as qualified with a "J," indicating that the identification of the analyte is 

acceptable; however, the reported value is an estimate. Some parameters in the data tables may be 

qualified with a "J1
" indicating that the concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the 

calibration curve and is, therefore, less than the analyte-specific minimum reporting limit (MRL). As a 

result, any parameter qualified with a "J1
" cannot be considered elevated even ifthe concentration is three 

times the background. Constituent concentrations in samples that are greater than or equal to three times 

the background concentration or that are greater than or equal to the sample-specific and analyte-specific 

MRL in the background sample are considered elevated. "J" qualified parameters may also include a"+" 

or " -" indicating either a high or a low bias. Explosive parameters qualified with a "JN" indicate that the 

result is presumptive (tentatively identified), but a confirmation was not performed because the result was 

greater than the method detection limit, but less than the reporting limit. Some sample results are 

reported with a "U" qualifier, meaning that the analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or 

method reporting limit. The reported value is the sample-specific, laboratory-derived minimum or 

method reporting limit for the constituent. A "UJ" qualifier means that the analyte was not detected at or 

above the minimum or method reporting limit and the reported value is an estimate. Sample results 

reported with an "R" qualifier indicate that the data are unusable (rejected). The analytical data sheets are 

presented in Appendices E and F. 

4.0 DEVIATIONS FROM THE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLAN 

During the field sampling event, some sampling locations deviated from the locations proposed in the 

final SAP in response to site conditions. Deviations in the field were documented in the logbook notes 

contained in Appendix C and summarized below. 

• Ground water sample AIP-143-MW was not collected because the well was dry. 

• An additional ground water sample, AIP-149-MW, was collected from permanent monitoring 
well MW-80. 

• A surface water sample was not collected at drainage ditch station DD509 because the drainage 
ditch was dry. Therefore, a surface water sample was added at drainage ditch station DD508. 
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• A surface water sample was not collected at drainage ditch station DD519 because the drainage 
ditch was dry. 

• Samples were not collected from Rocky Creek Stations RC41 0 and RC411 because these 
locations were inaccessible. 

5.0 SOURCE SAMPLING 

This section discusses the source areas evaluated at the AlP and the sampling locations and analytical 

results for samples collected from the source areas. Analytical results were compared with background 

concentrations for all media sampled. The discussion below addresses only the hazardous constituents 

associated with site operations and the hazardous constituents that may pose a threat to human health or 

the environment. Only the highest concentrations of each contaminant of concern are discussed. 

Source areas at the AlP include an unknown quantity of contaminated soil near the WWTP, storm drain 

outfalls, metal plating facility, the oil recovery area, the electric transformer houses, and the explosives 

handling and storage areas. The AlP was part of the MNOP where flares, small primers, detonators, and 

other triggering mechanisms were manufactured until about 1965 (Ref. 4, p. 2). Wastes generated from 

these activities include caustic wastewater, waste solvents, heavy metals, waste oil, and residues from 

energetics (nitroaromatics) (Ref. 21, p. 2). 

5.1 SOURCE SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

During the ESI, Tetra Tech collected 43 surface soil (0 to 6 inches bgs) and 45 subsurface soil (12 to 24 

inches below ground surface [bgs]) samples from source areas. Source sampling locations are depicted 

on Figure 4 in Appendix A and are summarized in Table 1 in Appendix B. Source samples were 

collected in accordance with the EPA Region 4 SESD Field Branch Quality System and Technical 

Procedures (Ref. 12, SESDPROC-300-Rl ). Analytical results for source samples are summarized in 

Tables 5 through 8 in Appendix B. The complete sets of analytical data sheets are provided in 

Appendices E and F. 

5.1.1 Surface Soil 

Analytical results for surface soil samples collected from source areas contained SVOCs, pesticides, and 

PCBs at elevated concentrations. Specifically, dibenzo(a,h,)anthracene was detected at a concentration of 
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310 micrograms per kilogram (!lg/kg) (AIP-129-SF), 4,4' -DDE was detected at a concentration of 190 

jlg/kg (AIP-135-SF), 4,4' -DDT was detected at a concentration of 180 jlg/kg (AIP-133-SF), alpha

chlordane was detected at a concentration of 5.9 jlg/kg (AlP-13 7 -SF), dieldrin was detected at a 

concentration of 11 jlg/kg (AlP-131-SF), gamma-chlordane was detected at a concentration of 4.1 jlg/kg 

(AlP-137-SF), endrin was detected at a concentration of 80 jlg/kg (AlP-111-SF), methoxychlor was 

detected at a concentration of 46 jlg/kg (AlP-111-SF), and PCB-1260 was detected at a concentration of 

11 ,000 jlg/kg (AlP-111-SF) (see Table 5 in Appendix B). Several metals were also detected at elevated 

concentrations in surface soil samples, including arsenic at a concentration of 9.6 J- milligrams per 

kilogram (mg/kg) (AlP-132-SF), cadmium at a concentration of 15 mg/kg (AlP-136-SF), lead at a 

concentration of 1,000 mg/kg (AlP-136-SF), and mercury at a concentration of 1.3 mg/kg (AlP-134-SF) 

(see Table 6 in Appendix B). See Tables 5 and 6 in Appendix B for a full list of contaminants detected at 

elevated concentrations in surface soil samples collected from AlP source areas. 

5.1.2 Subsurface Soil 

Elevated concentrations of SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs were detected in subsurface soil samples 

collected from source areas. Specifically, benzo(a)anthracene was detected at a concentration of210 

jlg/kg in sample AlP-124-SB, DDE was detected at a concentration of 15 jlg/kg in sample AlP-124-SB, 

DDT was detected at a concentration of74 J jlg/kg in sample AlP-121-SB, alpha-chlordane was detected 

at a concentration of 5.1 jlg/kg in sample AlP-13 7 -SB, and PCB-1260 was detected at a concentration of 

66 jlg/kg in sample AlP-111-SB (see Table 7 in Appendix B). Metals were also detected at elevated 

concentrations, including cadmium at a concentration of 2.8 mg/kg (AIP-136-SB), lead at a concentration 

of 50 mg/kg (AIP-136-SB), and mercury at a concentration of 0.88 mg/kg (AlP-124-SB) (see Table 8 in 

Appendix B). See Tables 7 and 8 in Appendix B for a full list of contaminants detected at elevated 

concentrations in subsurface soil samples collected from AlP source areas. 

5.2 SOURCE CONCLUSIONS 

Tetra Tech collected 43 surface and 45 subsurface soil samples from source areas. Analytical results for 

the surface and subsurface soil samples collected from AlP source areas contained elevated 

concentrations ofbenzo(a)anthracene, DDE, DDT, alpha-chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, gamma-chlordane, 

methoxychlor, PCB-1260, arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury. Soil samples collected from source 

areas were also analyzed for explosive compounds, but none were detected at elevated concentrations. 
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Based on wastes reportedly generated by the MNOP, contaminants of concern, including pesticides and 

metals, have been documented in source samples. 

6.0 PATHWAYS 

This section discusses the ground water migration, surface water migration, soil exposure, and air 

migration pathways. Additionally, this section discusses the targets associated with each pathway and 

draws pathway-specific conclusions. Sampling locations and analytical results for samples collected from 

the specific pathways also are discussed. The discussions below address only the hazardous constituents 

associated with site operations and that may pose a threat to human health or the environment. Only the 

highest concentrations of each contaminant of concern are discussed. 

6.1 GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY 

Seven ground water samples were collected during the ESI. Ground water sampling locations are 

depicted on Figure 4 in Appendix A and are summarized in Table 2 in Appendix B. Ground water 

samples were collected in accordance with the EPA Region 4 SESD Field Branch Quality System and 

Technical Procedures (Ref. 12, SESDPROC-301 -Rl ). Field parameters for ground water samples are 

summarized in Table 9 of Appendix B, and analytical results for ground water samples are summarized in 

Table 10 of Appendix B. The complete sets of analytical data sheets are provided in Appendices E and F. 

6.1.1 Geologic and Hydt·ogeologic Setting 

The AlP is located in the Fall Line Hills District of the Coastal Plain Physiographic Province of Georgia 

(Refs. 22; 24, p. 4). The elevation of the area ranges from about 345 feet above mean sea level (amsl) on 

the top of the ridge on the northeast portion ofthe property to about 275 feet amsl in the stream valley 

south of the property (Ref. 23). The topography of this area is referred to as the Sand Hills, which consist 

of gently rolling to swampy flatlands (Ref. 24, p. 4). 

Geologically, the area is underlain in descending stratigraphic order by recent alluvial deposits, 

Pleistocene alluvial deposits, and the Tuscaloosa Formation (Ref. 24, p. 36). The recent alluvial deposits 

that underlie the AlP consist of four major soil types which include the Cowarts Sandy Loam, 2 to 5 

percent slopes: the Cowarts Sandy Loam, 5 to 8 percent slopes: the Norfolk Sandy Loam, 0 to 2 percent 

slopes: and the Vaucluse-Urban Land Complex, 2 to 8 percent slopes. Generally, these soils are well 
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drained, gently sloped, and acidic and consist of sandy loams, sandy clay loams, and loamy sands. The 

total thickness of the soils on site is approximately 75 inches (Ref. 25, pp. 12, 13, 17, 19, 21 , 22). The 

Pleistocene alluvial deposits, which underlie the recent alluvial deposits, consist of unconsolidated 

sediments of interbedded clayey silts and silty clays that grade with depth into silty sands and gravel (Ref. 

24, pp. 9, 10). The depth of these deposits is usually less than 40 feet (Ref. 24, p. 36). 

The Tuscaloosa Formation, which lies unconformably beneath the Pleistocene alluvial deposits, consists 

of light-colored fine to coarse sand in some areas and is mingled with white kaolin, and in other areas is 

separated by lenticular and pure kaolin masses (Ref. 24, pp. 23, 36). The Tuscaloosa Formation is not 

well bedded, and the beds do not indicate regular or cyclic deposition; hence, the basal part of the 

formation may be lithologically similar to the top (Ref. 24, p. 23). The base of the Tuscaloosa Formation 

dips slightly southeast at about 30 feet per mile (Ref. 24, p. 36). The Tuscaloosa Formation thickens 

southward and may be as deep as 600 feet (Ref. 24, p. 23). 

Ground water in the area is available in a surficial aquifer system, consisting of the recent alluvium, 

Pleistocene alluvium, and the Tuscaloosa Formation. Soils in this aquifer system range from moderate to 

low permeability (Refs. 24, pp. 9, 12; 25, pp. 12, 13, 17, 19, 21, 22). These three geologic units act as a 

recharge for the surficial aquifer located in the Tuscaloosa Formation. The Tuscaloosa Formation 

furnishes water to almost all wells drilled on the Coastal Plain of Bibb County (Ref. 24, p. 37). The 

hydraulic conductivity of the silty sands found in the Tuscaloosa is on the order of 1 o-3 centimeters per 

second (Refs. 1, p. 4; 24, p. 36; 26, p. 29). The regional flow direction for this aquifer is to the south

southeast toward Rocky Creek (Ref. 1, p. 6). 

6.1.2 Ground Water Sampling Locations and Analytical Results 

Seven ground water samples, including one background sample and one duplicate, were collected from 

pennanent monitoring wells installed in the surficial aquifer. The on-site monitoring wells that were 

sampled ranged in depth from 28.41 feet to 43.33 feet bgs (see Table 9 in Appendix B). 

Ground water samples contained VOCs, including TCE, cis-1 ,2-DCE, PCE, trans-1 ,2-DCE, and vinyl 

chloride at elevated concentrations. Specifically, TCE was detected at a concentration of 20,000 

micrograms per liter (J..Lg/L) (AIP-144-MW), cis-1 ,2-DCE was detected at a concentration of280 J J..Lg/L 

(AIP-1 49-MW), PCE was detected at a concentration of 11 J..Lg/L (AIP-144-MW), trans-1 ,2-DCE was 

detected at a concentration of 5.1 J..Lg/L (AIP-149-MW), and vinyl chloride was detected at a concentration 
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of7.0 f.lg/L (AIP-144-MW). The explosive compound perchlorate was also detected at an elevated 

concentration (4.3 f.lg/L) in one ground water sample (AIP-147-MW) (see Table 10 in Appendix B). See 

Table 10 in Appendix B for a full list of contaminants detected at elevated concentrations in ground water 

samples. 

6.1.3 Ground Water Targets 

Municipal water within the 4-mile radius is obtained from the MW A. The MW A maintain two surface 

water intakes on the Ocmulgee River (Ref. 27). Some areas within the 4-mile radius are supplied 

drinking water by private wells. In 2007, one drinking water well, which serves residents at the Pine 

Acres mobile home park (MHP), was identified within 2 miles south of the AlP property. At that time, 

the Pine Acres MHP well served about 80 residents. Municipal water was available to about 160 

residents in the Pine Acres MHP. The depth of the Pine Acres well is about 200 feet deep, and the well 

water undergoes chlorination treatment. At the time of the ESI report preparation, Tetra Tech was unable 

to verify whether the Pine Acres MHP well is still active (Refs. 23; 28). 

6.1.4 Ground Water Conclusions 

The ground water migration pathway is of concern at the AlP site because of the large TCE plume in the 

underlying ground water. Source samples collected during this investigation did not indicate the presence 

ofTCE in the soil. However, soil samples collected from source areas as well as ground water samples 

collected during the 1996 RUST and 1998 to 2000 SAIC investigations contained TCE (Refs. 1, Figure 4-

1, Table 4-2, pp. 1 through 22; 3, Figure 2-3, Table 0 -3). Table 11 in Appendix B summarizes the 

analytical results for ground water samples collected from 1996 to 2009. Municipal water in the area is 

obtained from surface water intakes; however, the regional flow direction for the surficial aquifer is to the 

south-southeast toward Rocky Creek (Refs. 4, p. 6; 23). 

6.2 SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY 

During the ESI, Tetra Tech collected 15 surface water and 30 sediment samples from Rocky Creek and 

drainage ditches. Specifically, four surface water and 17 sediment samples were collected from drainage 

ditches that receive runoff from the AlP and six collocated surface water and sediment samples were 

collected from Rocky Creek. In addition, Tetra Tech collected two background sediment samples from 

drainage ditches in up gradient areas of the AlP and five collocated background surface water and 
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sediment samples (including one duplicate) from Rocky Creek to attribute contaminants detected in on

site samples. Surface water samples were collected from the surface of the water by partially submerging 

the sampling container into the water. Surface water samples were filtered in the field using a peristaltic 

pump and a 0.45 micron filter. Sediment samples were collected from depositional areas at depths 

ranging from 0 and 6 inches bgs. 

Surface water and sediment sampling locations are depicted on Figure 4 in Appendix A and are 

summarized in Tables 3 and 4 in Appendix B. Surface water and sediment sampling was conducted in 

accordance with EPA Region 4 SESD Field Branch's Quality System and Technical Procedures (Ref. 12, 

SESDPROC-200-R1 , SESDPROC-201-R1). Analytical results for surface water and sediment samples 

are summarized in Tables 12 through 20 in Appendix B. The complete sets of analytical data sheets are 

provided in Appendices E and F. 

6.2.1 Hydrologic Setting 

Surface water runoff within the AlP generally follows the land topography which slopes gently southward 

across the property. A small tributary enters the property at the northeastern corner and runs parallel to 

Mead Road before it exits the site south of Allied Industrial Boulevard. Several drainageways exist in the 

former bunker area where storm water drain outfalls empty onto the northeastern side of the property. A 

topographic low occurs in the northwestern section of the AlP where surface water runoff during storm 

events drains into a small creek running along the western property boundary. This creek eventually 

crosses over onto the property south of the former Central of Georgia railroad spur in the southwestern 

portion of the property. Once in the southern portion of the MNOP property, runoff flows south

southeast into a drainage easement and wetlands along Rocky Creek (Ref. 1, p. 9). Rocky Creek flows 

east-southeast for 1.5 miles before it converges with Tobesofkee Creek. Tobesofkee Creek flows south

southeast for about 4 miles before it converges with the Ocmulgee River; flow continues in the Ocmulgee 

River for more than 9.5 miles, completing the 15-mile surface water target distance limit (TDL) (Ref. 30). 

The flow rate for Rocky Creek is estimated to be less than 10 cubic feet per second (cfs) (Ref. 32). Rocky 

Creek has several branches. Specific stream channels are difficult to discern due to extensive wetlands in 

the area. Also, ground water in the area flows to the south-southeast toward Rocky Creek (Ref. 1, p. 6). 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey, the flow rate for Tobesofkee. Creek is about 91.2 cfs and the 

flow rate for the Ocmulgee River is about 1,082 cfs (Ref. 31). The Rocky Creek Water Reclamation 

Facility, located east of the FMNOL, provides water treatment for the southern and western portions of 
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the City of Macon. Treated wastewater from this facility is discharged into the Ocmulgee River (Ref. 36, 

p. 1). 

6.2.2 Drainage Ditch Surface Water and Sediment Sampling Locations and Analytical Results 

Tetra Tech collected four surface water and 17 sediment samples from drainage ditches that receive 

runoff from the AIP during the ESI. In addition, Tetra Tech collected two background sediment samples 

(DD-502-SD and DD-503-SD) from drainage ditches in up gradient areas of the AlP to attribute 

contaminants detected in samples of site runoff (see Figure 4 in Appendix A). A surface water 

background sample was not collected for the drainage ditches because the drainage ditches were dry in 

upgradient areas of the AlP. Surface water samples contained pesticides, PCBs, and metals, including 

gamma-chlordane, PCB-1248, and lead. The explosive compound perchlorate was also detected in 

surface water samples (see Table 12 in Appendix B). 

Sediment samples collected from drainage ditches that receive runoff from the AlP contained elevated 

concentrations of SVOCs, pesticides, and PCBs. Specifically, benzo(a)anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene 

were detected at elevated concentrations (910 Jlg/kg and 1,500 Jlglkg) in sample DD-509-SD. Pesticides 

detected at elevated concentrations include DDD at 34 11g/kg (DD-508-SD), DDE at 230 Jlg/kg (DD-508-

SD), DDT at 210 J (DD-508-SD), alpha-chlordane at 27 Jlg/kg (DD-508-SD), dieldrin at 120 J- Jlg/kg 

(DD-518-SD), endrin at 17 Jlglkg (DD-509-SD), gamma-BHC (Lindane) at 8.5 Jlg/kg (DD-514-SD), 

gamma-chlordane at 86 Jlg/kg (DD-513-DD), and methoxychlor at 24Jlg/kg (DD-508-SD). PCB-1248 

was detected at a concentration of 14,000 J- Jlg/kg in sample DD-508-SD, PCB-1 254 was detected at a 

concentration of 2,000 Jlglkg in sample DD-51 3-SD, and PCB-1260 was detected at a concentration of 

750 Jlg/kg in sample DD-508-SD (see Table 13 in Appendix B). 

In addition to organic constituents, inorganic constituents were also detected at elevated concentrations in 

the drainage ditch sediment samples. Specifically, cadmium was detected at a concentration of 12 mg/kg 

(DD-514-SD) and mercury was detected at a concentration of0.63 J- mg/kg (DD-514-SD) (see Table 14 

in Appendix B). See Table 14 in Appendix B for a full list of contaminants detected at elevated 

concentrations in sediment samples collected from drainage ditches that receive runoff from the AlP. 
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6.2.3 Rocky Creek Sm·face Water and Sediment Sampling Locations and Analytical Results 

During the ESI, Tetra Tech collected six collocated surface water and sediment samples from portions of 

Rocky Creek that receive drainage from AlP as well as downstream from AlP. In addition, Tetra Tech 

collected five (including one duplicate) collocated background surface water and sediment samples 

upstream from the AlP's drainage ditches to attribute contaminants detected in downstream samples (see 

Figure 4 in Appendix A). The highest background concentration for each constituent detected in surface 

water and sediment samples was used for comparison to downstream samples. See Table 15 in Appendix 

B for background surface water analytical results and Tables 17 and 19 in Appendix B for background 

sediment analytical results. 

Analytical results for surface water samples collected from Rocky Creek did not contain any constituents 

at elevated concentrations (see Table 16 in Appendix B). Analytical results for sediment samples 

collected from Rocky Creek downstream from AlP drainage ditches contained elevated concentrations of 

pesticides, PCBs, and metals. Sediment sample RC-408-SD contained the highest concentrations of DDE 

(77 !lg/kg), DDT (72 !lg/kg), alpha-chlordane (9.9 !lglkg), gamma-chlordane (94 !lg/kg), and PCB-1248 

(7,800 !lglkg). Sediment sample RC-406-SD contained PCB-1254 at a concentration of 140 !lg/kg (see 

Table 18 in Appendix B). The metals cadmium and mercury were detected at elevated concentrations in 

Rocky Creek sediment samples. Specifically, sample RC-408-SD contained the highest concentrations of 

cadmium (15 mg/kg) and mercury (1.9 mg/kg) (see Table 20 in Appendix B). See Tables 18 and 20 in 

Appendix B for a full list of contaminants detected at elevated concentrations in sediment samples 

collected from Rocky Creek downstream of the AlP. 

6.2.4 Sm·face Water Targets 

There are no drinking water intakes along the 15-mile downstream TDL. The MW A maintains two 

surface water intakes along the Ocmulgee River upstream of the AlP property. MW A's primary intake is 

located on a newly constructed reservoir, Javors Lucas Lake, created from the Ocmulgee River. MWA's 

secondary intake is located about 2 miles upstream of the I -1 6 Bridge (Ref. 27). Rocky Creek, 

Tobesofkee Creek, and the Ocmulgee River are all fished recreationally, where they are accessible to the 

public; fish are also harvested for consumption (Ref. 32). Rocky Creek, Tobesofkee Creek, and the 

Ocmulgee River are designated as fisheries by the State of Georgia (Refs. 37, p. 2; 38, Appendix A, pp. 

A-78, A-80; 39, p. 4-14). The USACE has posted signs advising fishermen that the fish in Rocky Creek 

contain PCBs and the State of Georgia has issued fish consumption guidelines for the Ocmulgee River as 
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a result of PCB and mercury contamination (Ref. 40, p. 39). In 2007, GAEPD personnel observed people 

fishing in Rocky Creek (Ref. 29, p . 9). Also, during the ESI sampling event conducted from May 11 to 

20, 2009, Tetra Tech observed fishing paraphernalia, including a fishing line and weight, along Rocky 

Creek (see the Photograph No. 14 in Appendix D). 

HRS eligible, palustrine forested, palustrine scrub-shrub, and palustrine emergent wetlands are located 

south of the AlP, along Rocky Creek, Tobesofkee Creek, and the Ocmulgee River (Ref. 33). The wetland 

frontages for the water bodies along the 15-mile surface water migration pathway are as follows: Rocky 

Creek, about 3 miles; Tobesofkee Creek, about 8 miles; and the Ocmulgee River, about 15 miles (Ref. 

33). There are no state or federally designated threatened or endangered fish species that inhabit water 

bodies in Bibb County; however, the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), the wood stork (Mycteria 

Americana), and the gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) are listed as endangered or threatened 

species in Bibb County. The specific habitat locations ofthe above mentioned species are not known 

(Ref. 34). 

6.2.5 Surface Water Conclusion 

The surface water migration pathway is of concern at the site. Source samples collected from the AlP 

contained elevated concentrations of pesticides, PCBs, and metals in soil. Analysis of sediment samples 

collected from the drainage ditches and Rocky Creek also contained elevated concentrations of pesticides, 

PCBs, and metals. However, PCBs were only detected in the drainage ditches downgradient of the AlP, 

south of the Central of Georgia railroad spur, and within the area of influence of the FMNOL and 

Armstrong remote landfill floodplain. The highest concentrations of hazardous substances detected in 

Rocky Creek samples were collected downstream from the AlP, before the Rocky Creek Water 

Reclamation Facility. Rocky Creek is fished downstream ofthe AlP, and the fish are consumed. 

6.3 SOIL EXPOSURE AND AIR MIGRATION PATHWAYS 

All soil samples collected during this investigation are discussed in Section 5.0 Source Sampling of this 

report. No residences are located on the AlP property; therefore, no soil samples were collected from 

residential properties. The MBCIA currently leases or sells buildings as office and warehouse space to 

various industrial and commercial businesses on the AlP property (Ref. 1, pp. 2, 3). Industries that 

currently lease or own properties at the AlP include A.C. White Transfer and Storage Company, Blair 
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Moving and Storage Company, Damaste Warehousing LLC, and Politex US Inc. (Freudenberg Texbond), 

among others (Refs. 6; 7, pp. 2, 11, 27, 105) (see Figure 3 in Appendix A). 

The AlP properties are zoned for heavy industrial use (Ref. 7, pp. 2 through 90). The southern portion of 

the AlP was overgrown with vegetation during the sampling event; therefore, it was necessary to cut 

paths to access the sampling locations. Based on the U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000 population data, the 

residential population within a 4-mile radius is distributed as follows: 0 to 0.25 mile, 0 persons; 0.25 to 

0.50 mile, 172 persons; 0.50 to 1.0 mile, 1,453 persons; 1.0 to 2.0 miles, 6,673 persons; 2.0 to 3.0 miles, 

9,917 persons; and 3.0 to 4.0 miles, 22,518 persons (Ref. 35). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service list the 

bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), the red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis) , the wood stork 

(Mycter ia Americana) , and the gopher tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) as endangered or threatened 

species in Bibb County; however, specific habitat locations are not known (Ref. 34). 

7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The manufacture of ordnance at MNOP began before World War II and continued until1973 when the 

property was sold to Allied, which manufactured seat belts until 1981. In 1981, Allied sold the property 

to MBCIA. MBCIA owns what is currently the AlP and leases or sells properties to various industrial or 

commercial businesses. Items manufactured at the MNOP included flares, small primers, detonators, and 

other triggering mechanisms. Structures at the MNOP included numerous buildings, several miles of 

paved roads, fueling facilities, ASTs and USTs, solvent storage buildings, explosives storage magazines, 

a bunker area, a metals plating facility, and a WWTP. 

Surface and subsurface soil samples collected from source areas contained pesticides, PCBs, and metals 

including DDD, DDE, DDT, alpha-chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, gamma-chlordane, methoxychlor, PCB-

1260, arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury. The highest concentrations of hazardous substances were 

detected in source samples collected from the oil recovery, transformer houses, WWTP, and explosive 

handling and storage areas. 

Analytical results for ground water samples collected on site indicated the presence ofVOCs at elevated 

concentrations, including cis-1 ,2-DCE, trans-1 ,2-DCE, TCE, PCE, and vinyl chloride. VOCs were not 

detected in source samples during this investigation; however, VOCs were detected in source areas as 

well as in ground water samples collected during previous investigations conducted by the USACE. The 

highest concentrations ofVOCs in ground water were detected in samples collected from the WWTP 
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area. Municipal water in the area is obtained from surface water intakes. The regional flow ground water 

direction in the surficial aquifer is to the south-southeast toward Rocky Creek. 

Sediment samples collected from drainage ditches that receive runoff from the AlP contained elevated 

concentrations of pesticides and metals including DDD, DDE, DDT, alpha-chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, 

gamma-BHC (Lindane), gamma-chlordane, methoxychlor, cadmium, and mercury. PCBs were also 

detected at elevated concentrations in AlP drainage ditches; however, they were only detected south of 

the Central of Georgia railroad spur and within the area of influence of the FMNOL and Armstrong 

remote landfill floodplain. The highest concentrations of hazardous substances were detected in AlP 

drainage ditch samples collected below the Central of Georgia railroad spur. 

Analytical results for sediment samples collected from Rocky Creek indicated the presence of elevated 

concentrations ofDDE, DDT, alpha-chlordane, cadmium, and mercmy. The highest concentrations of 

hazardous substances were detected in Rocky Creek samples collected downstream from the AlP, before 

the Rocky Creek Water Reclamation Facility. No drinking water intakes are located along the 15-mile 

surface water migration pathway TDL. Rocky Creek, Tobesofkee Creek, and the Ocmulgee River are all 

fished recreationally, where accessible to the public; fish are also harvested for consumption. HRS 

eligible, palustrine forested, palustrine scrub-shrub, and palustrine emergent wetlands are located along 

Rocky Creek, Tobesofkee Creek, and the Ocmulgee River. 

Based on the analytical results of soil, sediment, and ground water samples collected on site, and 

sediment samples collected from drainage ditches and Rocky Creek downstream of areas of contaminated 

soil at the AlP, Tetra Tech recommends further action at the AlP at the discretion ofEPA. 
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TABLE 1 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample iD (inches bgs) 

AIP-100-SF 0 to 6 
AIP100 

AIP-100-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-101-SF 0 to 6 
AIP101 

AIP-101-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-102-SF 0 to 6 
AIP102 

AIP-102-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-103-SF 0 to 6 
AIP103 

AIP-103-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-104-SF 0 to 6 
AIP104 AIP-104-SB 

AIP-104-SB-DUP 
12 to 24 

AIP-105-SF 0 to 6 
AIP105 

AIP-105-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-106-SF 0 to 6 
AIP 106 

AIP-106-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-107-SF 0 to 6 
AIP107 

AIP-107-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-108-SF 0 to 6 
AIP 108 

AIP-108-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-109-SF 0 to 6 
AIP 109 

AIP-109-SB 12 to 24 

(-..:) TETRA TECH 

Sample Type Location 

Background location, northeastern 
Grab 

comer of the AIP 

Grab Area near Bldg. 105 

Grab Area near Bldg. 105 

Grab Area near Bldg. 1 05E 

Grab Area near Bldg. 1 05E 

Grab Area near Bldg. 105 

Grab Area near Bldg. 107 

Grab Area near Bldg. 107 

Grab Area near Bldg. 106A 

Grab Area near Bldg. 108 

B-1 

Rationale 

Background soil sample for 
comparison to on-site sample results 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

TDD No. TIEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 1 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample iD (inches bgs) 

AIP-110-SF 0 to 6 
AIPllO 

AIP-110-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-11 1-SF 0 to 6 
AIP111 

AIP-111-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-1 12-SF 0 to 6 
AIP112 

AIP-112-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-1 13-SF 0 to 6 
AIP113 

AIP-113-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-1 14-SF 0 to 6 
AIP114 

AIP-114-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-115-SF 0 to 6 
AIP115 

AIP-115-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-116-SF 0 to 6 
AIP116 

AIP-116-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-117-SF 0 to 6 
AIP117 

AIP-117-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-1 18-SF 0 to 6 
AIP118 

AIP-118-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-119-SF Oto 6 
AIP119 

AIP-119-SB 12 to 24 

(-..:) TETRA TECH 

Sample Type Location 

Grab Area near Bldg. 1 06A 

Grab Area near Bldg. 109 

Grab Area near Bldg. 109 

Grab Rail spur receiving area 

Grab Rail spur receiving area 

Grab Rail spur receiving area 

Grab Area near Bldg. 198 

Grab Area near Bldg. 198 

Grab Area near Bldg. 198 

Grab Area near Bldg. 198 

B-2 

Rationale 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

TDD No. TIEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 1 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample ID (inches bgs) 

AIP-120-SF 0 to 6 
AIP120 

AIP-120-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-121-SF 0 to 6 
AIP121 

AIP-121-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-122-SF 0 to 6 
AIP122 

AIP-122-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-123-SF 0 to 6 
AIP123 

AIP-123-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-124-SF 0 to 6 
AIP124 

AIP-124-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-125-SF 0 to 6 
AIP125 

AIP-125-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-126-SF 0 to 6 
AIP126 

AIP-126-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-127-SF 0 to 6 
AIP127 

AIP-127-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-128-SF 0 to 6 
AIP128 

AIP-128-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-129-SF 0 to 6 
AIP129 

AIP-129-SB 12 to 24 

('"11:) TETRA TECH 

Sample Type Location 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Former location of the 
Grab 

mixing/blending houses 

Grab Area near Bldg. 5 

Grab Area near Bldg. 5 

Grab Area near Bldg. 5 

Grab Area near Bldg. 5 

B-3 

Rationale 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 1 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample iD (inches bgs) 

AIP-130-SF 0 to 6 
AIP130 

AIP-1 30-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-131-SF 0 to 6 
AIP131 

AIP-13 1-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-132-SF 
0 to 6 

AIP132 AIP-132-SF-DUP 
AIP-132-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-133-SF 0 to 6 
AIP133 

AIP-133-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-134-SF 0 to 6 
AIP134 AIP-1 34-SB 

AIP-134-SB-DUP 
12 to 24 

AIP-135-SF 0 to 6 
AIP135 

AIP-135-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-136-SF 0 to 6 
AIP136 

AIP-136-SB 12 to 24 

AIP- 137-SF 0 to 6 
AIP137 

AIP-137-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-138-SF 0 to 6 
AIP138 

AIP-138-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-139-SF 0 to 6 
AIP139 

AIP-139-SB 12 to 24 

(-..:) TETRA TECH 

Sample Type Location 

Area near the transformer house 
Grab 

(Bldg. 4) 

Area near the transformer house 
Grab 

(Bldg. 104) 

Grab Oil recovery area 

Grab Oil recovery area 

Grab AlP WWTP Area 

Grab AIP WWTP Area 

Grab NW Drainage Area 

Grab NE Drainage Area 

South of Blair Moving & Storage 
Grab 

Company 

NE of Blair Moving & Storage 
Grab 

Company 

B-4 

Rationale 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

TDD No. TIEMI-05-003-0029 
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TABLE 1 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample ID (inches bgs) 

AIP-140-SF 0 to 6 

AIP140 AIP-1 40-SB 

AIP-140-SB-DUP 
12 to 24 

AIP-141-SF 0 to 6 
AIP141 

AIP-141-SB 12 to 24 

AIP-142-SF 0 to 6 
AIP142 

AIP-142-SB 12 to 24 

Notes: 

AlP Allied Industrial Park 

bgs Below ground surface 

Bldg. Building 

DUP Duplicate 

ID Identification 

NE Northeast 

NW Northwest 

SB Subsurface soil 

SE Southeast 
SF Surface soil 

WWTP Waste water treatment plant 

('"11:) TETRA TECH 

Sample Type Location 

Grab 
SE of Blair Moving & Storage 
Company 

East of James Resch Trust 
Grab 

property (Gulfside Supply, Inc.) 

East of the David Thornton 
Grab 

property 

B-5 

Rationale 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

Determine the presence or absence of 
hazardous substances 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Station ID 

AIP144 

AIP145 

AIP146 

AIP147 

AIP148 

AIP149 

Notes: 

AlP 

bgs 

Bldg. 
DUP 

ID 

Sample ID 

AIP-144-MW 

AIP-145-MW 

AIP-145-MW-DUP 

AIP-146-MW 

AIP-147-MW 

AIP-148-MW 

AIP-149-MW 

Allied Industrial Park 

Below ground surface 

Building 
Duplicate 

Identification 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

TABLE 2 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

GROUND WATER SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

US ACE Depth of Well 
Well ID (feet bgs) 

MW-45 28.41 

MW-57 42.35 

MW-66 37.30 

MW-70 38.42 

MW-30 43.33 

MW-80 40 

Sample Type 

Grab 

Grab 

Grab 

Grab 

Grab 

Grab 

MW 

US ACE 

WWTP 

B-6 

Location Rationale 

To assess whether on-site 
South of AlP WWTP contamination is affecting 

underlying ground water 

To assess whether on-site 
North of Drainage Ditch 3 contamination is affecting 

underlying ground water 

West of Drainage Ditch 3, 
To assess whether on-site 
contamination is affecting 

north of railroad spur 
underlying ground water 

North of Drainage Ditch 4 
To assess whether on-site 
contamination is affecting 

and railroad spur 
underlying ground water 

Background monitoring Background ground water sample 
well location, northeast for comparison to on-site sample 
comer of AlP results 

South of Drainage Ditch 3, 
To assess whether on-site 
contamination is affecting 

north of railroad spur 
underlying ground water 

Monitoring well 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Waste water treatment plant 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Station ID 

DD502 

DD503 

DD504 

DD505 

DD506 

DD507 

DD508 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

TABLE3 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Ueptb 
SampleiD (inches bgs) 

DD-502-SD 0 to 3 

DD-503-SD 0 to 3 

DD-504-SD 0 to 3 

DD-505-SD 0 to 3 

DD-506-SD 0 to 3 

DD-507-SW NA 

DD-507-SD 0 to 3 

DD-508-SW NA 

DD-508-SD 0 to 3 

sample 
Type Location 

Drainage Ditch 2 

Grab 
Background location, AlP 
western boundary drainage 

Grab 
Background location, AlP 
western boundary drainage 

AlP western boundary 
Grab 

drainage, west of AlP WWTP 

AlP western boundary 
Grab drainage, east of Armstrong 

WWTP 

Drainage easement that 
Grab receives drainage from AlP 

and Armstrong 

Drainage easement that 
Grab receives drainage from AlP 

and Armstrong 

Drainage easement that 
Grab receives drainage from AlP, 

Armstrong, FMNOL 

B-7 

Rationale 

Background sample for comparison to 
downgradient sample results. 

Background sample for comparison to 
downgt·adient sample results. 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Station ID 

DD509 

DD510 

I 
DD511 

DD512 

DD513 

DD514 

I 
DD515 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

TABLE3 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Ueptb 
SampleiD (inches bgs) 

DD-509-SD 0 to 3 

DD-510-SD 0 to 3 

DD-51 1-SD 0 to 3 

DD-512-SD 0 to 3 

DD-513-SW NA 

DD-513-SD 0 to 3 

DD-514-SW NA 

DD-514-SD 0 to 3 

DD-515-SD 0 to 3 

sample 
Type Location 

Drainage easement that 
Grab receives drainage from AlP, 

Armstrong, FMNOL 

Drainage easement that 
Grab receives drainage from AlP, 

Armstrong, FMNOL 

Drainage Ditch 3 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
Grab 

south of Politex US, Inc. 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
Grab 

north of railroad spur 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
Grab 

south of railroad spur 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
Grab Armstrong, FMNOL, north of 

Rocky Creek 

Drainage Ditch 4 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
Grab west of Michael R. Smith 

property 

B-8 

Rationale 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

I 
To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

I 
To assess whether on-site contaminants 
have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
Creek 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Station ID 

DD516 

DD517 

DD518 

DD519 

Notes: 

AlP 
Armstrong 
bgs 
DD 
DUP 

FMNOL 
ID 
NA 
PPE 
SD 
sw 

TABLE3 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Ueptb 
SampleiD (inches bgs) 

DD-516-SD 

DD-516-SD-DUP 

DD-517-SD 

DD-518-SD 

DD-519-SD 

Allied Indusrial Park 
Armstrong World Industries 
Below ground surface 
Drianage ditch 
Duplicate 

0 to 3 

0 to 3 

0 to 3 

0 to 3 

Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 
Identification 
Not applicable 
Probable point of entry 
Sediment 
Surface water 

sample 
Type Location Rationale 

Receives drainage from AlP, To assess whether on-site contaminants 
Grab west of rail spur receiving have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 

area Creek 

Receives drainage from AlP, To assess whether on-site contaminants 
Grab south of rail spur receiving have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 

area Creek 

Receives drainage from AlP, To assess whether on-site contaminants 
Grab north of Rocky Creek Water have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 

Reclamation Facility Creek 

Receives drainage from AlP, 
To assess whether on-site contaminants 

Grab have entered drainage ditches to Rocky 
north of PPE 3 

Creek 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

B-9 
TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 

Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE4 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth 
Station ID Sample iD (inches bgs) 

RC-400-SW NA 
RC400 

RC-400-SD 0 to 3 

RC-401-SW NA 
RC401 

RC-401 -SD 0 to 3 

RC-402-SW NA 
RC402 

RC-402-SD 0 to 3 

RC-403-SW 
NA 

RC-403 -SW -DUP 
RC403 

RC-403-SD 
0 to 3 

RC-403-SD-DUP 

RC-404-SW NA 
RC404 

RC-404-SD 0 to 3 

RC-405-SW NA 
RC405 

RC-405-SD 0 to 3 

RC-406-SW NA 
RC406 

RC-406-SD 0 to 3 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

Sample 
Type Location 

Background location, upstream, east of 
Grab 

Broadway, south branch 

Background location, upstream, east of 
Grab 

Broadway, north branch 

Background location, upstream, 
Grab 

between Broadway and railroad tracks 

Background location, west of railroad 
Grab 

tracks and Armstrong remote landfill 

East of railroad tracks, south of 
Grab 

Armstrong remote landfill 

Grab Downstream from PPE 1 

Grab AtPPE2 

B-10 

Rationale 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE4 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
SURFACE WATER AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Station ID SampleiD 

RC-407-SW 
RC407 

RC-407-SD 

RC-408-SW 
RC408 

RC-408-SD 

RC-409-SW 
RC409 

RC-409-SD 

Notes: 

bgs Below ground surface 
DUP Duplicate 

ID Identification 

NA Not applicable 
PPE Probable point of entry 

RC Rocky Creek 

SD Sediment 
sw Surface water 

( "11:) TETRA TECH 

Depth Sample 
(inches bgs) Type 

NA 
Grab 

0 to 3 

NA 
Grab 

0 to 3 

NA 
Grab 

0 to 3 

Location 

Between PPE 2 and PPE 3 

AtPPE 3 

Downstream from PPE 3 

B-11 

Rationale 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

To assess whether on-site 
contamination has migrated to Rocky 
Creek 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 

Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 

Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 

Acenaphthylene NE 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 

Anthracene 170,000,000 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 

Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 

Bis(2-ethy1hexyl) phthalate 120,000 

Carbazole NE 

Chrysene 210,000 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 

Di-n-octylphthalate NE 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 

Naphthalene 20,000 

Phenanthrene NE 
Pyrene 17,000,000 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

Background Area Near Building l OS 
AIP-100-SF AIP-101-SF AIP-102-SF 

81 J 7.7 u 8.8 u 
4.5 u 3.9 u 4.4 u 
4.5 u 3.9 u 4.4 u 
9.1 u 7.7 u 8.8 u 

49 J 1 190 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 190 u 

56 J 1 190 UJ 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 190 u 
270 190 u 190 u 
290 190 u 190 u 
360 190 u 190 u 
140 J 1 190 u 190 u 
320 J 190 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 u 190 u 

90 J 1 190 u 190 u 
330 190 u 190 u 

50 J 1 190 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 190 u 
630 190 u 190 u 
180 J 1 190 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 190 u 
360 190 u 190 u 
500 190 u 190 u 

B-12 

Area Near 
Area Near Building l OSE Building l OS 

AIP-103-SF 

9.0 u 
4.5 u 
4.5 u 
9.0 u 

200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

200 UJ 

200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 

AIP-104-SF AlP-l OS-SF 

7.6 u 9.1 u 
3.8 u 4.6 u 
3.8 u 4.6 u 
7.6 u 9.1 u 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 64 J1 

200 u 120 J1 

200 u 200 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 170 J1 

200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 u 110 J1 

200 u 38 J1 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 87 J1 

200 u 85 J1 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 

l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 

alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 J l 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 
gamma -Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J 1 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 

PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 

Area Near Building 105 
AIP-101-SF AIP-102-SF 

3.7 u 3.7 u 
24 41 

2.7 J1 8.4 

1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.7 u 3.7 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.7 u 1.3 J1 

3.7 u 3.7 u 
3.7 u 3.7 u 
3.7 u 3.7 u 

0.50 J1 1.9 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
19 u 19 u 

190 u 190 u 

37 UJ 37 UJ 

37 u 37 u 
37 u 37 u 

B-13 

Area Near 
Area Near Building lOSE Building 105 

AIP-103-SF 

3.8 u 
58 

3.5 J 1 

2.0 u 
3.8 u 
2.0 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 

0.58 J 1 

0.81 J 1 

20 u 
200 u 

38 UJ 

38 u 
38 u 

AIP-104-SF AIP-105-SF 

3.8 u 3.5 u 
49 24 

5.6 6.0 

2.0 u 1.8 u 
3.8 u 1.1 Jl 

2.0 u 1.8 u 
3.8 u 3.5 u 
3.8 u 3.5 u 
3.8 u 3.5 u 
3.8 u 0.89 J1 

2.0 u 0.64 J1 

2.0 u 1.8 u 
20 u 18 u 

200 u 180 u 

38 UJ 35 UJ 

38 u 35 u 
38 u 35 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening Ar ea Near 

Level Background Area Near Building 107 Building 106 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-106-SF AIP-107-SF AIP-108-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 26 43 15 u 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 7.5 u 7.4 u 7.7 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 7.5 u 7.4 UJ 7.7 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9. 1 u 15 u 15 u 15 u 
Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 29 J1 71 J1 180 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 35 J1 69 J1 180 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 35 J1 92 J1 180 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 36 J1 58 J1 180 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21,000 320 J 25 J

1 36 J1 180 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 180 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J 1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Chrysene 210,000 330 33 J1 77 Jl 180 u 
Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 190 UJ 200 J1 180 UJ 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 55 J1 150 J1 21 J 1 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 30 J1 67 J1 180 u 
Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 20 J1 90 J1 180 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 48 r Bor 19 J' 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-14 

Area Near Area Near 
Building 108 Building 106A 
AIP-109-SF AIP-110-SF 

46 49 

7.4 u 7.2 u 
5.0 J1 7.2 u 
15 u 14 u 

190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
24 J1 180 u 

190 u 180 u 
110 J1 180 u 
92 J1 180 u 

100 J1 180 u 
67 J1 180 u 
68 J1 180 u 

190 UJ 180 UJ 

25 J1 180 u 
110 J1 180 u 
30 J1 180 u 

190 UJ 180 UJ 

200 180 u 
69 J1 180 u 

190 u 180 u 
110 J1 180 u 
16o r 180 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening Ar ea Near 

Level Background Area Near Building 107 Building 106 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-106-SF AIP-107-SF AIP-108-SF 

Pesticides (Jtg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 19 2.2 11 35 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 3.8 u 3.7 u 6.3 J 

alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 J' 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J 1 1.9 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 19 u 19 u 19 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 190 u 190 u 190 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (Jtg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 38 u 37 u 36 u 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J 1 38 u 37 u 36 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 38 u 4.7 J' 36 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-15 

Area Near Area Near 
Building 108 Building 106A 
AIP-109-SF AIP-110-SF 

3.7 u 3.6 u 
9.0 l3 
1.5 J' llJ 

1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.7 u 3.6 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.7 u 3.6 u 
3.7 u 3.6 u 
3.7 u 3.6 u 
3.7 u 3.6 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
19 u 19 u 

190 u 190 u 

37 u 36 u 
37 u 36 u 
37 u 36 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 
Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 

Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J 1 

Chrysene 210,000 330 
Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 

Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 

Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

Area Near Building 109 
AIP-111-SF AIP-112-SF 

78 J 9.5 UJ 

4.0 u 4.8 u 
1.5 Jl 4.8 u 
8.0 u 9.5 u 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 

53 J1 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 UJ 200 UJ 

28 J1 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 

B-16 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SF 

8.9 UJ 

4.4 u 
4.4 u 
8.9 u 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 

AIP-114-SF AIP-115-SF 

7.2 u llUJ 

3.6 u 5.3 u 
3.6 u 2.2 t 
7.2 u llU 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
47 J1 180 u 

180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 76 J1 

180 u 84 J1 

180 u 80 J1 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 98 J1 

180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 98 J1 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 190 

180 u 62 J1 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 65 J1 

180 u 180 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 

l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 

alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 J l 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 
gamma -Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J 1 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 

PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 

Area Near Building 109 
AIP-111-SF AIP-112-SF 

11 u 3.9 u 
150 1.4 Jl 

210 u 3.9 u 
3.7 u 2.0 u 
41 u 3.9 u 
3.7 u 2.0 u 
7.3 u 3.9 u 
80 3.9 u 
28 u 3.9 u 
9.0 u 3.9 u 
3.7 u 2.0 u 
9.0 u 2.0 u 
46 20 u 

370 u 200 u 

180 UJ 39 UJ 

180 u 39 u 
11,000 39 u 

B-17 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SF 

3.7 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
1.9 u 
3.7 u 
1.9 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
1.9 u 
1.9 u 
19 u 

190 u 

37 UJ 

37 u 
37 u 

AIP-114-SF AIP-115-SF 

3.6 u 3.6 u 
1.7 Jl 1.2 J1 

6.1 1.5 J1 

1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.6 u 1.2 J1 

1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.6 u 3.6 u 
3.6 u 3.6 u 
3.6 u 3.6 u 
3.6 u 3.6 u 

0.49 J1 1.8 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
18 u 18 u 

180 u 180 u 

36 UJ 36 UJ 

36 u 36 u 
36 u 36 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Area Near Building 198 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-116-SF AIP-117-SF AIP-118-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J R R R 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 7.4 u 7.0 u 7.0 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 7.4 u 7.0 u 7.0 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 15 u 14 u 14 u 
Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 180 UJ 190 UJ 180 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Chrysene 210,000 330 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 180 UJ 190 UJ 180 UJ 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 180 u 190 u 180 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 180 u 190 u 180 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-18 

Former Location 
of the 

Mixing/Blending 
Houses 

AIP-119-SF AIP-120-SF 

R R 
7.3 u 7.2 u 
7.3 UJ 7.2 u 
15 UJ 14 u 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 24 J1 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 21 J' 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Back2round Area Near Building 198 

l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-116-SF AIP-117-SF AIP-118-SF 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.8 u 1.7U 

Dieldrin 110 2.4 Jl 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.8 u 1.7 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.6 u 3.3 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.8 u 1.7 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J 1 1.8 u 1.8 u 1.7U 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 18 u 18 u 17 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 180 u 180 u 170 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1 248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 35 u 36 u 33 u 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 35 u 36 u 33 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 35 u 36 u 33 u 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 
B-19 

Former Location 
of the 

Mixing/Blending 
Houses 

AIP-119-SF AIP-120-SF 

3.5 u 3.5 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
3.5 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
18 u 18 u 

180 u 180 u 

35 u 35 u 
35 u 35 u 
35 u 35 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9. 1 u 
Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 

Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21,000 320 J 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J 1 

Chrysene 210,000 330 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 

Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 

Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

AIP-121-SF 

R 
7.2 u 
7.2 UJ 
14 UJ 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 UJ 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 UJ 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 

B-20 

Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
AIP-122-SF AIP-123-SF 

16 u R 
8.2 u 7.7 u 
8.2 u 7.7 UJ 
16 u 15 UJ 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 

AIP-124-SF AIP-125-SF 

R R 
8.1 u 7.3 u 
8.1 UJ 7.3 u 
16 UJ 15 u 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 UJ 180 UJ 

180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 
180 u 180 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Back2round 
l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 

alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 J l 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0. 51 J 1 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1 248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 

PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 

AIP-121-SF 

3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.8 u 
3.6 u 
1.8 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.8 u 
1.8 u 
18 u 

180 u 

36 u 
36 u 
36 u 

B-21 

Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
AIP-122-SF AIP-123-SF 

3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 
18 u 19 u 

180 u 190 u 

35 u 37 u 
35 u 37 u 
35 u 37 u 

AIP-124-SF AIP-125-SF 

3.6 u 3.5 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
3.6 u 3.5 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
1.8 u 1.8 u 
18 u 18 u 

180 u 180 u 

36 u 35 u 
36 u 35 u 
36 u 35 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

L evel Background Area Near Building 5 

IAnalyte I ndustrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-126-SF AIP-127-SF AIP-128-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 9.4 u 8.6 u 7.3 u 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 4.7 u 4.3 u 3.7 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 1.5 Jl 4.3 u 3.7 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 9.4 u 8.6 u 7.3 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J1 190 UJ 200 UJ 180 UJ 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 190 u 200 u 36 J1 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 190 u 200 u 37 J1 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 190 u 200 u 59 J1 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 180 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J1 190 UJ 200 UJ 180 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 330 190 u 200 u 52 J1 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 190 u 200 u 86 J1 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J1 190 u 200 u 180 u 
!Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 190 u 200 u 180 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-22 

Area Near the 
Transformer 

House (Building 
4) 

AIP-129-SF AIP-130-SF 

7.9 u 10 u 
4.0 u 5.1 u 
4.0 u 5. 1 u 
7.9 u 10 u 

180 u 240 u 
290 240 u 
120 J1 240 u 
280 J- 240 UJ 

180 u 240 u 
510 240 u 
810 240 u 

1,700 240 u 
390 240 u 

1,000 240 u 
180 UJ 240 UJ 

55 J1 240 UJ 

770 240 u 
310 240 u 
180 u 240 u 
480 46 J 1 

660 240 u 
180 u 240 u 
41 J1 240 u 

930 240 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 
Regional Screening 

L evel Background Area Near Building 5 

IAnalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-126-SF AIP-127-SF AIP-128-SF 

Pesticides (11g/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 47 97 43 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 9.7 27 21 

alpha-Chlordane 6,500" 2.0 u 0.52 J1 2.0 u 1.8 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 Jl 1.1 Jl 2.2 J1 3.6 u 
Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 1.8 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 0.86 J1 0.89 J1 3.6 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 4.2 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 
garnrna-Chlordane 6,500" 2.0 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 1.8 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J1 0.61 J1 0.84 J1 0.79 J1 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 19 u 20 u 18 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 190 u 200 u 180 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11g/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 36 UJ 38 UJ 36 UJ 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 36 u 38 u 36 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 36 u 38 u 65 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-23 

Area Near the 
Transformer 

House (Building 
4) 

AIP-129-SF AIP-130-SF 

3.5 u 4.6 u 
140 32 

66 7.7 

1.8 2.4 u 
3.3 J1 4.6 u 
1.8 u 2.4 u 
3.4 u 4.6 u 
3.4 u 4.6 u 
3.6 4.6 u 
5.4 4.6 u 
1.8 u 0.65 J 1 

1.8 u 2.4 u 
11 J1 24 u 

180 u 240 u 

34 UJ 46 UJ 

34 u 46 u 
34 u 46 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Induslrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Area Near the 
EPA Apri 2009 Transformer 

Regional Screening House (Building 
Level Background 104) Oil Recovery Area 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-131-SF AIP-132-SF AIP-132-SF-DUP 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 7.9 u 130 92 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4 .5 u 3.9 u 0.54 J1 1.5 Jl 

Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4 .5 u 3.9 u 3.9 u 4.7 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 7.9 u 41 20 

Semivo1atile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 180 u 190 u 4,400 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 180 u 190 u 4,400 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 75 t 4,400 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 180 UJ 190 UJ 4,400 UJ 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 4,400 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 98 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 99 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 120 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 180 u 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 100 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Bis(2-ethy1hexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 180 UJ 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Carbazole NE 90 J 1 49 J1 190 UJ 4,400 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 330 130 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 180 u 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 180 u 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 340 190 u 4,400 u 
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 68 J1 190 UJ 4,400 u 
Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 41 J1 190 u 4,400 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 250 190 u 4,400 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 250 190 UJ 4,400 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-24 

Waste Water 
Treatment Plant 

Area 
AIP-133-SF AIP-134-SF 

R 8.5 UJ 

3.9 u 4.3 u 
3.9 UJ 2.4 t 
7.8 u 8.5 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 48 J1 

190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 63 J1 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 57 J1 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 UJ 

190 u 200 UJ 

190 u 44 Jl 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 55 J1 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Area Near the 
EPA Apri 2009 Transformer 

Regional Screening House (Building 
Level Background 104) Oil Recovery Area 

l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-131-SF AIP-132-SF AIP-132-SF -DUP 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.5 u 6.7 u 25 J 1 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 100 8.0 93 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 45 3.8 u 43 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 27U 22U 

Dieldrin 110 2.4 J l 11 3.7 u 40 J1 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.8 u 14 22 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.7 u 43 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 4.2 3.7 u 43 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.7 u 43 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.7 u 43 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 3.1 u 9.6 u 22 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0. 51 J 1 2.9 u 1.9 u 22 u 
Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 18 u 19 u 220 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 180 u 190 u 2,200 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 110 J - 37 UJ 430 UJ 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 240 37 u 430 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 82 37 u 210 J 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 
B-25 

Waste Water 
Treatment Plant 

Area 
AIP-133-SF AIP-134-SF 

3.7 u 1.2 J1 

11 u 3.8 J1 

180 8. 1 

1.9 u 3.4 

19 u 1.0 Jl 

1.9 u 2.0 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
25 3.8 u 
15 u 3.8 u 

7.4 u 3.8 u 
2.7 u 3.3 

7.9 u 0.68 J1 

35 20 u 
190 u 200 u 

37 UJ 38 UJ 

37 u 38 u 
4,500 38 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 Waste Water 
Regional Screening Treatment Plant Northwest Northeast 

Level Background Area Drainage Area Drainage Area 

k\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-135-SF AIP-136-SF AIP-137-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J 7.7 u 180 J 9.3 u 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 4.7 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 4.7 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 7.7 u 20 9.3 u 
Semivolatile Ot·ganic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J 1 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J 1 180 UJ 200 UJ 210 UJ 

Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 180 u 200 UJ 46 J1 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 180 u 200 u 63 J 1 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 180 u 52 J1 85 J 1 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J 1 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 180 u 1,200 210 u 
Carbazole NE 90 J 1 180 UJ 200 UJ 210 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 330 180 u 43 J1 68 J 1 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 50 J 1 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 180 u 61 J1 110 J 1 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J 1 180 u 200 u 59 11 

Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 180 u 200 UJ 210 UJ 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-26 

South of Blair Northeast of 
Moving& Blair Moving & 

Storage Company Storage CompanJ 
AIP-138-SF AIP-139-SF 

R R 
4.1 u 4.5 u 
4.1 UJ 4.5 UJ 
8.2 u 9.0 u 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 43 J1 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apri 2009 Waste Water 
Regional Screening Treatment P lant Northwest Northeast 

Level Background Area Drainage Area Drainage Area 

l-\nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-135-SF AIP-136-SF AIP-137-SF 

Pesticides (1-lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.5 u 2.7 J1 4.1 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 190 38 37 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 19 100 16 

alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 2.3 u 5.9 

Dieldrin 110 2.4 J l 3.5 u 1.3 J1 4.1 u 
Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.8 u 2.0 u 2.1 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 0.73 J1 3.9 u 4.1 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.9 u 4.1 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.9 u 4. 1 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.5 u 3.9 u 4.1 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 3.2 4.1 

Heptachlor epoxide 190 0. 51 J 1 1.1 Jl 1.6 Jl 1.4 J l 

Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 18 u 20 u 21 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 180 u 200 u 210 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-lg/kg) 

PCB-1 248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 35 UJ 39 UJ 41 UJ 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 35 u 39 u 41 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 35 u 39 u 41 u 

[ '1t:] TETRA TECH 
B-27 

South of Blair Northeast of 
Moving& Blair Moving & 

Storage Company Storage Compan~ 

AIP-138-SF AIP-139-SF 

3.6 u 3.8 u 
1.3 Jl 2.2 J1 

3.6 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
3.6 u 1.9 J1 

1.9 u 2.0 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
19 u 20 u 

190 u 150 J 

36 UJ 38 UJ 

36 u 38 u 
36 u 38 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

East of James 
Resch Trust 

EPA Apri 2009 Southeast of Blair Property 
Regional Screening Moving& (Gulfside Supply, 

Level Background Storage Company Inc.) 

Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-140-SF AIP-141-SF 

Volatile Organic Compounds (1-1g/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 81 J R 15 u 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 10,000,000 4.5 u 7.9 u 7.4 u 
Methyl Acetate 1,000,000,000 4.5 u 7.9 u 7.4 u 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 190,000,000 9.1 u 16 u 15 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 49 J1 180 u 190 u 
Acenaphthylene NE 200 u 180 u 190 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 56 J1 180 u 190 u 
Benzaldehyde 100,000,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 270 180 u 190 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 290 180 u 190 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 360 180 u 190 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 140 J1 180 u 190 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 320 J 180 u 190 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 200 UJ 180 UJ 190 UJ 

Carbazole NE 90 J1 180 u 190 u 
Chrysene 210,000 330 180 u 190 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 50 J1 180 u 190 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 200 u 180 UJ 190 UJ 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 630 180 u 190 u 
Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 180 J1 180 u 190 u 
Naphthalene 20,000 200 u 180 u 190 u 
Phenanthrene NE 360 180 u 190 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 500 180 u 190 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-28 

East of the David 
Thornton 
Property 

AIP-142-SF 

8.2 u 
4.1 u 
4.1 u 
8.2 u 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

East of James 
Resch Trust 

EPA Apri 2009 Southeast of Blair Property 
Regional Screening Moving& (Gulfside Supply, 

Level Background Storage Company Inc.) 

Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-140-SF AIP-141-SF 

Pesticides (JLg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.7 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 5.7 3.6 u 3.7 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 9.5 3.6 u 3.7 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.9 u 
Dieldrin 110 2.4 Jl 3.6 u 3.7 u 
Endosulfan I (alpha) 3,700,000b 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.9 u 
Endosulfan II (beta) 3,700,000b 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.7 u 
Endrin 180,000 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.7 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.7 u 
Endrin ketone NE 3.8 u 3.6 u 3.7 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.0 u 1.8 u 1.9 u 
Heptachlor epoxide 190 0.51 J1 1.8 u 1.9 u 
Methoxychlor 3,100,000 20 u 18 u 19 u 
Toxaphene 1,600 200 u 180 u 190 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (JLg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 740 38 UJ 36 u 37 u 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 740 21 J1 36 u 37 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 68 36 u 37 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-29 

East of the David 
Thornton 
Property 

AIP-142-SF 

3.6 u 
1.5 Jl 

3.6 u 
1.9 u 
3.6 u 
1.9 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.9 u 
1.9 u 
19 u 

190 u 

36 UJ 

36 u 
36 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Notes: 

b 

AlP 

DUP 

EPA 

J 

J-
Jl 

f.Lg/kg 

NE 

PCB 

R 

SF 

u 
UJ 

BOLD 

I BOLD 

I 

TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURF ACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for chlordane. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for endosulfan. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Field duplicate 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

M icrograms per kilogram 

Not established 

Polychlorinate biphenyl 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present in 

the sample. 

Surface soil sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample or greater than or 

equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample. 

Shaded and bolded values are elevated and are above the EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level. 

Shaded values are above the EP AApril 2009 Regional Screening Level. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-30 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



k\.nalyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 
Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Back~round Area Near Building 105 Area Near Building l OSE 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-101-SF AIP-102-SF AIP-103-SF AIP-104-SF 

990,000 6,600 6,600 5,100 6,400 6,200 
410c 0.82 J1 R R R R 
1.6d 2.2 J- 2.3 1.8 2.8 2.8 

190,000 53 24 37 23 J1 24 
2,000° 0.21 UJ 0.13 UJ 0.16 UJ 0.16 UJ 0. 16 UJ 
810 0.58 u 0.55 u 0.36 11 0.57 u 0.56 u 
NE 1,400 490 J 1 550 440 J1 400 J 1 

1,400g 170 14 10 24 19 

300 1.4 UJ 0.70 UJ 0.59 UJ 0.30 UJ 0.61 UJ 
41,000 34 9.0 9.7 5.2 3.7 
720,000 12,000 14,000 7,800 21,000 16,000 

800h 57 18 20 14 12 
NE 640 130 J1 140 J1 75 J 1 100 J1 

23 ,000; 150 80 130 100 170 
24j 0.096 UJ 0.023 UJ 0.03 UJ 0.06 UJ 0.11 u 

20,000k 3.6 J1 8.1 J+ 2.0 J1 1.1 Jl 1.4 Jl 

NE 330 J1 140 J1 62 J1 69 J1 87 J1 

5,100 R 3.9 UJ 3.8 UJ 4.0 UJ 3.9 UJ 
5,100 1.2U l.l U l.lU l.lU l.l U 
NE 24 J1 8.9 J1 5.3 Jl 12 J1 9.4 Jl 

661 0.3 1 UJ 0.21 UJ 2.7 u 2.9 u 2.8 u 
7,200m 34 J- 32 J- 23 J- 57 J- 41 J-

310,000" 240 17 16 16 8.0 

B-31 

Area Near 
Building 105 
AIP-105-SF 

3,400 

R 

1.2 
26 

0.1 0 UJ 
0.029 11 

400 J1 

7.4 

0.70 UJ 

5.0 

4,600 

20 

140 J1 

120 

0. 11 u 
2.0 J1 

78 J1 

3.8 UJ 

l.lU 

4.2 J1 

0.13 UJ 

16 J-
23 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Area Near Building 107 Building 106 

k\.nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-106-SF AIP-107-SF AIP-108-SF 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 6,300 4,200 6,600 
Antimony 410c 0.82 J1 R R R 

Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 J- 2.1 2.0 2.3 
Barium 190,000 53 26 20 J1 31 

Beryllium 2,000° 0.21 UJ 0. 15 UJ 0.1 1 UJ 0.16 UJ 
Cadmium 810 0.58 u 0.56 u 0.58 u 0.58 u 
Calcium NE 1,400 650 660 750 
Chromium 1,400g 170 13 15 12 

Cobalt 300 1.4 UJ 0.38 UJ 0.49 UJ 0.73 UJ 

Copper 41,000 34 4.2 4.8 11 

Iron 720,000 12,000 11,000 12,000 9,800 

Lead 800h 57 13 21 20 
Magnesium NE 640 130 J1 140 J1 170 J 1 

Manganese 23 ,000; 150 94 120 110 
Mercury 24j 0.096 UJ 0.022 UJ 0. 12 u 0.022 UJ 

Nickel 20,000k 3.6 J1 1.6 J1 1.0 J1 1.8 Jl 

Potassium NE 330 J1 120 J1 64 J1 110 J1 

Selenium 5,100 R 3.9 UJ 4.1 UJ 4.0 UJ 
Silver 5,100 1.2U l.l U 1.2 u 1.2 u 
Sodium NE 24 J1 8.1 J1 5.2 J1 11 J1 

Thallium 661 0.3 1 UJ 2.8 u 2.9 u 2.9 u 
Vanadium 7,200m 34 J- 32 J- 34 J- 25 J-
Zinc 310,000" 240 18 18 43 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-32 

Area Near 
Building 108 
AIP-109-SF 

3,700 

R 

1.6 
26 

0.13 UJ 
0.56 u 
360 J 1 

7.2 

0.72 UJ 

2.4 

5,800 

9.8 

48 J1 

140 

0.12 u 
0.96 J1 

57 J1 

3.9 UJ 

l.l U 

5.0 J1 

2.8 u 
16 J-

6.7 

Area Near 
Building 106A 

AIP-110-SF 

4,600 

6.6 UJ 

1.1 J-

140 

0.13 J1 

0.55 u 
460 J1 

8.1 

0.69 UJ 

5.9 

6,200 

9.3 

76 J1 

63 

0.085 UJ 
1.1 Jl 

54 J1 

3.9 UJ 

l.lU 

10 J1 

0.19 UJ 

17 J-
7.2 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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k\.nalyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 
Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Area Near Building 109 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-111-SF AIP-112-SF 

990,000 6,600 4,200 6,500 
410c 0.82 J1 R R 
1.6d 2.2 J- 1.5 J- 1.5 J-

190,000 53 39 18 J1 

2,000° 0.21 UJ 0. 17 UJ 0.1 4 UJ 
810 0.58 u 4.2 0.58 u 
NE 1,400 760 500 J1 

1,400g 170 11 15 

300 1.4 UJ 1.2 UJ 0.35 UJ 
41,000 34 14 4.0 
720,000 12,000 7,100 15,000 

800h 57 42 23 
NE 640 120 J1 86 J1 

23 ,000; 150 220 55 
24j 0.096 UJ 0.12 0.063 UJ 

20,000k 3.6 J1 1.3 Jl 0.80 J1 

NE 330 J1 71 Jl 84 J1 

5,100 R R R 
5,100 1.2U l.l U l.lU 
NE 24 J1 10 Jl 16 J1 

661 0.3 1 UJ 0.17 UJ 0.16 UJ 
7,200m 34 J- 18 J- 44 J-

310,000" 240 23 6.3 UJ 

B-33 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SF 

6,200 

R 

1.6 J-

18 J1 

0.13 UJ 
0.56 u 

7,400 

12 

0.44 UJ 

3.9 

13,000 

7.8 

120 J 1 

74 

0.042 UJ 
1.0 Jl 

160 J1 

R 

l.lU 

7.1 J1 

0.27 UJ 

31 J-
8.1 

AIP-114-SF 

4,600 

R 

2.2 J-

34 

0. 17 UJ 
0.54 u 

1,500 

6.7 

1.4 UJ 

3.3 

5,200 

14 

110 J1 

160 

0.074 UJ 
1.1 Jl 

170 J1 

R 

l.l U 

6.6 J1 

0.14 UJ 

13 J-
10 

AIP-115-SF 

2,800 

R 

2.1 J-

23 

0.13 UJ 
0.54 u 

1,500 

7.6 

0.79 UJ 

2.0 J1 

3,900 

13 

93 J1 

140 

0.023 UJ 

0.66 J1 

140 J1 

R 

l.lU 

4.0 J1 

2.7 UJ 

9.7 J-
14 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Area Near Building 198 

k\.nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-116-SF AIP-117-SF AIP-118-SF 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 4,900 5,800 7,400 
Antimony 410c 0.82 J1 R R R 

Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 J- 1.6 J- 1.5 J- 1.5 J-

Barium 190,000 53 26 30 45 

Beryllium 2,000° 0.21 UJ 0. 14 UJ 0.16 UJ 0.14 UJ 
Cadmium 810 0.58 u 0.55 u 0.55 u 0.52 u 
Calcium NE 1,400 660 300 J1 1,400 
Chromium 1,400g 170 8.2 5.9 12 

Cobalt 300 1.4 UJ 1.1 UJ 0.58 UJ 2.7 UJ 

Copper 41,000 34 2.9 2.5 J1 7.2 

Iron 720,000 12,000 6,600 6,300 12,000 

Lead 800h 57 8.5 5.5 3.5 
Magnesium NE 640 91 J1 100 J1 4,800 
Manganese 23,000; 150 140 24 360 
Mercury 24j 0.096 UJ 0.078 UJ 0.10 UJ 0.027 UJ 

Nickel 20,000k 3.6 J1 1.2 Jl 1.4 Jl 4.4 J+ 

Potassium NE 330 J1 55 J1 54 J1 5,800 

Selenium 5,100 R R R R 
Silver 5,100 1.2 U l.l U l.l U 1.0 u 
Sodium NE 24 J1 6.0 J1 4.4 Jl 63 J1 

Thallium 661 0.3 1 UJ 0.43 UJ 0.44 UJ 1.0 UJ 

Vanadium 7,200m 34 J- 17 J- 14 J- 18 J-
Zinc 310,000" 240 6.6 u 6.9 44 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-34 

AIP-119-SF 

6,000 

R 

2.0 J-

57 

0. 18 UJ 
0.54 u 

1,100 

6.5 

2.3 UJ 

4.7 

7,400 

6.9 
1,000 

130 

0.086 UJ 

2.2 J1 

580 

R 

l.l U 

22 J1 

0.43 UJ 

16 J-
20 

Former Location 
of the 

Mixing/Blending 
Houses 

AIP-120-SF 

2,500 

R 

0.89 J1 

21 J1 

0.1 0 UJ 
0.079 UJ 

490 J1 

3.7 

0.79 UJ 

2.2 J1 

2,800 

6.6 

130 J1 

140 

0.08 UJ 

0.80 J1 

110 J1 

R 

l.l U 

4.2 J1 

2.7 u 
7.7 J-
7.4 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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k\.nalyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 
Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-121-SF AIP-122-SF AIP-123-SF AIP-124-SF 

990,000 6,600 3,200 2,600 4,600 3,400 
410c 0.82 J1 R R R R 
1.6d 2.2 J- 0.79 J 1 1.4 J- l.l Jl l.l J-

190,000 53 23 16 J1 17 J1 13 J 1 

2,000° 0.21 UJ 0.092 UJ 0.098 UJ 0.080 UJ 0.027 UJ 
810 0.58 u 0.54 u 0.54 u 0.054 UJ 0.54 u 
NE 1,400 210 J 1 130 J1 460 J1 470 J 1 

1,400g 170 6.4 3.5 7.0 6.6 

300 1.4 UJ 0.69 UJ 0.77 UJ 0.42 UJ 0.27 UJ 
41,000 34 1.6 Jl 2.0 J1 2.6 J1 2.4 Jl 

720,000 12,000 5,500 2,500 5,400 5,300 
800h 57 4.0 5.3 6.6 4.5 
NE 640 70 J1 57 J1 170 J 1 100 J1 

23 ,000; 150 38 87 57 47 
24j 0.096 UJ 0.056 UJ 0.056 UJ 0.13 0.083 UJ 

20,000k 3.6 J1 0.72 J1 0.74 J1 0.92 J1 0.52 J1 

NE 330 J1 110 J1 37 J1 140 J1 96 J1 

5,100 R R R R R 
5,100 1.2U l.l U l.lU 1.2 u l.l U 
NE 24 J1 2.9 J1 3.1 J1 4.8 J1 3.7 J1 

661 0.3 1 UJ 0.36 UJ 0.15 UJ 0.29 UJ 0.23 UJ 
7,200m 34 J- 15 J- 7.2 J- 17 J- 21 J-

310,000" 240 3.2 UJ 2.8 UJ 7.6 5.6 UJ 

B-35 

AIP-125-SF 

3,000 

6.7 UJ 

1.6 
23 

0.11 UJ 
0.56 UJ 

310 J1 

3.8 

0.73 UJ 
1.7 Jl 

2,600 

7.5 

76 J1 

110 

0. 11 UJ 

0.90 J1 

32 J1 

3.9 u 
l.lU 

5.0 J1 

0.26 UJ 

7.1 J-
3.9 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Area Near Building 5 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-126-SF AIP-127-SF AIP-128-SF 

!Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 3,400 3,600 5,300 
Antimony 410c 0.82 J1 6.6 UJ 6.8 UJ 6.4 UJ 

!Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 J- 1.6 J- 1.4 J- 1.8 J-

Barium 190,000 53 27 44 43 

Beryllium 2,000e 0.21 UJ 0.16 J1 0.20 J1 0.27 J1 

Cadmium 810' 0.58 u 0.44 UJ 3.2 0.54 u 
Calcium NE 1,400 400 J1 1,100 720 
Chromium 1,400g 170 6.1 8.5 7.7 

Cobalt 300 1.4 UJ 1.4 UJ 1.7 UJ 1.8 UJ 

Copper 41 ,000 34 8.0 7. 1 4.5 

Iron 720,000 12,000 3,400 3,900 6,100 

Lead 800h 57 19 25 19 
Magnesium NE 640 110 J 1 220 J1 96 J1 

Manganese 23,000i 150 240 280 340 
Mercury 24j 0.096 UJ 0.11 u 0.11 u 0.11 u 
~ickel 20,000k 3.6 J1 1.4 Jl 1.5 Jl 1.4 Jl 

Potassium NE 330 J1 170 J 1 140 J1 68 J1 

Selenium 5,100 R 3.8 UJ 4.0 UJ 3.8 UJ 

Silver 5,100 1.2 u l.l U Ll U Ll U 
Sodium NE 24 J1 4.7 J 1 7.6 J1 12 J1 

Thallium 661 0.31 UJ 2.7 u 2.8 u 2.7 u 
Vanadium 7,200m 34 J- 10 J- 11 J- 15 J-
Zinc 310,000° 240 18 40 9.4 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-36 

AIP-129-SF 

4,600 

6.8 UJ 

1.8 J-

30 

0.16 J1 

1.2 

660 

9.1 

1.2 UJ 

31 

6,200 

32 

160 J 1 

120 

0.029 UJ 
3.4 Jl 
77 Jl 

4.0 UJ 

l.l U 
9.4 Jl 

0.18 UJ 

17 J-
47 

Area Near the 
Transformer 

House 
(Building 4) 
AIP-130-SF 

4,700 

6.6 UJ 

1.9 J-

18 J 

0. 10 J1 

0.50 UJ 

480 J1 

16 

0.56 UJ 

7.6 

11 ,000 

11 

65 J1 

89 

0.021 UJ 

3. 1 J1 

50 J1 

3.9 UJ 

Ll U 

5.5 J1 

0.26 UJ 

47 J-
14 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Area Near the 
EPA April 2009 Transformer 

Regional Screening Rouse 
Level Background (Building 104) Oil Recovery Area 

k\.nalyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-131-SF AIP-132-SF AIP-132-SF-DUP 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 4,300 2,600 3,800 
Antimony 410c 0.82 J1 6.3 UJ 0.88 J1 8.7 J1 

Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 J- 2.0 J- 9.6 J- 7.4 

Barium 190,000 53 31 17 J1 34 

Beryllium 2,000° 0.21 UJ 0.23 J 1 0.064 J1 0.15 UJ 
Cadmium 810 0.58 u 0.41 UJ 0.56 u 0.64 u 
Calcium NE 1,400 400 J 1 1,400 14,000 
Chromium 1,400g 170 30 57 420 

Cobalt 300 1.4 UJ 1.4 UJ 5.4 UJ 6.7 

Copper 41,000 34 5.9 180 250 

Iron 720,000 12,000 5,000 120,000 170,000 

Lead 800h 57 28 40 90 
Magnesium NE 640 80 J1 29 J1 480 J 1 

Manganese 23,000; 150 200 1,800 1,800 
Mercury 24j 0.096 UJ 0.11 u 0.083 UJ 0.13 u 
Nickel 20,000k 3.6 J1 2.2 J1 120 J+ 440 J+ 

Potassium NE 330 J1 77 Jl 68 J1 240 J1 

Selenium 5,100 R 3.7 UJ 3.9 UJ 4.4 UJ 
Silver 5,100 1.2 U l.l U l.l U 0.22 J1 

Sodium NE 24 J1 5.6 J1 22 J1 82 J1 

Thallium 661 0.3 1 UJ 0.16 UJ 2.8 u 3.2 u 
Vanadium 7,200m 34 J- 17 J- 12 J- 20 J-
Zinc 310,000" 240 14 83 160 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-37 

AIP-133-SF 

9,200 

6. 7 UJ 

2.0 J-

31 
0. 16 J 1 

0.55 u 
1,000 

16 

1.4 UJ 

11 

11,000 

14 
1,200 J1 

99 

0.028 UJ 

3.3 J1 

1,300 

3.9 UJ 

l.l U 

18 J1 

0.48 UJ 

25 J-
24 

WasteWater 
Treatment Plant 

Area 
AIP-134-SF 

5,900 

R 

2.2 J-

89 

0.60 
3.8 

11,000 

19 

1.1 UJ 

11 

6,100 

25 

2,000 

4 10 

1.3 

1.9 J1 

560 J1 

R 

6.9 

49 J1 

2.8 u 
15 J-

100 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL S~LES 

EPA April 2009 Waste Water 
Regional Screening Treatment Plant Northwest Northeast 

Level Background Area Drainage Area Drainage Area 

Ana Me Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-135-SF AIP-136-SF AIP-137-SF 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 4 ,200 6,000 11 ,000 

Antimony 410c 0.82 11 R 0.88 11 0.50 11 

Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 1- 1.8 1- 3.1 1- 2.3 

Barium 190,000 53 26 75 95 

Beryllium 2,000° 0.21 U1 0.17 UJ 0.2 1 U1 0.25 11 

Cadmium 8101 0.58 u 0.65 15 0.62 U1 

Calcium NE 1,400 27011 1,200 2,200 

Chromium 1,400g 170 6.2 14 51 

Cobalt 300 1.4 U1 0.91 UJ 2.1 U1 1.711 

Copper 41 ,000 34 6.1 28 21 

Iron 720,000 12,000 4,400 9,200 19,000 

Lead 800h 57 29 1,000 60 

Magnesium NE 640 67 11 500 11 520 11 

Manganese 23 ,000; 150 120 360 350 

Mercury 24j 0.096 U1 0.59 0.38 0.14 
Nickel 20,000k 3.6 11 1.0 11 3.1 11 3.2 11 

Potassium NE 330 11 59 11 360 11 420 11 

Selenium 5,100 R R R 4.3 U1 

Silver 5,100 1.2U 0.20 11 0.28 11 1.2U 

Sodium NE 24 11 4.6 11 14 J1 56 11 

Thallium 66
1 0.3 1 U1 0.14 UJ 0.44 U1 0.37 11 

Vanadium 7,200m 34 1- 13 1- 24 1- 56 1-
Zinc 310,000n 240 19 510 110 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-38 

South of Blair Northeast of 
Moving& Blair Moving & 

Storage Company Storage Compan) 
AIP-138-SF 

5,200 

6.6 UJ 

1.7 1-

26 

0.11 11 

0.55 u 
950 

12 

0.56 UJ 

3.6 

10,000 

9.0 

160 11 

100 

0.12 u 
1.3 11 

210 11 

3.8 UJ 

l.IU 

6.9 11 

0.30 UJ 

28 1-
14 

AIP-139-SF 

7,300 

R 

2.8 

26 

0.15 U1 
0.58 u 

1,200 

18 

0.41 U1 

5.2 

16,000 

9.0 

200 11 

96 

0.082 UJ 

1.3 11 

140 11 

0.65 11 

1.2 u 
5.9 ]1 

0.20 U1 

43 1-
15 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-03-0029 
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TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

East of J ames 
Resch Trust 

EPA April 2009 Southeast of Blair Property 
Regional Screening Moving& (Gulfside Supply, 

Level Background Storage Company Inc.) 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SF AIP-140-SF AIP-141-SF 

Metals (mglkg) 

Aluminum 990,000 6,600 4,300 5,100 
Antimony 410c 0.82 J 1 6.6 UJ 6.8 UJ 

Arsenic 1.6d 2.2 J- 1.4 1.8 
Barium 190,000 53 23 18 J 

Beryllium 2,000e 0.21 UJ 0.11 UJ 0.10 UJ 
Cadmium 810' 0.58 u 0.028 UJ 0.56 UJ 
Calcium NE 1,400 1,700 440 J1 

Chromium 1,400g 170 11 15 

Cobalt 300 1.4 UJ 0.61 UJ 0.76 UJ 
Copper 41,000 34 3.3 J+ 3.5 J+ 

Iron 720,000 12,000 9,000 12,000 

Lead 800h 57 9.9 9.3 
Magnesium NE 640 150 J1 92 J 1 

Manganese 23,000i 150 110 120 
Mercury 24j 0.096 UJ 0.056 UJ 0.031 UJ 
N ickel 20,000k 3.6 J1 0.98 J1 0.93 J1 

Potassium NE 330 J1 110 J1 35 J1 

Selenium 5,100 R 3.9 u 4.0 u 
Silver 5,100 1.2 u l.lU l.lU 
Sodium NE 24 J1 5.4 Jl 8.7 J1 

Thallium 661 0.3 1 UJ 0.39 UJ 0.51 UJ 

Vanadium 7,200Ul 34 J- 25 J- 34 J-
Zinc 310,000" 240 5.4 UJ 31 J 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-39 

East of the David 
Thornton 
Property 

AIP-142-SF 

3,700 

6.5 UJ 
1.0 Jl 

24 

0.089 J 1 

0.55 UJ 

590 

6.6 
1.0 Jl 

3.7 

4,000 

7.4 

540 11 

130 

0.11 u 
1.4 Jl 

690 

3.8 UJ 

l.lU 
8.4 Jl 

2.7 u 
10 J-
10 
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TABLE6 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Notes: 

d 

g 

h 

k 

Ill 

ll 

AlP 

DUP 

EPA 

J 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic antimony. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for inorganic arsenic. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for beryllium and compounds. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for dietary cadmium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for total chromiun1. 

EPA April2009 Regional Screening Level for lead and compounds. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for manganese (water). 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for elemental mercury. 

EPA April2009 Regional Screening Level for soluble salts of nickeL 

EPA April2009 Regional Screening Level for soluble salts of thallium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic vanadium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic zinc. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Field duplicate 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estimate. 

J+ The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estimate with a possible high bias. 

J- The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estin1ate with a possible low bias. 

J1 Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the 

calibration curve. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-40 

mg/kg 

NE 

R 

SF 

u 
UJ 

BOLD 

I BOLD 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not established 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data 

generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may 

or may not be present in the sample. 

Surface soil sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimun1 reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimun1 reporting limit; 

the reported value is an estimate . 

Balded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times 

the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample 

or greater than or equal to the non-detect concentration in the 

background sample. 

Shaded and bolded values are elevated and are above the EPA 

April 2009 Regional Screening LeveL 

Shaded values are above the EPA April 2009 Regional Screening LeveL 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level 
~alvte Industrial Soil 
Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 

Acetophenone 100,000,000 

Anthracene 170,000,000 

Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 

Benzo( a )pyrene 210 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 

Carbazole NE 
Chrysene 210,000 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 210 

Di-n-octylphthalate NE 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 

Fluorene 22,000,000 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 

Phenanthrene NE 
Pyrene 17,000,000 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

Background Area Near Building 105 
AIP-100-SB AIP-101-SB AIP-102-SB 

25 J 8.0 u 8.0 u 
5.0 UJ 4.0 u 4.0 u 

210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 46 J1 190 u 
210 UJ 200 UJ 190 UJ 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 UI 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 UJ 200 UJ 190 UJ 

210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 
210 u 200 u 190 u 

4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
2.1 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 

B-41 

Area Near Building l OSE 
AIP-103-SB 

9.3 u 
4.6 u 

200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

200 UJ 

200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

200 UJ 

200 u 
200 u 
200 UJ 

4.0 u 
4.0 u 
4.0 u 
2.0 u 

AIP-104-SB AIP-104-SB-DUP 

7.9 u 8.6 u 
3.9 u 4.3 u 

200 u 200 u 
200 u 200 u 
200 UJ 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

610 J 200 UJ 

200 UJ 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 J-

200 u 200 UJ 

200 UJ 200 UJ 

200 u 200 UJ 

200 u 200 u 
200 u 200 UJ 

3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
2.0 u 2.0 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



~alvte 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apr il 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB 

960 2.1 u 
180,000 4.0 u 

NE 4.0 u 
NE 4.0 u 

6,500" 2.1 u 
3,1 00,000 21 u 

21,000 17 J1 

740 20 J 

Area Near Building 105 
AIP-101-SB AIP-102-SB 

2.0 u 1.9 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
20 u 19 u 

38 u 37 u 
38 u 37 u 

B-42 

Area Near Building l OSE 
AIP-103-SB 

0.79 11 

4.0 u 
4.0 u 
4.0 u 

0.60 11 

20 u 

40 u 
40 u 

AIP-104-SB AIP-104-SB-DUP 

2.0 u 2.0 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
2.0 u 2.0 u 
20 u 20 u 

38 u 38 u 
38 u 38 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 105 Area Near Building 107 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-105-SB AIP-106-SB I AIP-107-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 8.0 u 15 16 u 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 4.0 u 7.5 u 8.0 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 200 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 200 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 200 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Chrysene 210,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 200 u 190 UJ 200 UJ 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 200 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 200 u 190 u 200 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2 .1 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-43 

Area Near Area Near 
Building 106 Building 108 
AIP-108-SB AIP-109-SB 

16 u 16 u 
8.1 u 8.2 u 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 

3.7 u 3.8 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
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TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 105 Area Near Building 107 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-105-SB AIP-106-SB I AIP-107-SB 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 960 2.1 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 
Endrin 180,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
Endrin ketone NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 3.8 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,500" 2.1 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 
Methoxychlor 3,1 00,000 21 u 8. 1 J 19 u 20 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 21,000 17 J1 38 u 37 u 38 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 20 J 38 u 37 u 38 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-44 

Area Near Area Near 
Building 106 Building 108 
AIP-108-SB AIP-109-SB 

1.9 u 2.0 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
3.7 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
19 u 20 u 

37 u 38 u 
37 u 38 u 
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TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 106A Area Near Building 109 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-110-SB AIP-111-SB I AIP-112-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 15 u 7.8 UJ 11 u 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 7.4 u 3.9 u 5.4 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 190 u 180 UJ 210 UJ 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 190 u 180 UJ 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 190 UJ 180 UJ 210 UJ 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 190 u 180 UJ 210 UJ 
Chrysene 210,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 190 u 180 UJ 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 190 UJ 180 u 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 190 u 180 UJ 210 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 190 u 180 UJ 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 190 u 180 u 210 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 4.1 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 4.1 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 10 4.1 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2.1 u 1.9 u 1.8 u 2.1 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-45 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SB AIP-114-SB 

9.1 UJ 7.7 UJ 
4.6 u 3.8 u 

190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 UJ 190 UJ 

190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 UJ 190 UJ 

190 UJ 190 UJ 

190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 UJ 190 UJ 

190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 
190 u 190 u 

3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
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TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apr il 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 106A Area Near Building 109 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-110-SB AIP-111-SB I AIP-112-SB 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 960 2.1 u 1.9 u 1.8 u 2.1 u 
Endrin 180,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 1.4 Jl 4.1 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 4.1 u 
Endrin ketone NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 3.6 u 4.1 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,500" 2.1 u 1.9 u 1.8 u 2.1 u 
Methoxychlor 3,100,000 21 u 19 u 18 u 21 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 21 ,000 17 J
1 38 u 36 u 41 u 

PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 20 J 38 u 66 41 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-46 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SB AIP-114-SB 

1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
19 u 19 u 

36 u 38 u 
36 u 38 u 
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TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 

Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 210 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2 .1 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

Rail Spur 
Receiving Area 

AIP-115-SB AIP-116-SB I 

8.4 UJ R 
4.2 u 7.3 u 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 UJ 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 UJ 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 UJ 

200 u 180 u 
200 UJ 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 
200 u 180 u 

3.8 u 3.4 u 
3.8 u 3.4 u 
3.8 u 3.4 u 
2.0 u 1.8 u 

B-47 

Area Near Building 198 
AIP-117-SB 

R 
8.1 u 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 

3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.9 u 

AIP-118-SB AIP-119-SB 

R R 
7.8 u 7.1 u 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 

180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 

3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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~alvte 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Rail Spur 

Level Background Receiving Area 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-115-SB 

960 2.1 u 2.0 u 
180,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 

NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 
NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 

6,500" 2.1 u 2.0 u 
3,100,000 21 u 20 u 

21 ,000 17 J1 38 u 
740 20 J 38 u 

B-48 

AIP-116-SB I 

1.8 u 
3.4 u 
3.4 u 
3.4 u 
1.8 u 
18 u 

34 u 
34 u 

Area Near Building 198 
AIP-117-SB 

1.9 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.9 u 
19 u 

36 u 
36 u 

AIP-118-SB AIP-119-SB 

1.8 u 1.9 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
3.5 u 3.7 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 
18 u 19 u 

35 u 37 u 
35 u 37 u 
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TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 

Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 210 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,soo· 2.1 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

AIP-120-SB 

R 
8.2 u 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 UJ 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 UJ 

180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 
180 u 

3.6 u 
3.6 u 
3.6 u 
1.8 u 

B-49 

Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
AIP-121-SB I AIP-122-SB 

15 u R 
7.7 u 7.8 u 

190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

190 u 200 u 
20 J1 200 u 

190 u 200 u 
190 UJ 200 UJ 

51 J1 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
190 u 200 u 
34 J1 200 u 
35 J 200 u 

3.7 u 3.9 u 
77U 3.9 u 
74 J 3.9 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 

AIP-123-SB AIP-124-SB 

R 14 u 
9.1 u 6.8 u 

200 u 23 J1 

200 u 180 u 
200 u 64 J1 

200 u 210 

200 u 180 J1 

200 u 250 

200 u 150 J1 

200 u 120 J1 

200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 u 30 J1 

200 u 200 

200 u 62 J1 

200 UJ 180 UJ 

200 u 470 

200 u 29 J1 

200 u 160 J1 

200 u 290 
200 u 380 

3.9 u 3.0 J1 

3.9 u 15 

3.9 u 12 J 
2.0 u 2.3 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



~alvte 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA Apr il 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-120-SB 

960 2.1 u 1.8 u 
180,000 4.0 u 3.6 u 

NE 4.0 u 3.6 u 
NE 4.0 u 3.6 u 

6,500" 2.1 u 1.8 u 
3,1 00,000 21 u 18 u 

21,000 17 J1 36 u 
740 20 J 36 u 

B-50 

Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
AIP-121-SB I AIP-122-SB 

1.9 u 2.0 u 
3.7 u 3.9 u 
3.7 u 3.9 u 
3.7 u 3.9 u 
1.9 u 2.0 u 
19 u 20 u 

37 u 39 u 
37 u 39 u 

AIP-123-SB AIP-124-SB 

2.0 u 1.8 u 
3.9 u 3.6 u 
3.9 u 3.6 u 
3.9 u 3.6 u 
2.0 u 2.0 
20 u 18 u 

39 u 35 u 
39 u 35 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 

Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 210 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,soo· 2 .1 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

Former Location 
of the 

Mixing/Blending 
Houses 

AIP-125-SB AIP-126-SB I 

15 u 8.0 u 
7.7 u 4.0 u 

190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 UJ 

190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 UJ 180 UJ 

190 u 180 UJ 

190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 UJ 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 UJ 

190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 
190 u 180 u 

3.7 u 3.5 u 
3.7 u 3.5 u 
3.7 u 3.5 u 
1.9 u 1.8 u 

B-51 

Area Near Building 5 
AIP-127-SB 

8.0 u 
4.0 u 

190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 

3.7 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
1.9 u 

AIP-128-SB AIP-129-SB 

8.1 u 7.4 u 
4.0 u 3.7 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 u 
200 UJ 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 

3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



~alvte 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Former Location 
EPA April 2009 of the 

Regional Screening Mixing/Blending 
Level Background Houses 

Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-125-SB 

960 2.1 u 1.9 u 
180,000 4.0 u 3.7 u 

NE 4.0 u 3.7 u 
NE 4.0 u 3.7 u 

6,500" 2.1 u 1.9 u 
3,1 00,000 21 u 19 u 

21,000 17 J1 37 u 
740 20 J 37 u 

B-52 

AIP-126-SB I 

1.8 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
1.8 u 
18 u 

35 u 
35 u 

Area Near Building 5 
AIP-127-SB 

1.9 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
3.7 u 
1.9 u 
19 u 

37 u 
37 u 

AIP-128-SB AIP-129-SB 

2.0 u 1.9 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
20 u 19 u 

38 u 38 u 
38 u 38 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABL E 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 

Analvte I ndustrial Soil AIP-100-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (l.lg/kg) 

Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (l.lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 

Benzo( a)anthracene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo( a)pyrene 210 210 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21,000 210 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 

Chrysene 210,000 210 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 
Pesticides (l.lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,500" 2.1 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

Area Near Area Near the 
theTransformer Transformer 
House (Building House (Building 

4) 104) 
AIP-130-SB AIP-131-SB 

8.6 u lOU 
1.11 5.2 u 

190 u 210 u 
190 u 210 u 
190 UJ 210 UJ 

68 J1 210 u 
55 J1 210 u 
62 J1 210 u 

190 u 210 u 
190 u 210 u 
190 UJ 350 J 
190 UJ 210 UJ 
72 Jl 210 u 

190 u 210 u 
190 u 210 u 
150 J 1 210 u 
190 UJ 210 UJ 

190 u 210 u 
73 J 1 210 u 

190 u 210 u 

3.8 u 4.1 u 
1.5 J l 4.1 u 
3.8 u 4.1 u 
1.9 u 2.1 u 

B-53 

Water Treatment 
Oil Recovery Area Plant Area 

AIP-132-SB 

7.0 u 
3.5 u 

190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 u 
190 UJ 

190 u 
190 u 
190 u 

3.8 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 
1.9 u 

AIP-133-SB AIP-134-SB 

7.6 u 12 UJ 
3.8 u 5.9 u 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 UJ 

40 J1 190 u 
98 J1 190 u 
95 11 190 u 
68 J1 190 u 
92 J1 190 u 

200 UJ 190 UJ 

200 UJ 190 UJ 

54 J1 190 u 
40 J1 190 u 

200 u 190 u 
38 J1 190 u 

200 UJ 190 UJ 

96 J1 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 

3.8 u 3.8 u 
6.5 3.8 u 
8.4 3.8 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analvte 

Pesticides (/-lg/kg) 

beta-BHC 

Endrin 

Endrin aldehyde 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-1g!kg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 101 6) 
PCB-1 260 (Aroclor 1260) 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Area Near 
EPA April 2009 theTransformer 

Regional Screening House (Building 
Level Background 4) 

Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-130-SB 

960 2.1 u 1.9 u 
180,000 4.0 u 3.8 u 

NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 
NE 4.0 u 3.8 u 

6,500a 2.1 u 1.9 u 
3,100,000 21 u 19 u 

21,000 17 J1 38 u 
740 20 J' 38 u 

B-54 

Area Near the 
Transformer 

House (Building 
104) 

AIP-131-SB 

2.1 u 
4.1 u 
4.1 u 
4.1 u 
2.1 u 
21 u 

41 u 
41 u 

Water Treatment 
Oil Recovery Area Plant Area 

AIP-132-SB 

1.9 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 
3.8 u 
1.9 u 
19 u 

38 u 
38 u 

AIP-133-SB AIP-134-SB 

2.0 u 1.9 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
1.5 Jl 3.8 u 
3.8 u 3.8 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
20 u 19 u 

38 u 38 u 
38 u 38 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Northwest 

Level Background Water Treatment Plant Area Drainage Area 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-134-SB-DUP AIP-135-SB AIP-136-SB 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 25 J 8.3 u 8.2 UJ 13J 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 4.1 UJ 4.1 u 4.7 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 190 u 44 Jl 200 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 190 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 190 UJ 190 UJ 200 u 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 
Chrysene 210,000 210 u 190 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 190 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 200 UJ 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 190 u 190 u 200 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 190 UJ 190 u 200 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 3.7 u 1.6 Jl 3.8 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,5oo· 2 .1 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-55 

South of Blair 
Northeast Moving& 

Drainage Area Storage Compan' 
AIP-137-SB AIP-138-SB 

11 u 8.8 u 
5.4 u 4.4 u 

220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 UJ 190 UJ 

220 UJ 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 UJ 190 u 
220 UJ 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 UJ 190 u 
220 UJ 190 UJ 

220 u 190 u 
220 u 190 u 
220 UJ 190 u 

4.3 u 3.7 u 
4.3 u 1.6 Jl 

4.3 u 3.7 u 
5.1 1.9 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Northwest 

Level Background Water Treatment Plant Area Drainage Area 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-134-SB-DUP AIP-135-SB AIP-136-SB 

Pesticides (!-Lglkg) 

beta-BHC 960 2.1 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 
Endrin 180,000 4.0 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 4.0 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 
Endrin ketone NE 4.0 u 3.7 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,soo· 2.1 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 2.0 u 
Methoxychlor 3,100,000 21 u 19 u 19 u 20 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (1-Lg/kg) 
PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 21 ,000 17 J1 37 u 36 u 38 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 20 J 37 u 36 u 38 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-56 

South of Blair 
Northeast Moving& 

Drainage Area Storage Compan~ 
AIP-137-SB AIP-138-SB 

2.2 u 1.9 u 
4.3 u 3.7 u 
4.3 u 3.7 u 
1.2 Jl 3.7 u 
2.2 u 1.9 u 
22 u 19 u 

43 u 37 u 
43 u 37 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 Northeast of 
Regional Screening Blair Moving & Southeast of Blair Moving & 

Level Background Storage Company Storage Company 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-139-SB AIP-140-SB I AIP-140-SB-DUP 

Volatile Organic Compounds (llg/kg) 
Acetone 610,000,000 25 J R R R 
Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 14,000 5.0 UJ 3.8 u 7.7 u 8.2 u 
Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acenaphthene 33,000,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Acetophenone 100,000,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Anthracene 170,000,000 210 UJ 180 UJ 200 u 190 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 2,100 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Benzo( a )pyrene 210 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 2,100 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 21 ,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 120,000 210 u 180 u 200 UJ 190 UJ 
Carbazole NE 210 UJ 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Chrysene 210,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 210 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Di-n-octylphthalate NE 210 u 180 u 200 UJ 190 UJ 

Fluoranthene 22,000,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Fluorene 22,000,000 210 UJ 180 UJ 200 u 190 u 
Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 2,100 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Phenanthrene NE 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Pyrene 17,000,000 210 u 180 u 200 u 190 u 
Pesticides (llglkg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 7,200 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 5,100 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 7,000 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
alpha-Chlordane 6,soo· 2.1 u 1.8 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-57 

East of James 
Resch Trust 

Property East of the David 
(Gulfside Supply, Thornton 

Inc.) Property 
AIP-141-SB AIP-142-SB 

R 7.7 u 
7.6 u 3.8 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 u 
200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 u 
200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 UJ 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 UJ 

3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLE 7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 Northeast of 
Regional Screening Blair Moving & Southeast of Blair Moving & 

Level Background Storage Company Storage Company 
~alvte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-139-SB AIP-140-SB I AIP-140-SB-DUP 

Pesticides (llg/kg) 

lbeta-BHC 960 2.1 u 1.8 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 
Endrin 180,000 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
Endrin aldehyde NE 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
Endrin ketone NE 4.0 u 3.6 u 3.8 u 3.7 u 
gamma-Chlordane 6,500" 2.1 u 1.8 u 2.0 u 1.9 u 
Methoxychlor 3,1 00,000 21 u 18 u 20 u 19 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (11glkg) 

PCB-1016 (Aroclor 1016) 21,000 17 J1 36 u 38 u 37 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 740 20 J 36 u 38 u 37 u 

['11::] TETRA TECH 

B-58 

East of James 
Resch Trust 

Property East of the David 
(Gulfside Supply, Thornton 

Inc.) Property 
AIP-141-SB AIP-142-SB 

1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
3.8 u 3.7 u 
1.9 u 1.9 u 
19 u 19 u 

38 u 37 u 
38 UJ 37 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Notes: 

AlP 

DUP 

EPA 

J 

J-
Jl 

f.Lg/kg 

NE 

R 

SB 

PCB 

u 
UJ 

BOLD 

TABLE7 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for chlordane. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Field duplicate 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

Micrograms per kilogran1 

Not established 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

Subsurface soil sample 

Polychlorinated biphenyl 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample or greater than or 

equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample. 

Shaded values are above the EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level. 

I11:.J TETRA TECH 

B-59 
TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 

Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

!Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 

Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABL ES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background Area Near Building 105 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-101-SB AIP-102-SB 

990,000 8,900 8,700 9,800 
4 10b R R R 
1.6c 1.9 J- 1.9 2.5 

190,000 34 11 Jl 18 J1 

2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.095 J1 0.16 UJ 
SlOe 0.59 u 0.58 u 0.57 u 
NE 210 J1 

230 J1 320 J1 

1,400f 18 21 19 

300 1.1 UJ 0.099 UJ 0.34 UJ 
41,000 5.9 4.1 4.0 
720,000 12,000 18,000 18,000 

800g 11 5.5 7.6 
NE 88 J 1 

100 J 1 110 J1 

23,000h 260 15 34 
24; 0.050 UJ 0.12 u 0.031 UJ 

2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 1.3 Jl 1.7 Jl 

NE 74 J 1 70 J1 75 J1 

5,100 R 4.1 UJ 4.0 UJ 
5,100 1.2 u 1.2 u l.l U 
NE 13 J 1 9.1 Jl 8.2 J1 

66k 0.37 UJ 0.30 UJ 0.48 UJ 

7,2001 33 J- 46 J- 44 J-
310,000m 22 4.2 J 4.7 J 

B-60 

Area Near Building l OSE 
AIP-103-SB 

9,000 

R 

1.8 
5.0 UJ 

0.096 UJ 

0.61 u 
150 J1 

53 

6.1 u 
8.0 

60,000 

9.2 

47 J 1 

9.7 

0.13 

4.9 u 
50 J 1 

4.3 UJ 

1.2 u 
20 J 1 

3.1 u 
140 J-
2.7 J 

AIP-104-SB AIP-104-SB-DUP 

6,200 6, 100 

R R 

2.7 2.4 
5.7 UJ 5.3 UJ 

0.067 UJ 0.070 UJ 

0.58 u 0.58 u 
50 J1 66 J1 

37 37 

5.8 u 5.8 u 
4.2 4.0 

31,000 34,000 

6.3 6.4 

28 J 1 38 J1 

41 48 

0.12 u 0.12 u 
0.62 J1 0.56 J1 

49 J1 49 J1 

4.1 UJ 4.0 UJ 

1.2 u 1.2 u 
16 J1 16 J1 

2.9 u 0.38 UJ 

77 J- 77 J-
3.5 J 3.6 J 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABL ES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 105 Area Nea r Building 107 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-105-SB AIP-106-SB AIP-107-SB 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 8,900 4,500 7,300 12,000 
Antimony 4 10b R R R R 

Arsenic 1.6c 1.9 J- 0.52 J1 
2. 1 2.7 

Barium 190,000 34 4.3 UJ 26 37 
Beryllium 2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.065 UJ 0.19 UJ 0.35 UJ 

Cadmium 810e 0.59 u 0.58 u 0.56 u 0.58 u 
Calcium NE 210 J1 

230 J1 280 J1 300 J1 

Chromium 1,400f 18 22 14 24 

Cobalt 300 1.1 UJ 5.8 u 0.75 UJ 0.98 UJ 

Copper 41,000 5.9 4.8 3.5 3.8 

Iron 720,000 12,000 20,000 12,000 15,000 

Lead 800g 11 3.8 6.7 9.4 
Magnesium NE 88 J 1 

22 J 1 92 J1 190 J1 

Manganese 23,000h 260 8.6 140 48 
Mercury 24; 0.050 UJ 0.12 u 0.043 UJ 0.067 UJ 

!Nickel 2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 4.6 u 1.5 J1 2.9 J 1 

Potassium NE 74 J 1 22 Jl 77 Jl 140 J 1 

Selenium 5,100 R 4.0 UJ 3.9 UJ 4.1 UJ 
Silver 5,100 1.2 u 1.2 u l.l U 1.2 u 
Sodium NE 13 J 1 5.4 Jl 6.3 J1 5.9 J 1 

Thallium 66k 0.37 UJ 0.15 UJ 0.33 UJ 0.22 UJ 
Vanadium 7,2001 33 J- 67 J- 31 J- 36 J-
Zinc 310,QQQm 22 1.6 J 3.8 J 6.1 J 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-61 

Area Near Area Near 
Building 106 Building 108 
AIP-108-SB AIP-109-SB 

6,100 6,900 

R R 

2.3 2.5 
7.8 J1 5.0 UJ 

0.071 UJ 0.074 UJ 

0. 57 u 0.59 u 
310 J1 180 J1 

25 39 

5.7 u 5.9 u 
3.3 4.0 

23,000 27,000 

6.0 5.0 

86 J 1 53 J1 

41 17 

0.12 u 0.12 u 
0.67 J1 0.38 J1 

59 11 50 J1 

4.0 UJ 4.2 UJ 

l.lU 1.2 u 
5.8 J1 5.2 J1 

0.1 7 UJ 0.19 UJ 

63 J- 86 J-
3.2 J 2.9 J 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABL ES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Area Near 

Level Background Building 106A Area Nea r Building 109 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-110-SB AIP-111-SB AIP-112-SB 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 8,900 8,800 4,200 7,700 
Antimony 4 10b R 6.8 UJ R R 

Arsenic 1.6c 1.9 J- 1.3 J- 1.2 J- 1.2 J-

Barium 190,000 34 27 50 9.7 J1 

Beryllium 2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.21 J1 0.20 UJ 0.077 UJ 

Cadmium 810e 0.59 u 0.57 u 0.54 u 0.60 u 
Calcium NE 210 J1 

330 J1 260 J1 130 J1 

Chromium 1,400f 18 12 5.9 29 

Cobalt 300 1.1 UJ 0.89 UJ 1.9 UJ 6.0 u 
Copper 41,000 5.9 2.3 J1 0.95 J1 4.7 

Iron 720,000 12,000 9,700 4,600 28,000 

Lead 800g 11 5.7 7. 1 6.8 
Magnesium NE 88 J 1 

160 J 1 77 Jl 110 J 1 

Manganese 23,000h 260 78 380 12 
Mercury 24; 0.050 UJ 0.060 UJ 0.026 UJ 0.21 

!Nickel 2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 1.8 Jl 0.89 J1 0.20 J 1 

Potassium NE 74 J 1 74 J1 41 J1 40 J 1 

Selenium 5,100 R 4.0 UJ R 0.83 J 1 

Silver 5,100 1.2 u l.lU l.l U 1.2 u 
Sodium NE 13 J 1 15 J1 4.8 J1 24 J 1 

Thallium 66k 0.37 UJ 0.27 UJ 0.21 UJ 0. 62 UJ 
Vanadium 7,2001 33 J- 26 J- 11 J- 89 J-
Zinc 310,QQQm 22 3.9 UJ 2.2 UJ 4.3 UJ 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-62 

Rail Spur Receiving Area 
AIP-113-SB AIP-114-SB 

6,000 7,800 

R R 

1.6 J- 1.5 J-

20 J1 19 J1 

0.14 UJ 0.16 UJ 

0. 55 u 0.56 u 
560 340 J1 

9.7 12 

0.67 UJ 0.35 UJ 

4.1 2.5 J1 

9,600 11,000 

32 6. 1 

84 J 1 110 J1 

89 18 

0.069 UJ 0.066 UJ 
1.1 J l 1.3 J1 

120 J1 110 J1 

R R 

l.lU l.l U 
4.4 Jl 3.7 J1 

0.28 UJ 0.36 UJ 

23 J- 26 J-
8.8 4.1 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

!Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 

Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABL ES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Rail Spur 

Level Background Receiving Area 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-115-SB 

990,000 8,900 7,300 
4 10b R R 
1.6c 1.9 J- 1.3 J-

190,000 34 17 J1 

2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.11 UJ 
SlOe 0.59 u 0.57 u 
NE 210 J1 

410 J1 

1,400f 18 11 

300 1.1 UJ 0.075 UJ 
41,000 5.9 2.3 J1 

720,000 12,000 11 ,000 
800g 11 5.3 
NE 88 11 

100 11 

23,000h 260 7.5 
24; 0.050 UJ 0.045 UJ 

2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 0.91 J1 

NE 74 J 1 160 J1 

5,100 R R 
5,100 1.2 u l.lU 
NE 13 J 1 3.8 J1 

66k 0.37 UJ 0.37 UJ 
7,2001 33 J- 29 J-

310,QQQm 22 6.2 UJ 

B-63 

AIP-116-SB 

2,500 

R 

0.63 J1 

19 J1 

0.12 UJ 

0.53 u 
230 J1 

2.2 

1.3 UJ 
1.1 Jl 

2,000 

3.6 

59 11 

89 

0.055 UJ 

0.81 J1 

18 J1 

R 

l.l U 

3.3 11 

0.21 UJ 

4.8 UJ 
2.0 UJ 

Area Near Building 198 
AIP-117-SB 

5,000 

R 

1.2 J-

16 J1 

0.070 UJ 

0.56 u 
160 J1 

7.7 

0.30 UJ 

2.0 J1 

7,200 

4.1 

68 11 

4.1 

0.056 UJ 
1.0 Jl 

30 J 1 

R 

l.l U 

4.6 J 1 

0.38 UJ 

16 J-
3.2 UJ 

AIP-118-SB AIP-119-SB 

3,400 6,900 

R R 

1.3 J- 1.6 J-

21 J1 16 J1 

0.12 UJ 0.10 UJ 

0. 54 u 0.58 u 
160 J1 230 J1 

4.7 9.7 

0.90 UJ 0.39 UJ 

1.5 J1 2.3 Jl 

3,700 8,100 

5.2 5.5 

75 11 140 11 

63 8.9 

0.078 UJ 0.10 UJ 

0.89 J1 1.3 J1 

66 11 41 J1 

R R 

l.lU 1.2 u 
5.7 J1 8.3 J1 

0.20 UJ 0.37 UJ 

8.8 J- 18 J-
5.3 UJ 3.3 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

!Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 
Vanadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening 

Level Background 
Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-120-SB 

990,000 8,900 3,900 
4 10b R R 
1.6c 1.9 J- 1.1 J-

190,000 34 31 
2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.16 UJ 
810e 0.59 u 0.54 u 
NE 210 J1 

430 J1 

1,400f 18 5.5 
300 1.1 UJ 0.58 UJ 

41,000 5.9 2.6 J1 

720,000 12,000 4,400 
800g 11 5.4 
NE 88 11 

89 11 

23,000h 260 38 
24; 0.050 UJ 0.063 UJ 

2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 0.97 J1 

NE 74 J 1 64 J1 

5,100 R R 
5,100 1.2 u l.lU 
NE 13 J 1 4.5 J1 

66k 0.37 UJ 0.20 UJ 
7,2001 33 J- 12 J-

310,000m 22 2.4 UJ 

B-64 

Former Location of the Mixing/Blending Houses 
AIP-121-SB AIP-122-SB 

3,100 7,700 

R R 

0.95 J1 0.62 J1 

31 17 J1 

0.11 UJ 0.039 UJ 

0.92 0.60 u 
350 11 360 11 

6.0 23 
0.79 UJ 6.0 u 

5.3 3.6 

4,400 22,000 

16 4.5 

96 11 10011 

82 2.6 

0.43 0.13 

0.88 J1 0.29 J 1 

45 11 600 u 
R R 

1.3 1.2 u 
3.7 J1 5.5 11 

0.16 UJ 0.98 UJ 

12 J- 53 J-
16 1.9 UJ 

AIP-123-SB AIP-124-SB 

7,500 2,800 

R R 

1.3 J- 1.2 J-
13 Jl 33 

0.020 UJ 0.11 UJ 

0.59 u 0.024 UJ 

310 J1 600 

13 5. 1 
0.080 UJ 0.80 UJ 

2.9 2.9 

11 ,000 3,500 

5. 1 25 

120 J 1 74 11 

3.1 140 

0.12 u 0.88 

0.76 J1 0.76 J1 

86 J1 24 J1 

R R 

1.2 u l.l U 

3.2 J1 4.5 J1 

0.57 UJ 0.17 UJ 

44 J- 11 J-
2.8 UJ 12 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Analyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

!Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 

Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABL ES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Former Location 
EPA April 2009 of the 

Regional Screening Mixing/Blending 
Level Background Houses 

Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-125-SB 

990,000 8,900 4,700 
4 10b R 6.5 UJ 
1.6c 1.9 J- 1.3 

190,000 34 25 
2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.16 UJ 
810e 0.59 u 0.54 J 
NE 210 J1 

320 J1 

1,400f 18 5.8 

300 1.1 UJ 0.67 UJ 
41,000 5.9 1.3 J1 

720,000 12,000 5,000 
800g 11 6. 1 
NE 88 J 1 

73 J 1 

23,000h 260 37 
24; 0.050 UJ 0.065 UJ 

2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 0.98 J1 

NE 74 J 1 31 J1 

5,100 R 3.8 u 
5,100 1.2 u l.lU 
NE 13 J 1 5.7 J1 

66k 0.37 UJ 0.32 UJ 
7,2001 33 J- 12 J-

310,000m 22 2.6 UJ 

B-65 

AIP-126-SB 

3,600 

6.4 UJ 

1.4 J-

31 

0.13 J1 

0.54 u 
210 J1 

4.1 

1.0 UJ 
1.5 Jl 

3,400 

4.8 

56 J1 

120 

0.030 UJ 

0.88 J1 

60 J1 

3.8 UJ 

l.l U 

540 u 
0.21 UJ 

8.3 J-
2. 1 UJ 

Area Near Building 5 
AIP-127-SB 

7,400 

6.7 UJ 

2.0 J-

29 

0.23 J1 

0.56 u 
440 J1 

27 

0.93 UJ 

2.9 

9,500 

7.2 

140 J 1 

40 

0.084 UJ 
1.8 Jl 

92 J 1 

3.9 UJ 

l.l U 

8.6 J 1 

0.40 UJ 

23 I-

4. 5 UJ 

AIP-128-SB AIP-129-SB 

6,100 6,700 

6.9 UJ 6.4 UJ 

1.4 J- 1.3 J-

7.2 J1 17 J1 

0.071 J1 0.18 J1 

0.58 u 0.54 u 
110 J1 510 J1 

21 10 

5.8 u 0.34 UJ 

3.1 2.6 J1 

16,000 8,800 

3.9 5. 1 

56 J 1 96 J1 

4.4 8.2 

0.12 u 0.064 UJ 

0.46 J1 1.3 J1 

48 J1 75 J1 

4.0 UJ 3.7 UJ 

1.2 u l.l U 

21 J1 11 Jl 

0.31 UJ 0.30 UJ 

42 I- 21 J-
2.0 UJ 2.9 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



IAnalyte 

Metals (mglkg) 

Aluminum 

!Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Selenium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

Vanadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Area Near 
EPA April 2009 the Transformer 

Regional Screening House (Building 
Level Background 4) 

Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-130-SB 

990,000 8,900 3,000 
410b R 6.8 UJ 
1.6c 1.9 J- 1.9 J-

190,000 34 27 
2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.1 5 J1 

SlOe 0.59 u 0.57 u 
NE 210 J1 

600 
1,400f 18 6.7 
300 1.1 UJ 0.92 UJ 

41 ,000 5.9 1.9 Jl 

720,000 12,000 4,900 
800g 11 30 
NE 88 I 1 

58 I 1 

23,000h 260 190 
24i 0.050 UJ 0.12 u 

2o,oooi 1.7 J' 0.67 J1 

NE 74 J1 48 J1 

5,100 R 4.0 UJ 
5,100 1.2 U Ll U 
NE 13 J' 6. 1 J1 

66k 0.37 UJ 2.8 u 
7,2001 33 J- 14 J-

310,000m 22 4.0 UJ 

B-66 

Area Near the 
Transformer 

House (Building 
104) 

AIP-131-SB 

5,300 

7.0 UJ 

2.2 J-
6.4 Jl 

0.073 J1 

0.59 u 
250 J1 

32 
5.9 u 
2.7 J1 

25,000 

6.7 

54 I 1 

34 

0.12 u 
0.40 I 1 

36 J1 

4.1 UI 
1.2 u 
7.2 I 1 

0.37 UJ 

68 I-
2.5 UJ 

Water Treatment 
Oil Recovery Area Plant Area 

AIP-132-SB 

5,700 

6.9 UJ 

1.6 J-

22 J 1 

0. 14 J 1 

0.57 u 
1,400 

14 
0.48 UJ 

3.0 

12,000 

9.2 

120 I 1 

87 

0.12 u 
1.0 Jl 

140 J1 

4.0 UJ 
Ll U 

20 J1 

0.27 UJ 
31 J-

3.2 UJ 

AIP-133-SB AIP-134-SB 

4,800 4,500 

6.9 UJ R 

1.8 J- 2.1 J-

21 J1 31 
0.1 3 J1 0.18 UJ 

0.57 u 0.56 u 
600 470 J1 

22 10 
0.48 UJ 4.3 UJ 

100 2.4 Jl 

18,000 7,000 

18 9.7 

53 I 1 110 I 1 

130 390 

0.032 UJ 0.028 UJ 

1.9 J1 1.1 II 

75 J1 140 J1 

4.0 UJ R 

Ll U Ll U 

6. 1 J1 3.8 I 1 

0.23 UJ 0.24 UJ 

41 J- 17 I-
69 4.1 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 
Regional Screening Northwest 

Level Background Water Treatment Plant Area Drainage Area 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-134-SB-DUP AIP-135-SB AIP-136-SB 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 8,900 4,100 3,200 5,500 
Antimony 4 10b R R R R 

Arsenic 1.6c 1.9 J- 1.9 J- 0.42 J1 2.3 J-

Barium 190,000 34 31 12 J1 42 
Beryllium 2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.15 UJ 0.081 UJ 0.18 UJ 

Cadmium 810e 0.59 u 0.55 u 0.53 u 2.8 
Calcium NE 210 J1 

490 11 110 J1 500 J1 

Chromium 1,400f 18 6.9 3.8 9.8 
Cobalt 300 1.1 UJ 1.1 UJ 0.47 UJ 1.4 UJ 

Copper 41,000 5.9 2.0 J1 1.0 Jl 5.4 

Iron 720,000 12,000 5,800 3,200 8,400 

Lead 800g 11 6.8 3.6 50 
Magnesium NE 88 11 

110 11 52 11 82 11 

Manganese 23,000h 260 240 43 310 
Mercury 24; 0.050 UJ 0.11 u 0.042 UJ 0.070 UJ 

!Nickel 2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 0.96 J1 0.55 J1 1.5 Jl 

Potassium NE 74 J 1 140 J1 36 J1 120 J 1 

Selenium 5,100 R R R R 
Silver 5,100 1.2 u LlU u u l.l U 
Sodium NE 13 J 1 4.4 Jl 3.4 Jl 5.1 J 1 

Thallium 66k 0.37 UJ 0.18 UJ 0. 14 UJ 0.36 UJ 
Vanadium 7,2001 33 J- 15 J- 9.9 J- 21 J-
Zinc 310,000m 22 3.5 UJ 3.3 UJ 120 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-67 

South of Blair 
Northeast Moving& 

Drainage Area Storage Company 
AIP-137-SB AIP-138-SB 

9,700 6,200 

0.32 J 6.7 UJ 

2.0 2.0 J-

43 29 
0.28 J1 0.18 J1 

0.62 UJ 0.55 u 
290 J1 690 

14 12 
1.3 Jl 0.97 UJ 

5.2 2.9 

10,000 10,000 

14 8.6 

110 11 98 11 

310 100 

0.075 UJ 0.063 UJ 
1.8 Jl 1.4 Jl 
92 Jl 160 J1 

4.4 UJ 3.9 UJ 

L2U u u 
18 J1 4.7 J1 

0.49 J1 0.35 UJ 

30 J- 26 J-
10 4.4 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

EPA April 2009 Northeast of 
Regional Screening Blair Moving & Southeast of Blair Moving & 

Level Background Storage Company Storage Company 
Analyte Industrial Soil AIP-100-SB AIP-139-SB AIP-140-SB AIP-140-SB-DUP 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 990,000 8,900 5,100 6,900 6,900 
Antimony 4 10b R R 6.9 UJ R 

Arsenic 1.6c 1.9 J- 2.0 2.6 2.7 J-

Barium 190,000 34 31 10 J1 9.6 J1 

Beryllium 2,000d 0.26 UJ 0.20 UJ 0.057 UJ 0.059 UJ 

Cadmium 810e 0.59 u 0.54 u 0.57 UJ 0.58 u 
Calcium NE 210 J1 

400 J1 350 J1 280 J1 

Chromium 1,400f 18 8.3 29 24 
Cobalt 300 1.1 UJ 0.97 UJ 5.7 u 5.8 u 
Copper 41,000 5.9 2.4 UJ 3.5 J+ 3.8 

Iron 720,000 12,000 6,800 24,000 25,000 

Lead 800g 11 6.4 7.0 7.1 
Magnesium NE 88 J 1 

90 J 1 66 J1 60 J 1 

Manganese 23,000h 260 190 42 43 
Mercury 24; 0.050 UJ 0.081 UJ 0.032 UJ 0.099 UJ 

!Nickel 2o,oooi 1.7 Jl 0.98 J1 0.79 J1 0. 76 J 1 

Potassium NE 74 J 1 72 UJ 41 J1 31 J 1 

Selenium 5,100 R 3.8 UJ 4.0 u R 
Silver 5,100 1.2 u LlU u u 1.2 u 
Sodium NE 13 J 1 5.1 Jl 5.8 J1 3.6 J 1 

Thallium 66k 0.37 UJ 2.7 u 1.1 UJ 1.0 UJ 
Vanadium 7,2001 33 J- 18 J- 63 J- 64 I-

Zinc 310,000m 22 2.8 J 3.0 UJ 2.9 UJ 

(~] TETRA TECH 

B-68 

East of James 
Resch T rust 

Property East of the David 
(Gulfside Supply, Thornton 

Inc.) Property 
AIP-141-SB AIP-142-SB 

5,900 5,700 

R 6.6 UJ 

2.4 J- 1.2 

7.3 J1 26 
0.023 UJ 0.15 J1 

0.58 u 0.55 UJ 

200 J1 180 J1 

29 6.7 
5.8 u 0.95 J1 

3.6 1.6 Jl 

24,000 5,600 

6.0 5.6 

70 J 1 81 J1 

18 62 

0.082 UJ 0.071 UJ 

0.34 J1 1.4 Jl 

580 u 79 J1 

R 3.8 UJ 

L2U u u 
4.9 J1 3.6 J1 

1.1 UJ 0.31 J1 

67 J- 14 J-
2.5 UJ 3.3 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



TABLES 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLES 

Notes: 

b 

d 

g 

h 

k 

m 

AlP 

DUP 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic antimony. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for inorganic arsenic. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for beryllium and compounds. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for dietary cadmium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for total chromium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for lead and compounds. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for manganese (water). 

EPA April2009 Regional Screening Level for elemental mercury. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for soluble salts of nickel. 

EPA April2009 Regional Screening Level for soluble salts of thallium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic vanadium. 

EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level for metallic zinc. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Field duplicate 

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

J The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estimate. 

J+ The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estimate with a possible high bias. 

J- The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value 

is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the 

calibration curve. 

111; I TETRA TECH 

B-69 

mglkg 

NE 

R 

SB 

u 
UJ 

BOLD 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not established 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data 

generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may 

or may not be present in the sample. 

Subsurface soil sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit; 

the reported value is an estimate. 

Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times 

the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample 

or greater than or equal to the non-detect concentration in the 

background sample. 

Shaded values are above the EPA April 2009 Regional Screening Level. 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Station ID 

AIP144 

AIP145 

AIP146 

AIP147 

AIP148 

AIP149 

Notes: 

* 
AlP 

bgs 
oc 
FML 

ID 

jlg/L 

jlS/cm 
MW 

NR 
NTU 

US ACE 

TABLE9 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

FIELD PARAMETERS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

Depth to Total Well 

USACE Water Depth Purge Volume Temperature pH Conductivity 

WeiiiD (feet bgs) (feet bgs) (gallons) (OC) Standard Units (Jls/cm) 

MW-45 19.5 28.21 4.4 19.02 5.16 93 

MW-57 35.8 42.35 3.2 23.40 4.08 41 

MW-66 28.6 37.3 4.35 20.42 5.3 1 106 

MW-70 29.10 38.42 3.1 21.36 4.26 60 

MW-30 36 43.33 3.5 22.75 4.90 83 

MW-80 34.05 42.85 4.4 17.97 4.47 NR 

Reading was collected before the well ran dry. Sample was collected after the well was allowed to recharge. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Below ground surface 
Degrees Celsius 

Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Identification 

Micrograms per liter 

Microsiemens per centimeter 

Monitoring well 

Not recorded 
Nephelometric turbidity units 

US. Army Corps of Engineers 

USACE installed all of the permanent monitoring wells located on the AlP property. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-70 

Dissolved 
Oxygen 
(mg!L) 

6.4 

8.2 

3.79 

5.56 

7.73 

4.02 

Turbidity 
(NTU) 

67.3 

316 

144 

680 

87.4 

10.7 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analvte 

Volatile Organic Compounds (Jlg!L) 

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 

1, 1,2-Trichloro-1 ,2,2-T rifluoroethane (Freon 113) 

1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 

T etrachloroethene 

trans-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 

Trichloroethene 
Vinyl chloride 

Perchlorate (Jlg/L) 

Perchlorate 

1~/L) 

Metals (Jlg!L) 

Aluminum 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 
Manganese 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 10 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

South of AlP 
Background WWTP 

(USACE MW-30) (USACE MW-45) 

MCL AIP-148-MW AIP-144-MW 

200 5.0 u 0.88 J1 

NE 5.0 u 5.0 u 
5.0 5.0 u 5.0 u 
5.0 5.0 u 0.84 J1 

70 5.0 u 78 

5.0 0 .58 J1 11 

100 5.0 u 0.53 J1 

5.0 1.7 Jl 20,000 
5.0 5.0 u 7.0 

NE 0.8 11 
NA 

NE 2.2 u NA 

50,200" 9,900 920 

10 3.7 J1 10 u 
2,000 130 J1 22 J1 

4.0 0 .16 J1 5.0 u 
NE 7,200 3,000 J1 

100 110 2.5 J1 

1,300 19 J1 3.2 J1 

NE 15,000 10,000 

15 21 1.9 J1 

NE 1,900 J1 1,400 J1 

NE 310 110 

B-71 

vvest oiiJrainage 
Ditch 3, North of 

North of Drainage Ditch 3 the R ailroad Spur 
(USACE MW-57) (USACE MW-66) 

AIP-145-MW AIP-145-MW-DUP AIP-146-MW 

5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
3.5 J1 3.4 Jl 18 

5.0 u 5.0 u 0.76 J1 

5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
220 210 3,400 
5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 

NA NA 1.0 u 

NA NA 2.0 u 

460 400 180 J1 

10 u 10 u lO U 

28 J1 28 J1 34 J1 

5.0 u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
2,400 J1 2,400 J1 7,700 

3.2 J1 3.2 J1 2.3 J1 

4.6 J1 4.7 J1 25 u 
810 750 130 

2.0 J1 10 u 10 u 
1,400 J1 1,400 J1 2,400 J1 

62 62 36 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Metals (/-lg/L) 
Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Sodium 
Vanadium 

('1l:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 10 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

South of AlP 
Background WWTP 

(USACE MW -30) (USACE MW-45) 

MCL AIP-148-MW AIP-144-MW 

2.0 0.27 0.20 u 
NE 65 40 u 
NE 2,100 J1 2,000 J 1 

NE 7,200 6,600 
NE 53 5.2 J 

B-72 

w est otiJramage 
Ditch 3, North of 

North of Drainage Ditch 3 the Railroad Spur 
(USACE MW-57) (USACE MW-66) 

AIP-145-MW AIP-145-MW-DUP AIP-146-MW 

0.20 u 0.20 u 0.20 u 
1.9 UJ 1.5 UJ 40 u 

1,600 J1 1,500 J1 2,800 J 1 

4,900 J1 4,900 J1 7,700 
3.5 J 3.2 J' 50 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 

Allied Industrial Paik 



TABLE 10 

EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

North or Dramage 
Ditch 4 and 

Background Railroad Spur 
(USACE MW-30) (USACE MW-70) 

IAnalvte MCL AIP-148-MW AIP-147-MW 

Volatile Organic Compounds (~tg/L) 

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane 200 5.0 u 5.0 u 
1 ,1 ,2-Trichloro-1 ,2,2-Trifluoroethane (Freon 113) NE 5.0 u 3.7 J1 

1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane 5.0 5.0 u 0.66 J1 

Carbon Tetrachloride 5.0 5.0 u 5.0 u 
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 70 5.0 u 5.0 u 
Tetrachloroethene 5.0 0.58 J1 5.0 u 
trans-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 100 5.0 u 5.0 u 
Trichloroethene 5.0 1.7 J ' 350 

Vinyl chloride 5.0 5.0 u 5.0 u 
Pet·chlorate (~tg!L) 

Perchlorate NE 0.8 J 4.3 

Explosives (~tg/L) 

Nitrobenzene NE 2.2 u 2.4 u 
Metals (~tg!L) 

Aluminum 50,2oo· 9,900 1,500 

Arsenic 10 3.7 J 1 lOU 

Barium 2,000 130 J 1 64 J1 

Beryllium 4.0 0.16 J 1 5.0 u 
Calcium NE 7,200 8,600 

Chromium 100 110 6.4 J' 

Copper 1,300 19 J1 9.6 J1 

Iron NE 15,000 1,400 

Lead 15 21 6.7 J1 

Magnesium NE 1,900 J1 950 J1 

Manganese NE 310 27 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-73 

South or Dramage 
Ditch 3, North of 

Railroad Spur 
(USACE MW-80) 

AIP-149-MW 

5.0 u 
5.0 u 
1.1 J' 

5.0 u 
280 J 
3.2 J1 

5.1 

11,000 

5.0 u 

1.2 

0 .24 JN 

530 

10 u 
35 J1 

5.0 u 
1,600 J1 

10 u 
2.9 J1 

61 J1 

10 u 
1,400 J1 

48 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



k\nalvte 

Metals (!!giL) 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Sodium 
Vanadium 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 10 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

North oiiJramage 
Ditch 4 and 

Background Railroad Spur 
(USACE MW-30) (USACE MW-70) 

MCL AIP-148-MW AIP-147-MW 

2.0 0.27 0.040 UJ 

NE 65 7.2 J1 

NE 2,100 J1 650 J1 

NE 7,200 7,100 
NE 53 9.7 ]' 

B-74 

:south oiiJramage 
Ditch 3, North of 

Railroad Spur 
(USACE MW -80) 

AIP-149-MW 

0.41 
1.2 Jl 

1,600 J1 

15,000 
50 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Notes: 

AlP 

DUP 

J 
Jl 

JN 

MCL 

MW 

flg/L 
NA 

NE 

u 
UJ 

US ACE 

BOLD 

TABLE 10 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 

Value represents a secondary standard 

Allied Industrial Park 

Field duplicate 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

The result is presumptive (tentatively identified), but a confirmation was not perfom1ed because the result was greater than the method detection limit, 

but less than the reporting limit. 

EPA May 2009 Maximum Contaminant Level 

Monitoring well 

Micrograms per liter 

Not analyzed 

Not established 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

US. Amly Corps of Engineers 

Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample or greater than 

or equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample. 

I BOLD Shaded and bolded values are elevated and are above the EPA May 2009 MCL 

I Shaded values are above the EPA May 2009 MCL. 

USACE installed all of the permanent monitoring wells located on the AlP property. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-75 
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Backfround~-30) 

USACE 

Analvte MCL RUST 1996 SAIC1 1998 EPA2009 RUST 1996 

Volatile Organic Compounds (flgiL) 

1,2-Dichloroethene NE NA 5.0 u NA NA 

cis-! ,2-Dichloroethene 70 1.8 u NA 5.0 u 1.8 u 
Teu·achloroethene 5.0 0.49 u 2.0 J 0.58 J1 0.49 u 
u·ans-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 100 0.55 u NA 5.0 u 0.55 u 
Trichloroethene 5.0 550 5.0 u 1.7 Jl 0.42 u 
Vinyl chloride 2.0 0.47 u 10.0 u 5.0 u 0.47 u 

Notes: 

Field duplicate 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

DUP 

EPA 
J 
Jl 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the repmted value is an estimate. 
Concenu·ation repmted is Jess than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 
Maximum Contaminant Level 
Monitoring well 
Micrograms per liter 
Not analyzed 
Not established 

TABLE 11 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTIO~ 

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR GROUND WATER SAMPLES 
1996 to 2009 

Near WWTP (MW-45) Between D•·aina~~:e Ditch 3 and Butldln~~: 198 (MW-57) 

USACE USACE EPA 2009 

SAIC1 1998 SAICz 2004 EPA 2009 RUST 1996 SAIC' 1998 SAICz 2004 EPA 2009 (DUP) 

2,500 u NA NA NA 2.1 J NA NA NA 

NA 2,820 78 1.8 u NA 1.2 3.5 J1 3.4 Jl 

2,500 u 20.4 11 0.49 u 5.0 u u 5.0 u 5.0 u 
NA 7.9 0.53l 0.55 u NA u 5.0 u 5.0 u 

59,900 33,900 20000 12 136 245 220 210 
5000 u 4.9 7.0 0.47 u 10 u u 5.0 u 5.0 u 

RUST Environment and Infrastrucnrre, Inc., Final Site Investigation Report, Allied Indusuial Park Site, Macon, Georgia, Prepared for the Savannah District, USACE. May 1997. 

Near Drainage Ditch 3, Before the 
Railroad Tracks (MW-66) Near Draina~~:e Ditch 4 (MW-70) 

USACE USACE 
SAid 1998 SAIC2 2004 EPA2009 SAIC1 1998 SAICz 2004 EPA2009 

83.9 NA NA 0.98 J NA NA 

NA 200 18 NA u 5.0 u 
2.2 J 6.4 0.76 J1 5.0 u u 5.0 u 
NA 1.8 5.0 u NA u 5.0 u 

3 910 14,100 3400 284 206 350 
lOU u 5.0 u lOU u 5.0 u 

Science Applications International Cmportation, Draft Hazardous Site Response Act (HSRA) Compliance Report, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Plant, Allied Indusuial Park, Macon, Georgia, Prepared for the USACE, Savannah Disuict. August 2000. 

Near Drainage Ditch 3, 
Just Nor th ofRatlroad 
Spur~-80) 

USACE 
SAIC' 2004 EPA2009 

NA NA 

128 J 280 J 
4.3 3.2l 
1.6 5.1 

12,400 11,000 
u 5.0 u 

MCL 
MW 

flg/L 
NA 

NE 
RUST 
SAid 
SAl~ Science Applications International Cmpmtation, Letter with Attaclnnents to Jnlie Hiscox, P.E., Project Manager, USACE, Savannah District. Subject: Monitoring Report for Post-Test Groundwater Sampling (October-November 2004) Pilot-Scale Altematives Assessment and Implementation Plan 

for Groundwater VOC Reduction at the Fmmer Macon Naval Ordnance Plant, DERP-FUDS Project No. I04GA081302, Macon, Georgia. Januruy 19, 2005. 

u 
US ACE 
WWTP 
BOLD 

I BOLD 

I 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 
U.S. Army Cmps of Engineers 
Waste water treatment plant 
Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values ru·e tJn·ee times the concentrations detected in the backgrmmd sample or greater than or equal to the san1ple quantifationlimit if the constituent was not detected in the background sample. 

Shaded and bolded values are elevated and above the EPA May 2009 MCL. 

Shaded values ru·e above the EPA May 2009 MCL. 

[ "1t::] TETRA TECH 
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Analvte 

Volatile Organic Compounds (flg/L) 

cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene 

Trichloroethene (Trichloroethylene) 
Vinyl chloride 

Pesticides (!lg/L) 

!gamma-Chlordane 

Polychlorindated Biphenyls (flg/L) 
PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

1~/L) 
lin _,_ 

s 

Explosives (flg/L) 

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 

Total Metals (flg/L) 

Aluminum 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Calcium 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 
!Nickel 

111; I TETRA TECH 

TABLE 12 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE WATER SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 
Drainage Easement that Receives 

EPA Region 4 Freshwater that Receives Drainage from AlP, 
Surface Water Screening Drainage from AlP Armstrong, and 

Value and Armstrong FMNOL 
Acute Chronic DD-507-SW DD-508-SW 

NE NE 5.0 u 5.0 u 
NE NE 5.0 u 5.0 u 
NE NE 5.0 u 5.0 u 

2.4. 0.00433 

0.050 u 0.050 u 

0.2 0.014 1.0 u 1.0 u 

NE NE 1.5 1.0 u 

NE NE 0.40 JN 2.4 u 

750 87 58 J1 84 J1 

360b 190b 10 u 4.4 Jl 

NE NE 34 J1 100 J1 

NE NE 120,000 89,000 

9.22 6.54 25 u 2.6 J1 

NE 1,000 140 3,400 

33.78 1.32 10 u 1.9 Jl 

NE NE 4,000 J1 3,500 J1 

NE NE 22 440 
789.00 87.71 1.8 Jl 2.9 J 

B-77 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of 
the Railroad Spur 

DD-513-SW 

5.0 u 
1.0 J1 

5.0 u 

0.050 u 

1.0 u 

1.8 

2.0 u 

200 u 
2.8 J1 

37 J1 

130,000 

25 u 
120 

10 u 
4,200 J1 

18 
2.7 Jl 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, 

Armstrong, and 
FMNOL, North of 

Rocky Creek 
DD-514-SW 

15 

3.6 J1 

7.9 

0.15 

2.2 

NA 

NA 

790 

2.3 J1 

58 J1 

66,000 

2.6 J1 

3,200 
6.2 Jl 

2,900 J1 

260 
2.4 J 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Analvte 

Total Metals (p.tg/L) 

Potassium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Vanadimn 
Zinc 

Dissolved Metals (p.tg/L) 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Calcium 

Copper 

Iron 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

[Nickel 

Potassium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Zinc 

111; I TETRA TECH 

TABLE 12 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE WATER SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 
Drainage Easement that Receives 

EPA Region 4 Freshwater that Receives Drainage from AlP, 
Surface Water Screening Drainage from AlP Armstrong, and 

Value and Armstrong FMNOL 

Acute Chronic DD-507-SW DD-508-SW 

NE NE 2,400 J1 3,100 J1 

1.23 0.012 10 u 10 u 
NE NE 29,000 22,000 

NE NE 12 J1 3.4 Jl 

65.04 58.91 8.9 UJ 120 

360b 190b NA 10 u 
NE NE NA 86 J1 

NE NE NA 91 ,000 

9.22 6.54 NA 2.6 J1 

NE 1,000 NA 220 

NE NE NA 3,600 J1 

NE NE NA 440 

789.00 87.71 NA 2.2 J1 

NE NE NA 3,200 J1 

1.23 0.012 NA 2.8 J1 

NE NE NA 21 ,000 

65.04 58.91 NA 98 

B-78 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of 
the Railroad Spur 

DD-513-SW 

2,200 J1 

2.9 t 
27,000 

13 Jl 

8.4 UJ 

2.6 J1 

41 J1 

120,000 

1.3 Jl 

57 UJ 

4,200 J1 

16 

2.1 Jl 

2,300 J1 

10 u 
28,000 

9.7 UJ 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, 

Armstrong, and 
FMNOL, North of 

Rocky Creek 
DD-514-SW 

2,300 J1 

10 u 
18,000 

6.8 J1 

24 UJ 

10 u 
38 J1 

60,000 

1.4 Jl 

430 

2,700 J1 

140 
1.3 Jl 

2,200 J1 

10 u 
18,000 

8.8 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Notes: 

b 

AlP 

Armstrong 

DD 

EPA 

FMNOL 

TABLE 12 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE WATER SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Freshwater Surface Water Screening Value entry used is for chlordane. 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Freshwater Surface Water Screening Value entry used is for arsenic III. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 

Drainage ditches 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

JN The result is presumptive (tentatively identified), but a confirmation was not performed because the result was greater than the method detection limit, 

but less than the reporting limit. 

Jlg/L Micrograms per liter 

NA Not analyzed 

NE Not established 

SW Surface water sample 

U The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit. 

UJ The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

I Shaded values are above the EPARegion 4 November 2001 Freshwater Surface Water Screening Value. 

The surface water screeing values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Freshwater Surface Water Screening Values for Hazardous Waste 
Sites, last updated November 2001. 

111; I TETRA TECH 
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Analyte 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 

Methyl Acetate 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Methylcyclohexane 
T etrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

(3 -and/or 4-)Methylphenol 

Acenaphthene 

Acenaphthylene 

Acetophenone 

Anthracene 

Benzaldehyde 

Benzo( a )anthracene 
Benzo( a )pyrene 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene 

Benzo(k )fluoranthene 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 

Carbazole 

Chrysene 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 
-cluoranthene 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 
Pentachlorophenol 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 AlP Western 

Sediment Boundary Drainage, 

Screening Background West of AlP WWTP 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-504-SD 

NE R R 26 J 

NE 6.8 2.1 11 3.3 Jl 

NE 13U 12 u 16 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 8.2 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 8.2 u 

NE 210 u 200 u 270 u 
330 210 u 200 u 270 u 
330 210 u 74 11 270 u 
NE 210 u 200 u 270U 

330 210 u 23 11 270 u 
NE 210 u 46 11 270 u 
330 210 u 220 120 11 

330 61 11 230 100 11 

NE 100 11 330 J 180 J1 

NE 72 Jl 210 92 Jl 

NE 38 J1 230 72 Jl 

182 240 J 270 J 270 UJ 

NE 210 u 200 u 270 u 
330 68 11 260 130 11 

330 210 u 97 11 270 u 
330 87 J1 310 240 11 

NE 92 11 270 J 130 11 

NE 410 u 390 u 520 u 

B-80 

AlP Western Drainage Easement 
Boundary Drainage, that Receives 
East of Armstrong Drainage from AlP 

WWTP and Armstrong 
DD-505-SD DD-506-SD 

R R 

8.4 u 6.6 u 
17 u 13U 

8.4 u 6.6 u 
8.4 u 6.6 u 

300 220 u 
270 u 220 u 
270 u 220 u 
270 u 220 u 

31 J1 220 u 
270 u 220 u 
210 11 33 11 

220 11 47 11 

280 J 43 11 

180 J1 62 11 

210 11 31 J1 

270 UJ 220 UJ 

31 J1 220 u 
280 45 11 

63 11 220 u 
440 54 11 

230 11 34 11 

530 u 430 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Analyte 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

Phenanthrene 
Pyrene 

Chlorinated Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Dieldrin 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 

gamma-Chlordane 

Heptachlor epoxide 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene 
1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 AlP Western 

Sediment Boundary Drainage, 

Screening Background West of AlP WWTP 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-504-SD 

330 35 J1 69 J1 51 J1 

330 79 J 270 200 J 

3.3 4. 1 u 3.9 u 5.2 u 
3.3 2.7 J1 16 7. 1 u 
3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 7.8 J 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 4.7 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.7 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.7 J1 

NE 4. 1 u 3.9 u 5.2 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.2 u 
3.3 4. 1 u 3.9 u 5.2 u 
3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.7 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.7 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.7 u 
NE 21 u 20 u 27 u 

33b 41 u 39 u 52 u 
33b 41 u 39 u 52 u 
33° 41 u 39 u 52 u 

NE NA NA NA 
NE NA NA NA 

B-81 

AlP Western Drainage Easement 
Boundary Drainage, that Receives 
East of Armstrong Drainage from AlP 

WWTP and Armstrong 
DD-505-SD DD-506-SD 

170 J1 28 J1 

380 51 J 

2.8 J1 4.3 u 
2.7 J1 4.3 u 
6.5 UJ 4.3 u 
2.7 u 2.2 u 
2.7 u 2.2 u 
5.3 u 4.3 u 
3.7 J1 4.3 u 
5.3 u 14 

5.3 u 4.3 u 
2.7 u 2.2 u 
2.2 J1 13 
2.7 u 2.2 u 
27 u 22 u 

53 u 360 

53 u 43 u 
53 u 43 u 

NA NA 
NA NA 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Analyte 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 

Methyl Acetate 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Methylcyclohexane 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

(3 -and/or 4-)Methylphenol 

Acenaphthene 

Acenaphthylene 

Acetophenone 

Anthracene 

Benzaldehyde 

Benzo( a )anthracene 

Benzo( a )pyrene 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene 

Benzo(k )fluoranthene 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 

Carbazole 

Chrysene 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 

-cluoranthene 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 
Pentachlorophenol 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 

EPA Region 4 that Receives 

Sediment Drainage from AlP 

Screening Background and Armstrong 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-507-SD 

NE R R R 

NE 6.8 2.1 11 6.0 u 
NE 13U 12 u 12 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 6.0 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 6.0 u 

NE 210 u 200 u 200 u 
330 210 u 200 u 200 u 
330 210 u 74 11 43 11 

NE 210 u 200 u 200 u 
330 210 u 23 11 48 J1 

NE 210 u 46 11 200 u 
330 210 u 220 410 

330 61 J1 230 410 

NE 100 11 330 J 640 J 

NE 72 Jl 210 320 

NE 38 J1 230 430 

182 240 J 270 J 200 UJ 

NE 210 u 200 u 40 11 

330 68 J1 260 480 

330 210 u 97 11 130 11 

330 87 J1 310 750 

NE 92 11 270 J 390 J 

NE 410 u 390 u 400 u 

B-82 

Drainage Easement that Receives 
Drainage from AlP, Armstrong, and 

FMNOL 
DD-508-SD DD-509-SD 

17 UJ 6.0 UJ 

8.5 u 3.0 u 
17 u 6.0 u 

8.5 u 3.0 u 
8.5 u 3.0 u 

530 u 210 u 
530 u 56 11 

530 u 210 u 
140 11 47 11 

530 UJ 120 11 

120 11 210 UJ 

710 J- 910 
1,400 1,500 
1,000 1,400 

680 560 

610 640 

2,200 2,500 
530 UJ 120 11 

1,200 J- 1,300 
130 J1 140 11 

920 J- 1,300 
290 11 270 

1,000 u 410 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

Phenanthrene 
Pyrene 

Chlorinated Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Dieldrin 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 

gamma-Chlordane 

Heptachlor epoxide 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene 
1,3 ,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 

EPA Region 4 that Receives 

Sediment Drainage from AlP 

Screening Background and Armstrong 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-507-SD 

330 35 J1 69 J1 230 
330 79 J 270 820 

3.3 4. 1 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 
3.3 2.7 J1 16 4.0 u 
3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 4.0 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.0 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.0 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 
NE 4. 1 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 
3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.0 u 
3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.0 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 16 

NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.0 u 
NE 21 u 20 u 20 u 

33b 41 u 39 u 550 
33b 41 u 39 u 40 u 
33° 41 u 39 u 40 u 

NE NA NA 2.5 u 
NE NA NA 2.5 u 

B-83 

Drainage Easement that Receives 
Drainage from AlP, Armstrong, and 

DD-508-SD 

360 J1 

950 J-

34 
230 

210 J 

27 
32 u 
88 u 
10 u 
10 u 
21 u 
19 u 
19 u 
34 u 
24 

14,000 J-

100 u 
750 

4.6 u 
4.6 u 

FMNOL 
DD-509-SD 

570 
1,200 

4. 1 u 
16 u 
33 u 
13 
22 

48 u 
5.2 u 
4.1 u 
17 

7.2 
6.4 u 
14 u 
11 J 

3,700 J-

41 u 
470 

2.5 u 
2.5 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 

Methyl Acetate 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Methylcyclohexane 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

(3 -and/or 4-)Methylphenol 

Acenaphthene 

Acenaphthylene 

Acetophenone 

Anthracene 

Benzaldehyde 

Benzo( a )anthracene 

Benzo( a )pyrene 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene 

Benzo(k )fluoranthene 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 

Carbazole 

Chrysene 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 

-cluoranthene 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 
Pentachlorophenol 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 
that Receives 

EPA Region 4 Drainage from AlP, 

Sediment Armstrong, and 

Screening Background FMNOL 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-510-SD 

NE R R R 

NE 6.8 2.1 J1 16 u 
NE 13U 12 u 31 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 16 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 16 u 

NE 210 u 200 u 3,700 u 
330 210 u 200 u 3,700 u 
330 210 u 74 J1 3,700 u 
NE 210 u 200 u 3,700 u 
330 210 u 23 J1 3,700 u 
NE 210 u 46 J1 3,700 u 
330 210 u 220 1,500 J1 

330 61 J1 230 3,700 J1 

NE 100 J1 330 J 1,200 J1 

NE 72 Jl 210 7,100 

NE 38 J1 230 3,700 u 
182 240 J 270 J 3,700 UJ 

NE 210 u 200 u 3,700 u 
330 68 J1 260 2,500 J1 

330 210 u 97 J1 3,700 u 
330 87 J1 310 3,700 u 
NE 92 J1 270 J 1,800 J1 

NE 410 u 390 u 1,600 J 

B-84 

Receives Drainage Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of from AlP, North of 

Politex US, Inc. the Railroad Spur 
DD-511-SD DD-512-SD 

R R 

8.3 u 8.2 u 
17 u 16 u 

8.3 u 8.2 u 
8.3 u 8.2 u 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 UJ 190 UJ 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 
390 UJ 370 UJ 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

Phenanthrene 
Pyrene 

Chlorinated Pest icides {llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Dieldrin 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 

gamma-Chlordane 

Heptachlor epoxide 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls {llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene 
1,3 ,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Drainage Easement 
that Receives 

EP A Region 4 Drainage from AlP, 

Sediment Armstrong, and 

Screening Background FMNOL 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-510-SD 

330 35 J1 69 J1 370 J1 

330 79 J 270 1,400 J 

3.3 4. 1 u 3.9 u 7. 1 u 
3.3 2.7 J1 16 7.1 u 
3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 7.1 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 3.7 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 3.7 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 7.1 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 7.1 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 7.1 u 
3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 7.1 u 
3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 3.7 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 56 

NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 3.7 u 
NE 21 u 20 u 37 u 

33b 41 u 39 u 1,800 
33b 41 u 39 u 71 u 
33° 41 u 39 u 71 u 

NE NA NA 4.4 u 
NE NA NA 0.82 JN 

B-85 

Receives Drainage Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of from AlP, North of 

Politex US, Inc. the Railroad Spur 
DD-511-SD DD-512-SD 

200 u 190 u 
200 u 190 u 

3.9 u 3.7 u 
3.9 u 5.4 

3.9 u 3.7 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
3.9 u 3.7 u 
3.9 u 3.7 u 
3.9 u 3.7 u 
3.9 u 3.7 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
2.0 u 1.9 u 
20 u 19 u 

39 u 37 u 
39 u 37 u 
39 u 37 u 

2.3 u 2.3 u 
2.3 u 2.3 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 

Methyl Acetate 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Methylcyclohexane 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

(3 -and/or 4-)Methylphenol 

Acenaphthene 

Acenaphthylene 

Acetophenone 

Anthracene 

Benzaldehyde 

Benzo( a )anthracene 

Benzo( a )pyrene 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene 

Benzo(k )fluoranthene 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 

Carbazole 

Chrysene 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 

-cluoranthene 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 
Pentachlorophenol 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 Receives Drainage 

Sediment from AlP, South of 

Screening Background the Railroad Spur 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-513-SD 

NE R R 25 u 
NE 6.8 2.1 11 13U 

NE 13U 12 u 25 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 13 UJ 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 13U 

NE 210 u 200 u 290 u 
330 210 u 200 u 290 u 
330 210 u 74 J1 290 u 
NE 210 u 200 u 290 u 
330 210 u 23 11 53 11 

NE 210 u 46 11 290 u 
330 210 u 220 680 
330 61 11 230 1,300 

NE 100 11 330 J 730 

NE 72 Jl 210 1,600 

NE 38 J1 230 220 11 

182 240 J 270 J 910 J 
NE 210 u 200 u 59 11 

330 68 11 260 1,000 
330 210 u 97 J1 280 11 

330 87 J1 310 580 

NE 92 11 270 J 600 

NE 410 u 390 u 57 J 

B-86 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, Receives Drainage 

Armstrong, and from AlP, West of 
FMNOL, North of Michael R. Smith 

Rocky Creek Property 
DD-514-SD DD-515-SD 

R 180 J 
31 u 3.0 u 
62 u 7.7 

31 u 3.0 u 
31 u 0.39 J 

8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 47 11 

8,300 u 210 UJ 

8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 
1,900 11 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 
2,800 11 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 UJ 270 J 
8,300 u 210 UJ 
1,200 11 41 J1 

8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 58 J1 

8,300 u 210 u 
16,000 u 410 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

Phenanthrene 
Pyrene 

Chlorinated Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Dieldrin 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 

gamma-Chlordane 

Heptachlor epoxide 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene 
1,3 ,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPARegion4 Receives Drainage 

Sediment from AlP, South of 

Screening Background the Railroad Spur 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-513-SD 

330 35 J1 69 J1 370 
330 79 J 270 880 

3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.5 u 
3.3 2.7 J1 16 5.5 u 
3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 5.5 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.8 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.8 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.5 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.5 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.5 u 
3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 5.5 u 
3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 7.5 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 86 

NE 2. 1 u 2.0 u 2.8 u 
NE 21 u 20 u 28 u 

33b 41 u 39 u 55 u 
33b 41 u 39 u 2,000 
33° 41 u 39 u 55 u 

NE NA NA 3.2 u 
NE NA NA 3.2 u 

B-87 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, Receives Drainage 

Armstrong, and from AlP, West of 
FMNOL, North of Michael R. Smith 

Rocky Creek Property 
DD-514-SD DD-515-SD 

8,300 u 210 u 
8,300 u 210 u 

16 u 6.6 
16 u 15 

16 u 19 

8.3 u 2.3 u 
8.3 u 2. 1 u 
16 u 4.1 u 
16 u 4.1 u 
16 u 4.1 u 
16 u 4.1 u 

8.5 2. 1 u 
72 0.93 J 1 

8.3 u 2. 1 u 
83 u 21 u 

2,400 J 41 UJ 

160 u 41 u 
160 u 41 u 

NA 2.3 u 
NA 2.3 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 
Volatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

Acetone 

Methyl Acetate 

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 

Methylcyclohexane 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (!lg/kg) 

(3 -and/or 4-)Methylphenol 

Acenaphthene 

Acenaphthylene 

Acetophenone 

Anthracene 

Benzaldehyde 

Benzo( a )anthracene 

Benzo( a )pyrene 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene 

Benzo(k )fluoranthene 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 

Carbazole 

Chrysene 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 

-cluoranthene 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene 
Pentachlorophenol 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 
Sediment 
Screening Background 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD 

NE R R 

NE 6.8 2.1 11 

NE 13U 12 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 
NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 

NE 210 u 200 u 
330 210 u 200 u 
330 210 u 74 11 

NE 210 u 200 u 
330 210 u 23 11 

NE 210 u 46 11 

330 210 u 220 

330 61 J1 230 

NE 100 11 330 J 

NE 72 Jl 210 

NE 38 J1 230 

182 240 J 270 J 
NE 210 u 200 u 
330 68 J1 260 

330 210 u 97 11 

330 87 J1 310 

NE 92 11 270 J 
NE 410 u 390 u 

B-88 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of 

Receives Drainage from AlP, West of the the Rail Spur 
Rail Spur Receiving Area Receiving Area 

DD-516-SD DD-516-SD-DUP DD-517-SD 

27 J 43 J 6.8 u 
2.9 u 3.5 u 3.4 u 
5.8 u 7.0 u 6.8 u 
2.9 u 3.5 u 3.4 u 
2.9 UJ o.s7 r 3.4 u 

180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 70 11 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 

180 u 120 11 190 u 
30 11 190 u 190 u 

180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 
180 UJ 190 UJ 190 UJ 
31 J1 190 u 190 u 

180 u 190 u 190 u 
58 J1 42 11 190 u 

180 u 190 u 190 u 
360 u 380 u 380 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



Analyte 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

Phenanthrene 
Pyrene 

Chlorinated Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Dieldrin 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

gamma-BHC (Lindane) 

gamma-Chlordane 

Heptachlor epoxide 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 

PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene 
1,3 ,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPARegion4 
Sediment 
Screening Background 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD 

330 35 J1 69 J1 

330 79 J 270 

3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 
3.3 2.7 J1 16 

3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 

1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 
NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 
3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 
3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 
1.7a 2.1 u 2.0 u 
NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 
NE 21 u 20 u 

33b 41 u 39 u 
33b 41 u 39 u 
33° 41 u 39 u 

NE NA NA 
NE NA NA 

B-89 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, South of 

Receives Drainage from AlP, West of the the Rail Spur 
Rail Spur Receiving Area Receiving Area 

DD-516-SD DD-516-SD-DUP DD-517-SD 

180 u 190 u 190 u 
180 u 190 u 190 u 

3.6 u 8.9 3.8 u 
2.2 J1 3.8 1.6 J1 

3.6 u 2. 1 J1 2.0 J1 

1.8 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 3.8 u 
3.6 u 3.8 u 3.8 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
1.8 u 1.9 u 1.9 u 
18 u 19 u 19 u 

36 UJ 38 UJ 38 UJ 

36 u 38 u 38 u 
36 u 38 u 38 u 

NA NA 2.2 u 
NA NA 2.2 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, North of 

EPA Region 4 Rocky Creek Water 

Sediment Reclamation 

Screening Background Facility 

Analyte Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-518-SD 

Volatile Organic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

Acetone NE R R 250 J-

Methyl Acetate NE 6.8 2.1 J1 5.9 J-

Methyl Ethyl Ketone NE 13U 12 u 24 J-

Methylcyclohexane NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 3.9 UJ 
Tetrachloroethene (Tetrachloroethylene) NE 6.4 u 5.8 u 3.9 UJ 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

(3-and/or 4-)Methylphenol NE 210 u 200 u 230 u 
Acenaphthene 330 210 u 200 u 230 u 
Acenaphthylene 330 210 u 74 J1 67 J1 

Acetophenone NE 210 u 200 u 54 J1 

Anthracene 330 210 u 23 J1 170 J1 

Benzaldehyde NE 210 u 46 J1 230 u 
Benzo( a )anthracene 330 210 u 220 63 J1 

Benzo( a )pyrene 330 61 J1 230 270 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene NE 100 J1 330 J 860 

Benzo(g,h,i )pery lene NE 72 J ' 210 200 J1 

Benzo(k)fluoranthene NE 38 J1 230 620 J 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 182 240 J 270 J 230 UJ 

Carbazole NE 210 u 200 u 230 UJ 

Chrysene 330 68 J1 260 140 J1 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 330 210 u 97 J1 110 J1 

Fluoranthene 330 87 J1 310 82 J1 

Indeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene NE 92 J1 270J 320 
Pentachlorophenol NE 410 u 390 u 450 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-90 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, North of 

PPE3 
DD-519-SD 

180 

20 u 
46 

3.6 J1 

5. 1 J 

650 u 
650 u 
650 u 
650 u 
650 UJ 

320 J1 

270 J1 

700 

420 J1 

620 J1 

650 u 
3,400 J 

650 UJ 

570 J1 

140 J1 

650 u 
170 J1 

1,300 u 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, North of 

EPA Region 4 Rocky Creek Water 

Sediment Reclamation 

Screening Background Facility 

Analyte Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-518-SD 

Semivolatile Organic Compounds (/lg/kg) 

Phenanthrene 330 35 J1 69 J1 230 u 
Pyrene 330 79 r 270 230 u 
Chlorinated Pesticides (llg/kg) 

4,4'-DDD (p,p'-DDD) 3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.5 u 
4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 3.3 2.7 J

1 16 4.5 u 
4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 3.3 2.4 Jl 2.0 J1 4.5 u 
alpha-Chlordane 1.7. 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.3 u 
beta-BHC NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.3 u 
Dieldrin NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 120 J-

Endosulfan II (beta) NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.5 u 
Endosulfan Sulfate NE 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.5 u 
Endrin 3.3 4.1 u 3.9 u 4.5 u 
aamma-BHC (Lindane) 3.3 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.3 u 
gamma-Chlordane 1.7" 2.1 u 2.0 u 2.3 u 
Heptachlor epoxide NE 2.1 u 2.0 u 0.64 J1 

Methoxychlor NE 21 u 20 u 23 u 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (llg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 33b 41 u 39 u 45 u 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 33b 41 u 39 u 45 u 
PCB-1260 (Aroclor 1260) 33° 4 1 u 39 u 45 u 
Explosives (mg/kg) 

4-Nitrotoluene NE NA NA 0.19 JN 
1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene NE NA NA 2.6 u 

[-n:] TETRA TECH 

B-91 

Receives Drainage 
from AlP, North of 

PPE3 
DD-519-SD 

650 u 
650 u 

4.3 J1 

29 u 
25 

6.5 u 
6.5 u 
21 u 
13U 

13U 

13U 

6.5 u 
14 u 

9.3 u 
65 u 

990 J-

920 
230 

8.1 u 
8. 1 u 
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Notes: 

b 

AlP 
Armstrong 

DD 

DUP 

EPA 

FMNOL 

J 

J-
Jl 

JN 

~glkg 

mglkg 

NA 

NE 
PPE 

R 

SD 

u 
UJ 

WWTP 

BOLD 

TABLE 13 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value entry used is for chlordane 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value entry used is for total PCBs. 

Allied Industrial Park 

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 

Drainage ditches 

Field duplicate 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

The result is presumptive (tentatively identified), but a confirmation was not performed because the result was greater than the method detection limit, 

but less than the reporting limit. 

Micrograms per kilogram 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not analyzed 

Not established 

Probable point of entry 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

Sediment sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Waste water treatment plant 

Bolded values are elevated, meaning that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents in the background sample or greater than 

or equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample. 

I BOLD Shaded and bolded values are elevated and are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value. 

I Shaded values are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value. 

The sediment screeing values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Sediment Screening Values for Hazardous Waste Sites, last updated 
November 2001. 

[-n:_] TETRA TECH 

B-92 
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EPARegion4 
Sediment 
Screening 

Analvte Value 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum NE 

Antimony 12 

Arsenic 7.24 

Barium NE 
Beryllium NE 
Cadmium 0.676 

Calcium NE 

Chromium 52.3 

Cobalt NE 
Copper 18.7 

Iron NE 
Lead 30.2 

Magnesium NE 

Manganese NE 
Mercury 0.13 

Nickel 15.9 

Potassium NE 
Silver 2 

Sodium NE 

Thallium NE 
Vanadium NE 
Zinc 124 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 14 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

AlP Western 
AlP Western Boundary 

Boundary Drainage, East of 
Drainage, West Armstrong 

Background ofAIPWWTP WWTP 
DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-504-SD DD-505-SD 

6,900 3,800 3,000 6,000 

0.37 11 7.1 UJ R 0.8 1 11 

2.8 1.1 11 2.2 2.0 

89 25 47 55 

0.22 11 0.056 11 
0.1 9 U1 0.20 U1 

1.2 0.36 UJ 0.097 U1 0.98 1 
1,200 970 3,700 2,100 

26 9.1 7.4 13 

2.5 11 0.37 11 1.1 U1 1.7 U1 

13 3.9 6.6 22 ]+ 

10,000 6,800 4,300 8,500 
80 10 18 72 

650 180 11 570 J1 670 11 

490 94 220 180 

0.088 U1 0.030 U1 0.15 UJ 0.087 U1 
3.3 11 0.85 11 1.4 Jl 4.0 11 

330 11 95 11 
600 J1 200 11 

1.2 U 1.2 U 0.57 J1 1.7U 
15 11 6.2 11 17 J1 38 11 

0.40 11 0.16 11 3.9 u 0.26 U1 
28 1- 19 1- 11 J- 25 1-

150 12 36 1301 

B-93 

Drainage 
Easement that 

Receives 
Drainage from 

Drainage Easement that Receives AlP, Armstrong, 
Drainage from AlP and Armstrong andFMNOL 

DD-506-SD DD-507-SD DD-508-SD 

2,200 1,400 4,500 

8.0 UJ 1.9 11 0.47 11 

1.3 U 1.3 u 0.63 11 

13 11 15 11 57 

0.11 UJ 0.1 3 U1 0.16 J1 

0.94 1 0 .901 8.4 
1,700 2,700 3,600 

17 2.6 18 
0.28 UJ 0.33 U1 1.3 11 

5.0 ]+ 7. 1 ]+ 38 

6,600 1,400 5,000 

19 45 110 

350 11 590 J1 470 11 

39 42 67 

0.027 U1 0.13 UJ 0.24 
0.85 11 0.71 J1 3.7 11 

20 11 50 J1 100 11 

1.3 U 1.3 u 1.5U 

26 1 49 J1 79 11 

3.3 u 3.2 u 3.6 u 
20 1- 4.2 U1 17 1-
27 1 15 J 390 
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EPARegion 4 
Sediment 
Screening 

IAnalvte Value 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum NE 

Antimony 12 

Arsenic 7.24 

Barium NE 
Beryllium NE 
Cadmium 0.676 

Calcium NE 

Chromium 52.3 

Cobalt NE 
Copper 18.7 

Iron NE 
Lead 30.2 

Magnesium NE 

Manganese NE 
Mercury 0.13 

Nickel 15.9 

Potassium NE 
Silver 2 

Sodium NE 

Thallium NE 
Vanadium NE 
Zinc 124 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 14 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Receives 
Drainage Easement that Receives Drainage from 

Dr ainage from AlP, Armstrong, and AlP, South of 
Background FMNOL Politex US, Inc. 

DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-509-SD DD-510-SD DD-511-SD 

6,900 3,800 5,700 8,900 910 

0.37 11 7.1 UJ 2.8 J1 0.53 J1 4.7 J1 

2.8 1.1 Jl 0.91 J1 2.7 1.2 u 
89 25 100 140 3.5 11 

0.22 J1 0.056 J1 
0.45 11 0.59 UJ 0.043 UJ 

1.2 0.36 UJ 12 4.5 0.59 u 
1,200 970 9,300 1,200 140 11 

26 9.1 16 31 3.4 

2.5 11 0.37 11 1.0 J1 8.1 UJ 0.19 UJ 

13 3.9 28 20 2.5 J1 

10,000 6,800 4,800 18,000 1,700 
80 10 77 49 1.1 J l 

650 180 J 1 1,700 760 11 200 11 

490 94 180 960 13 

0.088 UJ 0.030 UJ 0.27 0.35 J- 0.11 UJ 

3.3 J1 0.85 11 3.3 J1 4.5 11 0.69 J 1 

330 J1 95 J 1 
280 J1 460 11 160 11 

1.2 u 1.2 U 1.6 u 2.3 u 1.2 u 
15 11 6 .2 11 160 J1 46 11 38 11 

0.40 11 0.16 11 4.1 u 0.50 UJ 2.9 u 
28 J- 19 ]- 13 J- 43 J- 4.1 UJ 

150 12 150 56 78 

B-94 

Receives Receives 
Drainage from Drainage from 

AlP, North of the AlP, South of the 
Railroad Spur Railroad Spur 

DD-512-SD DD-513-SD 

2,900 6,200 

R R 

1.3 2.6 

22 J1 69 

0.2 1 UJ 0.35 UJ 

0.56 u 5.8 

350 11 6,700 

5. 1 18 
1.0 UJ 2.3 UJ 

3.4 34 

3,400 8, 100 

11 87 

140 J1 1,000 

140 210 

0.034 UJ 0.39 
1.0 Jl 4.2 J1 

130 J1 280 11 

l.lU 1.7 u 
30 J1 120 11 

0.14 UJ 4.2 u 
9.3 J- 22 J-
28 150 
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EPARegion 4 
Sediment 
Screening 

IAnalvte Value 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum NE 

Antimony 12 

Arsenic 7.24 

Barium NE 
Beryllium NE 
Cadmium 0.676 

Calcium NE 

Chromium 52.3 

Cobalt NE 
Copper 18.7 

Iron NE 
Lead 30.2 

Magnesium NE 

Manganese NE 
Mercury 0.13 

Nickel 15.9 

Potassium NE 
Silver 2 

Sodium NE 

Thallium NE 
Vanadium NE 
Zinc 124 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 14 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Receives 
Drainage from 

AlP, Armstrong, 
andFMNOL, 

North of Rocky 
Background Creek 

DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-514-SD 

6,900 3,800 11 ,000 

0.37 11 7.1 UJ R 

2.8 1.1 Jl 4.4 Jl 

89 25 110 J1 

0.22 J1 0.056 J1 
0.73 UJ 

1.2 0.36 UJ 12 
1,200 970 11,000 

26 9.1 29 

2.5 11 0.37 11 5.1 UJ 

13 3.9 45 
10,000 6,800 11,000 

80 10 110 
650 180 J 1 1,200 J1 

490 94 220 

0.088 UJ 0.030 UJ 0.63 J-
3.3 J1 0.85 11 8.6 J1 

330 J1 95 J 1 
410 J1 

1.2 u 1.2 U 5.4 u 
15 11 6.2 11 260 J1 

0.40 11 0.16 11 14 u 
28 J- 19 J- 47 J-

150 12 300 

B-95 

Receives 
Drainage from 
AlP, West of 

Michael R. Smith 
Property 

DD-515-SD 

3,300 

7.4 UJ 
1.1 Jl 

83 

0.13 11 

1.7 

3,500 

7.5 
1.1 Jl 

40 

3,600 

20 

240 11 

300 

0.19 
1.6 Jl 

100 11 

1.2 u 
9.2 11 

3. 1 u 
12 J-
52 

Receives 
Drainage from 

AlP, South of the 
Receives Drainage from AlP, West Rail Spur 

of the Rail Spur Receiving Area Receiving Area 
DD-516-SD DD-516-SD-DUP DD-517-SD 

3,500 3,800 3,900 

6.5 UJ R 0.34 J1 

0.78 11 1.2 J- 1.9 

59 78 18 J1 

0.10 11 0.13 UJ 0.086 11 

0.058 0.56 u 0.042 
1,300 1,800 21,000 

4.3 5.2 8.8 

0.84 J1 1.2 UJ 0.85 J1 

4.1 6.0 8.4 

3,300 3,900 6,800 

20 28 10 

130 11 160 J1 610 

180 290 88 

0.064 UJ 0.062 UJ 0.082 UJ 

1.2 J 1 1.5 Jl 1.7 Jl 

81 11 120 J1 290 11 

l.l U l.lU l.l U 

6.1 11 10 J1 28 11 

0.17 J 1 2.8 u 2.8 u 
8.7 J- 11 J- 15 J-
110 130 28 
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Analvte 
Metals (mg/kg) 
Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 

Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

~ickel 

Potassium 

Silver 

Sodium 

Thallium 

~anadium 
Zinc 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 14 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Receives 
Drainage from 
AlP, North of 

EPA Region 4 Rocky Creek 

Sediment Water 

Screening Background Reclamation 

Value DD-502-SD DD-503-SD DD-518-SD 

NE 6,900 3,800 3,500 

12 0.37 J1 7.1 UJ 8.0 UJ 

7.24 2.8 1.1 Jl 1.2J 

NE 89 25 60 

NE 0.22 J1 0.056 J1 0.11 J1 

0.676 1.2 0.36 UJ 0.086 UJ 

NE 1,200 970 2,400 

52.3 26 9.1 6.1 

NE 2.5 J1 0.37 J1 0.81 J1 

18.7 13 3.9 5.9 

NE 10,000 6,800 5,100 

30.2 80 10 20 
NE 650 180 J 1 200 J1 

NE 490 94 150 

0.13 0.088 UJ 0.030 UJ 0.042 UJ 

15.9 3.3 J1 0.85 J 1 2.1 J1 

NE 330 J1 95 J 1 130 J1 

2 1.2 u 1.2U 1.3 u 
NE 15 J1 6.2 J 1 13 Jl 

NE 0.40 J1 0. 16 J 1 3.3 u 
NE 28 J- 19 J- 13 J-
124 150 12 26 

B-96 

Receives 
Drainage from 
AlP, North of 

PPE3 
DD-519-SD 

7,100 
1.6 Jl 

3.0 J1 

110 

0.35 J1 

11 

5,600 
24 

4.1 J1 

32 

11,000 

53 

560 J1 

320 

0.62 
3.3 J1 

130 J1 

3.5 u 
170 J1 

8.8 u 
35 J-
59 
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Notes: 

AlP 

Armstrong 

DD 

DUP 

EPA 

FMNOL 

J 

J+ 

J-
Jl 

mglkg 

NA 

NE 

TABLE 14 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Allied Industrial Park 

Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 

Drainage ditches 

Field duplicate 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible high bias. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not analyzed 

Not established 

PPE Probable poillt of entry 

R The sample results are unusable based on the quality ofthe data generated because certaill criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

SD Sediment sample 

u 
UJ 

WWTP 

BOLD 

The analyte was not detected at or above the millimum reportillg limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the millimum reportillg limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Waste water treatment plant 

Bolded values are elevated, meanillg that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents ill the background sample or greater than 

or equal to the non-detect concentration ill the background sample. 

I BOLD Shaded and bolded values are elevated and are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value. 

I Shaded values are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screenillg Value. 

The sediment screeing values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Sediment Screening Values for Hazardous Waste Sites, last updated 
November 2001. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-97 
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Analvte 
Total Metals (!!giL) 

Aluminum 

Barium 

Calcium 

Copper 

Iron 

Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Potassium 

Sodium 

Thallium 
Vanadium 

Dissolved Metals (/!giL) 

Barium 

Calcium 
Copper 
Iron 
Magnesium 
Manganese 
Potassium 
Sodium 

(~] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 15 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SURF ACE WATER SAMPLES 

Background Locations 
RC-400-SW RC-401-SW RC-402-SW RC-403-SW I RC-403-SW-DUP 

750 420 560 660 390 

56 J1 49 J1 54 J1 56 J1 48 J1 

3,900 J1 6,500 5,000 J1 5,000 4,800 J1 

1.3 Jl 25 u 25 u 1.1 Jl 1.0 J1 

2,500 3,200 2,300 2,500 1,800 

10 u 10 u 10 u lO U 10 u 
1,500 J1 1,800 J1 1,800 J1 1,800 J1 1,700 J1 

380 360 560 620 420 

2,400 J1 2,000 J1 2,400 J1 2,400 J1 2,400 J1 

2,800 J1 3,800 J1 
3,200 J1 3,300 J1 3,200 J1 

25 u 25 u 25 u 25 u 25 u 
3.3 J 1.9 J 2.3 J 2.3 J' 2. 1 J 

49 J1 42 J1 45 J1 38 }1 36 J1 

4,000 J1 6,600 5,500 4,700 J1 4,800 J1 

1.0 J1 1.3 J1 1.7 Jl 25 u 1.4 Jl 

1,000 1,400 940 950 900 
1,500 J1 1,900 J1 1,700 J1 1,700 J1 1,700 J1 

300 250 110 110 50 
2,500 J1 2,200 J1 2,500 J1 2,400 J1 2,400 J1 

3,000 J 3,800 J' 3,500 J' 3,200 J 3,500 J' 

B-98 

Highest 
Background 

Value1 

750 

56 J1 

6,500 

1.3 J1 

3,200 

10 u 
1,800 J1 

620 

2,400 J1 

3,800 J1 

25 u 
3.3 J 

49 J1 

6,600 
1.7 Jl 

1,400 
1,900 J1 

300 
2,500 J1 

3,800 J 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Notes: 

TABLE 15 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SURF ACE WATER SAMPLES 

The background value listed is either the highest detection or, if the analyte was not detected in any background sample, the non-detect with the highest 

minimum reporting limit. 

DUP Field duplicate 

11 Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

J.lg/L Micrograms per liter 

NA Not analyzed 

RC Rocky Creek 

SW Surface water sample 

U The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 

['] TETRA TECH 
B-99 
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EPA Region 4 Freshwater 
Surface Water Scr eening 

Value 
Analyte Acute Chronic 
Total Metals (11g/L) 

Almninum 750 87 

Barium NE NE 

Calcium NE NE 

Copper 9.22 6.54 

Iron NE 1,000 

Lead 33.78 1.32 

Magnesium NE NE 

Manganese NE NE 

Potassium NE NE 

Sodium NE NE 

Thallium 140.00 4.00 
Vanadium NE NE 

Dissolved Metals (11g!L) 

Barium NE NE 
Calcium NE NE 
Copper 9.22 6.54 

Iron NE 1,000 

Magnesium NE NE 

Manganese NE NE 
Potassium NE NE 
Sodium NE NE 

lu 1 TETRA TECH 

TABLE 16 
EXPANDED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE WATER SAMPLES 

South of 
Highest Armstrong Downstream 

Background Remote Landfill fromPPE 1 AtPPE2 

Value 1 RC-404-SW RC-405-SW RC-406-SW 

750 460 400 750 

56 I1 52 I 1 55 I 1 51 I1 

6,500 5,200 5,600 5,600 

1.3 I1 0.9 1 I 1 25 u 1.3 I1 

3,200 2,200 2,200 3,000 

10 u 10 u 10 u 2.1 t 
1,800 J1 1,800 I 1 2,000 I 1 1,700 J1 

620 560 710 320 

2,400 I1 2,400 I 1 2,400 I 1 2,300 I1 

3,800 I1 3,300 I 1 3,400 I 1 3,200 I1 

25 u 25 u 25 u 1.7 II 

3.3 I ' 1.7 I' 1.2 I ' 3.6 I ' 

49 I1 42 I 1 41 I 1 43 I1 

6,600 5,100 5,400 5,300 
1.7 II 1.4 I I 1.2 II 0.98 I1 

1,400 1,100 1,100 810 

1,900 J1 1,800 I 1 1,900 I 1 1,600 J1 

300 200 240 230 
2,500 I1 2,500 I 1 2,400 I 1 2,200 I1 

3,8oo r 3,300 I 3,400 I 3,200 J 

B-100 

Between PPE 2 
and PPE3 

RC-407-SW 

220 

50 I1 

6,100 

25 u 
2,900 

10 u 
1,800 I1 

390 

2,100 I1 

3,500 I1 

25 u 
1.5 J ' 

42 I1 

6,000 

0.93 I1 

930 

1,700 J1 

290 
2,100 I1 

3,5oo r 

Downstream 
AtPPE3 from PPE 3 

RC-408-SW RC-409-SW 

380 410 

48 I 1 54 I 1 

7,600 8,200 

25 u 25 u 
2,100 2,500 

10 u lO U 

1,900 J1 2,000 I 1 

490 630 

2,300 J1 2,200 I 1 

3,700 J1 3,800 I 1 

25 u 25 u 
1.6 J ' 1.8 I 

46 I 1 50 I 1 

7,100 8,100 

1.0 I 1 1.9 I I 

1,000 1,100 

1,800 J1 2,000 I 1 

410 520 
2,400 J1 2,400 I 1 

3,8oo r 3,900 I 

TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
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Notes: 

TABLE 16 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SURFACE WATER SAMPLES 

The background values listed were obtained from Table 15. 

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

11 Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

flg/L Micrograms per liter 

NA Not analyzed 

NE Not established 

PPE Probable point of entry 

RC Rocky Creek 

SW Surface water sample 

U The analyte was not detected at or above the mirlirnum reporting limit. 

I Shaded values are above the EPA Region4 November 2001 Freshwater Surface Water Screening Value. 

The surface water screeing values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Freshwater Surface Water Screening Values for Hazardous Waste 
Sites, last updated November 2001. 

111; I TETRA TECH 
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TABLE 17 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Analvte RC-400-SD RC-401-SD 

Volatile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 
Dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon 12) 4.5 u 1.6 11 

Trichlorofluoromethane (Freon 11) 4.5 U1 1.21 

Semivo1atile Organic Compounds (11g/kg) 

2-Methylnaphthalene 77 11 220 u 
Acenaphthene 430 220 u 
Acenaphthylene 75 11 220 u 
Acetophenone 200 u 220 u 
Anthracene 2,000 1- 220 U1 

Benzaldehyde 200 U1 220 U1 
Benzo( a)anthracene 4,900 220 u 
Benzo(a)pyrene 2,800 220 u 
Benzo(b )fluoranthene 3,900 220 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 520 220 u 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 1,600 220 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 570 220 u 
Carbazole 560 1 220 U1 

Chrysene 4,400 220 u 
Dibenzo( a,h)anthracene 340 220 u 
Dibenzofuran 340 220 u 
Fluoranthene 15,000 220U 

Fluorene 600 1- 220 U1 

lndeno (1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene 900 220 u 
Naphthalene 43 11 220 u 
Pentachlorophenol 380 u R 

Phenanthrene 11,000 220U 
Pyrene 9,900 220 u 

['] TETRA TECH 

Background Locations 
RC-402-SD RC-403-SD 

11 U1 14 U1 
llU 14 u 

290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 U1 350 U1 

290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 
570 U1 670 U1 

290 u 350 u 
290 u 350 u 

B-102 

Highest 
Background 

RC-403-SD-DUP Value1 

15 U1 
15 u 

350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 U1 

350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
350 u 
680 U1 

350 u 
350 u 

1.6 11 

1.21 

77 11 

430 

75 11 

350 u 
2,000 1-

350 u 
4,900 

2,800 

3,900 
520 

1,600 

570 

560 1 
4,400 

340 

340 

15,000 

600 1-

900 

43 11 

680 UJ 

11 ,000 
9,900 
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Analvte 

Chlorinated Pesticides (~tg/kg) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

beta-BHC 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (~tg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 

Explosives (mg/kg) 
3-Nitrotoluene 
RDX 
1 ,3,5-Trinitrobenzene 

[ ~ 1 TETRA TECH 

TABLE 17 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Background Locations 
RC-400-SD RC-401-SD RC-402-SD 

3.8 u 4.3 u 5.7 u 
4.0 u 4.3 u 5.7 u 
3.2 u 2.2 u 2.9 u 
2.6 u 2.2 u 2.9 u 

0.45 J1 2.2 u 2.9 u 
3.8 u 4.3 u 5.7 u 
1.5 J1 4.3 u 5.7 u 
2. 1 J1 4.3 u 5.7 u 
3.7 J1 4.3 u 5.7 u 
2.3 2.2 u 2.9 u 
20 u 22 u 29 u 

38 UJ 43 UJ 57 u 
38 u 43 u 57 u 

NA NA 2.7 u 
NA NA 2.7 u 
NA NA 2.7 u 

B-103 

RC-403-SD 

6.7 u 
6.7 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
6.7 u 
6.7 u 
6.7 u 
6.7 u 
3.5 u 
35 u 

67 u 
67 u 

NA 
NA 
NA 

Highest 
Background 

RC-403-SD-DUP Value1 

6.8 u 
6.8 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 
6.8 u 
6.8 u 
6.8 u 
6.8 u 
3.5 u 
35 u 

68 u 
68 u 

NA 
NA 
NA 

6.8 u 
6.8 u 
3.5 u 
3.5 u 

0.45 J1 

6.8 u 
1.5 J1 

2.1 J1 

3.7 J1 

2.3 
35 u 

68 u 
68 u 

2.7 u 
2.7 u 
2.7 u 
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Notes: 

DUP 

J 

J-
Jl 

J!g/kg 
mg/kg 

NA 

R 

RC 

SD 

u 
UJ 

TABLE 17 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

The background value listed is either the highest detection or, if the analyte was not detected in any background sample, the non-detect with the highest 

minimum or method reporting limit. 

Field duplicate 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias . 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

Micrograms per kilogram 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not analyzed 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

Rocky Creek 

Sediment sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum or method reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 
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TABLE 18 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region4 
Sediment South of Armstrong Downstream from 

Screening Highest Background Remote Landfill PPE 1 

~alyte Value Value 1 RC-404-SD RC-405-SD 

IV olatile Organic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

Dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon 12) NE 1.6 Jl 12 UJ 7.7 UJ 
Trichlorofluoromethane (Freon 11) NE 1.2 J 12 u 7.7 u 
Semivolatile Or·ganic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

2-Methylnaphthalene 330 77 Jl 310 u 230 u 
Acenaphthene 330 430 310 u 230 u 
Acenaphthylene 330 75 J 1 310 u 230 u 
Acetophenone NE 350 u 310 u 230 u 
Anthracene 330 2,000 J- 310 u 230 u 
Benzaldehyde NE 350 u 310 u 33 J 1 

Benzo( a )anthracene 330 4,900 310 u 53 J 1 

Benzo( a )pyrene 330 2,800 310 u 130 J 1 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene NE 3,900 310 u 230 u 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 520 310 u 200 J 1 

Benzo(k) fluoranthene NE 1,600 310 u 230 u 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 182 570 310 UJ 230 UJ 

Carbazole NE 560 J 310 u 230 u 
Chrysene 330 4,400 310 u 92 J1 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 330 340 310 u 230 u 
Dibenzofuran NE 340 310 u 230 u 
Fluoranthene 330 15,000 97 J1 230 u 
Fluorene 330 600 J- 310 u 230 u 
Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene NE 900 310 u 230 u 
Naphthalene 330 43 J1 310 u 230 u 
Pentachlorophenol NE 680 UJ 600 UJ 450 u 
Phenanthrene 330 11,000 310 u 230 u 
Pyrene 330 9,900 75 J 51 J' 

B-105 

AtPPE 2 
RC-406-SD 

9. 1 u 
9.1 u 

290 u 
290 u 
290 u 

77 Jl 

290 UJ 

290 UJ 

110 J 1 

240 J 1 

97 J 1 

260 J 1 

290U 

290 u 
290 UJ 

200 J1 

290 u 
290 u 

53 J1 

290 UJ 

54 J1 

290 u 
570 u 
290 u 
290 u 
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k\nalyte 

Chlorinated Pesticides (!lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

[beta-BHC 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (!lg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 
PCB-1254 (Aroclor 1254) 

Explosives (mglkg) 
3-Nitrotoluene 
RDX 
1,3 ,5-T rinitrobenzene 

1-n::J TET•RATECH 

TABLE 18 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

E PA Region4 
Sediment South of Armstrong Downstream from 

Screening Highest Background Remote L andfill PPE 1 

Value Value1 RC-404-SD RC-405-SD 

3.3 6.8 u 6.0 u 4.5 u 
3.3 6.8 u 6.0 u 4.5 u 
1.7" 3.5 u 3.1 u 2.3 u 
NE 3.5 u 3. 1 u 2.3 u 
NE 0.45 J1 3.1 u 2.3 u 
NE 6.8 u 6.0 u 4.5 u 
NE 1.5 J1 6.0 u 4.5 u 
3.3 2.1 J1 6.0 u 4.5 u 
NE 3.7 J1 6.0 u 4.5 u 
1.7" 2.3 3.1 u 10 
NE 35 u 31 u 23 u 

33b 68 u 60 u 370 
33" 68 u 60 u 45 u 

NE 2.7 u NA 2.4 u 
NE 2.7 u NA 0.32 JN 
NE 2.7 u NA 2.4 u 

B-106 

At PPE2 
RC-406-SD 

5.7 u 
8.8 

2.9 u 
2.9 J1 

2.9 u 
5.7 u 
5.7 u 
2.4 Jl 

5.7 u 
4.6 u 
29 u 

290 J-
140 

3.4 u 
3.4 u 
3.4 u 
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TABLE 18 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESUL TS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPA Region4 
Sediment Between PPE 2 and 

Screening Highest Background PPE3 AtPPE3 

~alyte Value Value 1 RC-407-SD RC-408-SD 

IV olatile Organic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

Dichlorodifluoromethane (Freon 12) NE 1.6 Jl 12 UJ 9.2 u 
Trichlorofluoromethane (Freon 11) NE 1.2 J 12 u 9.2 u 
Semivolatile Or·ganic Compounds (/-lg/kg) 

2-Methylnaphthalene 330 77 Jl 3,800 u 1,500 u 
Acenaphthene 330 430 3,800 u 1,500 u 
Acenaphthylene 330 75 J 1 3,800 u 1,500 u 
Acetophenone NE 350 u 3,800 u 500 J 1 

Anthracene 330 2,000 J- 3,800 u 1,500 UJ 

Benzaldehyde NE 350 u 3,800 u 1,300 J 1 

Benzo( a )anthracene 330 4,900 1,600 J 1 2,200 

Benzo( a )pyrene 330 2,800 3,800 J 1 6,600 

Benzo(b )fluoranthene NE 3,900 990 J 1 2,200 

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene NE 520 5,400 5,000 J 
Benzo(k) fluoranthene NE 1,600 510 J1 670 J

1 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 182 570 3,800 UJ 13,000 J 
Carbazole NE 560 J 3,800 u 1,500 UJ 

Chrysene 330 4,400 2,700 J1 4,100 

Dibenzo( a,h )anthracene 330 340 3,800 u 790 J1 

Dibenzofuran NE 340 3,800 u 1,500 u 
Fluoranthene 330 15,000 420 J1 360 J1 

Fluorene 330 600 J- 3,800 u 1,500 UJ 

Indeno (1,2,3-cd) pyrene NE 900 1,100 J1 990 J1 

Naphthalene 330 43 J1 3,800 u 1,500 u 
Pentachlorophenol NE 680 UJ 7,500 u 3,300 

Phenanthrene 330 11,000 540 J1 720 J1 

Pyrene 330 9,900 1,600 J 2,400 

B-107 

Downstream from 
PPE3 

RC-409-SD 

7.9 u 
7.9 u 

610 u 
610 u 
610 u 
140 J1 

130 J 1 

590 J 1 

1,900 

5,100 

2,000 

3,100 J 
420 J

1 

3,100 J 
610 UJ 

3,400 

580 J1 

610 u 
320 J1 

610 UJ 

670 J 

610 u 
1,300 

570 J1 

2,000 
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k\nalyte 

Chlorinated Pesticides (!lg/kg) 

4,4'-DDE (p,p'-DDE) 

4,4'-DDT (p,p'-DDT) 

alpha-Chlordane 

[beta-BHC 

Endosulfan I (alpha) 

Endosulfan II (beta) 

Endosulfan Sulfate 

Endrin 

Endrin ketone 

gamma-Chlordane 
Methoxychlor 

Polychlodnated Biphenyls (!lg/kg) 

PCB-1248 (Aroclor 1248) 
PCB-1 254 (Aroclor 1254) 

Explosives (mglkg) 
3-Nitrotoluene 
RDX 
1,3 ,5-T rinitrobenzene 

1-n::J TET•RATECH 

TABLE 18 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

EPARegion4 
Sediment Between PPE 2 and 

Screening Highest Background PPE3 AtPPE3 

Value Value1 RC-407-SD RC-408-SD 

3.3 6.8 u 7.5 u 77 
3.3 6.8 u 7.5 u 72 

1.7" 3.5 u 3.9 u 9.9 

NE 3.5 u 3.9 u 12 u 
NE 0.45 J 1 3.9 u 5.2 u 
NE 6.8 u 7.5 u 10 u 
NE 1.5 J 1 7 .5 u 10 u 
3.3 2.1 J 1 7 .5 u 10 u 
NE 3.7 J 1 7 .5 u 10 u 
1.7" 2.3 93 94 
NE 35 u 39 u 21 J 

33b 68 u 3,500 7,800 J-
33" 68 u 75 u 100 u 

NE 2.7 u NA 0.91 JN 

NE 2.7 u NA 6.4 u 
NE 2.7 u NA 3.9 JN 

B-108 

Downstream from 
PPE3 

RC-409-SD 

5.9 UJ 

25 J-

2.8 J
1 

5 .1 UJ 

3 .0 UJ 

2. 1 J 1 

5.9 UJ 

5.9 UJ 

5 .9 UJ 

28 J-
9.0 J' 

5,000 J-
59 u 

NA 
NA 
NA 
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Notes: 

b 

EPA 

J 

J-
Jl 

JN 

flg/kg 

mglkg 

NA 

NE 

PCB 

PPE 

RC 

SD 

u 
UJ 

BOLD 

I BOLD 

I 

TABLE 18 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
ORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

The background values listed were obtained from Table 17. 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value entry used is for chlordane 

EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value entry used is for total PCBs 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias . 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

The result is presumptive (tentatively identified), but a confirmation was not performed because the result was greater than the method detection limit, 

but less than the reporting limit. 

Micrograms per kilogram 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not analyzed for 

Not established 

Polychlormated biphenyl 

Probable pomt of entry 

Rocky Creek 

Sediment sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the millirnum or method reportmg limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the millirnum or method reportmg limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Bolded values are elevated, meanmg that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents ill the background sample or greater than or 

equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample. 

Shaded and bolded values are elvated and are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screenmg Value. 

Shaded values are above the EPA Region4 November 2001 Sediment Screenmg Value. 

The sediment screemg values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Sediment Screening Values for Hazardous Waste Sites, last updated 
November 2001. 
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Analyte 

Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 
Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Calcium 
Chromium 

Cobalt 

Copper 

Iron 
Lead 

Magnesium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Potassium 

Sodium 
Thallium 

Vanadium 
Zinc 

['] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 19 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Background Locations 
RC-400-SD RC-401-SD RC-402-SD RC-403-SD RC-403-SD-DUP 

2,300 1,400 13,000 9,600 9,200 

11 UJ 7.6 UJ R R R 
1.1 Jl 0.55 J1 5.2 5.8 5.6 

53 44 240 550 400 
0.078 J1 0.12 J1 0.95 0.73 UJ 0.68 UJ 

0.93 UJ 0.63 UJ 0.86 u l.lU 1.0 u 
390 J1 510 J1 720 J1 1,600 1,500 
5.7 3.1 23 17 16 

2.5 J1 4.1 J1 21 28 23 

3.7 J1 2.3 Jl 16 11 11 

6,900 5,500 41 ,000 37,000 34,000 

32 6.7 39 29 24 

220 J1 240 J1 1,300 1,100 1,000 

740 1,000 3,700 11,000 8,700 

0.20 u 0.13 u 0.059 UJ 0.21 UJ 0.038 UJ 
1.0 Jl 0.88 J1 6.2 J1 6.3 Jl 5.7 J1 

93 J1 99 J1 900 720 J1 670 J1 

6.4 Jl 20 J1 43 J1 50 J1 53 J1 

0.28 J1 0.54 J1 0.77 UJ 1.4 UJ 0.95 UJ 

16 J- 7.5 J- 62 J- 51 J- 48 J-
19 16 72 83 76 

B-110 

Highest 
Background 

Value1 

13,000 

11 UJ 

5.8 

550 
0.95 

l.l U 

1,600 
23 

28 

16 
41,000 

39 

1,300 

11,000 

0.21 UJ 
6.3 Jl 

900 

53 J1 

0.54 J1 

62 J-
83 
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Notes: 

DUP 
J-
Jl 

mg/kg 

R 

RC 

SD 

u 
UJ 

TABLE 19 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BACKGROUND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

The background value listed is either the highest detection or, if the analyte was not detected in any background sample, the non-detect with the highest 

minimum reporting limit. 

Field duplicate 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias. 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

Milligrams per kilogram 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certain criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

Rocky Creek 

Sediment sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reporting limit; the reported value is an estimate. 
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EPA Region 4 
Sediment 
Screening 

Analvte Value 
Metals (mg/kg) 

Aluminum NE 

Antimony 12 

Arsenic 7.24 

Barium NE 

Beryllium NE 

Cadmium 0.676 

Calcium NE 

Chromium 52.3 

Cobalt NE 

Copper 18.7 

Iron NE 

Lead 30.2 

Magnesium NE 

Manganese NE 

Mercury 0.13 

Nickel 15.9 

Potassium NE 

Sodium NE 

Thall ium NE 

Vanadium NE 
Zinc 124 

["lt:] TETRA TECH 

TABLE 20 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

South of 
Highest Armstrong Downstream Between PPE 2 

Background Remote Landfill fromPPE 1 At PPE 2 and PPE3 
1 Value RC-404-SD RC-405-SD RC-406-SD RC-407-SD 

13,000 13,000 1,800 5,000 6,500 

11 UJ R R 7.3 UJ 0.60 11 

5.8 4.2 0.91 11 1.7 1.8 J1 

550 300 38 110 170 

0.95 0.92 UJ 0.14 UJ 0.33 11 0.55 UJ 

l.l U 0.98 u 0.13 UJ 0.22 UJ 6.0 J 
1,600 1,300 72 J l 450 11 2,400 

23 21 4.5 11 22 
28 21 1.7 UJ 10 J1 9.9 UJ 
16 15 3.0 11 4.6 14 J+ 

41 ,000 35,000 3,800 17,000 17,000 

39 46 12 23 32 
1,300 1,300 130 J1 480 11 820 11 

11,000 5,800 120 2,000 2,900 

0.21 UJ 0.039 UJ 0.13 UJ 0.11 UJ 0.94 J 
6.3 11 6.1 J1 0.84 11 2.5 11 4.5 11 

900 750 11 110 11 220 11 270 11 

53 11 43 11 8.9 11 29 11 55 J1 

0. 54 11 0.78 UJ 3.3 u 1.2 J 1 1.2 UJ 

62 J- 57 J- 11 J- 30 J- 30 J-
83 62 9.8 34 60 J 

B-11 2 

Downstream 
AtPPE 3 from PPE 3 

RC-408-SD RC-409-SD 

10,000 12,000 

R R 

5.0 4.0 

160 160 

0.59 UJ 0.74 UJ 

15 6.2 

2,600 1,400 

38 30 

9.4 UJ 15 

39 24 

17,000 25 ,000 

77 55 

800 11 980 

1,900 2,700 

1.9 0.77 
5.4 Jl 5.4 11 

430 11 600 11 

61 J1 50 11 

0.41 UJ 0.33 UJ 

41 J- 49 J-
98 76 
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Notes: 

EPA 

J 

J+ 

J-
Jl 

mg/kg 

NE 

PPE 

R 

RC 

SD 

u 
UJ 

lnoLD 

TABLE 20 
EXPAND ED SITE INSPECTION 

ROCKY CREEK 
INORGANIC ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

The background values listed were obtained from Table 19. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible high bias. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate with a possible low bias . 

Concentration reported is less than the lowest standard on the calibration curve. 

Milligrams per kilogram 

Not established 

Probable point of entry 

The sample results are unusable based on the quality of the data generated because certam criteria were not met. The analyte may or may not be present 

in the sample. 

Rocky Creek 

Sediment sample 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reportmg limit. 

The analyte was not detected at or above the minimum reportmg limit; the reported value is an estimate. 

Shaded and bolded values are elevated, meanillg that the values are three times the concentration of detected constituents ill the background sample or 

greater than or equal to the non-detect concentration in the background sample; and are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screenmg Value. 

Shaded values are above the EPA Region 4 November 2001 Sediment Screening Value. 

The sediment screemg values were obtained from the EPA Region 4, Waste Management Division, Sediment Screening Values for Hazardous Waste Sites, last updated 
November 2001. 
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TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 1 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park (AlP) 

Orientation: Northeast Date: May 12, 2009 

Photographe1·: Leslie Shaver, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech subcontractor operates a Geoprobe to collect a sample at station AIP132. 

[ -n:] TETRA TECH D-1 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 2 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Not Applicable Date: May 12, 2009 

Photographer: Leslie Shaver, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Soil boring collected from station AIP132 contained soil saturated with oily substance. 
A petroleum odor was noted at this location. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-2 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 3 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: NA Date: May 12, 2009 

Photographe1·: Leslie Shaver, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects a soil sample using a Terra Core for volatile organic compound 
analysis at station AIP133. 

[ -n:] TETRA TECH D-3 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 4 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Numbe1·: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Northwest Date: May 16, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Dale Von Busch, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech uses a Grundfos pump to collect ground water sample AIP-144-MW from 
permanent monitoring well MW -45 located south of the AlP wastewater treatment 
plant. 

( 11::) TETRA TECH D-4 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 5 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: North Date: May 1 7, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects ground water sample AIP-146-MW from permanent monitoring 
well MW-66 using a Grundfos pump. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-5 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 6 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: South Date: May 17, 2009 

Photographer·: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects water quality readings for ground water sample AIP-146-MW 
collected from permanent monitoring well MW -66 using a YSI water quality meter. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-6 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 7 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-005-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: South Date: May 1 7, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Kyle Russell, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects turbidity readings for ground water collected from pennanent 
monitoring well MW-70 (AIP-147-MW). 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-7 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 8 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: East Date: May 16, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects background ground water sample AIP-148-MW from pennanent 
monitoring well MW-30 located in the northeastern comer of the AlP. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-8 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 9 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Northeast Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects sediment sample DD-510-SD from the Armstrong World Industries 
drainage easement. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-9 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 10 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: West Date: May 14, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Kyle Russell, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects sediment sample DD-515-SD from the drainage ditch that receives 
runoff from the nottheastern portion of the AlP property. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-10 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 11 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Northeast Date: May 14, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Kyle Russell, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech homogenizes sediment sample DD-516-SD, collected from the drainage 
ditch that receives runoff from the east-central portion of the AlP property. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-11 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 12 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Not Applicable Date: May 14, 2009 

Photographe1·: Kyle Russell, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects drainage ditch sample DD-517 -SD, located south of the rail spur 
rece1vmg area. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-12 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 13 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Southeast Date: May 14, 2009 

Photographe1·: Kyle Russell, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects drainage ditch sample DD-519-SD, located in the floodplain of 
Rocky Creek. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-13 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 14 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Not Applicable Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: While the field crew canoed along Rocky Creek, Tetra Tech observed fishing 
paraphernalia hanging from a tree, west of the Central of Georgia railroad tracks. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-14 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 15 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: Northwest Date: May 18, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Sediment sample RC-40 1-SD was collected from a small patch of land (the only 
unsubmerged land in area) located on the north branch of Rocky Creek and east of 
Broadway. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-15 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 16 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: East Date: May 18, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Rocky Creek flood waters near sample station RC400, located on the south branch of 
Rocky Creek and east of Broadway. Note the water level on the trees. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-16 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 17 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: West Date: May 18, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Rocky Creek flood waters near sample station RC401, located on the north branch of 
Rocky Creek and east of Broadway. Note the water level on the trees. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-1 7 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 18 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Numbe1·: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

01·ientation: Southwest Date: May 18, 2009 

Photographer: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects Rocky Creek sediment sample RC-400-SD, located on the south 
branch of Rocky Creek and east of Broadway. 

( 11::) TETRA TECH D-18 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 19 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: North Date: May 18, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects surface. water sample RC-401-SW from the south branch of Rocky 
Creek and east of Broadway. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-1 9 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 20 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: South Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects surface water sample RC-402-SW from Rocky Creek between 
Broadway and the Central of Georgia railroad tracks. 

[ -n:] TETRA TECH D-20 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 21 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: East-Northeast Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects sediment sample RC-405-SD from the bank of Rocky Creek, 
downstream from probable point of entry (PPE) 1. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-21 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 22 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Number: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

Orientation: East-Northeast Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects surface water sample RC-405-SW from Rocky Creek, downstream 
from PPE 1. 

[ -rt:] TETRA TECH D-22 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 23 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Numbe1·: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

01·ientation: Northeast Date: May 19, 2009 

Photographer: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech Witness: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech 

Subject: Tetra Tech collects surface water sample RC-407-SW from Rocky Creek, downstream 
from PPE 2. Note the down trees. 

( 11::) TETRA TECH D-23 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH NO. 24 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

TDD Numbe1·: TTEMI-05-003-0029 Location: Allied Industrial Park 

01·ientation: Northwest Date: May 15, 2009 

Photographer: Chris Jones, Tetra Tech Witness: Courtney Roden, Tetra Tech 

Subject: 
Flooding in Rocky Creek near sample station RC404, located east of the Central of 
Georgia railroad tracks and south of the Armstrong remote landfill. 

( 11::) TETRA TECH D-24 TDD No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



APPENDIX E 

CONTRACT LABORATORY PROGRAM (CLP) ANALYTICAL DATA SHEETS 

(1 ,788 Sheets) 

( '11;) TETRA TECH TOO No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 



APPENDIX F 

NON-CLP DATA VALIDATION REPORT AND ANALYTICAL DATA SHEETS 

(4,076 Sheets) 

( '11;) TETRA TECH TOO No. TTEMI-05-003-0029 
Allied Industrial Park 
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Reference No. 9 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No. GAD003302676 

Date: September 1, 2011 

Name: Quinn Kelley 
Title: Environmental Scientist 
Firm: Tetra Tech 

PROJECT NOTE 

Signature: Q.11AA.v. 1&~.2...t..LA 
Subject: June 2011 Supplemental Sa4iing Event 

PROJECT NOTE SUMMARY 

On June 29 and 30, 2011, Tetra Tech conducted supplemental sampling at the Macon Naval Ordnance 
Plant (MNOP) (currently Allied Industrial Park). Tetra Tech collected 6 surface soil samples (including 
one background and one duplicate) from the eastern portion of the MNOP at 0 to 6 inches below ground 
surface (bgs) and 10 sediment samples (including one duplicate) from Drainage Ditch 4 (0 to 3 inches 
bgs) that flows south from the eastern portion ofMNOP to Rocky Creek (see attached figure). Soil and 
sediment samples were collected using stainless steel spoons and aluminum pans dedicated to each 
sampling location. Drainage Ditch 4 is an intermittent drainage route. 

The southern portion of Drainage Ditch 4 was accessed through the Rocky Creek water reclamation 
facility property. Due to its proximity to Rocky Creek, it is possible that runoff or drainage from this 
facility may discharge into Rocky Creek; although, no evidence of this was observed during supplemental 
sampling activities. 

Tetra Tech conducted sampling activities in accordance with the Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) 
dated June 20, 2011 (Reference 10). Soil samples were collected in accordance with the EPA Region 4 
Science and Ecosystem Support Division (SESD) Field Branches Quality System and Technical 
Procedure for Soil Sampling, November 2007 (SESDPROC-300-R1) (Reference 24). Sediment samples 
were collected in accordance with the EPA Region 4 SESD Field Branches Quality System and Technical 
Procedure for Sediment Sampling, September 2010 (SESDPROC-200-R2) (Reference 25). 

Soil and sediment samples were analyzed by the EPA Region 4 SESD laboratory for total mercury using 
EPA Method 245.5. Data validation of the analytical data package was conducted by the Office of 
Quality Assurance. Data validation was conducted in accordance with the EPA Method 245.5 for total 
mercury analysis and the EPA Region 4 Analytical Support Branch (ASB) Laboratory Operations and 
Quality Assurance Manual (LOQAM), January 2011. 

Attachments: 
1 Figure 
2 Logbook Notes 

RESPONSE REQUIRED 

( x ) None ( ) Phone Call ( ) Memo ( ) Letter ( ) Report 

cc: File ( x) Project Manager ( ) Principal Investigator ( ) Other (specify) 
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1.0 PROJECT INFORMATION 

1.1 Distribution List: 

EPA Region 4: Tetra Tech: 

Donna Seadler, EPA RPM Angel Reed, Tetra Tech Document Control Coordinator 
Katrina Jones, EPA Project Officer 

1.2 Project/Task Organization 

Donna Seadler, will serve as the EPA RPM for the activities described in this Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP). Quinn 
Kelley of Tetra Tech will serve as the Tetra Tech site manager and is responsible for maintaining an approved version of this 
QAPP. Jessica Vickers of Tetra Tech will serve as the Tetra Tech QA manager and is responsible for providing Tetra Tech 
approval of this QAPP. Specific Tetra Tech field personnel will be determined before mobilization, including a senior 
scientist as defined under the Superfund Technical Assessment and Response Team (START III) Contract No. EP-W-05-054. 

1.3 Problem Definition/Background: 

D Description attached. 

[gJ Description in referenced 
reports: 

( 11::) TETRA TECH 

Final Expanded Site Inspection (ESI) Report 

Title 

September 29, 2009 

Date 
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1.4 Projectffask Description: 

Description attached. 

Description in referenced 
reports: 

Final ESI Report 

Title 

September 29, 2009 

Date 

Schedule: The field sampling event is scheduled to occur the week of June 27, 2011. 

1.5 Quality Objectives and Criteria for Measurement Data: 

Identification ofthe seven steps of the data quality objectives (DQO) process: DQOs were established for the Macon Naval 
Ordnance Plant (MNOP), currently Allied Industrial Park (AlP), to define the quantity and quality of the data to be collected 
to support the objectives of the QAPP. DQOs were developed using the seven-step process outlined in the following EPA 
guidance documents: "EPA Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans," EPA QA/R-5 , March 2001 ; "Guidance for 
Quality Assurance Proj ect Plans," EPA QA/G-5 ; and "Guidance on Systematic Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives 
Process," EPA QA/G-4, February 2006. 

-----------------------------------------------·- ---------------------------------11 
Step 1: 

State the Problem 

Step 2: 
Identify the Goals of the 

Study 

Step 3: 
Identify Information Inputs 

Step 4: 
Define Study Boundaries 

( 11::) TETRA TECH 

Stakeholders: EPA, Georgia Department ofNatural Resources (GADNR), U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), current owners and lessees of AlP 
properties, Macon-Bibb County Industrial Authority (MBCIA), City of Macon, 
local community 

Site History/Conceptual Site Model: 
The former MNOP (currently Allied Industrial Park) manufactured ordnance for the 

Navy in Macon, Bibb County, Georgia. Operational activities at MNOP began 
before World War II and ended around 1973 when it was sold to Allied Chemical 
Corporation. Ordnance manufactured at the MNOP included flares, small 
primers, detonators, and other triggering mechanisms. 

Several investigations have been conducted at the former MNOP by the USACE. 
Contaminants related to MNOP have been observed in Rocky Creek and its 
surrounding wetlands, which border the study area to the south. 

Statement of Pmblem: Sampling and laboratory analysis are required to determine 
the presence or absence of site-related contaminants in the on-site source 
(contaminated soil), drainage pathways, and the adjacent Rocky Creek and its 
surrounding wetlands. 

Study Questions: Are contaminants present on the property at concentrations 
exceeding comparison criteria? 

Decision Statements: Evaluate analytical data for environmental samples to 
determine whether contaminant concentrations are present above sample-specific 
minimum reporting limits, exceed comparison criteria and background 
concentrations, and whether observed releases have occurred. 

Inputs: A complete site history is contained in the Final ESI Report, September 29, 
2009. 

Spatial Boundary: The MNOP is defined as a former naval ordnance 
manufacturing plant and downgradient drainage pathways. Site-related 
contaminants have been observed in Rocky Creek and its surrounding wetlands 
located along the southern boundary of the study area. 

Temporal Boundaries: Sampling activities are scheduled for the week of June 27, 
20 II . The temporal boundaries for sampling activities extend from when EPA 
initiates activities until EPA declares activities complete. 
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Step 5: 
Develop the Analytical 

Approach 

Step 6: 
Specify Performance or 

Acceptance Criteria 

Step 7: 
Develop the Plan for 

Obtaining Data 

Analytical Methods: The analytical parameter and associated laboratory analytical 
method that will be used for this project is EPA Test Methods for Evaluating 
Solid Waste, PhysicaVChemical (SW-846) Method 7473. 

Comparison Criteria: Analytical data results will be compared to the comparison 
criteria provided in EPA Superfund Chemical Data Matrix (SCDM) benchmarks 
for Hazard Ranking System (HRS) scoring located a the following address: 
http://www.epa.gov/superfundlsites/npVhrsres/tools/scdm.htm 

Decision Rules: Analytical results will be compared with background 
concentrations for all media sampled and to the comparison criteria listed above. 
Constituent concentrations in samples that are greater than or equal to three times 
the background concentration or that are greater than or equal to the sample
specific and analyte-specific minimum reporting limit in the background sample 
are considered elevated. Constituent concentrations that are elevated, greater than 
or equal to the HRS benchmarks in the EPA SCDM, and meet the observed 
release criteria will be evaluated as actual contamination if detected in samples 
collected at HRS target locations, including wetlands and fisheries, as specified in 
the HRS rule for the surface water migration pathway. 

Initial acceptance of the data will be determined by the EPA Region 4 Science and 
Ecosystem Support Division (SESD) Office of Quality Assurance through the 
data validation process. Any rejected data and the reasons for rejection will be 
summarized in the data validation report. Additionally, Tetra Tech will evaluate 
the data results using the HRS rule and guidance manual, and the EPA fact sheet 
on using qualified data. Sample concentrations will be reviewed to ensure that 
concentrations were detected above the sample and analyte-specific minimum 
reporting limits. See Table 2 of this QAPP. 

Optimized Design: In all, five surface soil, nine sedintent, and three wetland 
samples are proposed for this event, not including duplicate and QA/QC samples. 
The types and number of environmental samples collected will be biased to 
identify source locations and to document observed releases of mercury to the 
surface water migration pathway. The samples to be collected and their proposed 
locations are summarized and described in Appendix B of this QAPP. 

1.6 Special Training/Certification Requirements: 

[8:1 OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 D Special Equipment/Instrument Operator (describe below): D Other (describe below): 

Special Requirements: 

Training, including record retention, will be conducted in accordance with Section H.2 of EPA START III Contract No. 
EP-W-05-054 as well as the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 201 1 (Sections 1.5 and 1.6). Also, the Tetra 
Tech Director of Health and Safety maintains a database of personnel training located in the Tetra Tech Chicago, Illinois, 
corporate office. 
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1.7 Documentation and Records: 

The most current version of this QAPP will be distributed to the entire distribution list presented in Section 1.1. The Tetra 
Tech site manager will be responsible for maintaining the most current revision of this QAPP and for distributing it to all 
personnel and parties involved in the field effort. Field records that may be generated include the following: 

~ Chains-of-Custody Forms ~ Health and Safety Plan (HASP) 

D Field Instrument Calibration Logs ~ Photographic log 

D Field Monitoring and Screening Results ~ Site Logbook 

D Soil Borings and Well Logs ~ Site Maps and Drawings 

Field documentation and records will be generated and maintained in accordance with the requirements presented in the EPA 
Region 4 SESD operating procedure, Logbooks (SESDPROC-010-R4), October 2010. This document can be found at the 
following web address: http://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.htrnl 

Laboratory analytical data will be generated and maintained in accordance with the EPA SW-846 Method 7473 (mercury). 
The web address is: http ://www.epa.gov/SW-846/sw846.htrn. A 21-day turnaround time has been requested from the EPA 
Regional laboratory. The formal deliverables for EPA associated with this project are specified in the EPA technical 
direction document. A data validation report will be prepared to present laboratory analytical results. All project records 
under Tetra Tech' s control will be maintained and retained in accordance with the requirements of EPA START III Contract 
No. EP-W-05-054. 

2.0 DATA GENERATION ANDACQillSITION 

2.1 Sampling Process Design: 

Appendix B of this QAPP presents details on the types and numbers of samples to be collected, sample locations, sample 
matrices, and laboratory analytical methods. The rationale for this sampling process design is based on the DQO process 
discussed in Section 1.5 of this QAPP. Samples submitted to the EPA Regional laboratory will be analyzed for mercury. 

2.2 Sample Methods Requirements: 

Matrix Sampling Method 

Soil and Refer to Table B-1 of Appendix B of 
Sediment this QAPP for more details, including 

requested laboratory analyses and 
methods. Soil and sediment samples 
will be collected from 0 to 6 inches 
below ground surface using stainless 
steel spoons and aluminum pans. 

EPA and Tetra Tech Standard Operating Procedures and 
Guidance 

Refer to the EPA Region 4, SESD SOPs for Soil Sampling 
(SESDPROC-300-R1), November 2007; and Sediment Sampling 
(SESDPROC-200-R2), September 2010. Available at the following 
web address: http://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.html. 
Also refer to Section 2.2, page 20 of the Tetra Tech START Program 
Level QAPP, May 2011. A list of applicable SWPs is included in the 
HASP, which will be available on site. 

Other Sample Method Requirements: The Tetra Tech site manager, in coordination with the EPA RPM, will be 
responsible for identifying failures in sampling and field measurement systems, overseeing any corrective actions, ensuring 
that the corrective actions are documented in site logbooks and other appropriate records, and assessing the effectiveness of 
corrective actions. Field decontamination will be conducted in accordance with the procedures provided in the EPA Region 
4, SESD OP Field Equipment Cleaning and Decontamination (SESDPROC-205-R1), November 2007, available at the 
following web address: http://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd!fbqstp/index.html. Field supplies required for this sampling event 
includes disposable Nitrile gloves, sample jars, sample packaging materials such as coolers and vemll.culite or suitable 
packing material, and personal protective equipment (PPE) identified in the HASP. Also see Table 3 of this QAPP for a list 
of equipment and supplies. 
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2.3 Sample Handling and Custody Requirements: 

Sample handling and chain-of-custody record keeping will be conducted in accordance with EPA Region 4, SESD OP 
Packing, Marking, Labeling, and Shipping of Environmental and Waste Samples (SESDPROC-209-R2), April2011 , 
available at the following web address: http://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.htmL Once collected, all samples will 
be placed on ice and kept in a custody-sealed cooler in a secure location. The Tetra Tech site manager will ensure that 
custody of samples is maintained until they are shipped to the laboratory. Chain-of-custody records will be used to document 
the samples collected and delivered to the laboratory. Samples will be processed using SCRIBE. Also refer to Section 2.3, 
page 29 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

2.4 Analytical Method Requirements: 

The analytical parameter and associated laboratory analytical method that will be used for this project is EPA SW-846 
Method 7473, mercury analysis (also presented in Table 2 of this QAPP). 

Data validation of the analytical data package will be conducted by the Office of Quality Assurance. Data validation will be 
conducted in accordance with the EPA SW-846 Method 7473 for mercury analysis; the EPA Region 4 Analytical Support 
Branch (ASB) Laboratory Operations and Quality Assurance Manual (LOQAM), January 2011 ; and Section 2.5.2, page 36 of 
the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. Laboratory instruments required for sample analyses are contained 
in the EPA SW -846 Method. 

Modifications to data validation criteria will be provided by EPA. The individual responsible for ensuring the success of the 
analyses is Jenny Scifres, EPA SESD, Chief of the Inorganic Chemistry Section. 

A 21-day turnaround time was requested for the laboratory to submit results to the EPA SESD, Office of Quality Assurance. 
Tetra Tech anticipates the final validated data packages will be received from SESD within 42 days. Within 14 days after the 
package is received, Tetra Tech will conduct a cursory review of the data packages against the chain-of-custody records to 
ensure that results for all samples are received. The data packages will also be reviewed to determine whether any data are 
rejected and whether any data qualifiers assigned during the validation process affects the usability of the data as defmed in 
Section 1.5 of this QAPP. Once the cursory review is completed, Tetra Tech will notify the RPM of problems encountered, 
if any. 

2.5 Quality Control Requirements: 

QC requirements for field monitoring are provided in the EPA Region 4, SESD SOP Field Measurement Uncertainty 
(SESDPROC-014-RO), February 2008, and QC requirements for field sampling are provided in the EPA Region4 SESD OP 
Field Sampling Quality Control (SESDPROC-011-R3), October 2010. Both are available at the following web address: 
http ://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.html. Also refer to Section 2.5.1 , page 35 of the Tetra Tech START Program 
Level QAPP, May 2011 . 

Quality control requirements for analytical methods are presented in the associated EPA SW-846 Method; and the EPA 
Region4 ASB LOQAM, January 201 1; as well as in Section 2.5.2, page 36 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, 
May 2011. 

Laboratory and quality control samples will include one matrix spike and matrix spike duplicate (MS/MSD) from sample sets 
collected at a frequency of one MS/MSD set for every 20 samples per medium collected. Field quality control samples will 
include field duplicate samples collected at a frequency of one field duplicate sample for every 20 samples per medium 
collected. All quality control samples will be submitted for analysis of parameters listed in Table 2 and in Table B-2 
(Appendix B) of this QAPP. 
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QUALITY ASSURANCE PROJECT PLAN (SHORT FORM) 
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2.6 Instrument/Equipment Testing, Inspection, and Maintenance Requirements: 

For instrument testing, inspection, and maintenance requirements for field monitoring, refer to the EPA Region 4, SESD OP 
Equipment Inventory and Management (SESDPROC-108-R3), April2009, available at the following web address: 
http://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.htrnL Also refer to the manufacturer 's operating manual for further 
instructions on field instrument testing, inspection, and maintenance as well as to Section 2.6, page 41 of the Tetra Tech 
START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. Table 3 of this QAPP contains a list of field instruments that will be used during 
this sampling event. 

Laboratory instrument testing, inspection, and maintenance requirements are contained in the EPA SW -846 Method, as well 
as in the associated manufacturer's operating manuals. 

2.7 Instrument Calibration and Frequency: 

For instrument calibration and frequency requirements for field monitoring, refer to the EPA Region 4, SESD OP Equipment 
Inventory and Management (SESDPROC-108-R3), April 2009, available at the following web address: 
http ://www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/fbqstp/index.htrnL Also refer to the manufacturer's operating manual for further 
instructions on calibration as well as to Section 2.7.1 , page 43 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

Instrument calibration and frequency requirements for EPA analytical methods are presented in the EPA SW-846 Method; 
the EPA Region 4 ASB LOQAM, January 201 1; and in the associated manufacturer 's operating manuals, as well as in 
Section 2.7.2, page 43 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

2.8 Inspection/Acceptance Requirements for Supplies and Consumab1es: 

Supplies and consumables required for this sampling event will be inspected and accepted by the Tetra Tech site manager or 
designated field team member and include disposable nitrile gloves, sample jars, sample packaging materials, and PPE 
identified in the HASP. All sample containers will meet EPA criteria for cleaning procedures for low-level chemical 
analysis. Sample containers will have certifications provided by the manufacturer in accordance with pre-cleaning criteria 
established by EPA. See Section 2.8, page 45 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. See Table 3 in 
this QAPP for a complete list of supplies and consumables. 

2.9 Non-Direct Measurement Requirements: 

Information pertaining to the site (including photographs, maps, and so forth) has been compiled from file information 
obtained from EPA. This data and information are presented in the fmal ESI report, dated September 29, 2009. The extent to 
which this data and information, if any, are used to achieve the objectives of this project will be determined by Tetra Tech in 
cooperation with the EPA RPM. Any justifications and qualifications required for the use of this data and information will 
be provided in the reports generated for this project. Refer to Section 2.9, page 45 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level 
QAPP, May 2011. Historical information, including target data obtained from internet websites, will be reviewed and cross 
referenced with information obtained from EPA and GAEPD for accuracy prior to inclusion in the investigation reports. 

2.10 Data Management: 

All reference materials generated during this investigation and included in the fmai report will be submitted to the RPM in 
PDF on CD, and a SCRIBE database will be created for the analytical data results. The SCRIBE database will be submitted 
to the RPM with the fmal report. All field-generated data will be managed as part of the permanent field record for the 
project. All laboratory analytical data will be managed in accordance with the requirements of the EPA SW-846 Method; as 
well as the EPA Region4 policy and applicable federal regulations. Finally, all field-generated data and other records 
generated or obtained during this project will be managed according to the requirements of EPA START III Contract No. 
EP-W-05-054, as well as to Section 2.10, page 46 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 201 1. 
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3.0 ASSESSl\IIENT AND OVERSIGHT 

3.1 Assessment and Response Actions: 

Field and laboratory audits will not be conducted for this project. All deliverables that Tetra Tech contributes to in whole or 
in part, including the fmal report, will be subjected to the corporate three-tiered review process, which includes a technical 
review, an editorial review, and a quality control review, with each reviewer signing off on a quality control review sheet 
when any issues or revisions have been addressed. These reviews will be performed by qualified individuals in accordance 
with the requirements of EPA START III Contract No. EP-W-05-054 and with Section 3.1, page 47 of the Tetra Tech 
START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

3.2 Corrective Action: 

The Tetra Tech site manager, in coordination with the EPA RPM, will be responsible for identifying failures in sampling and 
field measurement systems, overseeing any corrective actions, ensuring that the corrective actions are documented in site 
logbooks and other appropriate records, and assessing the effectiveness of corrective actions. Corrective action requirements 
for EPA analytical methods are presented in the EPA SW-846 Method; and Section 3.1.2, page 49 of the Tetra Tech START 
Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

3.3 Reports to Management: 

All formal deliverables to EPA associated with this project will be prepared, reviewed, and distributed in accordance with the 
requirements of the EPA START III Contract No. EP-W-05-054, Section 3.2, page 51 of the Tetra Tech START Program 
Level QAPP, May 2011 , and under the supervision of the Tetra Tech QA manager, Jessica Vickers or appropriate designee. 
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4.0 DATA VALIDATION AND USABILITY 

4.1 Data Review, Verification, and Validation Requirements: 

All field-generated data and records (such as global positioning system coordinates of sample locations and field logbook 
notes) will be reviewed for completeness and accuracy by the Tetra Tech site manager and appropriate designees. Field data 
and records will be reviewed at the end of each day so that corrective actions, if necessary, can be made prior to demobilizing 
from the site. 

Data validation of the analytical data packages will be conducted by the Office of Quality Assurance. Data validation will be 
conducted in accordance with the EPA SW-846 Method 7473 for mercury analysis; the EPA Region 4 ASB LOQAM, 
January 2011; and Section 2.5 .2, page 36 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. Laboratory 
instruments required for sample analyses are contained in the EPA SW -846 Method. 

Modifications to data validation criteria will be provided by EPA. The individual responsible for ensuring the success of the 
analyses is Jenny Scifres, EPA SESD, Chief of the Inorganic Chemistry Section. 

4.2 Verification and Validation Methods: 

All field-generated data will be maintained in the project file and included (as appropriate) in project deliverables in fmal 
form after all reviews and associated corrective actions. The laboratory analytical data will be validated in accordance with 
EPA policy, by the EPA Region 4 SESD, Office of Quality Assurance. The analytical data validation methods are provided 
in the ASB LOQAM, January 2011 ; and Section 4.1 , page 53 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 
The validated analytical data packages will contain a summary of all data qualifier flags and their explanations. Also see 
Section 4.2, page 54 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 

4.3 Reconciliation of the Data to the Pmject-Specific DQOs: 

The Tetra Tech site manager, in cooperation with the EPA RPM and Tetra Tech QA Manager, will be responsible for 
reconciling the data and other project results with the requirements specified in this QAPP and by the data users and decision 
makers. Ultimate acceptance of the data is at the discretion of the EPA RPM. Depending on the nature of how specific data 
quality indicators do not meet the project's requirements, the data may be discarded and resampling and reanalysis of the 
subject samples may be required. Resampling, reanalysis, or other out-of-scope actions identified to address data quality 
deficiencies and data gaps will require approval by the EPA RPM, EPA Project Officer, and EPA Contracting Officer. 

All final data packages will be reviewed to determine whether the site-specific DQOs, as defined in Section 1.5 of this 
QAPP, are met based on the following guidance documents: 

• EPA, HRS, 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 300, Appendix A, 55 Federal Register 51532. December 1990. 

• EPA, Hazard Ranking System Guidance Manual, Publication 9345.1-07, EPA 540-R-92-026. November 1992. 

• EPA, Using Qualified Data to Document an Observed Release and Observed Contamination. November 1996. 

The data packages will also be reviewed to determine whether any data are rejected and whether any data qualifiers assigned 
during the validation process affects the usability of the data as defmed in Section 1.5 of this QAPP. Estimated, or "J" 
flagged, data will be evaluated in accordance with Using Qualified Data to Document an Observed Release and Observed 
Contamination fact sheet, November 1996. This evaluation will be conducted to ensure that estimated results used to 
establish observed releases and areas of observed contamination meet the HRS defmition of elevated concentrations. Data 
that are rejected will be identified in the analytical data packages received from the EPA SESD Office of Quality Assurance. 
Reconciliation of the data to the project-specific DQOs will be conducted in accordance with EPA HRS rule and guidance 
manual. Also see Section 4.3, page 56 of the Tetra Tech START Program Level QAPP, May 2011. 
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TABLEl:SAMPLES~Y 

City, County: State: 
Site Name: Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 

Macon, Bibb County Georgia 

ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES 

No. of Matrix Location Purpose Depth or Sampling Requested Analytical 
Samples other Method Analyses Methods 

Descriptor 

ALL MATRICES 

Refer to Appendices A and B of this QAPP for proposed field sampling locations. Final sampling locations will be based on 
observations in the field. 
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QUALITY CONTROL SAMPLES 

Refer to Table B-2 in Appendix Band Section 2.5 of this QAPP. 
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TABLE 2: PERFORMANCE OR ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

Site Name: Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
City, County: State: 

Macon, Bibb County Georgia 

ALL MATRICES 

Analysis Analytical Method 

Mercury 7473 

Data Quality Measurements 

Accuracy Refer to EPA Region 4, SESD SOP for Soil Sampling (SESDPROC-300-Rl ), November 2007; SESD 
SOP for Sediment Sampling (SESDPROC-200-R2), September 2010; the SW-846 Method above; and 
the data validation SOPs discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this QAPP. 

Precision Refer to EPA Region 4, SESD SOP for Soil Sampling (SESDPROC-300-Rl ), November 2007; SESD 
SOP for Sediment Sampling (SESDPROC-200-R2), September 2010; the SW-846 Method above; and 
the data validation SOPs discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this QAPP. 

Representativeness 5 surface soil, 9 sediment, and 3 wetland samples will be collected from the MNOP property, drainage 
pathway, and wetland areas to provide a representative quantity of samples for the investigation. 
Refer to Figure 2 in Appendix A of this QAPP for the proposed sampling locations. 

Completeness Supplemental sampling is being conducted to confirm the presence of low concentrations of Mercury 
detected during the ESI and to fi ll a data gap, and will be used for NPL evaluation. Background 
samples will be collected for comparison to determine whether contaminant concentrations are 
elevated (see Section 1.5, Step 5 of this QAPP for the definition of elevated). 

Comparability In accordance with the HRS Guidance Manual, sample comparability should be achieved once all field 
and laboratory work are conducted using the same procedures for the respective sample matrices. 
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TABLE 3: EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

Site Name: Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 

Field Sample 
Sampling 

Instruments Containers 
Equipment and 

Supplies 
GeoXT Trimble 

4-oz jars 
stainless steel 

unit spoons 

Trimble antenna Aluminum pans 

Trimble range 
Nitrile gloves 

pole 
Trimble clamp 

Visqueen 
cradle 

Waders 

Notes: 

oz Ounce 
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City, County: State: 

Macon, Bibb County Georgia 

Sample 
Processing 

Supplies 

plastic baggies 

vemliculite 

coolers 

custody seals 

laptop 

printer 

paper 

labels 

FedEx labels 

duct tape 

strapping tape 

paper towels 

2-oz jars 

ll 

Decontamination Miscellaneous 
Supplies Supplies 

digital camera 

permanent markers 

logbooks 

garbage bags 

vehicle power 
converter 

first aid kit 
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TABLE B-1 
MACON NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT 

SOIL AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND RATIONALE 

Depth Sample 
Station ID Sample ID (in bgs) Type 

MNOPOl MNOP-01-SF 
Grab 

0 to 6 Soil 

MNOP02 MNOP-02-SF 0 to 6 
Grab 
Soil 

MNOP03 MNOP-03-SF 0 to 6 
Grab 
Soil 

MNOP04 MNOP-04-SF 0 to 6 
Grab 
Soil 

MNOP05 MNOP-05-SF 0 to 6 
Grab 
Soil 

Grab MNOPD201 MNOP-D2-0l -SD 0 to 6 
Sediment 

MNOPD401 MNOP-D4-0l-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD402 MNOP-D4-02-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD403 MNOP-D4-03-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD404 MNOP-D4-04-SD 0 to 6 Grab 
Sediment 

MNOPD405 MNOP-D4-05-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD406 MNOP-D4-06-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD407 MNOP-D4-07-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

Grab 
MNOPWOl MNOP-W-01-SD 0 to 6 Sediment 

MNOPD408 MNOP-D4-W -08-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

MNOPD409 MNOP-D4-W-09-SD 0 to 6 
Grab 

Sediment 

Notes: 

bgs Below ground smface 
D Drainage ditch 
ID Identification 
m Inches 
MNOP Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
NW Northwest 
PPE Probable point of entty 
RCWRF Rocky Creek Water Reclalllation Facility 
SF Surface soil sample 
SD Sediment 
W Wetland 
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Sample Location 

North-central 
portion of MNOP 

Northeastern 
portion of MNOP 

Near Building 109 

Near Building 109 

Near Building 
lOSE 
Drainage Ditch 2, 
northwestern 
portion ofMNOP 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
on MNOP property 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
on MNOP property 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
on MNOP property 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
on MNOP property 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
north of RCWRF 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
NWofRCWRF 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
west of RCWRF 
South of Lafarge 
Industries Sand 
Quarry 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
at PPE 1 
Drainage Ditch 4, 
in wetland 

Rationale 
Background surface soil sample 
for comparison to source soil 
sample results. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in soil. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in soil. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in soil. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in soil. 
Background drainage ditch 
sample for comparison to 
Drainage Ditch 4 sample results. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Background wetland sample for 
comparison to downstream 
wetland sample results. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
Determine presence or absence 
of mercury in sediment. 
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TABLE B-2 
MACON NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT 

QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL SAMPLES 

SampleiD Sample Type 

MNOP-01-SF MS/MSD 

MNOP-D4-07-SD-DUP Field duplicate 

Notes: 

D 
DUP 
ID 
MNOP 
MSIMSD 
QA 
QC 
SD 
SF 

Drainage ditch 
Duplicate 
Identification 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate 
Quality assurance 
Quality control 
Sediment sample 
Smface soil sample 
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Rationale 

QA/QC sample to provide infonnation about the 
effect of each sample matrix on the sample 
preparation procedures and measurement 
methodology. One MS/MSD sample will be 
designated for every 20 soil/sediment samples 
collected. 

Ensure both field and laboratory precision. One 
duplicate sample will be collected for every 20 
soil/sediment samples collected. 

B-2 
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TABLE B-3 
MACON NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT 

ANALYTICAL METHODS, REQUIRED SAMPLE CONTAINERS, AND PRESERVATIVES 

PARAMETER: 

ANALYTICAL 
TO BE NOTED 

ANALYTICAL 
NUMBER2 AND TYPE 

PRESERVATION SAMPLE HOLDING 
PARAMETER 

ON CHAIN-OF- MATRIX 
METHOD1 OF SAMPLE 

METHOD TIME CUSTODY CONTAINER 
RECORDS 

SOIL AND SEDIMENT SAMPLES 

Mercury Hg 
Soil and 

7473 
One 4-ounce glass jar with 

Cool to 4 oc 28 days Sediment Teflon-lined lid 

Notes: 

2 
EPA Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods (SW-846), which can be viewed at the following website: http://www.epa.gov/SW-846/sw846.htm. 
For soil and sediment samples designated for MS/MSD analysis, double sample volume is required. 
Degrees Celsius 
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Reference No. 11 
Macon Naval Ordnance Plant 
EPA ID No. GAD003302676 

4SESD-ASB 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

August 1, 2011 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: FINAL Analytical Report 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Superfund Remedial 

FROM: 

THRU: 

TO: 

Jenny Scifres 

ASB Inorganic Chemistry Section Chief 

Gary Bennett, Chief 

Analytical Support Branch 

Donna Seadler 

Attached are the final results for the analytical groups listed below. These analyses were perfonned in 

accordance with the Analytical Support Branch's (ASB) Laboratory Operations and Quality Assurance Manual 

(ASB LOQAM) found at www.epa.gov/region4/sesd/asbsop. Any unique project data quality objectives 

specified in writing by the data requestor have also been incorporated into the data unless otherwise noted in the 

Report Narrative. Chemistry data have been verified based on the ASB LOQAM specifications and may have 

been qualified if the applicable quality control criteria were not met. For a listing of specific data qualifiers and 

explanations, please refer to the Data Qualifier Definitions included in this report. The reported results are 
accurate within the limits of the method(s) and are representative only of the samples as received by the 

laboratory. 

Analyses Included in this report: 

Total Metals (TMTL) 

Total Mercury 

Page 1 of24 El12801 TMTL FINAL 

Method Used: 

EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 
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Sample Disposal Policy 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Because of the laboratory's limited space for long term sample storage, our policy is to dispose of samples on a 

periodic schedule. Please note that within 60 days of this memo, the original samples and all sample extracts 
and/or sample digestates will be disposed of in accordance with applicable regulations. The 60-day sample 

disposal policy does not apply to criminal samples which are held until the laboratory is notified by the criminal 

investigators that case development and litigation are complete. 

These samples may be held in the laboratory's custody for a longer period of time if you have a special project 

need. If you wish for the laboratory to hold samples beyond the 60-day period, please contact our Sample Control 

Coordinator, Debbie Colquitt, by e-mail at Colquitt.Debbie@epa.gov, and provide a reason for holding samples 
beyond 60 days 

cc: Nardina Turner 

Page 2 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 8/ l/11 16:22 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Support Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill- Reported by Jenny Scifres 

SAMPLES INCLUDED IN TillS REPORT 

Project: 11-0536, Forrnet· Macon Naval Ot·dnance Landfill 

Sample ID Laboratory ID Matrix Date Collected 

MNOP-01-SF £112801-01 Surface Soil 6/29/ 11 12:40 

MNOP-02-SF £112801-02 Surface Soil 6/30/11 08:30 

MNOP-03-SF £1 12801-03 Surface Soil 6/30/11 08:15 

MNOP-04-SF £112801-04 Surface Soil 6/30/ 11 08:20 

MNOP-05-SF Ell 2801-05 Surface Soil 6/29/ 11 12:20 

MNOP-05-SF-DUP Ell 2801-06 Surface Soil 6/29111 12:25 

MNOP-02-0 I-SD £112801-07 Sediment 6/29/ 11 13:15 

MNOP-D4-0l-SD £1 12801-08 Sediment 6/30/ 11 13:05 

MNOP-D4-02-SD £ 112801-09 Sediment 6/30/11 12:55 

MNOP-D4-02-SD-DUP £112801-10 Sediment 6/30/ ll 12:57 

MNOP-D4-03-SD £112801-11 Sediment 6/30/11 12:40 

MNOP-D4-04-SD £ 112801-12 Sediment 6/30/11 12:25 

MNOP-D4-05-SD £ 112801-13 Sediment 6/30/11 12:10 

MNOP-D4-06-SD £ 112801-14 Sediment 6/30/ 11 11:50 

MNOP-D4-07-SD £ 112801-15 Sediment 6/30/ 11 11:15 

MNOP-D4-W -08-SD £ 112801-16 Sediment 6/30/ 11 10:45 

MNOP-D4-W -09-SD £ 112801-17 Sediment 6/30/ 11 10:00 

MNOP-W-01-SD £112801-18 Sediment 6/29/11 17:40 

Page 3 of24 £ 112801 TMTL FINAL 

Date Received 

7/1/ ll 9:50 

7/1/11 9:50 

7/1/11 9:50 

7/ l/ll 9:50 

7/l/ll 9:50 

7/ 1/11 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

7/1/ 11 9:50 

7/1/ 11 9:50 

7/1/11 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

7/ 1/ 11 9:50 

7/1111 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

7/1/ 11 9:50 

7/ l/11 9:50 

8/1/11 16:22 



u 
J 

OR-1 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 

980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

DATA QUALIFIER DEFINITIONS 

The analyte was not detected at or above the repm1ing limit. 

The identification of the analyte is acceptable; the reported value is an estimate. 

MRL verification recove1y less than lower control limits. 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

CAS Chemical Abstracts Service 

MDL 

MRL 

Note: Analytes with no known CAS identifiers have been assigned codes beginning with "E", the EPA ID as assigned by 
the EPA Substance Regisuy System (www.epa.gov/srs), or beginning with "R4-", a tmique identifier assigned by the EPA 

Region4 laboratory. 

Method Detection Limit - The minimum concentration of a substance (an analyte) that can be measmed and 
reported with a 99% confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than zero. 

Minimum Repm1ing Limit - Analyte concentration that conesponds to the lowest demonstrated level of acceptable 
quantitation. The MRL is sample-specific and accounts for preparation weights and volumes, dilutions, and 

moistme content of soil/sediments . 

TIC Tentatively Identified Compound- An analyte identified based on a match with the iustnnnent software's mass 
spectrallibnuy. A calibration standard has not been analyzed to confirm the compound's identification or the 
estimated concentration reported. 

Page 4 of 24 £11 2801 TMTL FINAL 8/ 1111 16:22 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-01-SF 

Station ID: M:NOP01 

Date Collected: 6/29/11 12:40 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-0l 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.073 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 5 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
20:25 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-02-SF 

Station ID: M:NOP02 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 8:30 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-02 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 6 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7/1 4/11 
20:38 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Support Division 

980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill- Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Formet· Macon Naval Ot·dnance Landfill 

Sample ID: MNOP-03-SF 

Station ID: :M:'ol0P03 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 8:15 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-03 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Remlfs Qualifiers ('flitS JIRL Pr~paretf A110(1·;etf Me/hod 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.072 J, QR-1 mglkgdry 

Page 7 of24 Ell2801 lMTL FINAL 

0.050 7/12/11 
16.38 

7/14/11 
20A2 EPA 245.5 

8/ 111 1 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-04-SF 

Station ID: M:NOP04 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 8:20 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-04 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.40 mg!lcg dry 

Page 8 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

711411 1 
20:47 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-05-SF 

Station ID: M:NOPOS 

Date Collected: 6/29/11 12:20 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-05 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.058 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 9 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
20:51 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-05-SF-DUP 

Station ID: M:NOP05 

Date Collected: 6/29/11 12:25 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-06 

Matrix: Surface Soil 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.070 J, QR-1 mg!lcgdry 

Page 10 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
20:55 

-
EPA 24 5.5 

8/ 1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D2-01-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD201 

Date Collected: 6/29/11 13:15 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-07 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.085 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 11 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

711411 1 
21:00 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-01-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD401 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 13:05 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-08 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 12 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

711411 1 
21:04 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-02-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD402 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 12:55 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-09 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.051 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 13 of24 £11 2801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 711211 1 
16:38 

7/14/11 
21:09 

-
EPA 24 5.5 

8/ 1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-02-SD-DUP 

Station ID: M:NOPD402 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 12:57 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-10 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 14 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
21:22 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-03-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD403 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 12:40 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-11 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcgdry 

Page 15 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
21:26 

-
EPA 24 5.5 

8/ 1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Support Division 

980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill- Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Formet· Macon Naval Ot·dnance Landfill 

Sample ID: MNOP-D4-04-SD 

Station ID: :M:'ol0PD404 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 12:25 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-12 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Remlfs Qualifiers ('flitS JIRL Pr~paretf A11a(1·;etf Me/hod 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.083 J, QR-1 mglkgdry 

Page 16 of24 Ell2801 lMTL FINAL 

0.050 7/12/11 
16.38 

7/14/ 11 
21 :39 EPA 245.5 

8/ 111 1 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-05-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD405 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 12:10 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-13 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcgdry 

Page 17 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7/14/11 
21:44 

-
EPA 24 5.5 

8/ 1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-06-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD406 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 11:50 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-14 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.050 U, J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 18 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

711411 1 
21:48 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-07-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD407 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 11:15 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-15 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.46 mg!lcg dry 

Page 19 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
21:52 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-W-08-SD 

Station ID: M:\'OPD408 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 10:45 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-16 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.19 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 20 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7114111 
21:57 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-D4-W-09-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPD409 

Date Collected: 6/30/11 10:00 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-17 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 1.1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 21 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

7/1 4/11 
22:01 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Total Metals 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill 

Sample ID: M:NOP-W-01-SD 

Station ID: M:NOPW01 

Date Collected: 6/29/11 17:40 

CAS 

Lab ID: E112801-18 

Matrix: Sediment 

Number Analyte Results Qualifiers Units MRL Prepared Aaa/yzed Method 

7439-97-6 Mercury 0.16 J, QR-1 mg!lcg dry 

Page 22 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 

0.050 7112111 
16:38 

711411 1 
22:05 

-
EPA 245.5 

8/1111 16:22 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Support Division 

980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill- Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Analyte 

Batch 1107087- M 245.5 Hg Soil-Waste 

Blank (1107087-BLKl) 

EPA 245.5 
Mere my 

Blank (1107087-BLKl) 

EPA 245.5 
Mere my 

Blank (1107087-BLKJ) 

EPA 245.5 
Mercmy 

LCS (1107087-BSl) 

EPA245.5 
Mercmy 

Matrix Spike (1107087-MSl) 

EPA 245.5 
Mercmy 

Matrix Spike (1107087-MS2) 

EPA245.5 
Mercmy 

Matrix Spike Dill) (1107087-MSDl) 

EPA 245.5 
Mercmy 

Matrix Spike Dup (1107087-MSD2) 

EPA245.5 
Mercmy 

MRL Verification (1107087-PSI) 

EPA 245.5 
Mere my 

Total Metals (TMTL)- Quality Control 

US-EPA, Region 4, SESD 

Result 

u 

u 

u 

0.83642 

Reporting 

Limit Units 

0.050 mglkg dty 

0.050 mglkg dty 

0.050 mglkg dty 

Spike 

Level 

Source 

Result %REC 

%REC 

Limits 

Prepared: 07/ 12/11 Analyzed: 07/14/ 11 

Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07/14/ 11 

Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07114/11 

Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07/14/11 

0.050 mglkg dty 0.90000 92.9 85-115 

Sourer: E112801-0l Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07/ 14/11 

0.42096 0.050 mglkg dty 0.36258 0.072668 96.1 85-115 

Sourer: E112801-11 Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07/14/11 

0.41128 0.050 mglkg dty 0.39432 0.031422 96.3 85-115 

Sourre: E112801-0l Prepared: 07/12/ 11 Analyzed: 07/ 14/11 

0.41147 0.050 mglkg dty 0.36284 0.072668 93.4 85-115 

Source: E112801-11 Prepared: 07/12/11 Analyzed: 07/14/11 

0.42111 0.050 mglkg dty 0.39246 0.031422 99.3 85-115 

Prepared: 07/12/ 11 Analyzed: 07/ 14/11 

0.033500 0.050 mglkg dty 0.050000 67.0 70-130 

Page 23 of24 E112801 1MTL FINAL 

RPD 

2.84 

3.03 

RPD 

Limit 

20 

20 

Notes 

u 

u 

u 

u, 
MRL-3, 

QR-1 

8/ 1111 16:22 



u 
MRL-3 

QR-1 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Region 4 Science and Ecosystem Suppott Division 
980 College Station Road, Athens, Georgia 30605-2700 

D.A.R.T. Id: 11-0536 

Project: 11-0536, Former Macon Naval Ordnance Landfill - Reported by Jenny Scifres 

Notes and Definitions for QC Samples 

The analyte was not detected at or above the reporting limit. 

MRL verification for Soil matrix 

MRL verification recovery less than lower control limits. 

Page 24 of24 £112801 1MTL FINAL 8/ l/11 16:22 




